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It’s that time of year again: time to celebrate the best books that
we read and reviewed in 2022. In case you doubted it, Kirkus reviews
a lot of books: by our count, nearly 10,000 in the past year. This is
the first of three issues dedicated to the truly top-shelf titles in all
our sections.
To kick things off, we present the 100 best fiction and 100 best nonfiction books, selected by editors Laurie Muchnick and Eric Liebetrau,
respectively. They introduce those lists in their columns for the issue,
highlighting trends and standout titles. Their columns are accompanied by all our original reviews, a chance to revisit the books that may
have struck you during the year or to discover some gems that slipped past you.
We also spotlight some of the fascinating authors behind these books. Look for interviews with fiction writers Jonathan Escoffery (If I Survive You), Adriana Herrera (A Carib
bean Heiress in Paris), and Morgan Talty (Night of the Living Rez); as well as nonfiction writers
Rabia Chaudry (Fatty Fatty Boom Boom), Brandi Collins-Dexter (Black Skinhead), and Casey
Parks (Diary of a Misfit). They all have interesting things to say about why they wrote the
books they did, about venturing back out into the world for live book events (finally!), and
their own favorite reads in 2022.
Since the end of the year also brings the holidays, we offer our annual guide to gift
books—since everybody knows that books make the best presents. Here the editors have
selected some favorite art and photography books, cookbooks, and special editions. These
are the sorts of books Kirkus doesn’t typically review, so it feels like a bona fide holiday
for us to survey the field of these sumptuous publications and recommend some that we
especially love.
Coming soon will be issues dedicated to the best children’s and young adult books (Dec.
1) and Indie books (Dec. 15). And be sure to tune in to the Fully Booked podcast this week
and for the next five weeks, where host Megan Labrise will be in conversation with some of
the authors from our best books lists and will chat with the editors about their selections.
New episodes drop every Tuesday on Apple podcasts, Spotify, and the Kirkus website.
In our Dec. 15 issue, we’ll also be taking a look back at some of our favorite book-toscreen adaptations from the year. There were a host of high-profile adaptations in 2022,
from the Apple TV+ series Pachinko (based on the novel by Min Jin Lee) to the Sony Pictures
film Where the Crawdads Sing (working from the Delia Owens bestseller) and the Netflix
movie Blonde (adapted from Joyce Carol Oates’ novel). Editor David Rapp will let readers
know which projects are worth your viewing time.
Finally, in this year when book bans were on the rise across the country (see recent
reports from the American Library Association and PEN America), contributor Michael
Schaub will revisit the year’s book news. The challenges to books about the experiences
of people of color and LGBTQ+ people made for one of the most distressing trends of
2022—but also revealed authors, librarians, teachers, and readers rising to defend our
right to read the books we choose. Let’s continue to rally around that freedom in the year
to come.
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special issue: best books of 2022

fiction

BROWN GIRLS

RUBY FEVER

Andreades, Daphne Palasi
Random House (224 pp.)
$24.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593-24342-8

Andrews, Ilona
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-06-287839-7

A masterfully executed ode to brown
girls on their journeys of becoming.
Andreades’ debut novel is a unique
coming-of-age story screamed, sung,
howled, hummed by “we,” a first-person
plural narrator representing a group of
friends from Queens, New York, on the cusp of womanhood.
Writing in vignettes, with language that is as punchy as it is lyrical and impassioned, Andreades explores intersectional issues
of womanhood, race, and class. Her chorus asks what it means
to embody both the colonized and the colonizer: as American children of immigrant parents who speak English better
than their mother tongue. As students at Columbia University
who worry about undocumented family back in Queens. As
people who realize that home will always mean two places at
once. Andreades skillfully navigates multiple literary and political challenges. The novel successfully argues for a specifically
American identity politics that eschews nationality or geographic region for a common experience of marginalization.
The brown girls have roots in such diverse places as Ghana,
India, and Mexico yet can believably speak as one chorus. To
pull off a novel with basically no individual characters or character development that conveys an intimate story of becoming—
a bildungsroman—is no easy feat. This book is (unbelievably!)
a page-turner; Andreades accomplishes this with the energy
and joyful beauty of her prose, which keeps the book moving
at a reckless pace. Andreades’ brown girls speak with one voice
without being reductionist. She pays homage to the brown girls
who have left Queens and those who have stayed, straight and
gay, teen murder victim and thriving career woman, parent and
intentionally childless: The list goes on and on.
Singing as one, Andreades’ brown girls create and capture the voice of a generation.
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The magical elite of Houston are
under threat from a rogue assassin
trained by the Russian imperium.
Catalina Baylor is a woman with
many responsibilities: She heads her
magical house, runs her family’s investigative firm, and is the Deputy Warden of Texas. When she’s
called to investigate the murder of a local politician, Catalina
and her lover, Alessandro Sagredo, realize that Russian assassin Arkan must be responsible for the crime. Arkan is creating
hyperpowerful mages by infecting them with a stolen strain of
the Osiris serum that introduced magic into the world 150 years
ago; unfortunately, the mages are also irrational, paranoid, and
unable to control their terrifying new powers. Since Arkan also
murdered Alessandro’s father, they are determined to bring him
to justice and find the stolen serum before he can do more damage. However, Catalina quickly realizes that she has another
problem: A related incident has incapacitated her boss and left
him in a coma. Catalina is elevated to Acting Warden, making
her the ultimate magical law enforcement officer in the state of
Texas. The case quickly becomes an unholy tangle of competing
interests, as Catalina weighs her personal needs against those of
her job as Warden. She and Alessandro are in a committed relationship, but they face new challenges around trust and family obligations while hunting down the most dangerous killer
on the planet. All the beloved characters from earlier in the
Hidden Legacy series reappear, which gives the thrilling final
showdown with Arkan a gratifying “Avengers Assemble” feeling. Mysteries from previous books are finally wrapped up and
explained, and there are a few juicy clues about future potential
love interests for the youngest Baylor sister, Arabella.
The action-packed and imaginative second trilogy of
the Hidden Legacy series ends with a spectacular, satisfying
finish.

|

YONDER

A novel of enslaved people reaching
for love and freedom.
Asim’s multifaceted oeuvre includes
12 books for children, a collection of
poetry, acclaimed works of social criticism, and a short story collection. His
majestic second novel is set in the mid-19th century on a plantation called Placid Hall, which is within a hundred miles of free
soil. The slaves call themselves the Stolen, and White people,
from plantation owners down to children, are referred to as
Thieves. Despite living in a society determined to keep the Stolen uneducated and unaware of their surroundings, the enslaved
people of Placid Hall hold on to as much of their humanity as
possible. They dream of freedom, they fall in love despite knowing they could be separated from their partners or children at
any moment, and they believe in the power of words and storytelling. “Our elders taught us that words were mighty enough
to change our condition. They whispered seven words into the
ears of every Stolen newborn before the child was given a name,
seven words carefully chosen for that child alone.” The seven
words serve as part prayer and part talisman, but they also give
each of the Stolen an identity apart from slavery. Told in quick
chapters, many just two or three pages long, that alternate narrators among the Stolen, the novel manages to convey the horrors and vicissitudes of slavery while never compromising each
character’s humanity. William is strong and stubborn and hopelessly in love with Margaret. Cato is still grieving the death of
his love but begins to see a new future with Pandora. These four,
plus Little Zander—who’s always practicing flying away—have
to decide if they’re ready to risk their lives for the dream of a
better future. Asim demonstrates all a novel can be: soaring and
grounded, personal and epic, thrilling and quiet.
A wonder-filled novel about the power of words and stories to bring hope to the most difficult situations.

special issue: best books of 2022

to bring her to justice. And Gwendolen Kelling—currently on
leave from her job as a librarian in York, lately a nurse serving
in the Great War—has just emerged as something of a wild card.
While the story unfolds over a period of weeks and is almost
entirely contained to London, it sprawls across social classes
and gives voice to a glorious miscellany of characters. The tone is
set by Nellie, a woman who had the will and the smarts to create
herself, and two veterans of the trenches—Gwendolen and Nellie’s son Niven, who survived deployment to the Somme. These
three are hard to shock and difficult to take unawares, and they
have all endured experiences that make them want to live. Like
all of Atkinson’s novels, her latest defies easy categorization. It’s
historical fiction, but there’s a sense of knowingness that feels
contemporary, and if this irony may feel anachronistic, it also
feels spiritually correct. Intertwined mysteries drive the plot,
but this is not a mystery in any conventional sense. The adjective Dickensian feels too clichéd to be meaningful, but Atkinson
does excel at creating a big, bustling universe fully inhabited by
vivid characters. And, like Dickens, Atkinson is obviously fond
of her characters—even the ones who do horrible things. Sometimes this means that she lets us know the fate of a character
with a walk-on part. Sometimes her care manifests in giving a
character the sort of perfect ending that seldom exists outside
of Greek tragedy or screwball comedy. And, in one exquisite
moment, the author shows her love by releasing characters
from the confines of the narrative altogether—a choice she
seems to offer as a gift to both her creations and her readers.
Already one of the best writers working, Atkinson just
gets better and better.

Asim, Jabari
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-982163-16-7

THE 6:20 MAN

Baldacci, David
Grand Central Publishing (432 pp.)
$26.10 | July 12, 2022
978-1-5387-1984-8
A complex, high-powered thriller
that will keep the reader guessing.
Former U.S. Army Ranger Travis
Devine regularly takes the 6:20 commuter train to a job he hates at Cowl and
Comely, the New York firm where he is
an investment analyst. He’s one of many “Burners,” or interns,
who slave 80 hours a week and more for low pay in hopes of
not being fired at the end of the year. Devine works there to
appease his father, who had despised his son’s choice to serve
his country instead of immediately going out and getting rich
like his two older siblings. The morning train passes by the
home of Cowl, whom the Burners are making richer and richer.
Passengers get daily unfettered views of a gorgeous bikinied
woman at Cowl’s swimming pool. She seems oblivious to the
yearning gazes of the male commuters. Then, one morning at
work, Devine receives an anonymous, untraceable text saying,
“She is dead.” None of his fellow Burners received it. “She” is
Sara Ewes, a colleague with whom he had once had sex. How
could anyone know? It was a secret because dating within the

SHRINES OF GAIETY

Atkinson, Kate
Doubleday (400 pp.)
$25.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-385-54797-0

The author of Big Sky (2019) and Tran
scription (2018) takes readers on a tour of
London’s post–World War I demimonde.
It’s 1926. Nellie Coker presides over
an empire of five nightclubs catering to
a diverse clientele and a brood of six children of various talents and aptitudes. Just released from prison,
she finds herself beset on all sides. Would-be usurpers have
infiltrated her inner circle. DCI John Frobisher is determined
|
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

the best books of
Every November, when I look back
at the year’s fiction, I try to discern
trends: Was this the year of books with
ghosts or the year of books about unhappy young people talking about relationships? The first thing that pops
out at me looking at our list of the best
fiction of 2022 is a tiny but distinctive microtrend: Books about families titled with the name of that family. And to make the trend even more specific, both books
that fit into it are published by Norton:
There’s Lan Samantha Chang’s The
Family Chao (Feb. 1), an update of The
Brothers Karamazov about a Chinese
American family running a restaurant
in Wisconsin—our review calls it “a
disruptive, sardonic take on the assimilation story”—and Rubén Degollado’s
The Family Izquierdo (Sept. 6), a novel
about three generations of a Texas family that believes they’re living under a
curse, which our review calls “a gloriously rich epic.”
Some of the year’s most striking fiction was exceptionally long; consider The Books of Jacob by
Olga Tokarczuk, translated by Jennifer
Croft (Riverhead, Feb. 1), which follows the historical figure Jacob Frank,
who in parts of 18th-century Ukraine
was thought to be the Messiah. “A massive achievement,” says our review, and
the book isn’t made any less massive by
the fact that it starts on Page 961 and
counts down to 1. At 592 pages, Alice
Elliott Dark’s Fellowship Point (MarySue
Rucci Books/Scribner, July 5) also makes a large impression with its story of two friends from
Philadelphia Quaker families who
grow old, sometimes gracefully and
sometimes not, and consider the best
way to preserve the nearly untouched
land where they’ve spent summer vacations in Maine for their entire lives.
But some of the shortest novels on
our best books list have just as much
impact. Julie Otsuka’s The Swimmers
6
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(Knopf, Feb. 22) and Elizabeth McCracken’s The Hero of
This Book (Ecco, Oct. 4) have something else in common
besides their brevity: They’re both possibly autobiographical stories of a mother-daughter pair, and both make adventurous experiments with form. Our verdict on Otsuka:
“The combination of social satire with an intimate portrait
of loss and grief is stylistically ambitious and deeply moving.” McCracken: “Novel? Memoir? Who cares. It’s a great
story, beautifully told.”
As always, there are striking debuts. Jonathan Escoffery’s If I Survive
You (MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux;
Sept. 6) is a collection of linked stories
about a Miami family with roots in Jamaica. Escoffery’s voice is vivid and engaging whether he’s writing in the first
or second person, in standard English
or Jamaican patois. Luke Dani Blue’s
Pretend It’s My Body (Feminist Press,
Oct. 18) is a “collection of stories about
characters on the brink of claiming new genders, sexualities, lifestyles, and even forms….Blue
writes with nuance, empathy, and wit,”
according to our review.
And let’s not forget second novels!
Douglas Stuart follows up his Booker Prize–winning Shuggie Bain with
Young Mungo (Grove, April 5), about
two Glasgow boys—one Catholic and
one Protestant—who fall in love in the
1990s. Our review calls it “romantic,
terrifying, brutal,
tender, and, in the end, sneakily hopeful.” And some great books are the
second in a series: If you want to read
Marlon James’ Moon Witch, Spider King
(Riverhead, Feb. 15) or N.K. Jemisin’s
The World We Make (Orbit, Nov. 1), you
should probably go back and read their
predecessors, but you’ll be glad you
did.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

|
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company was a fireable offense. Apparently, she had hanged
herself in the building. At home, Devine has interesting roommates, including a pizza-loving, Russia-born male computer
hacker; a woman who’s building a dating website with phenomenal potential; and another woman who has recently graduated
from law school. The Russian tries and fails to track the source
of the text for Devine. More people die at the company, naturally freaking everyone out. Devine is a suspect, but a retired
Army general protects him—for a price. Devine must help
them unravel a secret at the company, and if he refuses, they
will “send my ass right to USDB” (United States Disciplinary
Barracks) for an act he had committed while in the Army. Readers will suspect nearly everyone in this fast-moving whodunit.
Clues abound, like the color of a bathing suit and mysterious
references to Waiting for Godot. A great line states that diversity
in the high finance world looks like “a jar of Miracle Whip all
the way to the bottom.”
What fun! This is a winner from a pro.

Barrett, Andrea
Norton (208 pp.)
$26.95 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-324-03519-0

WHEN WOMEN
WERE DRAGONS

Barnhill, Kelly
Doubleday (352 pp.)
$28.00 | May 3, 2022
978-0-385-54822-9

As women around the world inexplicably transform into dragons, a young
girl struggles to take care of her cousin in
1950s America.
It’s indecent to speak about dragons,
just as it would be indecent to talk about, say, menstruation or
the burning, building rage that so many women feel day to day.
Because it’s such a forbidden topic, to the extent that scientists
who study the dragon transformations are silenced by the government, no one really understands why “dragooning” happens
or how it works. When Alex’s Aunt Marla is among the thousands of women who all turn into dragons together on the same
day in 1955, her beloved cousin, Beatrice, becomes her adopted
sister. And when Alex is in high school and her own mother dies
of cancer, her father sticks her in a cheap apartment and tells her
she’s old enough to raise Beatrice on her own. Alex inherited her
mother’s talent for math and science, and she struggles between
her own rage at how her abilities are constantly diminished by
the men around her and her resentment that her Aunt Marla
became a dragon and abandoned her and Beatrice. But the older
Beatrice gets, the more she longs to become a dragon herself,
and Alex lives in terror that Beatrice will leave her behind. In
lesser hands the dragon metaphor would feel simplistic and
general, but Barnhill uses it to imagine different ways of living,
loving, and caring for each other. The result is a complex, heartfelt story about following your heart and opening your mind to
new possibilities.
This novel’s magic goes far beyond the dragons.

special issue: best books of 2022

Henrietta Atkins and one Marburg sister return from Ship Fever (1996), Barrett’s
National Book Award winner, in interlinked stories ranging across half a century.
Henrietta occupies center stage in
the first three stories. “Wonders of the
Shore” takes her to an island off the New Hampshire coast for
an 1885 summer vacation with her friend Daphne. Barrett delicately contrasts Henrietta’s life as a high school biology teacher
in Crooked Lake, her central New York hometown, with Daphne’s profitable career as a science writer and pseudonymous
cookbook author; she plumbs the women’s complex relationship
and provides a surprise ending that reveals Henrietta making an
unexpected decision about herself and her future. In “The Regimental History,” she is a bright, inquisitive 10-year-old fascinated
by the letters of a Union soldier, later learning of the soldier’s
sad decline from his nephew, who’s one of her students. In fewer
than 50 pages, Barrett considers the cost of war, the duplicity of leaders, and the nurturing bond between a young person
and an inspired teacher. “Henrietta and Her Moths” also ranges
through time to trace Henrietta’s efforts to help her sister, Hester, through pregnancy and motherhood and to provide a vivid
glimpse of Henrietta’s ability to convey the excitement of scientific observation to her charges, including Caroline, her tempestuous niece. Caroline has become an aviator in “The Accident,”
which captures both the joy of flight and the cruelty of class privilege with Barrett’s characteristic subtlety and cleareyed compassion. In “Open House,” another of Henrietta’s students faces a
conflict that underpins the entire collection: The bonds that tie
people to family and community are challenged by the ambition
to find a place in the larger world. That theme becomes explicit
in the title story, which finds Rose Marburg in 2018 reflecting on
her choice to abandon scientific work that led others to a Nobel
Prize. As always, Barrett depicts the natural world and the human
heart with wonder, tenderness, and deep understanding.
More superb work from an American master.

WE HAD TO REMOVE
THIS POST

Bervoets, Hanna
Mariner Books (144 pp.)
$22.00 | March 15, 2022
978-0-358-62236-9

Scathing, darkly humorous exploration of the impact of VR, IRL.
Up until 16 months ago, Kayleigh
was a content moderator at Hexa, a
company contracted by an unnamed
social media platform to review user posts for inappropriate
|
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content. Kayleigh and her co-workers must view hundreds of
disturbing posts and videos per day and accurately categorize
and flag videos for removal according to company guidelines.
The guidelines are often counterintuitive, with more attention
to preventing litigation than preventing harm. As Kayleigh and
her co-workers begin to internalize the horrors they see each
day, the line between the virtual and the physical world, truth
and bot chatter, grows fuzzy. Co-workers mistake a roof repairman for a jumper, try to contact users who livestream self-harm,
and join flat-earther cults. In this twist on the workplace drama,
Bervoets masterfully captures our contemporary moment without devolving into national politics or soapbox rhetoric. Think
Ottessa Moshfegh’s My Year of Rest and Relaxation but with
characters who have aged a few years and started full-time jobs.
The psychological toll inherent to today’s workforce, big tech
ethics, and viral misinformation—each are examined in turn
by Kayleigh’s wonderfully snarky, unreliable narration and Bervoets’ intimate portrayals of a well-imagined and diverse cast
of characters. Look out for a sucker-punch ending as Kayleigh
searches for one of her flagged influencers in person. At first
it’s infuriating—over-the-top, out of character, and abrupt. But
on further consideration, this controversial conclusion has the
reader experience Kayleigh’s emotional process after reviewing
each post: shocked back into reality and left to wonder how to
live with what she’s seen.
Bervoets just gets it. This is, unironically, a novel for our
time.

he took advantage of them. In “Nature Exchange,” a wrenching
story about a woman whose son was killed in a school shooting,
Veena returns obsessively to the nature center where children
can trade found objects like sand dollars and dead insects for
points to be redeemed for prizes. Before his death, her little boy
was saving up for a pair of antlers. Now, as she struggles to move
on with her life, Veena fixates on the antlers as though they
might free her from her grief. These are psychologically astute
stories—and also riveting. By carefully withholding key details,
Bhanoo transforms human drama into mystery.
Graceful stories by a writer with enormous empathy for
even the most flawed and forlorn among us.

PRETEND IT’S MY BODY

Blue, Luke Dani
Amethyst Editions (256 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-952177-03-3

A debut collection of stories about
characters on the brink of claiming new
genders, sexualities, lifestyles, and even
forms.
In “Certain Disasters,” a girl survives
a tornado only to feel a “negative space”
suddenly crack open in her that fills with masculine imagery
and makes her crave a male body, while in the futuristic “Suzuki
in Limbo,” the protagonist returns to see her family one final
time before she plans to give up her “meatsuit” and have her
consciousness uploaded as computer code into an alternate
reality. Not quite magical realist yet filled with magic, these
stories perform groundbreaking work in their search for apt
metaphors to describe moments of revelation for trans and
queer people. Mind-reading is the magic in “Other People’s
Points of View,” a story about Ted, a teenager with the niche
ability to sense peoples’ thoughts as they wrestle with decisions.
It also perfectly conveys why it’s hard for Ted to come out as
a girl. In “Crush Me,” a slightly less successful story, the sudden magical appearance of a growing number of boulders in a
riverbed brings to life the narrator’s consuming crush on her
best friend, another woman. Blue writes with nuance, empathy,
and wit about the complexity of gender and sexual orientation.
The middle-aged narrator of “My Mother’s Bottomless Hole,”
who realizes too late (from her perspective) that she wants to
be a man, tells the high school students she advises in the GayStraight Alliance that bodies are like tattoos: “Yours mean a
lot to you now because they’re perfect, but eventually they’ll
be worn out and falling apart….Every adult has dysphoria. It’s
called aging.” Blue’s bigheartedness extends to all of their characters, even the mothers who struggle to understand their children’s desires. That’s the case in “Bad Things That Happen to
Girls,” a sneakily devastating story.
Original work intent on creating new ways to imagine
transformations.

SEEKING FORTUNE
ELSEWHERE

Bhanoo, Sindya
Catapult (240 pp.)
$26.00 | March 8, 2022
978-1-64622-087-8

Eight stories of dislocation—cultural
and geographic, familial and romantic.
An elderly woman parked in a “retirement-community-cum-old-age-home” in
Coimbatore, India, by her well-meaning
daughter, who lives in the United States, tells a lie that restores a
little of her agency but also underscores how empty her life has
become. A mother realizes that she has not been invited on her
daughter’s buddymoon, a recent fad of newly wedded couples
heading off on honeymoons with friends and family, but her exhusband’s girlfriend has. A professor is accused of taking advantage of his graduate students, all Indian immigrants like him, by
asking them to do chores around his house. Bhanoo, a longtime
newspaper reporter, homes in on devastating moments of loss—
the results of aging, cultural misunderstanding, so-called progress, fickle hearts, and even tragedy—throughout this stunning
debut collection of stories. The professor, who sees himself in
his graduate students, thousands of miles from India, completing their studies in small college towns like Bozeman, Montana,
can’t reconcile his sense of himself as treating them “like family,
because their own families were so far away” with the charge that
8
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“Dramatic, fun, thoughtful, clever, and (literally) punchy.”
the art of prophecy

THE FAMILY CHAO

sees some potential in him and resolves to train the boy herself.
Then a Zhuun foot patrol blunders into the naked, profoundly
drunk Khan and kills him themselves, turning Jian into a political liability and forcing the new master-disciple team to go on
the run. Under an assumed name, Jian toils resentfully as a novice and servant at a war artist school; Taishi dodges assassins
and searches for the temple where the prophecy was made to
learn how and why it failed. Meanwhile, Salminde, an elite warrior and close friend of the late Khan, looks first for her sister
and then for some way of helping her people, forced into indentured servitude in the aftermath of the Khan’s death. Author
Chu uses his knowledge and experience as a martial artist,
stuntman, and actor to craft an exceptionally easy-to-visualize
work with expertly blocked fight sequences; it’s impossible not
to picture how everything would look on screen (of course, the
trilogy has already been optioned for television). This novel is
squarely directed at kung fu, wuxia, and wire-fu fans who adore
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon; Hero; The Legend of Drunken
Master; Kung Fu Hustle, and the like, providing a story with an
epic sweep punctuated with dashes of humor and sharp-edged
banter. Although Jian provides the initial spark for the plot, the
novel is marvelously dominated by strong women, including the
hot-tempered and fierce Taishi, who occasionally learns that
rudeness is not always the best policy; the passionate, grieving
Salminde, searching for meaning after her world has ended; and
the mercurial, psychopathic shadow assassin Maza Qisami.
Dramatic, fun, thoughtful, clever, and (literally) punchy.

Chang, Lan Samantha
Norton (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-393-86807-4

special issue: best books of 2022

A Chinese American family reckons
with its patriarch’s murder in this modern-day reboot of The Brothers Karamazov.
When James, the youngest of the
three Chao brothers, returns home to
Wisconsin from college for Christmas,
he’s braced for drama. His imperious, abrasive father, Leo, has
driven his mother to a Buddhist sanctuary. The middle brother,
Ming, made his fortune in New York to escape the family’s orbit
and is only grudgingly visiting. And the eldest brother, Dagou,
has labored at the family restaurant for years in hopes of a
stake in the business only to be publicly rebuffed by Leo. Leo
is murderously frustrating, so it’s not exactly surprising when
he’s found dead, trapped in the restaurant’s freezer room, its
escape key suspiciously absent. Chang’s well-turned third novel
neatly balances two substantial themes. One is the blast radius
of family dysfunction; the novel is largely told from James’
(more innocent) perspective, but Chang deftly shows how each
of the brothers, and the partners, exes, and onlookers around
them, struggles to make sense of Leo and his death. (Handily,
the plural of Chao is chaos.) The second is the way anti-immigrant attitudes warp the truth and place additional pressure on
an overstressed family: When one of the brothers faces trial
for Leo’s death, news reports and local gossip are full of crude
stereotypes about the “Brothers Karamahjong” and rumors of
the restaurant serving dog meat. As with Dostoevsky’s original,
the story culminates in a trial that becomes a stage for broader
debates over obligation, morality, and family. But Chang is
excellent at exploring this at a more intimate level as well. A
later plot twist deepens the tension and concludes a story that
smartly offers only gray areas in response to society’s demands
for simplicity and assurance.
A disruptive, sardonic take on the assimilation story.

SAINT DEATH’S
DAUGHTER

Cooney, C.S.E.
Solaris (624 pp.)
$27.99 | April 12, 2022
978-1-78618-470-2
In this debut novel, the first of a trilogy, a previously reclusive young necromancer ventures out into a dangerous
world.
Miscellaneous “Lanie” Stones is born
into a family famous for its executioners and assassins; she herself
has a violent allergy toward, well, violence and violent death…a
sign that she is destined to have the power to reject death itself
(up to a point) as a necromancer. As her abilities increase over
the years, so do her responsibilities and troubles. Her ancestral
home is on the verge of being lost to creditors. Her only reliable
teacher in necromancy is the ghost of her great-grandfather, whom
no one else can see and who absolutely cannot be trusted. Her
glory- and money-seeking sociopathic sister, Amanita Muscaria,
has accepted a commission from the Blood Royal for a series of
assassinations that results in Nita’s own brutal murder, leaving
Lanie with a (justifiably) resentful brother-in-law and a willful,
vengeance-minded young niece. The murderer, the sorcerer-queen
Blackbird Bride, is after Lanie’s niece (to kill her) and Lanie (to
enthrall her into becoming one of her many spouses). Can Lanie
keep herself and those she loves safe, trust the new friends she’s

THE ART OF PROPHECY

Chu, Wesley
Del Rey (544 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-593-23763-2

A prophecy is unexpectedly foiled
and a chosen hero cast adrift in this first
of a fantasy trilogy inspired by Chinese
martial arts films.
Elderly, one-armed, but still incredibly able war artist Ling Taishi is invited
to view the progress of the Champion of the Five Under
Heaven, prophesied to be the doom of the Eternal Khan, foe
of the Zhuun Empire. Taishi discovers that the so-called hero,
Wen Jian, is a poorly trained spoiled brat; nevertheless, she
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Jonathan Escoffery
Cola Greenhill-Casados

Escoffery answered Kirkus’ questions about If
I Survive You and his year in writing and reading via
email.
What were the particular pleasures of writing from
Trelawny’s perspective in If I Survive You?
On one hand, I share some similarities with Trelawny, particularly along the lines of cultural background, so affirming my own experiences on the page
felt wonderfully transgressive, since I’d never read
about a Jamaican American growing up in Miami and
there wasn’t much evidence to suggest I was allowed
to write about these characters. On the other hand,
Trelawny is hilarious because he’s hyperaware of his
place in society and is well poised to point out how
absurd certain elements of our society are, even if he
feels there’s little he can do to change these things.
I read in another interview that you imagined these
characters into being—Trelawny, Topper, Delano—in
a story that ultimately didn’t make it into the book.
What qualities did a story need to possess to make
the cut?
For a story to make the final cut, it had to push the
larger storyline forward and help to build out the
book’s arc or else deepen our understanding of these
characters’ wounds. The “work” a story did could not
be redundant. I’d written several flash pieces that
provided glimpses into Trelawny’s childhood wounds,
but when held up next to the longer stories, I found
that the ones that made it into the book revealed
what makes Trelawny tick through his decisions and
actions.

Jonathan Escoffery’s hotly anticipated debut is
thriving: If I Survive You (MCD/Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, Sept. 6) was named a National Book Award
nominee on Sept. 16, just 10 days after it first graced
bookstore shelves. This “sharp and inventive” collection of linked stories, featuring “clever, commanding,
and flexible” writing, centers on Trelawny, the American-born son of a Jamaican family who fled Kingston for Miami in the late 1970s. With verve, wit, and
heart, Trelawny grapples with what it means to be
who he is in the world he inhabits and navigates complex family dynamics—his relationship with his older
brother, Delano; a falling-out with his father, Topper.
Escoffery extends similar care to his other characters’
perspectives, hopes, and dreams. In a starred review,
Kirkus calls If I Survive You “a fine debut that looks
at the complexities of cultural identity with humor,
savvy, and a rich sense of place.”
10
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What was it like to make the transition from being
a writer to a published author?
It’s wonderful to accomplish a long-held goal or dream.
I’ve come to see the transition less as a kind of graduation and more like being at a different point in a cycle.
So many writers daydream about becoming published
authors, and authors often wish they could take off
their author personas and just get back to being writers again. The writing is where the purest joy resides.
|

What’s been the best part of having this book out
in the world?
The best part has been connecting with readers, especially those who report seeing their lived experiences in the pages of a book for the first time.
Have you been able to do much reading this year?
Any 2022 books you particularly admired or enjoyed?
I’ll admit that it’s been one of my most difficult years
for reading, given the demands of launching the book,
but two favorites this year were Sweet, Soft, Plenty
Rhythm by Laura Warrell and Night of the Living Rez
by Morgan Talty.

found, and possibly find happiness with her beloved pen pal, the
nobly born fire priest Canon Lir, who has their own considerable
store of secrets? Cooney’s stories (such as in her World Fantasy
Award–winning collection, The Bone Swans, 2015) typically include
violence, abuse, death, ghosts, and the afterlife—elements which
in other hands would also be accompanied by gloom and dreary
cynicism. But Cooney also always infuses her works with joy, (often
literal) lust for life, improbably lighthearted humor, and the possibility of hope; it is an unusual and surprisingly charming and
poignant admixture. The concept of a kindhearted necromancer
who is a friend to death (and Death, in the persona of the goddess
Doédenna) rather than its foe makes perfect sense in this context.
Grisly, dark, lovely, funny, heartfelt.

Interview by Megan Labrise.

FELLOWSHIP POINT

Dark, Alice Elliott
Marysue Rucci Books/Scribner (592 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-982131-81-4
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A sweeping story of lifelong best
friends from Philadelphia Quaker families who share a vacation spot and a
moral exigency.
Dark confesses in her acknowledgments that she had “doubts about the
appeal of two old ladies,” but she’s written the rare 592-page novel
you’ll be sorry to finish. Eighty-year-old spinster Agnes Lee is the
successful author of two series of books. She’s known for one of
them, 30-plus children’s tales about a 9-year-old named Nan. The
other is written under a pseudonym, six sharp social satires following a circle of upper-class Philadelphia girls like the ones Agnes
grew up with. But as the curtain opens in March 2000, Agnes is
having her very first experience of writer’s block, described in one
of many astute passages about the writing life: “Agnes had lost hope
for today, too, but her allotted writing time wasn’t up yet. So she sat.
Her rule was five hours, and dammit she’d put in five hours.” Just as
she packs it in for the day, her best friend, Polly Wister, a devoted
wife and mother, arrives for a drink. “We have a problem,” says
Agnes. The problem is that they are two of the last three shareholders in Fellowship Point, a large, and largely undeveloped, piece
of coastal property in Maine where their families have vacationed
for generations. After the two of them are gone, Agnes’ cousin, a
wealthy dolt, seems likely to sell out to a developer who would tear
down the 19th-century dwellings, destroy a nature sanctuary, and
overrun an ancient Indigenous meeting ground to build a resort.
Agnes and Polly have other problems, too, each of them held back
by choices made long in the past, some of which will be dug out by
a nosy young New York editor who’s determined to make Agnes
write a memoir. You will surely want to read this book, but you may
be able to use its essential wisdom right now: “There wasn’t time
for withholding, not in this short life when you were only given to
know a few people, and to have a true exchange with one or two.”
Elegantly structured, beautifully written, and altogether
diverting, with a powerful message about land ownership in
America.
11

DEVIL HOUSE

put a curse on the family. Ordinary disasters like miscarriages,
accidents, and sadness are attributed to it. Years later, in declining health, Octavio is consumed by his belief in the curse, and
he bounces around from nursing home to nursing home because
none of the orderlies can keep him calm. His adult children
aren’t sure if it really is a curse or a genetic predisposition to
anxiety and susto. However, Dina, one of his daughters, refuses
to leave her house after having what she believes is a prophetic
nightmare showing Emiliano Contreras working with the devil
to use grackles to put the evil eye on the Izquierdos. In this gloriously rich epic, we get to see a full picture of the family. Each
interlocking chapter is told by a different character, unifying
into a thoughtfully crafted history spanning decades. The characters, who are complex and tightly linked to one another, are
enlivened by their belief in a mix of superstition, brujería, and
Catholicism that feels both familiar and playful. Family celebrations like a Posada, a quinceañera, and the Fourth of July particularly highlight family dynamics. Though most of the stories
focus on the Izquierdo family as a whole, there’s one called “La
Milagrosa Selena” that is less a story and more a letter to the
Diocese of Brownsville that advocates canonizing the queen of
Tejano music, Selena Quintanilla-Pérez; it’s a surprising delight.
An instant Tejano classic.

Darnielle, John
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(416 pp.)
$23.49 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-3742-1223-0
A true-crime author researches a
mass-murder case that prompts him to
reconsider his line of work.
Darnielle has an affection for the
dark side of pop culture and the way
fans of supposedly gloom-and-doom genres like heavy metal
and horror are more sophisticated than they get credit for. So
this smart, twisty novel about true-crime books and the 1980s
“Satanic panic” is a fine fit for him and his best so far. The center
and main narrator of the novel is Gage, an author who’s moved
to Milpitas, California, as a kind of stunt: He plans to live on
the site of an unsolved double murder that took place on Halloween 1986 in an abandoned porn shop that was defaced with
occult imagery. Experience has taught Gage how to write about
a case like this: His first book, about a teacher who killed two
students in self-defense, became a modestly successful film. But
that past begins to gnaw at Gage as he becomes more aware of
how the genre demands archetypes that cheapen human loss:
“I haunt dreadful places and try to coax ghosts from the walls,
and then I sell pictures of the ghosts for money.” So the novel
becomes a kind of critique of the form, as Darnielle (and Gage)
imagines the crime victims (and ideas of victimhood) in more
nuanced ways. This takes some odd turns: Substantial passages
are written in ersatz Middle English, part of a subplot involving
Arthurian legends. But he’s excellent at getting into the uncomfortable details of abusive homes and how fear sparks an urge
to escape both physically and creatively. And the closing pages
cleverly resolve the Milpitas mystery while avoiding sordid
crime reportage’s demand for scapegoats and simple motives.
An impressively meta work that delivers the pleasures of
true-crime while skewering it.

THE CHRISTIE AFFAIR

de Gramont, Nina
St. Martin’s (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-2502-7461-8

A reimagining of Agatha Christie’s
famous 11-day disappearance, adding
a murder mystery worthy of the dame
herself.
The bare facts are here just as they
happened. In December 1926, having
announced his intention to divorce her so he could marry his
mistress, Christie’s husband took off to spend a weekend in
the country. Sometime that night, Agatha left home, abandoning her car beside a nearby chalk quarry with a suitcase full of
clothes inside. Eleven days later, after an internationally publicized manhunt, she turned up at a spa hotel in Harrogate,
having signed in under the name of her husband’s lover. Upon
that frame of fact, de Gramont weaves brilliantly imagined storylines for both the mistress and the writer, converging at the
spa hotel, where not one but two guests promptly turn up dead.
The novel is narrated by the mistress, here called Nan O’Dea,
a complicated woman with many secrets. As she announces in
the first line of the novel, “A long time ago in another country, I
nearly killed a woman.” Nan is looking back at a time when she
had larceny in mind, and it was Agatha’s husband she was aiming to steal, though one has to wonder why. Archie comes across
as a whiny baby of a man who has this to say about his plan to
dump his devoted wife: “There’s no making everybody happy….
Somebody has got to be unhappy and I’m tired of it being me.”
Archie aside, de Gramont has a gift for creating dreamy male

THE FAMILY IZQUIERDO

Degollado, Rubén
Norton (304 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-393-86682-7

Three generations of Izquierdos tell
the story of their family and the misfortunes believed to be caused by a curse.
In 1958, Octavio Izquierdo and his
wife, Guadalupe, begin building their life
in McAllen, Texas. They buy a home and
set up a painting and drywall business while dreaming of the
good future their children will have—how these things will be
their inheritance. But life isn’t always easy for the family. After
discovering a goat hoof and a rooster foot buried in the yard,
Octavio believes his jealous neighbor, Emiliano Contreras, has
12
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“A clever and affecting high-concept novel of high finance.”
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characters: Both a “rumpled” police inspector called Chilton,
who’s sent to the Harrogate area to look for the missing author,
and a blue-eyed Irishman named Finbarr, who has a connection
to Nan, are irresistible, and only more so due to the tragic toll
taken on each by the war. De Gramont’s Agatha—who walks
away from her disabled vehicle forgetting her suitcase but not
her typewriter—is also easy to love. The story unfolds in a series
of carefully placed vignettes you may find yourself reading and
rereading, partly to get the details straight, partly to fully savor
the well-turned phrases and the dry humor, partly so the book
won’t have to end, damn it.
Devilishly clever, elegantly composed and structured—
simply splendid.

Diaz, Hernan
Riverhead (416 pp.)
$28.00 | May 3, 2022
978-0-593-42031-7

SCARY MONSTERS
A Novel in Two Parts
de Kretser, Michelle
Catapult (288 pp.)
$17.95 paper | April 12, 2022
978-1-64622-109-7

A reversible novel tells the stories of
two Asian immigrants to Australia, one
40 years in the past and one in the future.
It’s the early 1980s, and 22-year-old
Lili’s ambitions are grand: She wants to
be a cross between Debbie Harry and Simone de Beauvoir. To
that end, she leaves Australia—where she had moved with her
parents as a teenager—and accepts a post teaching English in
southern France. It’s the era of the Yorkshire Ripper, and Lili
sees shadows everywhere she goes. But the real monsters are
the larger forces that threaten her existence as a brown-skinned
woman: racism and sexism. When Lili’s story concludes, at the
end of her eye-opening time in Europe, de Kretser’s inventive
book begins again: The novel can be flipped upside down and
reversed to tell the story of Lyle, who lives in a future just a bit
darker than our present. (To say that the book starts with Lili’s
story, though, is an arbitrary matter of a reader’s personal sense
of chronology. Since there are two covers and two sets of frontmatter, a reader could equally begin with Lyle and travel back in
time to read Lili’s story.) Justifications for this format are clear
in both novels: “When my family emigrated,” confesses Lili,
“it felt as if we’d been stood on our heads.” Lyle, who believes
that he must jettison his past in order to fit in with the “Australian values” of corporate drudgery and a whopping mortgage,
echoes Lili’s sentiment: “Immigration breaks people. We try
to reconstitute ourselves in our new countries, but pieces of us
have disappeared.” Only Lyle’s elderly mother, who lives with
the family, reminds him that there is another way to live.
De Kretser, one of our most deeply intelligent writers,
offers a book that is wry and heartbreaking, playful and
profound.

special issue: best books of 2022

A tale of wealth, love, and madness told in four distinct but connected
narratives.
Pulitzer finalist Diaz’s ingenious
second novel—following In the Distance
(2017)—opens with the text of Bonds, a
Wharton-esque novel by Harold Vanner that tells the story of
a reclusive man who finds his calling and a massive fortune in
the stock market in the early 20th century. But the comforts of
being one of the wealthiest men in the U.S.—even after the 1929
crash—are undone by the mental decline of his wife. Bonds is
followed by the unfinished text of a memoir by Andrew Bevel, a
famously successful New York investor whose life echoes many of
the incidents in Vanner’s novel. Two more documents—a memoir
by Ida Partenza, an accomplished magazine writer, and a diary
by Mildred, Bevel’s brilliant wife—serve to explain those echoes.
Structurally, Diaz’s novel is a feat of literary gamesmanship in the
tradition of David Mitchell or Richard Powers. Diaz has a fine
ear for the differing styles each type of document requires: Bonds
is engrossing but has a touch of the fusty, dialogue-free fiction
of a century past, and Ida is a keen, Lillian Ross–type observer.
But more than simply succeeding at its genre exercises, the novel
brilliantly weaves its multiple perspectives to create a symphony
of emotional effects; what’s underplayed by Harold is thundered
by Andrew, provided nuance by Ida, and given a plot twist by
Mildred. So the novel overall feels complex but never convoluted,
focused throughout on the dissatisfactions of wealth and the suppression of information for the sake of keeping up appearances.
No one document tells the whole story, but the collection of
palimpsests makes for a thrilling experience and a testament to
the power and danger of the truth—or a version of it—when it’s
set down in print.
A clever and affecting high-concept novel of high finance.

THE CANDY HOUSE

Egan, Jennifer
Scribner (352 pp.)
$27.00 | April 5, 2022
978-1-4767-1676-3

Egan revisits some characters from A
Visit From the Goon Squad (2010) and their
children to continue her exploration of
what fiction can be and do in the 21st
century.
As Manhattan Beach (2017) showed,
Egan is perfectly capable of writing a satisfying traditional
novel, but she really dazzles when she turns her formidable gifts
to examining the changes to society and individuals wrought
by the internet and social media. One of those instruments of
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Adriana Herrera
HQN

is something I particularly enjoy. I also like the challenge of discovering pieces of history that are not
usually brought to life. The Caribbean was a vibrant
melting pot in the 19th century. There were thousands of people from the West Indies living, studying, doing business in Europe, and I love being able
to carve a space out in romance to tell those stories.
The biggest differences from contemporary are
the research and the use of language. It can get pretty interesting when I am coming out of a historical
and trying to draft a contemporary!
The plot of Caribbean Heiress is built around the
rum trade. How much did you have to learn about
rum making, and did your research involve sampling
rums? Do you have a favorite?
I grew up in the Dominican Republic, where rum
is basically a religion! It is also one of our oldest industries, so I had a good sense of the long history of
the trade in the Caribbean and the DR specifically.
It was fascinating to learn about the role of women
in the sale and distilling of rum. One of the most interesting things I learned—with the help of the archives of the Institute of Dominican Studies—was
that most of the liquor retailers on the island in the
19th century were women. As I wrote it, this book
very much became about highlighting that part of
history that we never hear about.
I did sample some rums in the process…for research! And I will give two favorites: Brugal Leyenda,
which is from a very old Dominican distillery that
has a woman master blender, the great-great-great
granddaughter of the founder. My second favorite is
Ron Zacapa Edicion Negra, from Guatemala, which
also has a woman master blender.

“In a word, marvelous,” said Kirkus of Adriana
Herrera’s A Caribbean Heiress in Paris (HQN, May 31),
a historical romance novel featuring a female rum
tycoon—the heiress of the title—who meets a Scottish earl in the whisky business while attending the
Exposition Universelle in Paris in 1889. Herrera, a
New York–based trauma therapist who works with
survivors of domestic and sexual violence, is the author of 15 books and a co-founder of the Queer Romance PoC Collective, which advocates for greater
diversity in the genre. She answered our questions—
about romance and rum—by email.

Were you able to do live events for the book this
year? Any memorable moments you’d like to share?
I was able to do in-person events, which was wonderful. One of the most memorable moments happened at Comic Con this year. A reader—a Latina—
got up during the Q&A and started to cry when she
talked about what it was like for her to read a histor-

What do you enjoy about writing a historical romance? How does the process differ from writing a
contemporary romance?
Other than romance, nonfiction books about history are probably what I read the most. The research
14
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ical romance with a protagonist that she could see
herself in. That meant so much to me, because that
is exactly the reason why I started to write.
What books published in 2022 were among your
favorites?
I read quite a few great ones this year, but two that
have really stood out for me are You Made a Fool
of Death With Your Beauty by Akwaeke Emezi and
After Hours on Milagros Street by Angelina Lopez.
Both of those books have the kinds of heroines I
love to read—strong and a little messy but very certain of who they are. Both books are also incredibly
sexy and romantic.

change is Bix, an NYU classmate of Sasha in Goon Squad but
here a vastly rich social media magnate who, in 2016, makes the
next leap in the “Self-Surveillance Era” by creating, first, Own
Your Unconscious, which allows people to externalize their consciousness on a cube, and then Collective Consciousness, which
offers the option of “uploading all or part of your externalized
memory to an online ‘collective,’ ” thereby gaining access to
“the anonymous thoughts and memories of everyone, living or
dead, who had done the same.” Egan explores the impact of this
unnervingly plausible innovation with her habitual panache,
ranging from her characters’ pre-internet youths to the 2030s.
While there are “eluders” like Bix’s son Gregory, who refuse to
share their private thoughts with strangers, many are seduced
by the convenience and power of this collective tool. The most
stylistically audacious chapter shows us the scarily logical next
step; it reproduces the instructions of a “weevil” implanted in
the brain of Lulu, daughter of morally compromised Goon Squad
publicist Dolly, now a spy married to “a visionary in the realm
of national security.” As she did in in Goon Squad’s PowerPoint
chapter, Egan doles out information in small bites that accumulate to demonstrate the novel’s time-honored strengths: richly
complicated characters and compelling narratives. The final
chapter rolls back to 1991 to movingly affirm the limits of floods
of undigested information and the ability of fiction, only fiction,
to “roam with absolute freedom through the human collective.”
A thrilling, endlessly stimulating work that demands to be
read and reread.

Interview by Tom Beer.

special issue: best books of 2022

IF I SURVIVE YOU

Escoffery, Jonathan
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-374-60598-8
A collection of linked stories focused
on one family’s tempest-tossed journeys
in Jamaica and Florida.
Escoffery’s sharp and inventive debut
largely focuses on Trelawny, the bookish son of Jamaican parents whose place
in the world is complex both physically (he’s homeless for a
time) and ethnically. In Jamaica, his light-skinned, mixed-race
parents feel superior to those with darker skin; growing up in
Miami, he’s mistaken as Dominican; in college in the Midwest,
he becomes “unquestionably Black.” In the finely tuned opening story, “In Flux,” Trelawny’s efforts to nail down an identity frustrates both himself and others; he’s at the center of a
question he has a hard time answering and few others want to
face. That uncertainty follows him throughout the book as he
squabbles with his father and older brother for their esteem.
He’s also forced to take peculiar and/or degrading jobs to make
ends meet: He answers Craigslist ads for a woman who wants a
black eye and a couple who want a stereotypically Black man
to watch them having sex. Not that the rest of his family has
it much better—his older brother, Delano, is a struggling musician working on the side in a shady landscape business, and the
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much-fought-for family home in Miami is sinking through its
foundation. (Delano’s thoughts capture the mood of futility:
“You try to make a situation better, only to make it worse. Better to do nothing.”) But if Escoffery’s characters are ambivalent,
his writing is clever, commanding, and flexible—he’s comfortable in first and second person, standard English and Jamaican
patois, Miami ethnic enclaves and white-bread high rises. And
he writes thoughtfully about how the exterior forces that have
knocked Trelawny’s family sideways—Hurricane Andrew, poverty, racism—intersect with and stoke interior fears and bouts
of self-loathing.
A fine debut that looks at the complexities of cultural
identity with humor, savvy, and a rich sense of place.

doesn’t ease their anxieties. Everett is adroit at ramping up the
tension while sustaining his narrator’s droll patter and injecting
well-timed ontological discourses on...well…nothing. It may not
sound like anything much, so to speak. But then, neither did all
those episodes of Seinfeld that insisted they were about nothing.
And this, too, is just as funny, if in a far different, more metaphysical manner.
A good place to begin finding out why Everett has such a
devoted cult.

STORIES FROM THE
TENANTS DOWNSTAIRS

Fofana, Sidik
Scribner (192 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-982145-81-1

DR. NO

Everett, Percival
Graywolf (232 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Nov. 1, 2022
978-1-64445-208-0

Eight interconnected stories set in a
low-income Harlem high rise give faces,
voices, and meaning to lives otherwise
neglected or marginalized.
The Banneker Terrace housing complex doesn’t actually exist at present-day 129th Street and Frederick Douglass Avenue in Harlem. But the stories assembled
in this captivating debut collection feel vividly and desperately
authentic in chronicling diverse African American residents of
Banneker poised at crossroads in their overburdened, economically constrained lives. In “The Okiedoke,” a 25-year-old man
named Swan is excited about the release of his friend Boons
from prison; maybe too excited given that an illegal scheme
they’re hatching could endanger the fragile but peaceful life
he’s established with Mimi, the mother of his child, who’s been
struggling to balance waitressing at Roscoe’s restaurant with
doing hair on the side. Helping her learn the hairdressing trade
is Dary, the “gay dude” in apartment 12H, who, in “Camaraderie,”
goes over-the-top in his obsession with a pop diva by getting too
close to her for her comfort. “Ms. Dallas” may well be the collection’s most caustically observant and poignantly tender story;
the title character, Verona Dallas, besides being Swan’s mother,
works as a paraprofessional at the neighborhood’s middle school
while working nights “at the airport doin’ security.” Her testimony focuses mostly on the exasperating dynamics of her day
job and the compounding misperceptions between the White
Harvard-educated English teacher to whom she’s been assigned
and the unruly class he’s vainly trying to interest in Steinbeck’s
Of Mice and Men. (The keen perceptions and complex characterizations in this story may be attributed to the fact that its author
works as a teacher in New York City’s public schools.) All these
stories are told in the first-person voices of their protagonists
and thus rely on urban Black dialect that may put off some readers at first, with the frequent colloquial use of the N-word and
other idiomatic expressions. But those willing to use their ears
more than their eyes to read along will find a rich, ribald, and
engagingly funny vein of verbal music, as up-to-the-minute as
hip-hop, but as rooted in human verities as Elizabethan dialogue.
The publisher compares this book to Gloria Naylor’s The Women

A deadpan spoof of international
thrillers, complete with a megalomaniacal supervillain, a killer robot, a damsel in
distress, and math problems.
One never knows what to expect
from Everett, whose prolific fictional
output over the last four decades includes Westerns (God’s Coun
try, 1994), crime novels (Assumption, 2011), variations on Greek
mythology (Frenzy, 1997), and inquiries into African American identity (I Am Not Sidney Poitier, 2009). This time, Everett
brings his mordant wit, philosophic inclinations, and narrative
mischief to the suspense genre, going so far as to appropriate
the title of an Ian Fleming thriller. Its nonplussed hero/narrator
is a mathematics professor at Brown University who calls himself Wala Kitu. It turns out he’s the grown-up version of Ralph
Townsend, the genius child in Everett’s novel Glyph (1999), who
retains everything while determined to say nothing. Indeed,
“nothing” is the recurring theme (or joke) of Everett’s latest,
beginning with its title and continuing with the meaning of both
Wala (nothing in Tagalog) and Kitu (nothing in Swahili). “Nothing”
also appears to be the major objective of one John Milton Bradley Sill, a “slightly racially ambiguous” self-made billionaire who
declares to Wala his ambition to be a Bond villain, “the sort of
perpetrator of evil deeds that might cause the prime minister
to dispatch a double-naught spy.” John Sill offers Wala a hefty
sum ($3 million) to help him rob Fort Knox just as the eponymous baddie of Fleming’s Goldfinger tried to do. Wala’s not sure
whether Sill’s joking or not. But the money’s big enough to compel him to tag along as Sill goes through the motions of being a
supervillain, stopping along the way in places like Miami, Corsica, Washington, D.C., and, eventually, Kentucky. Wala’s accompanied throughout by his faithful one-legged bulldog, Trigo, and
a math department colleague named Eigen, who at times seems
to be literally under Sill’s spell but is almost as vexed by the
nefarious goings-on as Wala. Being stalked throughout by Gloria,
a comely, deadly Black android with an on-again, off-again Afro,
16
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“A superb debut short story collection
explores the uncanny and grotesque.”
out there

of Brewster Place and Lin-Manuel Miranda’s In the Heights. One
could also invoke James Joyce’s Dubliners in the stories’ collective and multilayered evocation of place, time, and people.
A potentially significant voice in African American fiction asserts itself with wit and compassion.

not a metaphor. In the pages of this collection, readers will discover a sea monster more aptly described as “an amalgamation
of brainless multicellular organisms”; a sinister doll that once
belonged to a family beset by tragedy; and a being with a hood
that pours out sleep-inducing sand. This book will likely resonate with readers of Karen Russell and Ben Loory; like them, Fu
is equally at home chronicling bizarre events and pondering her
characters’ inner lives. “June Bugs,” for instance, follows the travails of Martha, a woman who moves to a new place abounding
with an uncanny number of bugs. Fu explores the circumstances
of how Martha came to live there, including the way an earlier
relationship curdled into something toxic and abusive; by the
denouement, the story has arrived at a phantasmagorical place,
but Martha’s challenges in life and work are what endure. Some
of the stories venture fully into the speculative realm, such as
“Pre-Simulation Consultation XF007867,” which is told entirely
through dialogue between a customer and operator of a futuristic service that creates realistic simulations of the user’s fantasies, exploring questions of memory and reality, and “Twenty
Hours,” in which a couple pays for a service that allows them to
murder one another repeatedly. Violence, trauma, and intimacy
come to the foreground in many of these stories, including
“#ClimbingNation,” about a memorial service for a man who
died while climbing. Even here, in a more realistic mode, Fu
addresses questions of technology and community with grace
and subtlety.
A powerful collection that demonstrates Fu’s range and
skill.

OUT THERE

Folk, Kate
Random House (256 pp.)
$27.00 | March 29, 2022
978-0-593-23146-3

special issue: best books of 2022

A superb debut short story collection
explores the uncanny and grotesque.
A man develops a symbiotic attachment to a house he must keep “moist”
at all costs. A young woman pines after
a fellow patient on the ward for people
suffering from a rare disease known as Total Nocturnal Bone
Loss, which causes a person’s bones to melt overnight. Frustrated by her partner’s neglect in their new suburban home, a
woman becomes obsessed with the possibility that someone
is living in their storm shelter. In this collection, first-time
author Folk conjures up thrilling new ways to write about the
strange and often disgusting experience of having a body: One
character, while having sex, “focused on her joints, imagining
bones turning in the sockets of other bones, rattling at the ends
of strings.” Not all of Folk’s stories live up to the standard of
her best—the shorter installments tend to be weaker—but her
best are truly exceptional. The apex of her innovation are the
“blots” that appear in the first and last stories in the collection:
artificially constructed men who seduce women via dating app
before stealing their identities and wreaking havoc on their digital lives. Though the blots are initially easy to identify—“They
were the best-looking men in any room, and had no sense of
humor”—they become increasingly difficult to differentiate
from normal human men as their technology improves. In “Out
There,” a woman agonizes over whether her new boyfriend is a
blot or just a jerk; in “Big Sur,” the collection’s high point, Folk
delves into the mind of one of the early blots, whose wildly
inhuman social skills render him lovable.
A bold, exhilarating display of talent.

PORTRAIT OF AN
UNKNOWN LADY

Gainza, María
Trans. by Thomas Bunstead
Catapult (192 pp.)
$24.00 | March 22, 2022
978-1-64622-032-8
An art critic chases the identity of
a legendary forger through the testimonies of the aging counterculture denizens who knew her.
In 1960s Buenos Aires, a group of “tatty bohemians” take up
residence in a decaying mansion they’ve dubbed the Hotel Melancholical. Among the poets, painters, photographers, translators, and philosophers that make up the heady menagerie is a
hypnotically charismatic, flinty-eyed woman named Renée who
is an accomplished art forger, specializing in the works of (reallife) Austrian Argentine portraitist Mariette Lydis. The hotel’s
residents all have a role in the scheme—from forging the labels
on the backs of paintings to publicizing the pieces to Buenos
Aires galleries—and they all split the resulting profits, but they
need somebody on the inside to provide the final touch: a certificate of authenticity from the art valuations department of
the Ciudad Bank. This is managed by Enriqueta, Renée’s friend
and fellow student at Argentinean Fine Arts Academy, who
uses her position to pass along Renée’s forgeries for years until

LESSER KNOWN
MONSTERS OF THE
21ST CENTURY

Fu, Kim
Tin House (220 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-951142-99-5
Stories blending emotional realism
with surreal imagery.
It’s worth mentioning this from the
outset: The title of Fu’s latest book is
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Morgan Talty
Tin House

ries were good, but as a collection it didn’t “work.” I
shelved the project and told myself to go on and write
something different. So I did. Or so I thought.
I wrote “Burn,” and in writing it I was convinced
the protagonist was not David. But the more I resisted, the more I found myself thinking about him.
Eventually, I gave in and called him “Dee,” and at
that very moment—literally—I asked myself, “Is this
David all grown up?” That revitalized the collection
I had shelved.
Who is the ideal reader for Night of the Living Rez,
and where would they be reading it?
In my mind, the ideal reader is and has always been
someone who has felt excluded from literature. Not
necessarily due to representation, though that’s a
part of it, but really due to the accessibility of the
stories themselves. I wanted readers who normally don’t read; I wanted readers who do read; and I
wanted readers who do nothing but read. I really
paid strong attention to that first group, because I
was like that as a child and young adult. I found literature to be inaccessible in a way.

18

In Morgan Talty’s debut collection of stories,
Night of the Living Rez (Tin House, July 5), a young
man named David navigates a tough existence in the
impoverished Panawahpskek (Penobscot) Nation of
Maine while wondering how on Earth he is ever going to leave the place. Drugs and death are constant
presences in David’s life, but so, too, is the hope that
somehow things will get better—or, as his mother
tells him, “We dug the hole, and now we fill it.” Talty,
whose book earned a starred Kirkus review, answered
questions about it and his writing life by email.

Were you able to do live events for the book this
year? Any memorable highlights?
Yes! I was very fortunate to be able to do live events.
As for memorable highlights: There are so many, but
I’ll choose one. So far, I’ve read in three churches.
In Belfast, Maine, I did an event in a church with
around 120 people, and right up front there was a
small table with a beautiful arrangement of flowers.
Next to it, a framed picture of myself. I told everybody to turn their attention to it and then asked if I
was dead or alive.

What was the impetus that started you working on
the book?
I really wanted to write a story collection. I had a few
stories told from David’s point of view, and so I set
out with the idea of moving chronologically through
his life. I wrote about a dozen stories, but the book
was, in all honesty, just terrible! Some of the sto-

What book (or books) published in 2022 were
among your favorites?
Nuclear Family by Joseph Han; A Calm & Normal
Heart by Chelsea T. Hicks; If I Survive You by Jonathan Escoffery; and Sinking Bell: Stories by Bojan
Louis.
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Finally, what emerging Native American writers
should readers be paying attention to? And what
classic Native American books do you find yourself going back to?
Definitely Chelsea T. Hicks. Her work is so smart
and so vital. Reading her book, I was finally able to
articulate so many feelings about being Native that I
had had my entire life, but she approaches this transcendence in an accessible way.
I find myself constantly returning to The Lesser
Blessed by Richard Van Camp as well as Winter in the
Blood by James Welch. Another I return to is N. Scott
Momaday and Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko.

Renée, always a mercurial figure, drops out of the art scene and
then out of sight entirely. Or at least this is what Enriqueta tells
her new assistant, our narrator, who opens the novel many years
later holed up in the Hotel Étoile, where she has retreated to
write the story of the indomitable Enriqueta, known at the end
of her long career at the bank simply as “Herself ”; the fabled
Renée, whose life the narrator pieces together through the
contradictory accounts of her now-octogenarian cohort; and
Mariette Lydis, whose actual story rivals anything that could be
invented for her. Gainza’s expertise in the world of art criticism,
with its cultivated language and capricious moods, and her loving eye for the history, architecture, and people of Buenos Aires
are on display in this book, as they were in her debut, Optic
Nerve (2019). As fine as that novel was, however, the nuance in
the way this story develops, wending its way through its layers
of plot, history, and biography even as it spotlights the unflinching women who stalk through them all, is the work of an author
in full command of her talents. The result is an exploration of
identity and authenticity that asks what it means to be “real,” as
the term is applied either to a work of art or to a life.
Subtle, incandescent, and luminous—a true master’s
work.

Interview by Gregory McNamee.

LESSONS IN
CHEMISTRY

special issue: best books of 2022

Garmus, Bonnie
Doubleday (400 pp.)
$28.95 | April 5, 2022
978-0-385-54734-5
Two chemists with major chemistry,
a dog with a big vocabulary, and a popular
cooking show are among the elements of
this unusual compound.
At the dawn of the 1960s, Elizabeth
Zott finds herself in an unexpected position. She’s the star of
a television program called Supper at Six that has taken American housewives by storm, but it’s certainly not what the crass
station head envisions: “ ‘Meaningful?’ Phil snapped. ‘What
are you? Amish? As for nutritious: no. You’re killing the show
before it even gets started. Look, Walter, it’s easy. Tight dresses,
suggestive movements...then there’s the cocktail she mixes at
the end of every show.’ ” Elizabeth is a chemist, recently forced
to leave the lab where she was doing important research due to
an out-of-wedlock pregnancy. Now she’s reduced to explaining
things like when to put the steak in the pan. “Be sure and wait
until the butter foams. Foam indicates that the butter’s water
content has boiled away. This is critical. Because now the steak
can cook in lipids rather than absorb H2O.” If ever a woman
was capable of running her own life, it’s Elizabeth. But because
it’s the 1950s, then the ’60s, men have their sweaty paws all over
both her successes and failures. On the plus side, there’s Calvin Evans, world-famous chemist, love of her life, and father of
her child; also Walter Pine, her friend who works in television;
and a journalist who at least tries to do the right thing. At the
other pole is a writhing pile of sexists, liars, rapists, dopes, and
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THE RABBIT HUTCH

arrogant assholes. This is the kind of book that has a long-buried
secret at a corrupt orphanage with a mysterious benefactor as
well as an extremely intelligent dog named Six-Thirty, recently
retired from the military. (“Not only could he never seem to
sniff out the bomb in time, but he also had to endure the praise
heaped upon the smug German shepherds who always did.”)
Garmus’ energetic debut also features an invigorating subplot
about rowing.
A more adorable plea for rationalism and gender equality
would be hard to find.

Gunty, Tess
Knopf (352 pp.)
$27.49 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-593-53466-3

An ensemble of oddballs occupies a
dilapidated building in a crumbling Midwest city.
An 18-year-old girl is having an out-ofbody experience; a sleep-deprived young
mother is terrified of her newborn’s eyes;
someone has sabotaged a meeting of developers with fake blood
and voodoo dolls; a lonely woman makes a living deleting comments from an obituary website; a man with a mental health
blog covers himself in glow stick liquid and terrorizes people in
their homes. In this darkly funny, surprising, and mesmerizing
novel, there are perhaps too many overlapping plots to summarize concisely, most centering around an affordable housing
complex called La Lapinière, or the Rabbit Hutch, located in
the fictional Vacca Vale, Indiana. The novel has a playful formal
inventiveness (the chapters hop among perspectives, mediums,
tenses—one is told only in drawings done with black marker)
that echoes the experiences of the building’s residents, who live
“between cheap walls that isolate not a single life from another.”
Gunty pans swiftly from room to room, perspective to perspective, molding a story that—despite its chaotic variousness—is
extremely suspenseful and culminates in a finale that will leave
readers breathless. With sharp prose and startling imagery, the
novel touches on subjects from environmental trauma to rampant consumerism to sexual power dynamics to mysticism to
mental illness, all with an astonishing wisdom and imaginativeness. “This is an American story,” a character hears on a TV ad.
“And you are the main character.” In the end, this is indeed an
American story—a striking and wise depiction of what it means
to be awake and alive in a dying building, city, nation, and world.
A stunning and original debut that is as smart as it is
entertaining.

OLGA DIES DREAMING

Gonzalez, Xochitl
Flatiron Books (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-250-78617-3

Warmhearted but tough-minded story
of a sister and brother grappling with identity, family, and life goals in gentrifying
Brooklyn.
Olga and Prieto Acevedo grew up in
Sunset Park, in one of the first Puerto
Rican families to move into a then-White working-class neighborhood. Now Olga lives in a Fort Greene high-rise and is a very
high-end wedding planner. Prieto is back in the family house
with his grandmother after a divorce; he’s a congressman fighting for his district—except when he’s shifting his vote at the
behest of the Selby brothers, sinister real estate developers
who have compromising photos of very closeted Prieto having
sex with a man. The siblings both have bad consciences about
having compromised the ideals of their mother, a radical activist for Puerto Rican independence who abandoned the family when Olga was 12 and is now a fugitive. Vivid portraits of
various friends and relatives capture the richness of Nuyorican
culture, and sharp-eyed observations of the Brooklyn social and
political landscape underpin a busy plot. It climaxes with the
catastrophic impact of Hurricane Maria on Puerto Rico, where
their mother has become the leader of a revolutionary group
called the Pañuelos Negros. An actual boyfriend for the previously commitment-phobic Olga prompts her to reassess a career
focused on making lots of money, while an HIV scare goads Prieto to question the need to hide his true self. Supported by Tía
Lola and their cousin Mabel, sister and brother also begin to
realize how their mother has manipulated them for years with
her chastising letters, which are scattered throughout to offer
grim examples of fanatical political commitment. Nonetheless,
debut novelist Gonzalez’s stinging and knowledgeable commentary about the American sociopolitical order that keeps
Black and brown people poor and powerless suggests that radical remedies are called for, even if she gives the personal dramas
of her appealing main characters pleasingly hopeful final acts.
Atmospheric, intelligent, and well informed: an impressive debut.
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AFTERLIVES

Gurnah, Abdulrazak
Riverhead (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-59354-1-883
Pensive novel of desperate lives in
colonial East Africa by 2021 Nobel Prize–
winning writer Gurnah.
Where is Ilyas Hassan? That’s the
central question that runs through Tanzanian British author Gurnah’s new
novel, one that occupies its four principal characters. The
oldest is Khalifa, who “did not look Indian, or not the kind of
Indian they were used to seeing in that part of the world,” the
product of an African mother and Gujarati father. Khalifa is but
one of many Gujarati settlers around Zanzibar, territory taken
|

“Gutierrez imagines true crime’s often one-dimensional
female characters with sophistication and grace.”
more than you ’ll ever know

by Germany in the “Scramble for Africa.” The Germans are
not kind: By their lights, they “had to make the Africans feel
the clenched fist of German power in order that they should
learn to bear the yoke of their servitude compliantly.” Ilyas, a
young migrant, is pressed into service in the schutztruppe, the
colonial army, sent off to fight against first native peoples and
then, as World War I erupts, the British. A younger man named
Hamza also enlists, “silently wretched about what he had done.”
Brutalized by a German officer in his unit, Hamza deserts and
returns home and finds work in the same commercial enterprise as Ilyas and Khalifa, who has married a woman who is convinced that she is “surrounded by blasphemers,” a pious holy
terror who reveals hidden depths. Gurnah’s story is an understated study in personality; the action is sparing, the reaction
nuanced and wholly believable, and the love story that develops
between Hamza and a young woman named Afiya touching: “ ‘I
have nothing,’ he said. ‘Nor do I,’ she said. ‘We’ll have nothing together.’ ” The denouement, too, is unexpected, the story
drawn to a close by two Ilyases: the original and Hamza’s son,
who bears his name. Gurnah’s novel pairs well with Cameroon
writer Patrice Nganang’s novel A Trail of Crab Tracks as a document of the colonial experience, and it is impeccably written.
A novel with an epic feel, even at 320 pages, building a complex, character-based story that stretches over
generations.

both of these questions, but even more, she provides us with
two fully rounded, vulnerable, and fascinating characters in
Cassie and Lore. By telling Lore’s story through flashbacks
beautifully situated in Mexico and Texas, she provides us, and
Cassie, with a deep understanding of just how one woman can
get trapped into living a double life full of lies. Love, she argues,
is messy, fleeting, and out of our control—but it’s all the more
beautiful for that.
Gutierrez imagines true crime’s often one-dimensional
female characters with sophistication and grace.

CANCIÓN

Halfon, Eduardo
Trans. by Lisa Dillman & Daniel Hahn
Bellevue Literary Press (160 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-954276-07-9

MORE THAN YOU’LL
EVER KNOW

Gutierrez, Katie
Morrow/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$27.99 | June 7, 2022
978-0-06-311845-4
True-crime blogger Cassie convinces
a woman whose lies led to the death of
a man she loved to share her story for
publication.
Growing up in Enid, Oklahoma,
Cassie’s childhood is colored by an act of violence and her
resulting fear of her alcoholic father. She carries such a sense of
shame about her past that she has never revealed the truth to
her fiance. He doesn’t even know that she has a younger brother,
raised by her father after her mother died 12 years ago. He also
doesn’t fully approve of her part-time job writing a true-crime
blog that “round[s] up the most interesting murders on the
internet,” the more salacious the better, most of which feature
women as victims. But Cassie is obsessed with the opportunities her blog may open up for her in journalism. So when she
reads about Lore Rivera, a woman who “married” two different
men in the 1980s and whose legal husband is still in jail for killing the other man, Cassie knows that getting Lore to open up
might lead her to publishing gold. As Lore shares her story over
the course of many months of interviews, the two women grow
closer, though the truth becomes more and more opaque. What
really happened on the day of the murder? Who pulled the trigger? Gutierrez offers a satisfying, convoluted path to answering
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special issue: best books of 2022

Fiction coats reality—or is it the
other way around?—in Halfon’s brief but
eventful account of life during Guatemala’s bloody civil war.
The book opens with Halfon, a Guatemalan Jew, attending a Lebanese writers conference in Tokyo
“disguised as an Arab.” He knows only a few words of Arabic and
has negligible ties to Lebanon but accepts a rather curious invitation to the confab because he has never been to Japan. Thus
begins an unusual family saga centered on his paternal grandfather, who was born in Beirut when it was still part of Syria and
fled the city with his family as a teenager. Eduardo Halfon (same
name as his grandson) becomes a wealthy textile manufacturer
in Guatemala, where he is kidnapped in 1967 by a leftist guerrilla (and former butcher) known as Canción, held for ransom
for 35 days, and released. All in all, not the worst outcome in
a country where government commando forces were dropping
innocents, including a living 3-month-old baby, into a dry well
and sledgehammering or shooting children who were told they
were being taken out of church to get vaccinated. “I wanted to
put my fingers in my ears and be deaf and so not have to hear
those voices,” writes Halfon, who is referring to the intrusive
noise of soldiers bursting into his grandfather’s house but could
be referring to any number of traumatizing moments. As in
previous works of autobiographical fiction, including The Pol
ish Boxer (2012) and Mourning (2018), Halfon, who spent much
of his childhood in Florida and attended college in the U.S.,
draws us into this nightmarish world with his understated conversational style. “Everybody knows that Guatemala is a surreal
country,” his grandfather wrote in a letter to a local newspaper,
but the younger Halfon makes the horrors all too real.
Another minimasterpiece by a master of the form.

21

THE LAST WHITE MAN

it from the flames, returns to Germany with the book in hand
hoping to discover the significance of a cryptic map sketched
by its original owner on one of its blank pages. Hamilton’s artful story teems with subplots that include the account of Roth’s
disastrous marriage to Friederike Reichel, a union destroyed by
her mental illness and his alcoholism; Lena’s relationship with
Armin Schneider, a young Chechen refugee who returns the
book to her when it’s stolen shortly after her arrival in Germany
and then joins her search; and Armin’s sister Madina, who lost
her leg in a bombing in Chechnya and is stalked by her dangerous former lover, a violent right-wing nationalist. There are disturbing parallels between the world of Roth’s novel, published
in 1924 as the Weimar Republic began to slide toward the Third
Reich, and contemporary Europe, where the growing presence
of immigrants like Armin and Madina sparks fear and distrust.
The novel neatly balances these realistic storylines with fanciful
images described in Rebellion’s distinctive, appealing voice, as
when the book refers to its “two years on the shelf right next to
a small book on insects,” recalling how it was “the happiest time
of my life, living with all that buzzing, like a constant summer.”
Lena eventually solves the map mystery, bringing the story full
circle to an emotionally satisfying conclusion.
A haunting story that provides a welcome reminder of
the enduring lives of books.

Hamid, Mohsin
Riverhead (192 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-593-53881-4

A brilliantly realized allegory of racial
transformation.
Hamid’s latest opens with a scenario
worthy of Kafka: A young man named
Anders awakens “to find he [has] turned a
deep and undeniable brown.” Faced with
the shock of this metamorphosis, he punches the mirror that
reveals the stranger who is he. He then calls in sick, at which his
boss growls, “You don’t work, you don’t get paid.” Meanwhile,
his old girlfriend, Oona, returns to the unnamed town—perhaps somewhere in South Africa, although, this being a fairy
tale of sorts, it’s in an aoristic nowhere—and takes up with the
new Anders even as Oona’s mother sighs that “our people” are
changing. It’s true, for the whole town is slowly turning brown.
Writes Hamid in a characteristically onrushing sentence, “The
mood in town was changing, more rapidly than its complexion,
for Anders could not as yet perceive any real shift in the number
of dark people on the streets...but the mood, yes, the mood was
changing, and the shelves of the stores were more bare, and at
night the roads were more abandoned.” Anders returns to work
at a local gym, where he finds that the few remaining White
people are looking at him with “quick, evasive stares,” no longer
trusting the man they called “doc” for his sore-muscle healing
powers. When Anders’ father—the last White man of Hamid’s
title—dies, there are no more of the “pale people who wandered
like ghosts” in the town, and as time passes those who are left
slowly lose their “memories of whiteness.” Hamid’s story is
poignant and pointed, speaking to a more equitable future in
which widespread change, though confusing and dislocating in
the moment, can serve to erase the divisions of old as they fade
away with the passing years.
A provocative tale that raises questions of racial and
social justice at every turn.

DIDN’T NOBODY GIVE
A SHIT WHAT HAPPENED
TO CARLOTTA

Hannaham, James
Little, Brown (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-316-28527-8

A trans woman returns home after
spending half her life in a men’s prison.
She has a lot to say.
The title character of Hannaham’s
superb third novel is a Black Colombian woman who’s just been
paroled after spending nearly 22 years in prison. She was an
accomplice in her cousin’s robbery of a Brooklyn liquor store
that led to a shopkeeper’s murder; she transitioned during her
incarceration, leading to routine abuses by inmates and correctional officers, including serial rape in solitary confinement.
Upon her release, though, her demeanor is undefeated and
stubbornly irrepressible: Hannaham often starts paragraphs
with omniscient third-person descriptions followed by abrupt,
unpunctuated interruptions by Carlotta. (“Carlotta turned on
her heel and rushed back to the subway Yo this shit’s too much
a too much!”) It’s an effective rhetorical technique, showing
her urge to take control of the narrative while counteracting
the kinds of “official” narratives that get the story wrong about
women like her. It also simply makes Carlotta’s story engrossing reading. Carlotta’s travels through Fort Greene, Brooklyn,
during the day or so the novel tracks are only moderately eventful—finding her parole officer, applying for a job, visiting family, attempting to drive a car, attending a wake—but all of it is

THE PAGES

Hamilton, Hugo
Knopf (272 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-593-32066-2
A well-known novel comes to life.
Rescued from a Nazi book burning
in Berlin in 1933, a copy of Joseph Roth’s
novel Rebellion—the tragic story of a
German soldier who becomes a barrel
organ player upon returning to Germany
missing one leg after World War I—serves as the unusual narrator of Hamilton’s novel. Nearly a century after the book’s publication, Lena Knecht, an artist living in New York City whose
grandfather received the volume from the professor who saved
22
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“A cutthroat literary agent finds herself stuck in a small
town with the grumpy editor she despises.”
book lovers

THE PARADOX HOTEL

enlivened with her commentary. Much of her sass is a survival
instinct—eventually we learn just how traumatized she is, and
she’s enduring what proves to be a difficult reentry into society. In parts the book reads like a time-travel story, as Carlotta
observes changes in technology, manners, and her old stomping
grounds. And in its day-in-the-life framing, hyperlocality, and
rhetorical invention, it’s also an homage to Ulysses, whose ending is flagrantly echoed here. Carlotta deserves a lot of things
society rarely provides to women like her—among them, a role
in great fiction. Hannaham gives Carlotta her due.
A brash, ambitious novel carried by an unforgettable
narrator.

Hart, Rob
Ballantine (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-9848-2064-8

FROM BAD TO CURSED

Harper, Lana
Berkley (368 pp.)
$16.00 paper | May 17, 2022
978-0-593-33608-3

Opposites attract in this witchy enemies-to-lovers romance.
It’s springtime in Thistle Grove,
a quaint magical town readers were
introduced to in Payback’s a Witch (2021).
Isidora Avramov has been unsatisfied
working for the family business lately, but she doesn’t think she
could ever tell her mother how she feels for fear of being a disappointment. At least she has the Flower Moon Festival to look
forward to, until a member of the Thorn family, practitioners of
green magic, is cursed with the necromantic magic the Avramov
family is known for. Issa begrudgingly teams up with Rowan
Thorn to investigate, each representing their families. Their
opposite types of magic have always created a rift between the
families, and Issa holds a grudge against Rowan in particular.
They butted heads when working together years ago, and she’s
still annoyed with his do-gooder hero energy. She knows he
makes assumptions about her because of her family and magic,
and yeah, sometimes she summons demons, but she also has
a caring heart! As the unlikely duo follow the clues and begin
to unlearn long-held beliefs about each other, attraction blossoms and grows into irresistible desire and deep understanding.
Atmospheric and lush, this captivating story ignites the senses.
The magic lends itself to big, cinematic scenes, while conflicts
about familial expectations and mental health struggles ground
the story with realness. The romantic relationship is emotionally rich and deliciously sexy. Issa’s wry first-person narrative
effortlessly ties together the mystery, fantasy, and romance
elements.
Exhilarating, heartfelt, and entirely bewitching.

special issue: best books of 2022

Timey-wimey mysteries vex a singular hotel’s damaged in-house detective.
In 2072, those with hundreds of
thousands of dollars to spare can use the
federally owned Einstein Intercentury
Timeport to see Shakespeare stage Ham
let, watch the Battle of Gettysburg, or witness countless other
bygone events. A tram ride away from Einstein is the Paradox
Hotel, where guests can obtain costuming, earpiece translators, and era-specific vaccines. Individual “flights” are relatively
safe, but frequent travel can be risky; just ask former time cop
January Cole, who spent her early career riding the timestream
to prevent tourists from altering history and is now Unstuck,
a condition that causes her perception to—temporarily and
without warning—jump into her past or future. January left
the field years ago to police the Paradox, but though the move
has done little to slow her ailment’s progression, she refuses to
retire, as her slips often provide glimpses of her late girlfriend,
Mena, who used to work on-site. The U.S. government is hemorrhaging money, so a senator and four trillionaires are holding
a summit at the Paradox to discuss Einstein’s privatization. The
security logistics alone are a nightmare, but factor in strange
time fluctuations and a phantom corpse in Room 526 and you
have the recipe for a disaster only January can thwart—provided
her mind stays put. Inventive action, breakneck pacing, and a
delightfully acerbic yet achingly vulnerable first-person-present
narration distinguish this speculative noir stunner, which meditates on grief while exploring issues of inequity and determinism. The worldbuilding can feel hand-wavy, and the supporting
cast is so large as to occasionally confuse, but on balance, Hart
delivers a riveting read likely to win him scores of new fans.
Funny, thrilling, poignant, and profound.

BOOK LOVERS

Henry, Emily
Berkley (384 pp.)
$27.00 | May 3, 2022
978-0-593-44087-2
A cutthroat literary agent finds
herself stuck in a small town with the
grumpy editor she despises.
Nora Stephens knows she isn’t anything like the heroines in small-town
love stories. She’s not sweet or unassuming, and she definitely doesn’t own a Christmas tree farm or a
quaint B&B. With her Peloton obsession, high-powered job at
a literary agency, and expensive shoes, she’s the villainous girlfriend who gets dumped when the hero realizes he really wants
to leave New York City and embrace the simple life in a small
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“Dark and darkly comic stories that herald an
important new voice in American letters.”
a calm & normal heart

town. But Nora has no interest in slowing down—she embraces
the hustle of her life, enjoying the city and spending her time
either negotiating for her clients or helping her pregnant sister,
Libby. When Libby suggests they take a girls’ trip to Sunshine
Falls, a picture-perfect North Carolina town, Nora agrees. Trying to make her sister happy, Nora throws herself into Libby’s
checklist of classic small-town experiences. But there’s one
brooding, annoying wrench in her plans: editor Charlie Lastra. He and Nora met years before when he brusquely rejected
one of her books, and now he’s here in Sunshine Falls for some
reason, terrorizing her by having the nerve to be both goodlooking and funny. As Nora and Charlie get to know each other,
she learns that there may be more to him than she suspected.
But Nora’s also concerned about her relationship with Libby—
they’ve been close all their lives, but now something seems off.
Can Nora get her happily-ever-after even if she doesn’t want
to ride off into the small-town sunset with a lumberjack? As in
People We Meet on Vacation (2021), Henry creates a warm, sparkling romance brimming with laugh-out-loud banter, lovable
characters, and tons of sexual tension. High-maintenance, highstrung Nora shows that uptight, goal-oriented women deserve
romance, too, and Charlie is a perfect grumpy hero with a secret
soft side. What’s more, Henry never falls into the easy trap of
vilifying either small towns or big cities, allowing her characters the room to follow their dreams, wherever they lead. And
while the romance between Nora and Charlie is swoonworthy
and steam-filled, it’s Nora’s relationship with Libby that really
brings the tears.
A heartfelt and hilarious read about books, sisters, and
writing your own love story.

and pleasure. Herrera kicks off an enticing historical romance
series with this lush, diverse feminist tale. Racism and sexism
are tackled head-on in ways that feel both appropriate to the
time and relatable to today. Paris and Scotland are vibrant settings, and the large cast is filled with interesting, nuanced characters, from friends to foes. With fascinating historical detail,
suspenseful drama, and scorching hot intimate moments, this
story hits all the notes of a superb romance, while the setting
and characters make it fresh and exciting.
In a word, marvelous.

A CALM & NORMAL
HEART

Hicks, Chelsea T.
Unnamed Press (215 pp.)
$25.00 | June 21, 2022
978-1-951213-54-1

Brilliant debut stories about the lives
of contemporary Native women.
“ ‘Coming home’ inspires me to
write,” observes Hicks, a member of
the Osage Nation, in her acknowledgements. Home is important to her characters, too, whether it’s
a geographical place (like Oklahoma or California, the sites of
significant Osage communities) or a sense of belonging. That’s
what Mary, in “By Alcatraz,” wants when she finds herself at a
Thanksgiving dinner, having to explain to her White-guy host
that the “bucolic feast celebrating generosity” was “in fact a
mass poisoning.” “What I hate,” she explains, “…is I feel like I
live in a different country that’s here, inside this one, but no one
believes my country exists.” The idea of home also draws Hicks’
self-aware but emotionally shutdown women back to places
shot through with trauma, whether historical or personal, and
also sends them fleeing. Her women are often the daughters of
abusive fathers, the wives and girlfriends of men who don’t hit
them too often but don’t really love them, either. They wander
so slowly toward decisive action that it’s harrowing to watch
them save themselves. In “Superdrunk,” 19-year-old Laney contemplates having an affair with a 30-year-old alcoholic to escape
her dad, whose sexual attention has warped her self-worth. But
they do save themselves, and it’s a testament to Hicks’ considerable talent that her characters’ senses of dislocation and turmoil
are tempered by their feminine power (or “know-how,” as one
character puts it) and connection to cultural traditions. These
stories often seem a little odd, the events in them random and
chaotic, but that’s very much the point. Hicks’ brilliance is that
she doesn’t explain things to White readers and doesn’t translate the Wazhazhe ie (the traditional language of the Osage)
sprinkled throughout, as though to pose the question: “Whose
home?”
Dark and darkly comic stories that herald an important
new voice in American letters.

A CARIBBEAN HEIRESS
IN PARIS

Herrera, Adriana
HQN (336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | May 31, 2022
978-1-335-63984-4

A rum heiress from Hispaniola meets
a Scottish earl at the 1889 Exposition
Universelle in Paris.
Luz Alana Heith-Benzan travels to
Paris with her younger sister and best
friends—Manuela, an artist, and Aurora, a doctor—so she can
expand her family’s rum business into the European market.
She also has business dreams of her own, but an issue with her
inheritance is getting in the way. Evan Sinclair, Earl of Darnick,
is attending the exposition to sell whisky, but he’s also engaging
in secret meetings, making plans to take down his father. When
Luz first meets Evan, she finds him exasperating, but he’s drawn
to this fiery woman who stands her ground. As he charms his
way into her heart, they open up to each other and discover
they would both benefit from a marriage of convenience.
While their relationship is meant to be just a business transaction, they would both like to act upon their physical attraction.
Soon, emotions and passion blur the line between business
24
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THE HOTEL NANTUCKET

CALLING FOR A
BLANKET DANCE

Hilderbrand, Elin
Little, Brown (416 pp.)
$26.10 | June 14, 2022
978-0-316-25867-8

Hokeah, Oscar
Algonquin (272 pp.)
$26.95 | July 26, 2022
978-1-64375-147-4

Bring on the fresh-baked gougères
and the hydrangea-blue cashmere throws:
A classic fictional setting—the grand
hotel—gets the Hilderbrand treatment.
The beloved beach novelist’s 28th
book is another tour de force, deploying all her usual tricks and tropes and clever points of view,
again among them a character from the afterlife and the collective “we” of gossipy island residents. Our ghost is Grace
Hadley, a teenage chambermaid who died under suspicious
circumstances in a hotel fire in 1922. Grace’s lonely days are
over when the historic property is purchased and reopened
by a London billionaire. As Xavier Darling tells his general
manager, Lizbet Keaton, their goal will be to get five out of
five keys from Shelly Carpenter, an undercover hotel blogger
who has not awarded top honors to any spot visited so far. A
gorgeous remodel, a sterling staff, free treats in the minibar,
and—of course, since this is Hilderbrand—an incredible restaurant where a disco ball drops from the ceiling every night
at 9 p.m. and the chef is hotter than any dish on the menu are
all in play as the first guests come streaming in. Which one is
the hard-to-please Ms. Carpenter? Other addictive storylines
include a rich kid cleaning rooms to expiate some mysterious,
terrible thing he did this past spring, an evil beauty breaking
up island marriages (instead of a gun in the drawer, there’s a
half-used Chanel eye shadow in Pourpre Brun), and the desperate attempts of Lizbet’s ex, who sexted with their wine rep,
to win her back. One of the special services Lizbet creates for
the guests of the Hotel Nantucket is a “Blue Book” containing
all her recommended island itineraries. A real-life version is
included as an appendix, giving the complete scoop on where
to eat, drink, sunbathe, shop, and stay on the island, plus notes
on which Hilderbrand novels happened where. If you’re ready
to check out Chicken Box or to try the sandwiches on herb
bread that lured the author to become a permanent island
resident in 1993, the Elin Hilderbrand Bucket List Weekend
really is a thing.
Honestly, who needs Nantucket. It could hardly be more
fun than this book.

special issue: best books of 2022

A debut novel, told in a round robin
of voices, depicts the complexities of
contemporary Indigenous life.
As an infant, Ever Geimausaddle
accompanies his parents on a road trip
from Oklahoma to Mexico for a visit with his paternal grandparents. On the drive home, their car is pulled over and Ever’s
father is mercilessly beaten by three corrupt policemen looking for a payoff. Ever was “so close to the violence, too close
to the rage,” opines his Cherokee grandmother, Lena. “Oosdis weren’t supposed to be around such things. They could be
witched. Their spirit forever altered. A witching was almost
incurable.” Has Ever indeed been witched by witnessing this
primal act of violence? Ever’s mother, Turtle, calls the notion
“superstitious mumbo jumbo,” yet the question hovers over
the troubled protagonist of this immersive novel by a writer of
Cherokee, Kiowa, and Mexican descent. Twelve chapters, each
narrated by a different member of Ever’s expansive clan, form
a prismatic portrait of the character as he grows up, makes a
bad marriage, serves in the Army, becomes a father, works at
a youth shelter, and struggles with his aggressive temperament
while attempting to make a life for himself. The narrative technique recalls Rachel Cusk’s Outline in that we learn about the
protagonist obliquely; as in the novels of Louise Erdrich and
Tommy Orange, the chorus of voices—rendered in unadorned
vernacular peppered with Indigenous words—evokes a closeknit Native community in all its varied humanity, anchored by
tradition while marked by injustices past and present. A final
chapter, narrated by Ever himself, offers, if not redemption,
then a sense of hope.
Simply told and true to life. (This review is printed here for
the first time.)

THE KINGDOM OF SAND

Holleran, Andrew
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$27.00 | June 7, 2022
978-0-3746-0096-9
Gay men are the life of the party,
we’re told, but what happens when it’s
time to die?
The unnamed narrator of this mordant, unflinching novel is mired in what
he calls a “predicament” quite different
from that experienced by the hip young gay men at the heart
of Holleran’s most admired novel, Dancer From the Dance (1978),
that crucial narrative set in 1970s Manhattan. This novel is
about gay men dying alone in a small, conservative, Christian
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“Nine blazing stories about the joys and tribulations
of queer love in contemporary Nigeria.”
god’s children are little broken things

town in North Florida. “Halloween, alas, was the only time there
was anything even slightly campy about our town,” the narrator complains. In his 60s, he’s friends, or at least experiences a
“shared loneliness,” with Earl, another gay man, who’s 20 years
older; Earl’s illnesses provide a grim education in being old and,
worse, getting even older. Earl and the narrator talk about the
“UPS deliveryman, or a sale on ice cream at the grocery store, or
a new person who’d moved into the rental cottages down the
street.” And yet Holleran makes these everyday topics, and the
seemingly uneventful days of the narrator and his friends, into
thrilling fiction. That is partly because this novel feels confessional, with the narrator divulging thoughts and behavior that
most of us would be afraid to share. Holleran is fiercely a pointillist. His observations about the minute details of his narrator’s
life feel revelatory—and not always specific to the lives of gay
men. “Love and kindness have a lineage their recipients know
nothing about,” the narrator declares, including the sometimes
unrequited kindness of helping someone else die.
Ostensibly about gay men getting older and being alone,
this novel is really about everyone getting older and being alone.

and deep affection for its landscape that are emblematic of Hubbard’s writing. Nothing seems lost or shortchanged in presenting
this panorama of Black lives, whether disparities in social class,
creeping gentrification, or the arduous, at times heroic efforts of
even the poorest community residents to retain grace, decorum,
and some autonomy over their surroundings.
Hubbard’s eyes and ears are in superb working order as
she tells this besieged community’s life story.

GOD’S CHILDREN ARE
LITTLE BROKEN THINGS

Ifeakandu, Arinze
A Public Space Books (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | June 7, 2022
978-1-7345907-1-5

Nine blazing stories about the joys
and tribulations of queer love in contemporary Nigeria.
The stories of Ifeakandu’s debut collection are nothing less than breathtaking and daring, each exploring queer relationships in all their
nuanced and unpredictable configurations: secret romances,
brief but passionate encounters, relationships that are tested by
cultural pressures. At the centers of these carefully constructed
stories are queer men whose identities and romances are constantly ruptured by political turmoil and by stratified social and
cultural ideas of masculinity. What, these characters ask themselves, makes a man? How to reconcile the tension between one’s
interior self—one’s burning hopes and desires—and the expectations that family and tradition have foisted on him? The opening story, “The Dreamer’s Litany,” examines the relationship
between Auwal, a small-business owner, and Chief, a wealthy and
flamboyant man who promises to help Auwal with his business
for a price; the two men develop a sexual relationship, though
Auwal is not convinced he can really trust Chief and his wife
begins to suspect there’s something taking place between them.
“Where the Heart Sleeps” is a moving tale of Nonye, a young
woman returning to her father’s house for his funeral. There, she
gradually opens up to Tochukwu, her father’s partner, whom she
has resented for taking her father from her mother and her. The
title story follows the romance of Lotanna and Kamsi, two college boys who must constantly renegotiate their commitments
to each other as family and social pressure threaten to pry them
apart. In “What the Singers Say About Love,” a young musician’s
ascent into the public eye requires that he subdue major pieces
of himself and pull away from the man he loves. Using a variety
of forms, including stories broken up into numbered sections
and stories employing first-, second-, and third-person narrators,
many of these tales bear the emotional weight and complexity of
novels, with the reader pulled forward by lucid prose and excellent pacing. Most compelling, though, are the unforgettable characters and the relationships that hurl them into the unknown and
dangerous depths of their desires.
Deftly capturing the richness and dangers of romantic connection, these stories complicate and reimagine queer narratives.

THE LAST SUSPICIOUS
HOLDOUT

Hubbard, Ladee
Amistad/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$24.99 | March 8, 2022
978-0-06-297909-4
Short stories brimming with societal
nuance and human complexity offer a
penetrating overview of urban Black
America near the turn of the 21st century.
In her previous novels, The Talented
Ribkins (2017) and The Rib King (2021), Hubbard showed narrative
ingenuity, tough-minded intelligence, and a refined sense of character in her depictions of African Americans swept up by history.
These virtues—and, it turns out, many others—are on display in
this collection of 13 stories set in and around an unnamed Southern metropolis resembling Hubbard’s native New Orleans and
arranged in chronological order from 1992 to 2007. “Trash,” for
example, is set in 2005, the same year as Hurricane Katrina, and,
in dealing with characters coping with the storm’s grisly aftermath, mentions many familiar landmarks and neighborhoods.
The title character of “Henry” is a bartender who, in 1993, is
struggling to keep his business afloat while helping to defend his
activist brother, Leon, who was convicted of murder eight years
earlier and has since become a cause célèbre in the Black community. A story set the following year, “Bitch: An Etymology of
Family Values,” introduces Millie Jones, who makes anonymous
phone calls alerting a Black councilman’s wife to her husband’s
extramarital dalliances. Millie turns up again in the title story,
set in 2001, this time working for the Leon Moore Center for
Creative Unity, which has been implicated in the vandalism of a
hamburger franchise in the neighborhood. By the way, that story
is the collection’s centerpiece, not just for its novellalike length,
but for the astute social observations, textured characterizations,
26
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WHERE WE END & BEGIN

A wedding in Nigeria reunites high
school sweethearts, giving them a second chance at love.
Twelve years ago, Dunni left Nigeria to attend college in America. Even
though her mother viciously disapproved of her relationship with her boyfriend, Obinna, Dunni
had plans for the future with him, and he was meant to join her
as soon as possible. Instead, he completely ghosted her. Now,
Dunni lives in Seattle, where she works as a geneticist and is
engaged to a man she knows she doesn’t love but who has her
mother’s approval. She hesitantly travels back home to Lagos
for a friend’s wedding, where it turns out Obinna is also a guest.
Their chemistry hasn’t waned at all, but if there’s to be a future
for them now, they first have to confront the past. Igharo’s lush
storytelling takes readers on an emotional roller coaster. Told
through alternating timelines that focus on Dunni in the present and Obinna in the past, this beautifully crafted, heart-achingly romantic tale plays with juxtapositions—poor and rich;
superstition, religion, and science—and the ways they twine
together. Family ties are essential to the characterization of the
leads, and these relationships are insightfully and thoughtfully
explored. The realistically flawed characters make mistakes, and
there are consequences but also forgiveness. The story doesn’t
shy away from heavy situations and hurtful relationships, but at
its core it’s about how incredible support and love can be.
A passionate and empathetic story of how relationships
define a person and a love that was meant to be.

special issue: best books of 2022

the story of Sogolon, the 177-year-old Moon Witch, whose path
crosses in Black Leopard with those of the one-eyed Tracker
and his motley entourage in a far-flung and fraught search for
a mysterious young boy who’s been missing for three years.
This novel, told in the main character’s patois, which is as
witty, richly textured, and musically captivating as the story it
tells, begins decades and decades before, back when Sogolon is
an orphaned child and indentured servant who first becomes
aware of her dark powers when she repels her master’s violent
sexual advances with some involuntary—and deadly—violence
of her own. From then on, a force she identifies throughout the
narrative as “wind (not wind)” is summoned to carry her (and
often rescue her) through years of travail and adventure across
several kingdoms and wildernesses, encountering such wonders
as a city that levitates at sunset and such perils as the witchhunting Sangomin gangs. Through calm and stormy times, she’s
always aware of being stalked by the Aesi, known from the previous installment as chancellor to Kwash Dara, alias the Spider
King, but here Aesi exists mostly as a demonic spirit that can
dispatch invisible assassins and manipulate people’s minds for
its own ends. There’s barely enough space to talk about James’
many inventions, from children capable of changing into lions
to a river dragon known as a “ninki nanka.” So much is densely
packed into this narrative that it sometimes threatens to leave
the reader gasping for breath, especially at the start. But once
Sogolon’s painful, tumultuous initiation ends and the Moon
Witch’s legend takes hold, James’ tale picks up speed with beautifully orchestrated (and ferociously violent) set pieces and language both vivid and poetic.
The second part of this trilogy is darker and, in many
ways, more moving than its predecessor.

Igharo, Jane
Berkley (368 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-593-44023-0

THE WORLD WE MAKE

Jemisin, N.K.
Orbit (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-316-50989-3

MOON WITCH,
SPIDER KING

James, Marlon
Riverhead (656 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 15, 2022
978-0-7352-2020-1

In this follow-up to The City We Became
(2020), the human avatars of New York
City battle an extradimensional threat to
the multiverse.
As New York attempts to persuade
the other living cities of the world to join
them in the fight for all humanity against R’lyeh, the alien city
housing genocidal Lovecraft-ian horrors and represented by the
sinister Woman in White, the city’s avatars confront new challenges. Padmini, the avatar of Queens, faces deportation to India.
Savvy city councilwoman Brooklyn campaigns for mayor against
Sen. Panfilo, a xenophobic White man who promises to bring
New York back to traditional values—he’s secretly supported by
the Woman in White and publicly defended by a band of violent
skinheads. Manny is being pressured by his powerful family to
abandon his role as Manhattan’s avatar and become the emerging
city of Chicago’s primary avatar instead, a decision that would
also mean abandoning New York’s primary avatar, Neek, with

Stories as ambitiously made up
as this aren’t expected to so intensely
engage the shifting natures of truth and
reality. This one does.
A chorus of enthusiastic comparisons to George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Fire and Ice greeted
James’ Black Leopard, Red Wolf (2019) upon its publication. This
second volume in a projected trilogy set in a boldly imagined,
opulently apportioned ancient Africa shows that the Man
Booker Prize–winning novelist is building something deeper
and more profoundly innovative within the swords-and-sorcery
genre. In this middle installment, James doesn’t advance his
narrative from the first volume so much as approach its main
story, Rashomon-like, from a different perspective. This, then, is
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“Like the man she shackles to a chair in the prologue,
once this narrator has you, she won’t let go.”
vladimir

whom Manny is in love. Meanwhile, Aislyn, Staten Island’s avatar, discovers the downsides of turning her back on the rest of
the city and allying herself with the Woman in White. As in the
previous book, this is a fantasy inspired by the very real division
between those who embrace difference (and are only intolerant
of intolerance) and those who seek a creativity-killing homogeneity, seeing it as a return to a supposedly moral past that never
existed. The story also explores how perceptions about a place
imposed on it by outsiders—who have only the most distorted
views about it from popular culture—can have genuinely damaging effects. It’s cathartic to imagine fighting these slippery, inimical forces with magic, to believe for a moment that some complex
problems have direct solutions—that passion, faith, and the will
to fight can make miracles happen. Perhaps the possibility of
confronting those problems head-on might serve as inspiration
for all of us facing variants of this issue in the real world and help
us model ourselves after Jemisin’s characterization of New Yorkers: tough, nasty, but ultimately kind people who defend their
own while embracing newcomers into their midst.
A ray of hope in a dark time.

long before the Terrors were born. Now the theater calls dreamers together to experience their shared history. You’re both
Jimenez’s reader and “you,” who’s listening to and remembering
your lola (grandmother in Tagalog) tell tales of the Old Country
when you are/were a child. In your lonely, adult present, your
dreaming spirit watches those tales reenacted by dancers in the
Inverted Theater. Yet you’re also living the stories as each character—from bit-player peasant to powerful goddess. You experience Jun’s PTSD, Keema’s disability—never explained, simply a
part of him—and all the guilt, anger, pain, fear, joy, desire, and
love that make Jimenez’s tapestry so beautiful. It’s both like nothing and everything you’ve ever read: a tale made from the threads
that weave the world, and all of us, together.
Lyrical, evocative, part poem, part prose—not to be
missed by anyone, especially fans of historical fantasy and
folktale.

VLADIMIR

Jonas, Julia May
Avid Reader Press (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-982187-63-7

THE SPEAR CUTS
THROUGH WATER

When her husband is accused of
sexual misconduct on campus, an English professor is overcome by scandalous
drives of her own.
The unnamed narrator of Jonas’ debut
has this initial reaction to five female students coming forward to accuse her husband, John, who’s the
chair of the English department, of inappropriate conduct: “I
am depressed that they feel so guilty about their encounters with
my husband that they have decided he was taking advantage of
them. I want to throw them all a Slut Walk and let them know
that when they’re sad, it’s probably not because of the sex they
had, and more because they spend too much time on the internet,
wondering what people think of them.” She and John have had
an open marriage for decades, but the sense of exposure she feels
after the accusations become public wounds her in unexpected
ways. She finds herself sexually obsessed with a new hire named
Vladimir Vladinski, a hunky young novelist who has arrived in
town with a memoirist wife and daughter. At every point, the
coolness of her intellect and the clarity of her self-awareness are
at war with her vanity and shame about aging. For example, her
reaction to the assiduous domestic and bodily preparations she
makes to receive Vlad and family for a pool party: “Enraged at my
vapidity, I forced myself to sit down and read several articles in
the latest issue of the New York Review of Books before I fixed my
nighttime drink.” Several interesting subplots support the main
one as it ticks along, picks up speed, and finally hurtles toward
its explosive climax: the narrator’s relationship with her grown
daughter, a lesbian lawyer; the changing chemistry between her
and her female students; the backstory on Vlad and his wife. A
conversation at the pool party about why young writers are so
drawn to memoir and autofiction, a pronouncement on the
best timing for a forbidden cigarette, and advice about cooking

Jimenez, Simon
Del Rey (464 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-593-15659-9

The dying Moon goddess enlists two
young warriors to kill her tyrannical sons
and return her bones to the sea.
“This is a love story to its blade-dented
bone.” In the Old Country, when a warrior frees the Moon from the sky, she falls to Earth and grants
him a wish—sons. Each son is imbued with god gifts and the
title of emperor, but the people are left without a moon to light
their way. The tyrannical royals eventually imprison the Moon,
angering her lover, the Water, who curses the land with drought.
But the dying Moon has a plan: She gives the last emperor triplets—the Three Terrors—and spreads the god gifts among them,
weakening them. Eventually she convinces Jun, the First Terror’s favorite son and most ruthless killer, to free her and right
both their wrongs. Upon escape, they meet one-armed Keema,
a young warrior “of poor fortune” working at Tiger Gate. The
people are rebelling against the royals, and Keema has pledged to
deliver a sacred spear to Cmdr. Araya’s kin. The Moon also enlists
Keema’s help despite Jun’s protests. Between battling the Terrors,
avenging gods and goddesses, fighting for the people, and fighting one another, Keema and Jun fall in love. If they can survive
long enough to return the Moon to the Water’s embrace, they’ll
end the Terrors’ reign and defeat both drought and darkness.
Jimenez deftly weaves past, present, and future into one seamless narrative. Writing in first, second, and third person, Jimenez
makes sure “you” are part of this story, too, casting you as Araya’s
descendent and current keeper of the spear. You’ve been called to
the Inverted Theater—built by the Moon and Water for liaisons
28
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tomato sauce are typical of the astuteness of this book on matters
literary, psychological, and culinary.
Like the man she shackles to a chair in the prologue, once
this narrator has you, she won’t let go. A remarkable debut.

Kanon, Joseph
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-982158-65-1

2 A.M. IN
LITTLE AMERICA

Kalfus, Ken
Milkweed (256 pp.)
$25.00 | May 10, 2022
978-1-57131-144-3

From the undersung Kalfus, another
tonally intricate triumph, this one about
the bewilderment, alienation, and sheer
strangeness of being a refugee.
Ron Patterson is an American who
fled his native land as civil war and chaos descended. At the book’s
beginning he’s a 20-something migrant in an unnamed country,
eking out a subsistence as a repairman, having overstayed his visa,
when he meets Marlise, another refugee. For a brief stretch before
the unnamed country’s politics turn fractious and they’re banished
and separated, she becomes a friend, companion, and temporary
refuge, and he looks for her—or for her afterimage—everywhere
he goes from then on. About 10 years later, having bounced from
place to place while his homeland’s civil conflict simmers on—and
while xenophobic and tribal politics take root across the globe—
Ron finds himself in one of the last nations that still welcomes
castoffs from the once-great, once-smug power. He lives in a
filthy banlieue he calls Little America, again in squalor, again with
a steady job as a repairman of security-related electronics. The
book is, as it keeps (nimbly) reminding us, a camera obscura: partly
because indirect and tricky, bent, not-quite-trustable views are the
nature of things; partly because of Ron’s marginal and scorned status; partly because he’s a loner; and partly due to an affliction that
makes him see resemblances between people that may not be real
(and on the flip side, differences that may not signify much), Ron
can make out reality only indirectly, by way of mirrors and shades,
and the image he ends up with is inverted, distorted, deeply mysterious. Then, when America’s bitter political split starts to replicate itself even in the ghetto—and when he encounters a strangely
familiar female schoolmate and is pressed into service as an informant by a detective—the picture gets murkier, scarier, and more
peculiar yet. Kalfus has always worked by ingenious indirection;
his A Disorder Peculiar to the Country (2006) is a 9/11 novel as seen
through the comic lens of an imploding marriage. Here he does so
again, and with similar success, creating a commentary on current
American politics that never sets foot in America, takes place in a
distant future, and takes pains (as its protagonist does) to avoid the
overtly partisan.
A strange, highly compelling tale about what happens
when American privilege and insulation get turned inside out.

special issue: best books of 2022

After a prisoner exchange lands him
in East Berlin, an American physicist
who’d been imprisoned in Britain for 10
years for spying for the KGB risks everything to get his loved ones to freedom.
The year is 1963. Martin Keller, a
one-time Los Alamos researcher who had idealistic intentions
in sharing secrets with Russia, then an American ally, learns only
after he arrives in Germany that the prisoner swap was arranged
by Kurt Thiele, a shifty East German who specializes in such
matters and who is married to Keller’s former wife, Sabine, a
West German. After her marriage to Kurt, she settled in East
Berlin with Peter, her son by Martin. From the start, when
shots are fired at either Martin or Kurt at the checkpoint during their crossing into East Berlin, things are tense. Martin has
barely settled into his new residence when Western intelligence
descends on him and pressures him into working for them. He
slowly realizes that the “important work” he will be doing as a
physicist is not what he agreed to. After learning that Sabine is
dying of cancer, he devises a plan to escape with her and Peter
to get her medical treatment in the West, but how will that sit
with their precocious 11-year-old actor son, who has been programmed by the socialist propaganda of the hit TV series in
which he stars? In a city rife with corruption (the East Germans
were selling prisoners for 40,000 Deutschemarks a head—
”more if he was valuable”), no one can be trusted. But someone must be if Martin’s dangerous plan is to succeed. A novel
that gives paranoia a new name, Kanon’s latest in a brilliant
collection—including Leaving Berlin (2014) and Istanbul Passage
(2012)—may be his most tightly rendered. The suspense builds
quietly, almost stealthily, before tightening its grip.
Another supersophisticated spy thriller from a ranking
master.

DEMON COPPERHEAD

Kingsolver, Barbara
Harper/HarperCollins (560 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-06-325-1922
Inspired by David Copperfield, Kingsolver crafts a 21st-century coming-ofage story set in America’s hard-pressed
rural South.
It’s not necessary to have read
Dickens’ famous novel to appreciate
Kingsolver’s absorbing tale, but those who have will savor the
tough-minded changes she rings on his Victorian sentimentality
while affirming his stinging critique of a heartless society. Our
soon-to-be orphaned narrator’s mother is a substance-abusing
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“Can the British Empire, built on the power of foreign
languages and magic, maintain its grip on the globe?”
babel

teenage single mom who checks out via OD on his 11th birthday, and Demon’s cynical, wised-up voice is light-years removed
from David Copperfield’s earnest tone. Yet readers also see the
yearning for love and wells of compassion hidden beneath his
self-protective exterior. Like pretty much everyone else in Lee
County, Virginia, hollowed out economically by the coal and
tobacco industries, he sees himself as someone with no prospects and little worth. One of Kingsolver’s major themes, hit a
little too insistently, is the contempt felt by participants in the
modern capitalist economy for those rooted in older ways of
life. More nuanced and emotionally engaging is Demon’s fierce
attachment to his home ground, a place where he is known and
supported, tested to the breaking point as the opiate epidemic
engulfs it. Kingsolver’s ferocious indictment of the pharmaceutical industry, angrily stated by a local girl who has become
a nurse, is in the best Dickensian tradition, and Demon gives
a harrowing account of his descent into addiction with his
beloved Dori (as naïve as Dickens’ Dora in her own screwed-up
way). Does knowledge offer a way out of this sinkhole? A committed teacher tries to enlighten Demon’s seventh grade class
about how the resource-rich countryside was pillaged and abandoned, but Kingsolver doesn’t air-brush his students’ dismissal
of this history or the prejudice encountered by this African
American outsider and his White wife. She is an art teacher who
guides Demon toward self-expression, just as his friend Tommy
provokes his dawning understanding of how their world has
been shaped by outside forces and what he might be able to do
about it.
An angry, powerful book seething with love and outrage
for a community too often stereotyped or ignored.

when he steps in front of his devout mother’s prayer mat. Following an imam’s advice, his mother takes him to Afghanistan
to fast at a martyr’s shrine in the hopes that it will make him
human again. Things don’t work out that way, and the story
ends in tragedy, though Kochai uses humor throughout, which
somehow both leavens and amplifies the sadness. The collection ends with the stunning title story, about a West Sacramento family trying to hold itself together through financial
difficulties. Like the first story, it’s told in second person, but
the perspective this time is that of a shadowy figure, perhaps
a government employee, spying on the family and developing
an unexpected fascination with them even after determining
they’re not a threat: “You should update your superiors. You
should advise them to abort the operation. But you won’t.” Like
every other story in this collection, it’s brilliant and written
beautifully, with real precision and compassion. Kochai doesn’t
make a false move in this book; like his previous one, it’s a master class in storytelling, and a beautiful reflection on a people
that have endured decades upon decades of tragedy.
Stunning, compassionate, flawless.

BABEL
Or the Necessity of
Violence: An Arcane History
of the Oxford Translators’
Revolution

Kuang, R.F.
Harper Voyager (560 pp.)
$25.19 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-06-302142-6

THE HAUNTING OF
HAJJI HOTAK
And Other Stories

Can the British Empire, built on the
power of foreign languages and magic,
maintain its grip on the globe?
In 1829, professor Richard Lovell brings a young Chinese
boy now known as Robin Swift from his home in Canton to
England. Saved from the cholera outbreak that claimed the rest
of his family, Robin has the chance to begin a new, comfortable
life at professor Lovell’s estate. In exchange for food and lodging, he will spend years studying Latin, Greek, and Mandarin to
prepare himself to enter Oxford’s Royal Institute of Translation,
known as Babel. In Oxford, Robin meets other students who
are not so different from him: young people brought to England
from other countries to maintain the empire. Britain has built
its power upon silver bars and the magical powers imparted to
them by translation, but in order to maintain that power, Britain needs foreigners and their languages. Though Robin and his
friends are met with racism, they also find true joy in their studies and the heady business of translation. Soon, Robin learns of
the secretive Hermes Society, a group working against the hegemony of the Royal Institute of Translation. As Robin’s studies
continue, he begins to question the colonial machine from
which he can’t seem to break free. Kuang draws a keen parallel
between extracting knowledge and extracting resources, examining the terrible power of systems built on inequality and the
uncomfortable experiences of the marginalized within those

Kochai, Jamil Jan
Viking (288 pp.)
$25.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-59-329719-3

A short story collection full of tragedy, humor, and keen insight.
In his second book, following the
excellent novel 99 Nights in Logar (2019),
Kochai offers a dozen short stories focusing on the lives of
Afghans and Afghan Americans. The collection kicks off with
“Playing Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain,” the story of Mirwais, a young man whose video gaming session turns surreal
when he realizes the nonplayer characters he encounters seem
to be his father and other relatives in 1980s Afghanistan. The
story is told in the second person, lending an urgency to the narrative: “You’ve been shooting at Afghans in Call of Duty for so
long that you’ve become oddly immune to the self-loathing you
felt when you were first massacring wave after wave of militant
fighters who looked just like your father.” In “The Tale of Dully’s
Reversion,” the title character, a California student teacher who
has lost his religion, finds himself transformed into a monkey
30
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systems, whether due to race or gender. While occasionally
hampered by rather self-aware critiques of colonialism, in general this is an expansive, sympathetic, and nevertheless scathing
critique of Western imperialism and how individuals are forced
to make their peace with the system and survive or to fight back
and face the consequences. It’s ambitious and powerful while
displaying a deep love of language and literature.
Dark academia as it should be.

Lozano, Brenda
Trans. by Heather Cleary
Catapult (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-64622-068-7

THE BOOK OF GOOSE

Li, Yiyun
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-374-60634-3
Who lives, who dies, who tells your
story—and is it your story to tell? (Apologies to Lin-Manuel Miranda.)
Inseparable young teens Agnès and
Fabienne share a world they’ve created for themselves in rural, ruined,
post–World War II France. Fabienne is unschooled and rebellious, while the more passive Agnès is disenfranchised from her
schoolmates and family members. A “game” concocted by the
girls—that of writing stories so the world will (ostensibly) know
how they lived—launches a series of events that propels Agnès
to Paris and London and into the publishing world and a finishing school, while Fabienne remains at home in their rural village,
tending to farm animals. The arc of their intense adolescent
friendship comes under Agnès’ critical lens when she learns of
Fabienne’s death after years of emotional and geographic distance between the two. Now freed to write her own story, Agnès
narrates the course of events which thrust her into the world as
a teen prodigy at the same time she was removed, reluctantly,
from Fabienne’s orbit. Li’s measured and exquisite delivery of
Agnès’ revelations conveys the balance and rebalance of the
girls’ relationship over time but also illuminates the motivations of writers (fame, revenge, escape) and how power within
a relationship mutates and exploits. The combination the girls
bring to their intimate relationship and endeavors (one seeking
to experience things she could not achieve alone, the other providing the experiences) leads Agnès first to believe they were
two halves of a whole. Knives, minerals, oranges, and the game
of Rock Paper Scissors sneak into Agnès’ narrative as she relates
the trajectory of a once-unbreakable union. The relative hardness of those substances is a clue to understanding it all.
Stunners: Li’s memorable duo, their lives, their losses.

special issue: best books of 2022

An aging faith healer recounts practicing her calling amid gender-based
violence, loss, celebrity, and murder in
Mexican author Lozano’s second novel
to appear in English.
In Feliciana’s poor, hardworking family, the gift of healing
is passed from fathers to sons, not daughters. It’s her cousin
Paloma who teaches her the art, shot through with Christian
faith, and the herbs and mushrooms to use. Born male, Paloma
is Muxe—a third gender accepted among the Zapotec people
since pre-colonial times. Once she began to identify this way,
changed her name, and began to sleep with men, she gave up
being a curandero and began to train Feliciana, who goes on
to achieve worldwide renown. Narrated from the alternating
points of view of Feliciana and Zoe, a journalist who’s interviewing her, the stories weave around both women’s struggles
to find their voices and make their own ways. Feliciana endures
a hardscrabble childhood and an alcoholic husband, then other
people’s jealousy at her success. Zoe grieves her late father and
deferred dreams. But the most vibrant character is Paloma,
whose murder is reported in the first sentence. Earlier, having
been beaten for being Muxe and left with a scar on her face, she
wore a brooch to call attention to it: “We don’t hide our scars,
we show them off.” As in Loop (2021), Lozano eschews traditional narrative for the discursive pleasures of voice. “Paloma
once said to me, she said, Feliciana, love, shaman, curandera,
witch, those words are all too small for you because yours is the
Language, you are the curandera of the Language, and yours too
is the Book. And Paloma also said once, Feliciana, love, it’s not
always necessary to cure mankind because men aren’t always ill,
but men are always necessary and good for what ails the Muxe
in me, dear.” A sensitive, informative translator’s note explains
that Feliciana is loosely based on a Oaxacan curandera internationally famous in the 1950s and ’60s.
A fascinating immersion into a little-known world, written with tenderness and humanity.

BLISS MONTAGE

Ma, Ling
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$25.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-374-29351-2
Short stories from the author of Sev
erance, winner of the 2018 Kirkus Prize
for fiction.
The narrator of “Los Angeles” lives
with her husband, their children, and
the children’s au pairs in the east and
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west wings of their home. Her hundred ex-boyfriends live in
the “largest but ugliest wing.” While the narrator takes these
past lovers on outings to Moon Juice and LACMA, the husband
works at an investment firm. The husband’s dialogue is rendered in dollar signs. This piece feels uncanny in the Freudian
sense—as if it is peopled not by actual humans but by ghosts
or automata. (There are echoes of Ma’s debut novel, in which
a pandemic turns people into zombies that repeat the same
everyday action over and over.) In the stories that follow, Ma
uses elements of the fantastic but grounds them in a reality that
is more recognizably our own. “Without question, the best part
of taking G is the beginning. The sensation of invisibility is one
of floating. You walk around with a lesser gravity, a low-helium
balloon the day after a birthday party.” “G” is the name of a story
and the name of the drug the narrator of the story takes with
her best friend, Bonnie, on her last night in New York. What
begins as a tale about two young women engaging in low-key
mayhem because no one can see them turns into a story about
two girls who were pressured to become friends because they
were both Chinese immigrants—although with very dissimilar
experiences of life in the United States. What they want from
invisibility is different, and what Bonnie wants from the friend
who is about to leave her is everything. The ideas of home and
belonging recur throughout the collection. In “Returning,” the
narrator meets the man who will become her husband when they
are both on a panel for immigrant authors. A trip to his native
country to participate in a festival—a trip that is an attempt to
salvage their marriage—ends in a macabre, desperate rite. Ma
also writes about motherhood and academic life and abusive
relationships. These are rich themes, and the author explores
them with the logic of dreams.
Haunting and artful.

she frustrates him. Between a carriage accident, fights, and an
only-one-bed situation, the pair are thrown together again and
again and soon find they don’t want to be apart. Though there are
some action-packed scenes, much of the story revels in a languid
pace filled with intimate thoughts, delicious yearning, and many
sighworthy romantic moments. A man with a rough upbringing
and hardened view of love is a common trope, so it’s refreshing
for that role to be filled by the woman—but there’s still a softness
and sweetness to Adelaide that make her a nuanced character.
Subplots regarding the Hell’s Belles’ clients and targets add great
tension to the book, while the women’s friendship brings levity
and humor. But it’s the quiet, vulnerable moments between the
central couple, who embrace each other as true equals, that will
ensnare reader’s hearts.
Sublimely sensual and passionate.

SEA OF TRANQUILITY

Mandel, Emily St. John
Knopf (272 pp.)
$21.60 | April 5, 2022
978-0-593-32144-7

Characters living centuries apart all
have the same brief, puzzling experience—what does this mean about the
nature of time?
In 1912, at an estate in the British countryside, 18-year-old Edwin St.
Andrew makes a rude comment at dinner and is sent in disgrace
to live in Canada. In 1994, a young girl makes a video in the woods
near her home; in 2020, after her death, her composer brother
screens it during a concert. (These last two are Vincent and Paul
Smith, characters from Mandel’s last book, The Glass Hotel.) In
2203, author Olive Llewellyn has left her husband and daughter
at home on the moon’s Colony Two to travel to Earth for a book
tour to promote her pandemic novel, Marienbad (reminiscent of
Mandel’s own bestselling Station Eleven). “ ‘I was so confused by
your book,’ a woman in Dallas said. ‘There were all these strands,
narratively speaking, all these characters, and I felt like I was
waiting for them to connect, but they didn’t, ultimately. The book
just ended. I was like... “Huh? Is the book missing pages?” It just
ended.’ ” This and other annoyances from Olive’s book tour seem
to humorously reflect Mandel’s own experience, but no one will
be making a similar complaint about her latest—a complicated
and mysterious puzzle concerning the nature of reality solved
perfectly, all loose ends connected. To find out why these various
people have all experienced the same weird few seconds of sound
and sensation, we must go all the way to the 2400s, when there
are three colonies on the moon designed to relieve overcrowding
on Earth, and where we meet a character named after someone
in Olive’s novel—yet he is already strangely familiar. Some of the
scenes involving life in 25th-century pandemic quarantine are
quite recognizable; this novel is futuristic without being all that
dystopian. Perhaps our expectations have changed.
Even more boldly imagined than Station Eleven. Exciting
to read, relevant, and satisfying.

HEARTBREAKER

MacLean, Sarah
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Aug. 23, 2022
978-0-063-05678-7
A thief and a duke fall in love in
MacLean’s second Hell’s Belles romance.
In the north part of London, she’s
Adelaide Frampton, unassuming wallflower and distant cousin to a duchess.
In the south, where she grew up, she was
Addie Trumbull, skilled cutpurse and
daughter of a notorious criminal. Now, she has a hidden identity as the Matchbreaker, exposing the secrets of “less than ideal”
potential grooms so women don’t have to marry them, and she’s
teamed up with three other women to form the Hell’s Belles, a
girl gang dedicated to taking down evil, powerful men. Henry
Carrington, Duke of Clayborn, hasn’t stopped noticing Adelaide
since they first met and knows there’s more to her than meets
the eye. When they wind up in a race to intercept his brother’s
elopement—she apparently to stop it, he to stop her—Henry
finds himself in continual awe of this fierce woman, even when
32
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“Resplendent with intelligence, wit, and feeling.”
all this could be different

ALL THIS COULD
BE DIFFERENT

hair floating. Their mouths open, their eyes devoid of speculation.” Ah, but there were supposed to be 10 aboard, and now
mysterious agents are after Western, sure that he spirited away
the 10th—or, failing that, some undisclosed treasure within the
aircraft. Bobby is a mathematical genius, though less so than
his sister, whom readers will learn more about in the companion novel, Stella Maris. Alicia, in the last year of her life, is in a
distant asylum, while Western is evading those agents and pondering not just mathematical conundrums, but also a tortured
personal history as the child of an atomic scientist who worked
at Oak Ridge to build the bombs that destroyed Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It’s all vintage McCarthy, if less bloody than much
of his work: Having logged time among scientists as a trustee
at the Santa Fe Institute, he’s now more interested in darting
quarks than exploding heads. Still, plenty of his trademark
themes and techniques are in evidence, from conspiracy theories (Robert Kennedy had JFK killed?) and shocking behavior
(incest being just one category) to flights of beautiful language,
as with Bobby’s closing valediction: “He knew that on the day
of his death he would see her face and he could hope to carry
that beauty into the darkness with him, the last pagan on earth,
singing softly upon his pallet in an unknown tongue.”
Enigmatic, elegant, extraordinary: a welcome return
after a too-long absence.

Mathews, Sarah Thankam
Viking (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-59-348912-3
A young woman reckons with her
first job, her first love, and her first real
friends.
After she graduates from college,
Sneha—the headstrong, intensely selfreliant narrator of this lovely novel—is lucky to find a job as a
corporate consultant. It’s the height of the mid-2000s recession, and Sneha’s immigrant parents have been deported to
their native India. Sneha moves to Milwaukee, where she tries
on adulthood like an ill-fitting suit. Nothing comes easily: Her
landlord has it out for her; her new girlfriend, Marina, seems to
want more than Sneha can give; and then Peter, Sneha’s boss,
stops paying her. Meanwhile, a childhood trauma is demanding to be reckoned with. In her debut novel, Mathews achieves
what so often seems to be impossible: a deeply felt “novel of
ideas,” for lack of a better phrase. Mathews somehow tackles
the big abstractions—capitalism, gender, sexuality, Western
individualism, etc.—while at the same time imbuing her characters with such real, flawed humanity that they seem ready to
walk right off the page. Rarely is dialogue rendered so accurately.
When Marina catches Sneha in a lie and demands an explanation, Sneha says, “Because I am a trash person and a coward.” In
her prose, Mathews can be deeply moving at the same time that
she is funny; she dips into slang in a way that feels lyrical and
rhythmic. “Bro,” Sneha tells another friend, “the molecules of
my whole body are just carbon and abandonment issues.” If the
novel seems to drag toward the end, this feels like a small, stingy
criticism for a book that is, as a whole, beautifully written, lusciously felt, and marvelously envisioned.
Resplendent with intelligence, wit, and feeling.

THE HERO OF
THIS BOOK

special issue: best books of 2022

McCracken, Elizabeth
Ecco/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-06-297127-2
“Your family is the first novel that you
know.”
Meandering about London in the
summer of 2019, 10 months after the
death of her mother, McCracken’s nameless (maybe!) narrator recounts episodes from her mother’s
extraordinary life and their quirk-filled family. Like all good
stories, it’s complicated, and the mother in question was brilliant, stubborn, bad with money, secretive, and oppositional.
Yet she was more fun than anyone else her daughter knew.
Challenged by daunting physical limitations due to an injury
with forceps when she was born, the older woman expended
efforts to lead an active and successful life that could be considered heroic. (The achievement of “fun” seems superheroic.)
Braided into McCracken’s gorgeously spiraling narrative is an
expansive meditation on the act of writing and, intriguingly, the
art of writing memoir. Beginning with the dedication page (a
photograph of an inscription—written in McCracken’s first
book—to her mother, in which McCracken promises her she’d
never appear as a character in her daughter’s work), the novel
assumes a hybrid quality that could be called autofiction but
really is an homage to the art of great storytelling. The metadilemma caused by one character’s hatred of memoir and books
“blaming” parents and another’s need to tell a story provides

THE PASSENGER

McCarthy, Cormac
Knopf (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-0-307-26899-0
A beguiling, surpassingly strange
novel by the renowned—and decidedly
idiosyncratic—author of Blood Meridian
(1982) and The Road (2006).
“He’s in love with his sister and she’s
dead.” He is Bobby Western, as described
by college friend and counterfeiter John Sheddan. Western
doesn’t much like the murky depths, but he’s taken a job as a
salvage diver in the waters around New Orleans, where all kinds
of strange things lie below the surface—including, at the beginning of McCarthy’s looping saga, an airplane complete with
nine bloated bodies: “The people sitting in their seats, their
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a broad stage upon which McCracken’s characters (whoever
they may be) can deliver their frustrations, realizations, and
appreciations. Though bereaved, McCracken’s narrator unfolds
her journey through London, and the story of her sometimesmaddening relationship with her parents as they aged, with
attention to specific human detail. There is no danger here of
any character becoming the disembodied “sentient, anguished
helium balloons” McCracken’s narrator warns her writing students against creating.
Novel? Memoir? Who cares. It’s a great story, beautifully
told.

Mestre-Reed, Ernesto
Soho (456 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-1-641-29364-8
Mestre-Reed combines elements of a
spy novel and political thriller with bleak,
steely-eyed realism about Cuba in the
1990s.
After the fall of the Soviet Union
and the disappearance of Soviet support, Cuba entered the “special period,” which was marked by
a sharp increase in poverty, a lack of basic goods and services,
and deep uncertainty about the future of the country and the
socialist dreams it was built on. Mestre-Reed explores this
uncertain time while also telling a story about Cuba’s underground gay and HIV-positive population. Rafa, who’s come to
Havana from rural eastern Cuba, goes home one night with a
man named Nicolás, becoming entwined with him, his brother,
Renato, and their mother, Cecilia. The family runs a high-dollar
but semilegal restaurant, or paladar, out of their home, catering to rich tourists who seek an “authentic” Cuban meal, and
Rafa helps them wait tables. Soon, he falls into a passionate and
tormented affair with Nicolás that’s intimate and yet hard to
define for both parties. During the peak of the AIDS epidemic,
Cuba established sidatorios, or sanitariums, which were mandatory for people who were HIV-positive. The novel opens after
Nicolás has been sent to a sidatorio and died, though no one
knows where his body is. Renato also tests positive for HIV and
is sent to the sidatorio but is allowed to leave on the weekends.
Rafa and Renato are united in their grief for Nicolás but also in
their aimlessness; they spend their weekends together, wandering the city, looking for tourists to pick up, and roaming without
much of a purpose. After a fateful encounter with an enigmatic
German tourist, Rafa learns that Nicolás and Renato had more
secrets than he realized. Nicolás was a member of “los injected
ones,” people so disillusioned with their country and their
future that they purposefully infected themselves with HIV in
a self-destructive act of protest. Now, this group is determined
to overthrow the Castro government during Pope John Paul
II’s upcoming visit to Cuba. Rafa becomes a hesitant detective,
more interested in learning about Nicolás, Renato, and himself
than in stopping the violent uprising. In this way, the book itself
reflects the slow decay of ideals Mestre-Reed is exploring in the
story. The novel’s Cuba is full of dreaming, even delusional, idealists—whether it’s the bureaucrats running the state, foreign
tourists determined to overlook what’s in front of them to see
the picturesque Cuba of the mind, or erstwhile revolutionaries
committed to any kind of change at any price.
A compelling, melancholy novel that explores the beautiful rise and often violent breakdown of dreams, ideals, and
love.

AN OLIVE GROVE
IN ENDS

McKenzie, Moses
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$28.00 | May 31, 2022
978-0-316-42014-3

Drug violence, religious strife, and
a star-crossed romance play out in this
Shakespearean tale set in a Bristol neighborhood of Caribbean and Somali immigrants called Ends.
Born into a large, “infamous” family of Pentecostal preachers
with Jamaican roots, Sayon Hughes, the young narrator of this
debut novel, is mostly raised by his grandmother alongside his
many cousins. Along with them, he has inherited “generations
of trauma passed on by relatives” and intensified by “a system
intent on keeping us in place.” Drawn into the drug trade by his
cousin Cuba, whom he considers his brother, Sayon is arrested
for dealing and serves six months in jail. The sentence is one of
many setbacks that threaten his relationship with the bright and
upstanding Shona Jennings, a Baptist preacher’s daughter and
aspiring record-label owner whom he and everyone else assumes
he’ll marry. “If looks could kill she had a knife at my neck,” he says.
After being pushed into a shocking act of violence, Sayon is so
afraid of Shona’s finding out about the misdeed that he strikes a
deal with her father, Pastor Lyle, who knows what happened but
has his own dark secrets to keep. He won’t tell his daughter about
the incident if Sayon promises to cut ties with Cuba and the rest
of his family, repent, and become born again while living in the
Jennings house. There’s no way that plan is going to work, but Pastor Lyle’s open hatred of Muslim Somalis ultimately has a positive
effect in awakening Sayon to Islam, a religion that makes sense to
him. One of the many notable achievements of this remarkable
debut by the 23-year-old McKenzie is to sustain our affection for
Sayon even when he is acting badly. “Childhood and innocence
are only synonymous to the privileged,” he says. Recalling Zadie
Smith’s masterpiece White Teeth (2000), published when she was
25, this is the most exciting U.K. debut in years.
A gritty coming-of-age tale for the ages.
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“Eight gritty, harrowing stories of bravery and
bluster set in the wilds of Alaska.”
nobody gets out alive

NONA THE NINTH

IF AN EGYPTIAN
CANNOT SPEAK
ENGLISH

Muir, Tamsyn
Tordotcom (480 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-1-25-085411-7

Naga, Noor
Graywolf (192 pp.)
$16.00 paper | April 5, 2022
978-1-64445-081-9

The third installment of a necromantic science-fantasy series continues
working at puzzles of identity and the
meaning of loyalty.
Previously (Gideon the Ninth, 2019;
Harrow the Ninth, 2020), sullen but brilliant necromancer Harrowhark consumed the soul of Gideon,
her foulmouthed cavalier, to become a Lyctor, a semi-immortal
officer in the Emperor Undying’s court. In a desperate attempt
to preserve Gideon’s identity, Harrow deliberately erased the
other woman from her memories, leaving herself confused
to the point of delusion, unable to access her full powers, and
vulnerable to enemies both within and without the Emperor’s
court. This novel introduces Nona, a sweet but extraordinarily
naïve young woman who appears to be in Harrowhark’s body
but with Gideon’s golden eyes, lacking both necromantic abilities and any memories prior to six months ago. Nona’s been
happy despite her precarious living situation in a war-torn city
threatened by the necromantic Houses and their foe, the Blood
of Eden. Unfortunately, what fragile peace she has cannot last,
and everything depends on recovering Nona’s memories and
returning to Harrowhark’s home in the Ninth House, there to
finally release the deadly threat lurking in the Locked Tomb.
But who is Nona, really: Harrowhark, Gideon, a blend of both
young women…or someone else entirely? (The reader will figure
it out long before the characters do.) Meanwhile, the Emperor
and Harrowhark meet in dreams, where he recounts events of
10,000 years ago, when, as a newly fledged necromancer, his
conflict with the corrupt trillionaires who planned to escape
the dying Earth and leave the remaining billions to perish led
to nuclear apocalypse. It’s pretty gutsy of Muir to write two
books in a row about amnesiac characters, particularly when it
may very well be the same character experiencing a different
form of amnesia in each. This work initially reads like a strange
interlude from the series, devoted to Nona’s odd but essentially
quotidian routine in the midst of war, riot, and general chaos.
But the story gradually gathers speed, and it’s all in service to
a deeper plot. It is unfortunate that the demands of that plot
mean we’ve gotten a considerably smaller dose of Gideon’s defiantly crude, riotously flouncy behavior in the two books subsequent to the one which bears her name.
A deceptively quiet beginning rockets to a thrilling finish,
preparing us for the next volume’s undoubtedly explosive
finale.

special issue: best books of 2022

A fascinating novel about class and
abuse.
When the Egyptian American protagonist of Naga’s second book moves
from the U.S. to Cairo, she finds herself unable to fit in. She
gets stares because of her haircut (“What they really want to
know is whether my head is shaved because I have cancer or
because I’m a pervert”) and questions because of her heritage:
“Here I keep saying I’m Egyptian and no one believes me. I’m
the other kind of other, someone come from abroad who could
just as easily return there.” The protagonist, unnamed until the
last part of the novel, finds work teaching English for the British Council and befriends two fellow patrons at a downtown
cafe. Her life changes when she meets a young man who years
ago moved to Cairo from a small Egyptian town; he made a living selling photographs during the 2011 Egyptian revolution but
fell into cocaine addiction after the Arab Spring ended. (“When
the foreigners left, it all went to shit,” he reflects. “When it all
went to shit, the foreigners left. The sequence hardly matters.”)
“The boy from Shobrakheit” (his name is never revealed) and
the American woman embark on a sexual relationship that’s not
quite a romance, but it doesn’t take long for her to realize that
he’s violent—at one point, he swings a table at her head, telling
her, “Look what you made me do.” After he disappears, the woman
is torn, fighting the urge to make excuses for him. The man, for
his part, alternates between regret and making excuses. Naga’s
writing in the book’s first two parts is gripping, but the final
section, metafictional and darkly funny, is an absolute master
class. She deals with important issues with a gimlet eye and a
rare sensitivity—it would be a massive understatement to call
this novel a must-read.
In a word: brilliant.

NOBODY GETS
OUT ALIVE

Newman, Leigh
Scribner (288 pp.)
$26.99 | April 12, 2022
978-1-982180-30-0
Eight gritty, harrowing stories of
bravery and bluster set in the wilds of
Alaska.
The women in this absorbing debut
collection are larger than life, perhaps
because this is what the harsh Alaska landscape demands.
Dutch, the narrator of “Howl Palace” (selected for The Best
American Short Stories), is selling her house after a string of
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unsuccessful marriages. Plucky and tough, she installs herself
in the mysterious “wolf room” during the open house, and the
devastating reasons for her resourcefulness come into sharper
focus. In “High Jinks,” Jamie and Katrina, just tweens, have
to fend for themselves on a father-daughter float trip after
both their dads fail them in emotional and material ways.
The 73-page “Alcan, an Oral History” follows a single mother
and her two children and two women, friends and recent college grads, both groups headed overland to Alaska, and how
their lives are forever altered when their paths converge. The
fabled frontier is often depicted as a redemptive space, but
Newman’s characters can’t outrun their problems. In “Slide
and Glide,” a standout, a father takes his family on an epic ski
trip to a cabin in the middle of nowhere, hoping to rekindle
his marriage only to realize how powerless he is. That’s also
true for Genevieve, a rebellious heiress who discovers that
early-20th-century Alaska is every bit as socially restrictive as
Milwaukee. These stories are rich with wit and wisdom, showing us that love, marriage, and family are always bigger and
more perilous adventures than backcountry trips. “Was this
marriage,” a newlywed wonders after witnessing his wife lusting after another man, “how well the worst in you worked with
the worst in the other person?”
Bighearted stories of domestic discord by a writer with a
cleareyed view of Alaska’s romance and hardscrabble realism.

protests had become vanishingly rare, but fear and suspicion,
especially for persons of Asian origin, reigned. One of the Pillars of PACT—“Protects children from environments espousing harmful views”—had been the pretext for Sadie’s removal
from her parents, who had sought to expose PACT’s cruelties
and, Bird begins to understand, had prompted his own mother’s decision to leave. His mother’s letter launches him on an
odyssey to locate her, to listen and to learn. From the very first
page of this thoroughly engrossing and deeply moving novel,
Bird’s story takes wing. Taut and terrifying, Ng’s cautionary tale
transports us into an American tomorrow that is all too easy to
imagine—and persuasively posits that the antidotes to fear and
suspicion are empathy and love.
Underscores that the stories we tell about our lives and
those of others can change hearts, minds, and history.

THE BULLET
THAT MISSED

Osman, Richard
Pamela Dorman/Viking (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-59-329939-5
The Thursday Murder Club gets into
another spot of bother, this time involving some British television celebrities, a
Russian former spy, and an international
money launderer—among others.
This is the third book in real-life British TV celebrity
Osman’s delightful series of mysteries set at Coopers Chase,
a bucolic English retirement community. The first two have
been bestsellers on both sides of the Atlantic, and Steven Spielberg has bought the movie rights; if you haven’t read the earlier books, The Thursday Murder Club (2020) and The Man Who
Died Twice (2021), it would be a good idea to go back and start
at the beginning. As this installment opens, the four septuagenarian members of the club—former MI6 agent Elizabeth Best,
retired nurse Joyce Meadowcroft, psychiatrist Ibrahim Arif,
and longtime union organizer Ron Ritchie—are investigating
another murder from their cold-case files. It seems that Bethany Waites, a local TV journalist, was about to crack a huge tax
avoidance scheme when her car went over a cliff 10 years ago.
Who was she going to meet late at night? Why wasn’t her car
caught on more surveillance cameras between her home and the
cliff? Of course, the friends aren’t content to do their research
online; they inveigle their way into a variety of situations that
enable them to question Bethany’s friends and colleagues, the
chief constable in charge of the case, the drug dealer they put
in jail in the last volume (who’s determined to kill Ron as soon
as she gets out), and many other more or less savory characters.
And that’s not even to mention the mysterious Viking who’s
threatening to kill Joyce if Elizabeth doesn’t kill Viktor Illyich,
a competitor-turned-friend who, when he worked for the KGB,
was known as the Bullet. All of this enables Osman to engineer
scenes such as “three old men...the gangster, the KGB colonel
and the trades union official” playing snooker, drinking whiskey,

OUR MISSING HEARTS

Ng, Celeste
Penguin Press (352 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-593-49254-3

In a dystopian near future, art battles
back against fear.
Ng’s first two novels—her arresting
debut, Everything I Never Told You (2014),
and devastating follow-up, Little Fires
Everywhere (2017)—provided an insightful, empathetic perspective on America as it is. Her equally
sensitive, nuanced, and vividly drawn latest effort, set in a
dystopian near future in which Asian Americans are regarded
with scorn and mistrust by the government and their neighbors,
offers a frightening portrait of what it might become. The novel’s young protagonist, Bird, was 9 when his mother—without
explanation—left him and his father; his father destroyed every
sign of her. Now, when Bird is 12, a letter arrives. Because it is
addressed to “Bird,” he knows it’s from his mother. For three
years, he has had to answer to his given name, Noah; repeat
that he and his father no longer have anything to do with his
mother; try not to attract attention; and endure classmates calling his mother a traitor. None of it makes sense to Bird until his
one friend, Sadie, fills him in: His mother, the child of Chinese
immigrants, wrote a poem that had improbably become a rallying cry for those protesting PACT—the Preserving American
Culture and Traditions Act—a law that had helped end the Crisis 10 years before, ushering in an era in which violent economic
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“The combination of social satire with an intimate portrait of loss
and grief is stylistically ambitious and deeply moving.”
the swimmers

TWO NIGHTS
IN LISBON

and thinking maybe this is all they really need in life. The mysteries are complex, the characters vivid, and the whole thing is
laced with warm humor and—remarkably, considering the body
count—good feeling.
Your next must-read mystery series.

Pavone, Chris
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(448 pp.)
$28.00 | May 24, 2022
978-0-3746-0476-9

THE SWIMMERS

Having concentrated on one family
in her first novel, then eschewed individual protagonists for a collective “we”
in her second, Otsuka now blends the
two approaches, shifting from an almost
impersonal, wide-lens view of society
to an increasingly narrow focus on a specific mother-daughter
relationship.
The book begins as tart social comedy. A narrative “we” represents various swimmers frequenting an underground community pool. A microcosm of America, they remain mostly
anonymous, although a few names are dropped in from time to
time as a kind of punctuation. The swimmers are fleshed out as
a group by multiple lists detailing a wide range of occupations
and social roles, motivations to swim, swimming styles, and
eventually reactions to a mysterious crack that appears suddenly on the pool floor. Initially dismissed as inconsequential by
the experts, the crack morphs, Covid-like, into more and more
cracks until panicky authorities announce the pool will close
altogether. What seems a minor act of grace on the final day of
operation—the lifeguard generously allows a memory-impaired
woman named Alice to swim one extra lap—leaves the reader
unprepared for the sharp swerve the novel now makes. Alice
takes center stage, her cognitive and eventual physical deterioration viewed from multiple angles. The narrative voice is now
addressing itself to “you,” Alice’s daughter, a Japanese American
novelist with an obvious resemblance to the author, observing Alice’s decline in slightly removed, writerly detail as Alice’s
memories drift from random, repetitive, and oddly specific to
more random, less frequent, and increasingly vague. Institutional care follows, with the new “we” of the narrative voice
addressing Alice in cold bureaucratic lingo that represents the
nursing facility in a snarky, predictable, and disappointingly unnuanced sketch of institutional care. As Alice fades further, the
daughter returns. She berates herself for the ways she failed her
mother. But dredging up her own memories, she also begins to
recognize the love her parents felt for each other and for her.
The combination of social satire with an intimate portrait
of loss and grief is stylistically ambitious and deeply moving.

special issue: best books of 2022

Secrets, lies, and revenge permeate
this taut international thriller.
The recently married Ariel Pryce
wakes up one morning in a Lisbon hotel
room, expecting her husband, John Wright, to be in bed beside
her. He isn’t. She looks for a note, tries calling him, queries hotel
staff, all to no avail. She calls Portuguese police and then the
American Embassy, who wonder at first if Ms. Pryce isn’t some
crazy lady wasting everyone’s time. But a lot happens muito
rápido: Ariel receives a ransom demand for 3 million euros to
be delivered within 48 hours for John’s safe release by unknown
captors. The CIA knows that John is not who he claims to be
and thinks that Ariel “must be more important than she’s letting
on.” For one thing, she changed her name from Laurel Turner in
her adulthood. A nosy American reporter starts poking around.
Moving between past and present and among the viewpoints
of Ariel and her several observers, Pavone uses short scenes to
build fast-paced tension. Who is behind the kidnapping, and
why? Ariel isn’t rich, and there’s only one way—blackmail—to
come up with the dough. She and her extortee can inflict great
harm on each other, and in fact one of them had a head start
years earlier. So will she get the cash and rescue John? Then
suspicious polícia stop Ariel from boarding a flight to the U.S.,
the CIA monitors her calls, at least one CIA observer ponders
the value of having her whacked, and a relentless, coke-sniffing
reporter is convinced he smells a blockbuster scoop. Surprise
builds on surprise, and although the reader may sense where the
complicated plot is headed, the twists keep coming. Two nights
in Lisbon sound like a fun vacation as long as someone isn’t trying to uncover a horrible secret from your past.
This high-stakes drama grabs your attention and doesn’t
let go.

Otsuka, Julie
Knopf (176 pp.)
$23.00 | Feb. 22, 2022
978-0-593-32133-1

DIABLO MESA

Preston, Douglas & Lincoln Child
Grand Central Publishing (400 pp.)
$29.00 | Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-5387-3675-3
Two desiccated corpses aren’t the
strangest discoveries made by archaeologists in this third entry of Preston and
Child’s unusual crime series.
Nora Kelly is summoned to her boss’s
office at the Santa Fe Archaeological
Institute and assigned to investigate the site where an unidentified aircraft, perhaps a UFO, supposedly crashed in 1947. She
believes that claims of an alien space landing near Roswell are
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THE MARQUESS MAKES
HIS MOVE

“wacko.” But billionaire Lucas Tappan has provided a generous
grant to the institute, and he specifically wants Nora to lead the
expedition because of her reputation. She declines and is fired.
So Tappan comes to her directly. But “I can’t put digging up
UFOs on my resume,” she tells Skip, her less-skeptical brother.
“It’s too weird.” Tappan wears her down and hires them both.
Reluctantly she takes a team to the area, where they uncover a
pair of corpses buried in New Mexico’s high desert. They notify
the police, and FBI agent Corrie Swanson takes on the case
because they’re on federal land. But the depression in the sand
suggests that the vehicle—a flying saucer, maybe?—had struck
the ground at a low angle and skipped repeatedly, like a flat rock
across a pond. When they come to a possible final resting place,
the archaeologists start digging. Just as they are about to make a
shocking discovery, armed men stop them. Whatever is under a
couple of meters of earth is a secret the government has closely
guarded since the ’40s, and these dudes demonstrate that they
will kill intruders on the spot. Kelly and Swanson aren’t friends,
but they’ve worked well together ever since they debuted in
Old Bones (2019), and they are smart, strong, and appealing protagonists. The story has tension, mystery, murder, and enough
romance to give Kelly “a powerful glow, a whole-body tingle.”
Down-to-earth action tackles an otherworldly mystery
in this devilishly plausible yarn.

Quincy, Diana
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | March 29, 2022
978-0-06-298684-9

An undercover mapmaker and an
undercover marquess fall for each other.
R. Fleming is known to draw the
finest maps in London, but no one has
ever met the actual cartographer: Rose
Fleming, a woman whose work secretly keeps her family’s business afloat. She was raised learning mapmaking and surveying
at her uncle’s side, but as it’s the Regency era, even though the
shop was left to her in her uncle’s will and she handles all the
commissions, her husband is in charge of the business and their
accounts. Her marriage hasn’t been what she expected, but she’s
resigned herself to a quiet life doing the work she loves. When
her husband hires a new footman, she’s intrigued first by his
good looks and then his candor, unexpected from someone in
service. He’s surprisingly forward because he isn’t, as he claims,
Alex, a farmer’s son. He’s actually Alex, Marquess of Brandon,
and he’s working undercover as a footman because he suspects
Rose’s husband has colluded with Brandon’s neighbors to cheat
his family out of land on their country estate. He expects a footman position will allow him to do a bit of quick snooping to find
proof of the fraud and destroy Fleming, but he quickly learns
both that life as a footman is harder than he thought and that
Rose is much more captivating than he’d imagined. As the complex plot unfolds, Rose and Alex are drawn to each other again
and again, but the secrets they are keeping from each other
might turn what seems like a happy ending into a final disappointment. Quincy delivers another compelling story featuring
a hardworking heroine in the third entry in her Clandestine
Affairs series. She also once again explores the difficulties of living in the Regency ton while also being of Arab descent as well
as the ways in which class mobility could occur (or not) in this
era. But what makes the story unusually daring is that its heroine starts the story married to one man and ends it married to
another, via an elegant twist that ensures she retains the empathy and respect of the reader throughout. As the story also contains a slow burn as well as several passionately intimate scenes,
there’s much for readers to love.
A delightfully multifaceted story from a writer who continues to map out new territory for Regency romance.

THE MAID

Prose, Nita
Ballantine (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593-35615-9
The shocking murder of a public
figure at a high-end hotel has everyone
guessing who the culprit might be.
Twenty-five-year-old Molly Gray, an
eccentric young woman who’s obsessed
with cleaning but doesn’t quite have the
same ability to navigate social cues as those around her, loves
working as a maid at the Regency Grand Hotel. Raised by her
old-fashioned grandmother, who loved nothing more than cleaning and watching Columbo reruns, Molly has an overly polite and
straightforward manner that can make her seem odd and offputting to her colleagues despite her being the hardest worker at
the hotel. After her grandmother’s death, Molly’s rigid life begins
to lose some of its long-held balance, and when the infamous
Mr. Charles Black, a rich and powerful businessman suspected
of various criminal enterprises, is found murdered in one of the
rooms she cleans, her whole world gets turned upside down.
Before Molly knows what’s happening, her odd demeanor has the
police convinced she’s guilty of the crime, and certain people at
the hotel are a little too pleased about it. With the help of a few
new friends (and while fending off new foes), she must begin to
untangle the mystery of who really killed Mr. Black to get herself
off the hook once and for all. Though the unusual ending might
frustrate some readers, this unique debut will keep them reading.
A compelling take on the classic whodunit.
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“A fine collection, chilling and frequently
bizarre in all the best ways.”
new and selected stories

KILLERS OF A
CERTAIN AGE

menace quite like her. In “City of Men,” a reporter finds herself
in the titular metropolis, having been assigned by her editor to
write a story about the city from a woman’s perspective—it’s “a
place she had never wanted to go,” and as the story progresses,
the reader finds out why. It’s a creepy tale that’s filled with a
growing unease, and Rivera Garza handles its slow-burn narrative beautifully. A similar chilling surrealism pervades “The
Date,” about an investigator on the trail of…well, something;
it’s not quite clear. But it doesn’t need to be: Rivera Garza packs
an impressive amount of atmospheric unease into its four pages,
and the vagueness of the subject makes it even scarier. More
conventional, but just as excellent, is “The Day Juan Rulfo Died,”
which tells the story of a cafe meeting between two ex-partners
who have “started to see each other just to criticize our current
lovers.” The narrator, the reader comes to realize, isn’t as fine
with their breakup as he initially lets on, admitting, “I wanted
to own the world, the whole world, just to have the opportunity
to wrap it up in wrapping paper and place it in her lap.” The
story ends with a stunning final sentence that perfectly captures
the post-romantic hopelessness and heartbreak that sometimes
feel like they will never go away. The stories in this collection
are as varied as Rivera Garza’s remarkable career, and this book
is an excellent introduction to a unique writer who deserves to
be recognized not just in Mexico, but all over the world.
A fine collection, chilling and frequently bizarre in all the
best ways.

Raybourn, Deanna
Berkley (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-20068-1
Four female assassins on the brink
of retirement are brought back into
the game by a surprising assassination
attempt—on them.
Since they were recruited in their
20s, Billie, Mary Alice, Helen, and Natalie have been working
as secret assassins for a clandestine international organization
originally created to hunt Nazis. Now they’re in their mid-60s,
and the Museum—as its denizens call the elite group—has
sent them on an all-expenses-paid cruise to celebrate their
retirement. Several hours into the trip, though, Billie discovers
another of the Museum’s assassins onboard the ship. It turns
out that she and her colleagues have uncovered a plot to end
their own lives. They’re forced to flee while simultaneously solving the mystery of why their employers have put targets on their
backs. The story jumps back and forth between the late 1970s
and early ’80s, when the women were first recruited, to the
present day, when the female assassins have all lived long, full
lives and worry about menopause and lost spouses more than
whom they might kill next. Juxtaposing the two timelines creates an interesting dichotomy that examines the nuances of the
female aging process from a unique angle. The writing is witty
and original, and the plot is unpredictable; Billie is a complex
and likable character, but the other three women, while easy to
root for, tend to blend together. As the women race around the
world trying to stay alive, Raybourn vividly evokes a number of
far-flung locations while keeping readers on their toes trying to
figure out what’s going to happen next.
A unique examination of womanhood as well as a compelling, complex mystery.
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THE HOOKUP PLAN

Rochon, Farrah
Forever (400 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-538-71668-7
High school rivals reconnect at their
15-year reunion.
London Kelley is in the last few
months of her residency in pediatric surgery in her hometown of Austin, Texas.
She loves her work and has her pick of
jobs anywhere in the country, but her strong personal ties to
friends and family make it hard to imagine moving. Her two
best friends, Samiah and Taylor, encourage her to find a hookup
partner to relieve some stress, but London is too busy for dating. At her high school reunion, she runs into her nemesis,
Drew Sullivan, the boy she competed with for valedictorian in
her senior year. They fall right back into their old pattern of
exchanging banter and barbs, but things take a turn, and the
two end up in bed. Drew has just retired from a hedge fund
as a multimillionaire, but he’s founded a new firm that audits
hospitals and health care providers. When London discovers
that Drew will be auditing her hospital, they agree to extend
their “just one night” arrangement into a monthlong hookup.
London is surprised to find her animosity for Drew evolving
into affection and love. Although the novel is full of interesting
side characters and real-life problems, it is Rochon’s masterful
exploration of internal conflict that makes this such a winning

NEW AND
SELECTED STORIES

Rivera Garza, Cristina
Trans. by Sarah Booker, Francisca González
Arias, Lisa Dillman & Alex Ross
Dorothy (280 pp.)
$16.00 paper | April 1, 2022
978-1-948980-09-8
Tales from the most surreal of
shadowlands.
In novels like The Iliac Crest (2017) and The Taiga Syndrome
(2018), Mexican author Rivera Garza has displayed an affinity
for the mysterious: randomly encountered shadowy strangers
and odd settings simultaneously out of place and out of time.
This new collection of short fiction, which contains stories dating back to the 1980s along with some new ones, thankfully finds
the author on familiar ground; it proves that nobody does quiet
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romance. London and Drew are successful professionals who
still have to manage difficult personal relationships. London is
learning to stop seeking her father’s approval, while Drew has
to forgive himself for prioritizing work over family obligations.
This is a perfect example of how personal growth fuels the fire
of the rivals-to-lovers trope.
A terrific ending to a series that highlights how strong
career women juggle work and relationships in the modern
world.

Saunders, George
Random House (256 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-525-50959-2
What can’t George Saunders do?
On the basis of his work since Tenth
of December (2013), the answer seems to be
nothing at all. The stories in that collection marked a turning point in a career that
already seemed remarkable, a deepening of
empathy and scope. In the works that followed—the astonishing
novel Lincoln in the Bardo (2017) and last year’s A Swim in the Pond
in the Rain, which, among other things, may be the greatest craft
book ever assembled—Saunders has revealed himself to be nothing less than an American Gogol: funny, pointed, full of nuance,
and always writing with a moral heart. This, his first book of short
fiction in nearly a decade, only cements the validity of such a point
of view. The nine pieces here are smart and funny, speculative yet
at the same time written on a human scale, narratives full of love
and loss and longing and the necessity of trying to connect. Dedicated readers will recognize five stories from the New Yorker, but
they only grow upon rereading, revealing new depths. “Ghoul”
recalls Saunders’ magnificent CivilWarLand in Bad Decline, taking
place in a subterranean amusement park where employees wait for
visitors who never come. Brutally punished for the slightest infractions, the narrator, Brian, comes to a radical decision: “Though I
will not live to see it,” he tells us, “…may these words play some
part in bringing the old world down.” This notion of upheaval, or
collapse, also motivates “Elliott Spencer,” about an elderly man
reprogrammed to be a crisis actor of sorts in political protests, and
“A Thing at Work,” where an escalating office dispute disrupts life
outside the workplace. “He had kids. He had a mortgage,” a character reflects about the potential fallout. “This was the real world.”
What Saunders is addressing is not just identity, but also responsibility, to each other and to ourselves. This emerges most fully in
the title effort, a Severance-like saga set in an alternate reality, where
three workers, known as “Speakers”—there are also “Singers”—are
indentured to entertain a family.
A tour de force collection that showcases all of Saunders’
many skills.

A TASTE OF GOLD
AND IRON

Rowland, Alexandra
Tordotcom (480 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-250-80038-1

An anxious young prince must reconcile his duties to his family and friends
with his growing fears of failure.
Second in line to the Araşti throne,
Prince Kadou can intuit the contents
of metal alloys just by touching them—a skill that leads him to
investigate a counterfeiting scheme in the capital city. His investigation leads to a frightening confrontation with his niece’s
biological father, a foreign-born noble named Siranos. Kadou
takes his concerns about Siranos to his lover, Tadek. Tadek is a
kahya—a bodyguard trained in the ways of courtly life—and it is
in that capacity that he begins to investigate Siranos. That secondary investigation spirals out of control, leaving three other
kahyalar dead, Tadek stripped of his position, and Kadou and
Siranos confined to the palace. In the aftermath, the taciturn
Evemer, another kahya, arrives to take Tadek’s place. Reeling
from the kahyalars’ deaths and Tadek’s dishonorable discharge,
Kadou drags Evemer along on a reckless quest to drink and fight
his way through the undercity. But when they stumble upon a
lead, Kadou and Evemer continue the original investigation,
unraveling a conspiracy that leads to the very heart of the Araşti
palace. Far more engaging than the court intrigue, however, is
the slow burn of Kadou and Evemer’s inevitable romance. In
crafting their world, Rowland has drawn inspiration from the
Renaissance-era Ottoman Empire, with characters described as
having “golden” skin and “glossy black hair,” and much of the
Araşti language is derived from Turkish. Other countries appear
to be based on Greece and France. The matriarchal defaults
and three-gender system present in Araşti society place the
novel squarely among the ranks of contemporary queer fantasy.
Kadou is gay, Evemer and Tadek are bisexual, and another of the
kahyalar, who is third-gender, is openly asexual.
An engaging fantasy/romance set in a large, lush, and
inclusive world.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO
THE BENNETTS

Scottoline, Lisa
Putnam (400 pp.)
$28.00 | March 29, 2022
978-0-525-53967-4

A hypernormal suburban family’s trip
home from their daughter’s field hockey
game leads them down a rabbit hole of
criminal complications.
For some reason—maybe just because
it’s a Mercedes—a pair of gunslingers pick court reporter Jason
|

“A woman reckons with her brother’s loss in
ways that blur reality and memory.”
the furrows

Bennett’s ride to carjack as he drives along a quiet road with his
wife, photographer Lucinda, and their teenagers, Allison and
Ethan. In the scuffle that follows, one of the carjackers is shot
along with Allison, who dies in the hospital. Wait, it gets worse.
A pair of FBI agents knocks on the Bennetts’ door at 3 a.m. to
tell them that John Milo, the escaped carjacker, has framed Jason
for the murder of his accomplice, George Veria Jr., in order to
save himself from the wrath of Junior’s father, the kingpin of the
George Veria Organization. Time is of the essence, the agents
assure Jason and Lucinda: They have to leave their house and
their old lives behind right now and go into the witness protection program. Sure enough, minutes after the three shellshocked
Bennetts allow themselves to be driven off, a representative of
the GVO sets fire to their house and follows up with a similar
fire at Jason’s office, and Lucinda’s office is vandalized. Warned
off social media, the Bennetts can only watch helplessly as their
friends and neighbors issue pleas for them to get in touch and
self-styled “citizen detective” Bryan Krieger decides to launch
his own freelance investigation, fueled by slanderous innuendo.
Every time Jason thinks he’s finally got the situation figured out,
Scottoline tosses in explosive new complications in the most
relentless of all her mysteries.
A high-octane thriller whose hero is tossed into one
impossible situation after another. Best started early in the
morning.

as anything since Michael Chabon’s The Amazing Adventures of
Kavalier & Clay (2000). And as a thriller, it’s smart, perfectly
paced, and wonderfully atmospheric—Segura captures the
intense, grimy milieu of 1970s New York with aplomb. You
don’t have to be a comics fan to love this novel; it’s a masterful
book filled with real heart and soul.
A triumph.

THE FURROWS
An Elegy

Serpell, Namwali
Hogarth (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-593-44891-5

SECRET IDENTITY

Segura, Alex
Flatiron Books (368 pp.)
$27.99 | March 15, 2022
978-1-250-80174-6
A secretary at a comic book company
tries to track down a co-worker’s killer in
this taut thriller.
For nearly as long as she can remember, Carmen Valdez has loved comic
books. The superhero stories sustained
her during her rough childhood in Miami—they were “an intangible thing that got her through her own day-to-day.” When she
moves to New York in 1975 and finds a job at Triumph Comics, she sees a chance to get her big break in the industry, but it
doesn’t turn out well—her co-workers turn out to be “a squad
of over-the-hill assholes,” and her boss has no interest in letting
her try her hand at a writing gig. When a writer named Harvey Stern approaches her to collaborate with him on a project,
unbeknownst to their boss, she warily accepts; they come up
with an idea they think will surely be a hit. And it is, but Harvey is murdered, and Carmen finds out that he failed to credit
her for her work before his bloody demise. So she sets out to
track down his killer, all the while trying to figure out how to
be recognized for her work by her oblivious, sexist boss. Meanwhile, she’s forced to deal with the sudden reappearance of her
ex-lover, who’s shown up in New York under mysterious circumstances. Segura’s book works on so many levels, it’s almost hard
to keep track—as a love letter to comic books, it’s as powerful
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A woman reckons with her brother’s
loss in ways that blur reality and memory.
Serpell’s brilliant second novel—following The Old Drift (2019)—is initially
narrated by Cassandra Williams, who
recalls being 12 and trying to save her 7-year-old brother, Wayne,
from drowning off the shore of a Delaware beach. Did Wayne
die after she hauled him to the beach and then blacked out,
or did he disappear? Her recollection is fuzzy, as is her entire
identity. As the narrative progresses, Cassandra’s mind moves
forward, as she works for the missing children foundation her
mother founded, and back, as she recalls the trauma that consumed her parents and herself. But more engrossingly, her mind
also moves sideways, reprocessing and rewriting the moment in
various ways. (Perhaps Wayne was struck by a car instead?) The
second half of the novel is dedicated to the question of Wayne’s
possible survival, and the storytelling is engrossing on the plot
level, featuring terrorist attacks, homelessness, identity theft,
racial code-switching (Cassandra’s mother is White and her
father, Black), seduction—all of which Serpell is expert at capturing. But each drama she describes also speaks to the trauma
Cassandra suffers, which makes the novel engrossing on a psychological level as well. It opens questions of how we define
ourselves after loss, how broken families find closure, and the
multiple painful emotions that spring out of the process. “I
don’t want to tell you what happened. I want to tell you how
it felt,” Cassandra says in the novel’s first line, and repeatedly
after, and Serpell means it. Rather than telling the story straight,
the elliptical narrative keeps revisiting the wounds that a tragedy won’t stop delivering. If The Old Drift was an epic effort to
outdo Marquez and Rushdie, this slippery yet admirably controlled novel aspires to outdo Toni Morrison, and it earns the
comparison. It’s deeply worthy of rereading and debate.
Stylistically refreshing and emotionally intense, cementing Serpell’s place among the best writers going.
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THE BRIDE
GOES ROGUE

COMPANION PIECE

Smith, Ali
Pantheon (240 pp.)
$26.95 | May 3, 2022
978-0-593-31637-5

Shupe, Joanna
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | May 24, 2022
978-0-06-304506-4

An artist in England copes with old
and new strangers in a time of plague in
this touching entertainment.
Painter Sandy Gray is at home in
England in 2021 imagining Cerberus
talking to a British policeman when she
gets a call from someone she barely knew at college some 30
years earlier. Martina Pelf, who remembers Sandy as being good
at explaining things, tells her about getting stopped at border
control on her return from a trip to collect a 16th-century lock
for the museum where she works. While being held in an interview room, Martina hears a disembodied voice ask a strange
sort-of question: “curlew or curfew.” This is Smith’s pandemic
land, where myth and reality converse, where lockdown might
evoke medieval artisanry, and where wordplay is more than
playful. The Scottish author’s 12th novel displays once again her
ingenuity in pulling together disparate narrative strands. The
main one concerns the fallout from the unexpected phone call,
which sends Sandy, who narrates the novel, back to a moment at
university when she explained an e.e. cummings poem for Martina and forward to a point when, in one long hilarious scene,
the Pelf family invades Sandy’s home, breaking all the pandemic
rules. She recalls the story of an aunt’s illness in the 1930s and
often thinks of her father, who is currently in the hospital with
an ailment that won’t be revealed until the penultimate page.
The curlew and the curfew will resurface when a homeless teenager breaks into Sandy’s house and then, in a 40-page fable, is
pre-incarnated as a gifted teen blacksmith, perhaps the artisan
behind the aforementioned lock. With art and humor, Ali is the
smith who forges links for her idiosyncratic narrative, one of
which is the value of acts of kindness amid distress.
A truly marvelous tale of pandemic and puns and
endurance.

A childhood engagement between
the children of one-time business partners becomes a steamy affair between
enemies.
Katherine Delafield is done waiting—
she’s been betrothed to Preston Clarke since she was a child and
their fathers agreed to the match, but she’s still not married to
him. However, when she reminds him of this fact and tries to
set a date for the wedding, he strongly declines, and Katherine
decides to move on and stop waiting for marriage. As a relatively
free and privileged young woman of the Gilded Age, she’s ready
to explore the wilder side of New York City and declares to her
friends that she wants to have an affair. For his part, merciless
tycoon Preston has, as always, been too absorbed in his tireless
work to think much about the visit from Katherine. In need of
relaxation, he decides to go to a famous downtown party that’s
known to be “quite risqué”—the French Ball at Madison Square
Garden. But wouldn’t you know it? It’s the same debauched evening Katherine is attending in search of her first affair. Masked
and anonymous, they share a red-hot intimate moment and vow
to meet again soon. When they discover the truth about their
masked encounter the following night, both are furious but
quickly find that the pull of their chemistry is so strong that they
begin a series of steamy clandestine meetings and even develop
a friendship of sorts despite Preston’s long-standing hatred for
Katherine’s father. They tell themselves they’re just having an
adventure, but as their unusual connection deepens, the rivalry
between their families becomes even more serious. Shupe’s
well-loved Fifth Avenue Rebels series returns with a very saucy
friends-with-benefits story. As ever, her command of historical
details enlivens the story just as much as her command of intimate ones—and yes, that means she has proof that there really
were indecent public events in New York in the 1890s. Preston
is the kind of delightfully anachronistic historical romance hero
Shupe’s fans love, and he works perfectly in combination with
Katherine’s bold bluestocking ways; those fans will be glad to
hear the series is not yet done and get a glimpse of the next book
at the end of this one.
The Mrs. Astor of Gilded Age romances provides another
smart and sexy read.

WHEN I SING,
MOUNTAINS DANCE

Solà, Irene
Trans. by Mara Faye Lethem
Graywolf (208 pp.)
$16.00 paper | March 15, 2022
978-1-64445-080-2
Set in the Pyrenees, award-winning
Catalan author Solà’s second novel draws
on history, myth, geology, and folklore
while telling the story of a family struck
by tragedy but persevering.
The book begins with storm clouds massing above the
mountains: “We came from the sea,” the clouds announce,
“and from other mountains, and from unthinkable places, and
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“This is a novel that pushes back against the clichés of Southern
California to reveal the complex human territory underneath.”
mecca

we’d seen unthinkable things.” A poet farmer named Domènec
rescues a trapped calf during the ensuing storm and is struck
by lightning. His death is observed by the clouds and by the
ghosts of four women accused centuries before of witchcraft.
The Pyrenees of this novel are rich with ghosts and stories, with
the natural world as well as the human, and the chapters are
narrated from many points of view—Domènec’s widow; black
chanterelle mushrooms; a roebuck fawn; a water sprite; the
earth itself (“And our peaks will become valleys and plains, and
our ruins, our remains, will become tons of rubble sinking into
the sea, new mountains”). The ghosts observe the living, form
their own attachments, write poetry, go swimming. Solà’s kaleidoscopic technique vividly evokes a landscape dense with violence and beauty, where village children bring home grenades
scattered decades before by retreating Republican soldiers, the
local festival celebrates the emergence of bears from hibernation, and second sight is matter-of-factly accepted. “Up here
even time has a different feel. It’s like the hours don’t have the
same weight. Like the days aren’t the same length, don’t have
the same color, or the same flavor. Time here is made of different stuff.” Domènec’s offspring grow up. A second tragedy
befalls the family and is absorbed by the survivors. The overlapping, multifaceted points of view serve to deepen and enrich
the human struggles, which, far from being muted, are rendered
instead more urgent, more moving by being inextricably linked
to the region’s natural history and its past.
A masterfully written, brilliantly conceived book that
combines depth and breadth superbly.

Alton Sterling by police officers in Baton Rouge. At times, this
ambitious novel can feel unwieldy, with its weighty subject matter and complex, formal innovation. However, Stintzi has a gift
for meticulously crafted worldbuilding and captures the tender
drama of human (and, in this novel, extrahuman) relationships.
Patient readers will be rewarded by their arrival at the book’s
dazzling conclusion.
A vibrant ecosystem of a novel that deals honestly with the
beauty and horror of human and ecological connectedness.

MECCA

Straight, Susan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$28.00 | March 15, 2022
978-0-3746-0451-6

MY VOLCANO

Stintzi, John Elizabeth
Two Dollar Radio (330 pp.)
$17.99 paper | March 22, 2022
978-1-953387-16-5
A genre-bending novel that circles
a volcano mysteriously rising from the
Central Park Reservoir.
On June 2, 2016, a jogger observes a
geological protrusion slowly emerging in
Central Park. Three weeks later, the formation, now determined to be a volcano, has grown to 2 1/2 miles
tall and is upending life in New York City. Around the story of
the volcano’s appearance Stintzi weaves the lives of the novel’s
diverse characters, including a folklore professor, a Mongolian
shepherd, a White trans science-fiction writer, a manager at the
“emotion-managing service” startup Easy-Rupt, and an 8-yearold Mexican boy who is thrust back in time to Tenochtitlan in
1516. As the characters’ lives intersect, run parallel, and mirror
each other, they experience an array of transformations: One
slowly becomes a green network that incorporates all life in its
path, while another discovers that she is turning to stone. In
the background lurk the Otherwise, otherworldly beings capable of numerous rebirths. Among the narrative sections, Stintzi
intersperses the dates and victims of real-world violence in 2016,
including the Pulse nightclub shooting and the shooting of
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Is Susan Straight the bard of Southern California literature?
In her eighth novel—she has also
written a memoir and a collection of
linked stories as well as a book for young
readers—the author stakes her claim. A
sweeping and kaleidoscopic work, it begins (how could it not?)
on the freeway, “a Thursday in October,” a highway patrol
officer named Johnny Frias tells us. “Santa Ana winds, ninetyfour degrees. Fire weather. People were three layers of pissed
off. Everyone hated Thursday. Wednesday was hump day, but
Thursday was when people drove like they wanted to kill each
other.” Johnny is one of several protagonists in Straight’s novel,
which flows from first to third person and life to life as if to
embody the instability of the region it evokes. The notion of
Southern California as elusive, beset by wind and traffic, is
hardly a new one; it infuses the work of writers such as Joan
Didion and Carolyn See. Straight, however, is operating in a
different register, one attuned less to Los Angeles than to the
sprawl that surrounds it, extending into the Inland Empire and
the Coachella Valley. Her focus, as it has long been, is on people
to whom the stereotypes of sun and speed and reinvention do
not apply. Here, that means not only Johnny, but also Ximena,
an undocumented domestic worker, and Matelasse, whose
husband leaves her with two young sons not long before the
Covid-19 pandemic begins. “Black acres of sandy field,” Straight
describes the landscape, “the corral where his grandfather’s
horses and the bull named Coalmine used to live. Then the
arroyo, and the foothills.”
This is a novel that pushes back against the clichés of
Southern California to reveal the complex human territory
underneath.
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THIS TIME TOMORROW

vivid, dilemmas so heart-rending, and dialogue so brilliant that
the whole thing sucks you in like a vacuum cleaner. As the book
opens, Mungo’s hard-drinking mother, Mo-Maw, is making a
rare appearance at the flat where Mungo lives with his 16-yearold sister, Jodie. Jodie has full responsibility for the household,
as their older brother, Hamish, a Proddy warlord, lives with
the 15-year-old mother of his child and her parents. Mo-Maw’s
come by only to pack her gentle son off on a manly fishing trip
with two disreputable strangers. Though everything about
these men is alarming to Mungo, “fifteen years he had lived and
breathed in Scotland, and he had never seen a glen, a loch, a forest, or a ruined castle.” So at least there’s that to look forward
to. This ultracreepy weekend plays out over the course of the
book, interleaved with the events of the months before. Mungo
has met a neighbor boy named James, who keeps racing pigeons
in a “doocot”; the boys are kindred spirits and offer each other
a tenderness utterly absent from any other part of their lives.
But a same-sex relationship across the sectarian divide is so
unthinkable that their every interaction is laced with fear. Even
before Hamish gets wind of these goings-on, he too has decided
to make Mungo a man, forcing him to participate in a West Side
Story–type gang battle. As in Shuggie Bain, the yearning for a
mother’s love is omnipresent, even on the battlefield. “They
kept their chests puffed out until they could be safe in their
mammies’ arms again; where they could coorie into her side as
she watched television and she would ask, ‘What is all this, eh,
what’s with all these cuddles?’ and they would say nothing, desperate to just be boys again, wrapped up safe in her softness.”
Romantic, terrifying, brutal, tender, and, in the end,
sneakily hopeful. What a writer.

Straub, Emma
Riverhead (320 pp.)
$28.00 | May 17, 2022
978-0-525-53900-1

A woman who’s been drifting through
life wakes up the morning after her 40th
birthday to discover that she’s just turned
16 again.
Alice Stern wouldn’t say she’s unhappy.
She lives in a studio apartment in Brooklyn; has a job in the admissions office of the Upper West Side
private school she attended as a kid; still hangs out with Sam,
her childhood best friend; and has a great relationship with her
father, Leonard, the famous author of a time-travel novel, Time
Brothers. Alice’s mother left her and Leonard when Alice was a
kid, and father and daughter formed a tight, loving unit along
with their freakishly long-lived cat, Ursula. But now Leonard is
in a coma, and as she visits him in the hospital every day, Alice is
forced to reckon with her life. After a drunken birthday evening
with Sam, Alice returns to her childhood house on Pomander
Walk, a one-block-long gated street running between two avenues on the UWS—but when she wakes up the next morning,
she hears Leonard in the kitchen and finds herself heading off
to SAT tutoring and preparing for her 16th birthday party that
night. Straub’s novel has echoes of Thornton Wilder’s play Our
Town: Every prosaic detail of her earlier life is almost unbearably
poignant to Alice, and the chance to spend time with her father
is priceless. As she moves through her day, she tries to figure out
how to get back to her life as a 40-year-old and whether there’s
anything she can do in the past to improve her future—and save
her father’s life. As always, Straub creates characters who feel
fully alive, exploring the subtleties of their thoughts, feelings,
and relationships. It’s hard to say more without giving away the
delightful surprises of the book’s second half, but be assured
that Straub’s time-travel shenanigans are up there with Kate
Atkinson’s Life After Life and the TV show Russian Doll.
Combine Straub’s usual warmth and insight with the fun
of time travel and you have a winner.

NIGHT OF THE
LIVING REZ

Talty, Morgan
Tin House (296 pp.)
$16.95 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-953-53418-7
In 12 linked stories, all narrated by
a character named David, Talty’s debut
collection provides an unsparing perspective on the harsh reality of life in the Panawahpskek (Penobscot) Nation of Maine.
Drug addiction, mental illness, and economic insecurity
haunt Talty’s characters, whose personal flaws and straitened circumstances combine to keep them trapped in a cycle of poverty
and despair. As a child, in the story “In a Jar,” David lives with
his mother and her partner, Frick, a part-time medicine man and
equally part-time father figure, when his pregnant older sister,
Paige, arrives to ratchet up the tension in the family’s already
overburdened life. By the time David reaches young adulthood,
as portrayed in stories like “Burn” and “Get Me Some Medicine,”
he’s hanging out with Fellis, his friend and fellow visitor to the
local methadone clinic. The pair spend their evenings drinking
and contemplating how they’ll get their hands on “pins” (Klonopin), culminating in the story “Half-Life,” in which David asks

YOUNG MUNGO

Stuart, Douglas
Grove (400 pp.)
$27.00 | April 5, 2022
978-0-8021-5955-7

Two 15-year-old Glasgow boys, one
Protestant and one Catholic, share a love
against all odds.
The Sighthill tenement where Shuggie
Bain (2020), Stuart’s Booker Prize–winning debut, unfurled is glimpsed in his
follow-up, set in the 1990s in an adjacent neighborhood. You
wouldn’t think you’d be eager to return to these harsh, impoverished environs, but again this author creates characters so
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“A massive achievement that will intrigue
and baffle readers for years to come.”
the books of jacob

THE BOOKS OF JACOB

himself, “How’d we get here?” but then wonders whether “the
only question that matters” is “How do we get out of here?” For all
his stories’ terse realism, Talty, a citizen of the Penobscot Nation,
is adept at unearthing his characters’ emotions, as he does in the
elegiac “The Blessing Tobacco,” in which David’s grandmother,
well down the road of cognitive decline, believes he’s her late
brother Robbie, who died as a young boy, and fiendishly punishes
him to exorcise her guilt for her role in Robbie’s long-ago death.
David’s observation in the story “Earth, Speak” that “this reservation was for the dead” serves as a mournful benediction over
these bleak, but empathetic, tales.
Ranging from grim to tender, these stories reveal the
hardships facing a young Native American in contemporary
America.

Tokarczuk, Olga
Trans. by Jennifer Croft
Riverhead (992 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-593-08748-0

SCATTERED ALL OVER
THE EARTH

Tawada, Yoko
Trans. by Margaret Mitsutani
New Directions (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | March 1, 2022
978-0-8112-2928-9

It could be the end of the world as we
know it, but Tawada’s vision of the future
is intriguing.
Hiruko, a refugee from a Japan that
no longer exists—Tawada hints at sinister
environmental reasons—spends her days in Denmark teaching
young immigrant children to speak Panska (from Pan-Scandinavian), a seemingly simplistic language she’s invented. When
she appears on television, Hiruko draws the attention of linguist
Knut, and the two embark on an increasingly madcap quest
through northern Europe in search of another speaker of Hiruko’s native language. A varied cast of characters—each in search
of something—joins the quest along the way, and, as the band
of seekers grows, Tawada expands upon the themes of language,
immigration, globalization, and authenticity which underpin
this slyly humorous first installment of a planned trilogy. As the
pilgrims travel around in the shadows of the Roman Empire and
its legacy of domination and assimilation, questions of contemporary mutations of culture arise: If pizza is served at an Indian
restaurant in Germany, is it Indian food? Similar observations
about the effects of global warming on Greenland—where the
fish have disappeared but vegetables can now be grown—highlight the evolution of culture and existence. As dire as the quasidystopian future could be, with reminders of menacing climate
change and Japan’s nuclear history, Tawada’s intrepid travelers
seek community and consensus, and, when confronted with the
loss of something “original,” they seek out the best copy. Tawada,
who won the National Book Award for Translated Literature for
The Emissary (2018), also translated by Mitsutani, lives in Berlin
and writes in both German and Japanese.
Who decides what’s authentic? Tawada will tell you that’s
in flux and always has been.

special issue: best books of 2022

A charismatic figure traverses Europe,
followers in tow.
The latest novel by the Polish Nobel
Prize winner to appear in English is
a behemoth, both in size and subject
matter: At nearly 1,000 pages, the book tackles the mysteries
of heresy and faith, organized religion and splinter sects, 18thcentury Polish and Lithuanian history, and some of the finer
points of cabalist and Hasidic theology. At its center is the historical figure Jacob Frank, who, in the mid-1750s, was believed
to be the Messiah by a segment of Jews in what is now Ukraine.
Jacob preached that the end times had come and that morality, as embodied by the Ten Commandments, had been turned
on its head. He led his followers to convert first to Islam and
then, later, to Christianity. He himself was accused of heresy by
all three major groups. Tokarczuk’s account is made up of short
sections that alternate among various points of view. These
include some of Jacob’s followers, a bishop with a gambling
problem, a noblewoman who self-interestedly supports the
“Contra-Talmudists’ ” attempt to convert to Christianity, and
Jacob’s grandmother Yente, who is neither dead nor entirely
alive, a state that allows her consciousness to roam widely,
observing the novel’s action. Gritty details about the realities
of daily life at the time alternate with dense passages in which
Jacob’s followers argue about theology. “The struggle is about
leaving behind that point where we divide everything into evil
and good,” one says, “light and darkness, getting rid of all those
foolish divisions and from there starting a new order all over
again.” The book (which has been beautifully translated into
English by Croft) has been widely hailed as Tokarczuk’s magnum opus, and it will likely take years, if not decades, to begin
to unravel its rich complexities.
A massive achievement that will intrigue and baffle readers for years to come.

INVASION OF THE
SPIRIT PEOPLE

Villalobos, Juan Pablo
Trans. by Rosalind Harvey
And Other Stories (224 pp.)
$18.00 paper | July 12, 2022
978-1-91350-536-3
In an unnamed city, a man walks his
dog—also, it’s possible that aliens have
landed.
At the center of Villalobos’ wry, luminous, and witty new novel is Gastón, a man getting on in years
who makes a living (more or less) from his vegetable garden and
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whose dog, Kitten (that’s right), is rapidly deteriorating—terminal cancer—and needs to be put down. Meanwhile, Gastón’s
closest friend, Max, is deeply in debt and must close his restaurant; he’s so depressed, though, that he spends his days playing
games on his phone rather than clearing out his business. Then
there’s Max’s son, Pol, whom Gastón helped raise. Pol, a scientist, is either dangerously close to a psychotic break or has
troubling news to share about the interplanetary aliens who
colonized Earth. In previous novels, Villalobos established himself as a spinner of wild, absurd, occasionally experimental tales
rooted—somehow—by deadpan narrators who seem to look
their readers directly and steadily in the eye while expounding
outlandishly. This novel, though it takes a somewhat gentler
approach, is no exception. Its third-person narrator uses a calm
and quiet tone and, at the same time that it’s unraveling all its
various threads, also takes the trouble to make itself explicit.
“There are lots of other characters in this story,” the narrator
says, “but we’re going to accompany Gastón at all times, as if we
were floating just behind him and had access to his feelings….”
Then, what seems to be a story about one thing—or another
thing—Villalobos slyly inverts. This is a book about xenophobia
and racism and the conflicted tug between isolation and community. It makes a fine—and deliciously strange—addition to
Villalobos’ already grand personal canon.
Wrought with tenderness, wit, and a wonderful sense of
absurdity, Villalobos’ latest novel is a triumph.

they include Pollak’s memories of Rodin, Richard Strauss, and
J.P. Morgan, among others, and his admiration of Goethe, who
wrote an essay on the Laocoön group. The old man can sound
proud, pompous, erudite, aloof, but he isn’t indulging in nostalgia for his greatest hits. He feels compelled to give a personal
account of his life, regarding this as a duty more important than
fleeing ahead of the Nazi roundup. Von Trotha had access to
Pollak’s diaries, letters, and archival material, and he benefits
from a smooth translation by Lauffer. He achieves much in this
slim book, capturing a life enriched by its commitment to art
and antiquities and a man who makes an unusual decision when
faced with a crucial choice.
A work that weaves art and history into a fascinating tale.

THE ANGEL OF ROME
And Other Stories

Walter, Jess
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | June 28, 2022
978-0-06-286-811-4
A dozen stories spell excellent news
for fans of the Bard of Spokane.
Since Beautiful Ruins, his 2012 blockbuster, Walter has won a legion of readers
who have been through the backlist and
impatiently gobbled down his two follow-ups—a story collection,
We Live in Water (2013), and the excellent historical novel Cold Mil
lions (2020). This second collection of shorts is a glorious addition
to the oeuvre, with a much brighter mood than its gloomy predecessor. The title story, which began its life as an Audible original,
is a mini Beautiful Ruins, including an Italian setting, beautiful
movie-star character, and heartbreakingly adorable but benighted
male protagonist, here a blue-collar boy from Nebraska whose
year abroad involves church-sponsored Latin lessons at a “papal
community college” in a Roman industrial building. This. Story.
Is. So. Damn. Funny. And almost ridiculously heartwarming.
But the same can be said of many of the others, no matter how
apparently depressing their topic. For example, the story about a
father who must be institutionalized, “Town & Country,” opens
with the fact that “Dad literally could not remember to not screw
the sixty-year-old lady across the street,” and creates for the man
in question an outlaw assisted living center in a seedy, one-story
motel in northern Idaho where the meatloaf is still $2 and all
the drinks are doubles. The climate change story, “The Way the
World Ends,” brings two very depressed Ph.D. students to Mississippi State University to vie for a position in the geosciences
department, then throws them together with a three-weeks-outof-the-closet, very lonely college student named Jeremiah who’s
trying to decide whether it’s worth risking life and limb to march
in his first Gay Pride parade. What one of the “climate zealots”
says to defend his newfound love of country music resonates
through the collection: “Life is hard, the songs seemed to say, but
at least it’s funny, and it rhymes.”
Not sure why the author is in such a good mood, but it’s
contagious. Prepare for delight.

POLLAK’S ARM

von Trotha, Hans
Trans. by Elisabeth Lauffer
New Vessel Press (160 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-954404-00-7
This historical novel depicts a few
hours and many memories in the life of
a Jewish art dealer.
Ludwig Pollak, an Austrian antiquities dealer and museum director in Rome, gained fame in the
art world in 1906 for finding the missing right arm of the father
figure in the classical sculpture Laocoön and His Sons, which
stands in the Vatican Museums. In his fictional debut, von
Trotha, a German historian and former book-publishing executive, imagines an encounter on Oct. 17, 1943, between a Vatican
emissary identified only as K. and Pollak at the latter’s Rome
apartment. K., who narrates the meeting, has been sent to offer
Pollak and his family sanctuary in Vatican City because the
Nazis will soon start rounding up Jews in the city. But K. is frustrated in his efforts, as Pollak, who is 75, uses the occasion to
reminisce about catalogs he has written, collectors he has dealt
with, and the turns his life has taken amid the growing pressures
of antisemitism. His monologues are occasionally interrupted
by the intrigued but increasingly nervous K., who has a car waiting outside and knows they should get going before curfew. The
novel resembles a one-act play with two main performers and
other figures made present by allusion and eloquence. Here
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“Sharp, elegiac, angry, funny stories with a searing
loneliness often just underneath the surface.”
your nostalgia is killing me

SWEET, SOFT,
PLENTY RHYTHM

YOUR NOSTALGIA
IS KILLING ME

Warrell, Laura
Pantheon (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-593-31644-3

Weir, John
Red Hen Press (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | April 26, 2022
978-1-63628-029-5
Weir’s linked collection of bittersweet, often witty stories elucidates
almost 50 years in the life of a gay White
man in the U.S., from enduring school
taunts in 1970s New Jersey to experiencing the horrors of AIDS to that epidemic’s continuing reverberations for a scarred (and mostly HIV-positive) generation.
The first of the book’s three parts, harrowing and sometimes
bitingly funny, centers on a narrator who’s the caretaker, nursemaid,
and faithful sidekick to a friend—not a lover, but a beloved—who’s
dying. Watching that friend waste away, enduring his hostile outbursts and caustic jokes, indulging his whims: Weir writes powerfully and with nuance about what it’s like to grieve someone into
the grave and beyond and what it’s like to have that grief haunted
and needled at and undermined, in a way, by how unpleasant and
hateful the beloved became as his health deteriorated. The second
section, “Long-Term Survivors,” follows this same narrator—his
name is John Weir, a stratagem that sometimes seems clever but
that can also feel coy—through the next 30 years. Two stories in
this section feature his mother. A standout is “Humoresque,” in
which the narrator, now in his 50s, has come down to Pennsylvania
to check on his octogenarian mom, just out of the hospital after
a brain bleed she wasn’t expected to recover from. She’s the kind
of person often called indomitable, which (accurately) makes her
seem formidable in the way of a battleship or a frosty screen idol;
the narrator describes her as “a movie star without a movie to star
in.” Their impatient, affectionate banter—she’s another big personality to be helpmeet to, co-star with, the narrator’s preferred
(if also resented) role—is lovely and persuasive, and Weir uses it to
illuminate what’s going on in the narrator’s love life; he’s here in
part, as his perceptive mother intuits, to claim her car so he can
drive north to pursue another of his doomed, barely or nonphysical
love affairs with another inaccessible man.
Sharp, elegiac, angry, funny stories with a searing loneliness often just underneath the surface.

special issue: best books of 2022

An impressive debut novel weaves
storylines of lost love, coming-of-age,
and midlife crisis to chronicle a Bostonbased jazz musician’s reckoning with the
untidy spoils of his myriad affairs.
Trumpeter Cyrus Palmer—better known to family, friends,
and fans as Circus—seems irresistible to just about every
woman who crosses his path. The spring of 2013 finds him turning 40 and wondering whether this magnetism has been more
a curse than a blessing. He has just found out, for instance, that
Maggie Swan, a feisty percussionist he digs the most at the
moment, is pregnant with his child. He’s not overjoyed about
this news as it coincides with a potentially career-transforming
project; and especially because, as he tells Maggie, “I already got
a kid barely talks to me.” Indeed, Koko, Circus’ moody, truculent 14-year-old daughter from a previous liaison, may well be
the only female on the planet impervious to his charms. A big
reason for which is that Circus, saying the least, isn’t all that
good at being an attentive, empathetic dad to Koko at a time
when her own emotional life is as chaotic as her dad’s. Circus’
clumsy if earnest attempts to bond with Koko seem perpetually interrupted by impromptu engagements with his loves past
and present, including Pia, Koko’s tormented mother; Peach,
a warmhearted neighborhood bartender; Angela, a drama professor who sees Circus as “a beautiful, beautiful failure”; and
assorted others who are dazzled, confounded, exasperated, or
obsessed with him. Vivid, poignant portraits of these women
are interspersed with the separate struggles of both Circus and
Koko to get through transitions that have little in common with
each other except pain and shame. Though this is her first novel,
Warrell displays delicately wrought characterization and a formidable command of physical and emotional detail. Her more
intimate set pieces deliver sensual, erotic vibrations, and, most
crucially for a novel that takes its title from Jelly Roll Morton,
she knows how to write about the way it feels to deliver jazz—
and receive it.
A captivating modern romance evoking love, loss, recovery, and redemption.

NOW IS NOT THE TIME
TO PANIC

Wilson, Kevin
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$27.99 | Nov. 8, 2022
978-0-06-291350-0

The irrepressible Wilson presents
a grunge-era fable about a pre-internet
mass-hysteria incident and the alchemy
of art.
Family dramas and short stories are
the author’s sweet spots, but for this emotionally acute peek
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into the inner life of the artist, he’s turned to the uncomfortable exile of adolescence. Coalfield, Tennessee, circa 1996 is as
remote (and boring) as any rural American outpost, so budding
teen writer Frances “Frankie” Budge is intrigued when Zeke, a
strange boy from Memphis, shows up at the public pool. “This
town is weird,” the stranger observes. “It’s like a bomb was
dropped on it, and you guys are just getting back to normal.”
In the grip of summer’s dog days, Frankie and Zeke pursue
their artistic outlets elbow to elbow, hers the written word, his
visual arts. Joining forces, they make a poster emblazoned with
a throwaway couplet about outlaws on the run: “The edge is a
shantytown filled with gold seekers. We are fugitives, and the
law is skinny with hunger for us.” Soon, they commandeer an
old copy machine and plaster the town with their anonymous
manifesto, punctuated by inevitable adolescent canoodling.
What follows is a rough approximation of the “Satanic panic”
of the Reagan-era 1980s, as the media labels the work “troubling street art” before it snowballs into a national hysteria
that fortunately exists mostly on the periphery here. Wilson
ignores the low-hanging fruit—Frankie and Zeke’s relationship is fundamentally a coming-of-age tale, but not in the way
you might think. Instead, he focuses on the wonderful, terrible,
transformative power of art. The catalyst for Frankie’s reluctant
confession, 20 years later, is a visit from a New Yorker art critic
convinced that Frankie wrote the infamous, trouble-causing
line. In a world where art is often dismissed, Frankie will learn
whether the line she created still holds the power she’d thought
long since lost.
A warm, witty two-hander that sidesteps the clichés of art
school and indie film and treats its free spirits with respect.

student Marx Watanabe. Marx becomes the third corner of
their triangle, and decades of action ensue, much of it set in Los
Angeles, some in the virtual realm, all of it riveting. A lifelong
gamer herself, Zevin has written the book she was born to write,
a love letter to every aspect of gaming. For example, here’s the
passage introducing the professor Sadie is sleeping with and
his graphic engine, both of which play a continuing role in the
story: “The seminar was led by twenty-eight-year-old Dov Mizrah....It was said of Dov that he was like the two Johns (Carmack,
Romero), the American boy geniuses who’d programmed and
designed Commander Keen and Doom, rolled into one. Dov was
famous for his mane of dark, curly hair, wearing tight leather
pants to gaming conventions, and yes, a game called Dead Sea,
an underwater zombie adventure, originally for PC, for which
he had invented a groundbreaking graphics engine, Ulysses, to
render photorealistic light and shadow in water.” Readers who
recognize the references will enjoy them, and those who don’t
can look them up and/or simply absorb them. Zevin’s delight
in her characters, their qualities, and their projects sprinkles a
layer of fairy dust over the whole enterprise.
Sure to enchant even those who have never played a video
game in their lives, with instant cult status for those who
have.

TOMORROW, AND
TOMORROW, AND
TOMORROW

Zevin, Gabrielle
Knopf (416 pp.)
$28.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-32120-1

The adventures of a trio of genius
kids united by their love of gaming and
each other.
When Sam Masur recognizes Sadie
Green in a crowded Boston subway station, midway through
their college careers at Harvard and MIT, he shouts, “SADIE
MIRANDA GREEN. YOU HAVE DIED OF DYSENTERY!”
This is a reference to the hundreds of hours—609 to be exact—
the two spent playing “Oregon Trail” and other games when
they met in the children’s ward of a hospital where Sam was
slowly and incompletely recovering from a traumatic injury
and where Sadie was secretly racking up community service
hours by spending time with him, a fact which caused the rift
that has separated them until now. They determine that they
both still game, and before long they’re spending the summer
writing a soon-to-be-famous game together in the apartment
that belongs to Sam’s roommate, the gorgeous, wealthy acting
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THE FIFTH ACT
America’s End in
Afghanistan

THE TRAYVON
GENERATION

Alexander, Elizabeth
Grand Central Publishing (160 pp.)
$22.00 | April 5, 2022
978-1-5387-3789-7

Ackerman, Elliot
Penguin Press (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-593-49204-8
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An artful book-length essay on generational trauma in Black youth.
Weaving together prose, poetry, and
artwork, prizewinning educator, poet,
and cultural advocate Alexander, who
recited a poem at Barack Obama’s first inauguration ceremony,
depicts in sharp relief the realities of living as a Black youth in
today’s America. In this short yet poignant book, the author
notes the ways in which Black people have always been marginalized, but she looks specifically at the difficult experiences of
those who have come of age in the past 25 years. Citing such
problems as depression in youth, the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic, and how police brutality has become more apparent
in the age of social media, Alexander paints a vivid portrait of a
societal landscape that is fundamentally different depending on
race, class, and other demographic markers. While recounting
her personal story—including her 15 years as a professor at Yale,
which, like many older colleges, has a problematic history with
the slave trade—the author roots the text in history, looking at
the legacies of enslavement and Confederacy movements and
touching on key figures such as W.E.B. Du Bois, Martin Luther
King Jr., and Zora Neale Hurston. The text is punctuated with
gripping pieces of art that complement the text. Each piece
is compelling in its own right as they entwine with the representation of human experience that Alexander demonstrates
for readers. In one of the most significant sections, the author
references a letter to Du Bois in which a scholar asked him
“whether the negro sheds tears,” and “if so, under what general
conditions—anger, fear, shame, pain, sorrow, etc.” At its core,
this is a powerful treatise on the humanity of Black Americans
and how it has been denied, how generations of people have
persisted despite that fact, and how it continues to be one of
the most pressing issues we face as a nation.
A dynamic critique on the sprawling effects of racism and
its effects on today’s youth.
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Making sense of chaos is never
easy, but this powerful book does much
to explain why America’s debacle in
Afghanistan ended the way it did.
Ackerman, who spent years in the region as a frontline soldier and later as a CIA paramilitary officer, brings firsthand
experience of combat as well as a knowledge of classical literature to the story. He is also the author of multiple acclaimed
works of fiction and nonfiction, including Green on Blue, Places
and Names, and Red Dress in Black & White. In his latest, Ackerman focuses on the final week of U.S. involvement in Afghanistan, when a flood of Afghans clamored to evacuate. The fifth
act of the book’s title, this period encompassed the climax and
denouement of the ordeal—and, much like the events of the
previous 20 years, it was a catastrophic mess. The author tried
to help old friends and their families escape, working with a network of other veterans and in-country players. Adding a sense
of bizarre surrealism, he did most of this by phone while on a
family holiday, trying to shield them from the unfolding disaster. The attack at the Kabul airport, which killed more than
180 people, added another layer of mayhem. “If it wasn’t clear
already,” Ackerman writes, “after the bombing at Abbey Gate
it becomes evident that the Biden administration has handled
the evacuation of Afghanistan with an exceptional degree of
incompetence.” However, it’s clear the author could not walk
away, and he explains why in chapters about his time in the field,
fighting a conflict that seemed increasingly futile. While noting
that Afghanistan has never really known peace, he hopes that
American actions have contributed to the destruction of the
country’s infrastructure of terrorism. Ackerman should be commended not just for his work helping Afghans escape safely, but
also for providing a must-read account of the end of America’s
longest war.
Courage and folly, dedication and tragedy: Ackerman
deftly captures all dimensions of a protracted foreign policy
failure.
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NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

the best books of
Choosing the best books of the year
is always a pleasure and a challenge, but
I am confident that there is something
for every reader. Below are 10 books
that demonstrate the diversity of the list
across subject areas and genres.
Dilla Time: The Life and Afterlife of
the Hip-Hop Producer Who Reinvented
Rhythm by Dan Charnas (MCD/Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, Feb. 1): “An ambitious, dynamic biography of J Dilla, who may be the most
influential hip-hop artist known by the least number of people.…[F]ully captures the subject’s ingenuity, originality, and
musical genius.”
Woman: The American History of an Idea by Lillian Faderman (Yale Univ., March 15): “This highly readable, inclusive,
and deeply researched book will appeal to scholars of women
and gender studies as well as anyone seeking to understand
the historical patterns that misogyny has etched across every
era of American culture.”
Fine: A Comic About Gender by Rhea
Ewing (Liveright/Norton, April 5):
“Ewing presents a uniquely straightforward, unembellished amalgam of narrative and illustration, smoothly braided
with their own personal journey. The
instructive yet never heavy-handed
narrative boldly shows how identity is
intimately interpreted and how connections with others can fortify perceptions and perspectives.”
The Rise and Reign of the Mammals: A New History From
the Shadow of the Dinosaurs to Us by Steve Brusatte (Mariner
Books, June 7): “Throughout, the author employs lucid prose
and generous illustrations to describe the explosion of mammal species that followed the disappearance of dinosaurs. A
must for any list of the best popular science books of the year.”
Nein, Nein, Nein!: One Man’s Tale of De
pression, Psychic Torment, and a Bus Tour of
the Holocaust by Jerry Stahl (Akashic, July
5): “Gonzo meets the Shoah in this wildly
irreverent—and brilliant—tour of Holocaust tourism.…Stahl knows his Holocaust history…but he was also prepared
to be surprised.…A vivid, potent, decidedly idiosyncratic addition to the literature of genocide.”
Imagine a City: A Pilot’s Journey Across
the Urban World by Mark Vanhoenacker (Knopf, July 5): “Philosophically rich without being ponderous, belonging on
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the same shelf as books by Saint-Exupéry, Markham, and
Langewiesche, Vanhoenacker’s book is unfailingly interesting, full of empathetic details on faraway places and lives. It’s
an absolute pleasure for any world citizen.”
Asian American Histories of the United
States by Catherine Ceniza Choy (Beacon Press, Aug. 2): “An impressive new
work about how major moments in Asian
American history continue to influence
the modern world.…An empathetic and
detailed recounting of Asian American
histories rarely found in textbooks.”
The Abyss: Nuclear Crisis Cuba 1962
by Max Hastings (Harper/HarperCollins, Oct. 18): “In his long, distinguished
career, Hastings has masterfully covered both world wars,
the Korean War, and Vietnam. In his latest, he thoroughly
explores a fraught set of circumstances that almost led to
World War III.…The definitive account.”
The Song of the Cell: An Exploration of
Medicine and the New Human by Siddhartha Mukherjee (Scribner, Oct. 25): “In
his latest, [Mukherjee] punctuates his
scientific explanations with touching, illustrative stories of people coping with
cell-based illnesses, tracking how the
knowledge gleaned from those cases contributed to further scientific advancement.…Another outstanding addition to
the author’s oeuvre.”
Requiem for the Massacre: A Black His
tory on the Conflict, Hope, and Fallout of
the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre by RJ Young
(Counterpoint, Nov. 1): “Tulsa native
Young…offers an ambitious, forceful
continuance of his debut memoir, Let It
Bang, focused on his development as a
consciously Black writer while dogged
by the massacre’s uneasy centennial.…An
arresting account of Black ambition and
endurance from an important new voice
in narrative nonfiction.”
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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“A moving, meticulously researched, elegantly
constructed work of nonfiction.”
strangers to ourselves

STRANGERS TO
OURSELVES
Unsettled Minds and
the Stories That Make Us

LINEA NIGRA
An Essay on Pregnancy
and Earthquakes
Barrera, Jazmina
Trans. by Christina MacSweeney
Two Lines Press (184 pp.)
$21.95 | May 3, 2022
978-1-949641-30-1

Aviv, Rachel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-374-60084-6

|

A Mexican writer describes her pregnancy and the first months of her son’s
life.
When Barrera first found out she was
pregnant with her son, Silvestre, her husband suggested that she
keep a pregnancy diary. Although she thought the idea of a pregnancy diary was “a little hackneyed,” she admitted that she was
writing about her experience, albeit mostly in fragments. As she
was adjusting to her changing body, Barrera and her family lived
through an earthquake that destroyed the home of the patron
who owned a collection of Barrera’s mother’s paintings. The
author intertwines her experiences of pregnancy and motherhood—from labor and delivery to breastfeeding to discovering
her doctor’s dishonesty—with a catalog of the condition of her
mother’s paintings. Throughout the narrative, Barrera includes
historical anecdotes and quotes from other women who have
written about motherhood, childbirth, and pregnancy—from
Mary Shelley and Natalia Ginzburg to Rivka Galchen and Maggie Nelson—and she argues that pregnancy is a fundamentally
literary experience. “Pregnancy is transformation in time, it’s
a retrospective account and—whether you like it not—there’s
a plot, a story,” she writes. At the same time, she laments the
fact that women are warned that having children signals the end
of their literary careers. Here, she quotes Ursula K. Le Guin:
Women “have been told that they ought not to try to be both
a mother and a writer because both the kids and the books will
pay—because it can’t be done—because it is unnatural.” The
story ends in the early months of Silvestre’s life, which coincided with her mother’s treatment for ovarian cancer; this leads
the author to examine the cyclical nature of motherhood. Barrera communicates her trenchant observations in gorgeous,
highly efficient prose that sharply reflects the fragmented reality of pregnancy and early parenthood. Rather than adhering to
a traditional narrative structure, the author follows her trains
of thought wherever they take her, and readers will be happy to
tag along.
A uniquely lyrical account of early motherhood.
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A perceptive and intelligent work
about mental illness from the New Yorker
staff writer.
In her debut, Aviv illuminates the shortcomings of modern
psychiatry through four profiles of people whose states of being
are ill-defined by current medical practice—particularly by
those diagnoses laid out in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders. Throughout, the author interweaves these
vivid profiles with her own experiences. When she was 6, in the
wake of her parents’ divorce, Aviv was diagnosed with anorexia
despite her abiding sense that that label was inaccurate. Later,
the author writes about taking Lexapro. “To some degree, Lexapro had been a social drug, a collective experience,” she writes.
“After a sense of uncanny flourishing for several months, my
friends and I began wondering if we should quit.” Aviv applies
her signature conscientiousness and probing intellect to every
section of this eye-opening book. Her profiles are memorable
and empathetic: a once-successful American physician who
sued the psychiatric hospital where he was treated; Bapu, an
Indian woman whose intense devotion to a mystical branch
of Hinduism was classified against her will as mental illness;
Naomi, a young Black mother whose sense of personal and
political oppression cannot be disentangled from her psychosis; and Laura, a privileged Harvard graduate and model patient
whose diagnosis shifted over the years from bipolar disorder to
borderline personality disorder. Aviv treats her subjects with
both scholarly interest and genuine compassion, particularly
in the case of Naomi, who was incarcerated for killing one of
her twin sons. In the epilogue, the author revisits her childhood
hospitalization for anorexia and chronicles the friendship she
cultivated with a girl named Hava. They shared some biographical similarities, and the author recalls how she wanted to be just
like Hava. However, for Aviv, her childhood disorder was merely
a blip; for Hava, her illness became a lifelong “career.”
A moving, meticulously researched, elegantly constructed work of nonfiction.
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RUSSIA
Revolution and Civil
War, 1917-1921

NORMAL FAMILY
On Truth, Love, and
How I Met My
35 Siblings

Beevor, Antony
Viking (592 pp.)
$35.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-593-49387-8

The acclaimed British historian tackles the Russian civil war.
Despite current events, Russia is not
the colossus that frightened other great
powers during much of the 20th century. Although its revolution is no longer a scholarly obsession, Beevor, the winner of the
Samuel Johnson and Wolfson prizes, among others, masterfully
recounts the violent events that seemed to change everything.
When Russia declared war on Germany in 1914, it fielded the
identical titanic but shambling army defeated by Japan in 1905,
overseen by the same autocratic but dimwitted Czar Nicholas
II and a dysfunctional civil government. Sustained by grit and
Allied aid, it held together for nearly three years despite catastrophic losses. However, by March 1917, increasing desertion,
indiscipline, and violence against officers combined with widespread civilian suffering persuaded the still clueless czar to
abdicate. Beevor’s account of what followed is both authoritative and disheartening. No one could correct Russia’s crumbling
infrastructure. Hungry city dwellers blamed the new leaders, and
crime and violence flourished. Their worst decision was to continue the war, which increased insubordination at the front and
perhaps even more so behind the lines. Lenin arrived in April to
command the small Bolshevik Party, which grew and ultimately
seized power that October. Historians have long stopped portraying him as the good guy in contrast to Stalin and agree that
he succeeded as all tyrants succeed: murderous ruthlessness,
crushing rivals, and incessantly repeating promises that appealed
to his supporters (“all power to the Soviets,” “peace to the peasants”) and then not keeping them. This is a vivid description of a
revolution that featured as much mass murder as military action.
Readers know the outcome, but the Red triumph was not universal. A few Baltic states won independence, and in the final and
perhaps largest campaign, Polish forces routed the Red Army.
Always a meticulous researcher, Beevor has done his homework
in an era when everyone recorded their thoughts (even the czar
kept a diary), delivering a detailed yet unedifying story through
the eyes of many participants.
A definitive account.

Bilton, Chrysta
Little, Brown (288 pp.)
$29.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-316-53654-7

An entertaining memoir about a
uniquely dysfunctional family.
In her debut memoir, Bilton tells two
remarkable stories. One is the chronicle of her wildly unconventional childhood as the daughter of a woman described by a friend,
without much exaggeration, as “one of the great characters of the
Western world.” Growing up “in Beverly Hills in the 1950s in a highsociety family—the prized granddaughter of a former governor of
California…and the daughter of a prominent judge in Los Angeles,”
Debra Olson was many things: an Eastern spiritualist; an out lesbian
in homophobic times; a master saleswoman, making and losing millions in pyramid schemes; a friend of many celebrities; Ross Perot’s
“civil rights coordinator”; and a hedonist and sometime addict who
yearned “to overdose on everything, especially life.” Though her
daughters were by far the most important part of her life, the girls’
childhoods were marked by instability and loss, with both their
father, Jeffrey, and many other second “mothers” coming and going
on a regular basis. Bilton’s warts-and-all depiction is sometimes
hilarious, sometimes horrifying, always grounded in extraordinary
forgiveness and resilience. The second story is the tale of Donor
150, who was by far the most popular option for those purchasing
sperm at the California Cryobank in Century City, recommended
constantly by the nurses and the doctor who ran the place. In 2005,
over a decade after his retirement from the sperm donation business, Jeffrey saw a headline on the front page of the New York Times:
“HELLO, I’M YOUR SISTER. OUR FATHER IS DONOR 150.”
The author was a sophomore in college at the time, and it would
be another two years before she became aware of the situation.
By then, there were documentaries, magazine articles, a Facebook
group, and ever more popular DNA testing. By that time, as she
would soon learn, she was dating her own brother.
A wholly absorbing page-turner that everyone will want to
read. You should probably buy two.

BIRDS AND US
A 12,000-Year
History From Cave Art to
Conservation
Birkhead, Tim
Princeton Univ. (496 pp.)
$35.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-691-23992-7

A study of birds as inspiration,
enlightenment, and food.
Melding science, natural history, memoir, and travelogue, ornithologist Birkhead offers a commodious
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“You will never forget this book, and if you do,
let’s hope someone close to you remembers. ”
in love

THE MOSQUITO BOWL
A Game of Life and
Death in World War II

Bissinger, Buzz
Harper/HarperCollins (480 pp.)
$32.50 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-06-287992-9
A uniquely focused World War II history interweaving military heroics and
college football.
Many books describe the consequential Battle of Okinawa in 1945, but this one deserves serious
attention. Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Bissinger, author
of Friday Night Lights, makes good use of his sports expertise
to deliver a vivid portrait of college football before and during
WWII, when it was a national obsession far more popular then
professional leagues. He recounts the lives and families of a
group of outstanding players who made their marks before joining the Marines to endure brutal training followed by a series
of island battles culminating in Okinawa, which many did not
|

survive. The author, whose father served at Okinawa, offers illuminating diversions into Marine history, the birth of amphibious
tactics between the wars (they did not exist before), the course
of the Pacific war, and the often unedifying politics that guided
its course. To readers expecting another paean to the Greatest
Generation, Bissinger delivers several painful jolts. Often racist
but ordered to accept Black recruits, Marine leaders made sure
they were segregated and treated poorly. Though many of the
athletes yearned to serve, some took advantage of a notorious
draft-dodging institution: West Point. Eagerly welcomed by its
coaching staff, which fielded the best Army teams in its history,
they played throughout the war and then deliberately flunked
out (thus avoiding compulsory service) in order to join the NFL.
In December 1944 on Guadalcanal (conquered two years earlier), two bored Marine regiments suffered and trained for the
upcoming invasion. Between them, they contained 64 former
football players. Inevitably, they chose sides and played a bruising, long-remembered game, dubbed the Mosquito Bowl. In the
final third of the book, Bissinger provides a capable account of
the battle, a brutal slog led by an inexperienced general who
vastly underestimated his job. The author emphasizes the experience and tenacity of his subjects, most of whom were among
the 15 killed.
College football and World War II: not an obvious combination, but Bissinger handles it brilliantly.

IN LOVE
A Memoir of Love and
Loss

special issue: best books of 2022

history of humans’ connection to birds, from prehistoric times
to the current burgeoning interest in bird-watching. He begins in
southern Spain, where depictions of more than 200 birds were
discovered in Neolithic caves. This “birthplace of bird study”
raises the question of the artists’ motivation: Do the images
represent totemism, suggesting that birds were worshipped?
Did the artists pay homage to birds prized for food? Did the
images serve as a kind of field guide? In ancient Egypt, mummified birds were found in catacombs, preserved as food, pets for
the deceased, or votive offerings. Birkhead examines early interest in investigating birds (by Aristotle and Pliny the Elder, for
example); falconry as pastime, an “expensive, time-consuming”
indulgence of aristocrats; and the medieval veneration of birds
as “hovering midway between heaven and earth, half angels, half
animals,” which can be deduced from the appearance of birds
in religious paintings. As prey—sometimes for food, sometimes
for sport—bird populations often have been decimated. Tudor
England fostered an “unthinking persecution of wildlife” that
included birds seen as “vermin.” In the late 1950s, Mao Zedong
set off mass killings of sparrows, blamed for stealing grain.
The 17th century saw a marked interest in scientific investigation, resulting in a proliferation of description, collection, and
illustration of birds. Victorians paradoxically cherished birds,
enjoying a vogue for caged songbirds but also for amassing
specimens of birds, skins, and eggs. From acorn woodpeckers
to zebra finches, Birkhead examines bird habitat, behavior,
cultural meaning, and physiology in species around the world.
He creates engaging portraits of the often eccentric individuals involved in bird investigations and reports on some exotic
uses of birds for food—flamingos’ fatty tongues, for example,
roast peacock, and fattened herons. This beautifully produced
volume is replete with drawings, photographs, maps, and vivid
color plates.
A fascinating, authoritative avian history.

Bloom, Amy
Random House (240 pp.)
$26.00 | March 8, 2022
978-0-593-24394-7

A beloved fiction writer shares the
story of her husband’s assisted suicide
after being diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease.
Readers will be locked into this gorgeously written memoir
out of profound sympathy for the decision Bloom’s 65-year-old
husband made upon learning of his condition. A man who absolutely loved life, Brian immediately asked for help planning an
early exit. By that time, the couple had for several years endured
the depredations of his failing cognition without knowing why.
Bloom describes this period with regret, longing, and her trademark mordant humor: “He has gotten me some really ugly jewelry
in the last three years, things that are so far from my taste that,
if he were a different man, I’d think he was keeping a seventiesboho, broke-ass mistress in Westville and gave me the enameled
copper earrings and bangle he bought for her, by mistake.” After
researching what the future might hold, they sought the services
of Dignitas, a Swiss organization supporting “accompanied suicide.” The application process was complex. As one of Bloom’s
friends joked, “It’s like you do everything you possibly can to get
your kid into Harvard and when you do, they kill him.” Along
with this black humor comes plenty of despair. Sadness and tears
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Rabia Chaudry
Rebecca Sanabria

In Rabia Chaudry’s new memoir, Fatty Fatty Boom
Boom: A Memoir of Food, Fat & Family (Algonquin, Nov.
8), the author delves into her lifelong struggles with
weight and her relationship with food, intertwined
with her heritage, family life, and relationships.
Chaudry moved with her parents to the United States
from Lahore, Pakistan, very shortly after the author
was born. She recounts being overweight from a very
young age, a subject of frequent conversation, ranging from concern to ridicule, among her relatives.
Memories of food in rich, sumptuous detail dot her
stories, from adolescence and college to her adulthood, and she ably describes the impact of food and
dieting on all aspects of her life, including romance,
self-worth, family, and more.
In a starred review, a critic for Kirkus said of the
book (which includes recipes!): “Whether she’s describing a mad motorcycle mission to score Lahore
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street food with her overweight uncles, the acquisition of the ‘freshman 25’ with new friends at college, or sharing ice cream in bed with her sweet second husband, Chaudry eloquently portrays the role
of food in love and friendship. At the same time,
she doesn’t flinch from reporting the humiliations
heaped on the overweight at every turn….The literary equivalent of chaat masala fries: heady, sour, and
uniquely delicious.”
Attorney, author, and podcaster Chaudry is well
known for her work on the case of Adnan Syed,
who was recently exonerated after being wrongfully
charged with murder in 1999, as Chaudry explored in
her acclaimed 2016 book, Adnan’s Story. She answered
our questions via email.
Who is the ideal reader for this book? Where are
they reading it?
The ideal reader for this book is someone who enjoys
memoirs, is a foodie, loves immigrant stories, ranks
My Big Fat Greek Wedding as one of their favorite movies, and/or has struggled with weight and body image issues in their life. They are reading it over a lazy
weekend, on the beach or at a mountain retreat, or
listening to the audiobook during a road trip!
How did writing this book impact your current relationship with food as well as the memories of food
from your past?
Writing this book was a literal mapping of my relationship with food over the near five decades of my
life and helped me to connect so many dots between
my eating patterns, self-esteem issues, intergenerational trauma, and understanding how and what and
why I was eating at different points in my life. It explained so much to me, like assembling a puzzle and
finally being able to see the entire picture.
What in-person events for the book are you looking
forward to?
Yes, I would love to do in-person events. I am excited for the book launch with Chelsea Clinton, [scheduled for Nov. 8 at the Judson Memorial Church in
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New York]. I’m also excited for the numerous book
festivals I’ll be speaking at!
What have been some of your favorite books of
2022?
Better Than We Found It by Frederick and Porsche Joseph; Road of Bones by Christopher Golden; Kismet by
Amina Akhtar; Go Back to Where You Came From by
Wajahat Ali; and The Old Woman With the Knife by Gu
Byeong-Mo.
Interview by Nina Palattella.

suffuse the narrative, and many readers will shed tears of their
own. In one heart-wrenching section, the author describes the
plight of a family friend who shared Brian’s condition: “She winds
up in the care of one of her daughters, and she does not get to
Dignitas, because that window probably closed two years earlier,
and she will spend the rest of her life in a memory-care unit, and
the best outcome I can hope for is that she dies soon. She does
not die very soon and when we talk next, she is in the memorycare unit and she says, Something very strange is going on here,
please come get me.” As Alzheimer’s becomes more prevalent,
this shimmering love story and road map is must-read testimony.
You will never forget this book, and if you do, let’s hope
someone close to you remembers.

THE LAST CAMPAIGN
Sherman, Geronimo
and the War for America
Brands, H.W.
Doubleday (416 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-385-54728-4
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A sweeping history of the Indian
Wars and two iconic fighters.
The Geronimo campaign has been
so intensely studied for the last 150 years
that it’s hard to imagine there’s much new information to discover.
Noted historian Brands finds news, though, by placing the war
against the Apaches in the larger context of the Indian Wars generally, from the mass hanging of Sioux rebels in 1862 to the Modoc
Wars, Little Bighorn, the Red Cloud War, and more. A central
figure in those campaigns was William Tecumseh Sherman, who,
ironically, bore the name of an early champion of Native American resistance. Stationed in Florida during the time of the Indian
removals from the East, he opined that “Florida…was of little value
to us” and suggested that Native tribes should be moved there and
not what he considered the more valuable lands of Oklahoma.
Transferred to the West after heroic service in the Civil War, he
told a militant White audience bent on annihilating neighboring
tribes, “I don’t see how we can make a decent excuse for an Indian
war.” Yet, when the occasion demanded, Sherman could be as ruthless as he was in Georgia, noting that the foremost goal of war was
not extermination—a word he used sometimes inadvisedly—but
instead economic disaster. Reflecting Sherman’s thinking, Gen.
Philip Sheridan wrote, “reduction to poverty brings prayers for
peace more surely and more quickly than does the destruction of
human life, as the selfishness of man has demonstrated in more
than one great conflict.” The application of that technique brought
mixed results, and Geronimo held out to the end. Brands is particularly good in placing all this in a political as well as military
context, with Sherman wrestling with Indian Agency bureaucrats
in Washington over whether they or the Army should oversee matters of war, peace, and, in the end, cultural extermination.
An excellent, well-written study—like most of the
author’s books, a welcome addition to the literature of westward expansion.
55

“A must for any list of the best popular science books of the year.”
the rise and reign of the mammals

NAPOLEON
The Decline and Fall of
an Empire: 1811-1821

THE RISE AND REIGN
OF THE MAMMALS
A New History From the
Shadow of the Dinosaurs
to Us

Broers, Michael
Pegasus (750 pp.)
$39.95 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-63936-177-9

Broers continues his run of satisfying
books on Napoleon.
The relentless fascination with Napoleon and his empire continues to generate
books, mostly biographies, and this is another fine entry by Broers, a professor of Western European history at Oxford. Controlling land that stretched from Rome to the Baltic, Napoleon
had defeated continental rivals and established friendly relations
with Russia, and his forces were having some success suppressing the gruesome Spanish rebellion. Fruitless efforts to cut off
British trade finally made a painful impression when he placed
Atlantic ports under military rule to suppress smuggling. “Napoleon always wanted war during this period of relative peace,”
writes Broers, “just not the one he got in 1812.” His plan to invade
Britain—this time with a proper navy—was derailed when Czar
Alexander “opened Russian ports to neutral shipping in December 1810” and fended off bullying efforts to bring him into line.
By summer 1811, Napoleon was determined to invade Russia. At
this point, the text still has 500 pages to go, but few readers will
complain as the author describes Napoleon’s preparations from
a sullen French nation exasperated by massive taxes, mourning
massive casualties, and oppressed by another round of brutally
efficient conscription. The titanic army that trundled into Russia in June 1812 began shrinking long before meeting the enemy,
led by a ruler Napoleon had consistently underestimated. Fans
of War and Peace will learn that Tolstoy and Broers share a modest
admiration for Alexander and a lower opinion of the emperor,
although, having read all Napoleon’s correspondence, Broers’
opinion is more nuanced. After a gripping account of the Russian debacle, the author recounts Napoleon’s return to Paris.
Returning without much of an army left, he wrung another fighting force from his exhausted nation and won several victories
before he was forced to abdicate and retire to Elba, from which
he returned to power, lost at Waterloo, and ended his life in
humiliating exile.
An outstanding addition to the groaning bookshelves on
one of the world’s most recognizable leaders.
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Brusatte, Steve
Mariner Books (528 pp.)
$29.99 | June 7, 2022
978-0-06-295151-9

Another outstanding work of paleontology from the author of The Rise and Fall

of Dinosaurs.
Dinosaurs fascinate everyone, and Brusatte, professor of
paleontology and adviser to the Jurassic World film franchise,
has named more than 15 new species. However, mammals are
his first love, and this delightful account will convert many readers. According to the popular belief, dinosaurs ruled the Earth
until they were wiped out by a meteor strike 65 million years ago,
whereupon mammals succeeded them. This is correct except
that mammals not only succeeded dinosaurs; they existed alongside them back to their beginning. In fact, both share a common
ancestor that appeared perhaps 325 million years ago. This small
lizardlike creature evolved into two major lineages, one eventually becoming reptiles (including birds), the other mammals.
Readers who remember high school biology know that mammals have warm blood, hair, and mammary glands that produce
milk. Such true mammals did not appear for 100 million years,
and these features do not fossilize well, but Brusatte excels in
explaining how paleontologists figured matters out. Only mammals chew; most have complex teeth. Birds and reptiles swallow
food whole; their teeth, when present, look alike. Mammals have
three tiny bones in their ears, which allow them to hear better
than other vertebrates, which have only one. Ancient mammals and pre-mammals were small. Their surviving bones were
fragmentary and their teeth nearly microscopic, so early paleontologists sifted tons of dirt to detect minuscule fossils until
the present century, when new sites, especially in China, have
revealed spectacularly complete skeletons, often including hair,
feathers, and embryos. Many readers consider humans the most
interesting mammal, closely followed by extinct behemoths such
as mammoths and saber-toothed tigers. Brusatte, however, gives
humans “about the same attention as horses and whales and elephants. After all, we are but one of many amazing feats of mammalian evolution.” Throughout, the author employs lucid prose
and generous illustrations to describe the explosion of mammal
species that followed the disappearance of dinosaurs.
A must for any list of the best popular science books of
the year.
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LIFE ON THE
MISSISSIPPI
An Epic American
Adventure

Buck, Rinker
Avid Reader Press (320 pp.)
$32.50 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-5011-0637-8

BY HANDS
NOW KNOWN
Jim Crow’s Legal
Executioners
Burnham, Margaret A.
Norton (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-393-86785-5

Searing indictment of the all-encompassing violence of Jim Crow and a persuasive case for long-overdue reparations.
|
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An invigorating blend of history and
journalism informs this journey down
Old Man River.
Buck walks the walk, or perhaps rows the row: As with his
previous book on the Oregon Trail, he follows the path of preceding generations in the hope of seeing something of what they
saw. That’s not easy in the case of the Mississippi River, which,
along with one of its principal tributaries, the Ohio, is “jointly
managed by the U.S. Coast Guard and the Army Corps of Engineers exclusively for the benefit of commercial barge traffic.”
With those massive strings of barges, some as many as 25 containers long, clogging the river, traversing it by means of an oldfashioned wooden flatboat seems an invitation to disaster. Yet
that’s just what Buck did, building his own craft in the manner of
the 19th-century pioneers who saw in the river system a means
of knitting far-flung territories into a nation. Building the boat
was a challenge, and the author “would shortly learn that the
flatboat was indeed an ideal school for acquiring a knowledge
of human nature.” Buck populates his invigorating narrative
with a memorable cast of characters, some people who traveled
with him, some people he met along the way. The author was
courtly to all of them, save a loudmouth Trumper who “considered it absolutely vital to explain to me that the ‘’nited states
of ’merica’ was being ruined by ‘librals and buree-cats.’ ” Buck’s
adventures alternate between nearly being swamped by massive
commercial vessels and dealing with more mundane disasters;
as he noted to his first mate, “Clusterfuck is our new normal.”
Besides being a willing and intrepid traveler, Buck is also an able
interpreter of history, and it’s clear that he’s devoured a library
of Mississippiana. It all makes for an entertaining journey in the
manner of William Least Heat-Moon, John McPhee, and other
traveler-explainers.
For armchair-travel aficionados and frontier-history
buffs, it doesn’t get much better.

The post-Reconstruction Jim Crow laws, writes Burnham,
“blurred the lines between formal law and informal enforcement.” Every White citizen of a Jim Crow state was effectively
deputized to enforce racially discriminatory laws and customs,
even to the point of murdering a supposed offender, a common
practice of the police as well. Burnham, director of Northeastern University’s Civil Rights and Restorative Justice Project,
offers a vast roster of cases that highlight this formal/informal
system of oppression. For example, bus drivers throughout the
South had carte blanche to commit violence on any Black rider
who dared insist on his or her dignity, while Black men were
routinely lynched for responding the wrong way to a police officer—to say nothing of being in a White neighborhood without
apparent reason. Most of the author’s illuminating and disturbing examples come from the mid-20th-century because abundant federal records exist (even if state and community records
have been suppressed) and because living descendants of Jim
Crow victims can often be found to corroborate official and
civilian crimes against them. These include a Black man hanged
for alleged sexual assault; a Black woman driven from her city
to the friendlier climes of Detroit after a botched abortion procedure; a Black soldier killed for demanding equal treatment,
one of countless Black service members who agitated for voting
rights and equal employment even as they “continued to protest Jim Crow transportation and police brutality.” Burnham
closes with a closely argued case for paying reparations to the
descendants of victims. “Such a program is both practicable and
politically feasible because the beneficiaries constitute a finite
group,” she writes, adding, “Material reparation should be a part
of a larger program of redress, including public educational initiatives and memory projects like memorial markers.”
An indispensable addition to the literature of social justice and civil rights.

ALSO A POET
Frank O’Hara,
My Father,
and Me

Calhoun, Ada
Grove (272 pp.)
$27.00 | June 14, 2022
978-0-8021-5978-6
Art critic Peter Schjeldahl’s daughter takes a shot at finishing her father’s
derailed biography of Frank O’Hara and
ends up writing a fascinating memoir.
Calhoun, author of the excellent St. Marks Is Dead, was
looking for a childhood toy when she found the cassettes of her
father’s interviews with O’Hara’s associates, recorded in preparation for writing an authorized biography in the late 1970s. Due
to circumstances revealed gradually, support for the work was
withdrawn by Maureen O’Hara, the poet’s sister and executor.
Calhoun began blithely, certain she could resurrect the project,
but what ensues turns out to be both somewhat less and very
much more. As her husband, Neal, puts it in one of many adept
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Brandi Collins-Dexter
Mollye Miller Photography

Her analysis of Kanye West may grab the headlines,
but Brandi Collins-Dexter has a lot more on her mind
than the eternally controversial celebrity. Co-host of the
Bring Receipts podcast and a visiting fellow at Harvard
Kennedy School’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics,
and Public Policy, Collins-Dexter wants to understand
why more and more Black voters are disenchanted with
the Democratic Party and how their politics are evolving
in the age of Black Lives Matter and MAGA. She gathers
her observations in the provocatively titled Black Skin
head: Reflections on Blackness and Our Political Future (Celadon Books, Sept. 20), which our reviewer called a “remarkable work that leaves us feeling hopeful for change.”
Collins-Dexter answered some questions by email.
What started you working on the book?
Black Skinhead explores fracture points in community
consciousness in the aftermath of losing 60% of Black
wealth and, with it, countless vehicles for cultural cohesion, storytelling, economic gain, and political powerbuilding.
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I saw artist Kanye West being interviewed in 2019.
He said he had been “canceled before cancel culture,”
and that “we” (presumably Black people) are cultureless. I wanted to know if that was something many
Black people were feeling and, if so, what was driving
that.
I learned that Kanye’s hypervisibility teaches us
about Kanye, not Black people at scale or even Black
conservatives like the ones I interviewed for the book.
Kanye as the late-stage “Black skinhead” is emblematic
of what happens when people cease to engage with the
pretense of democracy and become more concerned
with self-aggrandizing or shattering the idea that a
“more perfect union” could ever exist in the multicultural nation we call America.
Still, it was (and is) clear to me that community
consciousness is breaking down in alarming ways that
could produce more disillusionment with systems and
institutions. There are implications in that for all of us.
But this is the moment when we can change our story,
and I wanted to highlight that too. We don’t have to be
a nation of Kanyes. We can, and must, be better.
Who is the ideal reader for your book, and where would
they be reading it?
The ideal reader is someone who wants to be challenged around their assumptions—whether they are
assumptions about democracy, Black voters, pop culture, or even themselves. I was challenged a lot by what
I discovered during the process of researching and
writing this book, and I tried to show that.
This isn’t a book for people looking for a prescriptive solution. When we look for a checklist to do A, B,
C to solve a societal problem, that can stifle our collective ability to imagine something greater than the
confines of a singular self-appointed thought leader. I
believe that most of us feel underrepresented and like
we’re trying to negotiate systems that don’t seem to be
working for us. What can we do to interrupt that?
I tried to write it like you are talking with friends
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at a bar or family/neighbors at a cookout. It’s a series
of essays, meant to be taken in bits and pieces. We all
know that life can get in the way and sometimes it’s
hard to read a book cover to cover. With this book,
you can read (or listen to) an essay on the bus or at the
laundromat. Mull over it, put the book down, and then
come back whenever you find more time. It doesn’t
have to be read in order. You don’t have to know what
happened in the previous essay to get the point of the
next essay.
What book (or books) published in 2022 were among
your favorites?
If I had to narrow it down, I would pick: The Viral Un
derclass by Steven W. Thrasher; Meme Wars by my Harvard colleagues Joan Donovan, Emily Dreyfuss, and
Brian Friedberg; and Home Bound by Vanessa A. Bee.
On the surface, they’re all very different pieces of nonfiction. But these books, and my own, are all grappling
with how we define home, where we find our communities, and what obligations we do or don’t have to one
another, especially in uncertain times. They each feel
urgent and resonate in their own ways.

formulations, “this is two successive generations of writers trying to say something of value about a wonderful, talented, funny
young man who wrote lovely poetry and died in a freak accident.
What a series of dying stars all collapsing in on each other: your
dad’s book, Maureen’s machinations, your dad’s poetry career,
your attempts to win the scenario, your relationship with your
dad, your relationship with Maureen.” In Neal’s view, even the
difficulties are “amazing and beautiful,” and surprisingly, given
the number of resentments and disillusions cataloged here
(Larry Rivers, watch out!), he is right. Even the title of the book
comes from the off-base headline on O’Hara’s obituary in the
New York Times: “EXHIBITIONS AIDE AT MODERN ART
DIES—ALSO A POET.” The most powerful of the misapprehensions lies between the author and her father: “Perhaps my
role as a writer who is not the best writer in my family is the cost
of paying attention to my family,” she submits, a typically loaded
remark. One imagines her father, who was diagnosed with lung
cancer in 2019 but has lived to read this work, is at last returning
the long-withheld favor.
A wonderfully convoluted, catty, candid, and clever piece
of work.

Interview by Tom Beer.

THE VORTEX
A True Story of
History’s Deadliest Storm,
an Unspeakable War, and
Liberation

special issue: best books of 2022

Carney, Scott & Jason Miklian
Ecco/HarperCollins (528 pp.)
$29.99 | March 29, 2022
978-0-06-298541-5

How unscrupulous politicians exploited
the effects of a catastrophic cyclone to commit genocide and nearly trigger a nuclear war.
Carney is an investigative journalist and anthropologist who
spent six years reporting from South Asia for Wired, Mother
Jones, and other publications, and Miklian is a senior researcher
at the Centre for Development and Environment, University
of Oslo. The authors begin by documenting the 1970 Bhola
cyclone, a staggeringly destructive storm that killed roughly
500,000 people in the densely populated coastal area of East
Pakistan (present-day Bangladesh). Then the authors turn to
the complex aftermath, anatomizing the ruthless opportunism
of West Pakistani politicians who sought to consolidate their
power by exterminating ethnic rivals; the self-serving machinations of American and Soviet leaders whose interventions culminated in a nuclear standoff; the desperate efforts of Bengali
resistance fighters to secure independence in the face of brutal
oppression; and the often heroic attempts of aid workers to
mitigate the catastrophic human toll. The authors effectively
translate their exhaustive research into a compelling narrative, cleverly alternating chapters among the perspectives of a
diverse range of protagonists, from Mohammed Hai, a humble
young man who became a revolutionary, to international power
brokers such as Henry Kissinger and Richard Nixon. This is a
|
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“The literary equivalent of chaat masala fries:
spicy, heady, sour, and uniquely delicious.”
fatty fatty boom boom

riveting, page-turning story of human devastation, political corruption, and individual bravery as well as a cautionary tale with
universal relevance. “This book is about climate change,” they
argue convincingly, showing how rising global temperatures will
continue to boost both the frequency and intensity of cyclones
in many coastal areas, prompting extreme political volatility and
large-scale human suffering. To those who may feel complacent
about what happened a half-century ago in a relatively obscure
part of the world, Carney and Miklian deliver a stark warning:
“Our global climate future means not just flooded beach houses
in twenty years and more expensive groceries next decade but
an increasing likelihood of selective genocide and even global
international war.”
A powerful, timely exploration of an environmental and
political tragedy.

DILLA TIME
The Life and Afterlife
of the Hip-Hop Producer Who
Reinvented Rhythm
Charnas, Dan
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(480 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-374-13994-0

An ambitious, dynamic biography of
J Dilla, who may be the most influential
hip-hop artist known by the least number of people.
A professor at NYU/Tisch’s Clive Davis Institute of
Recorded Music best known for his chronicle of the business
of hip-hop, The Big Payback, Charnas uses myriad storytelling techniques to make his case for the importance of James
Dewitt Yancey (1974-2006), aka J Dilla. To explain Dilla’s
groundbreaking approach to rhythm, the author uses graphics
to approximate conventional rhythms and contrasts them with
the hip-hop producer’s method of slowing some elements while
accelerating others. He also offers playlists so readers can hear
how Dilla transformed songs and how, eventually, his approach
took over hip-hop in the late 1990s. To the author’s credit, he
also explains why technological advances allowed other producers and DJs to mimic the sonic style Dilla pioneered—often
with broader success, as producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis
did on Janet Jackson’s chart-topping smash “Got Til It’s Gone.”
Of course, Dilla generated his own hits, with important remixes
like the Brand New Heavies’ “Sometimes” and, most notably, his
production of Common’s “The Light.” His 2006 album, Donuts,
is considered a classic of instrumental hip-hop. As definitively
as Charnas chronicles Dilla’s rise through the ranks of Detroit
hip-hop and his partnership with Q-Tip, Questlove, D’Angelo,
and other significant figures, his reporting on how success didn’t
solve all of Dilla’s personal problems or protect him from illness
sets this tale apart. The author’s discussion of Dilla’s decline
and death from a rare blood disease and lupus is particularly
heart-wrenching, especially against the backdrop of his blooming career. Also memorable is Charnas’ chronicle of the family
60
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in-fighting that followed his death, which even spilled over into
lawsuits against fan-created fundraisers at a time when Dilla’s
work was finally being celebrated around the world.
A wide-ranging biography that fully captures the subject’s ingenuity, originality, and musical genius.

FATTY FATTY
BOOM BOOM
A Memoir of Food,
Fat, & Family
Chaudry, Rabia
Algonquin (352 pp.)
$28.95 | Nov. 8, 2022
978-1-64375-038-5

The highs and lows of a lifelong love
affair with food.
Chaudry, a podcaster, lawyer, and
author of Adnan’s Story, which was adapted as a documentary
for HBO, is a gifted storyteller and cultural commentator with
a special knack for food writing, as quickly becomes clear in
this unblinking account of the high price paid for the pleasures of eating. The author begins in Lahore, Pakistan, where
her veterinarian father and school administrator mother married and started their family, moving suddenly to the U.S. while
she was still an infant. Jaundiced and scrawny at birth, she was
given half-and-half in her baby bottle and frozen butter when
she began teething. “You won’t believe me when I tell you this,
but as God is my witness, I can still taste the salty, cold butter
in my mouth melting into heavenly pools,” writes the author.
“You have to wonder exactly how many sticks of butter I consumed to leave an indelible mark on my memory. Too many is
the only right answer.” This tone of rueful candor continues as
she tracks her expanding body into adulthood, with desperate
recourse to fad diets, CrossFit, a gastric sleeve operation, and
more along the way. The tortures of immigrant life in suburban
Maryland; blissful return visits to Pakistan; the hilariously horrible wedding of her aunt, and the equally horrible but not so
funny occasion of her own—every episode glitters. Whether
she’s describing a mad motorcycle mission to score Lahore
street food with her overweight uncles, the acquisition of the
“freshman 25” with new friends at college, or sharing ice cream
in bed with her sweet second husband, Chaudry eloquently portrays the role of food in love and friendship. At the same time,
she doesn’t flinch from reporting the humiliations heaped on
the overweight at every turn. She also includes a selection of
enticing recipes.
The literary equivalent of chaat masala fries: spicy, heady,
sour, and uniquely delicious.
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ASIAN AMERICAN
HISTORIES OF THE
UNITED STATES
Choy, Catherine Ceniza
Beacon Press (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-8070-5079-8

BLACK SKINHEAD
Reflections on Blackness and
Our Political Future
Collins-Dexter, Brandi
Celadon Books (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-250-82407-3

An influential media commentator
on racial justice explores politics and
Black voters in this sharp blend of memoir and cultural criticism.
|

special issue: best books of 2022

An impressive new work about how
major moments in Asian American history continue to influence the modern
world.
In the first chapter, Choy, a professor of ethnic studies at the
University of California, Berkeley, connects anti-Asian violence
during the Covid-19 pandemic to a history of stereotyping Asian
immigrants as carriers of disease. Later, she ties the erasure of
Chinese railroad workers to the lack of Asian representation in
popular media. Popular culture, she writes, has “played a formative role in portraying Asians as subhuman and superhuman
threats.” Besides covering topics that are relatively well known,
such as Japanese internment and the Chinese Exclusion Act of
1882, the author also discusses histories that have been largely
erased, including the formation of Asian American groups supporting independence struggles on the Asian continent; the long
history of Asian-Black solidarity, which dates back to “Frederick
Douglass’s 1869 speech advocating for Chinese immigration”; and
the passage of the misogynistic Page Act of 1875, which forced
Asian immigrant women to prove that they were not prostitutes
before allowing them entry to the U.S. Choy aptly characterizes
her work as a fight against erasure and as an attempt to humanize
Asian American immigrants whose invisibility so often exposes
them to violence. “Asian Americans are in sight, but unseen. And
this must change,” she writes. “Placing a human face on the Asian
immigrant experience is one way to contest this vicious cycle of
nativism.” In addition to being deeply knowledgeable, the author
radiates passion and sincerity. Her inclusion of personal experiences infuses the narrative with an intimacy unusual for historical
texts, and her experimental use of second person—most notably
in the chapter about Japanese internment—cleverly sparks empathy in readers who might never have considered what it’s like to
live through race-based violence.
An empathetic and detailed recounting of Asian American histories rarely found in textbooks.

In her debut book, Collins-Dexter, a visiting fellow at the
Harvard Kennedy School’s Shorenstein Center on Media,
Politics and Public Policy, chronicles her “journey to get to the
heart of Black political identity, a process that involved extensive interviews with Black people from all across the ideological
spectrum.” She narrates a powerful story “about a Black America that had become disillusioned with the failed promises of
their country.” In the 1960s, before it became known for White
nationalism, the skinhead movement was a political movement comprised of the British working class, most of whom
felt “left behind” and disillusioned by economic and political
infrastructures. The author uses this idea as a launching pad
to deconstruct a host of cultural frameworks involving politics and place in communities around the U.S., and she offers
a well-rendered critique of the implicit attitude that Black voters prefer Democrats or Black candidates. Through the lens of
Black voters, Collins-Dexter examines often complex political
concepts in an accessible way—Kanye West’s troubling persona
is a recurring topic—but the rigor of her scholarship is never in
question. In the section on populism, the author employs wrestling lingo and characters from the World Wrestling Federation
to describe political ideology from the left and right. “With
its exaggerated narratives of good, evil, and the struggle of the
everyman,” she writes, “[wrestling] is the perfect way to understand populism—its pitfalls and its undeniable draw.” Reminiscent of Notes From No Man’s Land, by Eula Biss, this collection
is well constructed and incisively argued. Collins-Dexter begins
and ends with poignant memories of her father, effectively tying
the personal to the universal. Featuring a vivid mix of hard data,
anecdotal details, and scholarly research, this book is a mustread for anyone interested in politics and Black lives in America.
A remarkable work that leaves us feeling hopeful for
change.

MY THREE DADS
Patriarchy on the
Great Plains

Crispin, Jessa
Univ. of Chicago (256 pp.)
$19.00 paper | Sept. 9, 2022
978-0-226-82010-1
The author of Why I Am Not a Feminist
and The Dead Ladies Project returns with a
sharp examination of patriarchal cultural
norms in the Midwest.
Crispin, who lives in Philadelphia but grew up in Kansas,
begins by describing a haunting she discovered in her home
after moving back to her home state. The ghost in question,
dubbed Charlie, came with a specific type of “dad energy…this
disapproval, this long list of unspoken rules, this very Midwestern version of masculinity that is all emotional constipation yet
still strangely captivating, that leaves those around it scrutinizing every glimmer of the eye, every change in tone or inflection,
looking for some sign of approval or affection or respect. The
kind of masculinity that makes you think love is a thing to be
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Casey Parks
Amanda G. Allen

I think that imagining my life as a book allowed me to
cope when I was a kid. The bad things that happened
weren’t painful; they were narrative tension. As I grew
older, though, I let go of wanting to write a memoir.
I became a journalist and thus became loath to write
about myself. I tried for more than a decade to make
Diary of a Misfit as a third-person project. I wanted to
write about Roy, not myself. I never could figure out
how to make that third-person book, though, and,
eventually, my friends and grad school professors persuaded me to try writing a version that brought in
threads from my own life. I felt a little queasy on the
first write-throughs, but I kept writing, and I think
turning the book into a memoir did make the book
both bigger and better.
Who is the ideal reader for Diary of a Misfit?

I’m a little frightened for Southerners to read it, but
they are my ideal readers. I’m afraid because I still fear
people there will judge me, but I didn’t write the book
to explain the South to other places. I wrote it, I think,
because I wanted home to understand me and the other misfits who have lived there.
Casey Parks is a Portland, Oregon–based reporter for
the Washington Post who covers gender and family issues. Diary of a Misfit: A Memoir and a Mystery (Knopf,
Aug. 30) follows Parks’ decadelong research into the unknown life of her Southern grandmother’s childhood
friend Roy Hudgins. After Parks came out as a lesbian,
her grandmother shared that she “grew up across the
street from a woman who lived as a man”—thus starting
Parks on an exploration of Hudgins’ experiences as she,
too, came to terms with her own sexuality and Southern
identity. Kirkus called it a “memorable meditation on
identity, belonging, and the urge to find understanding,”
and it scored a spot on our list of the best nonfiction
books of 2022. Parks answered some questions by email.
When did you realize that your life experiences would
make for a great memoir?
62
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Were you able to do live events for the book this year?
Any memorable highlights?

I think every Portland writer longs to read at Powell’s
someday. Is there any greater honor than seeing your
name on the marquee outside? I read there in August,
and I couldn’t believe how many people came. Six of
my exes were there, as were at least a dozen people I’d
written about over the years. My book is about searching for my place in this world, and that night, I knew
right where it was.
How has your perception of queerness in the South
changed since writing your memoir?

Before I started reporting this book, I thought all
queer Southerners should follow me straight out of
the South and into Portland. Life is easier in Oregon,
and I thought that unilaterally meant “better.” I was
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wrong, of course. Plenty of people have good reasons
for staying, and I envy their bravery.
Now that your research is completed, how have
you moved on after spending a decade researching
Hudgins’ life?

I think I’m still grieving the end of the process. Roy
and this story have haunted me my entire adult life.
Who am I if I’m not digging for details? I don’t know
yet, but until I find out, I’m happily spending my days
writing about other people for the Washington Post. It’s
a real relief to get to write in third person again!
What book (or books) published in 2022 were among
your favorites?

I loved Lydia Conklin’s collection Rainbow Rainbow
and wished so badly I’d had it to read when I was a
teenager. I went into a little depression when Michelle
Hart’s We Do What We Do in the Dark ended because I
wanted so much to stay in the world she’d made. And
Douglas Stuart’s Young Mungo is so beautiful and devastating and affirming, and I can’t wait to read it again
someday.

earned through sacrifice and improved performance.” Mixing
memoir and cultural criticism, the author explores her relationships with the three “dads” of the title: her elementary art
teacher, who was involved in a horrific act of violence; abolitionist John Brown; and Reformation leader Martin Luther. Crispin
shows how these different figures and their legacies have personally affected her and how their broader influences—in family, politics, and religion—have affected America as a whole,
particularly related to the many myths embedded in ostensibly
pure Midwestern values. Examining how each of these aspects
of culture has been modified, redefined, and coopted, Crispin
thoughtfully explores how “the idea of community is not
enough. It’s too floppy a concept, too nostalgic and indistinct.
It doesn’t just mean knitting circles and someone to bring you
groceries when you’re sick. It means clusters of like-minded
people who shut out any dissent. Neo-Nazis have a great sense
of community, as do anti-vaxxers and militias. What we need
is society.” By challenging a host of societal assumptions about
family, identity, gender, religion, and politics, the author upends
an array of notions about American exceptionalism.
A fascinating and engaging cultural study.

Interview by Costa B. Pappas.

A COASTLINE IS AN
IMMEASURABLE THING
A Memoir Across Three
Continents

special issue: best books of 2022

Daniel, Mary-Alice
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-0-06-296004-7

A powerful memoir of a life driven by “a
spirit of…extreme exophoria—that uncontrollable tendency of eyes to gaze outward.”
In her debut book, Daniel, a duel citizen of Nigeria and the
U.S., tracks her life across Africa, Europe, and North America.
In pursuit of a better life, her parents, who were professors at
the university in Maiduguri (“birthplace of Boko Haram, the
terrorist militia that specializes in kidnapping the girl child”),
moved Daniel and her siblings to England, which she found
“blanched, like all color had been boiled out of it,” compared to
the “angry red” of her native land. Throughout the enchanting
narrative, Daniel vividly shares her and her family’s traditions,
customs, and religious views. However, in order to assimilate to
English culture, she and her family had to forego many elements
of Nigerian culture, including those of her tribe, Hausa-Fulani.
The author writes potently about being “acutely wounded by
the separation from my culture.” After nearly 10 years in England, her parents decided to move again, this time to Nashville.
Daniel chronicles the racism she experienced and describes
how she changed her first name to Mary-Alice in order to
further assimilate. During return trips to Nigeria, the author
began to feel embarrassment for being “noticeably Westernized,” while in the U.S., she felt “embarrassed by being identifiably African.” Overall, she believed she “no longer belonged
anywhere.” Daniel writes memorably about how her religious
|
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“A heart-wrenching and impressively self-aware story of
a father living through the death of his young child.”
a heart that works

views have changed over the years and ponders how different
she might feel had she stayed in Nigeria. “My immediate family
and I have shared a dozen residences across three continents,”
she writes. A few pages later, she reflects that “because I come
from nomads, I have a tenuous, less tactile relationship with
place.” Daniel also acknowledges how, as immigrants, she and
her family are “integral, even when we are not integrated.” Today,
the author is “semi-settled” in California, a place that she has
chosen for herself.
An absolutely fascinating work from a gifted storyteller.

AURELIA, AURÉLIA
A Memoir

Davis, Kathryn
Graywolf (128 pp.)
$15.00 paper | March 1, 2022
978-1-64445-078-9
A profound meditation on grief
via unglued memories and literary
fragments.
Central to this brief yet stunning
book is the death of Davis’ husband,
who succumbed to cancer after a long struggle. The acclaimed
novelist is well versed in loss. “I’d given death a lot of thought,”
she writes. “It was one of my favorite topics, in liturgy and literature.” An attentive reader and erudite writer, Davis plumbs
her internal archive in search of solace and clarity in the face of
ineffable tragedy. She writes about her husband in the bardo, a
Buddhist term that describes the liminal space between life and
death—a place, she explains, where “narrative seems to happen
but doesn’t.” Her husband’s memory thrums throughout the
memoir, somehow both a presence and an absence. The prose is
equally undefinable, caught between poetic and concrete. Like
“the story unfolding inside my husband’s organs,” she writes,
“there was a narrative involved that didn’t follow conventional
rules.” Cross-fading vignettes abound with little correlation
but remain haunted by a sense that something invisible threads
them together. Digressions about Virginia Woolf and Flaubert,
the TV show Lost, and Beethoven’s bagatelles all miraculously
align. Coincidences buzz with fated significance, unmoored
and transformed over time. The titular Aurelia was a ship Davis
once rode across the Atlantic; as an adult, she would discover
a novella by Gérard de Nerval with the same name, but with
an accent. “Aurelia,” she explains further, “is the Latin translation of the Greek word for chrysalis…emblem of metamorphosis and hiddenness.” Regarding memory, she writes, “when
someone you have lived with for a very long time dies, memory
stops working its regular way—it goes crazy. It is no longer like
remembering; it is, more often, like astral projection.” These
disparate moments transform the memoir into something that
flows more like a guided dream, rendered in daring, vulnerable
prose, steeped in death but brilliantly transformative.
A transcendent work of literary divination.
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A HEART THAT WORKS

Delaney, Rob
Spiegel & Grau (196 pp.)
$25.00 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-954118-31-7

A devastatingly candid account of
a parent’s grief that will have readers
laughing and crying in equal measure.
Delaney is no stranger to balancing grief and humor, and it shows in this
heartbreaking yet often darkly funny
recounting of how he lost his third son, Henry, to brain cancer.
The author’s work as a writer and actor in the dramedy series
Catastrophe clearly primed him to share these poignant recollections. Few would attempt to bring humor and levity to such an
unbearably sad story, but Delaney manages to do so with grace,
sincerity, and warmth. His ability to weave laughter into something so dark also makes the book accessible for a wide audience, as the author gives readers permission to fully absorb his
family’s story, to empathize and understand, without having
to remain straight-faced and downcast. Throughout, Delaney
includes playful but sincere asides: “Advice to people who have a
friend or relative with a very sick kid: get right up their ass and
go spend time with them. They’ll kick you out if they need to,
but don’t waste their time by saying, ‘If there’s anything I can
do, just let me know.’ That’s for you, not for them. You might as
well yawn in their face while looking at something more exciting over their shoulder.” The narrative takes place mostly in
London and serves as a sharp criticism of the American health
care system in comparison to the British National Health Service, underscoring the additional strain many families of sick
children suffer in the U.S. It is also a tender tale of how a family can remain loving and connected during and after tragedy,
and Delaney pulls no punches in highlighting his own perceived
shortcomings as a father and husband throughout the unimaginable ordeal. His raw honesty and ability to inject humor into
the narrative are both charming and refreshing.
A heart-wrenching and impressively self-aware story of a
father living through the death of his young child.

MEMORIES OF A GAY
CATHOLIC BOYHOOD
Coming of Age in the Sixties
D’Emilio, John
Duke Univ. (248 pp.)
$29.95 | Sept. 9, 2022
978-1-4780-1592-5

Unusual among today’s memoirs, this
one is upbeat and generous spirited about
its author’s early life and challenges.
In sparkling fashion, D’Emilio enters
company with Alfred Kazin and A Walker in the City, the classic
work that, in Polish Jewish immigrant tones, evoked the early
years of a Bronx boyhood. D’Emilio, a Guggenheim fellow and
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noted historian of gay history in the U.S., writes about his early
years as a son of the Bronx, but in Italian Catholic hues. Like
Kazin’s book, this one sings a hymn to that particular borough
and to the city as a whole. This is also a son’s tale of a close-knit
family adapting to a new world with a mixture of love, aspiration, loss, and tension. In D’Emilio’s case, the emergence of his
sexuality in a particularly repressive era made growing up and
adapting to American life even more complicated. While the
author depicts his burgeoning gay sexuality with unusual ease,
this part of him is by no means the only subject of this appealing book. He brings his Catholic family’s religiosity, the priests
who taught and mentored him, and his own Catholic elementary schooling richly alive. He also offers a particularly affecting
portrayal of one of Manhattan’s great Jesuit institutions, Regis
High School, where D’Emilio’s intelligence caught the attention of his teachers to the point where he considered becoming
a Jesuit priest. Columbia University also takes center stage as
the site of his maturation as a scholar. During his undergraduate
years in the tumultuous late 1960s, D’Emilio counseled fellow
students about avoiding the draft and sought a conscientious
objector deferment while working as an assistant to Margaret
Mead. The author’s compassionate spirit suffuses the text to
such a degree that one hopes for a future continuation into his
years as a professional historian.
A warm, humane coming-of-age memoir that delivers
much more than its title suggests.

Dennis Jr., David with David J. Dennis Sr.
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | May 10, 2022
978-0-06-301142-7
A young Black activist revisits his
father’s role in the civil rights movement
of the 1960s.
“How many bubbles are on a bar of soap?” That was a typical
Mississippi voting-eligibility question during the late Jim Crow
era—impossible to answer but sufficient to deny Black citizens
the right to vote. “Wrong answer, no voter registration,” recalls
Dennis Sr., who had significant involvement in key historical
moments, often at great danger. He came into the movement
reluctantly, determined to become an engineer and settle into
an ordinary life. Instead, drawn into it at a time of lunch-counter protests and marches for justice, he faced down the violence
of police and White supremacists. “I was aware of racial terror,
like any Black kid, especially in the South,” he writes. “I sat in
the back of buses. I picked cotton for white men who owned
the land we sharecropped on. I heard them call me ‘boy’ and
[N-word] and I knew that speaking up would get me and my
family killed.” Cultivating friendships with James Baldwin, Fannie Lou Hamer (“a product of everything Mississippi could do to
Black folks, especially Black women”), and other leading lights
|

DIFFERENT
Gender Through the
Eyes of a Primatologist
de Waal, Frans
Norton (408 pp.)
$30.00 | April 5, 2022
978-1-324-00710-4

What humans can learn from anthropoid apes.
World-renowned primatologist de
Waal draws on a long career of investigating chimpanzees and bonobos—both equally close to humans
genetically—to argue with wit and clarity against assumptions
about sex and gender that generate inequality. With anthropoid
apes his main focus, the author also looks to many other species
(mice, tortoises, marmosets, and whales, among them) for evidence in responding to salient questions: Does the behavior of
men and women differ naturally, or is it culturally determined?
Are there only two genders? Does gender account for differences
in intelligence, aggression, leadership, cooperation, and competition? Are females naturally more empathetic than males? The
author demonstrates how chimpanzees and bonobos are studies
in contrast. Chimpanzee society “is aggressive, territorial, and
run by males. Bonobos are peaceful, sex-loving, and female dominated.” Yet de Waal highlights similarities between the sexes in
both societies—in intelligence, cooperation, and competition,
for example, and even in leadership. Although males are generally larger and the “overwhelming source” of physical violence,
still, “violence is not their default condition,” nor is it the only
way an ape can exert power. Debunking theorists who insist that
all behavior is dictated by genetic inheritance, de Waal underscores the “dynamic interplay between genes and the environment.” As for sexual behavior and identity, the author asserts
that being transgender “is intrinsic and constitutional”—i.e.,
“the opposite of socially constructed.” Same-sex behavior is
found among penguins as well as 450 other species, including
humans’ close relatives anthropoid apes, and de Waal notes the
prevalence of “female sexual adventurism,” which contradicts
the idea that males are sexually insatiable. “It’s time to abandon the myth that men have a stronger sex drive and are more
promiscuous than women,” he writes. The author enlivens his
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THE MOVEMENT
MADE US
A Father, a Son, and the
Legacy of a Freedom Ride

of the movement, Dennis Sr. continued his activism into the
1970s, when, weary (and none too impressed with many clueless
White would-be allies), he slipped into despair and drugs, “lost
in his own fury,” as his son describes it. Reinvigorated by the
example of Robert Moses, he regained his lost idealism in time
to see the necessary revival of civil rights activism in a time of
retrograde violence and oppression. Writes Dennis Jr., “Growing up with these people taught me that to be Black in America
and part of the Movement was to have fought a war on American soil.”
Timely in an era of renewed disenfranchisement and
an instructive, important addition to the literature of civil
rights.
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“Top-shelf history offering tremendous
acknowledgement of past systemic abuses.”
legacy of violence

MANIFESTO
On Never Giving Up

pages with attentive, sometimes moving portraits of animals he
has encountered as well as anecdotes about his own experiences
as one of six brothers.
Engaging, enlightening, and deeply informative.

LEGACY OF VIOLENCE
A History of the
British Empire
Elkins, Caroline
Knopf (896 pp.)
$35.00 | March 29, 2022
978-0-307-27242-3

A scathing indictment of the long
and brutal history of British imperialism.
Historian Elkins, founding director
of Harvard’s Center for African Studies
and Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Imperial Reckoning: The
Untold Story of Britain’s Gulag in Kenya (2005), frames her narrative with two events that actually took the British Empire
to task for its violent imperial policy over centuries. The first
was the 1788 impeachment trial of governor-general of India,
Warren Hastings, during which Parliament demanded accountability for his repressive tactics, shocking the nation. The second is the 2011 case of the survivors of the Mau Mau rebellion.
Throughout this tour de force of historical excavation, Elkins
confronts the decidedly Western ideas of the social contract,
government responsibility, and the importance of personal
property alongside the enduring belief that White men alone
could institute these marvelous liberal gifts. “When 19th century liberalism confronted distant places and ‘backward people’
bound by strange religions, hierarchies, and sentimental and
dependent relationships, its universalistic claims withered,”
writes the author. “Britains viewed their imperial center…as culturally distinct from their empire….Skin color became the mark
of difference. Whites were at one end of civilization’s spectrum,
Blacks at the other. All of shades of humanity fell somewhere
in between.” Paternalistic attitudes continued to evolve across
the empire, and Elkins provides especially keen examinations
of colonies where clashes were particularly forceful and “legalized lawlessness” was widespread—among other regions, India,
South Africa, Palestine, Ireland, Malay, and Kenya. Offering
numerous correctives to Whitewashed history, the author
mounts potent attacks against the egregious actions of vaunted
figures like Winston Churchill; Henry Gurney, commissioner of
Malay; and Terence Gavaghan, a colonial officer in Kenya. Over
the course of the 20th century, Britain was forced to cede many
of its sovereign claims to empire, at enormous human cost.
Elkins masterfully encapsulates hundreds of years of history,
amply showing how “Britain was to the modern world what the
Romans and Greeks were to the ancient one.”
Top-shelf history offering tremendous acknowledgement of past systemic abuses.
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Evaristo, Bernardine
Grove (224 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-8021-5890-1

The award-winning author of Girl,
Woman, Other generously shares her pathway to success in this nonfiction debut.
“You need the early knock-backs
to develop the resilience that will make
you unstoppable,” writes Evaristo, who was raised in a workingclass family in South London, one of eight children born to a
Nigerian father and a White Catholic mother. Some of her early
knock-backs involved attacks on her family home by neighborhood racists. These attacks and other injustices cemented
young Evaristo’s outsider status, which in turn fueled her relentless creative spirit. At age 60, she won the Booker Prize for her
novel Girl, Woman, Other, the first Black woman and first Black
British person to win the coveted award in its 50-year history,
and the book was hailed as a favorite by Barack Obama and
Roxane Gay. Here, Evaristo details the journey between her
fraught beginnings and her career triumphs, and the result is
part memoir and part meditation on determination, creativity,
and activism. She writes with welcome candor and clarity about
her biracial heritage, her fledgling early career in theater, and
her rocky romantic relationships with both men and women.
The author’s passion and commitment to community especially
shine through in her guidance to writers at all levels about the
importance of envisioning the best outcomes for themselves
and for their work—and protecting themselves from naysayers. “Creativity circulates freely in our imaginations, waiting for
us to tap into it. It must not be bound by rules or censorship,
yet we should not ignore its socio-political contexts.” Evaristo
inspires while keeping it real, deftly avoiding the sentimentality
and vagueness that too often plague advice books. She lays bare
the nuts and bolts of her writing process; pushes back against
sexism, racism, and ageism; and imparts her hard-won wisdom
unapologetically and with refreshing nuance.
A beautiful ode to determination and daring and an intimate look at one of our finest writers.

FINE
A Comic About Gender
Ewing, Rhea
Liveright/Norton (336 pp.)
$21.00 paper | April 5, 2022
978-1-63149-680-6

A graphic narrative project on the
multifaceted nature of gender.
In 2012, graphic artist Ewing, then
a recent college graduate, joined a transgender support group to “speak honestly
about this mixed-up thing called gender, to exist without a sense
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WOMAN
The American History
of an Idea
Faderman, Lillian
Yale Univ. (576 pp.)
$32.50 | March 15, 2022
978-0-300-24990-3

The distinguished feminist historian
analyzes how the concept of woman has
evolved over almost 500 years of American history.
Woman, Faderman argues, is a patriarchal concept with roots
that run deep. Even the most liberal views of (White) woman
hood, such as those of 17th-century Puritan minister Roger Williams, centered around woman as the “weaker Vessel…more
fitted to keep and order the House and Children.” Wealthy
women, especially widows, had slightly more agency, but a
woman’s place, then and in the centuries that followed, was in
the home. As the states expanded into Native American land,
that idea was forced on Native women throughout the territories. At the same time, enslaved women suffered both race and
gender marginalization that, as Angela Davis noted, “annulled”
their womanhood. By the 19th century, women transformed the
chains that bound them to woman into what Faderman calls the
|

“visas” that took them out of the home and allowed them to
“claim a voice in the public square.” Yet even as females—largely
middle-class and White—gained greater access to public life in
the 20th century, patriarchy, in the guise of medical science,
denounced independent-minded women for violating gender norms. By the 1980s, Faderman engagingly demonstrates,
thinkers like the radical lesbian feminist Monique Wittig called
woman a dangerous patriarchal “myth” and helped liberate the
concept of gender—and gender-prescribed behaviors—from
sexuality. Faderman ably brings the discussion into the 21st
century and the present day, when nonbinary conceptions of
gender are gaining further acceptance in the mainstream even
as the resolutely patriarchal system—perfectly embodied by
Donald Trump and his cohorts—continues to fight against anything other than a strictly binary gender structure. This highly
readable, inclusive, and deeply researched book will appeal to
scholars of women and gender studies as well as anyone seeking
to understand the historical patterns that misogyny has etched
across every era of American culture.
An intelligently provocative, vital reading experience.

TED KENNEDY
A Life

Farrell, John A.
Penguin Press (752 pp.)
$36.00 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-0-525-55807-1

special issue: best books of 2022

that I was failing at my part in life.” After finding online resources
too impersonal, the author began interviewing friends about
gender and reaching out to LGBTQ+ centers for assistance. The
intent was to understand their own gender ambivalence through
the perspectives of others and figure out “why I am cut out of
some spaces and invited into others.” In their debut book, Ewing
offers a timely, educative, and vividly rendered illustrated portrait. Based in the Midwest, Ewing spoke with more than 50 individuals varying in gender, age, and race, and the narrative includes
those remarkable stories, which evolve as the book progresses.
Many of these experiences began with unsettling episodes of gender dysphoria and the search for “clarity and control over how
others saw me.” The author deftly assembles the most resonant
responses, showing the participants generously discussing how
gender is interconnected with race, culture, and sexuality; how
it moves far beyond conventional masculine and feminine designations; and how embracing fluidity can be liberating and transformative regardless of social norms of appearance and behavior,
many of which are constrictive and damaging. Ewing ably explores
the complexities and difficulties of expressing gender in terms of
sexuality, health care, visibility, language, and bathroom choices,
and the elegant graphic format affords the author ample room to
develop their themes visually. Ewing presents a uniquely straightforward, unembellished amalgam of narrative and illustration,
smoothly braided with their own personal journey. The instructive yet never heavy-handed narrative boldly shows how identity
is intimately interpreted and how connections with others can
fortify perceptions and perspectives.
A vital, richly textured resource for anyone seeking a better understanding of gender identity.

Farrell delivers a comprehensive
biography of the late senator.
Ted Kennedy (1932-2009), writes
biographer and former White House
correspondent Farrell, was “a warm,
playful human being who loved dogs, good times, song, and
devilry.” As a young man, he was health-conscious, abstemious,
and a hard worker, though the least of a family deeply embedded in politics. His habits and mindset changed after the assassination of his brothers John and Bobby, when, as one family
friend put it, “Much against his will…[Ted] was suddenly the
head of this extraordinary family, a position he never aspired
to and never expected.” He bore that burden by womanizing
and drinking, which became a troublesome hallmark. His
political career was not always successful. Working on JFK’s
presidential campaign, he found himself in above his head, and
the Denver Post blamed him for Kennedy’s loss in Colorado.
During that time, though married, he tried to seduce a woman
named Judith Campbell only to be bested in the effort by JFK,
who “reveled…at having beaten Teddy to the prize.” His first
run for public office stirred up outrage among some for the
offense of “trading on his brother’s name.” Yet, in his decades
in the Senate, he forged working alliances on both sides of the
aisle and helped craft significant legislation—e.g., the foundations of the Affordable Care Act. Farrell looks closely at
some little-known aspects of Kennedy’s career, including his
refusal to run as Hubert Humphrey’s vice president in 1968,
which, Farrell suggests, might have enhanced Kennedy’s role
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“A lucid, astute text that unpacks the myths of Russian history
to help explain present-day motivations and actions.”
the story of russia

THE FACEMAKER
A Visionary Surgeon’s
Battle To Mend the
Disfigured Soldiers
of World War I

as a national candidate and certainly would have changed the
course of history. As this lengthy but engrossing narrative
reveals, Kennedy, whom Senate colleague Alan Simpson called
“one of the orneriest sons of bitches around,” got plenty done,
including adding a prescription drug benefit to Medicare.
An exemplary study of a life of public service with more
than its share of tragedies and controversies.

THE STORY OF RUSSIA

Figes, Orlando
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-250-79689-9
An expert on Russia delivers a crucially relevant study of a country that
has been continuously “subjected to the
vicissitudes of ruling ideologies.”
Wolfson History Prize winner Figes,
one of the world’s leading authorities on
Russian history and culture, shows how, over centuries, Russian autocrats have manipulated intertwined layers of mythology and history to suit their political and imperial purposes.
Regarding current affairs, the author argues convincingly that
to understand Putin’s aggressive behavior toward Ukraine and
other neighboring nations, it is essential to grasp how Russia has
come to see itself within the global order, especially in Asia and
Europe. Figes emphasizes the intensive push and pull between
concepts of East and West since the dubious founding of Kievan Rus, “the first Russian state,” circa 980. Russia’s geography
meant it had few natural boundaries and was vulnerable to invasion—e.g., by the Mongols—and its mere size often required
strong, central military control. It was in Moscow’s interests to
increase its territorial boundaries and keep its neighbors weak,
a strategy still seen today. Figes explores the growth of the “patrimonial autocracy” and examines how much of the mechanics of the country’s autocracy, bureaucracy, military structure,
oligarchy, and corruption were inherited from three centuries
of Mongol rule. From Peter the Great to Catherine the Great
to Alexander II (the reformer who freed the serfs) and through
the Bolsheviks to Stalin: In most cases, everything belonged
to the state, and there were few societal institutions to check
that power. “This imbalance—between a dominating state and
a weak society—has shaped the course of Russian history,”
writes the author in a meaningful, definitive statement. Today,
Putin repudiates any hint of Westernizing influences (Peter the
Great) while elevating the Eastern (Kievan Rus, the Orthodox
Church). In that, he is reminiscent of Stalin, who recognized
the need for patriotic fervor and national myths and symbols to
unite and ensure the oppression of the masses.
A lucid, astute text that unpacks the myths of Russian
history to help explain present-day motivations and actions.
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Fitzharris, Lindsey
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.)
$27.00 | June 7, 2022
978-0-374-28230-1
The author of The Butchering Art
returns with “a new perspective on the
terrible consequences of trench warfare, and the private battles
that many men fought long after they put down their rifles.”
“Disfigured soldiers,” writes Fitzharris, “often suffered selfimposed isolation from society following their return from war.”
While this has been true throughout history, the vast increase in
military technology during World War I produced an avalanche of
torn flesh and mutilated body parts that overwhelmed surgeons.
Among more than 20 million injured, nearly 300,000 soldiers suffered facial trauma. In this often graphic yet inspiring, engaging
book, the author focuses on Harold Gillies (1882-1960), a successful British ear, nose, and throat surgeon whose pioneering work
in repairing faces places him among the war’s few true heroes.
Sent to France early in the war, he observed freelance dental surgeons (the Royal Army Medical Corps had none) experimenting
with facial reconstruction. He quickly established that the first
principle of battlefield surgery—to close gaping wounds—was
a disaster for jaw and facial injuries. Unless the damaged underlying structures were repaired first, the procedures guaranteed
a grotesque end result. Returning to the Queen’s Hospital in
London, Gillies persuaded the chief surgeon to establish a facial
injury ward, which eventually grew to more than 1,000 beds
and employed dozens of surgeon, dentists, artists, and sculptors
who pioneered a new specialty: plastic surgery. The author’s case
reports of individual soldiers are not for the faint of heart, but
she delivers a consistently vivid account of the ingenious techniques involving skin flaps, grafting, reconstruction, and prostheses, most of which Gillies and colleagues invented. Many victims
required dozens of painful procedures, and not all succeeded, but
his accomplishments, along with his compassion, made him an
object of worship from patients. A “genuine visionary in his field,”
he received a good deal of favorable publicity in the media but
only modest official recognition, including a knighthood in 1930,
and he continued to practice until his death.
An excellent biography of a genuine miracle worker.
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WILD NEW WORLD
The Epic Story of
Animals and People
in America

HOMECOMING
The Path to Prosperity
in a Post-Global World
Foroohar, Rana
Crown (400 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-593-24053-3

Flores, Dan
Norton (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-324-00616-9
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An incisive study of how “the paradigm of globalization is now shifting.”
Globalization may have provided
cheap consumer goods, notes Finan
cial Times associate editor Foroohar, but there is an increasing
awareness of the long-term costs. In her latest book, the author
marshals an impressive range of knowledge to investigate the
negative consequences of unquestioned globalization. The
Covid-19 pandemic was a wake-up call to U.S. officials, revealing that the manufacture of even simple things such as cotton
masks had been outsourced abroad, mainly to China. Fortunately, many American companies were able to structure their
manufacturing processes to provide some of the needed goods.
As Foroohar demonstrates, this revealed both the weaknesses
and strengths of the U.S. economy. She accepts that globalization made many things cheaper for consumers, but she is realistic about the cost in the loss of jobs and resilience. At the same
time, many companies have been cutting research-and-development spending and putting money into complex financial products—yet another example of short-sighted thinking. Much of
the money and energy to support innovation has gone into the
technology sector, and the result has been a “barbell economy”
of big tech wealth and a “precariat” of low-paid service workers. However, Foroohar, who traveled the country as part of her
research, sees an emerging generation of companies that have
returned to making things in top-of-the-line factories that are
making full use of 3-D printing and clever thinking. The author
also sees a key role for government—not in splashing money
around but in setting sensible trade rules and long-term objectives. Examining the industrial policies of other nations, Foroohar shares useful lessons. Ultimately, the pendulum has swung
away from cut-price globalization toward more considered,
localized perspectives. These are interesting, important views
and ideas; hopefully, this book forms the basis of a new, coolheaded national discussion.
A careful, well-informed examination of where the U.S.
economy stands, how it got here, and where it needs to go.
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A passionate history of North American animal life and people.
Historian Flores, author of Coyote
America, American Serengeti, and other acclaimed books on the
American West, writes that when humans arrived in America
15,000 years ago, they found a vast continent teeming with
unfamiliar creatures, including mammoths, mastodons, horses,
bison, beavers, ground sloths, saber-toothed cats, and flightless
birds. During the 20th century, scholars believed that, unlike
modern man, early cultures lived in harmony with nature. Trying to explain why megafauna went extinct, they proposed climate change, disease, normal evolutionary processes, and even
an asteroid strike. That they were wiped out by hunting is still
considered controversial. Modern herd animals (bison, elk,
deer) replaced them, and Native Americans thrived and took
up agriculture as their populations got too large to survive by
hunting alone. Contrary to many accounts, early travelers to
America—including de Vaca, de Soto, Coronado, and others—
found a populated land of cities and farms. After 1600, it was
the British and French who encountered wilderness following
a holocaust of European diseases, which killed 80% to 90% of
Native peoples. With the human population devastated, wildlife flourished. Flores offers an illuminatingly disturbing history
of the following 500 years. Disappointed at the absence of cities of gold, early colonists quickly discovered another source of
profit, and a vast industry soon delivered an avalanche of animal body parts to Europe. In a single year, 1743, a modest port
(La Rochelle, Louisiana) “took in 127,000 beaver pelts, 30,300
marten furs, 110,000 raccoon pelts, along with its big haul for
that year, the stripped skins of 16,500 American black bears.”
The author makes it abundantly clear that money “trumped any
philosophical debate elites might be having about humanity’s
animal origins.” Readers will squirm at the vivid accounts of the
fates of many species, but they will be heartened by the stories
of men and women who devoted themselves to saving them and
sometimes succeeded.
An outstanding addition to the literature on the ecological history of America.
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“Now the best and fullest account of the Watergate crisis,
one unlikely to be surpassed anytime soon.”
watergate

THE BLACK PERIOD
On Personhood, Race,
and Origin
Geter, Hafizah Augustus
Random House (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-593-44864-9

In this elegiac text, a Nigerian American poet pays homage to her family while
considering Black origin stories.
“I’d been living inside the story
begotten by white America,” writes Geter, “but I’d been born
into something else—what was it?” She names this the Black
Period, in which “we were the default.” Born in Nigeria, the
author grew up in Ohio and South Carolina. Having parents
who “centered Blackness and art,” she explains, “meant my
sister and I were reared in a world that reflected our image—
a world where Blackness was a world of possibility.” Geter
grapples with chronic pain and history (“that thing that white
people had gotten to write, but we had to live”) and culture in
the U.S., “where I had so much in common with the enemy’s
face America painted—African/Black, queer, a woman, child of
a Muslim mother.” The author compares herself to Atlas, the
Greek Titan condemned to support the whole sky: “My body
holding up the burden of a country made of myth and lies.” She
qualifies the Black Period created by her parents as “one where,
if not our bodies, then our minds could be free.” Organized
by theme, the narrative meanders yet remains fiery. In details,
the author’s poetic sensibilities dazzle: “My father thinks I am
innately lucky. Even in our grieving, he’s believed me to be a
queen in the land of the damned, a winning lottery ticket in a
field of beggars.” Of a dream about her mother, who died suddenly when Geter was 19, she writes, “Black folks, we be. We be
the whole verb of the wor(l)d.” The book contains two inserts
and 50 pages of monochromatic portraits by her father, artist
Tyrone Geter. These add another dimension of humanity as well
as demonstrate her father’s profound influence on her life.
A resonant collage of memories, soulfulness, and elective, electrifying solidarity.

WATERGATE
A New History

Graff, Garrett M.
Avid Reader Press (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-982139-16-2
A half-century after the Watergate break-in, this anniversary history
becomes the standard-setting base line
for all future ones.
For all of Richard Nixon’s achievements, the sometimes-unbelievable, always lurid Watergate
scandal forever stains his reputation. Graff, the director of cyber
initiatives at the Aspen Institute, sees the crisis as the result of
70
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amateurish fumbling rather than criminal forethought, but he
attributes to the Nixon administration the “darker, racialized,
nativist, fear-mongering strain of the Republican Party and
American politics that would a half century later find its natural conclusion in Donald Trump.” Letting the story speak for
itself, Graff intervenes principally to point to inconsistencies in
participants’ testimonies or subjects for further investigation,
such as a tantalizing thread of links to Chile. The text is a brisk,
riveting, compulsively readable, comprehensive, up-to-date narrative of the entire tangled affair, and it’s hard to imagine it better told. While you learn new things about the major figures,
people you’ve never heard of, all masterfully introduced and as
numerous, colorful, deceitful, and laugh-inducing as characters in a Dickens’ novel, walk on stage. Back-biting, betrayals,
interagency spying, wild improvisation, collective paranoia, and
sheer White House chaos are running leitmotifs. Much of this
is well known. Graff ’s contribution is to bring it all together, add
his sharp-eyed questions about what doesn’t make sense or still
needs to be known, and energetically drive forward the story of
what’s known from available evidence. The book’s principal limitations are its inattention to the outside pressures—legal challenges, mounting public outcry, and the like—that contributed
to the scandal’s outcome and to historians’ contribution to the
House Impeachment Inquiry. Graff also downplays the value of
the Nixon tapes, which Michael Dobbs explored insightfully in
King Richard. But in every other respect, this should be considered the authoritative history of its subject.
Now the best and fullest account of the Watergate crisis,
one unlikely to be surpassed anytime soon.

THE GRIMKES
The Legacy of Slavery
in an American Family
Greenidge, Kerri K.
Liveright/Norton (416 pp.)
$32.50 | Nov. 8, 2022
978-1-324-09084-7

A multigenerational history of an
American family that grappled with racism and reform.
Award-winning historian Greenidge
offers an absorbing investigation of two branches of the notable
Grimke family: sisters Sarah and Angelina Grimke, who became
famous for their views on abolition and women’s suffrage; and
the descendants of their brother Henry Grimke, a “notoriously violent and sadistic” slave owner who fathered three sons
with a Black woman he owned. Drawing on abundant archival
sources, the author follows the fortunes of each side of the family as Sarah, Angelina, and Theodore Dwight Weld, Angelina’s
husband, positioned themselves within the anti-slavery movement, and Henry Grimke’s sons Archibald and Francis became
prominent members of the nation’s “colored elite.” Archibald, a
Harvard-educated lawyer, became a co-founder of the Washington, D.C., branch of the NAACP; Francis studied at Princeton
Theological Seminary and became the Presbyterian minister of
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a D.C. church. Guilt led the White Grimkes to be revulsed by
slavery: The sisters’ father had owned more than 300, and the
girls witnessed the slaves’ merciless treatment at the hands of
their parents and brothers. At first, the sisters supported African colonization. Blacks would be happier if they left America,
they believed; eventually, however, their views shifted to abolition. Like many other White Americans, they saw the abolition
movement as a path to personal redemption and considered
Blacks to be “objects of reform” rather than equals worthy
of respect. Racism, however, was not limited to the White
Grimkes. The Black branch of the family, invested in their
belief in racial respectability and material success, distinguished
themselves from the “negro masses” whose behavior, values,
and prospects they disdained. Greenidge reveals the significant
roles of Black women in the family’s complicated history: the
sons’ mother, wives, and in-laws; and, notably, Archie’s daughter,
poet and playwright Angelina Weld Grimke. The author’s discoveries reveal both “white reformers’ disavowal of their complicity in America’s racial project” and “the limits of interracial
alliances.”
A sweeping, insightful, richly detailed family and American history.

THE THIRD PERSON

Writer and animator Grove’s debut
graphic memoir portrays her youth coming to terms with her sexuality and gender dysphoria.
Closeted at 13, the author struggled
with her gender identity; years later, she
encountered several social and psychological roadblocks early
on in her transition. She attempted to remedy them with Toby,
a gender therapist who could approve her for hormonal treatments, but the road was arduous and studded with hazards.
The author and illustrator chronicles her personal story via
flashbacks, detailing schoolyard bullying and physical abuse at
the hands of her grandfather, extreme trauma that manifested
in dissociative identity disorder. In an effort to cope with the
psychological pain of her past, Grove embodied several “alter”
identities that were stronger and more resilient. Two examples
were Ed, a male-identifying persona, and Katina, a sunny, uninhibited “party girl.” Katina was the opposite of timid Emma
and emerged as the more dominant personality during sessions
with the shortsighted Toby, who harshly considered Katina as
the “third person in the room who isn’t here.” The majority of
the narrative takes place in Grove’s sessions with Toby, who
condescendingly questioned the authenticity of her ordeal, her
transgender identity, and her separate personalities. Worse, he
weaponized her past traumas against her. As the author continued to work to achieve clarity, a new, empathetic therapist
ushered her forward. Readers will be engrossed by this candid
|

INDIGENOUS
CONTINENT
The Epic Contest for
North America
Hämäläinen, Pekka
Liveright/Norton (576 pp.)
$40.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-1-63149-699-8

A vigorous, provocative study of
Native American history by one of its
most accomplished practitioners.
Finnish historian Hämäläinen, professor of American history at Oxford, is a noted student of Native American systems
of governance and commerce. In this follow-up to Lakota Amer
ica, the author focuses on the long war between Indigenous
peoples and alliances with the European colonial powers. “By
1776,” he writes, “various European colonial powers together
claimed nearly all of the continent for themselves, but Indigenous peoples and powers controlled it.” That changed following
the Revolutionary War, when Americans began to spill over the
Appalachians, spreading the American empire at the expense of
empires maintained by such various peoples as the Comanche,
Lakota, and Shoshone. Hämäläinen uses the idea of Indigenous
empires advisedly. With solid archaeological support, he ventures that the great Ancestral Puebloan stone building called
Pueblo Bonito could very well have been built by slave labor,
while at Cahokia, near present-day St. Louis, the “commercial
hinterland extended from the Great Lakes to the Gulf coast and
the Appalachians,” constituting a vast, complex trade network.
Against railroads and repeating rifles, such empires tumbled;
against miscomprehension and assumption, peace was out of
the question from the very beginning. The table was barely
cleared at the first Thanksgiving when the newly arrived Puritans “thought that the sachem”—the hereditary leader of the
Wampanoag Confederacy—“could be reduced to a subject of
the king of England.” It didn’t help that these Native empires
were often pitted against each other until reservations and small
corners of the continent were all that was left—those and the
Canadian subarctic, which long after “endured as an Indigenous
world.” Even then, however, “it was not an Indigenous paradise; the contest for furs, guns, and merchandise fueled chronic
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Grove, Emma
Drawn & Quarterly (920 pp.)
$39.95 paper | May 3, 2022
978-1-77046-615-9

tale of intimate transition, bravery, and a fierce determination
to confront demons in order to embrace the true self. Creatively
conceived, Grove’s use of cartoons to tell her story is a clever
choice. At nearly 900 pages, the book is a surprisingly brisk
reading experience rendered effectively through the minimalist
illustrations and powerful dialogue exchanges. Grove’s artistry
also embellishes the journey with palpable character movement and facial expressions and mood representation. While
untangling the complexities and often sobering dynamics of
vulnerability and identity, Grove’s impressive comic journal illuminates, inspires, and educates.
A deeply personal, artistic self-portrait of being transgender and becoming whole.
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“An important contribution to the literature of
forced immigration and humanitarian crisis.”
my fourth time, we drowned

MY FOURTH TIME,
WE DROWNED
Seeking Refuge on the
World’s Deadliest
Migration Route

animosities, collisions, and open wars.” Throughout, the author
resurrects important yet often obscured history, creating a masterful narrative that demands close consideration.
An essential work of Indigenous studies that calls for
rethinking North American history generally.

THE ABYSS
Nuclear Crisis
Cuba 1962

Hastings, Max
Harper/HarperCollins (528 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-06-298013-7
One of the greatest living historians
tackles the Cuban missile crisis.
In his long, distinguished career,
Hastings has masterfully covered both
world wars, the Korean War, and Vietnam. In his latest, he thoroughly explores a fraught set of circumstances that almost lead
to World War III. He sets the scene with a highly illuminating
description of the Cold War world in 1960. The Soviet Union,
barely recovered from World War II, was no match for the
wealthy U.S., but its flamboyant premier, Nikita Khrushchev
had convinced the world that he commanded a massive intercontinental ballistic missile arsenal—although he didn’t. Fidel
Castro’s seizure of power in Cuba in early 1959 made him popular in America for several months until he seized all American
businesses and resorted to violence to maintain his position.
When John F. Kennedy took office in January 1961, the purportedly covert action to overthrow Castro was underway. To his
everlasting regret, Kennedy assumed that its organizers knew
what they were doing. Delighted at crushing America’s Bay of
Pigs invasion but certain there was more fighting to come, Castro appealed to the Soviets, who responded favorably. Aware of
Russian shipments arriving in Cuba, Kennedy’s administration
assumed that these contained conventional weapons until overflights photographed nuclear missile sites. Hastings does not
hide his contempt for Khrushchev’s decision to send atomic
weapons. Explanations exist because Khrushchev, his son, and
many high-level officials wrote memoirs. All blamed him, but
Khrushchev himself insisted that it was a sensible response to
American missiles on his nation’s border. Early on in the crisis,
almost everyone, Kennedy included, agreed to bomb strategic
sites and invade, which would likely lead to war. Hastings argues
that Kennedy prevented a catastrophic conflict by deciding
that this was a bad idea. Instead, he ordered a blockade and
sent a warning to Khrushchev, who withdrew the missiles. The
author’s painfully insightful conclusion credits Kennedy with
brilliant statesmanship but adds that most successors would
have chosen war.
The definitive account of a brief yet frightening period in
global history.
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Hayden, Sally
Melville House (400 pp.)
$29.99 | March 22, 2022
978-1-61219-945-0

A powerful, horrific account of the
rigors that African immigrants face in
fleeing their homelands for sanctuary in Europe.
“You become cargo, a piece of meat, a being that loses
humanity when you can no longer recognize the humanity of
others around you.” So writes Hayden, the Africa correspondent for the Irish Times, regarding the global refugee crisis.
The European Union has seemed of two minds about illegal
immigration into its domain: Leaders lament the human rights
implications the refugees underscore even as they put more
effort into blocking the flow. “In 2018,” writes the author, “a
study found that almost 1,000 kilometers of border walls had
been erected by EU member states and states in the European
Schengen travel area since the fall of the Berlin Wall nineteen
years before.” Moreover, the EU has contracted with the Libyan
government—such as it is in a time of civil war—to intercept
refugees crossing the middle Mediterranean and house them in
settlements that resemble concentration camps, one even bearing the nickname “Guantánamo.” In some cases, refugees are
used as human shields, meant to deter attacks by rival warlords,
often to no avail. Worse, many are forced into slavery, either in
Libya or delivered into the hands of the Mafia in southern Italy
and put to work on farms there. Hayden tells her story through
deep exploration of legal papers, archives, and government data.
Even more affective are her personal encounters and interviews
with refugees themselves, whose situations, if anything, seem to
be worsening. “Between 2014 and 2020,” she writes, “more than
twenty thousand men, women, and children would die on the
Mediterranean Sea,” while Europeans who try to assist them
often became targets of legal prosecution. The narrative is consistently harrowing, revealing the complexities within a global
crisis that lacks an easy solution, especially as the numbers of
refugees mount.
An important contribution to the literature of forced
immigration and humanitarian crisis.
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ALL DOWN
DARKNESS WIDE
A Memoir

Hewitt, Seán
Penguin Press (224 pp.)
$26.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-30008-4

AMERICAN MIDNIGHT
The Great War,
a Violent Peace, and
Democracy’s Forgotten Crisis
Hochschild, Adam
Mariner Books (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-358-45546-2

A history of the early-20th-century
assault on civil rights and those the federal government deemed un-American.
|
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A poet recounts his relationship
with a man suffering from paralyzing
depression.
When Hewitt, who “was brought up
vaguely Catholic,” grew up in 1990s and 2000s England, he felt
he needed to show “that I was good, that I was kind, that I followed the rules” because “I had a secret to keep.” The secret
was that he was gay at a time when the Catholic Church railed
against an equal marriage rights bill passing through Parliament. That is only one of the many challenges Hewitt chronicles in this stunning memoir. The death of a boyfriend when
Hewitt attended the University of Cambridge made him think
of Gerard Manley Hopkins, whose poem “The Lantern Out
of Doors” provides this book’s title. Hopkins, a gay man and
Dublin priest, is a primary influence in Hewitt’s life. Hewitt frequently references him and “the boundaries blurring between
Hopkins’s work and the life I was in,” especially during the narrative centerpiece: his post-Cambridge relationship with Elias,
a young Swedish man he met on a trip to Colombia. The bulk
of this book describes Elias and Hewitt’s years together, first in
Liverpool and then in Sweden, and Elias’ descent from someone “confident and chatty and open” to a man who required
an extended stay in a psychiatric hospital after contemplating
suicide. Scenes in which Hewitt and others try to nurse Elias
back to health are among the most memorable. This memoir
is a heartbreaking disquisition on “ghosts” like Hopkins and on
the unattainability of permanence, and it features one beautiful
scene after another, from the patient at the psychiatric hospital
who laments that his son never visits and, when he sees Hewitt,
says, “I knew you’d come”; to Hewitt’s own father, who, on his
deathbed, confided, “All I want is my boys….As long as I can
still be with my boys, and can still sit in the garden and hear the
birds. That’s all I want.”
A profoundly moving meditation on queer identity, mental illness, and the fragility of life.

For Hochschild—the winner of the Los Angeles Times Book
Prize and Dayton Literary Peace Prize, among many other honors—one of America’s darkest periods was between 1917 and
1921. “Never was [the] raw underside of our national life more
revealingly on display.” Those years, he writes, were rife with “the
toxic currents of racism, nativism, Red-baiting, and contempt
for the rule of law [that] have long flowed through American
life”—and clearly still do today. From the country’s entry into
World War I until Warren Harding became president, the federal government and law enforcement agencies joined with the
civilian-staffed American Protective League and union-busting
industrialists to censor newspapers and magazines; fabricate
communist conspiracies; surveil and imprison conscientious
objectors and labor leaders (particularly the Wobblies); harass
socialists, German immigrants, pacifists, and Jews; deport foreigners without due process; and stand aside as police and vigilantes killed labor activists and destroyed Black communities
and formed lynch mobs. Among numerous others, those who
benefitted most politically were J. Edgar Hoover and Attorney
General A. Mitchell Palmer. Woodrow Wilson presided over
the entire toxic political and social landscape. Ultimately, writes
the author, “a war supposedly fought to make the world safe
for democracy became the excuse for a war against democracy
at home.” Labor leaders, socialists, and anti-war activists such
as Eugene Debs and Emma Goldman, along with government
officials such as Sen. Robert La Follette and Secretary of Labor
Louis Post, resisted but with little success. Although these
threats to civil liberties were subsequently deflected, “almost all
of the tensions that roiled the country during and after the First
World War still linger today.” The book is exceptionally well
written, impeccably organized, and filled with colorful, fully
developed historical characters.
A riveting, resonant account of the fragility of freedom in
one of many shameful periods in U.S. history.

STAY TRUE
A Memoir

Hsu, Hua
Doubleday (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-385-54777-2
A Taiwanese American writer remembers an intimate but unexpected college
friendship cut short by tragedy.
Hsu, an English professor and staff
writer at the New Yorker, began his undergraduate years at Berkeley with the intention of cultivating
an alternative, punk persona consistent with his love of indie
bands and his obsession with creating zines. “I saw coolness,”
he writes, “as a quality primarily expressed through erudite discernment, and I defined who I was by what I rejected, a kitchen
sink approach to negation that resulted in essays decrying Bev
erly Hills, 90210, hippies, private school, George Bush…and,
after they became trendy, Pearl Jam.” Consequently, when he
first met Japanese American fraternity brother Ken, he wrote
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“A wonderful showcase of the work of an
invaluable 20th-century journalist.”
my people

him off as “a genre of person I actively avoided—mainstream.”
As they got to know each other, to Hsu’s surprise, he and Ken
grew very close. The two spent hours “debating the subversive
subtext of movies” and penning a screenplay inspired by the cult
classic film The Last Dragon, an experience that led them to long
conversations about the nature of Black and Asian solidarity.
Over time, their relationship grew increasingly personal. For
example, Hsu sought out Ken for advice the night Hsu planned
to lose his virginity, and, years later, Hsu tentatively referred
to Ken as his best friend. Then, one night, Ken was killed in a
carjacking, abruptly truncating a relationship that Hsu thought
would last forever and sending him into a spiral of grief and
self-blame that lasted for years. This memoir is masterfully
structured and exquisitely written. Hsu’s voice shimmers with
tenderness and vulnerability as he meticulously reconstructs his
memories of a nurturing, compassionate friendship. The protagonists’ Asian American identities are nuanced, never serving
as the defining element of the story, and the author creates a
cast of gorgeously balanced characters.
A stunning, intricate memoir about friendship, grief, and
memory.

MY PEOPLE
Five Decades of Writing
About Black Lives
Hunter-Gault, Charlayne
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-0-06-313539-0

A distinguished journalist offers a
selection of her published work over 50
years chronicling the Black experience.
Growing up in Covington, Georgia,
Hunter-Gault (b. 1942) dreamed of becoming a journalist like
comic-strip reporter Brenda Starr. It was a seemingly impossible dream in the segregated and racist Deep South, but the
author was diligent in her quest for knowledge. In 1961, she and
Hamilton Holmes became the first Black students to enroll at
the University of Georgia, and she graduated in two years. From
the mid-1960s onward, she worked for an impressive array of
publications and networks, including the Atlanta Inquirer,
the New Yorker, the New York Times, NBC, CNN, and PBS
NewsH
 our. In this thematic collection, the author comments
insightfully on the decadeslong social developments and unrest
in the lives of Black people in both the U.S. and South Africa.
The earliest pieces look at the teachings of the Black Panthers,
John Lewis’ work registering Black voters, early Black urban
development projects in law enforcement and education, and
the widening Black-White income gap. In the second part,
Hunter-Gault presents pieces about “My Sisters,” including
profiles of NAACP leader Margaret Bush Wilson, poet Phillis
Wheatley, and Shirley Chisholm, “the first black woman member of the House of Representatives.” Having spent nearly 20
years living in South Africa, Hunter-Gault also offers a unique
perspective on the post-apartheid era; her 2010 New Yorker
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piece “The Third Man,” about President Jacob Zumba, is a
nuanced portrait of a troubled country and its leaders. The
section titled “A Road Less Traveled” serves as an illuminating
portrait of the author’s upbringing and early influences, while
somber commemorations in “Honoring the Ancestors” include
salutes to Malcom X, Langston Hughes, Julian Bond, and Nelson Mandela. Despite chronicling periods of enormous pain
and despair, Hunter-Gault ends with an upbeat, hopeful interview with David Brooks about working for “common action”
since the beginning of the Black Lives Matter movement.
A wonderful showcase of the work of an invaluable 20thcentury journalist.

SHELTER
A Black Tale of
Homeland, Baltimore
Jackson, Lawrence
Graywolf (344 pp.)
$17.00 paper | April 19, 2022
978-1-64445-083-3

The misunderstood city of Baltimore
receives a probing portrait by a returning
native son.
In 2016, Jackson, a noted historian and
biographer, returned from a professorship in Atlanta to his hometown of Baltimore, where he had been offered a joint appointment
in history and English by Johns Hopkins, and he now directs the
Billie Holiday Project for Liberation Arts. It was a year after the
police killing of Freddie Gray set the city aflame, and Jackson’s
purchase of a home in a historically White neighborhood is the
point of departure for a series of essays that seamlessly blend history, journalism, and memoir. The author’s command of factual
detail is matched by the laser clarity of his childhood memories,
whether offering a taxonomy of his elementary school teachers or recollecting the loan of a landscaping tool by a neighbor.
Jackson clarifies issues like whether Johns Hopkins should have a
private police force with a full complement of reporting, analysis,
introspection, and lament. One of myriad evocative sentences:
“When ‘Prince of Peace’ rang out over the congregation in 1989
at St. James, I could claim to have experienced a shared spiritual
presence, a palpable thickening of emotional connection with
people who were not materially engaged. This is my main experience of transcendence outside of a nightclub dancing to deep
house music, and only then on those rare occasions when I had
sweated through my pants.” Writing about bus drivers, the author
showcases the brilliant embodiment of geography that will make
this book come alive for non-Baltimoreans: “They displayed
inimitable sangfroid as they plowed the twenty-ton behemoths
into the rapid flow of traffic on Druid Hill Avenue before making
the daring left turn at Cloverdale basketball court, all the while
we passengers were showcased rarities, like the rotating carousel
of pork loins in the window of Leon’s Pig Pen.” Those are only
two of countless passages of sparkling prose.
An extraordinary dual portrait of the author and his
hometown—angry, tender, incisive, and bracingly eloquent.
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AFTERMATH
Life in the Fallout of
the Third Reich,
1945-1955

MY SEVEN
BLACK FATHERS
A Young Activist’s
Memoir of Race, Family, and
the Mentors Who Made
Him Whole

Jähner, Harald
Trans. by Shaun Whiteside
Knopf (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-593-31973-4

A biracial Nigerian American lawyer,
community leader, and activist tells his life story through the
lens of his most important relationships with other Black men.
Jawando, a council member in Montgomery County, Maryland, grew up in a neighborhood where a number of Black boys he
knew were deeply affected by the violence of structural racism.
The author believes that the reason he “became a statistic on the
positive side of America’s skewed racial balance sheet” is because
he had access to a group of Black male mentors who nurtured him
when he needed it most. These influential figures included Jawando’s stepfather, who helped him cope with his distant, depressed
biological father; his high school gospel choir director, who drove
Jawando to college and housed him when he served as an AmeriCorps volunteer; and his mother’s gay Black colleague Jay (“the
first openly gay person who I ever met”), who took him to art
museums and plays and emphasized the importance of being his
whole self. Throughout, the author’s stories and analysis serve as
an homage to the importance of providing Black boys with Black
male role models. “The multisystem disease [affecting society] is
called racism,” he writes. “How you cure it in Black boys is with
the presence of present, diverse Black men who are willing to step
up and be mentors. To be ‘fathers.’ The rewards flow to us all.”
While Jawando begins with the idea that systemic racism can be
cured with personal responsibility, in the remainder of the text,
he deftly uses his personal story to provide a trenchant structural
analysis of how American racism plays out in Black men’s everyday lives. His talent for creating striking imagery and memorable
scenes draws readers in to his masterfully constructed world.
Jawando treats his past self with compassion without ever skirting responsibility for his mistakes.
A beautifully written and innovatively structured memoir of a biracial Black man’s life journey.
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An illuminating study of the decade
following the defeat of the Third Reich.
In his engrossing first book, Jähner, the former editor of the
Berlin Times, examines how and why Germany was capable of
radically transforming from a sinister fascist mindset toward a
modern democratic state. The author presents an expansive yet
sharply probing overview of the period, reaching across political, social, and geographical spheres to draw a lucid portrait of
a country reeling from the stark consequences of being on the
losing side of a horrendous war. “The intention of this book,”
writes the author, “has been to explain how the majority of Germans, for all their stubborn rejection of individual guilt, at the
same time managed to rid themselves of the mentality that had
made the Nazi regime possible.” Jähner chronicles the political
events that transpired during the time period and weaves in personal stories from the correspondences of ordinary citizens and
eyewitness accounts from noted writers such as Hannah Arendt
that articulate the desperate spirit of the era. The author vividly
describes the physical chaos impacting cities such as Dresden,
Berlin, and Hamburg that were slowly trying to rebuild. As Jähner notes, “the war had left about 500 million cubic metres of
rubble behind,” and he offer striking portraits of the grim realities faced by the millions of forced laborers and prisoners of war
returning home to strained marriages and relationships. “Many
marriages with the Heimkehrer [homecomer] husbands collapsed
because each partner felt nothing but disdain for what the other
had endured,” he writes. “It wasn’t just women who felt a lack of
recognition, the men did too. Many soldiers only really grasped
that they had lost the war when they returned to their families.”
An immediate and long-lasting bestseller when it was published
in Germany in 2019 and the winner of the Leipzig Book Fair
Prize, Jähner’s shrewdly balanced look at postwar Germany is
sure to spark the interest of readers across the world.
An absorbing and well-documented history of postwar
Germany.

Jawando, Will
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$28.00 | May 3, 2022
978-0-374-60487-5

CONSTRUCTING A
NERVOUS SYSTEM
A Memoir
Jefferson, Margo
Pantheon (208 pp.)
$26.00 | April 12, 2022
978-1-5247-4817-3

The Pulitzer Prize–winning critic
and memoirist returns with an inspired
and unstinting examination of American
class, culture, and personal memory.
|
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“This should be today’s go-to book on its subject.”
what it took to win

Jefferson, who won the National Book Critics Circle Award
for her memoir, Negroland, moves beyond autobiography into
a deeper excavation of music, literature, and personal memory,
examining her role in American culture as both the influenced
and the influencer. In Negroland, the author revealed the burdens of membership in a class of ambitious Black Americans,
and she further details the impact on their children: “You were
always calculating—not always well—how to achieve; succeed as
a symbol and a self.” Jefferson escaped into music and literature,
finding artists who helped her move beyond rigid family expectations. Among the musicians she praises are Billy Eckstine,
Johnny Hartman, Bobby Short, Andy Bey, Nat King Cole, Bing
Crosby, and Ike Turner. Jefferson also pays fervent tribute to
Ella Fitzgerald, whose incendiary talent flowered despite abuse,
neglect, and immersion in a brutally competitive musical culture. Upon first meeting her, bandleader Chick Webb dismissed
Fitzgerald as “too ugly.” Three years later, Fitzgerald’s rendition
of “A-Tisket, A-Tasket” propelled Webb’s band to the top of the
charts. Jefferson brilliantly deconstructs Fitzgerald’s version
of that tune and how it echoed the singer’s terrible years in an
orphanage, and the author’s fire for “the redemptive tumult of
the ’50s and ’60s” is palpable. A chapter about her disenchantment with Willa Cather’s The Song of the Lark due to its homage
to White superiority is tinged with academese, and her meditation on Josephine Baker has a more distanced, elegiac feel and
is weighed down by too many quotes. Nonetheless, Jefferson’s
unique perspective and relentless honesty and self-examination
ensure that there’s something worthwhile on every page. Devotees of Negroland will want to continue the dialogue with this
top-notch writer.
A dynamic, unflinchingly candid examination of the
impacts of race and class on culture and the author’s own life.

WHAT IT TOOK TO WIN
A History of the
Democratic Party

Kazin, Michael
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$35.00 | March 1, 2022
978-0-374-20023-7
A warts-and-all history of “the oldest
mass party in the world.”
In his latest, Kazin, a Georgetown
historian and editor emeritus of Dis
sent, delivers a lively, timely survey whose central theme is the
Democrats’ two-centuries-long effort to assist ordinary working
people. That theme is neither novel nor, coming from a historian
of the left, surprising. Yet despite the author’s Democratic favoritism—he occasionally writes in the first person—this is not an
anti-Republican tract. Like Heather Cox Richardson’s analogous
history of the Republican Party, To Make Men Free, Kazin applies
tough scrutiny and due criticism to an institution that, as early
as the 1840s, was unparalleled in its electoral and institutional
innovations and acceptance of popular politics. While erring
in calling Thomas Jefferson’s original Democratic-Republican
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Party a “proto-party” and ignoring earlier pioneering state-level
achievements in enlarging the electorate, Kazin is on solid
ground. To enliven his narrative and illustrate his arguments,
he foregrounds often forgotten public figures like William Jennings Bryan (whose biography, A Godly Hero, Kazin wrote), Belle
Moskowitz, Sidney Hillman, and Adam Clayton Powell Jr. The
author’s chapter on New York politics and Tammany Hall is brilliant. He doesn’t shy away from emphasizing the party’s control
by Southern slaveholders, starting in the days of Jefferson and
Andrew Jackson and extending into the 1860s, nor the outright
racism of their heirs. He also digs into the deep misogyny in
party ranks and the schisms that resulted from its extraordinary, unprecedented diversity—except for the long exclusion of
African Americans. Without flinching, Kazin charts the party’s
downward course from Franklin Roosevelt’s huge 1936 election
victory—“the most complete victory in the history of partisan
presidential elections”—to its abject losses starting in the 1960s.
As the narrative thins toward the end, arriving at the present
day, the author closes with unmistakable tones of lament for the
party’s recent fortunes and missteps.
This should be today’s go-to book on its subject.

BRAVO COMPANY
An Afghanistan
Deployment and Its
Aftermath
Kesling, Ben
Abrams (368 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-1-4197-5115-8

An urgent account of a parachute
infantry regiment in Afghanistan.
Most books about the war in Afghanistan end grimly, and this one more than most, but readers will
find it impossible to put down. Wall Street Journal Midwest
correspondent Kesling, a former Marine officer in Iraq and
Afghanistan, follows Bravo Company of the elite 82nd Airborne
Division, already experienced from earlier tours, on their 2009
deployment. The author delivers vivid biographies of a dozen
soldiers who “grew up as kids playing Army in the woods…waiting for the day they could enlist and head off to boot camp. They
watched movies like Full Metal Jacket and The Green Berets and
hagiographic tales of manly heroism.” During their deployment,
Bravo soldiers ventured into the Arghandab Valley, an extremely
dangerous area where a previous unit had stopped patrolling,
“tired of getting fucked up by Taliban bombs.” Kesling delivers
a gripping, detailed, nuts-and-bolt account of their ordeal. Only
three men died, but a dozen “lost at least one limb,” and half
the company received Purple Hearts. Most unnervingly, they
almost never saw the enemy, who kept out of sight but planted
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of improvised explosive devices
often undetectable by minesweepers. Patrolling was a nightmare
in which soldiers carefully walked in the footsteps of the man in
front, a difficult tactic to maintain. Kesling devotes more than
the usual space to his subjects’ lives after returning home, similar
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to David Finkel’s approach in Thank You for Your Service. “In the
decade since,” writes Kesling, “two men killed themselves…
more than a dozen made attempts and others admit they have
seriously considered it.” Slowly but with some success, the government, concerned citizens, and even the soldiers themselves
began to address the often crippling physical, mental, and emotional consequences of their deployment.
An outstanding narrative about a single unit’s harrowing
experiences in the “forever war.”

COME TO THIS
COURT & CRY
How the Holocaust Ends
Kinstler, Linda
PublicAffairs (304 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-5417-0259-2

|

Klosterman, Chuck
Penguin Press (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-0-7352-1795-9
Klosterman returns with an entertaining journey through the last decade
of the 20th century.
“Almost every meaningful moment
of the nineties was captured on videotape, along with thousands upon thousands of trivial moments
that meant nothing at all,” writes the author. “The record is
relatively complete. But that deluge of data remained, at the
time, ephemeral and unavailable. It was still a present-tense
existence.” In this retrospective, which examines a decade that
most of his readers lived though, Klosterman acknowledges
that “there is always a disconnect between the world we seem
to remember and the world that actually was.” Throughout the
wide-ranging narrative—from technology and the rise of the
internet to key trends in music, TV, and film; indelible moments
in sports; and significant political moments—Klosterman takes
pains to ensure that references are addressed in relation to their
historical context rather than through the foggy and often inaccurate lens of memory. He brings the decade to vivid new life,
whether he’s discussing attempts to classify Generation X; how
the ascendency of grunge “initiated rock’s recession from the
center of society”; or the unprecedented phenomena of Meet Joe
Black being the “all-time highest grossing movie among ticket
buyers who did not watch one minute of the film” (many theatergoers entered to view the “131-second trailer for The Phan
tom Menace” before walking out). In the 1990s, writes the author,
“No stories were viral. No celebrity was trending. The world
was still big. The country was still vast. You could just be a little
person, with your own little life and your own little thoughts.
You didn’t have to have an opinion, and nobody cared if you
did or did not.” As in his previous books of cultural criticism,
Klosterman delivers a multifaceted portrait that’s both fun and
insightful.
A fascinating examination of a period still remembered
by most, refreshingly free of unnecessary mythmaking.

special issue: best books of 2022

A masterful synthesis of family history and Holocaust investigation that
blurs lines among perpetrators, justice,
and national identity.
Kinstler, the former managing editor of the New Republic,
captures a worrisome historical reality in our current moment of
creeping authoritarianism. “Survivors have been telling the story
of the Holocaust for the better part of a century,” she writes, “and
still the judges ask for proof.” Her grim landscape is the “Holocaust by bullets” in the Baltic states following the Soviet Union’s
brutal annexation. When the Nazis invaded, local auxiliaries in
Latvia, the Arajs Kommando, outdid the Germans in cruelty,
murdering Jews without remorse. Aviator Herberts Cukurs, one
key member, ducked culpability after the war, but he was assassinated by Mossad in 1965 in Uruguay. (For more on Cukurs, see
Stephan Talty’s The Good Assassin.) Kinstler was drawn to the story
via a haunting connection: Her long-vanished grandfather, Boris,
was also in the Kommando, but he may have been a double agent
for the Russians (he “officially” committed suicide following
the war). Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, which led
to the release of reams of Holocaust documentation, including
perpetrator and survivor testimonies, Latvian nationalists and
revisionists sought to rehabilitate Cukurs in strange ways, including an operatic stage musical that “sought to absolve both him
and his nation from any allegations of complicity.” This also led
to renewed investigations into both his murder and his activities
inside the Riga ghetto and subsequent massacres of Jews, all of
which fueled Kinstler’s determined investigation. “I remained
bewildered that, so many decades after the Second World War,
questions of complicity, culpability, rehabilitation and restitution
were still making their way through the courts,” she writes. The
author writes with literary flair and ambition, highlighting the
important stories of surviving principals and delving into such
relevant topics as jurisprudence, post–Cold War Eastern Europe,
and cultural efforts to come to terms with, or rationalize, stillobscured aspects of the Holocaust.
A vital addition to the finite canon of Holocaust studies
rooted in personal connection.

THE NINETIES
A Book

TELL ME EVERYTHING
The Story of a Private
Investigation
Krouse, Erika
Flatiron Books (288 pp.)
$28.99 | March 15, 2022
978-1-250-24030-9

An inquiry into allegations of rape
reveals a university’s complicity in fostering a dangerous sports subculture.
In this memoir, Krouse, a creative
writing teacher at the Lighthouse Writers Workshop in Denver,
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“A searing investigation of the violent oppression
experienced by Black women and girls in America.”
america, goddam

explores her role as a private investigator working on a complex
and eventually high-profile sexual assault case along with its
relevance to her own history of abuse. In 2002, she was hired
to help track down leads and interview key figures in a lawsuit
being prepared against a university in Colorado. The university’s celebrated football program, it was alleged, encouraged a
culture of sexual violence and routinely sheltered athletes from
facing legal consequences for criminal acts. Over several years,
Krouse gathered key evidence for the attorney leading the case
and was instrumental in persuading victims and witnesses to
participate in the prosecution. The narrative that emerges
is riveting and consistently insightful in its assessment of the
psychodynamics of trauma for both victims and offenders; the
valorization as well as the exploitation of male athletes; and the
often volatile intersection of race, gender, and class in top-level
college athletics. Rather than simply demonizing individuals,
the author convincingly demonstrates how institutional practices have enabled (and covered up) predatory environments.
“Perhaps by ghettoizing these men, isolating them, removing
consequences, delivering regular blunt force trauma to their
brains, and teaching them daily to hurt people,” she writes, “the
university was molding an elite group of potential perpetrators
for its own financial gain.” The personal narrative, interwoven
seamlessly alongside the professional one, is equally compelling. In explaining the toll her involvement in the case exacted
on her, Krouse movingly documents her attempts to gain from
her mother an acknowledgment of the abuse she endured as a
child—and to make sense of their deeply troubled relationship.
An exceptionally well-told, perceptive examination of a
sexual abuse scandal and its personal and social relevance.

BLACK JOY
Stories of Resistance,
Resilience, and Restoration
Lewis-Giggetts, Tracey Michae’l
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(288 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-982176-55-6

A loving homage to all members of
the African diaspora who strive to preserve their personal joy at all costs.
In her latest poetic book, Lewis-Giggetts examines the
importance of being kind to oneself, a struggle with which
many readers will be familiar. More specifically, she delineates
how Black citizens must fight for joy no matter the obstacles.
“Our trauma has taught us to take what we can get and run with
it…maybe even literally,” she writes. “Yes, our ‘magic’ is found
in our ability to turn most things into art, beauty, resilience,
et cetera. But when we demand more, when we are willing to
[follow] a process that is hard and seemingly fruitless, we gain
more.” The absence of joy, she argues convincingly, can manifest in ways that go far beyond just the psychological; there
are also dangerous physical health problems and conditions to
contend with, as the body strives to manage inflicted trauma.
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In a nod to the significant strength and bravery of those gone
before her, Lewis-Giggetts etches a stunning personal map
that follows in her ancestors’ footsteps and highlights their
ability to take control of situational heartbreak and tragedy
and make something better out of it. “You hand us the fatback
of a pig and we use it to make savory greens,” she writes. “You
hand us a fledgling radio station and we turn it into a media
empire….We are alchemists. So our ability to transform our
lived experiences— even the ones plagued by trauma—is the
very reason why we should internalize our acceptance and
release ourselves from any obligation to be something other
than who we are, individually and collectively.” As the author
shows, joy is everywhere, but it only steps out if you’re looking
for it. Hoping that readers embark on a quest for their own
joyous preservation, she leaves us educated about the process
and ready to work on the self-healing we all require.
A simultaneously gorgeous and heartbreaking read.

AMERICA, GODDAM
Violence, Black
Women, and the Struggle for
Justice
Lindsey, Treva B.
Univ. of California (320 pp.)
$24.95 | April 5, 2022
978-0-520-38449-1

A searing investigation of the violent
oppression experienced by Black women
and girls in America.
Lindsey, a professor of women’s, gender, and sexuality studies at Ohio State, takes her title from Nina Simone’s scathing civil rights anthem, “Mississippi Goddam.” Explaining
anti-Black racism as a matter of life or death, Lindsey takes
an intersectional approach, showing how multiple forms of
subjugation, including misogynoir, poverty, ableism, and transphobia, overlap and embolden one another. In each chapter,
the author examines a specific form of contemporary violence
causing irreparable harm. “You can’t support policing and affirm
that Black lives matter,” writes Lindsey before delineating ways
in which U.S. policing is rooted in the enslavement of captive
Africans, slave patrols, and the protection of White wealth. The
author references innumerable sociological studies in addition
to the works of scholars such as Kimberlé Crenshaw, Angela
Davis, and Saidiya Hartman. She points to the deaths of Sandra
Bland and Breonna Taylor, for instance, not as exceptional but
rather illustrative of a larger underlying issue. “Criminalizing
Black women and girls’ survival is a distinct form of devaluing
Black life,” writes Lindsey, “as well as a unique form of racial and
gender terror.” She recounts her own sexual assault by a police
officer at 17 to underscore and personalize her argument that
Black women and girls historically and contemporarily are relegated to systemic abuses—and then told to “silently endure.”
As the author clearly shows, patriarchy, in conjunction with
capitalism and White supremacy, has harmed Black women and
girls for hundreds of years. “It is imperative to me as a Black
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BAD MEXICANS
Race, Empire, &
Revolution in the
Borderlands

feminist,” she writes, “to attempt to talk about all victims in
life-affirming ways.” The epilogue is a letter to Ma’Khia Bryant,
a 16-year-old fatally shot by a Columbus, Ohio, police officer
in 2021: “I understand there’s no such thing as justice for you. I
can, however, struggle for the abolition of these death-dealing
systems with the hope that you know your beautiful life is a propelling force.”
Required reading for all Americans.

LADY JUSTICE
Women, the Law, and
the Battle To Save America
Lithwick, Dahlia
Penguin Press (368 pp.)
$29.00 | Sept. 20, 2022
978-0-525-56138-5

|

An astute historical analysis of how
Mexican resistance to longtime authoritarian President Porfirio Díaz resonated
on both sides of the U.S.–Mexico border.
In her latest, Lytle Hernández, a MacArthur fellow and
professor of history and African American studies at UCLA,
delivers a gripping cross-border study. Díaz installed himself as
president in 1876 and, for close to three decades, invited U.S.
investment in Mexico at the expense of his country’s most disadvantaged and marginalized citizens. In response, brothers
Jesús and Ricardo Flores Magón, whose family suffered financial ruin at the hands of Díaz and his policies, organized a grassroots resistance movement called the magonistas, a group the
president disparaged as “malos Mexicanos.” While the Mexican
Revolution (1910-1917) is usually discussed in the context of its
influence on Central America, the author argues convincingly
that it “also remade the United States.” Indeed, the magonista
movement had headquarters in San Antonio, St. Louis, and Los
Angeles, and its members were partially motivated by the mistreatment of Mexicans in the U.S., especially the consequencefree murders of immigrant laborers, “act[s] of racial terror akin
to the lynching of African Americans in the South.” As Lytle
Hernández shows, the U.S. government continued to provide
support to Díaz’s corrupt regime, including the hiring of spies
to infiltrate the magonista movement. Eventually, Díaz made
a series of tactical errors that resulted in the loss of American
support—and, ultimately, an end to his dictatorial rule. All of
these events shaped not just the formation of modern Mexico;
they also defined the tenor of Mexican-American relations that
continues to this day. The author combines a masterful grasp
of archival material and accessible prose, transforming what
could have been a dry academic work into a page-turner. Lytle
Hernández fully develops each character and thoroughly contextualizes each historical event. Furthermore, her inclusion of
Indigenous and feminist voices is both refreshing and necessary.
A beautifully crafted, impressively inclusive history of
the Mexican Revolution.
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The senior legal correspondent for
Slate looks at the responses of women
lawyers to the Trump era.
“Something extraordinary happens
when female anger and lawyering meet,” writes Lithwick, who
begins with oral arguments in the 2016 case Whole Woman’s Health
v. Hellerstedt before three female justices. She closes, of course,
with the June 24, 2022, decision in Dobbs v. Jackson’s Women’s Health
Organization. In the author’s telling, that span represents not only
the nation’s six-year slide into an abyss, but also a time when
women lawyers mounted dogged, directed resistance. Between
starry-eyed opening and grim conclusion, she profiles women
lawyers whose stories provide a contextualizing capsule tour of
the era and offer some bracing hope. Readers will reconnect with
Sally Yates, the acting attorney general who almost immediately
found herself standing up to her new boss when he executed his
first travel ban, and learn that the Democrats’ success in Georgia in 2020 and 2021 was mostly due to Stacey Abrams’ methodical, 10-year plan to mobilize Georgia’s Democratic vote. We also
meet Nina Perales of the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, who successfully litigated against adding a
citizenship question to the 2020 census; and the ACLU’s Brigitte
Amiri, who defended the right of a pregnant 17-year-old refugee
in U.S. custody to get an abortion—ultimately winning a case in
which then–Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s preliminary opinion arguably paved his way to the Supreme Court. In this same profile,
the author reveals that the same Office of Refugee Resettlement
apparatchik who directed his staff to stop keeping track of the
children separated from their families at the border also scrupulously maintained his own records of the menstrual cycles of
the girls in custody. Though the text is necessarily bristling with
names of court cases, Lithwick’s writing is friendly to lay readers
and marked by her trademark pithy wit and an endearing faith in
the promise of the legal system. “Women plus law equals magic,”
she concludes.
Required reading for this post-Dobbs world.

Lytle Hernández, Kelly
Norton (352 pp.)
$30.00 | May 10, 2022
978-1-324-00437-0
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“A master class for writers and a backstage bonanza for
TV fans rolled into one unforgettable package.”
life’s work

AND THERE WAS LIGHT
Abraham Lincoln and
the American Struggle
Meacham, Jon
Random House (720 pp.)
$34.99 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-553-39396-5

A deeply researched look at Lincoln’s
moral evolution on the issue of slavery.
Pulitzer Prize–winning historian
Meacham follows Lincoln from his rural
Kentucky roots to his assassination in 1865, paying close attention to the many influences on his ideas and values. As a young
boy, the future president would memorize and repeat the sermons of local pastors, and he read voraciously even though, other
than the Bible, not many books were readily available on the
frontier. At the time, writes the author, Lincoln was “far more
attracted to reading, thinking, and talking than he was to farming, rail-splitting, and hunting.” Meacham astutely examines the
contents of some of those books we know he read, showing their
influence on his thinking. Allusions to some of them cropped up
in famous speeches later in his career. The author also traces Lincoln’s evolution from bookish farm boy to trial lawyer to politician, a progression aided by the rise of the new Republican Party,
whose views largely matched his own. Meacham sets Lincoln’s
development against the growing crisis of the slave states’ determination to maintain and expand the scope of slavery, a fight
culminating in Lincoln’s election and the Civil War. The author
provides in-depth analysis of Lincoln’s career as president and on
how his thoughts on the issues of slavery and the status of African
Americans changed during the course of the war, right up to the
Union victory. Where those thoughts might have led him—and
the nation—became immaterial in the wake of his assassination
and the subsequent accession to power of those who did not
share his experiences or vision—most notably, Andrew Johnson.
While there are countless books on Lincoln, one of the most
studied and written-about figures in history, Meacham’s latest will
undoubtedly become one of the most widely read and consulted.
An essential, eminently readable volume for anyone
interested in Lincoln and his era.

THE ARC OF
A COVENANT
The United States, Israel, and
the Fate of the Jewish People
Mead, Walter Russell
Knopf (288 pp.)
$35.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-375-41404-6

A veteran foreign policy scholar
explores the ups and downs in the complex
friendship between the U.S. and Israel.
“There are few subjects in American foreign policy that get
as much attention as the relationship between the world’s only
80
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Jewish state and the global superpower,” writes Mead, author
of God and Gold and Special Providence, among other trenchant
works on the far-reaching tentacles of American foreign policy.
Even so, much of that literature is biased and wrongheaded. In
the complicated business of foreign policy, writes the author,
“even experts go badly wrong, and history is full of examples
in which very serious and thoughtful people have fundamentally mistaken the nature of the forces with which they were
trying to deal.” So it is with Israel, a nation resolute in insisting that it be allowed to live on its own terms even while being
closely shepherded by the U.S. In Mead’s view, the idea that Jews
somehow secretly control the U.S. government and media, to
say nothing of its finances, is not worth discussing. Far more
important is the seemingly intractable issue of political balance in the always-volatile region, with American political leaders so often favoring close ties with authoritarian Arab states
even as dollars-and-cents–minded policymakers have had to
negotiate ways to “ensure the security of the oil producers…so
that no single power had the ability to interrupt the oil flow.”
A nuclear Israel has complicated that already tangled state of
affairs even as an aggressive settler regime under Benjamin
Netanyahu has further destabilized regional relations. Writing
fluently and with a depth born of decades of study, Mead urges
that Israelis and Palestinians work harder to achieve ever elusive peace in the region, holding that “the creation of a Palestinian state will move both sides closer to a mutually acceptable
accommodation.”
An essential contribution to the literature of politics and
diplomacy in the Middle East.

LIFE’S WORK
A Memoir

Milch, David
Random House (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-525-51074-1
A brilliant memoir from the writer
who brought us Deadwood, NYPD Blue,
and many other great TV shows.
Known for his gritty dialogue and
reality-driven, richly meaningful plots,
Milch (b. 1945), a consummate storyteller, sets himself up as an
unreliable narrator from the start. In the prologue, he reveals
that he has Alzheimer’s and that he is writing with the aid of his
family’s recollections as well as transcripts of his writing sessions
from the past 20 years. For most of the book, the author writes
with a mix of authority and swagger about his early days—both
his triumphs and missteps. While Milch was at Yale, his writing got the attention of Robert Penn Warren, who mentored
him. Warren’s support continued even as he developed a heroin
addiction, among other tribulations. Milch outlines all those
issues, alongside his successes with Hill Street Blues and NYPD
Blue (which created more issues), with the command and charm
that so many of his memorable characters possess. He also provides interesting inside details about his classic shows. In one of
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his many asides about writing, Milch explains that he was writing more assuredly during Deadwood, which he says was inspired
by the Apostle St. Paul, and he began using what he calls “God’s
voice.” Using that voice, the author delivers several amazing passages—including one about Zenyatta, the famed racehorse—that beautifully encapsulate the power of sports and the
experience of being a sports fan. “I really started pulling for that
filly the last eighth of a mile, even as one had the sense that it
didn’t look like she was going to get there,” he writes, setting the
scene. That’s why when Milch’s formal writing voice begins to
weaken, coinciding with his declining health and struggles with
other issues, including the “corrosive” influence of gambling,
the story becomes all the more poignant.
A master class for writers and a backstage bonanza for
TV fans rolled into one unforgettable package.

THE STORM IS HERE
An American Crucible
Mogelson, Luke
Penguin Press (368 pp.)
$29.00 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-593-48921-5
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SERIOUS FACE
Essays

Mooallem, Jon
Random House (304 pp.)
$28.00 | May 17, 2022
978-0-525-50994-3
A master essayist ranges far and wide
with aplomb.
In his latest book, New York Times
Magazine writer at large Mooallem
gathers a diverse dozen of his thoughtful, probing essays. He suggests that the thread holding them
together is one line: “Why are we not better than we are?” In an
emotional, inspirational essay about B.J. Miller, a triple-amputee palliative-care physician, the author describes how Miller
has dedicated his life to a profound question: “What is a good
death?” In a harrowing, suspenseful personal piece about a kayak
trip with two friends in Alaska when Mooallem was in his 20s,
the author recounts one friend being hit by a falling tree, suffering serious injuries, and the unlikely, lifesaving Coast Guard rescue. “This is My Serious Face” is a witty essay about Mooallem’s
doppelgänger, a famous, graceful bullfighter who looked just
like him, complete with the “conspicuously crooked” face that
has people “scrutinizing its angles, considering it as an object.”
After a heart-rending piece on human threats to Hawaii’s endangered monk seals, Mooallem offers up a brief yet profound look
at a looming crisis inherent in the “prisoner reentry program” in
the U.S., which “tends to focus on solving structural problems,
like providing housing, job training, or drug treatment, but easily loses sight of the profound disorientation of the individual
people being released.” The author’s narrative prowess is on full
display in a powerful, tragic essay on the wildfire devastation
in Paradise, California, leaving “a realm beyond disaster, where
catastrophes live.” An insightful profile of acclaimed screenwriter Charlie Kaufman—“known for films so rich with surreality and self-referential lunacy that they feel as if they might be
spun apart by the force of their strangeness, yet miraculously
cohere”—playfully collapses in on itself, and Mooallem closes
with a reflective inquiry on Neanderthals, Gibraltar Man, and
how we use flawed information to reach feelings of “superiority
over other people.”
A winning, captivating, engrossing collection.
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A war correspondent provides a crucial account of the events leading up to
the Jan. 6, 2021, coup attempt.
“While they demonstrated their ability to attempt an insurrection…I have
a hard time crediting them with the imagination necessary to
conceive of one,” writes Mogelson, New Yorker staffer and winner of two National Magazine and two George Polk Awards,
referring to the Proud Boys and other right-wing radicals who
stormed the Capitol. The orders for that insurrection came
from elsewhere, as a congressional investigation is now unveiling. Mogelson examines the uprising as the expression of a kind
of free-floating White rage that he has been tracing over the
last few years. His reporting has taken him to places such as
Michigan, where, in 2020, thousands of Trump supporters, antivaxxers, and other dissidents attempted to shut down the state
capitol while others plotted to kidnap and perhaps even kill
the state’s Democratic governor, who “had recently extended
a stay-at-home order and imposed additional restrictions on
commerce and recreation.” The Covid-19 pandemic was one
spark, along with “a raging blizzard of propaganda [that] would
completely blot out reality.” The reality that Mogelson presents
is unrelentingly bleak, culminating in a vivid, and frightening,
blow-by-blow account of the assault on the Capitol, which he
witnessed firsthand. By not declaring himself a member of the
press, he was able to move among figures such as the so-called
QAnon Shaman, “who was carrying out a highly specific and
consequential mission, from which he would not be deterred”—
namely, to reclaim the Capitol for God by bellowing “shamanic
songs” to activate the electromagnetic ley lines along which
D.C. was supposedly built. (His mission ultimately ended in a
sentence of 41 months in prison.) Other participants were much
less woo-woo, of course, earnest in their mission to overturn

the election and, in the bargain, hang Mike Pence for upholding
the Constitution. Mogelson recounts the chaos in consistently
striking, memorable detail.
Essential for understanding the right-wing rage that boils
across America.
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“A reading of the Constitution that all social
justice advocates should study.”
allow me to retort

FERAL CITY
On Finding Liberation
in Lockdown New York
Moss, Jeremiah
Norton (256 pp.)
$27.95 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-393-86847-0

A dynamic memoir of life during
lockdown in New York City.
Through a series of essays, writer and
psychotherapist Moss shares his experiences as a transgender man during the quarantine period. In
the 1990s, writes the author, he ran to the city “to be free and
find my people.” However, over the past 25 years, the city has
changed drastically, a process the author examined insightfully
and ruefully in Vanishing New York. During this time, he writes,
the “New People” took over, and they “are the same everywhere, colonizing cities with a mass-produced, globalized state
of mind.” From inside his small apartment in the East Village,
he watched as New People moved in, looking “like a J. Crew
catalog, ultra-white and monied, everything new and polished,
not a speck of human messiness.” However, on March 16, 2020,
Moss awoke to a ghost town, and the city began to feel like its
old, chaotic self. The piles of Amazon packages subsided, music
played in the streets again, and parks began rewilding. For years,
Moss recalls, he felt invisible, so he tried to blend in and look
normal. When the pandemic set in, however, “the streets were
reclaimed by the Blacks, the queers, the socialists, the freaks,”
and the author was moved to participate in Black Lives Matter and other protests. Eventually, though, people began feeling
powerless, and riots and looting began increasing in frequency.
With raw emotion and spot-on sociological portraits, Moss
ponders the reasons why “I feel such relief in the turbulence of
the disorderly city.” As the pandemic has dragged on, more and
more people express the desire to want things to get “back to
normal,” whatever that means. “Normal is the last thing I want
to go back to,” writes the author. With the city returning to socalled “normal,” writes Moss, “the streets become remarkably
whiter,” and “an obliterating sameness” resumes.
A captivating chronicle driven by keen wit, a strong sense
of place, and a clear love of a city’s old soul.

THE SONG OF THE CELL
An Exploration of
Medicine and the New
Human
Mukherjee, Siddhartha
Scribner (480 pp.)
$32.50 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-982117-35-1

A luminous journey into cellular
biology.
Mukherjee, a physician, professor of
medicine, and Pulitzer Prize–winning author (The Emperor of All
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Maladies), has a knack for explaining difficult ideas in terms that
are both straightforward and interesting. In his latest, he punctuates his scientific explanations with touching, illustrative stories of people coping with cell-based illnesses, tracking how the
knowledge gleaned from those cases contributed to further scientific advancement. In the early chapters, the author traces the
discovery of cells as the building blocks of animal and plant life,
with the invention of the microscope making analysis possible.
With this development, researchers could better understand
the roles of cells in human physiology, including the illnesses
that rogue cells could cause. In the middle section, Mukherjee
investigates how scientists then moved on to study the processes
through which cells become specialized by function and how
some turn cancerous. The identification of the phases of cell
division and the discovery of DNA were crucial breakthroughs,
opening the way for a new generation of treatments. Mukherjee
occasionally digresses from the historical story to provide vivid
portraits of key researchers, with recollections about his own
work. The final section of the book deals with emerging areas
of research such as cell manipulation and gene editing as well
as new technologies like transplantation. It’s all unquestionably
exciting, but the author is careful to acknowledge the knotty
ethical considerations. Treating embryos for cellular abnormalities makes medical sense, but the idea of altered human beings
has worrying implications. Mukherjee also emphasizes that
there is still a great deal we do not know about cells, especially
the interactions between types. Understanding the mechanics
is one thing, he notes; hearing “the song of the cell” is something else. This poignant idea serves as a suitable coda for a fascinating story related with clarity and common sense.
Another outstanding addition to the author’s oeuvre,
which we hope will continue to grow for years to come.

ALLOW ME TO RETORT
A Black Guy’s Guide to
the Constitution
Mystal, Elie
The New Press (240 pp.)
$25.99 | March 1, 2022
978-1-62097-681-4

An irreverent refutation of a document many profess to revere.
Mystal, an analyst at MSNBC and
legal editor for the Nation, reads the Constitution from the point of view of a Black man keenly aware of
the document’s origins in a slaveholding nation. “It is a document
designed to create a society of enduring white male dominance,”
he writes, “hastily edited in the margins to allow for what basic
political rights white men could be convinced to share.” As the
author abundantly demonstrates, people of color and women
have always been afterthoughts, and recent conservative applications of constitutional doctrine have been meant to further suppress the rights of those groups. “The law is not science,” writes
the author, “it’s jazz. It’s a series of iterations based off a few consistent beats.” Conservative originalists know this, but they hide
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their prejudices behind the notion that the text is immutable.
Mystal shows how there’s plenty of room for change if one follows a rule hidden in plain sight: “There’s no objective reason
that the Ninth Amendment should be applied to the states any
less robustly than the Second Amendment. The only difference
is that the rights and privileges that the Ninth Amendment protects weren’t on the original white supremacist, noninclusive list.”
Article by article, amendment by amendment, Mystal takes down
that original list and offers notes on how it might be improved as
a set of laws that protect us all, largely by rejecting conservative
interpretations of rights enumerated and otherwise. Although he
writes offhandedly at times and certainly off-color at others—
“Being an asshole is not a protected class, which is lucky because I
discriminate against them all the time”; “ammosexual is the scientific categorization for a person who fetishizes firearms and can’t
win at Scrabble”—it’s eminently clear that the author knows his
constitutional law and history inside and out. There’s something
to learn on every page.
A reading of the Constitution that all social justice advocates should study.

THIN PLACES
A Natural History of
Healing and Home

A luminous memoir about growing up in Northern Ireland during the
Troubles.
Born in 1983 (the “exact midway
point” of the Troubles) in the border
town of Derry, ní Dochartaigh was raised by a Protestant father
and a Catholic mother. However, she writes, her family was
“neither Protestant nor Catholic, and our parents had stayed
together in a mixed marriage long enough to ensure that none
of the essential parts of either of these camps could ever be
instilled in us. At least not to the extent that we could claim
either heritage.” Throughout, the author recounts memories
of a childhood consumed by loss and violence. With raw emotion, she describes many of the harrowing experiences, including being driven out of their home when a bomb was thrown
through the window, moving frequently to avoid threats, and the
murder of a dear friend. The author also explores the unsettling
feeling of limbo that the Brexit vote has caused to resurface. In
her attempt to come to terms with the effects of her tumultuous
childhood, ní Dochartaigh writes poetically about her search for
“thin places…places that make us feel something larger than ourselves, as though we are held in a place between worlds, beyond
experience.” Having left Ireland many years ago in an attempt
to escape the pain, she describes the feeling of being called to
return. “A call back to the land that made me, that wounded and
broke me, the land that turned out to be the only place that held
the power for me to heal,” she writes. “A call back to places that
|

SHIRLEY HAZZARD
A Writing Life

Olubas, Brigitta
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (576 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-0-374-11337-7
An illuminating portrait of the
esteemed Australian-born fiction writer
and essayist.
With her early fiction in the 1960s
and ’70s, Shirley Hazzard (1931-2016)
was quickly recognized as a prose stylist of distinctive intelligence and insight. In 1980, The Transit of Venus firmly secured her
standing, in particular among other writers; more than 20 years
later, The Great Fire won the National Book Award and garnered
her a new readership. In this scrupulously researched biography,
Olubas, an English professor at the University of New South
Wales and editor of two volumes of Hazzard’s work, charts the
meandering course of Hazzard’s life and travels, drawing on
events and impressions that would inform much of her writing.
The author begins with Hazzard’s early years growing up in Sydney and moves through her experiences as a teen living in Hong
Kong and her family’s move to New York City, where, at age 20,
she landed a job at the United Nations. Working as a Secretariat
typist for the next 10 years, she gathered critical insights into
the organization, which she would use in her later nonfiction
work. Throughout these early years, Hazzard also had a series of
love affairs, adding further grist for her fiction. Olubas describes
Hazzard’s journey as a process of self-invention, noting how
“she embarked early on a project of self-cultivation and selfcreation through extensive and passionate reading. Throughout her adult life she mixed in elevated cultural circles, seeking
out people to admire and learn from.” One of those people was
Francis Steegmuller, with whom she shared a long, satisfying
marriage. They traveled extensively and kept homes in New
York and Capri, and though her reputation within the literary
community was well established, upon her marriage, that influential circle expanded further. Olubas provides numerous anecdotes about their encounters with many of the leading literary
figures of their time, including Graham Greene, W.H. Auden,
Muriel Spark, and Saul Bellow. Throughout, Olubas offers a discerning, cleareyed perspective of Hazzard’s complex character
and a persuasive appraisal of what distinguishes her work.
An absorbing, well-crafted profile of a supremely gifted
writer.
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ní Dochartaigh, Kerri
Milkweed (240 pp.)
$24.00 | April 12, 2022
978-1-57131-195-5

I know my grandfather sought out, and maybe his grandfather
before him, too.” For the author, who has suffered from alcoholism, depression, and suicidal ideation, the wild places surrounding her hometown help release her anxieties and bring her
unparalleled peace. They have become her thin places.
A beautifully written tribute to the healing power of
nature.
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“Journalism becomes literature in this memorable meditation on
identity, belonging, and the urge to find understanding.”
diary of a misfit

THE INVISIBLE KINGDOM
Reimagining Chronic Illness
O’Rourke, Meghan
Riverhead (336 pp.)
$28.00 | March 1, 2022
978-1-59463-379-9

Tormented for years by enervating
symptoms, the author spent most of her
30s dealing with—and trying to understand—chronic illness.
“To become chronically ill is not only
to have a disease that you have to manage,” writes poet and Yale
Review editor O’Rourke, “but to have a new story about yourself,
a story that many people refuse to hear—because it is deeply
unsatisfying, full of fits and starts, anger, resentment, chasms
of unruly need. My own illness story has no destination.” Here,
the author constructs that story from building blocks of personal narrative and science journalism, with deep dives into the
technicalities of the immune system and the microbiome. The
personal sections are engaging and well written—“What I had
wasn’t just an illness now; it was an identity, a membership in a
peculiarly demanding sect. I had joined the First Assembly of
the Diffusely Unwell. The Church of Fatigue, Itching, and Random Neuralgia. Temple Beth Ill”—as O’Rourke ably documents
her myriad appointments with both Western and alternative
practitioners, toting thick stacks of medical records, exploring
various autoimmune diagnoses and treatment plans. Some are
bizarre and/or dubious, others disgusting but legit (fecal microbiota transplant). Just when the author felt totally lost in the
labyrinth of Lyme disease, prescribed the very antibiotics she
believed had damaged her body in the first place, she finally
found the beginning of a road to health. Though O’Rourke
roundly rejects the notion that illness and suffering are somehow balanced by spiritual benefits, her conclusion offers hope.
“Today, as a new paradigm for disease is emerging—pushed into
full view by the coronavirus pandemic and the epidemic of long
COVID—we must amend the simple ‘germ causes disease, body
overcomes disease’ model….A holistic, individualized approach
to medicine may matter more than was once thought.”
Emotionally compelling and intellectually rich, particularly for those with a personal connection to the issue.

AT HOME ON AN
UNRULY PLANET
Finding Refuge on a
Changed Earth
Ostrander, Madeline
Henry Holt (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-250-62051-4

An examination of the meaning of
home in the current state of climate
change.
“Everywhere, the weather, the sky, the water, even the
84
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terrain on which we have built our homes is becoming unruly,”
writes science journalist Ostrander in this disturbing yet beautifully written book. As the Earth continues to warm—a problem
caused primarily by the fossil fuel demands of humans—weather
extremes such as severe drought, megafires, and catastrophic
flooding are becoming commonplace. Near-constant fires
in the American West continue to force people from their
homes, as do the increasing number of tropical storms and hurricanes in the Gulf and along the Atlantic Coast. For decades,
as Ostrander shows throughout, researchers have “called for a
reckoning with evidence that had been ignored.” As the author
points out—along with countless other experts before her—we
can no longer ignore the evidence, and “everything that we took
for granted is now in question.” Focusing on the U.S., Ostrander
shares four memorable narratives about specific areas already
suffering from the effects of climate change: a small town in
Alaska being forced to relocate due to thawing of the land; a
community in northern California attempting to recover from
repeated refinery pollution; towns in Florida and Maryland
facing the dire consequences of rising sea levels; and Pateros,
Washington, where residents cleaned up rubble and debris after
a fire destroyed the town. Interspersed among these stories are
Ostrander’s pertinent, engaging essays that speak to the theme
of home, including the loss of safety and the homesickness
that many will likely face from being uprooted. Speaking to the
strength and power of community, the author writes, “to have
safe homes in the twenty-first century, we cannot keep acting as
if we are isolated individuals.”
A hopeful, urgent, and universal message about our collective ability to face the climate changes we can no longer
ignore.

DIARY OF A MISFIT
A Memoir and a
Mystery
Parks, Casey
Knopf (368 pp.)
$29.00 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-0-525-65853-5

A remarkable story of lives spent hiding—sometimes in plain sight—in the
shadow of bigotry and fear.
In a tale with depths as murky as a
bayou’s, Parks, a reporter on gender issues for the Washington
Post, pursues a lead dropped long ago. As her mother lamented
that her daughter’s sexuality would get her kicked out of church
in small-town Louisiana, her grandmother quietly remarked, “I
grew up across the street from a woman who lived as a man.”
The two cases weren’t quite analogous, but Parks runs with the
clue “because I believed,” she recounts, “that a good Southern
tale might turn my work life around.” It may have done, but it
took years for Parks to chase down the story of the girl who,
it seems, had been kidnapped as a child and raised as a man
called Roy, a story detailed in Roy’s multivolume diary. Some
townsfolk attributed the puzzling question of Roy’s gender to
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accident, some to abuse, some to a poverty that led to her being
“too poor to wear dresses,” some to divine accident. Even a more
or less sympathetic acquaintance would venture only that Roy
was a “morphodite,” which is to say, “Half man, half woman.”
Even Roy’s tombstone, recording both male and female names,
wasn’t clear on the matter. As for the diary, which Parks eventually found, Roy ponders, among other things, the idea that the
body is just a temporary shell. The author sharply recounts the
rampant pain, confusion, and prejudice but also effort on the
parts of some of those small-town folk to find room for Roy
and others who didn’t quite fit in. Along the way, Parks uncovers Southern gothic–worthy secrets on the parts of her family
and their community. Instead of finding longed-for definitive
answers, she concludes, “I understand now that most of what
haunted me before might haunt me forever.”
Journalism becomes literature in this memorable
meditation on identity, belonging, and the urge to find
understanding.

SOUTH TO AMERICA
A Journey Below the
Mason-Dixon To Understand
the Soul of a Nation
Perry, Imani
Ecco/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-297740-3

|

THE EVOLUTION OF
CHARLES DARWIN
The Epic Voyage of the Beagle
That Forever Changed Our
View of Life on Earth
Preston, Diana
Atlantic Monthly (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-0-8021-6018-8

An exciting biography of the immortal naturalist’s legendary journey.
The son of a wealthy, authoritarian father, Charles Darwin
(1809-1882) had an agreeable temperament and obediently studied medicine and theology. However, he performed poorly due
to his fascination with natural history. In 1831, he was asked to
join the Beagle as both a naturalist and companion to its captain,
Robert FitzRoy, and he had little trouble overcoming his father’s
veto. Prizewinning historian Preston mines the massive existing documentation, including firsthand accounts by Darwin and
FitzRoy, to create a compelling account of the five-year voyage,
during which Darwin observed, collected, preserved, and packed
thousands of plants and animals and tons of fossils and rocks to
send back to England. Spending more than half his time on shore,
he traveled thousands of miles by horse, mule, or foot, often suffering intensely and relying for protection, food, and hospitality
on horsemen, ranchers, soldiers, and local officials. Unlike most
world travelers who wrote their books and got on with their lives,
Darwin thought deeply about his observations and, unhappily,
concluded that they contradicted the traditional account of Creation, which almost everyone took for granted. Species varied
from place to place, and differences grew when creatures better
adapted to an environment thrived at the expense of those less
adapted. He called this natural selection. Preston rightly points
out that Darwin did not discover evolution. Thinkers throughout history speculated that life was ever changing, but no one
explained how. Natural selection was the first testable explanation, and Darwin’s On the Origin of Species delivered the evidence.
The book appeared at a critical historical moment, becoming an
international sensation and bestseller—though not everyone saw
the light. It was well into the 20th century before essentially all
scientists agreed that Darwin was on the right track. Since then,
biographies have poured off the presses, but readers cannot go
wrong with this expert account.
An irresistible scientific biography and adventure story
with a happy ending.
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Travels through fraught landscapes in
the American South.
Perry, professor of African American
studies at Princeton, melds memoir, travel narrative, and history
in an intimate, penetrating journey through the South, from the
Mason-Dixon Line to Florida, West Virginia, and the Bahamas.
“Paying attention to the South,” she asserts, “allows us to understand much more about our nation, and about how our people,
land, and commerce work in relation to one another, often cruelly, and about how our tastes and ways flow from our habits.”
At Harpers Ferry in West Virginia, she met a Confederate reenactor—playacting she derides. Yet she found him endearing,
empathizing with his yearning “to live inside history, to know
its nooks and crannies, to imagine the everyday.” A native Alabaman, Perry is the daughter of civil rights activists, a White
Jewish father who left the North to teach at a historically Black
college and a Black mother whose family had migrated to Birmingham. Although the author has lived in Cambridge, Boston,
Chicago, and Philadelphia, to her, home is “deep” within the
“red earth” of Alabama. She reflects on her own experiences of
racism as a biracial woman and explores ways that Blacks have
adapted historically, and she engagingly chronicles her visits to
communities that embody the term “broken oasis,” efforts of
Black Americans to embrace the nation’s politics and culture
while remaining independent. They were destroyed, she notes,
“by the habits of White Supremacy.” In progressive cities and
rural towns, the author finds plenty of evidence of “the plantation South, with its Black vernacular, its insurgency, and also

its brutal masculinity, its worship of Whiteness, its expulsion
and its massacres, its self-defeating stinginess and unapologetic
pride”—in short, the essence of America. The South, she notes,
is “conservative in the sense of conservation. But what that
means is not in fact easily described in political terms.”
A graceful, finely crafted examination of America’s racial,
cultural, and political identity. Perry always delivers.
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“Unsettling global health news brilliantly delivered by an expert.”
breathless

BREATHLESS
The Scientific Race To
Defeat a Deadly Virus

WHAT WE WISH
WERE TRUE
Reflections on
Nurturing Life and Facing
Death

Quammen, David
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 4, 2022
978-1-982-16436-2

An authoritative new history of
Covid-19 and its predecessors.
Prolific, award-winning science writer
Quammen bring his story up to 2022, as
the pandemic enters its third year with no end in sight. Authors
who begin with 2019 events in the Wuhan meat market are fated
to end with an anticlimax, but Quammen, casting his net more
widely, does not have this problem. In addition to a hair-raising
account of the ongoing pandemic, the author delivers an insightful education on public health and an introduction to numerous
deadly epidemics over the past 50 years. He also educates readers
about the centurylong history of the coronavirus, which produced
two nasty epidemics before the current one. Once known as a
mundane cause of the common cold, the first “killer coronavirus”
emerged from a Chinese food market in 2003, killing about 800
of 8,000 victims across the world before disappearing. SARSCoV didn’t spread until symptoms developed, so it was not difficult to identify cases, trace contacts, and set effective quarantine
guidelines. This was also true of the MERS-CoV epidemic that
began in 2012 and killed 76 of 178 people, mostly on the Arabian
Peninsula. The current pandemic remains horrendously difficult
to control because asymptomatic individuals can still spread the
virus. Having delivered this bad news, Quammen chronicles his
tours around the world (often via Zoom due to lockdowns), grilling a Greek chorus of nearly 100 scientists and health officials
whose extensive biographies fill a 43-page appendix. Skirting the
mostly dismal politics displayed by national leaders, the author
constructs a masterful account of viral evolution culminating in
Covid-19, which has displayed the dazzling ability to circumvent
our natural and then technology-enhanced immune system. Perhaps the best news is that killing a host is irrelevant; viruses give
priority to multiplying and spreading, so it’s possible that Covid19 will adapt to our adaptations and grow less virulent. One of the
latest variants, Omicron, is a dramatic example.
Unsettling global health news brilliantly delivered by an
expert.

Quinn, Tallu Schuyler
Convergent/Crown (208 pp.)
$25.00 | April 19, 2022
978-0-593-44290-6

A lyrical, searching meditation on
terminal illness.
“Maybe death is not the worst thing?” So a friend asked Quinn,
a thought that led her to ponder what might be worse—or better. Diagnosed with glioblastoma, a once-rare but increasingly
common form of brain cancer, the author places her illness in
the context of 2020, when bad news on the pandemic, the economy, and politics filled the newspapers. “I guess none of us have
been living in ‘normal’ times,” she writes, with what proves to
be characteristic generosity. Her life (she died in 2022 at age 42)
had been one of service: founding food-relief organizations to
serve the poor, including the Nashville Food Project; volunteering to aid poor communities in Nicaragua; and, as a one-time
seminarian, trying to reconcile a view of theology too broad for
any single faith to embrace. Quinn’s thoughts as her disease progresses are seldom self-centered, though, as she writes, “I’m not
trying to gild the lily here—I hate this cancer.” Her concerns are
mostly with her family and the grief they will experience, grief
that she was forced to navigate as she drew closer to debilitation
and death: “It’s becoming harder and harder for me to think
and write.” Even at the end, having given the gift of food for
so long—and having carefully distinguished things done for others and done with others—Quinn praises her young daughter
for making dinner for her husband and son, noting “how lucky
the boys are—and will be—to have her cooking amazing food
for them and with them.” There are moments of pathos, but
far fewer than the author deserves to air. Instead, the narrative
becomes a prayer to life, with a conclusion comforting anyone
on the path to death—which is to say, all of us—that imagines
what she might become in the afterlife.
A tragedy whose outcome is foretold and a gentle, uplifting contribution to the literature of death and dying.

EVER GREEN
Saving Big Forests To
Save the Planet

Reid, John W. & Thomas E. Lovejoy
Norton (320 pp.)
$30.00 | March 15, 2022
978-1-324-00603-9
Why saving the world’s remaining
megaforests is crucial to saving the planet.
In this captivating book, Reid and
Lovejoy take readers on a journey through
the five remaining megaforests—New Guinea, the Congo, the
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A BILLION YEARS
My Escape From a Life
in the Highest Ranks
of Scientology

Rinder, Mike
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(336 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-982185-76-3
A former high-ranking executive
chronicles his defection from Scientology.
In this riveting, meticulously detailed memoir, Rinder
describes his life as a Scientologist, from when his family “preordained” him as a child in Australia through his departure in
2007, at age 52. His parents first heard of L. Ron Hubbard from
a neighbor in 1959. While not inherently religious, both were
“attracted by the promise of eradicating unwanted emotions
and insecurities, having better relationships, raising successful
children, and maybe even saving the world.” They were soon
immersed in the odd healing rituals and the concept of a superior “thetan” spirit responsible for everything. At 18, instead
of attending college, Rinder signed a billion-year “Sea Org”
contract and boarded a ship, where he worked as a deckhand
|

in filthy conditions without pay. Later, during his “slow voyage
of self-delusion,” he fared somewhat better, receiving surveyor
assignments in Portugal and eventually becoming Scientology’s
international spokesman and head of its Office of Special Affairs.
At the same time, the organization was drawing intense scrutiny from the IRS. Rinder’s children were raised from infancy
not by he and his wife but by the Sea Org. The author’s revelations are both fascinating and shocking: sadistic punishments,
zany life-improvement courses, and countless outrageous stories about Scientology’s “darker forces.” After he helped strongarm the organization’s tax-exempt status with the IRS, Rinder
ran interference, neutralized investigations, and obfuscated Scientology’s vast, corrupt hierarchy, which left him overwhelmed
and feeling like a “virtual prisoner.” The narrative takes on the
flavor of a suspense thriller after Rinder’s escape, which resulted
in his ex-communication, harassment, and numerous dangerous
threats by volatile Scientology executives like David Miscavige.
While Rinder admits his recollection may be blurry due to the
“dull fog of exhaustion,” the voice is crisp, urgent, and vividly
impassioned, whether assessing his years as a compliant member, his breathless escape, or his promise to continue exposing
Scientology as a “unique and vengeful monster.”
An intensely personal, cathartic memoir of blind allegiance, betrayal, and liberation.

SHY
The Alarmingly
Outspoken Memoirs of
Mary Rodgers

special issue: best books of 2022

Amazon, the North American boreal zone, and the taiga—vividly describing each region’s native plants and animals as well
as their diverse Indigenous populations and cultures. “Megaforests hold staggering human diversity,” write the authors.
“Over a quarter of Earth’s languages are spoken in the world’s
largest woodlands.” Throughout, the authors make consistently
compelling arguments about the importance of saving these
regions—not just for the flora and fauna, but for the human
denizens. “Over 10 percent of intact forest landscapes were
fragmented or lost between 2000 and 2016,” they write. Saving
intact forests is vital to combatting rising global temperatures
and “once-in-a-century” fires, droughts, floods, and storms that
now occur frequently. Reid and Lovejoy point out that one of
the primary benefits of megaforests is their ability to remove
massive amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
The plants in these regions are also used by Native peoples for
household items, clothing, and medicine. In order for megaforest conservation to work, limiting roads is the most important
factor, as the majority of deforestation occurs near roads and
navigable waterways. In their call to action, the authors offer
feasible methods to make a difference, refreshingly noting that
“yes, our individual choices matter.” Sending a message from
the inhabitants of the regions, the authors also invite readers
to “Go see a big forest! The people who live there want you to
experience, directly and with all your senses, what we’ve done
our best to hint at between these covers.” Although the idea
of saving the forests is hardly new, the language and details the
authors use (as well as the included images) to describe these
regions lead to an especially powerful message.
A highly readable, eloquent reminder of the dire importance of our forests.

Rodgers, Mary & Jesse Green
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (480 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-374-29862-3
A legendary figure of American musical theater narrates her life and her career
in startlingly frank terms.
Rodgers moved in theater circles nearly her entire life (19312014). Her remembrances are lively, witty, honest, and “dishy”
regarding a host of boldfaced names, both those she loved and
those she hated. New York Times chief theater critic Green’s annotations fill out the history and offer helpful fact-checks. Daughter of composer Richard Rodgers and mother of composer Adam
Guettel, Mary, also a composer, surrounded herself with talent. As
an adolescent girl, she played word games with lifelong friend Stephen Sondheim; as a teenager, she dated Hal Prince. She served as
an assistant for 14 years for the New York Philharmonic’s Young
People’s Concerts program, and always she found Leonard Bernstein “fascinating.” Carol Burnett found her breakthrough role
in Rodgers’ Once Upon a Mattress, while Judy Holliday bombed in
Hot Spot. Rodgers was also the author of classic children’s books,
including Freaky Friday, and became a leading “philanthropeuse”
of New York society, including seven years as chairman of the
board of the Julliard School. She takes us inside the “romance”like nature of collaborating on a musical. The “erotic part of songwriting,” she writes, is “the way you mate words with music.” She
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“Complex and gorgeously written, this memoir invites readers on a
journey to the ever expanding borders of human compassion.”
the white mosque

also writes movingly and with “knee-jerk transparency” about
parental neglect (“I doubt either of my parents really even wanted
to have children”), adultery, rampant alcoholism, and other dark
sides of her artistic circles. Her first marriage was a mistake,
though “everyone should marry a gay man at least once.” Rodgers
also endured an abortion and the death of a child. Some of her
anecdotes seem like more family lore than lived history—e.g., at
Mary’s birth, her mother told the nurse, “Take her away and bring
her back when she looks younger”—but most of her stories are
revelatory and often hilarious. “I broke a lot of rules,” she admits,
“but they weren’t mine.”
A Broadway tell-all that deserves to become a classic of
music theater lore.

SUPER-INFINITE
The Transformations of
John Donne

Rundell, Katherine
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-374-60740-1
An enthusiastic biography of the
metaphysical poet, scholar, and cleric.
Prizewinning children’s-book author
Rundell, a fellow at All Souls College,
Oxford, delivers a fresh, delightful biography of John Donne (15721631). A staunch admirer—she places the “finest love poet in the
English language” alongside Shakespeare—her book is an “act of
evangelism.” Donne “was incapable of being just one thing,” writes
the author. “He reimagined and reinvented himself, over and over.”
She nimbly captures Donne in all his guises as well as the historical
period in which he lived. A “lifelong strainer after words and ideas,”
a youthful Donne kept a commonplace book at Oxford—now lost;
Rundell suggests its technique of literary alchemy influenced his
method of writing. At London’s Inns of Court, he mostly studied
frivolity and wrote some “bold and ornery and intricate” poetry
that “sounded like nobody else.” As Rundell reports, The Oxford
English Dictionary records some 340 words he invented. Donne
dressed fashionably and wore “his wit like a knife in his shoe.” In
1596, bereft after his brother’s death, Donne was “keen to get away”
and tried his hand at privateering. Working for a wealthy friend,
he wrote numerous rakish, erotic verse with stylistic “tussles and
shifts,” often untitled, which he shared with others rather than
publish. Alongside poems that “glorify and sing the female body
and heart,” Rundell writes, “are those that very potently don’t.”
It should come as no surprise, she notes, that someone who lived
through a plague, watched many of his 12 children die young, and
had suicidal thoughts wrote some of literature’s greatest poems
about death. Long dependent on patronage to cover debts, “slowly,
in both doubt and hope, Donne’s eyes turned towards the Church,”
and he was ordained. King James appointed the “star preacher
of the age,” famous for his metaphor-laden sermons, Dean of St.
Paul’s in 1621.
Written with verve and panache, this sparkling biography is enjoyable from start to finish.
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THE WHITE MOSQUE
A Memoir
Samatar, Sofia
Catapult (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-64622-097-7

An exploration of religious and cultural identity through the lens of an illfated pilgrimage into Central Asia in the
late 19th century.
In the 1880s, a group of Germanspeaking Mennonites known as the Bride Community followed
the charismatic visionary Claas Epp on a harrowing journey
into pre-Soviet Uzbekistan, where Epp predicted Christ would
return. Despite losing many followers to death or disillusionment, the core group reached the Muslim khanate of Khiva and
founded the Christian community known as Ak Metchet—the
White Mosque—a village that survived 50 years before its dissolution by the Bolsheviks. Embarking on a Mennonite heritage
tour through Uzbekistan, Samatar—fantasy novelist, professor
of African and Arabic literature, and daughter of Swiss Mennonite and Somali Muslim parents—chronicles her journey
through the century-old footsteps of the Bride Community
in an attempt to see this beautiful, alien region through their
eyes. In addition to the community’s path, the author traces
their intersections with the Muslim people of the region, whose
generosity carried the Christian pilgrims to their destination.
Samatar interweaves this historical narrative with her own personal history and a litany of religious, literary, and philosophical texts, stitching together a multifaceted account of faith,
identity, and acceptance. “It’s the contrast, the incongruity, that
delights,” she writes. “Beyond the initial shock of the story of
reckless prophecy, this story that makes my listeners shake their
heads, recoil, or laugh, there’s the reverberation of Mennonites in
Uzbekistan. Rendered in the author’s vivid prose, Uzbekistan—
a place unknown to most Western readers—feels like a fantastic land of deep history, stunning architecture, and uniquely
diverse culture. The author devotes the same careful attention
to Mennonite theology and society, depicting the complicated
international religious and ethnic community with a caring but
critical eye. Reaching beyond all state and religious boundaries,
Samatar is “always saying we,” incorporating more and more of
humanity into a growing inner circle.
Complex and gorgeously written, this memoir invites
readers on a journey to the ever expanding borders of human
compassion.
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HIS NAME IS
GEORGE FLOYD
One Man’s Life and the
Struggle for Racial Justice
Samuels, Robert & Toluse Olorunnipa
Viking (416 pp.)
$28.00 | May 17, 2022
978-0-593-49061-7

DESPERATE REMEDIES
Psychiatry’s Turbulent Quest
To Cure Mental Illness
Scull, Andrew
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (496 pp.)
$35.00 | April 19, 2022
978-0-674-26510-3

A comprehensive history of American psychiatry.
A longtime professor of sociology,
Scull brings a lifetime of scholarship to
|
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An intimate look at the life of the
Black man whose murder sparked worldwide protests and a reinvigoration of the
movement for racial justice.
On May 25, 2020, George Floyd died beneath the knee of
White Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin. The video of
the killing made Floyd “a global icon for racial justice,” write Wash
ington Post journalists Samuels and Olorunnipa. Through painstaking research and more than 400 interviews, the authors sought
to learn, “Who was George Floyd? And what was it like to live
in his America?” As a child, Floyd dreamed of making a name for
himself. “He was young, poor, and Black in America—a recipe for
irrelevance in a society that tended to push boys like him onto its
margins,” write the authors. “But he assured everyone around him
that, someday, he would make a lasting impact.” As an adult, Floyd
faced challenges related to addiction, mental health, education,
employment, poverty, and criminal activity. Samuels and Olorunnipa trace more than 300 years of American history and Floyd’s
family history, placing his death within the context of the systemic
racism that shaped his life. The authors got haircuts from Floyd’s
barber, visited the communities he called home, and talked to his
extended family, friends, lovers, teachers, and acquaintances “to
help the world to see Perry [as Floyd was known] as they saw him.”
Writing with cogency and compassion, the authors free Floyd from
the realm of iconography, restoring his humanity. In these powerful
pages, he emerges as a sensitive man with ambitions, successes, and
failures. Both his loving nature and his despair are palpable, conveyed in heartbreaking detail. The recounting of his death is devastating to read, and the aftermath, despite his killer’s conviction, is
somber. Sadly, the congressional police reform bill named for Floyd
remains unpassed.
A brilliant biography, history book, and searing indictment of this country’s ongoing failure to eradicate systemic
racism.

bear on this authoritative and sobering book. Characteristically critical but nevertheless decently evenhanded, he tells the
long story of usually failed efforts to deal with mental illness in
the U.S. since the end of the Civil War. In the author’s telling,
that reality seems to have brought out the worst in too many of
those who thought they held the keys to ending the suffering of
those with mental health disorders. Their approaches—among
them asylums and then release to the streets with no further
assistance; crackpot “medical” remedies like tooth-pulling and
inoculation with malaria and insulin; lobotomies; electric shock
treatment—were often repugnant and morally indefensible, and
most of them applied disproportionately and involuntarily to
women, the poor, and African Americans. Many “experts” who
claimed to know how to treat the “baffling collection of disorders” that constitute mental illness were amateurs, scoundrels,
and con artists who often talked about their patients as biologically degenerate and inferior. When, following Freud, more serious practitioners came on the scene, they also often acted in
bad faith. Scull, who pulls no punches in his often muckraking
account, can be accused of excessive harshness toward only a
small number of his cast of characters; few deserve to emerge
intact from his evidence-based lashings. Yet he also lays out the
obstacles that all practitioners in the field have faced as successive methods of treatments—Freudian analysis, talk therapy,
and medication—have come into vogue and then retreated.
Most importantly, the author omits nothing related to his
subject: Medicare and Medicaid, insurance companies, psychopharmacology, big pharma, financial and economic considerations, and, in a particularly brilliant section, the battle over
diagnostic precision. Because Scull’s crisis-to-crisis history is so
impeccable, it’s also deeply troubling.
A magisterial tale of the always frustrating yet sometimes
well-intentioned efforts to aid desperate people.

PUTIN

Short, Philip
Henry Holt (848 pp.)
$40.00 | July 26, 2022
978-1-62779-366-7
The author of authoritative books
on Mao and Pol Pot returns with another
impressive yet disturbing account of a
dangerous world leader.
Events in Ukraine will spur sales
of this thick biography, but any praise
is well deserved, as Short offers an insightful and often discouraging text on the Russian president. Born in 1952 in Leningrad, he grew up in a tiny, shabby apartment shared with
two other families. Entering the KGB in 1975, he left in 1991
to join Leningrad’s city government in the exhilarating aftermath of Gorbachev’s perestroika. Diligent and efficient, Putin
rose to prominence and moved to Moscow in 1996, becoming
President Boris Yeltsin’s trusted assistant and then successor in
2000. Russia’s constitution (approved under Yeltsin) gives its
president far more powers than America’s, but Short shows how
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“Gonzo meets the Shoah in this wildly irreverent—
and brilliant—tour of Holocaust tourism.”
nein, nein, nein!

Putin’s KGB background lowered his inhibitions on imprisoning or murdering political opponents; as time passed, his word
became law. The author has no quarrel with the accusation that
Putin destroyed the democratic liberties that followed glasnost, but he also points out that, for most Russians, the 1990s
were a time of crushing poverty, crime, and disorder. Early on
under Putin, living standards increased, and the streets became
safer. Few Russians admire the Soviet Union, other than its
status as an empire and great power. Many Russians, including
Putin, are angry about how the U.S. boasted of victory during
the Cold War, gave advice but little else during the lean years,
and broke its promise not to expand NATO to former Soviet
nations, thereby stoking Russia’s long-standing paranoia about
being surrounded by enemies. Putin’s 2014 seizure of Crimea
and backing of secessionists in eastern Ukraine remain popular, and many Russians support the invasion of Ukraine despite
its difficulties. Having read obsessively and interviewed almost
everyone, Putin included, Short delivers a consistently compelling account of Putin’s life so far. Contradictions abound, and
the author is not shy about pointing out frank lies from sources
that include Putin as well as his enemies.
Required reading for anyone interested in global affairs.

NEIN, NEIN, NEIN!
One Man’s Tale of
Depression, Psychic Torment,
and a Bus Tour of the
Holocaust
Stahl, Jerry
Akashic (264 pp.)
$26.95 | July 5, 2022
978-1-63614-025-4

Gonzo meets the Shoah in this wildly
irreverent—and brilliant—tour of Holocaust tourism.
Convinced that the history of mass murder and total war
is being reborn in the age of Trump and his “whole destroyingdemocracy and damning-future-generations thing,” Stahl, best
known for his drug-soaked memoir, Permanent Midnight, traveled to Poland and Germany. “I needed to go to Naziland,” he
explains. What he found, apart from the expected horrors, was
a simple assault on good taste—e.g., a cafeteria in Auschwitz
where tourists suck down kielbasa, dressed in the usual shortsand–T-shirts uniform that marks them as rubes for all to see.
The ghost of Hunter S. Thompson (who’s invoked here) hovers in the wings, but Stahl is sui generis, with a refreshingly
self-deprecatory edge (“Don’t be an asshole,” he tells himself)
and a delightfully sharp tongue: “Hard not to imagine Steve ‘I
Financed Seinfeld’ Mnuchin on Meet the Press: ‘Say what you will
about the Third Reich, they were big on infrastructure!’ ” Stahl
knows his Holocaust history, sometimes more than his guide
(who muttered loud enough for him to hear, “I hope you’re not
going to be my Jewish problem”), but he was also prepared to be
surprised. When confronted with the enormity of Nazi crimes
against humanity, he writes, “contemplation turns to paralysis,
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and you end up going nowhere, gripped by the moral equivalent
of couch lock.” The author doesn’t hesitate to make pointed
comparisons between Nazis and the members of the mob who
stormed the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021, “Trump’s fecal lynch
mob [who] bore chuckly logos like Camp Auschwitz.” Stahl’s
takeaway is worth pondering: The Holocaust was no exception
in history; instead, “It is the time between holocausts that is the
exception. So savor these moments. Be grateful. Even if the ax
is falling.”
A vivid, potent, decidedly idiosyncratic addition to the
literature of genocide.

THEY CALLED ME
A LIONESS
A Palestinian Girl’s Fight for
Freedom
Tamimi, Ahed & Dena Takruri
One World/Random House (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-13458-0

A Palestinian activist recounts her
arrest and detention in an Israeli prison
when she was just 16.
Tamimi grew up in the village of Nabi Saleh in the West
Bank, where her family organized weekly marches to protest Israel’s illegal seizure of a local water source. She grew up
terrified by the Israeli army’s brutal tactics, which included
nighttime raids, home demolitions, attacks with pepper spray,
and murder. As a child, the author “dreaded” the weekly demonstrations until an Israeli soldier shot her in the hand with
a rubber-coated bullet while she was trying to escape tear gas
that soldiers had launched into her home. At this moment, she
writes, she experienced a “numbness” that motivated her to
sooth her accumulated trauma through protesting. Unwittingly,
Tamimi rose to international fame when she pushed an Israeli
soldier after his army shot at a group of children in her village,
critically injuring her cousin. At the time, her mother streamed
Tamimi’s confrontation on Facebook Live, a decision that later
led to Tamimi’s arrest, interrogation, and detention at Hasharon
Prison in Israel. The video went viral, launching Tamimi into
the international spotlight, a phenomenon the author partly
attributes to her light-skinned privilege. Although the attention plunged her into fatigue and depression, she writes, “as
worn down as I began to feel, I knew that staying silent wasn’t
an option. I had been given a rare platform to advocate for Palestine and its prisoners, and I intended to use it….If educating
the world about our nation’s struggle was my mission in this life,
I vowed to carry it out as honorably and as effectively as pos
sible.” Writing with journalist Takruri, Tamimi delivers a passionately argued, profoundly empathetic, and deeply informed
examination of her country’s occupation. Her circumspection
and clarity of thought are matched only by her vulnerability.
An expertly crafted, trenchant memoir from a formidable activist.
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IN SENSORIUM
Notes for My People

Tanaïs
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$24.00 | Feb. 22, 2022
978-0-358-38170-9

THE VIRAL
UNDERCLASS
The Human Toll When
Inequality and
Disease Collide
Thrasher, Steven W.
Celadon Books (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-250-79663-9

A renowned journalist and scholar
lays bare the unequal effects of viral
pandemics and the ways in which capitalist power structures
exploit—and indeed, create—a viral underclass.
|

special issue: best books of 2022

A novelist and perfume maker serves
up a lyrical memoir, sensuous and sensual, that crosses decades and continents.
Tanaïs, author of the acclaimed novel
Bright Lines, brings a millennial sensibility—and a rejection of outmoded mores—to their work
as a sharp observer of the world. Refusing old binaries, they
move freely among peoples who are bitterly divided. Though
descended from Bangladeshi Muslims, the author feels at
home in India among Hindus, writing that neither religion “is
absolved of brutal violence or enslaving innocent people.” Later,
they add, “I celebrate Kali puja. I recite a Buddhist Tara mantra
every morning. I probably know more mantras than I do surah
in the Quran.” Try to explain such things to “a jaunty Indian bro”
at a party, though, and the old walls come back up. Though the
Brahmin in question fully grasped the racism wrought of “being
brown in America,” he did not carry the memory of genocide
that Bangladeshis do—even today, adds Tanaïs, Hindu fascists
are stirring up pogroms against India’s Muslims. Much of this
evocative memoir is told through the vehicle of perfumes and
their history. Scents mark the sex workers of South Asia and the
enslaved peoples of Africa, find their way into Ayurvedic and
Chinese medicine, and serve to enhance appetite and desire
everywhere. Readers with an interest in such things will learn,
through Tanaïs’ elegant prose, just about everything about sandalwood essences, rhododendron incense, and “perfume as fluid
as language, as lineage, as rivers of sweat.” More, they’ll emerge
with a deeper understanding of the many ethnicities that make
up South Asia and that merge in the author’s sensibility along
with cultural artifacts from America and elsewhere in the West,
from manifestations of “radical-vision Buddhism” to the occasional dose of LSD.
A heady pleasure of language in love with the author’s
many subjects, and perfectly suited to them.

In this riveting book, Northwestern professor Thrasher,
who holds “the first journalism professorship in the world
created to focus on LGBTQ research,” blends critical theory,
engaging storytelling, and memoir to tell the stories of human
beings whose lives and bodies are subject to a manufactured vulnerability sustained by classism, racism, and stigma. Through
on-the-ground reporting from across the globe, the author
deconstructs the entanglement among poverty, population
density, policing, and viral illness, demonstrating that “viruses
interact with the power structures already at play in our society
so that those who are already marginalized are left even more
susceptible to danger, exacerbating existing social divides. But
more important…it is social structures that are the drivers,
while viruses merely amplify.” Thrasher is masterful in his ability to contrast vivid anecdotes with carefully crafted, meticulously researched prose to shine a light on a few of the many
people subjected to this feedback loop as well as the heroes
who devote their lives to defending their communities against
structural inequality and police violence. The author’s own role
is significant: Through his reporting and activism, he altered the
discourse surrounding the criminalization of HIV and helped
free a Black man from a 30-year prison sentence, an ordeal that
demonstrated “the overlapping maps of racism and policing
and viruses.” Throughout this insightful and unflinching book,
Thrasher is unafraid to let his anger shine, but he also consistently deploys love and compassion. In a text marked by mistreatment and loss, the author encourages hope: “Viruses have
the potential to help us make a world predicated upon love and
mutual respect for all living things, not just in the here and now,
but across time and space.”
Powerful and revelatory, this is an essential, paradigmshifting book.

KOSHERSOUL

Twitty, Michael W.
Amistad/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-0-06-289175-4
A searching sequel to The Cooking
Gene that explores the intersections of
“food and identity.”
Black, Jewish, gay, earthy, intellectual: Twitty is a man of parts, all of
which come together in the kitchen. The
first two ingredients are perhaps the most important, where
the bitter herbs of exile manifest in a dish of collard greens.
“Blacks and Jews and their Venn diagram have seen considerable turmoil and pain,” he writes, and the cuisine of diaspora
is one expression of it. “Being Black and being Jewish is not an
anomaly or a rare thing,” writes the author, enumerating, among
others, ancient Ethiopian and Eritrean Jewish communities and
the actor Yaphet Kotto, “whose Panamanian mother kept strict
kosher and whose Cameroonian father reminded him of their
deep Jewish roots as African royals”—just one African family
among many to whom Judaism had arrived long ago. Then there
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“It’s an absolute pleasure for any world citizen
and a trove for any traveler.”
imagine a city

are the converts, sometimes uncomfortable participants in a
social dance by which one is placed within the “networking system of American Jewish identity.” White Jews are more accepting of Blacks than “the rest of self-identified white America,”
and in that context, Twitty lauds the “world’s nicest white lady,”
who unquestioningly accepted him into the Jewish community
without prerequisites. The author chronicles his discussions
with a range of Jewish foodies and chefs of many ethnicities to
limn what “koshersoul” cuisine might encompass: chicken bone
instead of lamb shank bone at seder; hoecakes as “the closest
analog to matzoh, the flatbread of slavery”; diaspora gardens
teeming with za’atar, yellow onions, eggplant, garlic, field peas,
and hundreds of other delicious plants. He follows with recipes both gathered from his research and invented, from those
maror-like collard greens to all-healing chicken soup made soulful with the addition of Senegalese ingredients and yam latkes.
He also includes a helpful glossary.
A thoughtful, inspiring book that will have readers pondering their own ancestors and their presence in the kitchen.

IMAGINE A CITY
A Pilot’s Journey Across
the Urban World
Vanhoenacker, Mark
Knopf (416 pp.)
$30.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-525-65750-7

Come fly with me, beckons the
author of Skyfaring in this beguiling tour
of cities both real and imagined.
As a young boy surrounded by model
planes, Vanhoenacker fell under the spell not only of aviation, but also of far-off destinations. His own city—Pittsfield,
Massachusetts—had its attractions, including an airport that
“stands a little higher than Ouagadougou’s, and a little lower
than Geneva’s.” More mysterious was Boston, over the horizon,
and beyond it a city of his own construction: “My city is where I
travel to when I’m sad or worried, or when I don’t wish to think
about what I don’t like about myself….It’s also where I go when I
want to escape my dawning awareness that I’m gay.” As an adult,
more comfortable in his own skin, Vanhoenacker began piloting
long-haul jets all around the world, and he takes readers to Kuala
Lumpur, Cape Town, Brasília, Jeddah, Sapporo, and numerous
other places that may be exotic or familiar but that he views
through a singular lens. One of the things that captures his attention is the quality of light, as when, coming into Los Angeles, he
marvels at the “profligately lit” viewscape; or when, admiring
one of countless sunrises, he lowers his gaze away from the reds
and oranges along the horizon to exalt in his favorite color, blue,
and its appearance in “the mirroring realms of the ocean and
the heavens.” The author is as eager to learn about his whereabouts as was Barry Lopez. Vanhoenacker is a collector of sumptuous details such as the “imperfect radii or broken spokes” of
London’s layout and the difficulties he faced learning Japanese.
Philosophically rich without being ponderous, belonging on the
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same shelf as books by Saint-Exupéry, Markham, and Langewiesche, Vanhoenacker’s book is unfailingly interesting, full of
empathetic details on faraway places and lives. It’s an absolute
pleasure for any world citizen and a trove for any traveler.
A sparkling addition to the literature of flight.

BLACK BOY SMILE
A Memoir in Moments

Watkins, D.
Legacy Lit/Hachette (240 pp.)
$27.00 | May 17, 2022
978-0-306-92400-2
How a sexually and physically abused
Black boy from Baltimore became a violent, wildly successful drug dealer—and
then something else entirely.
Watkins has parceled out his life in
earlier books, particularly The Cook-Up (2016), but here he shares
different vignettes, showing off his homegrown storytelling
style, often hilarious characterizations, and dead-on dialogue.
From the moment he decided to hide the abuse he suffered at
a summer camp for disadvantaged youth, he bought into a life
of lying and repression of emotion. Though his success as a drug
dealer led to a “a house big enough for two families, two Mercedes, a CL 600 and CLK to run errands in, and money busting
out of my sweatpants pocket, my socks, the Nike boxes under
my bed, my roof safe, and the closet in the stash house,” his
accumulated trauma blocked any possibility of happiness. One
touching section contains the author’s close observation of the
intense relationship between childhood friends Troy and Tweety.
Though Watkins also craved “somebody I was willing to go crazy
over,” he had convinced himself he didn’t need anybody. When
a nurse in the hospital loaned him Sister Souljah’s The Cold
est Winter Ever, Watkins became a reader overnight, beginning
to see what he had done to himself by choosing the hardened
heart and lies; why, as a Black man, he was compelled to do it;
and what he had lost in the process. In response, he started writing, and some years later, he allowed himself to experience true
love. Both exploded into his life like a geyser. The literary journey wasn’t always easy, but his entrepreneurial obsession with
making money drove him through every obstacle. Watkins does
magic with brand names—in childhood, every house has “unlimited Crown Royal bags…Red Rooster hot sauce, Newport cigarettes and petroleum jelly”—and every character is nailed down
by descriptions of their clothing, even the author himself, who
often “surveys his fit.”
A startling and moving celebration of a brutal life transformed by language and love.
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SANDY HOOK
An American Tragedy
and the Battle for Truth

YEAR OF THE TIGER
An Activist’s Life

Wong, Alice
Vintage (352 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-31539-2

Williamson, Elizabeth
Dutton (496 pp.)
$28.00 | March 8, 2022
978-1-5247-4657-5
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A mixed-media collection of prose
and other work by Asian American disability activist Wong.
In the introduction, the author, who
was born with a form of muscular dystrophy, claims that she never intended to be an activist. On the
contrary, she writes, “Ableism conscripted me into activism.”
Throughout the book, Wong supports this claim in a series
of pieces that describe what it is like for her—and members
of the disability community in general—to navigate an ableist world. In one essay, she combines traditional prose with
screenshots of text-message chains to recount how she had
to drop out of her dream college because changes to Medicaid made it impossible for her to retain the health aides she
needed to survive on campus. In another essay peppered with
screenshots and newspaper headlines, Wong describes the
injustices she faced in trying to access a Covid-19 vaccine as a
high-risk individual. The essays are not just limited to writing
about disability, though: The author also includes a StoryCorps
conversation she recorded with her mother about Lunar New
Year traditions, a guide to conducting interviews for radio and
other media, and an illustrated ode to cats. As a result, Wong’s
collection provides a truly multidimensional portrait of a disabled writer effectively fighting the tendency of able-bodied
people to treat the disability community as a monolith, an idea
the author effectively deconstructs throughout the book. Not
just beautifully written, the book is formally innovative, incorporating fiction (most notably, science fiction) and illustrated
elements that are both profoundly insightful and consistently
creative. Wong’s grasp of social justice issues is as impressive
as her ability to explain complex ideas clearly, passionately, and
often humorously. “A memoir can only provide a glimpse of a
person,” she writes, “and I am presenting one that is framed
by me for nefarious purposes that you will discover one day if
you dare.”
A stunningly innovative, compulsively readable hybrid of
memoir, cultural criticism, and social activism.
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A sobering, even depressing book
that speaks to the American addiction to
conspiracy theories and outright lies.
New York Times writer Williamson
has made her beat the prosecution of right-wing ideologues
and the dismantling of their machineries of deception. Here,
she excoriates Alex Jones, the online blowhard who, soon after
a young man killed 20 first graders and six teachers at a Connecticut elementary school, declared the massacre a “false
flag” exercise meant to provide the Obama administration the
opportunity to attack the Second Amendment. Anyone who
followed Jones at the time could have seen his harangues coming; what’s surprising about this account is how so many credentialed academics followed suit, lumping the Sandy Hook
killings into a messy cycle of conspiracy theories involving
the JFK assassination, 9/11, and other events. Millions of likeminded people who have the right to vote (and own guns) partake of such theories, fanned recently by Trump, the fomenter
of a mendacious conspiracy theory that he rightfully won the
2020 presidential election. “From a decade’s distance,” writes
Williamson, “Sandy Hook stands as a portent: a warning of
the power of unquenchable viral lies to leap the firewalls of
decency and tradition, to engulf accepted fact and established
science, and to lap at the foundations of our democratic institutions.” Sandy Hook became part and parcel of the paranoiac
style of American thought—or perhaps better, nonthought.
It can be fought, and Williamson records how the battle was
taken into the courtroom, where numerous conspiracy theorists paid for their lies with jury-ruled financial penalties,
while Jones’ social media outlets were “deplatformed” and
most of the errant academics lost their jobs. We won’t know
the outcome of the actions against Jones until 2022, but the
author makes it clear that the remedies to curb what Kellyanne Conway called “alternative facts” exist.
Essential reading that shows the straight line that runs
from Sandy Hook to Charlottesville and Jan. 6.
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“Snappy writing, unusual empathy, and an unexpectedly satisfying
resolution send this memoir to the front of the pack.”
why didn’t you tell me?

WHY DIDN’T YOU
TELL ME?
A Memoir

TEACHING WHITE
SUPREMACY
America’s Democratic
Ordeal and the Forging of
Our National Identity

Wong, Carmen Rita
Crown (240 pp.)
$28.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-24025-0

The gradual unraveling of lifelong deceptions about her parenthood
teaches a Dominican Chinese woman
unsettling lessons about the mutability

of identity.
“I wish I could tell you a loving story,” writes Wong near
the beginning, “a cross-cultural heart-filled fest of American
melting-pot dreams, of how a teenage Dominican immigrant
girl ended up married to a thirty-something Chinese immigrant
man, but no.” In 12 chapters named for answers to the titular
question—“...Because We Lost Our Way,” “...Because I Thought
We Had Time,” etc.—the author traces the often maddening
story of her quest for truth in a warmly immediate narrative
voice. She begins with a hard fact: Peter Wong, the man she calls
Papi to this day, was paid to marry her mother, Lupe, so Lupe’s
family could get green cards. Lupe and Papi separated when
the author was young, and she and her adored older brother
were moved from the lap of the Dominican community to the
apartment of the man who would become her mother’s second
husband. “Marty was a white self-proclaimed ‘honky’ academic
type with glasses,” writes Wong, “a head of Italian curls and a
bushy mustache, driving a tiny AMC Gremlin hatchback.” The
author’s masterful ability to bring characters to life is a key component of the lively narrative. As soon as Lupe became pregnant with the first of four daughters, Marty moved the family
to New Hampshire, a bastion of Whiteness. Though Wong’s
relationship with her mother was somewhere between fraught
and disastrous, and though Lupe died without correcting her
most serious lie, the author does a commendable job of trying
to understand who her mother was. Regarding the dire outcome of the New Hampshire move, Wong writes of her mother:
“from earning her own money, living her freedoms, dressed to
the nines, red lips and beauty-shop hair, to sitting at a kitchen
table, makeup-less, hair pulled into a utilitarian bun, toddlers at
her feet, two hundred miles from all she’d known.”
Snappy writing, unusual empathy, and an unexpectedly
satisfying resolution send this memoir to the front of the
pack.
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Yacovone, Donald
Pantheon (480 pp.)
$32.50 | Sept. 13, 2022
978-0-593-31663-4

Education can be liberating. However, as this provocative survey demonstrates, it can also uphold the worst of the status quo.
“As for Sambo, whose wrongs moved the abolitionists to
wrath and tears…there is some reason to believe that he suffered
less than any class in the South from its ‘peculiar institution.’ ”
The authors of that statement were Samuel Eliot Morison and
Henry Steele Commager, two eminent historians whose work
is still studied today. As Yacovone, an associate at Harvard’s
Hutchins Center for African American Research, observes, the
textbook in which that spectacularly racist—and incorrect—
statement occurs was a standard for many years. Beginning
with the founding of the republic, writes Yacovone, textbooks
have been primary instruments for transmitting “ideas of white
American identity,” even asserting that this identity is definitively White and that, as one 1896 textbook stated, “to the
Caucasian race by reason of its physical and mental superiority has been assigned the task of civilizing and enlightening the
world.” Current textbooks have plenty of problems, as well.
Yacovone points out that only in the last decade have Texas history textbooks acknowledged slavery, and not states’ rights, as
the primary cause of the Civil War. It is from history textbooks,
he adds, that the terms White supremacy and master race entered
the lexicon, and it has been from textbooks that excuses for the
subjugation of some peoples and extermination of others have
found learned justification. Even textbooks—and Yacovone has
pored over hundreds—that condemned the secessionist movement were often inclined to consider the enslaved population as
“a degraded and inferior people.” Interestingly, the author links
some of the worst excesses to the anti-communist fervor of the
Cold War era, when textbook publishers and authors were avid
to erase differences between North and South—White differences, anyway.
An outstanding contribution to the historical literature
of American racism and racist ideologies.
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AN IMMENSE WORLD
How Animal Senses
Reveal the Hidden
Realms Around Us

WALKING GENTRY
HOME
A Memoir of My
Foremothers in Verse

Yong, Ed
Random House (464 pp.)
$30.00 | June 21, 2022
978-0-593-13323-1

Young, Alora
Hogarth (240 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-593-49800-2
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A poet’s homage to her family’s past.
Swarthmore College student Young,
Youth Poet Laureate of the Southern
United States, revives her family’s “long-forgotten history,”
from its unrecorded beginnings in Africa to the present, in
a multigenerational memoir delicately crafted in verse. “The
only way to tell this story is through poetry,” writes the author,
“because Black girlhood is eternally laced with rhythm, from
the Negro hymns Amy Coleman whispered as she bore her
enslaver’s child to the rhythm of the gospel my mother sang at
fifteen when she was hailed a child prodigy.” Central to Young’s
history is Nannie Pearl, born in 1898 in West Tennessee, the
first girl among her forebears to attend the local one-room
schoolhouse. At 22, Nannie became pregnant and married;
Gentry was one of Nannie’s 11 children and was Young’s greatgrandmother. Most women in Young’s family found themselves pregnant as teenagers, marrying in haste to a boy who
rarely stayed around. “I am from five generations of shotgun
weddings / Of women with stronger wombs than wits,” Young
notes, and of mothers who warned their daughters about
repeating their mistakes. In an expanding family, Gentry
became a “second mother” to her many sisters and brothers
instead of enjoying the innocent pleasures of childhood. She
was “terrified” when, pregnant, she married at 14. Her daughter Yvonne became pregnant when she was a high school freshman. Yvonne’s daughter, Young’s mother, was engaged at the
age of 16. “My family,” writes the author, “has spent centuries
in search of girlhood / Even when it came only in the form of
running from being a / woman.” With lyrical precision, Young
refracts Black history through her family’s experiences of racism and “deferred dreams”—“And if you have enough color /
just living shatters fantasies.” Near the end, she writes, “Everywhere in this world I walk, I’ll walk with Gentry. Because this
is my legacy.”
A moving debut from a young writer with great promise.
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An ingenious account of how living
organisms perceive the world.
In his 1974 essay, “What Is It Like To
Be a Bat?” philosopher Thomas Nagel argued that other animals
experience a world utterly foreign to us, one nearly impossible
to describe. In this follow-up to I Contain Multitudes, Yong, a
staff reporter for the Atlantic who won a Pulitzer in 2021 for
his reporting on Covid-19, mostly follows the traditional popular science format (travel the world, interview experts), but he
takes a different, realistic, and utterly fascinating approach,
emphasizing that every organism perceives only a tiny slice of
the world accessible to its senses. A tick searching for blood is
exquisitely sensitive to body heat, the touch of hair, and the odor
of butyric acid from skin. The tick doesn’t willfully ignore the
surrounding plants and animals; it doesn’t know that they exist.
This involves the zoological term umwelt, the German word for
environment that refers to what an animal can sense: its perceptual world. The human umwelt includes excellent vision, tolerable hearing, mediocre smell (but better than dog enthusiasts
claim), some chemical sensitivity (mostly in the nose and taste
buds), a touch of echolocation, and no ability to detect electromagnetic fields. In a dozen chapters, Yong delivers entertaining accounts of how animals both common and exotic sense the
world as well as the often bizarre organs that enable them to do
so. “There are animals with eyes on their genitals, ears on their
knees, noses on their limbs, and tongues all over their skin,”
writes the author. “Starfish see with the tips of their arms, and
sea urchins with their entire bodies. The star-nosed mole feels
around with its nose, while the manatee uses its lips.” Building
on Aristotle’s traditional five senses, Yong adds expert accounts
of 20th-century discoveries of senses for echoes, electricity, and
magnetism as well as perceptions we take for granted, including
color, pain, and temperature.
One of the year’s best popular natural histories.
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“Beautifully wrought work that renders the migrant experience
into a vivid, immediately accessible portrayal.”
solito

REQUIEM FOR
THE MASSACRE
A Black History on the
Conflict, Hope, and Fallout of
the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre
Young, RJ
Counterpoint (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-1-64009-502-1

A unique synthesis of memoir and a
history of the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre.
Tulsa native Young, a FOX Sports analyst, offers an ambitious, forceful continuance of his debut memoir, Let It Bang,
focused on his development as a consciously Black writer while
dogged by the massacre’s uneasy centennial. The author opens
with the horrific flashpoint, in which an ambiguous encounter
between a Black boy and a White girl spiraled into an attempted
lynching followed by the coordinated destruction of the Greenwood district, the so-called Black Wall Street, by the National
Guard and White citizens. Decades of denial suggested premeditation motivated by envy over the accomplishments of
the Greenwood community. “White folks decided they’d had
enough of the luminous district many saw as a leprosy,” writes
Young, “and they aimed to kill it.” In addition to recounting the
history, Young interweaves a jaundiced, potent examination of
his own upbringing. He rebelled gradually against his conservative churchgoing parents as he endured a casually menacing racism that reflected the legacy of the massacre. Yet while
enduring poverty, depression, and a failed marriage in his 20s,
he found improbable salvation in Oklahoma’s athletic tradition, breaking through as a sportswriter and radio personality.
In the final chapters, Young highlights his emotional disbelief
over the tone-deaf centennial celebration. “No one outside of
this place much cares what happens to it,” he writes, “only what
had once happened to it when white Tulsans murdered Black
Tulsans.” The author also reflects thoughtfully on thorny subtopics ranging from interracial relationships to Donald Trump’s
grotesque return to the rally stage, in Tulsa, at the height of the
pandemic. The swerve toward the personal is occasionally jarring, but the author’s prose is consistently acute and his societal
analysis, astute. “To be a Black American,” he writes, “is to want
some of what white folks have and to hate yourself for wanting
it all at once.”
An arresting account of Black ambition and endurance
from an important new voice in narrative nonfiction.
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SOLITO
A Memoir

Zamora, Javier
Hogarth (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 6, 2022
978-0-593-49806-4
The harrowing journey of a 9-year-old
Salvadoran boy through Guatemala and
Mexico to rejoin his parents in the U.S.
Being the child of migrants is not
unusual in the small town of La Herradura,
El Salvador, where Zamora’s relatives regularly disappeared with
the local coyote, Don Dago, to try their luck gaining entry into
the U.S. When Zamora was 5, his mother left to join his father,
who had left when he was 1, in America. The author opens his
engaging narrative in 1999: Don Dago has agreed that the boy is
ready for the trip to join his family. At the time, Zamora was living with his grandparents and aunts and excelling in school. He
was overjoyed at the prospect of reuniting with his parents yet
unaware of the many dangers of the arduous trek. Zamora traveled within a small, tightknit group of migrants through Guatemala, Mexico, and the Sonoran Desert. The author, now a poet
who has been both a Stegner and Radcliffe fellow, meticulously
re-creates his tense, traumatic journey, creating a page-turning
narrative that reads like fiction. Sprinkling Spanish words and
phrases throughout, Zamora fashions fully fleshed portraits of
his fellow travelers—e.g., a protective mother and her daughter
and a variety of men who assumed leadership responsibilities—
as they navigated buses and boats, packing into a single room in
motels, passing through checkpoints (not always successfully),
and walking for days in the desert with little food or water.
Along the way, the migrants, most of them desperately trying to
reach their families in the U.S., also had to learn Mexican words
and change their accents in order to remain inconspicuous and
avoid the dreaded La Migra, which “has helicopters. They have
trucks. They have binoculars that can see in the dark. I want our
own helicopter to fight against La Migra. To shoot those bad
gringos making us scared.”
Beautifully wrought work that renders the migrant experience into a vivid, immediately accessible portrayal.
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Our editors select their favorite art and photo books, cookbooks,
special editions, and other titles perfect for holiday giving
African Art Now: 50
Pioneers Defining African
Art for the Twenty-First
Century
By Osei Bonsu
Chronicle Books, $55.00

Bird Planet
By Tim Laman
Abrams, $55.00
Naturalist and explorer
Tim Laman has feathered
his portfolio with some
of the most dazzling
portraits of birds from
around the world. From
photographing all known
species of birds of paradise in New Guinea to offering
bold new views of the birds in our backyards, Laman, a
National Geographic contributing photographer and 2016
winner of Wildlife Photographer of the Year (the Nobel
for nature photographers), offers his best bird work in
eight vivid chapters, organized geographically. A must for
ornithologists, a delight for all.

Written by a British Ghanaian curator at the Tate Modern, this book is an exciting
survey of African artists
who emerged in the 2010s.
There’s Tunji Adeniyi-Jones, whose paintings of abstract
dancing bodies recall both West African sculpture and the
work of Matisse; Joy Labinjo, who creates portraits of intergenerational families against flat, colorful backgrounds and
surrounded by tropical plants; and Emeka Ogboh, who creates installations using photography, video, and sound to capture what Bonsu calls the “multilayered buzz” of Lagos. Each
artist is represented by three or four beautifully reproduced
artworks and a brief essay by Bonsu placing them in context.

Morrighan: The Beginnings
of the Remnant Universe
(Illustrated and Expanded
Edition)
By Mary E. Pearson
Illustrated by Kate O’Hara
Henry Holt, $22.99

What’s for Dessert:
Simple Recipes for
Dessert People
By Claire Saffitz
Clarkson Potter, $37.50

For those familiar with
the Remnant Chronicles,
Morrighan: The Beginnings
of the Remnant Universe, by
New York Times–bestselling author and BookTok
sensation Mary E. Pearson, is an event that needs no
introduction. For readers seeking their next great fantasy series, this handsomely illustrated prequel to the
continuing saga of Princess Lia, First Daughter of the
House of Morrighan, is an elegant entrée to a riveting
new world steeped in myth and magic.

Saffitz’s first book, Dessert
Person (2020), was aimed
at bakers; her new one is
meant for anyone who
craves something delicious
to eat after a meal. Don’t
want to turn on the oven?
There’s a chapter of chilled
desserts like Mango-Yogurt Mousse and another on stovetop
desserts like Bananas Flambé. There are baked goods, too,
of course, and for everyone suffering from pandemic-baking
fatigue, they’re on the less complicated side; there’s even a
chapter called “Easy Cakes.” Saffitz tries to anticipate every
question her readers may have: Can I make it ahead? What
are the potential pitfalls? Between the brightly colored,
almost retro photographs and Saffitz’s friendly voice, the
book is an invitation to try new things.
|
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Korean American: Food
That Tastes Like Home
By Eric Kim
Clarkson Potter, $32.50

Faith Ringgold:
American People
Edited by Massimiliano Gioni & Gary
Carrion-Murayari
Phaidon, $79.95

Kim grew up in Atlanta in
the 1990s, and when the
Covid-19 pandemic began,
he headed back there
from his home in New
York—where he’s now a
food writer for the New
York Times—and set about
writing down his mother’s
recipes while interrogating the question of what Korean
American food is. His temptingly illustrated answer includes
everything from Creamy Bucatini with Roasted Seaweed to
Jalapeño-Marinated Chicken Tacos and Sheet-Pan Bibimbap with Roasted Fall Vegetables. There’s a chapter on
kimchi and another on feasts, including the Kim family’s
Thanksgiving menu—so it might be better to buy this book
for yourself before the holidays.

Faith Ringgold: American
People is a beautiful, broad,
and profound survey of
a lifetime’s work by the
essential American artist
Faith Ringgold (b. 1930). Ringgold blazed a bold mark
on an art world that refused to make space for her, incorporating a panoply of practices: paintings, sculptures,
political protest posters, and iconic story quilts. This
handsome volume, published in concert with a Ringgold
retrospective at the New Museum in New York earlier
this year, features essays by Amiri Baraka, Jordan Casteel,
Zoé Whitley, and others who bear her influence.

Rambutan: Recipes
From Sri Lanka
By Cynthia
Shanmugalingam
Bloomsbury, $35.00

Wolf Hall
By Hilary Mantel
Illustrated by Igor &
Marina
The Folio Society, $125.00
Only 13 years after it was
first published, Mantel’s
novel of Thomas Cromwell
has taken its place as one of
the landmarks of 21st-century English literature. But
it’s not just a monument—
it’s an immersive, delightful, head-spinning tale of gossip
and rumor, power and intrigue, love and lust. And now the
Folio Society has produced a volume worth owning whether
you’ve already read the book or not, printed on thick paper
with gold edging, a cloth binding featuring a painting of
Cromwell, and a ribbon bookmark. There are illustrations
by the team of Igor & Marina, including a full-color frontispiece and 11 black-and-white drawings. Reading this edition
will make you feel pretty royal yourself.
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British Sri Lankan cook
Cynthia
Shanmugalingam is raising the profile
of Sri Lankan diasporic
cuisine. Her debut cookbook, Rambutan: Recipes
From Sri Lanka, displays
a palpable love for the
people and polylithic cuisine of her ancestral homeland (and this November, she’ll
open a brick-and-mortar restaurant named Rambutan
in London’s Borough Market). Her outstanding, highly
personal cookbook spotlights succulent curries redolent
with fresh-grated coconut, punchy sambols, treats sweetened with jaggery, and the stories of the people—mother,
grandmother, aunties, friends—who inspire her.
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YOU WILL NEVER BE FOUND

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alsterdal, Tove
Trans. by Alice Menzies
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-063-11511-8

THE SURVIVALISTS by Kashana Cauley..........................................101
FORBIDDEN NOTEBOOK by Alba de Céspedes;
trans. by Ann Goldstein....................................................................... 103
THE FARAWAY WORLD by Patricia Engel...................................... 104
THIS OTHER EDEN by Paul Harding................................................106
THE WORLD AND ALL THAT IT HOLDS by Aleksandar Hemon....106
THE CHINESE GROOVE by Kathryn Ma.........................................114
WHAT LIES IN THE WOODS by Kate Alice Marshall..................... 115
SHUBEIK LUBEIK by Deena Mohamed.............................................116
AFTER SAPPHO by Selby Wynn Schwartz.......................................119
CITY UNDER ONE ROOF by Iris Yamashita.....................................122
THE DAUGHTERS OF IZDIHAR by Hadeer Elsbai........................... 127
GEORGIE, ALL ALONG by Kate Clayborn.......................................129
A LOVE BY DESIGN by Elizabeth Everett........................................129
THE DUKE GETS EVEN by Joanna Shupe.........................................129
THE WORLD AND ALL THAT
IT HOLDS

Hemon, Aleksandar
MCD/Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-374-28770-2
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A new novel from a Swedish author
whose last book, We Know You Remember
(2021), was named Swedish Crime Novel
of the Year.
In the northernmost part of Sweden,
the earth shakes as a mining company digs for ore and moves
entire hamlets in the process, and many abandoned buildings
collapse into rubble. Near a destroyed home, two young men
hear “the cry of a caged animal” and discover a half-dead man
trapped in a basement. A woman wanders through an abandoned area with her old Leica camera as part of her project to
photograph forgotten places, “the sorrow of what once was.” In
her darkroom she develops an image that shows a human hand.
The forlorn town is named Offer, which is the Swedish word for
victim. To the photographer, the name is “ominous…yet somehow it was also beautiful.” But to the police, it’s different. “What
a goddamn name for a crime scene,” says Georg Georgsson, aka
GG, who is lead investigator in the Violent Crimes Unit. Indeed,
calling the hamlet the equivalent of Victim is laying on the drama
a little thick in a tale that already has plenty. The main character
is police assistant Eira Sjödin, who admires and reports to GG.
She is a dedicated detective, but like everyone else, she has problems of her own, like having a wrongly imprisoned brother. It is a
complex case made even more so when GG stops answering his
telephone and no one knows where he is. The mystery becomes
more tangled as details of GG’s life emerges. Eira and a colleague
already had their hands full sifting through clues and looking for
possible perpetrators, and now they must worry about their boss.
Meanwhile in a dark basement, a ghastly scene makes police
wonder what a person will do to survive.
American readers will enjoy this dark, tightly plotted, and
satisfying thriller.
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THE BLUE WINDOW

Berne, Suzanne
Marysue Rucci Books/Scribner (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-476-79426-6
These people are related—but can
they relate?
Berne, who won the Orange Prize for
A Crime in the Neighborhood, her 1997 debut,
and more recently charmed readers with
the social satire The Dogs of Littlefield
(2016), chooses a tight focus for her latest: the tense dynamics of
three troubled individuals as they play out over a few days in rural
Vermont. Marika is a Dutch survivor of the Nazi occupation;
she lives alone in a run-down cottage by a lake, where the action
occurs. Marika has been only barely in touch with her daughter,
Lorna, whom she abandoned along with her husband and son
when the children were young, resurfacing more than 30 years
later, after the birth of Lorna’s son. Lorna is a therapist whose
husband has recently left her for another woman and moved to

the West Coast; she is dealing with the return from college of her
19-year-old, Adam, after a traumatic experience he will not share—
nor has she ever told him about her mother’s abandonment. Following his mysterious humiliation, Adam has embarked on what
he thinks of as a “scourge” that involves, among other things,
rejecting the first-person pronoun and proper names. He is A,
his parents are X and Y, and this makes the first chapter, written
from his perspective, a tough read. “A did away with I. I=Death.”
When Lorna learns that Marika has sprained her ankle and needs
family assistance, she asks Adam to accompany her on the road
trip. He agrees only as part of his self-abnegation project but
then finds he has a more positive response to his gruff, unappealing grandmother than to what he sees as his pathetic, approvalseeking mom. Lorna, though miserable, is smart enough to see
what’s going on. “People who suffered a trauma often felt that if
it went unmentioned it was containable, which led to intimacy
issues.” So Marika’s not talking about her very dark war experience, Lorna’s not talking about her childhood, and Adam sure as
hell isn’t telling what happened at college. Until they all do.
A bleak but psychologically insightful portrait of family
dynamics.

OFF THE DEEP END

Berry, Lucinda
Thomas & Mercer (271 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-6625-0620-8
All too soon after (mostly) living
through an unimaginable trauma, a pair
of Minnesota families are plunged into
an even darker nightmare.
Juliet “Jules” Hart continues to be
agonized by memories of the night she
skidded to avoid a deer, sending her car onto, then into, an icecovered lake. She succeeded in rescuing one of the boys in the back
seat—not Gabe, her son, but Isaac Greer, the schoolmate whose
mother, Amber, had asked Jules to pick him up. As she struggles
to make sense of her life without her son or her husband, Shane,
who’s taken up with another woman, the only person Jules seems
able to connect with is Isaac, a dedicated introvert who talked with
her about more things than you’d expect a 15-year-old to have in
common with a 41-year-old until Amber, alarmed by their intimacy,
took out a restraining order against Jules. Then Isaac goes missing
while he’s walking the family dog. Has he been taken by the Dog
Snatcher, who’s already kidnapped and killed two other boys and
attempted to snatch a third? Is his disappearance the work of a
copycat? Or is it connected, as Falcon Lake Police Det. Hawkins
assumes it must be, to his miraculous survival of the car wreck at
the hands of a mother who thought she was saving her own son? As
usual, Berry tightens the screws smartly in the opening pages and
never lets up, and as usual, her ending is more intent on deepening
the nightmare than providing a plausible explanation for it.
Warning: The title applies as much to the audience as to
the characters.
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“Funny and fresh, Cauley’s prose moves dynamic
characters through a vivid, living New York City.”
the survivalists

ALONE WITH YOU IN
THE ETHER
A Love Story
Blake, Olivie
Tor Books (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-250-88816-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Two unusual people find intellectual
and emotional stimulation with each
other, shaking up their stagnant lives.
Regan is a charismatic aspiring artist and failed counterfeiter who struggles to feel or find purpose
in anything, a condition she attributes to the pills she takes to
moderate her bipolar disorder. Aldo is a doctoral student in theoretical mathematics whose thought processes are so abstruse and
relentlessly active that he is a terrible lecturer, lacks any close
relationships other than with his father, and requires drugs to
quiet his brain. One day, Regan is volunteering as a docent at the
Art Institute of Chicago when she encounters Aldo sitting on the
floor of a gallery trying to puzzle out the secrets of time travel.
Thus begins a peculiar acquaintanceship built on six important
conversations that eventually spark an all-encompassing, dangerously obsessive love. Is this relationship something that will bring
out the potential best from these two, or their worst? The story
is somewhat burdened by the reader’s expectations of where it
might be going. If an author is currently writing a series of contemporary fantasy novels that incorporate time travel, then publishes a book with a science fictional–sounding title and a main
character obsessed with theoretical time travel, then it’s natural
to assume that, eventually, actual time travel will feature in the
plot. These two people are so far outside the ordinary that it’s
difficult to conceive of them existing in this mundane world. The
omniscient narrator suggests that the couple’s meeting is an epic
moment. All of this is to say that fans of The Atlas Six (2022) and
The Atlas Paradox (2022) expecting magic, time travel, or any other
speculative elements may be disappointed when these expectations are built up to a certain extent but never fulfilled. If this
work and Blake’s other books share something, it’s that characters who are not easy to like are still interesting to read about.
Reasonably involving when appreciated on its own terms.

failed first dates. Until, that is, she meets Aaron, who runs Tactical
Coffee, a Brooklyn-based coffee roaster and wholesaler, along with
his unconventional housemates: Brittany, who single-handedly
constructed a bunker in the backyard, and James, a former journalist fired from his job at the Washington Post for plagiarism. Despite
these potential red flags—and repeated warnings from Nia—
Aretha finds a kindred soul in Aaron: They both lost their parents
at a young age, and both endorse healthy skepticism without succumbing to full-blown paranoia. But, facing an unexpected adversary at the workplace, Aretha throws herself into Tactical Coffee’s
behind-the-scenes operations until she finds herself entangled in
the group’s not-exactly-legal gunrunning. Cauley’s experience as a
Manhattan antitrust lawyer infuses the office scenes with authentically cutthroat competition, and her comedy-writing chops shine
in hilariously succinct characterizations (Aretha is described as “a
clenched fist posing as a person”; Brittany is “Angry Flo Jo”). But
what really sets this debut novel apart is its finely tuned balance
between extremes: humor and drama, conspiracy and reason, careful preparation and total chaos.
Funny and fresh, Cauley’s prose moves dynamic characters through a vivid, living New York City.

THE SURVIVALISTS

Cauley, Kashana
Soft Skull Press (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-59376-727-3

An ambitious Black lawyer gets
sucked into the extralegal schemes of
Brooklyn preppers in this first novel by
a former writer for The Daily Show With
Trevor Noah.
Aspiring to make partner at her Midtown law firm, Aretha divides what free time she can manage
between brunches with her best friend, Nia, and a weekly series of
|
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I KEEP MY EXOSKELETONS
TO MYSELF

sells self-help programs called mindcasts while trying to distract herself from the grief of her wife’s death through watching
reality television, drinking, and listing all the creatures she can
think of with exoskeletons. The only thing that gives Kris the
will to live through her devastation is her determination to raise
her daughter, the precocious and imaginative Bear, who was
born with a second shadow. Driven by Kris’ internal monologue,
which is often addressed to the imagined presence of her wife,
the novel candidly explores the anguish of grief while remaining deeply insightful and often bitingly funny, at times making
asides in the form of wry pop quizzes and word searches. Reminiscent of the tenderly ironic confessional voice of Melissa
Broder’s novels and the rendering of an eclectic community’s
search for connection and survival in Emily St. John Mandel’s
Station Eleven (2014), this novel skillfully probes the complexities of loss, love, and injustice. Writing fiction that convincingly
leans toward hope is a challenging task, but Crane does so with
self-assured, muscular grace.
An anthem for queer love and solidarity that rises above
the dystopian cacophony.

Crane, Marisa
Catapult (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-64622-129-5

An intimate, poetic debut that
explores the complexities of grief and
parenting set against the backdrop of an
American surveillance state.
In the near future, prisons have been
abolished, but a governmental entity known as the Department
of Balance has installed surveillance cameras in every home,
and a tyrannical president recently instituted a policy that punishes wrongdoers by giving them additional shadows, ostensibly
to keep them accountable for their crimes by serving as constant reminders of their mistakes. These Shadesters are forced
to live as second-class citizens, stripped of their civil rights and
freedoms. Once a school social worker, the narrator, Kris, now
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“A wrenching, sardonic depiction of a
woman caught in a social trap.”
forbidden notebook

FORBIDDEN NOTEBOOK

de Céspedes, Alba
Trans. by Ann Goldstein
Astra House (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-662-60139-2

y o u n g a d u lt

A new translation of a 1952 novel by
Italian Cuban author de Céspedes traces
the radical impact that writing down her
thoughts has on the life of a woman in
her 40s.
When Valeria Cossati isn’t at work, she dedicates all her time
to her family, which includes a slightly older husband and two
children who are studying law at a university in Rome, where
they all live in a cramped apartment. One Sunday morning in
November, when Valeria goes out to buy cigarettes to surprise
her husband, who’s sleeping in, she’s drawn to a display of notebooks in the window of the tobacco shop. She can’t resist picking up one of the “black, shiny, thick” notebooks. The owner
sternly informs her he is forbidden to sell anything but tobacco
on Sundays—and then hands her a notebook to slip inside her
coat. Once home, she wildly looks for a place to hide it, afraid
that her family will laugh at her for keeping a diary when she
has such a humdrum life. Over the next six months, as she restlessly moves the notebook from one hiding place to another,
she begins to stay up late and neglect her household duties to
write down her previously repressed thoughts about her stale
marriage, her fraught relationship with her daughter, her worries about her unmotivated son, and her blossoming romantic
feelings for her boss. “For the first time in twenty-three years of
marriage, I’m doing something for myself,” she writes. De Céspedes deftly charts the widening gap between Valeria’s increasingly desperate inner life and the roles she feels forced to play
in a feminist novel that consistently calls into question the ways
its narrator makes sense of her claustrophobic domestic world.
A wrenching, sardonic depiction of a woman caught in a
social trap.

political party meeting outside of his medical clinic in Calcutta,
a loss which upends the family and renders them even more
dependent on their neighbors. In the aftermath, mother and
daughters struggle to earn money and to ensure their own safety.
Deepa must hide her relationship with a Muslim man and is disowned by her mother when it is discovered. Their secret crossreligion marriage becomes even more dangerous as her husband
becomes politically powerful in the Muslim League, and the
two must relocate to the newly created Pakistan. Priya is at a
loss for how to follow in her father’s footsteps to become a doctor, especially after she is denied entry to a local college due to
ongoing discrimination against women. When she is accepted
into medical school in the United States after an offer to finance
her education, the decision of whether to pursue her dreams
strains her relationship with Amit, a longtime family friend
and her fiance, whom Jamini is also in love with. As the threats
mount, the sisters are forced to rely on each other once again
in a culminating rush of events. The author’s latest novel is an
engaging family saga that explores resilience against a backdrop
of violent national upheaval. The story is well paced as it follows

INDEPENDENCE

Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee
Morrow/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-06-314238-1
The members of a Hindu family torn
apart during the chaos of Partition in
India try to rebuild their lives and community in this deeply felt novel.
Nabakumar, a Bengali village doctor, and Bina, his quiltmaker wife, are
looking forward to India’s independence from British rule and
the possibilities they hope it will bring for their three daughters: Deepa, Jamini, and Priya, whether in terms of marriages
or educational pursuits. Instead, despite his optimism for the
future, Nabakumar is killed during a riot that follows a Muslim
|
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its cast of characters through a chaotic world while still capturing the rich interiority of each of the three daughters.
A moving depiction of family life following great loss.

THE SHARDS

Ellis, Bret Easton
Knopf (608 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-53560-8
A Bret Easton Ellis novel about
wealthy LA teens and a serial killer.
Sound familiar?
For his first novel in 13 years, Ellis
revisits and merges the sensibilities of
his two best-known works, blending the
coke-dusted high school milieu of Less Than Zero (1985) with the
deliberately shallow and hyperviolent atmosphere of American
Psycho (1991). Ellis frames this story as autobiographical: In the

fall of 1981, as a senior at a tony prep school, 17-year-old Bret
Ellis turns his attention away from his budding novel, drugfueled parties, and various sexual assignations to wonder if
attractive new student Robert might be less innocent than he
seems. The papers are full of stories about a serial killer called
the Trawler and the cult Riders of the Afterlife; when one of his
classmates/sex partners is grotesquely murdered, Bret senses
a connection. When friends start receiving the killer’s calling
card—rock band posters—his concern about Robert intensifies.
As his investigations continue, he confronts more immediate
dramas. There’s infighting among his peers; unsettled post–
high school plans; and the attentions of his girlfriend’s father,
a movie producer who invites Bret to pitch ideas but is mainly
running a casting couch. The usual issues with Ellis apply to this
bulky novel: The flatness of the characters, the gratuitousness
of the violence, the Didion-esque cool that sometimes reads as
Olympian smugness. But as the story proceeds, it also becomes
easier to admire Ellis’ ability to sustain the mood—his characters might, as Bret says, “look at everything through this prism
of numbness,” but he does ably capture how Bret’s paranoia
intensifies out of that emotional distance and how the urge for
feeling and connection infects and warps his personality. Bret
Ellis the character is trying to play it cool, but Bret Easton Ellis
the author knows just how much he’s covering up.
A surprisingly seductive work of erotic horror.

THE FARAWAY WORLD

Engel, Patricia
Avid Reader Press (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-982159-52-8

In New York, Cuba, and Colombia,
destiny comes in pairs.
Most of the 10 stories in Engel’s fifth
book, following the novel Infinite Coun
try (2021), have a pair of characters at
the center, the intersection of their lives
sizzling like crossed wires. In the first, “Aida,” chosen for The
Best American Mystery Stories 2014, a 16-year-old girl faces the
unfolding reality of her twin sister’s disappearance. In “Fausto,”
an almost O. Henry–style ironic outcome crowns a story about
a young woman whose boyfriend lures her into drug muling.
Unexpectedly, the closest thing to a happy ending is found
in “The Book of Saints,” a wonderful tennis match of a story,
bouncing back and forth between the points of view of a Home
Depot manager from upstate New York and his mail-order
Colombian bride. You wouldn’t think a relationship that starts
out with “To be honest, all the girls on the website looked really
similar,” and “It didn’t bother me to sleep with him” is going
to turn out to be a love story. “Campoamor” highlights Engel’s
dark sense of humor, focusing on a wannabe novelist in Havana
with two girlfriends. This man is getting nowhere on his novel
but as an “interesting exercise” writes practice suicide notes in
his notebook. “Dear Lily, I remember when you saw me on the
sidewalk and asked me to help bring your shopping bags to your
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“Hemon pulls no punches in his
most ambitious novel to date.”
the world and all that it holds

apartment. Within minutes you were sucking me off as if you’d
been waiting for me all your life. You make it hard to leave you.”
Engel’s gift for dialogue makes the stories a pleasure to read
despite their often grim situations—the stealing of a brother’s
bones from his grave, the impregnation of a nanny by the man
she works for, the strange sort-of romance that unfolds between
the survivors of a kidnapping and a rape.
Engel’s multinational update of dirty realism is full of
ironic flair, imagination, and empathy.

THIS OTHER EDEN

Harding, Paul
Liveright/Norton (224 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-324-03629-6
Harding’s third novel revisits an
appalling moment in Maine history.
Early in the 20th century, the racially
diverse residents of a small island community in Maine were evicted and
displaced. The local authorities who
carried out this task on Malaga Island cited science as one of
their motivations—but what they called science is now obvious
as eugenics, and these nominally lawful actions are now seen
for what they truly were: a crime. Harding’s novel draws from
this history, and its epigraph from the Maine Coast Heritage
Trust gives the broad outline of what the reader can expect. But
Harding is after something bigger here, using this fictionalized
version of history both to comment on the interconnectedness
of various coastal communities and to explore the ephemeral
qualities that can be lost when regarding historical events from
decades away. Harding focuses on different characters over the
course of the novel, including a young man named Ethan Honey,
the descendant of a former slave, whose artistic skills offer the
promise of a better future; Esther Honey, Ethan’s mother, who
grapples with her own haunted family history and possesses a
stunning knowledge of all things Shakespearean; and the wellintentioned retired White schoolteacher Matthew Diamond,
who begins the novel “oblivious to the greater, probably utter,
catastrophe” his presence is going to spark but finds unexpected
moral reserves. As these characters find themselves rethinking
their places in the world, Harding summons up lyrical sheets
of prose, including one of the most evocative descriptions of
a lobster dinner you’re likely to encounter. He has an eye for a
striking image, as when Ethan is painting: “Put the haystacks
in the sky, bristling and sharp, rasping across the lowering blue.”
It’s a brief book that carries the weight of history.
A moving account of community and displacement.

THE WORLD AND ALL
THAT IT HOLDS

Hemon, Aleksandar
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-374-28770-2
With death the only escape from
seemingly endless wars, a Bosnian refugee perseveres.
As this epic novel leaps from country to country, decade to decade, life to
death and back again, little seems to connect for Rafael Pinto.
He’s a witness to the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, which ignites the First World War. It also shatters Rafael’s
old life in his home in Sarajevo, a city he fears no longer exists
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as his conscription into warfare takes him farther away. He is an
outsider three times over—he’s Jewish, he’s homosexual, and he
finds some respite from his meaningless life in drugs. He lives
from moment to moment, for the next kiss, the bliss of the next
high. That is, until he makes the crucial connection of his life, to
a handsome Muslim soldier named Osman Karišik, who seems
to sense a kindred spirit and woos Rafael without much regard
to the protocols of their regiment. He might not give Rafael’s
life purpose and meaning, but he does give him a reason to live
that day and the next, to follow wherever he leads. Even when
Osman dies, his voice remains very much alive within Rafael,
with its insistence that now is not the time for him to die.
Because he somehow has a daughter, who was Osman’s daughter
and now his, who will require his protection. Throughout a narrative spanning decades, from Sarajevo to Shanghai, the bleakness of war and its aftershocks remains relentless, “the despair
that overwhelmed him in the middle of the night, the horror of
an absent future…which is constantly degrading. It is hard to
see what the point of any of it is….We just live because we are
afraid to die. We live out of cowardice.” Yet the writing remains
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powerful, beautiful, and the epilogue provides an origin story
that puts everything that has preceded it in fresh light.
Hemon pulls no punches in his most ambitious novel to
date.

THE PUSHCART PRIZE XLVII
Best of the Small Presses

Ed. by Henderson, Bill
Pushcart (600 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-0-96009-778-4

Forty-seven years on, the venerable literary annual shows no signs of
creakiness.
There was a time when the Pushcart
Prize, its winners culled from dozens
of journals, seemed the province of big names. (We’re looking at you, Joyce Carol Oates.) This newest number has a few

|

“A woman returns home to bury her
parents only to find a spectacularly terrifying
blast from the past waiting for her.”
how to sell a haunted house

introduce the tale, but Hendrix wastes no time in ratcheting
the Pennywise vibes up to 11. It’s little surprise that the siblings’ secret tormentor is Pupkin, their mother’s very favorite
puppet—“The one who made Louise’s skin crawl. The one she
hated the most.” Pupkin is newly prone to temper tantrums and
homicidal rage when he doesn’t get what he wants—and since
he can’t yet conceptualize that Nancy is dead, he just wants
her back home with him. Horrific visions of anthropomorphic
dolls, a bloody, near-fatal misadventure, and emotional extortion including nail-biting child peril soon follow. Pupkin the
killer puppet doesn’t have the foul mouth of Chucky or the primal menace of the aforementioned clown, but the combination
of Hendrix’s trippy take on the stages of grief and a plethora
of nightmare fuel delivers a retro wallop for those in the mood.
Warm up the VCR and fire up the air popper for a most
bitchin’ horror story by a gifted practitioner of these dark arts.

y o u n g a d u lt

heavyweights—Alice McDermott, Rita Dove, Gail Godwin—
but is populated more equitably by early- to midcareer writers.
Not surprisingly, after years of pandemic, many are preoccupied
by death. One memorable evocation comes from Ada Limón,
whose dying subject swims out to sea to behold and be examined by the “eye of an unknown fish,” a melancholic moment
that is still oddly comforting in commemorating a woman
who, in those cold waters, was “no one’s mother, and no one’s
wife, / but you in your original skin.” Essayist Debra Gwartney
recounts the defiant, shattering death of her husband—a famed
writer whom she does not name until the end of her piece and
upon whom “death swooped down...like a hawk, talons first.”
Courage, innocence, and helplessness all converge in those final
moments, ending with a lovely vision of that moment when one
partner begins to travel where the other cannot yet go. “My
mother, who is dying, / tells me to lock the doors and windows.
/ Winter is coming,” writes Jennifer Chang, while Idra Novey
delivers an enigmatic, near-perfect story of a family that, with
friends, drives an Andean highway where disaster is ready to
descend at any moment: “If one of our vehicles hit a rock and
fell off the cliff, there was a good chance no adults in the car
would be able to name every child plummeting with them down
the mountainside.” The death is not of people, though, but of
the Earth itself. It would all make for grim reading in the aggregate save that each piece is so finely crafted, bracketed by work
that is just as good, another memorable gathering.
A state-of-the-art, essential report on current literary
trends.

HOW TO SELL A
HAUNTED HOUSE

Hendrix, Grady
Berkley (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-20126-8

A woman returns home to bury her
parents only to find a spectacularly terrifying blast from the past waiting for her.
By now, Hendrix is deep-dipped
in 1970s and ’80s horror tropes after
depicting a haunted IKEA in Horrorstör (2014) and subsequent
excursions into vampirism, exorcism, serial slaying, and the like.
This one is set in the present day, but Hendrix is hooked up
to another Stephen King IV drip, nicely emulating the elder’s
penchant for everyday human drama while elevating the creep
factor with his own disquieting imagination. Louise Joyner is
beyond disbelief when her estranged brother, Mark, calls to
tell her their parents are dead after a suspicious car accident.
As she reluctantly returns home to Charleston, South Carolina,
the underachieving Mark is already plotting to cheat her out of
her half of the house, while a pair of quixotic aunts try to make
peace between the two. One sticking point is the fate of the
hundreds of dolls their mother, Nancy, made, collected, curated,
and obsessed over. Mark’s boneheaded schemes; Louise’s yearning for her 5-year-old daughter, Poppy; and their collective grief
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THE HUNTER

Herrera, Jennifer
Putnam (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-593-54021-3
When a disgraced NYPD detective
returns reluctantly to her small-town
Ohio home, bringing her young daughter with her, she is drawn not only into
a possible murder mystery, but also into
the long-buried secrets of her own family
and of the town’s leading citizens.
Nobody knows why Leigh O’Donnell pulled her gun on a
fellow NYPD officer during a chase, least of all Leigh herself. In
those three minutes, she admits, “I had blown up my life.” Now
suspended from duty and alienated from her husband—who
is also her commanding officer—she retreats to Copper Falls,
Ohio, where her brother, a cop, invites her to join the local
force. There, she begins to investigate what looks like a triple

suicide, but it’s one that eerily echoes a similar event decades
earlier. The recent victims, all 25-year-old White men, were
“cleaned in preparation for slaughter. Ritualized.” And all three
had recently visited an elderly local woman who has mysterious
knowledge of ancient shrines hidden in the Copper Falls caves.
The ensuing drama unfolds at a brisk pace with just enough suspense to keep the reader jogging along. Tension flags, however,
when yet another plot twist materializes—could those maple
syrup operations be meth labs? Is that really a twin sister? Is
the sacred cave a crime scene?—and when the protagonist’s
perpetual agonizing—should she stay or go back? Does she still
love her husband?—becomes more irritating than engaging.
The rural landscape is, however, powerfully evoked. “By now, it
was almost ten in the morning,” Leigh notes of one outing. “We
were driving away from the center of town, toward a blanket of
rust red and hunter green and lots of nothing.”
A competent though clunky thriller and family drama.

A QUIET LIFE

Joella, Ethan
Scribner (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-982190-97-2
After sudden, life-changing loss—
then what?
In his second novel, Joella returns to
the narrative gambit of his debut, A Little
Hope (2021), establishing parallel narratives for several small-town characters
and then—poof!—revealing how they turn up in each other’s
lives. Here the town is Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, the time is deep
winter, and the characters are Chuck, Kirsten, and Ella. Chuck
is a recent widower in his early 70s whose grief after the death
of his wife is immobilizing, and regret over one poorly resolved
disagreement—he was wrong, so wrong, and now he can never
fix it—becomes an obsessive concern. Kirsten is a 20-something
whose beloved father was murdered during a gas station robbery;
like Chuck, she is derailed by grief, abandoning plans to apply to
veterinary school and moving numbly through her days working
at an animal shelter. Ella is a young mother whose ex-husband
picked their daughter up early from school one day several
months ago and completely disappeared. As collateral damage,
she also lost her house and is now working two menial jobs to
pay rent. Joella develops these characters with enormous empathy and clarity in the sonorous narrative tone of a benevolent god
who sees and knows all and who can be counted on to address
the chaos he has wrought on their lives. The guiding image of the
book is a cardinal: According to Chuck’s late wife, Cat, “the most
special birds because they kept us company in winter when the
other birds leave.” “Be someone’s cardinal,” she urged her middle
school students, one of whom, it turns out, was Kirsten. The
childlike pleasure of discovering connections like this is one of
the most basic joys of reading and is key to Joella’s storytelling.
The soothing tone and warm worldview of this grown-up
bedtime story will be good for what ails you.
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BAD CREE

Johns, Jessica
Doubleday (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-385-54869-4
Johns deploys and transforms horror
motifs in this haunting story of Indigenous survivance.
“Before I look down, I know it’s there.
The crow’s head I was clutching in my
dream is now in bed with me.” When
her sister died, Mackenzie didn’t go home to grieve with her
family. But now, two years later, Sabrina is stalking Mackenzie in her dreams, dragging her back to a single night in their
shared past. And when the boundary between this world and
the dream world dissolves, Mackenzie knows that going back to
rural Alberta—to her parents, her aunties, her cousins—is her
only choice. Johns uses classic horror tropes to explore experiences that are specific to Indigenous people. For example,

Mackenzie’s attempt to avoid dealing with her sister’s death
results in psychic eruptions she can’t control, but these disturbances aren’t just personal—they resonate within her family, are
reflections of her community, and are essentially connected
to the land she grew up on. Similarly, while it would be easy to
say that there are supernatural elements at work in this novel,
that would reveal a fundamental misunderstanding about the
malevolent forces Mackenzie and her family are fighting. The
land emerges as a character here, and the hungry spirits plaguing Mackenzie are products of the same greed that sapped her
community of its resources and left them with nothing when
there was no more to take. The ghosts here are entirely natural, native to the setting of this novel and the worldview of its
characters. A single death sets this story in motion, but Johns
uses one lost life to explore generational trauma and the ways in
which families and communities can break harmful cycles and
heal themselves. At the same time, she delivers a narrative that
is truly chilling and suspenseful.
A powerful exploration of generational trauma and an artful, affecting debut.
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AGE OF VICE

man died, then found work in a backpacker cafe where he met
Sunny Wadia, the de facto leader of a band of “young, rich, and
glamorous Indians, not afraid to show it, not afraid to slum it,
welcome everywhere, welcomed by themselves.” Sunny, a flashy
playboy, offers Ajay a job working for him in Delhi; the young
man accepts, becoming a valet, butler, bodyguard: “the beating
heart of Sunny’s world. Wordless, faceless, content.” Ajay soon
learns that the Wadia family, entrenched in a feud, is more sinister and dangerous than he thought and that he’s being made
to take the fall for a crime he didn’t commit. Kapoor switches
points of view and timelines throughout the book to great
effect; it doesn’t take long for the reader to become invested
in the Mario Puzo–esque drama of the Wadia family and their
associates. Her dialogue shines, and although the novel is a bit
too long, it’s certainly gripping. Fans of crime novels will find
much to admire in this quite entertaining book.
A bit too long-winded but a whole lot of fun.

Kapoor, Deepti
Riverhead (544 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-32879-8
A poor boy joins up with a ruthless
rich family in this fast-paced thriller.
Kapoor’s sprawling second novel
opens with a horrific scene: five day
laborers lying dead on a New Delhi
street, killed after being struck by a
Mercedes early in the morning. When the police arrive, they
find Ajay, a young man, at the wheel, an empty bottle of scotch
nearby. Ajay, we learn, comes from a “poor, less than poor” family in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh; his family are members
of a socially disadvantaged caste. When he was a boy, his father
was beaten to death by a group of strongmen; his mother sold
him to pay for the money she borrowed for her husband’s medical bills. Ajay worked for the farmer who bought him until the

YOU SHOULD HAVE TOLD ME
Konen, Leah
Putnam (400 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-53994-1

A new mother questions her partner’s innocence after he disappears following the murder of a young woman.
Janie and her boyfriend, Max, a
former semifamous indie rock guitarist, have just left their fast-paced New
York life for quiet upstate Kingston following the birth of their
daughter. They’ve barely settled in with their newborn when
Max mysteriously disappears in the middle of the night. Max’s
family and friends are oddly unconcerned, eventually convincing Janie that Max has disappeared before when things got
rough. To make matters worse, Janie soon learns about the murder of a young woman at a nearby bar, which happened the same
night Max disappeared. It doesn’t take long for detectives to
make Max the prime suspect, especially once they find out that
he knew the woman in question. Though Janie, too, claims to
suspect her partner’s innocence, it doesn’t come off as entirely
believable; her actions, like continuing to take his calls and even
sneaking off to meet him, do not quite match her thoughts or
what she tells others. Her experience with postpartum depression is similar; while she constantly mentions her lack of love for
her daughter, her actions don’t align with her internal dialogue.
Her friends are nearly psychic when it comes to supporting her
whenever she needs it, despite not being very close. Max is more
a fantasy of a musician than a real man. If the characters were
better developed, the book might have felt more suspenseful,
but their motivations are generally unclear; people’s actions are
constantly being explained through dialogue, which feels more
like a tool to move the plot forward than actual speech.
More exasperating than suspenseful.
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electricity, and the nuns living at a nearby convent, but days
and then weeks go by without anyone ever renting a room.
Lykke Holm builds a sense of aimless unease as the housekeepers inure themselves to days of seemingly senseless work and
harsh punishment from their managers, and Rafaela falls into a
homoerotic friendship with a fellow maid. Right as the tension
begins to tilt toward tediousness, a local holiday brings strangers to the Olympic for a party, and one of the maids disappears.
The search for Cassie and grief over her disappearance form an
interesting engine for the latter half of the book—as do Rafaela’s musings on women’s bodies as inevitable crime scenes—but
the persistent ambiguity about what is and isn’t real occasionally feels like indecisiveness on the part of the author and prevents it from satisfying as a mystery. Lykke Holm’s prose—full
of litanies of strange and striking imagery—is, without a doubt,
the book’s greatest strength.
An unsettling and melancholy dreamscape that leans more
on aesthetics than on plot.

Lykke Holm, Johanne
Trans. by Saskia Vogel
Riverhead (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-593-53967-5
A young woman goes to work as a
housekeeper at a hotel that remains curiously without guests in this disquieting
and elegiac novel from a Swedish writer.
Rafaela, the first-person narrator,
grew up near the sea, and she never dreamed of taking a job in
the mountain town of Strega, but after her mother comes across
the Olympic Hotel’s want ad for “nine maids for the winter season,” she applies for a position out of a sense of duty. She soon
finds herself in the beautiful and desolate hotel—alone except
for her fellow seasonal hires and three members of the permanent staff. The new girls are rigorously trained in hospitality and
hotel upkeep and given strange lectures on servile womanhood,

THE CHINESE GROOVE

Ma, Kathryn
Counterpoint (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-64009-566-3

This rollicking contemporary picaresque about a young Chinese man’s
adventures in 2015 America offers a fresh
take on the Chinese immigrant experience while confronting universal issues
surrounding family, grief, and how to

define success.
Eighteen-year-old narrator Zheng Xue Li, nicknamed
Shelley for the poet, is happy with his modest life in Yunnan
Province. His English teacher, Miss Chipping-Highworth from
Sussex, considers him her star pupil, and he has recently begun
a romance with her niece, who’s studying in China to avoid family problems. But years ago, Shelley’s widowed, long-suffering
father promised his dying wife he’d save their son from their
impoverished life as members of a despised branch of the Zheng
family; so he has borrowed money to pay Shelley’s way to San
Francisco. Shelley arrives with a student visa and three goals:
Family, Love, Fortune. His eventful quest follows the path of
Western literary heroes like Tom Jones and Huck Finn but also
echoes the poor fisherman’s adventures in Shelley’s favorite
Chinese tale, shared in full with the reader. Author Ma allows
Shelley a comic, mildly satiric tone as he observes American culture with the sharp insights of an outsider who assumes everyone dissembles. Of course, nothing goes as Shelley planned. He
quickly discovers the wealthy relatives he expected to pave his
way are neither wealthy nor traditionally Chinese. U.S.–born
cousin Ted Cheng (Americanized from Zheng), a journalist, and
his Jewish wife, Aviva, introduce Shelley to a community that
eschews boundaries of race, religion, and sexuality. Of deeper
import, they have suffered a shocking tragedy that keeps them
from fully embracing Shelley and that undercuts the novel’s
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“Great writing and boldly drawn characters bring
a terrifying tale to all-too-vivid life.”
what lies in the woods

surface lightheartedness. While ever optimistic Shelley is more
sophisticated than Americans realize, his evolving relationships
with Aviva, Ted, and Ted’s estranged father, Henry, force him to
reassess his three stated goals as well as his unresolved relationship with his own father.
Ma knows how to twist a plot in unexpected, deeply satisfying directions by writing with compassion, humor, and
insight.

WHAT LIES IN
THE WOODS

Marshall, Kate Alice
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-250-85988-4
An edgy adult thriller from a YA
and middle-grade author shines an incisive light on the secrets of a small-town
community.
At age 11, Naomi Shaw was left for
dead in the woods outside her tiny Pacific Northwest hometown of Chester, stabbed 17 times by her would-be killer. With
her friends Olivia and Cassidy—who were also in the woods at
the time—she provided the damning evidence that put a dangerous serial killer behind bars. Now, 22 years later, that man has
died in prison, resurrecting unwanted memories for the three
women. Liv, in particular, is completely overwrought, insisting
she has more that she wants to share. At the same time, Ethan
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Schreiber, an eager and persistent true-crime podcaster, is asking lots of questions, and when Naomi engages with him on several ill-advised levels, the scene is set for an explosive outcome,
as decades of secrets begin to emerge. Marshall does a terrific
job of maintaining a palpable current of tension throughout the
book, and her depictions of the intricately tangled relationships
inherent in small-town life are excellent. Elevating this novel
beyond the plethora of other thrillers is terrific writing, such as
in Marshall’s powerful description of a grieving mother sitting
in her child’s room after it’s been searched by the police, “running her fingertips over the empty space where [the girl’s] things
had been, as if beginning to map the shape of her absence.”
Great writing and boldly drawn characters bring a terrifying tale to all-too-vivid life.

Mohamed, Deena
Pantheon (528 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-524-74841-8

The debut graphic novel from
Mohamed presents a modern Egypt full
of magical realism where wishes have
been industrialized and heavily regulated.
The story opens with a televised public service announcement from the General Committee of Wish Supervision and Licensing about the
dangers of “third-class wishes”—wishes that come in soda cans
and tend to backfire on wishers who aren’t specific enough (like
a wish to lose weight resulting in limbs falling from the wisher’s
body). Thus begins a brilliant play among magic, the mundane,
and bureaucracy that centers around a newsstand kiosk where a
devout Muslim is trying to unload the three “first-class wishes”
(contained in elegant glass bottles and properly licensed by
the government) that have come into his possession, since he
believes his religion forbids him to use them. As he gradually
unloads the first-class wishes on a poor, regretful widow (who
then runs afoul of authorities determined to manipulate her
out of her valuable commodity) and a university student who
seeks a possibly magical solution to their mental health crisis
(but struggles with whether a wish to always be happy might
have unintended consequences), interstitials give infographic
histories of wishes, showing how the Western wish-industrial
complex has exploited the countries where wishes are mined
(largely in the Middle East). The book is exceptionally imaginative while also being wonderfully grounded in touching human
relationships, existential quandaries, and familiar geopolitical
and socio-economic dynamics. Mohamed’s art balances perfectly between cartoon and realism, powerfully conveying emotions, and her strong, clean lines gorgeously depict everything
from an anguished face to an ornate bottle. Charts and graphs
nicely break up the reading experience while also concisely
building this larger world of everyday wishes. Mohamed has a
great sense of humor, which comes out in footnotes and casual
asides throughout.
Immensely enjoyable.

MURDER BOOK

Perry, Thomas
Mysterious Press (420 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-61316-383-2
A Chicago cop–turned–private eye
agrees to turn over some rocks in nearby
Indiana and finds nasty things under
every single one.
U.S. Attorney Ellen Leicester suspects that someone’s gearing up to
coordinate and extend midlevel crimes in the area. Since her
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“A Silicon Valley roman à clef with a twist.”
please report your bug here

suspicions aren’t enough to shake loose government funding,
she turns to Harry Duncan, whom she hasn’t seen since their
marriage ended 15 years ago, for “a scouting mission.” Planning
to say no, Duncan says yes instead and goes looking for bad buys
in Parkman’s Elbow, Indiana. He doesn’t have to look hard at
all, because enterprising bad guys are already looking for him.
A pair of them passing themselves off as cops try to get him to
pay them off not to tow his car, whose paperwork they claim
is irregular, from the parking lot of The Elbow Room. Duncan
makes short work of these lowlifes, and the three Clark brothers, who come to extort protection money from Renee Parkman at The Elbow Room, don’t last much longer. But Duncan’s
labors are only beginning, for Ellen’s suspicions about the tentacles of organized crime are right on the money. Gerald Russell,
a realtor working for faceless overlords in Chicago, is systematically putting pressure on many local establishments, squeezing
them for payoffs with the ultimate goal of bankrupting and buying their businesses at a steep discount. Jeanette Walrath, the
assassin Russell hires to smooth the rough edges, poses dangers
of her own. What worries Duncan most, though, is his sudden

inability to get his ex to pick up the phone. Could there be a
mole in her own office?
Top-drawer thrills from an author whose hard-nosed hero
is as professional as he is.

PLEASE REPORT YOUR
BUG HERE

Riedel, Josh
Henry Holt (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-250-81379-4

A Silicon Valley roman à clef with a
twist, written by the first employee at
Instagram.
Ethan Block is a 24-year-old living
in San Francisco circa early 2010, working for a dating app called DateDate. He scrutinizes flagged
user photos, manually assessing whether the images violate
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platform guidelines. Ethan is so immersed in the startup hustle that he basically ignores the rest of his life. “I had tremendous responsibility. Every support email I answered brought
us closer to changing the world. And if DateDate changed the
world, I changed the world.” When he isn’t reviewing content
for The Founder—a nameless, mercurial yuppie—Ethan is
brooding over Isabel, a recent ex, or Noma, DateDate’s latest
hire. One day at work, while viewing his top DateDate match,
Ethan briefly feels himself falling into “a field, with tall, wet
grass,” before snapping back to reality, believing his hallucinatory state to be the result of a “bug” in the app. Shortly thereafter, DateDate is acquired by the Corporation, a monolithic
tech outfit suffused with faceless executives and preposterously advanced technology. Ethan spends the remainder of the
novel pendulously obsessing over his encounter with the “bug”
in DateDate. Framed as a retrospective of Ethan’s “existence
as a corporate tech worker,” the novel’s intriguing premise of
a fictionalized Silicon Valley insider tell-all invites urgent questions about how technology operates in our lives. Unfortunately, Riedel glosses over key leaps in story logic and is light
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on memorable descriptive language. Riedel evokes the bougie
Silicon Valley ecosystem by peppering scenes with cultural references, regional markers, and New Age business-speak but
leaves his characters frustratingly underdeveloped. The neutral
affect of Ethan’s first-person narration flattens the personal and
societal stakes of the story.
A diffuse homily on technology and identity that is easy to
read and easy to forget.

THE SENSE OF WONDER

Salesses, Matthew
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-316-42571-1

Romance and drama bloom around
the NBA’s sole Asian American player.
For his fourth novel, Salesses takes
some inspiration from the real-life story
of Jeremy Lin, the Taiwanese American basketball player whose brief but
phenomenal run for the New York Knicks in 2012 sparked a
“Linsanity” craze. Here the player is Won Lee, an underappreciated Korean American point guard for the Knicks who capitalizes on a star player’s injury to lead a winning streak that the
media punningly dubs the Wonder. Salesses alternates narration between Won and his girlfriend, Carrie, who’s a producer
for K-dramas, Korean soap operas that have complex plots
but operate within fairly rigid tropes As the Wonder inevitably fizzles, various dramas intensify, making the story a kind of
K-drama itself. Won and Carrie are enmeshed in conflicts with
an Asian American sports journalist manipulating the “Wonder”
narrative, the injured Knicks star (nicknamed Powerball!), and
both of their partners; accusations of infidelity abound. Woven
among these troubles are a few of those K-drama tropes, not
just boy-meets-girl, boy-loses-girl, but more abstract matters of
fate. (“K-drama shines,” Salesses writes, “in the tension between
certainty and wonder.”) In time, Carrie tries to get a basketballthemed K-drama off the ground, which creates its own set of
complications. Salesses’ story is admirably multilayered, blending smarts about basketball, television, and the varying shades
of anti-Asian racism, though he’s less persuasive in arguing that
incredible plot twists—convenient deaths and resurrections,
stock setbacks, and heartfelt reunions—are more true to life
than the tropes suggest. Still, Salesses takes his source material
from both basketball and TV seriously, and his storytelling is
crisp while avoiding easy frothiness.
A smart, very meta take on love, sports, race, and media.
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“An exciting, luxurious work of speculative biography.”
after sappho

AFTER SAPPHO

Schwartz, Selby Wynn
Liveright/Norton (272 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-324-09231-5
Women fight for love, art, and legal
personhood in early-20th-century Europe.
“The first thing we did was change
our names,” the prologue, set circa 630
B.C.E., begins. “We were going to be
Sappho.” This particular we, with which
this formally inventive blend of fiction, biography, linguistics,
and history is lushly narrated, invokes the collective voice of
Sappho and women throughout time who have been taken with
Sapphic desires—both corporeal and poetic. The story—told,
fittingly, in fragments—follows the lives of women writers, artists, actors, dancers, and activists who lived in the early 20th
century: Eleonora Duse, Virginia Woolf, Radclyffe Hall, Natalie Barney, Romaine Brooks, and more. (The novel is dedicated

“a tuttə voi che siete Lina Poletti,” a nod to the Italian writer and
femminista who features prominently in these pages.) The fragments, each labeled with a year, a central character, the title of
a book or poem, an article of Italian law, or some combination
thereof, hop around in time but more or less lead the reader
from the end of the 19th century up until the rise of fascism in
1920s Italy. Recurrent concerns are the love affairs and friendships between the women, cultural and legal attitudes toward
lesbianism, the ancient echoes of tragic heroines in modern
life, and the laws that protect men at the expense of the women
they abuse. Toward the end of the novel, the narrator writes of
the biographies of great men, “We had all read those old lives…
those lives were invariable in shape, bowed taut from portentous birth to the elegiac mode employed at the funerals of great
men.” This book dares to invent a new form, one that embraces
the maddening fragmentation of so many important women in
history and reclaims it as a kind of revolutionary beauty.
An exciting, luxurious work of speculative biography.
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of hair that all the girls maintain to keep from being seen too
closely. She sneaks out at night to meet neighborhood boys.
She doesn’t seem to be obsessed with fame and fortune the way
the other girls are, tempted to audition at the local mall for an
outfit called Star Search. As the search party accelerates their
hunt for Sammy, the girls keep all of the things they’ve noticed
in Falls Landing—all the town’s secrets—to themselves, with
catastrophic results. Though most of the novel is written from
the collective point of view of the girls, Tate intercuts the main
narrative with some short chapters from adult versions of individual girls, all of them in various stages of imploding their own
lives. These offer welcome reprieves from the cool veneer of the
collective narration, which feels both conceptually satisfying
but emotionally aloof, until everything—structure, story, and
sense—shatters apart at the novel’s climax. Tate’s novel feels a
bit like avant-garde fashion: surreal, impractical, but beautiful
to see.
A promising first book whose enigmatic nature is both
frustrating and alluring.

Tate, Dizz
Catapult (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-64622-167-7
A group of tween girls in Florida
moves through the aftermath of the disappearance of one of their own.
“Women notice everything,” writes
Tate in her dreamlike debut novel, and
the same is true of the half-dozen or so
girls (and one queer boy) in Falls Landing, Florida, who narrate
much of the novel en masse, in a blurry first-person plural. They
watch from the windows of their apartments and hidden up
in trees, through binoculars and from the edges of lawns and
highways. As the story begins, one of them has gone missing,
and they watch as the search party unfolds for Sammy LiuLou, the preacher’s daughter. Sammy is not like the other girls,
richer, older, and somehow lonelier. She shaves off the “curtain”
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THE DEVIL’S RANSOM

Taylor, Brad
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-06-322198-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Pike Logan and his extra-Constitutional Taskforce save the day in their 17th
book-length outing.
It’s 2021, and Afghanistan is falling.
The Taliban wants to capture mortal
enemy Jahn Azimi before he escapes
their clutches, which he does with help from Logan and his crew.
Aside from having killed many Taliban, Jahn has the Bactrian
Treasure (yes, this is a real thing, a pile of ancient gold coins said
to be worth billions of dollars). The Taliban want both the man
and the gold “really bad.” Blood flows, of course. Meanwhile,
bad guys test “zero-click” ransomware on a Washington, D.C.,
consulting company that happens to have ties to the U.S. intelligence community, but that’s just a dry run for a much bigger
show. A private enterprise plans to send some rich dilettantes
into space to dock with the International Space Station. Criminals plan to spoil that flight in spectacular and deadly fashion
unless the American government tells them where the treasure
is. “This attack is going to make worldwide news,” a conspirator says. “It’s going to cause America to go nuts.” Which is why
President Hannister takes decisive action: “I want Pike Logan
operational right now.” Much of the action takes place in Croatia, where Logan accurately says, “I’m probably going to go
kinetic here.” The administration’s confidence is well placed: “I
know it sounds strange,” an official says, “but that guy is never
wrong.” Logan is a fun hero to follow, given that he only slaughters bad guys and has a degree of self-awareness. Every time he
kills someone, he says, “it’s like a chip in the armor of your soul.”
Whether modestly or carelessly, Pike Logan doesn’t mention
his full name for well over 100 pages, never mind that he’s the
main character. His fans already know who he is, but it wouldn’t
kill the author to weave Chip’s—er, Pike’s—name into his first
scene.
Thriller fans will love the ticking-clock action.

Harmon, her sister, Marva, and brother, Lazarus, are discovered
at the foot of the staircase of their home in the predominantly
Black western section of West Mills. As readers of the earlier
novel will recall, the hamlet is divided along racial lines by a
small canal, and even after Jim Crow’s demise, the scars of racial
segregation remain deep and raw. The town’s sheriff ’s department regards their first homicide in decades as little more than
a drug-related break-in, even after they interrogate, then release,
the siblings’ half brother, Olympus “Lymp” Seymore, who was
first suspected because of an argument he’d had with the three
Harmons. Arrested or not, Lymp nonetheless walks around
town with a taint of suspicion. And this deeply distresses Josephine Wright, a middle-aged native daughter of West Mills who
has returned home after a 48-year stint in New York City to
make a new life for herself with her childhood friend Lymp. Jo
decides to remove any doubts about Lymp’s innocence by wandering around town asking who else might have a motive for
murder. Is it Eunice Loving, who had taken her son La’Roy to
Dr. Harmon to “have the gay removed” but was later horrified
by the doctor’s violent methods? Is it Ted Temple, the town’s

DECENT PEOPLE

Winslow, De’Shawn Charles
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-63557-532-3
A triple murder shocks a small North
Carolina town into confronting its deepest fears and darker secrets lingering in
the wake of the civil rights era.
Winslow follows up his widely
praised debut, In West Mills (2019), by
returning to the eponymous Southern locale of that multilayered romance with a murder mystery set in the mid-1970s. The
story begins shortly after the bullet-riddled bodies of Dr. Marian
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most prominent White real estate mogul, who was landlord
for the Harmons’ home and, until a bitter dispute separated
them, Marian’s secret lover? Or could it have been Ted’s daughter, Savannah, who more than a decade before had been ostracized by her father and exiled from the predominantly White
part of town because she’d fallen in love with a Black man? Or
could it have been Lymp after all? Jo isn’t sure of anything, but
she proves a relentless and incisive sleuth, not just in pursuit of
what happened, but in untangling the complex social dynamics within the seemingly bucolic rural Carolina hamlet. Though
not as intricately woven as Winslow’s first novel, this tale comes
across as considerably more than a regional whodunit because
of its author’s humane and sensitive perceptions toward his
characters, even those who may not deserve such equanimity.
A sequel that whets your appetite for another taste of life
in West Mills.

Yamashita, Iris
Berkley (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-593-33667-0

An urban Alaska detective unlocks
menacing secrets in a frigid, sinister
small town while struggling to recover
from a personal tragedy.
The discovery of dismembered body
parts in rugged, remote Point Mettier brings police detective Cara Kennedy from Anchorage
to investigate. The find was made by teenager Amy Lin, who
spotted the remains while smoking pot with some friends at a
secluded cove, bypassing the Salty Pub, a local watering hole
that serves as the hub for town gossip and hell-raising. Point
Mettier looms as a forbidding character in this dark thriller; it
has only 205 residents, all of whom live in the Davidson Condos,
an industrial complex that can only be accessed by an underground tunnel. Yamashita’s perspective shifts from Cara to Amy
to paranoid Lonnie, who hears voices and wanders the town in
fear that she’ll be locked up again in the Institute. The compelling stories of these three women, outsiders all, are nicely balanced with the criminal investigation, which proceeds steadily
in tantalizing tidbits. Further isolation is triggered by a winter
storm that cuts off all access to the town. Cara is emerging from
a family tragedy that occasionally undermines her will and fills
her with self-doubt. Subliminal misogyny is so deeply baked
into the town’s culture that all three women at times question
their perceptions of reality. Several more or less disreputable
residents emerge as suspects as riddles large and small add fuel
to the mystery on the way to the final solution.
An offbeat, sharply written thriller.

THE FRAUD SQUAD

Zhao, Kyla
Berkley (368 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-54613-0
My Fair Lady meets Working Girl in
Singapore.
Samantha Song is an avid follower of
Singapore’s social scene; her dream job is
writing for S, the country’s preeminent
glossy magazine, but without connections or money, she settles for an entry-level job at a PR firm.
There, she meets Anya Chen, a socialite whose family has fallen
out of the top circles but retains their wealth. Anya introduces
Samantha to her friend Timothy Kingston, heir to his family’s
business and fortune, who chafes against his predetermined
path, wishing to do something creative with his life. If only
he could prove that his birth should not determine his future!
Samantha, whose optimism, quick thinking, and tolerance for
risk truly feel cut from the same cloth as Melanie Griffith’s Tess
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“A prospective bookstore owner learns
that renovations can be murder.”
on spine of death

McGill, convinces Timothy to turn her into a socialite, asserting that they can both get what they want from the deal. With
Anya’s help—and her wardrobe—Socialite Samantha Song is
born. Things go swimmingly at first, but no one will be surprised
by the complications that come with her continued success,
including jealous friends, a burgeoning romance, and an evil ex.
The real pathos comes from Samantha’s mother, a manicurist
who works long, exploitive hours to pay off the immense debt
left by her late husband. The book seems unsure how to reconcile this subplot with a more urgent question: Will Samantha
make it to the famous S Gala and complete her transformation?
There is sweetness to this story of glitz and glam despite
some missed opportunities.

m ys t e r y

GONE BUT NOT FOR GARDEN

Collins, Kate
Kensington (336 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-4967-4002-1

An Indiana private eye’s first paying
case draws on her personal connections
but threatens her perspective on her
placid small-town community.
Athena Spencer is working at Bloomers Flower Shop, her family’s floral
business in Sequoia, a town near Lake Michigan, when she’s
approached by a stranger looking for help. Abby Knight Salvare and her husband, Marco, run a private detective agency in
New Chapel, Indiana, and they’ve got a case for the Goddess of
Greene Street, which is what local papers have dubbed Athena
based on her sleuthing abilities. Abby wants to hire Athena’s
Greene Street Detective Agency to look into a murder during the final night of the Small Business Association’s fashion

ON SPINE OF DEATH

Berry, Tamara
Poisoned Pen (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-72824-863-9
A prospective bookstore owner learns
that renovations can be murder.
In the cozy world, everyone has a
plan until she discovers a set of bones
under the floorboards. But mystery
author Tess Harrow, who’s always been
an overachiever, unearths two complete human skeletons while
turning her grandad’s old hardware store into The Paper Trail, a
bookshop she plans to open in her new Wild West–kitsch–filled
hometown of Winthrop, Washington. A police investigation of
the premises, even one led by handsome Sheriff Victor Boyd,
is the last thing Tess needs right now, especially since she’s just
hired even handsomer handyman Jared Wilson to help complete
the project. Fortunately, Jared isn’t really a handyman—he’s an
undercover FBI agent sent to help Nicki Nickerson, a fellow
fed working undercover as the town’s librarian—so he doesn’t
have to actually do any manual labor. Unfortunately, Jared’s so
dumb that he can’t even remember that his cover name is Jared
Wright, and he threatens to blow the entire operation every
time he introduces himself. Boyd’s inquiry stalls until a friend
shows Tess a copy of Let Sleeping Dogs Lie, a mystery she blurbed
but never read, which describes a set of murders in the fictional
town of Heythrop that mirror her current puzzle with disturbing accuracy—except that in Heythrop, there were three sets of
bones. Is there a third corpse yet to be disinterred? Will Jared’s
doglike devotion to her, along with his hot bod, destabilize the
relationship Tess is just beginning to build with sarcastic Victor?
One never knows, does one?
Juggling one snarky sheriff, one junior G-man, and three
skeletons proves a bit much even for Berry’s seasoned heroine.
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show. Carly Blackburn, one of the locals acting as a model in
the show, was poisoned, and the accused, Abby’s cousin, Jillian
Ophelia Knight Osborne, is adamant she had nothing to do
with the crime. Because of the fundraising nature of the event,
the other attendees—that is, suspects—are also Sequoia movers and shakers, from Fran Decker, owner of Fabulous Fashions,
to Mayor Charles E. Sloan himself. Abby is sure that Athena’s
personal connections could help push the investigation beyond
the limited information she’s been able to collect. And Athena’s
thrilled to be working her first official investigation with Case
Donnelly, her partner in and out of the office. But her ability
to get people talking gives her an unwelcome, unflattering view
of her town friends, and she’s not sure she’ll be able to go back
even after the killer’s identified.
A middling mystery that does what it should but not much
more.

STEEPED IN SECRETS

Elliott, Lauren
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-4967-3520-1

Opening a tea shop brings surprises
welcome and unwelcome for a recent
divorcée.
Elliott’s first page amounts almost
to a parody of a shopkeeper cozy. Having shed her faithless husband, Brad,
Shayleigh Myers gazes at the quaint Victorian houses lining
the main street of picturesque Bray Harbor, California, “finding it hard to believe she was actually back in the small town
she thought she had left behind forever.” But this series opener
has a twist. Instead of a coffee shop, bakery, or candle outlet
with a preciously punning name, the emporium Shay inherits
from Bridget Early, a woman she barely knew, is Crystals &
CuriosiTEAS, specializing in herbs, teas, and objects of the
occult. In life, Bridget read tea leaves and was rumored to possess special healing powers that Shay’s beginning to believe she
may share. So instead of selling the shop, as the pushy realtor
presses her to do, she refurbishes the dusty old place with the
help of Tassi, the niece of her old friend Joanne, who owns
Cuppa-Jo, Main Street’s coffee shop. Since every cozy needs a
murder, Shay’s renovations are soon halted by the discovery of
a corpse on her roof. Her obligatory romantic interest is Liam
Madigan, owner of the pub next door to CuriosiTEAS. If all this
sounds pretty formulaic, the discovery of an amulet with mystical powers, a box of mysterious old photos, and the lingering
presence of Spirit, a mongrel with uncanny intuition, take Shay
along a road less traveled.
A promising series debut.
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MURDER, SHE WROTE
Death on the Emerald Isle

Fletcher, Jessica & Terrie Farley Moran
Berkley (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-33368-6

It’s true: Jessica Fletcher can’t go anywhere without finding a dead body.
Jessica’s friend and fellow author
Lorna Winters has broken her leg and
can’t go to Northern Ireland to pick
up the American Author Guest of Honor Award, which also
involves several interviews and panels, so Jessica has agreed to
fill in for her. When her Cabot Cove neighbor Maeve O’Bannon
asks Jessica to deliver some paintings made by her grandfather
to her relatives in the village of Bushmills, near Belfast, and
offers to arrange her stay in a lovely hotel, Jessica agrees even
though Maeve’s relatives, who are involved in the family beauty
product business, don’t always get along. After a lovely time at
the book festival in Belfast, where she meets Maeve’s cousin
Dr. Michael O’Bannon, the company’s figurehead, she’s picked
up by Owen Mullen, another family member, and driven to the
River Bush Hotel. Dougal Nolan is the charming host whose
daughter, Maggie, is Owen’s intended. During a dinner at Jane
Mullen’s mansion, tensions among the relatives threaten to
boil over even in front of two Frenchmen who are visiting to
discuss a merger. The next morning, Jessica sets off on a bike
ride and finds Michael O’Bannon dead in his car. Of course, she
can’t resist investigating. With help from an eager Maggie, she
delves into several possible motives for murder, some of them
very close to home.
The delightful descriptions of the history and beauties of
the Irish island seriously overshadow the mystery.

RUM AND CHOKE

Harris, Sherry
Kensington (336 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Dec. 27, 2022
978-1-4967-3438-9
A Florida bartender’s sense of obligation and adventurous spirit lead her into
danger.
Chloe Jackson, part owner of the Sea
Glass Saloon in Emerald Cove, knows
she’s in trouble when her partner, Vivi
Slidell, and head bartender Joaquín Diaz greet her with a done
deal she’s certain to dislike: They’ve signed her up to represent
the Sea Glass in the Florida Panhandle Barback Games, an
obstacle-course race involving drinks. It’ll be a piece of cake,
they claim, even though her competition includes ringers like
Olympic athlete Jean Claude LaPierre and Hollywood stuntwoman Lisa Kelley. All this information comes from Ann Williams, a friend and local fixer who’s about to get Chloe in big
trouble. Ann’s right-hand man, Dex, helpfully takes Chloe on
|

“A quirky, fast-paced whodunit with a
provocative take on the near future.”
the last resort

a tour of local bars to see the competition, which also includes
champion surfer Enrique Laurier, a chick magnet who may have
roofied Chloe’s drink while she was talking to him. Meanwhile,
Ann confides in Chloe that she’s found a treasure map and needs
someone to accompany her while she does some exploratory
diving. Unfortunately, the only treasure Ann finds is Enrique’s
dead body, making them suspects in his murder. Vivi gets Chloe
a lawyer who tells her to keep quiet despite the good relationship she’s always enjoyed with the police. When Ann announces
her intent to continue her treasure hunt, Chloe agrees to help
despite her misgivings and the need to hide things from her
boyfriend, Rip Barnett. The partnership will put them both in
danger from people willing to kill to seize the treasure.
A fun read whose adventure and romance outshine the
mystery.

THE LAST RESORT

An invitation to a wedding at an
ancient castle lures two London hatshop owners into a dangerous adventure.
Scarlett Parker—the business half of
Mim’s Whims, where her cousin Vivian
Tremont is the creative genius—and her
photographer friend Andre Eisel have a
chance meeting with “Bridus horribilis” Piper May, who’s desperate to have Viv make the fascinators for her bridesmaids.
Neither Viv nor Andre wants to leave London, but Scarlett,
who’s planning her own wedding to Harrison Wentworth, can’t
resist the beauties and amenities of Waverly Castle when Piper
invites them all to the wedding. Viv and Andre reluctantly agree
after Viv’s tempted by the presence of legendary hatmaker

y o u n g a d u lt

Kaufman, Michael
Crooked Lane (261 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-63910-207-5

FATAL FASCINATOR

McKinlay, Jenn
Berkley (288 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-54677-2

An offbeat police team probes a
series of high-profile murders.
In the 2030s, Washington, D.C.,
police detective Jen B. Lu catches the
weird case of celebrity lawyer Patty Garcia, killed on the Viridian Green golf
course, presumably by a flying ball. Jen’s sidekick and amanuensis is in her head, a synth implant named Chandler who calls
Jen “boss.” Chandler crisply tracks specific dates and times
and often presents data in detail-heavy paragraphs. Providing welcome contrast is Jen’s banter with her significant other,
Zach, whose new job as a climate activist has put a strain on
their relationship. Jen’s gut instinct that Garcia’s death was no
accident meets so much resistance from her superiors that she
begins to doubt herself. But a second victim tips the doubters
in her direction, and an investigation begins in earnest. Given
Chandler’s expertise, forensics plays a big role in the probe.
Garcia’s high-profile career made her a compelling target. Her
championing of climate activists attracted enemies among big
oil companies and angered right-wing militias as well. Could
one of these groups include the culprit(s)? A continuing subplot
concerns squad-room tension between Jen and her colleagues
Les and Christopher, husbands as well as co-workers, that dates
back to obliquely recalled incidents from The Last Exit (2021).
Kaufman has a gift for snappy dialogue and relies on it heavily
in Jen’s interviews with persons of interest and squabbles with
Zach. A third murder accelerates the inquiry to a solution.
A quirky, fast-paced whodunit with a provocative take on
the near future.
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“A remote Alaskan town is a good place
to hide, but no place is safe forever.”
winter’s end

Dominick Falco. The castle and grounds are stunning, the company not so much. Dooney Portis, the obnoxious groom who
bullied Andre when they were schoolmates, is marrying for
money; Piper’s looking to improve her social status. Bridesmaid
Sunny is pregnant by Dooney, which may or may not be the reason Scarlett finds Dooney dead in the library. It all seems like a
game of Clue, and at least one of the staff attributes the death
to a curse, though the cause turns out to be cyanide poisoning.
Histrionics and vitriol abound, but Scarlett and her friends
are determined to solve a mystery marked by past and present
secrets, hidden passages, and even a maze.
A cast of unlikable suspects makes it easy to enjoy this
amusing murder hunt without getting overinvested in anyone.

RIVER OF FALLEN ANGELS

Rowland, Laura Joh
Crooked Lane (293 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-63910-151-1

A shutterbug sleuth pursues a brutal serial killer on the loose in Victorian
London.
April 1891. Sarah Barrett, a photographer for the Daily World, is shooting
a construction worker who dangles precariously from London’s Tower Bridge when she and a crowd of
onlookers spot some body parts floating in the Thames below—
remnants of what appears to be the latest of the Torso Murders.
Having already solved the mystery of Jack the Ripper, Sarah
finds herself drawn to the challenge of untangling this series of
crimes as well. Her probe triggers the first threat to her posthoneymoon bliss with DS Thomas Barrett, her husband of less
than a year. Thomas is clearly troubled but unwilling to share
the reason why. Over the course of Sarah’s previous cases, Rowland developed an engaging cast of supporting characters whom
she introduces incrementally here so that new readers won’t
feel left behind. Sarah’s flanked by Mick O’Reilly, who began
as a Holmes-ian street urchin and has evolved into a mature, if
impetuous, sidekick, and Lord Hugh Staunton, her longtime
friend and confidant, exiled by his family because of his homosexuality. Sir Gerald Mariner, owner of the Daily World, seems
always on the brink of firing Sarah because of her sleuthing;
Inspector Edmund Reid of Scotland Yard is the perpetual rival
whom she regularly beats to the solution. Sarah’s investigative
trail takes her through the city’s Tenderloin, which is home to
more victims and an array of flamboyant suspects.
A brisk, atmospheric whodunit that continues the development of Rowland’s core cast.
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WINTER’S END

Shelton, Paige
Minotaur (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 6, 2022
978-1-2508-4659-4
A remote Alaskan town is a good
place to hide, but no place is safe forever.
After being attacked and kidnapped
by a deranged fan, novelist Beth Rivers
is sheltering in Benedict, where only a
few people know her real identity. While
waiting for the St. Louis police to catch her assailant, Beth
has put down roots. She runs the local paper and has helped
the local law solve several murders. During the town’s annual
springtime Death Walk, designed to check up on everyone in
the area at the end of the long winter, she and her friend Orin
discover an elderly man in dire straits whom they get to the doctor in town. Beth lives in a halfway house usually reserved for
women with nonviolent felony convictions and run by Viola, a
source of knowledge on all things Benedict. The only other person living there now, however, is Chaz, a cocky male embezzler
with prodigious cooking skills and little interest in reforming.
Beth’s dog-walking companion, Kaye Miller, comes from a family whose long-simmering feud with another local family, the
Oliphants, occasionally spirals into violence. Kaye’s husband,
Warren, hasn’t been seen for a while, so when Kaye’s found
murdered, he’s a leading suspect. In addition, Beth is worried
about Orin, who’s gone missing, perhaps for reasons concerning his hush-hush government job. She’s also concerned about
her mother, who’s busy tracking her abductor, and her father,
who never returns her calls. Could Kaye have been romantically
involved with an Oliphant? Beth, who won’t rest till she discovers her friend’s killer, puts herself in grave danger.
An excellent adventure tale set against the stunning backdrop of Alaska.

EVERYONE IN MY FAMILY HAS
KILLED SOMEONE

Stevenson, Benjamin
Mariner Books (384 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-06-327902-5

In this mystery, the narrator constantly adds commentary on how the
story is constructed.
In 1929, during the golden age of mysteries, a (real-life) writer named Ronald
Knox published the “10 Commandments of Detective Fiction,”
10 rules that mystery writers should obey in order to “play fair.”
When faced with his own mystery story, our narrator, an author
named Ernest Cunningham who “write[s] books about how to
write books,” feels like he must follow these rules himself. The
story seemingly begins on the night his brother Michael calls
to ask him to help bury a body—and shows up with the body
|

COURTING DRAGONS

Westerson, Jeri
Severn House (224 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-4483-0987-0

Westerson’s new series introduces a
reluctant detective who’s no fool.
Well, actually, he is a fool, the court
jester for King Henry VIII, who’s currently passing the year 1529 in Greenwich.
In the four years Shropshire lad Will
Somers has served as Henry’s beloved jester, palace politics have
never been more fraught than now, as Henry seeks to rid himself
of Queen Catherine so he can marry Anne Boleyn. Henry’s genuinely fond of Will and often listens to bits of his advice and court
gossip, giving Will protection against those who might harm him.
That’s more people than you might think, for the future inheritance Will’s been promised is not enough to gain consent from
the father of Marion, the woman he loves, a courtier’s bastard
daughter. To make matters worse, Will also has a dangerous secret.
Despite wanting to marry, he’s bisexual, and a night’s pleasure
with Don Gonzalo, a handsome member of the Spanish delegation assigned to protect Catherine’s interests, plunges him into a
nightmare of suspicion, blackmail, and murder. Will and Nosewise, his newly adopted dog, work to keep Henry amused, no easy
task while the king’s will is thwarted. After Nosewise sniffs out
Gonzalo with his throat cut, Will uses his role as the overlooked
and underestimated jester to gather information. When Will
himself is blackmailed, he and Marion work to unmask a killer.
Familiar historical figures seen from a different viewpoint
add spice to the mystery.
|
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THE DAUGHTERS
OF IZDIHAR

Elsbai, Hadeer
Harper Voyager (384 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-06-311474-6
Two young women fight for their
freedom in the midst of political
upheaval, threats of war, and suspicions
about the magic they wield.
In the kingdom of Ramsawa, based
on a fantastical Egypt, Nehal Darweesh is forced to agree to a
marriage to help her family settle her father’s gambling debts.
Nehal, however, will not go quietly and manages to convince
her new husband, Niccolo Baldinotti, to allow her to enroll in
the Alamaxa Academy of the Weaving Arts to study waterweaving. Nico is equally uninterested in the marriage, as he intended
to marry Giorgina Shukry until his father learned she was of a
lower status. Giorgina, meanwhile, unbeknownst to her family,
has joined the Daughters of Izdihar, a group of women from all
levels of society fighting for their rights—to a vote, to education, to a life not subservient to men. Soon, Nehal too becomes
interested in the Daughters of Izdihar and is drawn to their
charismatic leader, Malak Mamdouh. Power, however, is not so
easily given up, and the Daughters of Izdihar face both scorn
and violence. Meanwhile, factions within the government and
outside of Ramsawa’s borders continue to view the magical ability to control an element, taught at the Alamaxa Academy, with
suspicion and fear. As tensions threaten to boil over, Nehal and
Giorgina must both come to an understanding of themselves,
their places within society, and their powers both tangible and
intangible before they can finally and decisively fight for their
own freedom. Reminiscent of Tamora Pierce’s fantasies, but all
grown up, with a focus on women, magic, and political schemes,
this novel is cleareyed regarding social issues, timely, and above
all, an engrossing fantasy.
Sympathetic yet flawed characters set against a complex
society on the edge of change bring this novel to vibrant life.
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and a bag containing $267,000. Fast-forward three years, and
Ernie’s family has gathered at a ski resort to celebrate Michael’s
release from prison. The family dynamics are, to put it lightly,
complicated—and that’s before a man shows up dead in the
snow and Michael arrives with a coffin in a truck. When the
local cop arrests Michael for the murder, things get even more
complicated: There are more deaths; Michael tells a story
about a coverup involving their father, who was part of a gang
called the Sabers; and Ernie still has (most of) the money and
isn’t sure whom to trust or what to do with it. Eventually, Ernie
puts all the pieces together and gathers the (remaining) family
members and various extras for the great denouement. As the
plot develops, it becomes clear that there’s a pretty interesting
mystery at the heart of this novel, but Stevenson’s postmodern
style has Ernie constantly breaking the fourth wall to explain
how the structure of his story meets the criteria for a successful
detective story. Some readers are drawn to mysteries because
they love the formula and logic—this one’s for them. If you like
the slow, sometimes-creepy, sometimes-comforting unspooling
of a good mystery, it might not be your cup of tea—though the
ending, to be fair, is still something of a surprise.
This book and its author are cleverer than you and want
you to know it.

127

SON OF THE POISON ROSE

charged with keeping the peace. But when Marasi encounters a
member of the shadowy Set with unnatural powers who makes a
bleak prophecy about the world ending in ash and darkness and
uncovers a perplexing Set plot to smuggle material into—not
out of—the city of Elendel, the whole group is soon drawn back
into the world-saving business. Then Wax accidentally demonstrates that using a mysterious metal called trellium to attempt
to split harmonium into its component metals causes massive
explosions. If the Set were to gain this information, the result
could be a cataclysmic blast. In Sanderson’s capable hands, the
first third of the novel moves along at a steady pace, setting up
this new adventure while still allowing plenty of time for readers to reacquaint themselves with the charming characters who
people this chapter of the Mistborn saga. Once the team heads
for the Outer City of Bilming, the pace picks up to breakneck
speed, and the bulk of the novel is spent rushing to uncover the
plot and prevent disaster. Evil gods, visitors from other parts of
the Cosmere, underground bunkers—this is an action-packed
adventure that also drops plenty of hints about where the Mistborn saga might go from here.
A fast-paced and entirely satisfying conclusion to Mistborn’s second era.

Maberry, Jonathan
St. Martin’s Griffin (704 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-2507-8399-8

In the second of a dark epic fantasy
series, two brothers battle for the fate of
an empire…and perhaps a universe.
Kagen Vale has learned the dreadful
truth: The Witch-king of Hakkia, who
invaded the Silver Empire and slaughtered the Silver Empress’ children—whom Kagen had sworn
to protect—is actually Kagen’s older brother, Herepath, once
a respected cleric and scholar. Herepath now goes to ever more
extreme lengths to pursue his brother and permanently prevent
him from revealing his secret as Kagen goes on the run again,
searching for allies and a new weapon against his powerful foe.
The Witch-king also faces obstacles on two other fronts. First,
his coronation was interrupted, so the subject nations of the
Silver Empire don’t fully consider him their ruler, leading him
toward covert but brutal attempts to sow discord among them
so that they don’t unite against him. Second, the Silver Empress’
sole surviving heirs, the 6-year-old twins Alleyn and Desalyn
(whom Herepath has claimed as his own children for reasons
that are quickly apparent), are fighting their way out of the dark
spell that turns them into sadomasochistic monsters. Will this
new, potentially unstable empire collapse from within, or are
the dreaded powers that Herepath and his patron god, Hastur,
command too overwhelming to defeat? Maberry continues to
dump more subgenres—this time, zombie plague plus Indiana
Jones–style treasure-seeking adventure—into this still-beguiling kitchen sink of a milieu, but despite the multitude of action
scenes, the plot doesn’t advance to any great degree; instead we
have a wide scattering of multiple subplots that await resolution in Book 3. Alas, the series also seems to be in need of a good
copy editor; some minor discrepancies from Kagen the Damned
(2022) have carried through to this novel and spawned new ones.
These are not annoying enough to destroy pleasure in the story
but do prove to be a bit of a distraction.
A thrill ride that’s clearly gathering steam for the next
installment.

CRITICAL MASS

Suarez, Daniel
Dutton (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-593-18363-2
Having survived a disastrous deep
space mission in 2038, three asteroid
miners plan a return to their abandoned
ship to save two colleagues who were left
behind.
Though bankrolled through a crooked
money laundering scheme, their original project promised to put
in place a program to reduce the CO2 levels on Earth, ease global
warming, and pave the way for the future. The rescue mission,
itself unsanctioned, doesn’t have a much better chance of succeeding. All manner of technical mishaps, unplanned-for dangers,
and cutthroat competition for the precious resources from the
asteroid await the three miners. One of them has cancer. The
international community opposes the mission, with China,
Russia, and the United States sending questionable “observers” to the new space station that gets built north of the moon
for the expedition. And then there is Space Titan Jack Macy, a
rogue billionaire threatening to grab the riches. (As one character says, “It’s a free universe.”) Suarez’s basic story is a good one,
with tense moments, cool robot surrogates, and virtual reality visions. But too much of the novel consists of long, sometimes bloated stretches of technical description, discussions of
newfangled financing for “off-world” projects, and at least one
unneeded backstory. So little actually happens that fixing the
station’s faulty plumbing becomes a significant plot point. For
those who want to know everything about “silicon photovoltaics” and “orthostatic intolerance,” Suarez’s latest SF saga will be

THE LOST METAL

Sanderson, Brandon
Tor Books (480 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-0-76-539119-3

A fantasy adventure about a race to
stop a group of fanatics from destroying
the world.
Waxillium Ladrian is a senator now,
desperately trying to use his influence
to prevent a civil war in his homeland of
the Basin. Marasi and Wayne are partners, official constables
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“A modern yet timeless love story.”
georgie, all along

A LOVE BY DESIGN

right up their alley. But for those itching for less talk and more
action, the book’s many pages of setup become wearing.
An ambitious but plodding space odyssey.

r om a n c e
GEORGIE, ALL ALONG

Clayborn, Kate
Kensington (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-4967-3729-8

|

This Victorian romance builds a
bridge over the seeming gap between
heterosexual romantic couplehood and a
woman’s professional fulfillment.
The third novel in Everett’s Secret
Scientists of London series pairs engineer
Margaret “Maggie” Gault and George Willis, Earl Grantham,
estranged childhood sweethearts. When a widowed Maggie
returns to England after her supportive French husband’s death,
she expects to strive alone in establishing the first womanowned engineering firm. Despite the support of the other members of Athena’s Retreat, a secret club for women scientists, she
expects that an ethical compromise she has made to get a lifechanging commission will soon earn their disapproval. George,
the man who abandoned her as a teenager, is an additional concern, though he seems different from the boy she had trusted or
the genial ne’er-do-well the aristocracy once thought him to be.
Having grieved his well-meant but misguided abandonment of
Maggie, he’s hopeful of a reconciliation, but his goal of ruining
an opponent of liberal reform puts Maggie’s ambitions at risk.
Everett raises the stakes from personal love to political battles,
framing individual romance against the backdrop of gender and
class struggle. Written with an evenhanded mix of slapstick,
emotional confrontations, and scenes of intimacy that include
reproductive choices, this novel may be the strongest one of the
series yet. Fans of Lisa Kleypas will also appreciate glimpses of
the tropes she’s popularized in the Victorian historical romance
genre, including “hurt/comfort,” fused with a sequence reminiscent of the scene in Ang Lee’s Sense and Sensibility in which Alan
Rickman’s Brandon carries Kate Winslet’s Marianne home.
A second-chance, friends-to-enemies-to-lovers romance
that imagines smashing the patriarchy.

y o u n g a d u lt

A recently unemployed personal
assistant returns to her hometown and
finds a journal of dreams from her past—
as well as a new romance—that helps her
write a brighter future.
When her screenwriter boss announces
her retirement, Georgie Mulcahy suddenly finds herself not only
without a job, but also lacking a single, solitary idea about what to
do with her life. Road-tripping to her Virginia hometown to help
Annabel, her pregnant best friend, settle into a new house is a start,
but beyond that, Georgie’s future looks like the wrong kind of
blank slate. When the two women uncover a box of memories
from high school, Georgie seizes upon the “friend fic” journal
they once wrote together, its pages overflowing with unfinished
plans and dreams. Maybe looking to the past is exactly what
she needs to jump-start her future, and by completing all of the
bucket-list items she and Bel never got to do together, she can
achieve the fullest version of herself in the process. Georgie’s
plans immediately start to go awry, though, when she’s surprised to find another person crashing at her parents’ house
while they’re out of town—Levi Fanning, town black sheep
and older brother of her high school crush. His reputation for
being a perennial screw-up precedes him, but beneath his gruff
exterior lies a much softer center. As he offers to help Georgie
check off some of her friend fic goals, the continuing proximity
between them clues her in to the fact that what she really wants
isn’t to retreat into her past but write a future for herself instead,
one that unapologetically includes Levi, too. Clayborn’s stories
always feel equally specific and universal, written with vulnerability, humor, and empathy, and this latest is no exception.
Georgie and Levi each have an incredibly charged presence on
the page as the story explores their individual narratives, but
their differences allow them to forge an entirely perfect whole.
A modern yet timeless love story.

Everett, Elizabeth
Berkley (352 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-20066-7

THE DUKE GETS EVEN

Shupe, Joanna
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-06-304507-1
A jilted duke finally finds the heiress
he needs but not where he expects.
Anyone would feel bad for the Duke
of Lockwood. Most broke English aristocrats who sail into New York, looking
for an heiress who will trade her fortune
to be made a duchess, end up with their pick of eligible debutantes. But by now Lockwood has been connected to and then
dumped by not one, not two, but three women. (They all ended
up engaged to their love matches instead, but still.) At this
point, he can’t help wondering if it’s a coincidence that they’re
kirkus.com
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all close friends with Miss Nellie Young and if she’s the cause
of his misfortune, since they had an amorous midnight encounter by the ocean just before his third engagement fell through.
The daughter of a railroad tycoon, her fortune could make her
a potential match, but her reputation is checkered, to say the
least. Not that she minds—Nellie prefers to be single, free to
take lovers when she pleases and to spend her time getting
around the Comstock laws to share information about family
planning and contraception with other women. As Lockwood
begins one last attempt to find a duchess to take home before
it’s too late to save his family’s dukedom, somehow he keeps
finding his way back to Nellie instead. Their shared appetite
for risky intimacy isn’t sated by repeated encounters, and Lockwood realizes that regardless of Nellie’s reputation, she’s the
future duchess he needs—but Nellie isn’t willing to give up her
freedom. This is a satisfying conclusion to Shupe’s Fifth Avenue
Rebels series, especially as no reader could fail to feel sympathy
for Lockwood by now. The chemistry between Lockwood and
Nellie is sizzling; Shupe has outdone herself again in bringing to
life the rough-and-ready attraction between her two main characters. The book is also notable for showing a different side of
Manhattan, as Nellie’s mother was an Irish maid and her family
in Hell’s Kitchen is central to the story. Historically accurate
details, especially surrounding the battle for information about
birth control in the 1890s, round out this resonant tale.
A strong finish to a strong-willed Gilded Age series.

becomes too strong to ignore, they’ll have to decide if love is
worth being vulnerable. In the third and final installment of her
Jansen Brothers series, Sullivan creates warm and likable leads.
Hailey is strong and relatable as a woman attempting to restart
her life after derailing it for an unworthy man, and Wes, while
pricklier, is loyal and supportive of all his friends, especially
Hailey. Although their journey to true love encounters quite
a few obstacles, it’s still an entertaining trek to discover their
happily-ever-after.
A fun, enjoyably light read for fans of the friends-to-lovers
trope.

A GUIDE TO BEING
JUST FRIENDS

Sullivan, Sophie
St. Martin’s Griffin (336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-2506-2420-8

Can men and women ever be friends?
A restaurant owner and a businessman
put the immortal question from When
Harry Met Sally to the test.
After getting dumped by her selfinvolved actor boyfriend, Hailey Sharp throws herself into work.
She uses her experience working for food services trucks on film
sets to open her own brick-and-mortar salad shop, By the Cup.
She’s looking to run a successful business, not fall in love. Enter
Wes Jansen. After a botched meet-cute where he thinks she’s
the blind date who stood him up, he confides in Hailey that he’s
over the dating-app scene. His parents’ acrimonious divorce
soured him on love, and he’d much rather focus on the company
he owns with his brothers, which has the goal of helping small
businesses grow. Hailey agrees with his philosophy, and the two
of them decide to be just friends. Of course, as Wes helps Hailey with her business and she joins in on his family celebrations,
friendship starts to look a whole lot like falling in love. All of
their friends, including Wes’ brothers, can tell they’re perfect
for each other, but Wes doesn’t want to damage their friendship—and Hailey doesn’t want to lose herself to another man
who can’t commit. But when their attraction to each other
130
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YOU CAN’T ALWAYS SAY
WHAT YOU WANT
The Paradox of Free Speech

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THE DECLASSIFICATION ENGINE by Matthew Connelly............. 135

Baron, Dennis
Cambridge Univ. (240 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-00-919890-5

THE REAL WORK by Adam Gopnik................................................. 144
NO RIGHT TO AN HONEST LIVING by Jacqueline Jones............... 146
ROUGH SLEEPERS by Tracy Kidder.................................................148
AMERICAN INHERITANCE by Edward J. Larson...........................148

THE FOREST by Alexander Nemerov................................................ 151
COME BACK IN SEPTEMBER by Darryl Pinckney.......................... 153
RIKERS by Graham Rayman & Reuven Blau...................................154
FIELDWORK by Iliana Regan............................................................ 155
PEGASUS by Laurent Richard & Sandrine Rigaud......................... 155
A GUEST AT THE FEAST by Colm Tóibín......................................... 157
CONVERSATION AT PRINCETON by Mario Vargas Llosa
with Rubén Gallo ; trans. by Anna Kushner......................................158
MASTER SLAVE HUSBAND WIFE by Ilyon Woo.............................159
ROUGH SLEEPERS
Dr. Jim O’Connell’s Urgent
Mission To Bring Healing to
Homeless People

Kidder, Tracy
Random House
(320 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-984801-43-2
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BLOOD MONEY by Kathleen McLaughlin....................................... 151

An expert on language reviews the
complex issues around free speech and
what they mean for democratic practice.
Free speech is one of the key principles of American democracy, but Baron, an emeritus professor of English and author specializing in this field, describes it
as more like “free speech, but.” Despite the First Amendment
prohibition on government regulation of speech, there have
always been exceptions and rules. It is a vital area for study and
debate, but a problem with the book is that Baron, while presenting himself as a dispassionate expert, shows his liberal leanings too often. When he discusses extremists who would limit
free speech, he focuses only on conservative activists, ignoring
the left-wing variety. Though Donald Trump’s presidency was
unquestionably chaotic and most likely corrupt, the author’s
tone regarding the former president feels like he’s trying to
score points with liberal readers. For example, in the section
on the prohibition of threats to the president, he skips over the
many threats to assassinate Trump, such as the public statement
by Madonna that she wanted to blow up the White House, and
instead focuses on Trump’s (admittedly) dubious pronouncements. He also includes a long section on gun ownership and
the Second Amendment, although the connection with free
speech is not clear. Despite these issues, Baron provides a useful and interesting examination of the court cases related to free
speech and includes a discussion on the changing parameters
relating to obscenity, sedition, artistic expression, and threats.
Passing a law is one thing, and interpreting it for practical application is quite another. “Despite the large body of legal rulings,”
writes the author, “the border between protected and unprotected speech is seldom clear or stable, which may leave speakers unsure about what they can say and when. Laws may protect
speech, but they always leave some speech unprotected.”
The landscape of free speech is in constant flux, and Baron
provides important context to the current debates.

TOUGH GUY
The Life of Norman Mailer
Bradford, Richard
Bloomsbury Caravel (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-4482-1814-1

Contentious biography of acclaimed,
controversial novelist Norman Mailer
(1923-2007).
One need not like—or even respect—
one’s subject to write a biography, else
the Hitler shelves would be bare. However, British academic
Bradford seems to thrive only when sniping, deriding perceived
flaws of style and soul, and discovering where the feet of clay are
planted, as with his recent attempted takedown of Patricia Highsmith. Here, he wrestles with a man who “served more as a cook
than as a combatant” in the Pacific in World War II and therefore, presumably, should not have written The Naked and the Dead.
Mailer’s second book, The Barbary Shore, “a naïve, self-absorbed

portrait of American left-leaning politics set in a Brooklyn rooming house, achieved the unenviable status of being scorned by
almost every critic who reviewed it,” and The Deer Park “was
subjected to similar derision.” Few of Bradford’s observations
are particularly original—he relies heavily on other secondary
sources—but occasionally, he hits on a good one. For example, he
notes that “Mailer would spend most of his life involved in relentless attempts to spread consternation….He would become a chameleon, choosing to bludgeon the truth into what he thought
suitable for the occasion, usually involving an attempt to shock.”
More often, Bradford falls into Albert Goldman–esque sanctimony, as when he writes of Mailer’s infamous essay “The White
Negro,” “All that prevailed when he put together this horrible
accident of prose writing was his ego. He wanted fame and he was
determined to shock.” True, but perhaps Mailer also wanted to
call out the hyperconformity of the racist-to-the-bone era, however ham-fisted the result. What about when Mailer got it right?
Then, to name one instance, “critics who saw themselves as occupying the intellectual high ground celebrated The Executioner’s
Song.” It all seems a pointless exercise, but superciliousness is the
coin of this particular critical realm.
Of quaternary rank in the library of work devoted to
Mailer.

ALL THE BEAUTY IN
THE WORLD
The Metropolitan Museum of
Art and Me
Bringley, Patrick
Illus. by Maya McMahon
Simon & Schuster (240 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-1-98216-330-3

A former museum guard recounts
the decade he spent at one of the world’s

iconic museums.
Disenchanted with a seemingly glamorous post-graduation
job at the New Yorker and heartbroken by the untimely death of
a beloved brother, Bringley deliberately sought solace in art. At
the Met, he gradually forged connections with co-workers from
a wide variety of backgrounds, finding a kind of home at the
museum. While the author employs the rather hackneyed formula of jumping between past and present, one can’t help but be
moved by connections he makes between the works over which
he stood guard, and the childlike simplicity of the prose suits
his sense of wonder. Amused by the ghoulish questions posed
by a parade of schoolchildren through the Egyptian mummy
section, he reflects on the futility of the mummification process.
“The body doesn’t make it,” he writes. “Believe all you want that
some piece of a person is immortal, but a significant part is mortal, inescapably, and mad science will not stop it from breaking
down.” The author is also intrigued by museumgoers who lack
a sense of direction. “I like baffled people,” he writes. “I think
they are right to stumble around the Met discombobulated….
None of us knows much about this subject—the world and all of
132
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“Less crystal ball than projection of probabilities, but rewarding,
provocative reading for students of demographic trends.”
the aftermath

its beauty.” While some of Bringley’s personal responses to masterworks are informative and relatable, others border on the
saccharine. Writing about a Monet landscape, he notes, “When
I experience such a thing, I feel faint but definite tremors in my
chest.” If these musings sometimes fail to stir us, the accompanying illustrations by McMahon strike just the right balance
between simplicity and emotional complexity. Readers seeking sophisticated insights into the inner workings of the Met
should look elsewhere, but Bringley offers enough interesting
backstories to keep the pages turning.
An emotionally cathartic stroll through the hallowed halls
of a beloved institution.

THE AFTERMATH
The Last Days of the Baby
Boom and the Future of
Power in America

In-depth examination of the end of
the baby boom and what it means for
younger Americans.
The U.S. is undergoing a great demographic shift. The population explosion of 1946-1964—which required California to
open a new school every week through the 1950s, at enormous
cost—resulted in a generation that vastly outnumbered its predecessors. Thus the 1960s youth culture, Woodstock, and yuppies. Now, writes Washington Post political columnist Bump, the
numbers are changing significantly. “By 2025,” he writes, “most
boomers will be aged 65 or over; five years later, they all will [be].
In 2030, boomers are projected to make up about 17 percent of
the population, the lowest density since 1955. And, of course, it
descends from there.” Many of those boomers cling desperately
to power and privilege, often to the detriment of younger generations. There are complications in the picture, though. For
one thing, the homegrown boomers were joined, half a century
ago, by a huge influx of baby boomer immigrants, swelling their
numbers and moderating the present conservative vote. For
another, the supposed liberal wave that will supplant boomer
conservatives will take time to arrive. While immigrants and
their children will indeed make the U.S. a minority-majority
country, it will take an extra decade to amass enough citizens
with voting rights to make a difference. Regardless, things
change, and “for many boomers, those changes seem to be very
much not OK.” Consequently, White nationalism and White
fear will endure, troubling an already fractious politics. For all
that, Bump notes, Trump carried boomers by only 3%, and the
Republican brand is going to pay for it. As the author also shows,
states demographically most like the future America went overwhelmingly for Biden, those most like the moribund past America, for Trump.
Less crystal ball than projection of probabilities, but rewarding, provocative reading for students of demographic trends.
|

Cohen, Michael
Melville House (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-68589-054-4

The former president’s former counsel rages against his former boss.
“Donald Trump is the mirror into the depth of the soul of
government corruption,” writes Cohen. “He is the standard
bearer for corrupt dictator wannabes. He is the poster boy for
fascism.” The author was one of countless Trump staffers to be
thrown under the bus when legal trouble threatened, in this case
because of a payment to Stormy Daniels. Cohen clearly seeks
revenge for the time he spent in a country-club federal prison—
nicknamed Camp Cupcake—where, “if you wanted to break
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Bump, Philip
Viking (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-48969-7

REVENGE
How Donald Trump
Weaponized the US
Department of Justice
Against His Critics

SINGING AND DANCING
ARE THE VOICE
O F T H E L AW

kirkus.com

A C O M M E N TA RY O N H A K U I N ’ S
“SONG OF ZAZEN”
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“Engaging and
profound.”

—Library Journal
“... one need not
be a Buddhist to
appreciate the
simple, if unintuitive,
wisdom that Hakuin
and his poem offer.”

—Kirkus Reviews
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out, you merely needed to call an Uber.” But revenge cuts both
ways: Cohen argues that the Justice Department was wholly
under the sway of a vengeful Trump and weaponized to punish
anyone he targeted. In Cohen’s case, punishment came in the
form of imprisonment for tax evasion—even though, he insists,
it was a “tax omission.” The IRS was the weaponized agency,
argues the author, that illegally leaked information about him
to other agencies, but leading the charge was the FBI, which
“was corrupt, vindictive, and intellectually lazy.” Moreover, he
insists, everyone in the FBI at the time of his trial was “guilty
of subverting justice.” Given recent, deeper-diving reports on
the wholesale compromise of DOJ under the reign of William
Barr, Cohen’s accusations are often glancing. Still, when he’s not
spitting bile (of his work for Trump, for example, he writes, “the
biggest part of my job was covering for his fat ass”), he hits a few
points: It’s a fact that when Trump—“an orange-faced piece of
shit who ran roughshod over the Constitution”—called for Russia to investigate Hillary Clinton’s emails, Russia did so instantly,
and it’s a fact that the disproportionate sentencing so common
in justice circles can be, and is, used as a political weapon.
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Angry and sometimes scattershot, a footnote to more
comprehensive accounts of Trumpian malfeasance.

SPILLANE
King of Pulp Fiction

Collins, Max Allan & James L. Traylor
Mysterious Press (400 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-61316-379-5
A full-dress biography of the most
polarizing practitioner of 20th-century
crime fiction.
As Collins and Traylor note, nearly
everyone deplored the sex and violence
of Mickey Spillane’s (1918-2006) midcentury novels about private eye Mike Hammer—though that didn’t stop the millions
of readers who catapulted him to the top of bestseller lists
and kept him there. Delving into Spillane’s roots, the authors
examine the evolution of comic-book hero Mike Lancer into
Mike Hammer, cite contemporaneous reviewers who talked
up or trash-talked Hammer’s adventures, and explore Spillane’s multimedia activities during the 10 years (1952-1962)
of Hammer’s absence from the printed page. (Why the long
silence? Collins and Traylor believe Spillane was waiting for
his disadvantageous contract with film producer Victor Saville to expire). Warning in their opening chapter of spoilers
ahead, the authors proceed to summarize the mysteries and
solutions of all Hammer’s early novels. They’re at their best
when mapping the Spillane metaverse, which includes novels,
stories, articles, comic strips, radio broadcasts, TV programs,
and movies, and weakest in their uncritical praise of their subject as a plotter, stylist, Jehovah’s Witness, and human being
(a verdict his first two wives might have contested). “Mickey
encouraged our best efforts, all the while sharing his humanity, generosity, and down-to-earth nature,” they write. “This
book reflects not just our love for his work, but for the man,
with thanks for his encouragement and friendship.” Spillane’s
appealing directness provides an endless stream of anecdotes.
The authors conclude with a formidable array of appendices,
ranging from an autobiographical fragment that takes Spillane from birth to age 14 to an essay on “Ayn Rand and Mickey
Spillane” to a brace of bibliographies and an account of some
of their own extensive dealings with the author when he was
alive and the work Collins has continued to complete since
his death.
Fans who’ve been waiting for a life of Spillane will gobble
this up.
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“Yet more evidence, brilliantly delivered, of the
extent of the U.S. government’s dysfunction.”
the declassification engine

THE DECLASSIFICATION
ENGINE
What History Reveals
About America’s Top Secrets

A GIANT WIN
Inside the New York Giants’
Historic Upset Over the New
England Patriots in Super
Bowl XLII

Connelly, Matthew
Pantheon (560 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-101-87157-7

|

A key figure serves up an in-depth analysis of an underdog Super Bowl victory.
Coughlin—pronounced COFF-lin—was the New York
Giants coach in 2007, when the team went up against the
New England Patriots in the Super Bowl. There he faced Bill
Belichick, who had been a Giants coach when Coughlin started
out under Bill Parcells. “We…shared one belief,” he writes.
“Competition brought out the best in people.” That competition was fierce; at the time, the Patriots were 18-0, “the best
record in the NFL’s history.” Yet, Coughlin writes in this nearly

kirkus.com
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The U.S. government is hopelessly
awash in secret information, and this
gripping history describes how we got
that way and lays out the dismal consequences.
Connelly, a professor of international history at Columbia,
writes that more than 28 million cubic feet of secret files rest in
archives across the country, with far more in digital server farms
and black sites. Nonetheless, government secrets are not secure.
“Washington has been shattered by security breaches and inundated with leaks,” writes the author. Global hackers often access
classified files, and dissenters (Julian Assange, Edward Snowden,
Chelsea Manning, et al.) regularly extract material. Readers may
be surprised when Connelly points out that the first 150 years
of American history were essentially secret-free. Even diplomats often avoided encoding their communication. A new era
began in 1931 with the groundbreaking for a national archive,
and Franklin Roosevelt appointed the first archivist three years
later. At this point, the “dark state” began its epic growth, which
Connelly recounts in 10 unsettling chapters and the traditional
yet still dispiriting how-to-fix-it conclusion. The author delivers a wild, page-turning ride packed with intelligence mistakes,
embarrassing decisions, expensive failed weapons programs,
and bizarre research that has ranged from the silly to the murderous. A large percentage of classified information, including
the famous WikiLeaks revelations, isn’t secret but available in
old newspapers. Everyone agrees that democracy requires transparent government. Congress has passed many laws restricting
unnecessary classification and requiring declassification after a
long period, but they are often dead letters. Officials occasionally required to review records for “automatic” declassification
almost always keep them secret. Plus, the bloated archives are
so underfunded that staff members have insufficient technical capacity to recover historical records. Destroying them en
masse is cheaper, and this is being done. Interestingly, Connelly
points out that historians are more likely to study World War
II and the early Cold War because 1970s and later material is
largely locked away.
Yet more evidence, brilliantly delivered, of the extent of
the U.S. government’s dysfunction.

Coughlin, Tom with Greg Hanlon
Grand Central Publishing (288 pp.)
$30.00 | Dec. 6, 2022
978-1-538-72464-4
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minute-by-minute account, the Giants brought in strategies
that turned the tide. One was to pressure Patriots quarterback
Tom Brady relentlessly: “We knocked him down on that play
and then knocked him down sixteen more times, including
five sacks….The pressure on Brady is why we won that game.”
When you expect to be sacked, he adds, it tends to ruin a quarterback’s day. Other strategies were to let the Giants players,
including a bunch of rookies, have free play under the tight
captainship of Eli Manning, which yielded such spectacular
moments as David Tyree’s still-remembered “helmet catch.”
Through the lens of that storied game, Coughlin tells his own
story as a player and coach, offers character sketches of his players (including Tyree, who initially “couldn’t resist the pull of the
streets off the field” but became a model of comportment), and
delivers a deft portrait of the pro game and the thinking that
goes into every play as well as the many back-office figures who
contribute to success on the field. For fans, though, the best
parts of the book are the author’s nimble descriptions of small
but important moments and figures in the game. For example,
“Amani [Toomer] was good at running curls because he could get
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his body under control without telegraphing that he was slowing down.” Eli Manning provides the foreword.
A delightful read for gridiron devotees.

BLACK AND FEMALE
Essays

Dangarembga, Tsitsi
Graywolf (128 pp.)
$23.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-64445-211-0

In these probing essays, Zimbabwean
novelist and filmmaker Dangarembga
examines the impacts of racism, colonialism, and patriarchy on her life and
work.
Born in the former British colony of Southern Rhodesia,
she grew up in “a vicious society that constructed me as essentially lacking full humanity, needing but never able, as a result of
being black-embodied, to attain the status of complete human.”
It was a world still shaped by the slave trade, which wrenched
“the strongest and most able-bodied individuals in their communities” and upended traditional social and political structures.
Even after gaining independence, the country suffered from the
wounds of “imperial lust,” including inequality, rule by a racial
elite, and an entrenched patriarchal structure “particularly
reluctant to recognise the achievement of Zimbabwean women
in any sector that it does not control.” As a young child, Dangarembga and her brother were left with a White foster family
in Dover, while her parents furthered their studies in London.
In England, disoriented and lonely, she first became aware of
her Blackness. The author recounts her evolution as a feminist,
beginning in college in Zimbabwe and the U.K. “Feminist theory,” she writes, “showed me how I was constructed as a female
person whose content and possibility was predetermined, and
how my refusal to occupy that space was a form of rebellion,
albeit a powerless one.” She felt that powerlessness as she
strived to get published and, after studying at the German Film
and Television Academy in Berlin, faced marginalization in the
film industry as well. As a Black feminist, Dangarembga feels
part of “a small, often embattled group” struggling to be heard
in a society that wants to silence her. In her work, she seeks “to
raise mountains, hills, escarpments and rocky outcrops over the
gouges in my history, my societies and their attendant spirits.”
A well-informed, biting analysis of the legacy of empire.
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“Vibrant, intimate, and intelligent, this book lays
down the unapologetic demand that women of size
finally be allowed ‘to be fat in plain sight.’ ”
weightless

WEIGHTLESS
Making Space for My
Resilient Body and Soul

Dionne, Evette
Ecco/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 6, 2022
978-0-06-307636-5
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A feminist culture writer examines
the challenges plus-size Black women
must overcome on a daily basis.
Dionne, author of Lifting as We Climb,
began writing these essays in order to raise consciousness about
“fatphobic culture that’s bolstered by a billion-dollar dieting
industry.” By the time the book was completed, she had been
diagnosed with heart failure and pulmonary hypertension, conditions caused by doctors’ inability to see beyond her “fatness.”
Drawing on personal experience and popular culture, Dionne
shows how “fat people” are mistreated by being “dismissed,
willfully misinterpreted and sidelined.” The problem begins
in childhood when boys and girls are taught “to associate thinness with discipline [and] fatness [with] laziness” and made the
objects of weight-bullying when they do not fit size expectations. The medical establishment has its own fat prejudices that
only compound the issue. Dionne writes about how doctors
routinely lectured her about her weight in young adulthood and
focused on adjusting her diet. When she exhibited problematic
symptoms like “swollen ankles, unrelenting lower-back pain,
hot flashes and uncontrollable weight gain,” they immediately
blamed her fatness. Even the excessive bleeding from which
she also suffered wasn’t enough to convince Dionne’s gynecologist that fibroids had caused the problem. “Three in four Black
people with uteruses will develop fibroids in their lifetime,” she
writes. Later, decisions doctors made on how to treat her pulmonary hypertension robbed her of the ability to have children
via vaginal birth. The author argues persuasively that the media
plays a huge role in promulgating negative fat-girl stereotypes.
The few positive images it has offered—e.g., Queen Latifah’s
sexy, confident character Khadijah James on the 1990s sitcom
Living Single—provide plus-size Black women life-changing
visions of a positive lifestyle. Vibrant, intimate, and intelligent,
this book lays down the unapologetic demand that women of
size finally be allowed “to be fat in plain sight.”
A provocatively necessary collection.

(1929-1994) pronounced her name Jack-leen. The next is that
her long-stated ambition was “not to be a housewife.” While
she had her foibles—including, Eaton chronicles, the ability
to whirlwind her way across a tony boutique in a few minutes
and rack up a $100,000 bill—she was also a person of considerable substance. She made some curious choices in life, including, by the author’s account, her marriage to Aristotle Onassis,
which was not happy, as reflected by the comparatively small
sum of money she received when he died. Still, upon Jacqueline’s own death in 1994, as if by some silent agreement in the
world press, Wayne Koestenbaum noted that “her marriage
to Onassis was erased with the absoluteness of Soviet regimes
banishing dissidents from the historical record.” Kennedy—so
she was known in her last years, the Onassis name deleted—was
eminently gossipworthy, and Eaton, who writes in a breezy style,
doesn’t refrain from throwing out red meat: Jackie complained
about John F. Kennedy’s womanizing; Onassis and Jackie had
a 170-clause marriage contract; Jackie enjoyed a “champagnetastes” hedonism, “so maybe Camelot wasn’t such a magical era.
Maybe America’s queen had always been a bitch.” The author

FINDING JACKIE
A Life Reinvented

Eaton, Oline
Diversion Books (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-63576-793-3
A pop-culture study of the woman
who was once known around the world.
The first thing to know is that
Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis
|
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also offers discerning observations, including Jackie’s pulling Bobby Kennedy aside to say, “America’s going to the dogs.
I don’t know why you want to be president.” Eaton’s offhand
delivery, seemingly tossed off at times (“And who is this man
she’s marrying? He’s most often portrayed as a pirate”), is better suited to a magazine article than a serious book, but readers
will still glean a thing or two they might not have known before.
A middling but sometimes insightful portrait of an American icon.
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LIFE
A Journey Through Science
and Politics

Ehrlich, Paul R.
Yale Univ. (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-300-26454-8

A memoir from the renowned biologist, ecologist, and conservationist.
Ehrlich (b. 1932) is best known for his
1968 international bestseller, The Popula
tion Bomb; his memoir is less controversial but entirely entertaining. For decades, he has been a well-known, sometimes
contentious public figure, a “natural-born loudmouth.” Less
well known is his day job as an entomologist who has made
major contributions to evolutionary science. Readers reluctant
to experience another environmental-destruction polemic will
be pleased that the first half of the book describes the author’s
life before The Population Bomb. Ehrlich delivers an amusing
account of a science-obsessed childhood, college at the University of Pennsylvania, pursuit of a doctorate at the University of
Kansas, and the surprisingly nasty politics that accompanied
his climb through academia. University teaching is not a lucrative career, and writing began as a supplement to his “inadequate salary,” but research grants, sabbaticals, and fellowships
enabled him to travel the world, from the Arctic to the tropics
to Australia and Africa. On the downside, travel exposed him to
a great deal of human misery. “Although we saw plenty of poverty in Southeast Asia, at least in the places we visited it was
not with the same immense press of people or with the same
depth of poverty of lack of sanitation we found in India,” he
writes. “Our experience there really brought home to us how
lucky we were.” Critics of Ehrlich’s iconic book point out that
the population explosion predicted in 1968 never happened
and that technology has vastly increased food production. In
response, he makes the plausible argument that today’s Earth
is, in fact, overpopulated, and hunger remains widespread. Supplying food and energy to this excess population is exhausting
the soil, wiping out wildlife, destroying the environment, and
warming the planet. He maintains that, far from being a voice
of doom, “I was actually wildly optimistic about what would be
accomplished if society’s leaders and the public were alerted to
the dangers ahead.”
Consistently interesting stories from a famous scientist’s
busy life.
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“As the author lays bare the price women pay for
success in an athletic system that still favors males,
she offers a thoughtful, much-needed plea for a more
humane, gender-neutral sporting system.”
good for a girl

GOOD FOR A GIRL
A Woman Running in a Man’s
World
Fleshman, Lauren
Penguin Press (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-593-29678-3
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A former national champion distance
runner discusses her experiences as an
elite female athlete in a system built to
the measure of male bodies.
Fleshman became aware of her athletic gifts during the “girl
power revolution of the 1990s.” Equal access provisions of the
1972 Title IX law allowed her to engage in sports in ways her
talented mother could not. Throughout childhood, the author
routinely beat boys at running. Then puberty made her and
other girls aware that they and their bodies were now “subject
to the dominant male gaze.” Still, her compact frame still made
Fleshman competitive with the male runners she both admired
and envied. She became a champion courted by universities all

over the country, including her alma mater, Stanford. Then her
body began to change her sophomore year, and suddenly she
found herself under pressure to maintain a “race weight” to keep
competitive. As a college and professional athlete, Fleshman
also suffered a series of stress fractures in her feet. The injuries
raised her awareness that diets for women athletes could impair
key bodily functions like bone production and that, physiologically, females did not gain their peak athletic power until their
late 20s. At the same time, she learned how corporate sponsors
like Nike objectified women athletes for profit, demonstrating
how “sport and femininity were at odds.” In 2009, Fleshman
began an advice column for female athletes to address issues
like “body image, eating disorders, depression, lost periods,
stress fractures, mysterious injury cycles, [and] anxiety,” all of
which she had seen or experienced during her career and that
later propelled her into her second career as a women’s running
coach. As the author lays bare the price women pay for success
in an athletic system that still favors males, she offers a thoughtful, much-needed plea for a more humane, gender-neutral sporting system.
Inspirational and impassioned.
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EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Antifascism and the Left in
the Age of Fascism

Fronczak, Joseph
Yale Univ. (360 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-300-25117-3

Scholarly examination of the relationship between anti-fascism and fascism, each contingent on the other.
Princeton historian Fronczak points
out that our consensus view of what the left constitutes largely
hinges on convergences of the 1930s. “Antifascism was the central idea pulling the left together in the years leading up to the
Spanish Civil War,” he writes, “and then pushing leftists to go
to Spain to fight together there.” There had been fascist movements in the decade before, including the 400 black shirts who
marched in New York City in 1927, and opposition to them.
While the face of fascism has changed—globalized, Fronczak

writes, in its encounters with populist and nationalist movements around the world—its existence has served constantly
to reenergize the left. It is hardly a novel idea that fascism is an
overworked term defined variously from individual points of
view, but the better part of this book is the author’s study of
Spain as crucible. Fronczak corrects some points of Cold War
ideology—e.g., that the Popular Front was a creation of the
Comintern; it dates, he argues, to an earlier coalition on the
French-German border “determined to win regional autonomy
for the Alsatian people,” some of whose members were renegade Communists going against the party line. The author
also highlights figures who have fallen into obscurity, such as
the Black American fighter Oliver Law, who, born on a ranch
in Texas, became a militant anti-fascist commander in Spain,
where, despite official claims of equality, he was often tested
on account of his race. “Right, left, fascism, and antifascism—
these have all become once more words that people find worth
fighting over,” Fronczak notes in closing. His book is a touch
arid, but if nothing else, one hopes that it will send readers
to wider accounts of the Spanish Civil War—by, for instance,
Hugh Thomas or Antony Beevor—to deepen their knowledge.
The thesis is unremarkable, but Fronczak’s study of the
Spanish Civil War has considerable merit.

G-MAN
J. Edgar Hoover and the
Making of the American
Century
Gage, Beverly
Viking (864 pp.)
$45.00 | Nov. 22, 2022
978-0-670-02537-4

Doorstop biography of J. Edgar
Hoover (1895-1972), who exercised outsize power for half a century.
As Yale historian Gage writes in this overlong but rich
account, Hoover believed that the “thoroughly American” FBI
honored the federal government’s progressive duty to make life
better for “real” Americans while snipping leftist political thorns
and suppressing minorities. Largely sidestepping the longtime
speculations about Hoover’s sexual preferences, the author also
notes that, while many writers have long thought that Hoover
amassed power by blackmailing presidents and attorneys general, he stayed at the helm of the FBI because important people
throughout the federal government wanted him there. One
ally was Richard Nixon, and Gage breaks news by showing that
although the FBI is supposed to be politically neutral, Hoover
fed Nixon information about the Kennedy campaign during the
presidential race. Nixon honored the debt by not firing Hoover,
as much as he wanted to, as Watergate—whose exposure owed
much to internal dissensions within the bureau—began to take
bring down his presidency. When writing of a younger, more
idealistic Hoover, Gage acknowledges his intellect and organizational skills—even as a teenager, he was keeping dossiers
on everyone imaginable—while also noting that Hoover was
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“An appealing, instructive mixture of Eastern spiritual
practices and modern psychological research.”
why we meditate

committed to a racist fraternity that would influence his entire
career path. “Taught as a young man to regard segregation as a
bedrock of the social order,” writes the author, “he did not simply abandon those ideas when the Supreme Court declared otherwise.” His hatred of Martin Luther King Jr., however, seems
to have been based less on race than on his conviction that King
was a communist, the worst thing anyone could be in Hoover’s
eyes. Gage closes by concluding that for all Hoover’s flaws and
legally questionable programs, making him a scapegoat exonerates too many other guilty parties: “His guilt restores everyone
else’s innocence.”
A welcome reevaluation of a law enforcement legend, now
much scorned, who so often operated above the law.
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WHY WE MEDITATE
The Science and Practice of
Clarity and Compassion

Goleman, Daniel & Tsoknyi Rinpoche with
Adam Kane
Atria (224 pp.)
$27.00 | Dec. 6, 2022
978-1-982-17845-1
A Tibetan Buddhist monk and a psychologist offer a poetic and practical
treatise on the practice and science of

meditation.
In the same vein as The Art of Happiness, in which psychiatrist Howard Cutler explored Dalai Lama’s wisdom from his
Western perspective, Goleman and Rinpoche offer a dual perspective on meditation. The authors successfully synthesize
their ideas and viewpoints, demonstrating their shared interest
in science as well as their extensive experiences with meditation. The text is a smooth, interwoven narrative of science, religion, and poetry, and each chapter begins with a discourse of
various aspects of Buddhist meditation practice by Rinpoche,
followed by a discussion of the relevant scientific research by
Goleman. Alongside Rinpoche’s discussions of classic meditation practices—particularly those that help us to let go of worry,
cultivate empathy, or quell our anger—are Goleman’s clear
explanations of the evolutionary basis for such emotions and
the ways in which science has confirmed the efficacy of ancient
Buddhist practices in helping us regulate these emotions. The
book is highly practical by nature, and each chapter ends with
a step-by-step guide to various meditation practices, elements
that will be useful for both experienced meditators and novices.
For every specific emotional problem addressed—e.g., chronic
worrying—the authors present actionable steps based on both
Tibetan Buddhist meditation techniques and modern psychological tools. Far from being another fluffy self-help book in
which meditation is characterized as an emotional and mental
panacea, this book does not shy away from discussing the potential downsides of practices such as compassion and mindfulness
and offers ways to combat negative side effects. Although experienced meditators might already be familiar with most of the
information found in the book, they will still garner inspiration
from Rinpoche’s delightful, and often funny, discourses.
An appealing, instructive mixture of Eastern spiritual
practices and modern psychological research.
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I ALWAYS THINK IT’S
FOREVER
A Love Story Set in Paris as
Told by an Unreliable but
Earnest Narrator
Goodman, Timothy
Simon Element (192 pp.)
$22.00 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-66800-369-5

A graphic memoir about romance in Paris.
In 2019, coming off a year of major depression, noted artist and graphic designer Goodman wanted to “do something big
for myself—not for my career, not for someone else, not for some
impossible facade I could never keep up with because of fear.” He
decided to move to Paris for six months, learn French, and eat “all
the baguettes.” While he was there, he met Aimée, who gave him
a “tingly feeling I hadn’t felt since I was a teen.” After only a few
months, the author committed wholeheartedly to the relationship.
“I was thinking about wedding pictures,” he writes. Unfortunately,

the romance didn’t survive Goodman’s move back to New York City,
and the challenges of a long-distance relationship proved too much
for the couple. Eventually, they met in Rome and broke up. This
book, illustrated in Goodman’s characteristic Sharpie-based style, is
his attempt to create “art out of my own heartache.” The story of
his brief but intense love affair is a jumping-off point for the author
to excavate his own traumas and vulnerabilities, beginning with
the departure of his biological father when Goodman was only 18
months old. The author also delves into some of his other unlucky
relationships with women, and he includes a brief, post-breakup
interlude. Goodman casts himself as the starry-eyed romantic of
the book’s title, a “sentimental” person who “cries to The Intern on a
two-hour-long flight to Chicago.” He is overwhelmingly open about
his emotions about the breakup, noting that when a rumor reached
him that his ex may have been unfaithful to him, he got drunk and
“wrote two intense emails to my therapist like I was 2Pac in his prime.”
Goodman’s willingness to bare it all is touching, but the end result
feels more like a blog than a cohesive book.
An intermittently moving tale of love and loss in the City
of Light.
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“In top form, Gopnik makes his subject
intellectually and viscerally thrilling.”
the real work

THE REAL WORK
On the Mystery of
Mastery

Gopnik, Adam
Liveright/Norton (256 pp.)
$30.00 | March 14, 2023
978-1-324-09075-5
A masterful speculation on the
nature and art of mastery.
Gopnik, a longtime critic for theNew Yorker and a librettist, tells us the
real work is a term used by magicians to refer to the “accumulated craft, savvy, and technical mastery that makes a
great magic trick great.” The real work sets lasting, incremental accomplishment apart from transitory achievements,
revealing what it means when we accomplish something we
thought we could not do. To fully appreciate the real work in
others means gaining some sense of how it feels for them to
do it, so Gopnik apprenticed himself to masters in various

fields—magic, drawing, boxing, dance, etc.—to grasp their
singular attainments, strategies, and styles. In doing so, he
discovered that mastery is not rare but all around us. It always
has its genesis in practice, and it can be embodied in everything from learning to read to hitting a baseball. Within mastery, we also look for the unique human presence that injects
it with personality, idiosyncrasy, and difference. As the author
notes, we often “overrate masters and underrate mastery.”
Gopnik builds his book around Seven Mysteries of Mastery,
deciphering these matters with shrewd but self-effacing skill.
The principles of magic—“an aesthetic of the clandestine”—
also inform his other essays, especially the necessity of “the
Other,” an audience, for an artist to find meaning. He demonstrates that regardless of our level of talent and ability, as
human beings of parts, we need not be hindered by our limitations but can be goaded by them. The real work is within
our capacities. Gopnik’s intelligence gleams on nearly every
page, though he occasionally gets a little overly academic for
a general audience. Yet, like Malcolm Gladwell, he has a gift
for forging connections and making even the seemingly mundane compelling.
In top form, Gopnik makes his subject intellectually and
viscerally thrilling.

WARRIOR
My Path To Being Brave

Guerrero, Lisa
Hachette (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-306-82949-9

How grit and ambition have fueled a
woman’s career.
In her debut memoir, Guerrero, chief
investigative correspondent for Inside Edi
tion, traces her journey to becoming a fierce
“victim’s avenger” and role model. Raised by her father, a social
worker, after her mother died when she was 8, Guerrero—who took
her mother’s surname in homage to her heritage—missed having
a woman’s guidance as she grew up. She never forgot, though, her
mother’s admonition that her name, in Spanish, means warrior.
To help her cope with her mother’s death, her father enrolled
her in theater therapy classes, where the shy, gangly young girl
discovered that she loved to perform. A model at the age of 16,
she later enrolled in acting classes, but her career took an unexpected turn when she was selected to join the elite Los Angeles
Rams cheerleading team. At first, she was exhilarated by the
adoring fans and the camaraderie of her squad, but cheerleaders were treated as no more than “cheap labor and hot bodies,”
and after four years of grueling, underpaid work, the “constant
makeovers and body-shaming” made the gig unappealing. Guerrero parlayed that experience into trailblazing jobs in sports,
including as entertainment director for the Atlanta Falcons
and as a sportscaster in LA. She also landed a part as a glamorous bad girl on a popular soap opera. For a while, she worked
at Fox Sports, where she experienced the sexism and misogyny
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NEVER FORGET OUR PEOPLE
WERE ALWAYS FREE
A Parable of American
Healing

that permeated the Fox organization. A low point of her career
occurred when she was hired as a sideline reporter on Monday
Night Football. Mercilessly criticized in the media as “eye candy”
and harassed by her boss, she became depressed and nearly suicidal. When her marriage to a baseball star failed, she felt at an
impasse—until she seized an offer from Inside Edition that catapulted her into media stardom.
A forthright recounting of an eventful life.

Jealous, Ben
Amistad/HarperCollins (240 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-06-296174-7

How a series of representative stories can teach us about political collaboration and racial reconciliation.
Jealous, a prominent civil rights leader and former head of
the NAACP, delivers a series of “parables” meant to illustrate
plausible strategies for overcoming the most formidable obstacles to social justice in America. The author reflects on his own
experiences with discrimination and his career as an academic
and activist, and he considers the history of racism in America
and the racialized failures of its criminal justice system. Some
of the personal anecdotes are tendentious, and the dialogue
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no right to an honest living

attributed to revelatory encounters with allies and enemies is
often stilted, but the text comes alive when Jealous examines
the paradoxes of American freedom and the potential of specific approaches to eradicating bigotry. The author, who edited
the collection Reach: 40 Black Men Speak on Living, Leading, and
Succeeding, is particularly perceptive on the cruelty of mass
incarceration, the massive human toll of the so-called “war on
drugs,” and the warping effect of racist assumptions involved in
criminal profiling. Most striking is the discussion of how, over
the past half-century, prison systems have siphoned off money
formerly devoted to state educational institutions and how
politically diverse coalitions have achieved, however haltingly,
key reversals of this process. Ultimately, Jealous makes resonant
appeals for the importance of prioritizing confrontations with
systemic racism and memorably underscores the great promise revealed by past efforts at working cooperatively. In pointing to historical instances of shared resistance to oppressive
power structures among enslaved Blacks and indentured White
servants, for instance, the author drives home his central, persuasive thesis: “Black and White people can work together to
create a fairer, free society.” Ultimately, Jealous seeks a nation
“where the very American tradition of denying the humanity of
people of a darker hue does not exist.”
A thoughtful, informed set of reflections on America’s past
and future struggles for social equity.

SWAGGER
Super Bowls, Brass Balls, and
Footballs

Johnson, Jimmy & Dave Hyde
Scribner (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-1-66800-862-1

The bad-boy football coach struts
his stuff—well, the stuff of decades ago,
anyway.
Don’t like Johnson? He couldn’t care
less. “When Sports Illustrated ranked the twenty-five most hated
teams in history,” he gloats, “our 1986 Miami team was No. 1 and
our 1992 Dallas Cowboys team was No. 3.” Part of the reason is
that operative keyword: gloat. “What’s the point of winning if
you can’t gloat a little?” It’s a question asked and answered in the
very title of the book, and the author insists that a steady stream
of visitors comes to his Key West home to imbibe his ascended
wisdom: “These visitors don’t fly into Miami, drive through
the Everglades, and visit the Keys just to see me. They come
to hear what I learned.” Gloating aside, Johnson undeniably
knows plenty about the game of football, information he’s glad
to share here. One piece of advice, broadly paraphrased, is to
know your numbers and then go with your gut anyway, as when
Johnson picked a down-in-the-draft-roster player who was said
to be small and slow and, because no one threw to him, may not
have been able to catch a ball. Johnson took him anyway. That
player was Emmitt Smith, and, as Johnson notes, “By the time
he retired, he was the NFL’s all-time rushing leader.” Evaluating
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talent doesn’t always mean finding the best team player, at least
not at first, as long as the player finally gets with the program.
And what is the program? Hit hard. Work harder than they do.
Scrimmage every day. Leave your kids to fend for themselves if
you need to in order to win (“I wasn’t exactly cold. I just wasn’t
tied to a calendar”). And don’t be afraid to be disliked.
Not the most winning of recent football books but worth
a look.

NO RIGHT TO AN
HONEST LIVING
The Struggles of
Boston’s Black Workers in
the Civil War Era
Jones, Jacqueline
Basic Books (544 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-5416-1979-1

Superb social history of a Boston
that, while nominally abolitionist, found
little room in its 19th-century economy for Black workers.
In the years leading to the Civil War, writes Bancroft Prize–
winning historian Jones, Black Bostonians faced numerous
obstacles. There was old-fashioned “overt racial prejudice,”
and then there was the related “hard-nosed calculation that
the white laboring classes were too potent a political force to
aggravate with calls for Black economic opportunity.” Competition with newly arrived Irish immigrants for low-wage work
often saw Blacks unable to secure adequate employment. Given
that “wage earning was a key signifier of citizenship,” Blacks in
Boston were effectively less than full citizens. Even the onset of
Civil War and, in time, the admission of Black troops into the
Army did little to address basic inequalities. As so often explains
matters historical, much of this had to do with economics. For
example, while laws that “required Black seamen to be incarcerated while their ships were in southern ports” may have
drawn murmurs of protest on the parts of sailors and abolitionists, the shipowners were disinclined to join them, recognizing
that those ports represented money. In the end, Jones shows
with her characteristic combination of meticulous research and
able storytelling, while Blacks constituted a small segment of
the professional classes, many more required public assistance,
which worked, abolitionists feared, to prove that Blacks were
naturally indolent and that their objection to “ill-paid, disagreeable work was somehow a function of their ‘race.’ ” Even after
the war, nothing changed: Many Boston jobs required political patronage available only to White workers, and as a result,
“for the period 1865 to 1920, Black men constituted just barely
1 percent of the commonwealth’s workforce.” Arguably, those
patterns of old endure today, if perhaps better disguised than
the open racism of old.
A brilliant exposé of hypocrisy in action, showing that antiBlack racism reigned on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line.
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TOMORROWMIND
Thriving at Work―Now and
in an Uncertain Future

Kellerman, Gabriella Rosen &
Martin Seligman
Atria (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-982159-76-4

Advice for maintaining workers’
well-being.
In her debut book, Kellerman, a
medical doctor who pivoted from MRI brain research to public health policy and health care technology, joins with prolific
Seligman, a founder of the field of positive behavioral psychology, to offer salient perspectives on the future of work. Drawing
on psychology, neuroscience, educational theory, and medical
research, they offer guidance on honing skills and perspectives
to help individuals succeed in an ever changing work environment. As labor has transformed from hunting-gathering to

agriculture to industrialization, success has depended on an
important set of skills: resilience (R), finding meaning (M),
establishing social supports (S), and honing prospection (P) (the
ability to think about the future) and innovation (I)—abilities to
which they give the admittedly “out of order” acronym PRISM.
Each chapter elaborates on these skills and suggests ways for
developing them. Finding meaning is crucial for job satisfaction
and can result from factors such as a sense of personal or professional growth; finding a balance between work and personal
life; and feeling inspired by one’s contributions. But even more
important than meaning, the authors assert, is mattering: “one’s
sense of the difference one makes in the world.” Social connections, as well, are integral to work satisfaction, affecting us
psychologically and physiologically. The authors suggest ways
to overcome a perception of “time famine” that can get in the
way of fostering rapport, and they advocate soliciting participation, encouraging the sharing of perspectives, and empathetic
listening as strategies to bridge isolation. The book is filled with
exercises for building skills, acronyms for easy recall (OCEAN,
for example, describes five personality traits—such as openness
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“An authoritative contribution to the
dismal history of race in America.”
american inheritance

AMERICAN
INHERITANCE
Liberty and Slavery in
the Birth of a Nation,
1765-1795

and curiosity—associated with creativity), and relatable anecdotes. The authors offer suggestions for businesses about how
to make corporate cultures more supportive of workers. Even in
an unpredictable, roiling future, the authors are optimistic that
every worker can flourish.
Practical, encouraging self-help for the workplace.

ROUGH SLEEPERS
Dr. Jim O’Connell’s
Urgent Mission To Bring
Healing to Homeless People

Kidder, Tracy
Random House (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-1-984801-43-2

Noted long-form journalist Kidder rides along as clinicians try to serve
one of Boston’s most marginalized

populations.
The term rough sleeper is not used much in American English.
It’s a borrowing from the British way of describing the people
who sleep where sleep is not intended: doorways, sidewalks, culverts, etc. Kidder’s hero, Dr. James Joseph O’Connell, has spent
decades with volunteer and paid workers driving in a medicineand supply-stuffed van to the places where this population gathers. Many of the rough sleepers are mentally ill or addicts. Most
are White, perhaps because, as O’Connell ventures, “the Black
and Latino communities are more willing than Boston’s white
world to harbor their homeless.” In any event, “once people
have fallen to living on the streets, they have reached a certain
horrible equality.” Against the work of O’Connell and his Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program stand an array of
bureaucrats and the police, who regularly roust the homeless
from their camps and nooks, forcing them to find even less
hospitable places to survive the night. O’Connell, now well
past retirement age, is the tutelary angel of the piece, but many
lesser heroes work around the clock to save lives and treat the
downtrodden with dignity. The job is thankless and endless. As
O’Connell’s mentor told him, “We’re way down on the solution
scale,” and indeed, finding a solution to homelessness is a sociological and economic problem more than a medical one. For all
that, said one worker, O’Connell keeps on trying: “This is really
about accountability, system design, performance. Until that’s
fixed, Jim is basically standing at the bottom of a cliff, trying
to save people.” Sometimes he succeeds, but too often, for reasons institutional and personal, some people can’t and won’t be
saved, and many who can be will slip between the cracks.
A searching, troubling look at the terrible actualities of
homelessness.
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Larson, Edward J.
Norton (416 pp.)
$32.50 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-393-88220-9

The Pulitzer Prize–winning historian returns with a study of the era that
“changed the American understanding of liberty and slavery.”
Larson, author of Franklin & Washington, A Magnificent Catas
trophe, and other acclaimed books of American history, recasts
the narrative of the nation’s founding by focusing on vociferous
debates about liberty that erupted during three crucial decades
of revolutionary fervor. By 1700, more than 2 million enslaved
Africans had been shipped to America. At a time when rebellious colonists proclaimed their refusal to be enslaved by the
British, most saw no contradiction in buying and selling men,
women, and children. Many, especially in the South, agreed
with Thomas Jefferson that Blacks were inferior, “incapable
of liberty on a par with whites.” Some, mostly in the Northern
states, held that slavery was morally “odious,” incompatible
with a nation promoting freedom for all. War gave enslaved
people some hope of liberation: More Blacks served on the
British side than the American, hoping to gain freedom from
the nation that had abolished slavery. The American military
refused to integrate until troops became so decimated that
Blacks were accepted into “non-arms-bearing duties.” In 1777,
when conscription was initiated, Whites in New England freed
slaves to send as substitutes. By the time of the Constitutional
Convention, the issue of slavery created a deep sectional divide,
with the South refusing to ratify any document that did not preserve the Atlantic slave trade and assure the return of fugitive
slaves. Although the term slave does not appear in the Constitution, provisions over the right to property mollified slave owners. Larson’s stirring narrative includes the perspectives of free
and escaped slaves, such as James Somerset, who was brought
to England by his owner, where he successfully sued for his freedom; poet Phillis Wheatley; and Ona Judge, dower property of
Martha Washington, whose escape incited George Washington’s desperate, enraged search for her return.
An authoritative contribution to the dismal history of race
in America.
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HANGING OUT
The Radical Power of
Killing Time
Liming, Sheila
Melville House (224 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-68589-005-6

A glancing meditation on the value
of spending idle time with friends, family,
and strangers.
“Hanging out is about daring to do
nothing much and, even more than that, about daring to do
it in the company of others,” writes Liming, a professor of
literature, media, and writing. The “daring” bit seems a little
overstated. Most people, apart from those in isolation and
agoraphobes, seem not to have trouble finding ways to lounge
around with a clutch of fellow lollygaggers watching a ball game
or arguing over the ways of the world. Liming means something more rarefied, with hanging out—not doing much—as

an act of resistance against a late-stage capitalist regime that
demands that we all be available to work all the time. Hanging
out, she writes, “marks the boundaries of a sanctuary space
that exists at a remove from the pressures of market-driven
competition.” That’s all well and good, and capable of being
said without much buttressing. Still, the author consistently
calls in the cavalry, from Emerson to Theodor Adorno to Walter Benjamin. Where the appeal to authority is apposite, it’s
often qualified: “[M.F.K.] Fisher is, so far as I am concerned,
one of the preeminent twentieth-century voices not just on
the subject of eating but on eating socially.” The hedging
clause is no more necessary than Liming’s rendering of a hiking trip as “the work of collective arrival,” a formulation both
arid and abstract. The author deserves praise for honesty, however, in admitting that the conferences so beloved of academics are really “fundamentally about seizing the opportunity to
hang out.” Liming is at her best when she considers in-person
lounging against the online hanging out that younger people
seem increasingly to prefer and which will change the face of
socializing: After all, you can’t catch pandemic diseases over
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FIRST LIGHT
A Journey Out of Darkness

the internet, and gathering in groups is a prerequisite condition for mass shootings.
A hit-or-miss ramble in praise of giving time to wasting
time.

README.TXT
A Memoir

Manning, Chelsea
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-0-374-27927-1

The trans Army analyst who served
seven years in prison for disclosing documents tells her story.
“It is not possible to work in intelligence and not imagine disclosing the
many secrets you bear,” writes Manning, who documents the
pressures she was under during her service in Iraq, leading her
to load thousands of documents and videos onto a hard drive
and share them with WikiLeaks in 2010. Her disillusionment
with the U.S. operation in Iraq was earned the hard way, by witnessing firsthand mistakes with bloody results, institutionalized xenophobia, and other infamously oxymoronic qualities of
“military intelligence.” Manning doesn’t make that joke, or any
other one, in this memoir. As the title suggests, she writes like a
computer programmer, albeit a very smart and literate one, who
read more than 1,000 books during her imprisonment. Manning’s story as it has unfolded over the past decade has been
difficult to parse, but what becomes clear is that she is not a
political partisan: The principle she holds most dear is transparency. Whether she is describing her unhappy childhood in central Oklahoma or her time locked in a cage in Kuwait, her story
is rich in detail but somewhat flat in affect. She grew up with
gender dysphoria from an early age. As soon as the internet was
invented, she became a troll and a hacker (“My chan buddies
and I were baby edgelords”), and it was these computer skills
that “got me noticed—in both good and bad ways” in the Army.
Once she realized that her apparent gender was inconsistent
with her true self, transparency required she claim her identity
as a woman. Doing so from military prison put her at odds with
the institution in a whole new way, which she faced with grim
determination. A prefatory note clarifies that this manuscript
passed through the Department of Defense approval process,
with only a few paragraphs redacted.
Manning demonstrates her integrity in this meticulous
account of a person constitutionally opposed to secrets and
lies.
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Matthiessen, Lucas
Arcade (240 pp.)
$26.99 | March 7, 2023
978-1-956763-31-7

The son of an iconic author chronicles his descent into dependency.
Matthiessen (1953-2022), the son of
Peter Matthiessen, was born in Paris,
surrounded by his father’s clique of literary bohemians and expectations to live up to the esteemed
family name. When his parents divorced in 1956, Matthiessen
volleyed between their culturally significant social circles but
ended up relocating with his mother to New York. His home
life devolved as his mother struggled with alcoholism, and he
attended boarding school not for the experience but to “remove
me from the chaos.” In smooth, crisply vivid prose, Matthiessen
describes his time at Columbia studying English literature, during which he entertained a series of misguided trysts with one
of his father’s old flames and was diagnosed with retinitis pigmentosa, a degenerative eye disease inherited from his mother
that would slowly rob him of his sight. By age 35, the condition
severely hampered his lofty ambitions of continuing the family authorial tradition, but he soldiered on and accompanied his
father on humanitarian trips to Tibet and Africa. The author
often reflects back to his youth in the shadow of his famous
father, his Zen Buddhist teachings, and their bonding experiences. He also elaborates on his romanticized perspective of
alcohol as the “magical elixir that helped me feel comfortable
in the world, a sensation for which I would eventually sacrifice
almost anything.” Matthiessen bracingly articulates his adult
years spent drinking, almost as a sullen distraction from accepting the deterioration of his eyesight. Alcoholism destroyed his
personal life with his wife, who also drank heavily, and working
relationships as an editor at the Paris Review and Penguin Books.
As his eyesight continued to decline and he committed to rehab,
Matthiessen abandoned his literary career in favor of pursuing
social work at substance abuse rehabilitation centers. Though
hobbled by an inconsistent timeline, the text is an engrossing, emotional confessional made even more poignant by the
author’s death from cancer at the age of 69.
A resilient memoir of disease, recovery, and humbling
catharsis.
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BLOOD MONEY
The Story of Life, Death,
and Profit Inside
America’s Blood Industry
McLaughlin, Kathleen
One Signal/Atria (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-982171-96-4

ON BECOMING AN
AMERICAN WRITER
Essays & Nonfiction

McPherson, James Alan
Ed. by Anthony Walton
Godine (264 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-56792-748-1

A posthumous gathering of essays by
the first Black writer to win the Pulitzer
Prize for fiction.
|
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A disquieting book examines a dark
corner of American life.
If there was any doubt that the country’s wealth gap has grown untenably wide, this book dispels it.
In her debut book, McLaughlin, an award-winning journalist,
turns her investigative eye on the plasma collection industry,
which is astonishingly large but mostly hidden from public view.
She has a personal reason for digging into it: She suffers from a
rare nerve disease that requires “periodic infusions of a medicine
made from human blood plasma.” The author began to wonder
where the products originated and about the people who sell
their plasma. She had initially expected that the sellers would
be a small number of downtrodden people at the bottom of the
social ladder. Instead, she found that most sellers come from the
middle class. They often have jobs but struggle to make ends
meet. They use the money from selling plasma to buy groceries
or gas, cover bills, or repay loans. While there is no exact count of
the number of sellers, a good guess is that more than 20 million
people donate each year, “nearly 8 percent of the U.S. population
of people 18 years or older.” As McLaughlin shows, a surprising
amount of plasma is exported. In 2021, the value of American
blood products sold overseas exceeded $24 billion. The pharmaceutical companies that buy the plasma understand their donor
base, and they locate collection clinics in areas hit by economic
decline. They often pay repeat donors more. For her research,
McLaughlin interviewed scores of donors and found that many
felt exhausted and ill after making a donation. The long-term
health effects of multiple donations is unknown, although
McLaughlin surmises that there must be some damage inflicted.
“This book,” she writes, “began as a quest to find the people on
whose plasma I depend….I found a splintered society, divided by
economics.” It is a distressing conclusion but an inescapable one.
A disturbing, painful story that smoothly combines the
personal and the universal.

Born in Savannah, McPherson (1943-2016) faced segregation and the proverbial tyranny of low expectations only to
defy them with a Harvard Law degree, tenure at several universities, and a MacArthur fellowship. The 1960s, though
turbulent, presented promising possibilities: “Opportunities
seemed to materialize out of thin air; and if you were lucky, if
you were in the right place at the right time, certain contractual benefits just naturally accrued.” One way to be in the right
place was to work hard, all the more so if you were one of the
“black peasants.” As McPherson writes, while the feeling was
“that we could be whatever we wanted,” getting there required
overcoming not just “institutional forces,” but also one’s own
self-imposed limitations. White supremacy is a very real thing,
he writes, but so, too, is the phenomenon whereby some members of minority populations act as “watchdogs over those who
challenge, in whatever way, the status quo.” The suggestion,
reading between the lines, is that the more-PC-than-thou are
impediments just as real as the supremacists, a suggestion that
will not go over well in some academic quarters. In a nimble
essay that begins, as so often, with the personal—in this case
friendship with Bernard Malamud—and expands outward to
the universal, McPherson writes of the difficult interactions
between Blacks and Jews, who should be natural allies as “spiritual elites” but instead profess antisemitism on the one hand
and racism on the other in order to take their places in the
American mainstream. While no conservative, McPherson
offers sometimes-contrarian views on such matters as affirmative action and advocates otherwise questioning the assumptions of the “prevailing morality.”
Powerfully written and provocative, with subtle but
pointed polemics often in play.

THE FOREST
A Fable of America in
the 1830s
Nemerov, Alexander
Princeton Univ. (336 pp.)
$35.00 | March 7, 2023
978-0-691-24428-0

Beguiling study of American intellectual and cultural life two centuries ago at
the places where forests and civilization
met.
“Reading books, filling in the blanks with my imagination, I
sought to restore the stories of the figures in the original I had
not seen, which itself was a record of what the chronicler-carver
perhaps only dreamed when he invented the life of his times.”
So writes Stanford humanities professor Nemerov of a mysterious carved box that, long ago, poked its way out of a streambank. It’s not the only mystery in the pages of this luminous
book. Another is the odd vision of a figure painted in the crook
of a tree high above a Virginia forest floor, both startling and
delighting its discoverer, who took the opportunity to “ponder
the fact that his imagination gave rise to such phantoms.” Nemerov is a collector of such forest-born visions. Some are exalted,
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as when, early in this episodic, anecdotal narrative, Nathaniel
Hawthorne finds in the New England woods a metaphor for
his work. “For him,” writes Nemerov, “trees were brains, arbors
of thought, much like his own.” Some are economic: Groves
of hemlock are felled in order to cure livestock hides, with a
noxious load of acids and blood dumped into a pristine Hudson River. Some are ominous: Nat Turner retreats to “a selfsecluded place in the woods” to plan his uprising of enslaved
people. Nemerov delights in turning up surprises that inform
his pointed tales. His discovery of the story of David Douglas,
who lent the Douglas fir his name and whose life ended tragically in a trap meant to protect gardens from rampaging cattle,
is a feat of scholarly detection. So is his restoration to history
of an Irish immigrant who, sadly, fell from an elm he was trimming, a narrative frame within which the author discusses antiimmigrant sentiment.
A lively history of the early republic, its branches coming
together to form a sturdy whole.

BIBI
My Story

Netanyahu, Benjamin
Threshold Editions/Simon & Schuster
(736 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-66800-844-7
Long-winded memoir from the longestserving prime minister in Israeli history.
Two themes run throughout the
monotonous narrative: Netanyahu’s
admiration for his older brother, Yoni, who was killed during
the special operations raid to free hostages taken by terrorists at Entebbe Airport in 1976, and the constant necessity of
Israel to defend itself against aggressors. Born in Tel Aviv in
1949 to secular Jews with deep Zionist family ties, Bibi, as he
was called, lived in various places in the U.S., including a stint
as a student of architecture at MIT, but the excitement over
the Six-Day War in 1967 brought Bibi swiftly home to start his
military training. Yoni’s untimely death inspired his work in
founding The Jonathan Institute, an organization against international terrorism, through which he would first meet many of
the conservative intellectuals who supported his later political
campaigns. From businessman to appointed “deputy chief of
mission” in Israel’s embassy in Washington, D.C., Bibi made his
mark as a public communicator of Israel’s point of view. “I tried
to speak my mind, speak my heart, and above all speak plainly,”
he writes in characteristically flat fashion. After a few years as a
U.N. ambassador, the author ascended the ladder in the Likud
Party, and he narrowly beat Shimon Peres for the position of
prime minister in 1996, when he was just 46. Beginning in 2003,
when he became finance minister, his “free market revolution”—
privatization, cutting welfare, and crushing unions—picked up
steam. Reelected as prime minister in 2009, he doubled down
against Iran’s nuclear capabilities and in destroying terrorist
networks, especially Hamas. He famously came to loggerheads
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with Barack Obama, while with Donald Trump, he was able to
see several “missions accomplished”—e.g., normalized relations
with the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain and the moving of
the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem. Now the leader of the opposition party again, Netanyahu seems to be scheming for a return
to power.
Hardly a charm offensive, this is a straightforward account
and defense of the author’s hard-line positions.

UNRAVELING
What I Learned About
Life While Shearing Sheep,
Dyeing Wool, and Making the
World’s Ugliest Sweater

Orenstein, Peggy
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-06-308172-7

Looking at the world through knitting.
Journalist Orenstein, whose previous
subjects include boys, girls, and sex, offers a wry, candid memoir of the year 2020, when the pandemic lockdown, her father’s
deepening dementia, her daughter’s upcoming departure for
college, and the threat of wildfires to her California home
urged her to think hard about her life. At 58, aging, too, was on
her mind when she decided to plunge into a new, challenging
project: learning to shear a sheep, process the fleece, and knit
a sweater. Shearing required courage and brawn, she quickly
learned, and the mound of wool she managed to glean was only
the beginning of a long process that involved cleaning (fleece
was rife with manure, insects, and soil), carding, spinning, and
dyeing (making her own dye from leaves and flowers). Spinning
involved considerable trial and error, but when she mastered
it—“pinching, pulling, smoothing back”—she felt “suffused
with well-being, with a profound sense of peace, not dissimilar to the feeling of being lost in writing.” Besides recounting
the messy process of creating yarn, Orenstein offers a colorful history of fiber production, the invention and evolution of
spinning mechanisms, and even the prevalence of spinning in
folk and fairy tales. She was surprised by her discoveries “about
how clothing has shaped civilization, class, culture, power,” noting many instances when knitters (those pussy hats!) practiced
“craftivism.” She also discovered the environmental impact of
clothing production. As she notes, dyeing and finishing are
“responsible for a fifth of the world’s industrial water pollution,”
and discarded “fast clothing” piles up in landfills. Although at
times it felt overwhelming “to parse every purchase, to ensure it
supports sustainability and fair working conditions,” the author
emerged from her project with a commitment to thinking more
consciously about consumption—as well as with new insight
into her fears, grief, and apprehension about the future.
A charming memoir of a quietly transformative year.
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THE FRESH PRINCE PROJECT
How The Fresh Prince of BelAir Remixed America

Palmer, Chris
Atria (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-98218-517-6

ON SAVAGE SHORES
How Indigenous Americans
Discovered Europe

COME BACK
IN SEPTEMBER
A Literary Education
on West Sixty-Seventh Street,
Manhattan
Pinckney, Darryl
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-0-374-12665-0

Brilliant memoir of a sentimental
education among the literati of a bygone

Pennock, Caroline Dodds
Knopf (352 pp.)
$32.50 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-524-74926-2

This new perspective on Colonial
history centers the experiences and cultural influences of Indigenous people.
By drawing on accounts of the
many Indigenous people who traveled to Europe—by force
or by choice—during the Colonial period between Columbus’
first contact in 1492 and the founding of Jamestown in 1607,
|
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The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air was known
for its laughs, but this layered history also
showcases its impact on race relations,
popular culture, and the TV business.
With telling interviews and deep research, Palmer, best
known for his work for ESPN, uncovers plenty of new insights
on the show that turned Will Smith into a superstar. His chats
with the show’s original showrunners, husband-and-wife team
Andy and Susan Borowitz, provide a nuanced understanding
of the launch of the show and the multiple issues at play. For
one thing, many were concerned about Smith’s inexperience
as an actor. Then there were the business issues facing NBC,
which was struggling at the time, and the involvement of big
egos like late NBC President Brandon Tartikoff and producer
Quincy Jones. However, it was the racial impact of an all-Black
cast, playing a wealthy and powerful California family, that
created even more challenges, especially with the 1990s backdrop of the Rodney King riots and the O.J. Simpson trial. As
Palmer notes, the writers were largely up to the challenge, and
they “deftly navigated the balance between comedic fun and the
show’s important messaging on the Black American experience,
without becoming too preachy or too heavy for white audiences to handle. All this with a nearly all-white writing staff that
had little knowledge of virtually any aspect of Black culture.”
With a breezy, anecdote-heavy style, Palmer balances all these
issues well, but he struggles when addressing the controversies,
including the firing of Janet Hubert, the original Vivian Banks.
The author also offers little discussion of Smith’s temper, on
display when he slapped Chris Rock at this year’s Oscars. Nonetheless, the book will appeal to fans of the show.
An insightful TV history that tracks how Will Smith
became a star but leaves some questions unanswered.

Pennock, a professor of international history, develops a rich
understanding of how these complex, varied people lived in the
shadow of European imperialism. Across chapters on slavery,
intermediation, families, diplomacy, and spectacle, Pennock
considers the breadth of the Indigenous experience in Europe,
ranging from people kidnapped and sold into slavery to highstatus nobles arguing for their peoples’ rights in royal courtrooms. As the author demonstrates, these people “and the vast
network of global connections they inhabited…sowed the seeds
of our cosmopolitan modern world more than a century before
the…pilgrims supposedly set foot on Plymouth Rock.” While
each chapter establishes historical context in broad strokes, the
detailed narratives of individual people are rendered as fully as
possible, as the author decodes what little information exists in
surviving shipping and property records, court documents, and
journals. Reading between the lines of the colonizers’ obfuscatory language, Pennock applies current knowledge of Indigenous histories and cultures to make some guesses about their
lives while maintaining a high level of academic rigor. “Only by
accumulating many tiny slivers of these lives, which touched so
many but have seemingly made so shallow an imprint on western traditions, can we start to build a picture of the past that
sees these travelers as they were—sometimes remarkable, and
at other times mundane, but above all there.” In bringing these
stories to light, Pennock creates a sharp challenge to Eurocentrism during the Colonial age. The author includes a timeline,
two maps, and a glossary.
A convincing history of Indigenous peoples’ deep integration into—and surprising influence on—European politics
and culture.

New York.
Pinckney arrived in Manhattan from his native Indiana a
wide-eyed young man who quickly fell under the spell of mentor Elizabeth Hardwick. He was quickly instructed in the art of
literary rivalry: “Had I read Allen Tate? A poet I’d never heard
of. —You don’t need him. Faulkner? The Bear. —You do need
him. But don’t ever do that again. —Excuse me? —Read Lillian.” Hellman, that is, whom Hardwick hated even as she loved
Mary McCarthy. Then there was Robert Lowell, Hardwick’s
ex-husband, a psychic time bomb; and Robert and Barbara Silvers, editors of the New York Review of Books, who gave budding
writer Pinckney room to roam. Young, gay, and Black, Pinckney was discovering a different New York, one in which Susan
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“If there were ever an argument for prison
reform, it’s in these pages.”
rikers

Sontag might be on one corner and Sid Vicious on the other and
in which AIDS was a constant threat. Pinckney writes in pyrotechnic flashes, stringing one memorable episode after another
without much connective tissue. His memoir is both stunningly
well written and stuffed with dishy gossip. For example, the
critic William Empson stuffed his ears with chewing gum to
“block out student noise,” then couldn’t get it out. The Silvers
“never left the office together, at the same time, or shared a taxi,”
racing to see who could get to that night’s party first all the
same. Stanley Crouch, “wobbly on a bicycle on Second Avenue,”
opined that Pinckney had influential White women friends
because their husbands weren’t sexually threatened by him. The
book is also rich in literary instruction: why one should read
Melville and Hawthorne and Woolf, why—Pinckney’s husband,
the poet James Fenton, insists—one should read prose and not
poetic translations of Dante, and why one shouldn’t trust a
word Henry Kissinger writes.
An essential document of literary history evoking an era of
hope, youth, wisdom, and tragedy.

I KNOW WHO YOU ARE
How an Amateur DNA Sleuth
Unmasked the Golden State
Killer and Changed Crime
Fighting Forever

Rae-Venter, Barbara
Ballantine (272 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-35889-4

The story of an amateur detective
who helped solve a notorious cold case,
altering the field of criminology in the process.
New Zealand–born Rae-Venter became an investigative
genealogist purely by accident. Having just concluded a lengthy
career as a patent attorney, the author honed an innate puzzlesolving disposition with a “postretirement hobby” of volunteering as a genetic genealogist working with adoptees. In 2017, her
diligent work and background experience in biotechnology
caught the attention of California cold-case investigator Paul
Holes, who requested her assistance in the search to identify
the Golden State Killer. Using revolutionary new techniques,
including DNA genotyping, Rae-Venter scrutinized the details
of the killer’s “rape-and-killing spree that spanned the twelve
years between 1974 and 1986.” The author familiarizes readers with several other dauntingly complex, engrossing cold
cases—e.g., that of Lisa Jensen, who was abducted by a paternal imposter as a child; the grisly quadruple-victim Bear Brook
murders—to which she contributed before helping crack the
riveting GSK case. Successfully overcoming cardiac issues, RaeVenter devoted herself to the investigation, noting how the killer’s sadistic “reign of terror and mayhem” sunk her into “some
very dark places, darker than anywhere I had been before.” Her
chronicle is a solid testament to the evolution of genetic forensic science and how it has made investigators more effective
in apprehending criminals, both from cold cases and those in
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real time. It’s also an examination of corrupted humanity gone
haywire and the thrill and release of an abuser being brought
to justice. Rae-Venter was eventually encouraged by her son
to rescind her request for anonymity (initiated for fear of her
safety) and go public with her pivotal role in identifying and
apprehending Joseph James DeAngelo as the GSK. In doing so,
the author demonstrated the importance of forensic DNA testing as a consequential game-changer in criminal justice.
Fascinating true-crime reportage infused with cinematic
suspense.

RIKERS
An Oral History

Rayman, Graham & Reuven Blau
Random House (464 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-13421-4

A multivocal tour of hell on Earth:
the infamous prison complex that is “out
of sight, hard for visitors to reach, closed,
and foreboding.”
“We’re talking about a place that
smelled like death, vomit, urine, feces, and like the bad train
stations in New York City all wrapped up in one.” Welcome to
Riker’s Island, the New York City jail, as narrated, in this case,
by Yusef Salaam, detained there (wrongly, as it happens) for five
years for his presumed part in the Central Park 5 case. Rikers
isn’t so much a jail or prison as a series of them, with facilities
for mobsters, murderers, shoplifters, youth offenders, and the
mentally ill—but sometimes with such populations intermixed.
No one, it seems, is quite clear on what Rikers is supposed to
do: Is it to rehabilitate or to punish? Notes one defense attorney, “The lessons that are taught by virtue of the way Rikers
has worked are not lessons that are constructive in the real
world.” One lesson, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Rayman
and Blau reveal in this collection of horrifying testimonials, is
that it’s easy to be killed at Rikers, whether by the guards or
other inmates. Another lesson is that the system protects itself:
If you’re beaten to death there, it’s just collateral damage. The
system treats prisoners like animals, and the prisoners oblige, in
time, by losing their humanity. But not all. One Lucchese family foot soldier recounts striking a humane deal with a hungry
mouse, one of an innumerable infestation: “I leave some food
all the way in the corner, opposite corner of the cell, and you
leave my food alone.” Such moments of understanding are altogether rare in this brutal oral history, with voices ranging from
one-time corrections leader Bernard Kerik to a 15-year-old HIV–
positive inmate. Nearly all agree on one point: Rikers needs to
be demolished, which is now a very real possibility—save that
no one knows what will succeed it.
If there were ever an argument for prison reform, it’s in
these pages.
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FIELDWORK
A Forager’s Memoir

Regan, Iliana
Agate Midway (344 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-57284-318-9

PEGASUS
How a Spy in Your
Pocket Threatens the
End of Privacy, Dignity, and
Democracy

Richard, Laurent & Sandrine Rigaud
Henry Holt (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-250-85869-6

A troubling exposé of invasive malware meant to spy on criminals but that
instead targeted journalists and politicians.
In 2013, Israeli firm NSO Group developed Pegasus, spyware easily introduced into mobile phones, and made a fortune
|
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An acclaimed chef chronicles her
experiences as a forager.
In her second memoir, Regan, the
author of Burn the Place, focuses on the
stories from her past that have shaped her
views of the world, particularly the natural world. Growing up on
a homestead farm in rural Indiana, Regan spent much of her time
foraging for mushrooms, berries, and herbs with her parents. As
a child, she experienced gender dysphoria, and she writes about
the importance of her parents’ support. In 2019, Regan and her
wife, Anna, opened the Milkweed Inn in a remote area of the
Hiawatha National Forest in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in
order to escape the grind of restaurant life in Chicago, where the
author ran the acclaimed restaurant Elizabeth from 2012 to 2020.
They live mostly off the grid, and Regan prepares meals for their
guests using locally sourced items, mostly from her own foraging
excursions, which take her far and wide in pursuit of good ingredients. “This forest has many microclimates,” she writes, “and
I’m astounded by the continuous surprises.” Regan laments the
destruction of much of the forest and animal habitats surrounding their home due to logging, stressing that national forests are
not afforded the same protections as national parks. She also
shares her desire to have children in order to pass on her “cravings for the land,” and she writes about the couple’s attempts
to get pregnant. Throughout the memoir, Regan shares other
worldviews and many life experiences, including her family’s dark
history of addiction, violence, fear, and obsession, shifting back
and forth in time in a stream-of-consciousness manner. At times,
the author’s stories take on a surreal tone, especially in descriptions of reoccurring dreams and the offerings she makes to the
“shape-shifting god of the forest” before foraging.
An intimate, passionate, and fresh perspective on the natural world and our place within it.

selling it to governments that had no intention of applying it
to its nominal targets: “terrorists, criminals, and pedophiles.”
As French journalists Richard and Rigaud write, a leaked data
dump that landed on their desks showed that Pegasus—created
after Apple refused to allow law enforcement agencies a back
door into its phones, reasoning that “the black hats were sure to
get them, too, and could then do damage to innocent people”—
was used by governments against journalists and activists critical of their regimes. By the authors’ account, the Saudis used
Pegasus to track murdered journalist Jamal Khashoggi. “Traces
of evidence in the Android phone belonging to Khashoggi’s
wife, Hanan, suggested she had been targeted by Pegasus spyware before his murder but did not prove a successful infection,”
they write. Other journalists in places such as Mexico and Azerbaijan were also targeted, often before being jailed or killed, as
were political opponents of the governments of India, Hungary,
and Morocco, among others. Distributing the work of electronic forensics to identify the targets in that leaked database,
Richard and Rigaud recruited numerous partners, including the
Guardian and the Washington Post, coordinating a series of stories that showed how Pegasus was distributed through holes in
the phones’ security. As the latter publication revealed, “When
iMessage was just an Apple version of SMS, it was pretty locked
down…but once the app allowed iPhones to download video
and GIFs and games, it became significantly less secure.” Apple
and Android phones have since become more secure, but the
black hats are usually a step ahead.
An urgent cautionary tale for those who “hope to forestall
the Orwellian future” of cybersurveillance.

MADLY, DEEPLY
The Diaries of Alan Rickman
Rickman, Alan
Ed. by Alan Taylor
Henry Holt (480 pp.)
$32.00 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-250-84795-9

The beloved actor invites us into his
daily life.
This “distillation of more than a million words,” writes editor Taylor, “tells
the story of what it meant to be one of the most fêted and
admired actors in the decades immediately before and after the
dawn of the third millennium.” In 1978, Rickman (1946-2016)
wrote about his “ruthless determination to be an ACTOR, not
anybody’s puppet.” Among other topics, the author addresses
collapsed projects, “so many No’s,” friendships, deaths, dining, and politics, not to mention plenty of strong opinions
about movies: “Jurassic Park—what the hell is the plot?”; Forrest
Gump: “horrific”; Remains of the Day: “a gloriously crafted film
with [Anthony] Hopkins quite wonderful.” Throughout, the
entries are forthright, perceptive, and witty. He writes about
the “jumbled and intense” Awfully Big Adventure and The Win
ter Guest, which he directed. In 1995, Rickman admits, “I am a
bully. But it’s only a noise I make to get rid of the silence.” In
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“An inside-baseball look at the business of TV sports through the
eyes of a veteran, sometimes controversial presence.”
straight shooter

2001, “Harry Potter is offered, and he recounts his first conversation with Joanne Rowling: “There are things that only Snape &
you know—I need to know.” Attending the premiere, he writes,
“the film should only be seen on a big screen. It acquires a scale
and depth that matches the hideous score by John Williams.”
Arriving at the Radio City premiere of Harry Potter 3, a “very
grown up movie,” he felt “like a Beatle.” After an interview in
October 2005: “Still they want to talk about stuff from 20 years
ago or HP, HP, HP.” Bottle Shock, he writes, has a “growing and
undeniably great heart.” On July 3, 2015, he writes, “Appointment made w. haematologist.” On July 14, he received a diagnosis of pancreatic cancer: “A different kind of diary now.” The
final entry came on Dec. 12, 2015, and Rickman died a month
later. The book contains a foreword by Emma Thompson and a
moving afterword by Rickman’s wife, Rima Horton.
It’s a joy to spend time in Rickman’s company.

MESSI VS. RONALDO
One Rivalry, Two GOATs, and
the Era That Remade the
World’s Game

Robinson, Joshua & Jonathan Clegg
Mariner Books (320 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-063-15717-0

Two Wall Street Journal sportswriters chronicle a soccer rivalry that hinges
on money as much as on-the-pitch

performance.
Facing off in the Spanish soccer league for years, Lionel
Messi (b. 1987), a native of Argentina, and Cristiano Ronaldo
(b. 1985), from the Portuguese island of Madeira, were a study
in contrasts: the former small and, as often noted here, lacking in much of a personality, the other voluble and larger than
life. Yet both have always displayed nearly superhuman skills,
and both emerged as superstars, sometimes to the unhappiness of teammates—in the case of Ronaldo, for example,
never passing the ball to them because, he said, “I’d only see
the ball.” Both were signed young to rising clubs from Barcelona and Madrid that would soon become the richest in
the world—at least, write Robinson and Clegg, until Emirati
investors pumped Manchester City and other British teams
full of money. Part of the cash flow came from rival sportswear manufacturers Adidas and Nike, part from TV, part
from gate revenues. With a huge publicity machine behind
them, the rival players “accessed a level of recognition normally reserved for US presidents and popes.” Messi has more
social media followers than LeBron James, Ronaldo more
than Kim Kardashian. So popular as both athletes and “lifestyle brands” were the two that their clubs had to pay exorbitant amounts to keep them. Fans may argue over which player
is better, but for the amount they paid Messi, the authors
note, “Barça [Barcelona] could have bought six F-35 fighter
jets from the US Air Force,” and Ronaldo commanded similarly huge numbers of euros. Messi and Ronaldo have gone
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on to other teams, but, the authors conclude, thanks to overreach, the clubs they once played for were left “out of ideas,
running out of money, and increasingly desperate.”
An absorbing cautionary tale for soccer fans and students
of sports finance alike.

STRAIGHT SHOOTER
A Memoir of Second Chances
and First Takes
Smith, Stephen A.
13A/Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-982189-49-5

The well-known sportscaster delivers a warts-and-all self-portrait of himself and the business.
Smith—“ ‘Stephen A.’ these days,
no last name necessary”—doesn’t expect to be liked, and for
good reason: His off-the-cuff commentary on ESPN and other
venues has sometimes been ill considered, though perhaps for
understandable reasons. “On a show like First Take, or any live
debate show,” he writes, “something that causes an uproar happens almost every day. The objective of these shows is to have
opposite points of view. To be candid: we capitalize on the kind
of polarization people supposedly abhor.” That said, Smith has
sometimes pushed things beyond the bounds of good sense,
and he’s paid the price for it, though he’s still on the air. Some
of his prejudices are well founded. For example, he despises the
Dallas Cowboys, not for the team’s players or management but
because “I believe they have the most disgusting, nauseating fan
base in the annals of sports.” Other of his remarks have smacked
of bigotry, though, as when he complained that Los Angeles
Angels star Shohei Ohtani “is a dude that needs an interpreter
so you can understand what the hell he’s saying,” an especially
ill-considered remark in a time of anti-Asian sentiment. To his
credit, Smith owns his words and doesn’t try to explain his mistakes away. The best part of the book is his nuanced portrait of
how the sports journalism world works, with its almost nonstop
personality clashes and sometimes unlikely alliances—and the
constant scheming of executives to shake things up for better
ratings and bigger money. Of his being paired with Skip Bayless on that ESPN debate show, for instance, he comments, “We
didn’t give a shit what anyone thought about it. In the end, we
knew we were feeding the audience, and the bottom line.”
An inside-baseball look at the business of TV sports
through the eyes of a veteran, sometimes controversial
presence.
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THE LOVE YOU SAVE
A Memoir

Taylor, Goldie
Hanover Square Press (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-335-44937-5

THE STATUS REVOLUTION
The Improbable Story of How
the Lowbrow Became the
Highbrow
Thompson, Chuck
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-476-76494-8

As U.S. society reconfigures itself,
Thompson provides a map to the emerging territory.
There are two competing instincts in human psychology: to
be a part of a group and to be different than others. At the overlap of these forces is the search for status, which is the concern
of Thompson, who has made a solid career out of skewering
the pompous and witless in comic memoirs such as Smile When
|
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Journalist and human rights activist Taylor serves up a sometimes brutal,
sometimes tender coming-of-age story.
In 1971, writes the author, her mother
relocated their family from Chicago to
East St. Louis, where, a few weeks later, her name “landed at the
top of the waiting list for a new public housing project.” There
and elsewhere, horrors awaited: Taylor’s older brother was beaten
nearly to death, her father was killed, and she was raped—all terrible events the author relates with a certain matter-of-factness, as
if as natural as a heat wave: “They’d found a man dead in his house,
hunched over an air conditioner that was out of coolant and blowing hot air. The city morgue was at capacity, and they were running
out of places to put all the bodies.” Moving to a suburb hardly
helped, though it was refreshing not to walk along rows of abandoned houses and dirty street corners. Her mother’s one rule was
not to embarrass her in front of the White neighbors, her attitude
being that living among them was to be seen “not as an auger of
imminent social change but rather an indication of our individual
morality and earnestness.” Moving back and forth between family members’ households after attempting suicide, Taylor grew into
a reader and excellent student. She was also unfailingly tough; in
one case, she held her own in a fight with a taunting middle school
classmate who “had fists like Leon Spinks.” Though aspirational,
Taylor doesn’t buy the line that hard work always leads to success,
not when “a stray bullet after a school dance could change everything.” Still, her well-told story, born of tenacity and intelligence
alike, ends in success of a hard-won kind—for, as she concludes,
“Grief…is love with nowhere to go.”
An affecting memoir of overcoming adversity when every
deck is stacked against you.

You’re Lying and To Hellholes and Back. The author sees a fundamental change underway as the link between status and wealth
breaks down. His interest was first piqued when he encountered well-off people boasting of having a rescue mutt instead
of a purebred dog. The message was that they were someone
with an enlightened mind and a generous spirit, capable of
disdaining the traditional trappings of affluence. It’s a show to
claim status, and the animal is just a prop. “Perform a gallant
act. Broadcast it. That’s virtue signaling in a dog biscuit,” writes
Thompson. Looking around, he finds this sort of theater everywhere, from the organic foods that the “virtuous” favor to the
fashionably battered clothes they wear. Part of this is due to the
proliferation—and therefore devaluation—of items that were
once marks of wealth (designer handbags and shoes, etc.), and
part of it is due to the millennial generation getting older. There
is an endless search for “authenticity,” notes the author, which
often means traveling to exotic locations in order to post pictures on social media. Thompson, in his droll way, has a good
time with all of this, so it is a shame that he often wanders off
the point. The long section on luxury cars, for example, fails to
connect with the rest of the narrative. However, he provides
plenty of intriguing observations and comments, making the
book an entertaining read.
Thompson is an insightful, wry observer of our times,
with a cynical eye for the most foolish of human follies.

A GUEST AT THE FEAST
Essays

Tóibín, Colm
Scribner (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-4767-8520-2

A celebrated novelist offers personal
essays on religion, literature, his Irish
upbringing, and his cancer scare.
“All of us have a landscape of the soul,
places whose contours and resonances
are etched into us and haunt us,” Tóibín writes in this magnificent volume. These previously published essays show the landscape of the author’s soul, mapping out events that have shaped
him as a person and writer. He begins with the most devastating
imaginable: “It all started with my balls,” he begins an essay that
recounts his ordeal of having “cancer of the testicles that had
spread to a lymph node and to one lung.” Grim humor punctuates the piece, as when he describes the time he couldn’t get to
the hospital during an emergency because Pope Francis was visiting Dublin and had clogged the streets. The last three popes
are the focus of the book’s coruscating middle section. A 1995
essay on John Paul II describes the belief that, under his pontificate, “there will be no change, and no discussion about change,”
regarding women priests, bans on contraception, and more—a
belief that proved correct. The other middle essays focus on the
Catholic Church’s attempts to blame its many sex-abuse scandals
on “homosexuality, not celibacy,” and on the authoritarian Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio, who, as Pope Francis, suddenly became the
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“An indispensable volume for fans of Vargas Llosa, Latin
American literature, and the art of great writing.”
conversation at princeton

“poster boy for informality, humility, and good-natured cheerfulness.” In the title piece, Tóibín movingly recounts his upbringing
in Ireland and what it was like “to be gay in a repressive society.”
Essays on writers Marilynne Robinson, Francis Stuart, and John
McGahern and a moving epilogue on the pandemic conclude the
book. Throughout, the poetry of Tóibín’s prose is as impressive
as always. In that title piece, he writes that his mother was “what
most of us still write for: the ordinary reader, curious and intelligent and demanding, ready to be moved and changed.” Readers
like her will savor every page of this book.
Erudite essays from one of the world’s finest writers.

CONVERSATION AT
PRINCETON

Vargas Llosa, Mario with
Rubén Gallo
Trans. by Anna Kushner
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-374-12901-9
Conversations on politics and writing with the 2010 Nobel laureate in
literature.
After he joined the Princeton faculty in 2002, Gallo met
Mario Vargas Llosa (b. 1936) when the latter spoke at the university about his essay on Les Misérables. When Gallo then became
director of the Latin American studies program, he invited
Vargas Llosa to spend several semesters teaching there. Gallo
has since gone through 50 hours of recordings and notes on the
seminars he and Vargas Llosa conducted and has collected that
information in this magnificent book. In the first chapters, Vargas Llosa discusses “the effect of the great political events of
the twentieth century on literature,” followed by his thoughts
on the role of journalism in his maturity as a writer. The bulk
of the book consists of long discussions of five Vargas Llosa
works: the novels Conversation in the Cathedral, The Real Life of
Alejandro Mayta, Who Killed Palomino Molero?, and The Feast of
the Goat; and A Fish in the Water, a hybrid that chronicles Vargas Llosa’s 1990 presidential campaign in his native Peru and a
memoir of his youth. The book concludes with a spirited discussion on “the role of the intellectual in the face of the ever
more real threat of terrorism.” Many thoughtful questions from
Gallo and his students elicit provocative answers on an appealing variety of topics, including the perniciousness of dictatorships, the scourge and popularity of yellow journalism (“there is
public pressure for journalism to also be entertainment”), and
Vargas Llosa’s approach to writing (he uses “hidden details” that
“hide the story’s main event,” a technique he learned from reading Hemingway). The result is a treasure trove of literary advice
and political analysis. Vargas Llosa also offers relevant warnings
on the ways in which democratic societies can corrode into
authoritarianism, as when he notes the ease with which “truths
become lies, and lies become truths.”
An indispensable volume for fans of Vargas Llosa, Latin
American literature, and the art of great writing.
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STATES OF CONFUSION
How Our Voter ID Laws Fail
Democracy and What To Do
About It

Waisanen, Don, Sonia R. Jarvis &
Nicole A. Gordon
New York Univ. (272 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-479-80791-8

A detailed study of the many ways
in which voter documentation requirements discriminate against voters likely to join the blue column.
“Texas doesn’t allow student ID cards but does accept concealed weapons permits for the purposes of voting.” It’s not
that Texas loves guns and hates learning, though that may enter
the equation, but instead that 4 out of 5 handgun permits went
to Whites there, while about half of voting-age students are
members of minority communities. Given that those minority
communities often vote for the Democratic Party, it’s natural
that Republicans—the state’s electoral minority—would want
to suppress their vote, and so it has been throughout the country. As Baruch College professors Waisanen, Jarvis, and Gordon
write, there’s a bewildering array of requirements that seldom
agree from district to district. Given that the federal government yields to states and the states to counties and even smaller
political divisions in matters of electoral processes, the effect is
that there are more than 3,000 systems in play. Some of them
require a year’s worth of utility bills as identification, which
disenfranchises students who live together, since those bills
come just to one person. Some require driver’s licenses, which
disenfranchises older voters who no longer drive. Some require
a photo ID, securing which can take several trips and cost
the equivalent of a week’s worth of groceries and more. Some
demand a birth certificate, which many people do not have.
In the end, the authors reckon, at least 25 million people are
affected. They recommend that the federal government establish a uniform standard or, if not that, issue a form of binding
voter identification, which “would be easily obtained or preferably provided by the government to US citizens upon birth
or naturalization.” Given the power of inertia, this is perhaps
unlikely, but the authors’ call for easier paths to voting as a fundamental right is important.
Essential for voting rights advocates and policymakers.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR A
DECENT POLITICS
On “Liberal” as an Adjective

Walzer, Michael
Yale Univ. (176 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-300-26723-5

MASTER SLAVE
HUSBAND WIFE
An Epic Journey From
Slavery to Freedom

Woo, Ilyon
Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-5011-9105-3

An engaging tale of one enslaved couple’s journey to freedom and a love that
conquered all.
What do enduring love and devotion look like, and how can
determined lovers overcome their circumstances? Woo, the
|
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A stirring defense of liberalism as the
political stance best suited to democracy.
One can be all sorts of things politically and be a liberal, according to Walzer’s
definition of liberalism as enfolding moral qualities: “We are, or
aspire to be, open-minded, generous, and tolerant.” One can be a
conservative and embrace them; ditto a libertarian, although, as
the author notes, “radical individualism and equality are rarely seen
together in these latter days, and I am not sure they fit together
in what we used to call the real world.” What one cannot be is
totalitarian—or racist, antisemitic, homophobic, etc. Walzer’s
definitions tend to be broad and encompassing. Democracy, in
one formulation, has as its aim “to create a political order where
the greatest number of people, when everyone is counted, actually govern the country.” That is, of course, with all the checks and
balances that guard against majoritarian tyranny and that preserve
civil society—“where men and women choose their friends, colleagues, comrades, and fellows.” A liberal can also be a socialist, so
long as the socialism one espouses is not a true dictatorship of the
proletariat and is arrived at democratically. Indeed, Walzer writes
after having considered all these permutations, “Liberal nations
are…ideologically pluralist; their members are monarchists and
republicans, libertarians and socialists, conservatives and radicals.”
By the author’s account, America is exceptional only in its selfregard and sanctimony. He notes, wryly, “right-wing French politicians do not accuse French communists of engaging in un-French
activities.” America is also exceptional in being a democracy that
harbors many enemies of democracy, ranging from religious orthodoxies to political parties that stand opposed to the “decency and
truth” that liberalism encompasses and that occasion “the most
important political battles of our time.”
A spirited, broad-ranging case for liberalism and against
its populist and nationalist discontents.

author of The Great Divorce, answers those questions by taking
readers on a gripping adventure with Ellen Craft (1826-1891)
and William Craft (1824-1900), who risked their lives to escape
slavery in Georgia in 1848. Refreshingly, the text “is not fictionalized. Every description and line of dialogue originates in
historic sources, beginning with the Crafts’ own 1860 account,
Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom.” With debates about slavery raging nationally, the Crafts slipped away, beginning a long,
arduous journey to claim their emancipation. “No Underground
Railroad assisted them out of the South,” writes the author.
“They moved like clockwork harnessing the latest technologies
of their day: steamboats, stagecoaches, and, above all, an actual
railroad, riding tracks laid by the enslaved, empowered by their
disguise as master and slave, by the reality of their love as husband and wife.” Ellen, who “could pass for White,” disguised
herself as wealthy “invalid” Mr. Johnson, and William played
the role of Johnson’s devoted slave. Along their journey from
Macon, Georgia, and up through Philadelphia, Boston, and Halifax, they evaded nosy onlookers and determined slave catchers
working under the aegis of the Fugitive Slave Act. The Crafts
also joined the abolitionist speaking circuit. Speaking to packed
halls, they risked being caught and returned to their owners,
one of whom was Ellen’s half sister. Sheltered and celebrated
by local abolitionists, the Crafts learned to trust those working within the abolitionist system. They agreed to lead public
lives, and eventually, they landed in England, where they settled,
started a family, and continued to share their story. Throughout,
Woo’s narrative is suspenseful and wonderfully told.
A captivating tale that ably captures the determination
and courage of a remarkable couple.

MARKED FOR LIFE
One Man’s Fight for Justice
From the Inside

Wright Jr., Isaac with Jon Sternfeld
St. Martin’s (336 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 8, 2022
978-1-250-27748-0

Gritty account of a music producer’s
wrongful conviction for drug trafficking
and his eventual legal triumph.
Wright’s overlong yet engrossing memoir (co-written with Sternfeld) encompasses a sharp exposé of
mass incarceration and the quest for legal self-discovery, and the
author shows how his success as a hip-hop promoter attracted the
attention of a corrupt New Jersey prosecutor and his police minions. “I was at a nexus of all these people, the nucleus of the welloff, the famous, and the local hustlers,” he writes. “It put me on
the radar of a joint drug unit that Middlesex County formed
with neighboring Somerset County.” After acquaintances were
pressured to implicate him, Wright was arrested in 1989 and
convicted two years later under an ill-conceived “kingpin law,”
which the author describes as “a conspiracy law with a laughably low burden of proof….As written, the statute gave a life
sentence to someone for having a conversation that no one had
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“Discouraging yet important, expertly rendered political history.”
against the world

to prove ever happened.” Yet the discovery of the prison law
library gave him an unexpected new direction for dealing with
his plight: “Educating myself in the law was my form of resistance.” This began with the seemingly reckless decision to represent himself. “Acting as your own lawyer, especially in a case
this serious and complex, was close to unheard of,” he writes. At
the notorious Trenton State Prison, Wright joined the Inmate
Legal Association, worked on his own appeals, and won respect
by providing aid to other inmates and forcing change in the
abysmal treatment of mentally ill prisoners. In a dramatic climax, Wright chronicles how he elicited a courtroom admission
of police malfeasance, which collapsed the case against him.
Though the prose is sometimes repetitive, the author discusses
the intricacies of his legal journey in clear, forceful terms, and
the case’s complexities and Wright’s fight for justice (the prosecutor was eventually himself convicted) maintain suspense.
A startling, disturbing narrative that shows the continuing
social costs of wrongful conviction and the drug war.

Globalism became a buzzword in the 1990s, when “a certain kind
of free-market capitalism and global integration appeared to be
the unstoppable victors of history” after the collapse of communism. McDonald’s had opened in Moscow, and the new World
Wide Web was uniting the world. Then came the 21st century,
when the bottom seemed to fall out, and supernationalists proclaimed that they had been right all along.
Discouraging yet important, expertly rendered political
history.

AGAINST THE WORLD
Anti-Globalism and Mass
Politics Between the
World Wars
Zahra, Tara
Norton (400 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-393-65196-6

Historical analysis of the interwar
period and “the legacy of anti-globalism,”
a history that holds relevance for today.
MacArthur fellow Zahra, a professor of history at the
University of Chicago, begins by quoting 1920s pundits who
mourned the golden age before 1914 when internationalism
flourished and one traveled the world after simply buying a
ticket. This may have been true for the (largely White) affluent class, but deep poverty and inequality affected the majority.
The devastation of World War I produced worldwide demands
for justice. Unfortunately, true justice was hard to come by, and
readers will often squirm at Zahra’s excellent yet unnerving history of an era when nationalism—always more powerful than
ideology, economics, or brotherly love—exploded. Those who
assume that mass murder began with Hitler will learn their
error as Zahra recounts how the torrent of new European states
created after the Treaty of Versailles proclaimed the superiority
of the ruling ethnic group and expelled “foreigners.” By 1926,
this situation had created 9.5 million of “a new kind of migrant:
the refugee.” Though many historians don’t portray Hitler
and Mussolini as anti-globalists, they justified their wars as a
means of acquiring resources from a world that they thought
was depriving their citizens. Autarky, or national self-sufficiency,
became a worldwide passion. Passports appeared; tariffs soared;
and governments promoted cottage industries to replace foreign imports and a return to the land to allow the unemployed
to feed themselves and the nation. Zahra points out that these
sentiments slowed during World War II and the Cold War.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Acosta, Alicia
Illus. by Alicia Más
Trans. by Cecilia Ross
nubeOCHO (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-84-18599-70-5
Series: Somos8

9 KILOMETERS by Claudio Aguilera; illus. by Gabriela Lyon;
trans. by Lawrence Schimel................................................................161
ALL ABOARD THE SCHOOLTRAIN by Glenda Armand;
illus. by Keisha Morris....................................................................... 164
THE MANY FORTUNES OF MAYA by Nicole D. Collier..................168
EVERGREEN by Matthew Cordell....................................................168

LET’S GO! by Michael Emberley........................................................ 171
ALL THE BEATING HEARTS by Julie Fogliano;
illus. by Cátia Chien........................................................................... 172
IN EVERY LIFE by Marla Frazee....................................................... 172
WALLFLOWERS by Mackenzie Joy................................................... 175
ONCE UPON A BOOK by Grace Lin & Kate Messner;
illus. by Grace Lin............................................................................... 178
THE SWIFTS by Beth Lincoln; illus. by Claire Powell...................... 178
DARWIN’S SUPER-POOPING WORM SPECTACULAR
by Polly Owen; illus. by Gwen Millward.......................................... 183
THE CARREFOUR CURSE by Dianne K. Salerni.............................185
THE FOREST IN THE SEA by Anita Sanchez....................................186
BEAKY BARNES by David Ezra Stein..............................................188
STARS OF THE NIGHT by Caren Stelson; illus. by Selina Alko.......188
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE TOM CREAN by Jennifer Thermes............190

9 KILOMETERS

HOLDING HER OWN by Traci N. Todd;
illus. by Shannon Wright.....................................................................191

Aguilera, Claudio
Illus. by Gabriela Lyon
Trans. by Lawrence Schimel
Eerdmans (56 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-0-8028-5600-5

THE IN-BETWEEN by Katie Van Heidrich.......................................191
JUNIPER HARVEY AND THE VANISHING KINGDOM
by Nina Varela....................................................................................192
GO GREEN! HOME illus. by Pintachan.............................................198
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A long walk to school.
A brown-skinned child walks 9 kilometers—more than
5 miles—every day to go to school through challenging and
uncharted paths in Chile. The child leaves home when it’s still
dark, passing beneath wire fences, walking by wooded areas
that conceal wild felines, and even traversing rivers. Although
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YOSHI, SEA TURTLE GENIUS by Lynne Cox;
illus. by Richard Jones.........................................................................169

A flatulent youngster finds friends.
Coming out with a bang, seconds after Cassie’s birth “she
rocketed into the air with a fart” and never stopped. School
proves an immediate challenge, with the other children quickly
coming up with the improbable taunt “Gassy Cassie, Gassy
Cassie, / is a stinky little lassie!” But the light-skinned, redheaded child manages to make friends with a new girl, a darkskinned child named Rita, who, for some unexplained reason,
can’t smell Cassie’s regular off-gassing and seems unbothered
by her social status. Exaggerated, cartoonish images depict the
two of them enjoying several spreads of adventures, starry fartclouds trailing behind them on a roller coaster and at the beach.
Translated from Spanish, the book relies on the same framework as countless stories about difference; on a class field trip,
Cassie unwittingly repels “the biggest, baddest bear they had
ever seen,” and suddenly her classmates decide that she’s both
a hero and worthy of friendship despite her unrelenting digestive issues. Adults concerned with gut health might wonder why
Cassie’s parents don’t take her to the doctor to figure out the
underlying causes of her GI symptoms, and real-life kids might
decide to wait for a bear attack before playing with a stinky
classmate. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Endless fart references will make kids laugh but that’s
about it. (Picture book. 5-8)

CHILDREN’S | Mahnaz Dar

for readers of (almost) all ages
While editing a review of Yellow
Butterfly: A Story From Ukraine (Red
Comet Press, Jan. 31, 2023) by Oleksandr Shatokhin, I found myself
wondering: Who is this book for? It’s a
wordless picture book—is it for kids
still mastering reading? But given
that it explores the impact of war, is
it better suited for older elementary
schoolers? After the reviewer and I
conferred, we concluded that this
one is for everybody. Well, perhaps not literally everyone,
but this child’s-eye perspective of
the Russian-Ukraine war works on
many levels (we ultimately recommended it for ages 5-12). Avoiding
overt violence, Shatokhin offers abstract imagery that may stir readers
but won’t disturb them. While educators using the book to introduce
discussions of military conflict will
need to tailor their discussions depending on the age and sensitivity
of students, it’s nevertheless a potent story for readers of almost all ages. (Artistically minded teens and adults might even find some inspiration here.)
Though Shatokhin’s book isn’t due out until next year,
several other recently published picture books also have
open-ended age ranges. Leaving readers not with clear
takeaways but with questions to ponder, these mesmerizing books will linger, beckoning young people to return to
them with different perspectives.
Magnolia Flower (Harper/
HarperCollins, Sept. 6) is Ibram X.
Kendi’s adaptation of a short story
by Zora Neale Hurston. The protagonist is the daughter of a Black
man who fled slavery and a Cherokee woman who escaped the Trail
of Tears; she falls in love with a
Black man whom her father deems
unworthy. Loveis Wise’s illustrations pulse with color, while Kendi’s thoughtful backmatter
offers adults the opportunity to start conversations on oppression and resistance, the power of love, and Hurston’s life
and work.
Readers of The Bird Coat (Enchanted Lion, Oct. 18) by
Inger Marie Kjølstadmyr, translated from Norwegian by
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Kari Dickson, may smile knowingly at its premise—a Parisian
tailor named Pierre fashions a
coat with wings and prepares to
take off from the Eiffel Tower.
But what appears to be a story of
attaining lofty dreams changes
course as Pierre plummets to his
death. Kjølstadmyr’s matter-offact prose is devoid of sentimentality, while Øyvind Torseter’s loose-lined illustrations are gleefully chaotic. Is this a
cautionary tale? A lesson on living life to the fullest no matter the consequences? A musing on storytelling itself (the
book is narrated by a barber telling the story to a young client)? Perhaps all of the above and more—this compelling
tale defies labels.
As the protagonist of
Roger Mello’s João by a
Thread (Elsewhere Editions, Oct. 25), translated
from Portuguese by Daniel Hahn, prepares to fall
asleep, his mind races
with questions—some are
born of a child’s natural
curiosity, but others seem to be the product of his anxieties,
especially concerning his father’s fishing trips. Mello’s abstract artwork depicts the threads of João’s blanket raveling
and unraveling, a striking metaphor for the boy’s thoughts
and a jumping-off point for readers to explore the worries
that keep them up at night, too.
In Levi Pinfold’s Paradise
Sands: A Story of Enchantment
(Candlewick Studio, Nov. 8),
four siblings on their way to
visit their mother come across
a palace inhabited by a talking
lion and other animals. When
her older brothers fall under
the palace’s spell, it’s up to the
youngest to rescue them. Pinfold’s sumptuous, hyper-realistic paintings are peppered with ever so slightly off-kilter details, making for an immersive fever dream of a story.
Readers who embrace ambiguity will be delighted—this is a
tale ripe for discussion and one that will inspire burgeoning
writers to pen spinoffs or sequels.
Mahnaz Dar is a young readers’ editor.
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the narrator’s difficulties are many, they maintain a positive attitude and are grateful that they and their classmates can attend
school, regardless of how they get there. The child’s teacher
once said that it takes 1,600 steps to walk a kilometer; 9 kilometers would be 15,000 steps. The child wonders if that’s right,
considering their shortcuts and leaps as well as the fact that
their legs are short. Both matter-of-fact and full of musings, this
Chilean import, translated from Spanish, perfectly captures a
child’s experience. The painterly art relies on hues that are by
turns somber and more vibrant and on many aerial shots, which
make the native Chilean birds part of the story, like spectators
awaiting the narrator’s arrival at school. The meticulous attention to detail in the illustrations—for instance, in the portrayal
of animals—makes for an immersive experience. Backmatter
describes the stories of other children around the world who
walk similar paths and identifies the birds found in the artwork.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A brilliantly illustrated account of an arduous—yet deeply
rewarding—journey. (Picture book. 5-8)

CLOAKED IN COURAGE
Uncovering Deborah
Sampson, Patriot Soldier

Anderson, Beth
Illus. by Anne Lambelet
Calkins Creek/Astra Books for Young
Readers (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-1-63592-610-1
A portrait of a woman whose search for self-identity led her
to disguise herself as a man to fight in the American Revolution.
Portraying Deborah Sampson as someone whose “spirit
was always a little too large” (presumably to conform to gender expectations), Anderson follows her independent-minded
subject from youthful chores in which she discovered “pieces
of herself ” to life as a “masterless woman” operating a loom in
a public house, enlistment—after one false start under another
name—as “Robert Shurtliff,” and military career. Despite being
wounded in battle, she was able to conceal her sex until after
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TROUBLEMAKERS IN
TROUSERS
Women and What They Wore
To Get Things Done

Albee, Sarah
Illus. by Kaja Kajfež
Charlesbridge (176 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-62354-095-1

Twenty capsule biographies of historical women who wore
trousers or men’s clothing.
The women portrayed in these short, illustrated narratives
wore traditionally male clothing for different reasons. Harriet Tubman found skirts to be a hinderance when helping enslaved people
escape; Vesta Tilley was an English-born drag performer during the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Many of the women disguised
themselves as men so they could work in professions forbidden
to women, while Ellen Craft disguised herself to escape slavery.
The pharaoh Hatshepsut portrayed herself as male because that’s
what pharaohs were, and if Frida Kahlo were alive today, “we might
describe her as gender fluid.” Historical photographs and paintings
add interest, although with descriptions pushed to endnotes, their
often intriguing context is hard to find. A contemporary, slangy
voice wavers between forced and quite funny, and the sidebars that
pepper the collection (on everything from smallpox to the gender
spectrum to “How To Start Up a Model T”) are informative and
mostly rather interesting. About half of the subjects are White,
though Black, Native American, Mongolian, and Indian women
are covered as well. Almost all are from the 18th and 19th centuries in the United States or Western Europe. The final biography
(of Marguerite Johnson, streetcar conductor) has such a satisfying
reveal that it brings thematic closure to the whole collection.
Colorful, fun, relatable tastes of history that may tempt
readers into further research. (author’s note, notes, bibliography, image credits, index) (Nonfiction. 9-11)
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“A vivid evocation of place and era rolling
solidly on a bed of timeless values.”
all aboard the schooltrain

the war, when she fell ill on duty…but thanks to a sympathetic
doctor and commanding officer, rather than being forcibly
ejected she was granted an honorable discharge. Her legacy as
a feminist icon and the rest of her long life, which included lecture tours as well as marrying and raising a family, are left to a
long afterword in which the author describes her own fruitless
search through scanty primary and secondary sources for insight
into Sampson’s character and motives. Lambelet likewise adds
vignettes and larger scenes of a tall, generic figure working busily at various tasks or, switching from period dresses to breeches,
marching and fighting redcoats along with a mix of light- and
dark-skinned comrades. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An admiring, if distant, feminist character study. (bibliography) (Picture-book biography. 7-9)

ALL ABOARD THE
SCHOOLTRAIN
A Little Story From the
Great Migration

Armand, Glenda
Illus. by Keisha Morris
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-338-76689-9

Climbing aboard a “train” to a better
life, third grader Thelma joins other African American children
on the walk to school.
Again drawing on family history, the author of Black-Eyed
Peas and Hoghead Cheese (2022), illustrated by Steffi Walthall,
reframes her mother Thelma’s childhood as a series of imagined
train rides—first to a one-room school, then, in class, further on
to dazzling destinations like Oz and Treasure Island and back in
time to hear about Harriet Tubman and other heroes. On the
way, Thelma learns that “Mr. Jim Crow” isn’t a mean man who
has driven her aunt and uncle away from their Louisiana town
to California but a set of discriminatory laws and customs. “Just
keep riding that schooltrain,” her father says. But Thelma has
one more train to board, the kind with wheels, when her father
loses his job. On the platform, her teacher calms her worries
about going to a new school in Los Angeles by handing her a
book: “You have your ticket.” Morris uses tissue collage and
digital finishing to create richly hued scenes of brown-skinned,
actively posed adults and children in small-town settings with,
often, train tracks visible in the background. In a long afterword well stocked with personal photos, Armand retraces both
the metaphorical and actual journeys, filling in details about Jim
Crow as well as the Great Migration and her family’s experience
of them. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A vivid evocation of place and era rolling solidly on a bed of
timeless values. (Historical picture book. 7-9)
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WONDER DOGS!

Ashman, Linda
Illus. by Karen Obuhanych
Atheneum (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-5344-9453-4
A rhymed tribute to our canine companions—trained or otherwise.
“They give alerts. / They search and
save. / Some of them are very brave,” proclaims a tubby, stubby
black-and-white pooch in reference to the squads of purebreds
striking poses and busy working pooches in Obuhanych’s doggy
digital paintings. “I’m not so brave— / No daring feats— / But I
can sniff out hidden treats!” Not to mention lap up spills, chew
the odd shoe, bark to scare off squirrels and other pests, and
huddle beneath a blanket with a light-skinned, Asian-presenting young human companion when thunder booms outside. “A
Wonder Dog? / That’s right—me, too. / My superpower? // Loving you.” The devotion is plainly mutual and strikes a properly
warm closing note. Along with being depicted with a range of
skin tones, human dog owners in both domestic and outdoor
scenes, though mostly young people, include one elder, one
child using a wheelchair, and one adult wearing a hijab. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet treat for dog lovers. (Picture book. 6-8)

ROSA PARKS &
CLAUDETTE COLVIN
Civil Rights Heroes

Baptiste, Tracey
Illus. by Shauna J. Grant
First Second (128 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-250-17422-2
Series: History Comics

“Most people know Mrs. Parks, but
few know who I am.”
This work of graphic nonfiction makes clear that the Montgomery Bus Boycott began not with Rosa Parks but with 15-yearold Claudette Colvin, who refused to give up her seat to a White
woman on a crowded bus. It was then that she met Rosa Parks,
who encouraged her to get involved with the NAACP Youth
Council. Claudette was found guilty of breaking the segregation
laws, but organizers opted not to rally around her (she was seen
as “too young, too dark, and too poor”); instead the boycott was
organized around Rosa Parks, who nine months later refused to
give up her seat. Claudette was glad something was being done,
but she felt pushed to the sidelines. The boycott was difficult,
and there were threats and violence directed at those involved.
For many years, Rosa Parks was the name associated with the
bus boycott, but gradually, Claudette Colvin’s role in the actions
and lawsuit that ended bus segregation became known. This
book explores the many issues surrounding the Montgomery
Bus Boycott, such as the age, gender, and class barriers that
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factored into decisions and the internal struggles that those
involved in the movement grappled with. The choice to tell the
story through Claudette’s eyes will appeal to young readers, as
will the colorful comic drawings that highlight the actions and
feelings.
A valuable addition to the growing swath of graphic novels
drawing attention to civil rights history. (afterword) (Graphic
nonfiction. 8-12)

THAT FLAG

Brown, Tameka Fryer
Illus. by Nikkolas Smith
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-06-309344-7
The friendship between two youngsters is challenged by a symbol that means different things to
each of their families.

Best friends Keira and Bianca share many similarities and
enjoy their time together. However, that time is restricted to
school even though they live on the same street. Keira, who
is Black, isn’t allowed to visit Bianca, a White child whose
parents fly a Confederate flag in their yard. When their class
takes a field trip to the Southern Legacy Museum, Keira’s father
volunteers to join, and he uses that time to show and explain
incidents from Black history and “that flag.” Keira develops
an understanding and begins to feel differently toward Bianca,
especially when they return to school and Bianca seems totally
unaffected by what they saw during their field trip. It takes a
violent incident to cause a change of heart in Bianca’s parents.
Keira then has a difficult decision regarding their friendship.
This is a prime example of how a picture book can help younger
readers understand difficult topics. The roles the adults assume
in this story are realistic and demonstrate how early Black children must confront the unpleasant realities in society. Smith’s
digital illustrations are especially effective in portraying various emotions that Keira experiences. The art has a smudgy,
painterly feeling, Smith’s use of light and color enhancing the
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storytelling as it conveys life-changing events. The backmatter,
which includes author and illustrator notes, provides helpful
information for adults on the Confederate flag. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A thoughtful and age-appropriate exploration of a somber
subject. (Picture book. 6-8)

THE LIBRARY FISH
LEARNS TO READ

Capucilli, Alyssa Satin
Illus. by Gladys Jose
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5344-7707-0
Series: The Library Fish
The sequel to The Library Fish (2022) lets little ones know
that reading is for everyone—including our aquatic friends.
Library Fish has a satisfying life in a bowl on the desk of
librarian Mr. Hughes. She loves watching children browse
the shelves, but her favorite moment is storytime. When Mr.
Hughes shares a book about a dog who learns to read, Library
Fish is inspired. After the library closes for the night, she
emerges from her bowl (a bubble of water securely on her head)
and begins to learn her ABCs: “Hour after hour, night after
night, she made sure she knew every letter and each sound it
made. F for fish was one of her favorites. Z-z-z-z’s were always
welcome after a long night’s work.” Capucilli emphasizes the
hard work that often goes into acquiring this skill. The story
might be a little too long and a little too quiet for many new
readers, as the resolution after the protagonist masters reading—Library Fish deciding to read a book to her friend the
Bookmobile—is implied rather than seen, and there’s little
fanfare for the accomplishment. Many children will enjoy the
colorful digital illustrations depicting an endearingly expressive
Library Fish and a diverse group of patrons who frequent the
library. Ultimately, though, it may be librarians and educators
who appreciate this story more than the intended audience. Mr.
Hughes presents as Black. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Amusing if somewhat restrained. (Picture book. 5-8)

UNDERCOVER BIRDS

Cassany, Mia
Illus. by Gemma Pérez Herrero
Orange Mosquito (48 pp.)
$18.95 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-1-914519-54-3
Viewed through die-cut holes in
the cover and inside, 11 different birds,
common and otherwise, flit or pose for

close-ups.
Cassany provides nature notes and appreciative comments,
but Pérez Herrero’s big, dramatically colored illustrations are
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the main show. Behind full-bleed screens of flowers or foliage
with irregular gaps snipped out, viewers can glimpse bits of
plumage or beady avian eyes, then turn the pages to reveal fullbody portraits—mostly in ensemble views to show off shapes
and coloring from different angles. Once the pierced leaf is
turned, the holes usually show only random, disconnected
chunks of the previous pages, so the gimmick isn’t very well
engineered, nor have more than fitful efforts been made to actually link the visuals with the narratives as, for example, cardinals
flock together in a scene that contradicts its title of “Pretty
Territorial,” and the rock hen, though described as mountaindwelling and prone to hiding in rocky outcrops, is posed in a
lush tropical setting. Still, bird lovers or budding naturalists in
general will enjoy poring over the art, with its dignified, inscrutable, naturally posed subjects.
An eye-filling gallery, perfunctory gimmick notwithstanding. (Informational picture book. 6-8)

UNDERCOVER BUGS

Cassany, Mia
Illus. by Gemma Pérez Herrero
Orange Mosquito (48 pp.)
$18.95 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-1-914519-50-5
Ants, spiders, and other creepycrawlies swarm beneath concealing foliage and ground litter in this many-legged

creature feature.
Cassany’s descriptive notes are longer on enthusiasm than
accuracy—not all bees live in hives, for instance. And it’s misleading to claim that crickets only “used to” be kept as pets in
China and sloppy to put moths under the rubric “Queens of the
Night” and designate mantises “The Queens of Camouflage”
while never actually mentioning females in either entry. Still,
the large, handsome illustrations teem with close-up natural
detail and offer thrills or (depending on the sensibility of the
viewer) chills aplenty. Beginning on the front cover with a diecut hole, cutouts on alternate spreads allow viewers glimpses of
busy activity that is revealed in full with a page turn. With a
few exceptions, like the ladybugs swarming over clusters of ripe
grapes, Pérez Herrero goes for multispecies assemblages that
number anywhere from a few dozen individuals to hundreds.
Some, such as the army of garden spiders, are all too visible, but
others, moths and mantises in particular, are lightly disguised
amid similarly toned leaves and twigs to create simple visual
challenges. The die cuts work only when they’re on the right
side; except for the wood beetles’ entry (and that probably only
by chance), once turned, the cutouts just show random snippets
of the previous illustration rather than bits that blend into the
uncut scenes. Luckily, the gimmick doesn’t distract from the
pleasures of encountering…so many of…our small and busy animal neighbors.
Weak on factual background but a treat for outdoorsy
sorts. (Informational picture book. 6-8)
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HOW WE SAY I LOVE YOU

Chen, Nicole
Illus. by Lenny Wen
Knopf (32 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Dec. 13, 2022
978-0-593-42839-9
978-0-593-42840-5 PLB
“My family loves me, and I love them. But we don’t use words
to say ‘I love you.’ ”
As a child narrates, readers see a smiling mother, father,
grandmother, and grandfather bustle about a cheery, colorful
home doing chores. The narrator explains how each family
member expresses their love with actions: Mom “stirs her love
into a pot of steaming xī fàn” (Mandarin Chinese and Taiwanese
Hokkien words are sprinkled throughout and defined in a glossary), Ah Gong walks the child to school in the morning, Ah Ma
packs a lunch of noodles, and Dad cheers and encourages from
the sidelines of a soccer game. The child also shows love, saying, “I do my best at school so they can feel proud.” Some readers may wonder: Is Chen implying that the family’s reticence
when it comes to verbally expressing their love is rooted in their
being Chinese? Or is this a Chinese family that happens to be
less verbally demonstrative? That’s left up to readers to decide;
regardless, it’s abundantly clear from the detailed spreads and
expressiveness of the characters that they are full of love for
one another, with or without words. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A warm embrace of a book. (Picture book. 4-7)

BORDER CROSSINGS

Collard III, Sneed B.
Illus. by Howard Gray
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-62354-238-2

A passionate screed about the detrimental effects of the U.S.
southern border walls on ecosystems, particularly wild animals.
A beautiful ocelot, one of only about 50 in the wild in the
United States, prowls south in the springtime, seeking a mate.
But the quietly moving cat encounters “something unexpected.
Something frightening.” The obstacle is a 2,000-mile series
of slats making up the border wall that separates the United
States from Mexico in an effort to slow undocumented immigration. The ocelot is next scared off by a vehicle. “He will not
find a mate or territory this year. Maybe not any year,” readers
learn. The book then switches perspective to another ocelot on
the opposite side of the wall before widening its view to discuss how entire areas of nature, even birds, are harmed by the
human-made structures. Illustrations by Gray contrast the hard,
unyielding structure, in one instance decorated by humans with
counterdeclarations of love and peace, with the graceful curves
of nature. Even the cacti look inviting. While the book’s conclusion is bleak, an author’s note explains with more context the
extent of the problem and what nature lovers can do to help
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advocate for changes to the highly politicized border walls that
would better accommodate animals and fauna. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A convincing argument against border walls that even
offers practical solutions. (glossary, further reading) (Informa
tional picture book. 6-9)

THE MANY FORTUNES
OF MAYA

Collier, Nicole D.
Versify/HarperCollins (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-358-43464-1
A Black girl learns to listen to her
own voice.
Maya Jenkins is a Black middle
schooler living in Georgia who enjoys
soccer, collecting fortune-cookie fortunes, and playing her flute. She’s good at soccer and works hard
to keep improving her game, but a major motivation is how
much her father loves the game and encourages her success.
Although music makes her heart happy, Maya, feeling she must
choose between the two activities due to time pressures, settles
on soccer—although she continues to play her flute in secret.
Now she’s ready to take on soccer camp and get one step closer
to making the team her father used to play for. But the summer brings plenty of changes, and Maya finds herself spiraling as
her world is upended when her soccer plans go off course, and
her parents make a decision that devastates her. As challenges
mount, will Maya be able to keep her head in the game? Collier
masterfully delivers a multidimensional protagonist with a clear
and relatable voice. Maya’s story includes heartbreak, healing,
and explorations of strained friendships and familial relationships with moments of fun and joy interspersed. Each chapter
opens with a fortune-cookie aphorism that highlights the emotional themes that are developed. Maya’s journey as she learns
to adjust to life’s curveballs and listen to her inner truth will
keep readers hooked from start to finish.
A sincere story that will leave readers feeling warm and
hopeful. (Fiction. 8-12)

EVERGREEN

Cordell, Matthew
Feiwel & Friends (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-250-31717-9
Soup is always the correct solution.
Evergreen, a young squirrel who lives
high in a tree in Buckthorn Forest, is
afraid of most things, but top of the list
is thunderstorms. When her mother, who makes magical soup,
asks her to take an acorn full of soup to Granny Oak, who is ill
with the flu, Evergreen is afraid that she won’t be brave enough
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“A mesmerizing glimpse at the miracles of the natural world.”
yoshi, sea turtle genius

to do it. But she knows she must—and that she must be careful
not to spill a drop, as “Granny Oak will need every bit of it to
get better.” Setting off, the scared squirrel encounters a menagerie of adventures and forest creatures in her journey. It’s a wild,
imaginative read and one that twists and turns like a forest path,
with unexpected surprises along the way. Cordell is a masterful storyteller, and readers will love following Evergreen’s journey as she grows into a more confident squirrel. The artwork
is the real star of the show, however; there’s a hint of Sendak
in the characters’ humorous expressions and in the timeless
pen-and-watercolor backgrounds that cry out to be examined
in detail. Educators and caregivers will love reading this story
aloud in installments, and readers will adore seeing what Evergreen encounters in her travels. A hint of future stories will tantalize readers, who will close the book eager for a new volume
to devour.
A spellbinding tale that will never brown or fade with time.
(Early chapter book. 6-8)

A fashionable feline with nine siblings teaches Spanish words and counting as part of a trip to town.
The titular cat, who walks on two legs and wears a top hat, a
scarf, boots, and a vest, is followed around by a varied group of
sibling cats who walk on all fours, each of whom playfully pretends to be Gato Guapo. Each time, he counts the cats (“Uno,
dos, tres…”), looking for the missing cat, who then appears,
shouting, “¡Yo soy Gato Guapo!” and wearing one of Guapo’s
items of clothing or accessories. Along the way, the book mixes
in unitalicized Spanish words or phrases within the English text,
unobtrusively working in enough context that most may be easily understood by young non-Spanish readers. (A word list at
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YOSHI, SEA
TURTLE GENIUS
A True Story About an
Amazing Swimmer

GATO GUAPO

Denise, Anika Aldamuy
Illus. by Zara González Hoang
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-0-06-306266-5

Cox, Lynne
Illus. by Richard Jones
Anne Schwartz/Random (40 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-593-42568-8
978-0-593-42569-5 PLB
This true story of a loggerhead turtle that has swum farther
than any animal known to scientists is told by an American who has
herself shattered countless records for long-distance swimming.
Cox follows the turtle from her birth on an Australian beach
to the moment she was caught in a net, then rescued by a Japanese fisherman (who named her Yoshi, meaning “good luck”).
The fisherman treated her wounds, fed her squid, and eventually took her to the Two Oceans Aquarium in South Africa.
Yoshi stayed there for 20 years, but the curator, behaviorists,
and veterinarian decided to return her to the ocean, training her
for endurance then releasing her with a tracking device. That is
how the world knows Yoshi traversed 22,998 miles to lay eggs
on the Australian shore where her life began. Cox’s language is
lovely, her descriptions helpful for young listeners. Imagining
Yoshi’s early life, Cox writes that the hatchling is “just the size of
a smile.” As the turtle grows, her bulk is compared to a cat, then
a lion. In addition to luminous double-page spreads and delicate
spot art, Jones employs stacked horizontal panels that cross the
gutter to emphasize the passage of time as the swimmer progresses. Six blue circular vignettes depict the animal’s struggle
to breathe when she is snagged in the net. Cox’s author’s note
explains that though she speculated about some of Yoshi’s life,
everything after her rescue is documented. Humans depicted
are diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A mesmerizing glimpse at the miracles of the natural
world. (photo, map) (Informational picture book. 6-8)
|
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“For everyone—some know it, some don’t…yet.”
some do, some don’t

the end translates all the Spanish in the book.) Unlike in similar
books, this story doesn’t clumsily blend languages or rely on the
oft-used technique of parrot-repeating a Spanish word with its
English equivalent. Instead, the phrasing flows well. However,
what works so nicely in the first few pages is abandoned for the
cat reveals. It would have been nice to have seen more of the
well-combined bilingual flow. Still, Gato Guapo’s got a lot of
style, and so does the book—the anthropomorphized animals
cut winsome poses and will readily endear themselves to readers. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Playfully and skillfully balancing two languages, this cat
tale proves cute and clever. (Picture book. 4-8)

SANCTUARY
A Home for Rescued
Farm Animals

Denos, Julia
Clarion/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-358-20543-2

A look at the incredible healing
power of compassion found at a farm
animal sanctuary.
Each rescued cow, pig, sheep, chicken, and goat has a story.
They are brought to the sanctuary with bandaged limbs and
broken spirits; all struggled to survive in one way or another.
Denos’ spare verse reflects the pure relationship children
can have with animals. Five diverse kids (one using forearm
crutches) welcome these creatures with open hearts to the farm.
A delicate, glowing spray of lights connects the children and the
animals. Lush greens, bright blues, and wide open spaces convey
the breath of fresh air that sanctuaries are for rescued animals.
Because the text is so lyrical, even the harsh farm realities that
it explores are presented gently: “Here you have a name, instead
of a number—”; “Here your value comes / from being you— /
not the milk and cheese you / were forced to make … / not your
eggs, or your babies, / or the meat that they take….” Though
the tale is tender in tone, however, the underlying message that
relying on animals for meat or other products is wrong may put
some off. An appended note for caregivers, intended to navigate
further conversations about speciesism, or the idea that some
animals are worthier than others, is especially charged (“we are
born knowing…that our connection to animals is sacred”). (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A light touch on a deep subject intended to spur a new generation of animal rights activists. (Picture book. 4-8)
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SOME DO, SOME DON’T

Dipacho
minedition (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-66265-095-6

We’re all different—and that’s OK.
Dipacho offers a simple, straightforward, and soothing text about individuality. Full-page spreads
depict jabirus—described in brief backmatter as the “great
stork of the New World”—in a variety of situations. The words
“Some of us have no family” accompany an image of a solitary
bird, while the next spread depicts two of them joyfully flapping (“Others do”). Some go off to explore the world; some
stay behind. Some enjoy company, while others prefer solitude.
Some leave, “never to return,” but “others stay together.” Some
jabirus prefer to “stick to our own kind,” but others congregate
with other types of birds. Sometimes new family members
arrive, and sometimes we “fly off and follow our own path.”
Dipacho has reassuringly encapsulated just about every experience a young reader may have. Soft pastel textures in a mostly
primary palette provide a charming backdrop to project onto,
with expressive jabirus of various sizes and dispositions. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
For everyone—some know it, some don’t…yet. (Picture book.
4-6)

WELCOME TO THE WORLD

Donaldson, Julia
Illus. by Helen Oxenbury
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-66592-987-5

A British picture-book power coupling presents a new baby book replete
with necessary messiness.
The reality of parenthood is celebrated in tandem with the
idealization of new life. Gently rhyming text offers an introduction to its tiny intended audience. “Welcome to the world.
/ Welcome to the light. / Welcome to the day. / Welcome to the
night.” Babies, toddlers, and preschoolers are invited to experience everything from bouncing on granny knees and listening
to granddads playing guitars to ducks, bubbles, bananas, and
more. The book is chock-full of funny moments for parents and
kids, like the nonchalant parent snagging a bottle while a toddler attempts, unsuccessfully, to leap from the shopping cart.
Oxenbury’s watercolor and gouache illustrations have lost none
of their flair over the years, wonderfully capturing interactions
between small children and parents that are sometimes less
than picture-perfect. It’s a tale with an old-fashioned feeling
and a more earnest outing than you might find in, for example,
Oliver Jeffers’ Here We Are (2017), but it’s fun nevertheless. Yet
while the cast is racially diverse and male-presenting characters
are seen as caregivers as often as female-presenting ones, the
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spread saying, “Welcome to the girls. / Welcome to the boys,”
with its emphasis on the gender binary, may limit the title’s
appeal. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A pleasant throwback, perhaps in more ways than one, to
picture books of bygone days. (Picture book. 2-4)

MY DOG IS NOT A SCIENTIST

Ellor, Betsy
Illus. by Luisa Vera
Yeehoo Press (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2023
978-1-953458-46-9

LET’S GO!

Emberley, Michael
Holiday House (40 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-8234-4652-0
Series: I Like To Read Comics
When little ones use their imaginations, there’s no limit to where they can
go.
Emberley’s catlike protagonist and
friends return in this follow-up to the
excellent early reader I Did It! (2022). This time, the main
character—still dressed in their pink-and-green–striped pajamas with matching ear covers—is invited to a friend’s shindig via paper airplane. Our hero, accompanied by an offbeat
group of friends—a penguin, an automaton, a raccoon, and an
|

CON POLLO
A Bilingual Playtime
Adventure

Fallon, Jimmy & Jennifer Lopez
Illus. by Andrea Campos
Feiwel & Friends (48 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-250-83041-8

y o u n g a d u lt

Clear evidence that the scientific
method works as well for dogs as for
people.
Yara knows she has what it takes to beat annoying rival
Eddie in the school science fair, but she’s being stymied over
and over by Renzo—a canine agent of chaos who bounds exuberantly into view to shred her paper airplanes in midair, bite
into the lemons powering a light bulb, piddle on her grass project, and annihilate her careful arrangement of bugs and their
food to deliver a joyous slurp on the cheek. “Real scientists
don’t lick each other,” Eddie scoffs. As it turns out, he’s wrong:
Yara despairs…until she realizes that she has seen her dog asking questions (“Can I catch this plane?”) as well as formulating
hypotheses and testing them (“This lemon is food…No!”)—science in action! Her insight leads to a blue-ribbon display on the
titular topic at the science fair. As a further boost to fledgling
contestants or experimenters, Ellor closes with a simplified
restatement of the scientific method and a bulleted list of
enticing project ideas (dog related and otherwise) to explore. In
Vera’s riotously messy cartoon illustrations, Yara is depicted as
a hands-on, Black-presenting child, while Eddie is light-skinned
and redheaded. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A funny hypothesis properly tested and confirmed. (Picture
book. 6-8)

elephantlike robot—dash off, ready to party! But when they
realize they’re traveling too slowly, they find creative ways to
speed up their journey. Each character has a different idea, and
the group of friends supports and helps each other throughout.
The characters unfold the pages of the book, folding them into
origami-like vehicles: cars, sleds, boats, and more. Readers will
feel a sublime joy as they follow the internal logic that supports
the inspired solutions, and caregivers will love continuing the
conversation as they discuss ways these ideas could work in the
real world. Emberley is a master of balancing white space and
color, and his skills are on fine display here. Young readers with
big imaginations will see themselves frolicking in the pages, and
the characters might motivate others to consider new levels of
possibilities. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Go, go, go…read this book! (Early reader. 4-8)

Talk-show host Fallon and movie and pop star Lopez partner
up to serve an introductory slice of whimsical Spanish learning.
“This is Pollo. She wants to play.” In the middle of the
page, a cute white blob of a chicken—with dots for eyes with
blush spots beneath them, stubby wings and legs, an unkempt
comb on top—chirps a bright “¡Hola!” Leveraging full-color
backgrounds with a distinct absence of any distracting details,
Campos keeps the artwork centered solely on Pollo and whatever item she needs to play, play, play. Colorful visual simplicity here aims to capture younger readers’ attention, with great
success. So, how does Pollo play? Pollo goes to la playa, plays a
rousing game of fútbol, visits la biblioteca, and gets toys from
la tienda. In one amusing scene, Pollo even hops on a plane to
volar. Each scenario sets the scene with an English sentence
before guiding readers toward a Spanglish translation. Fallon
and Lopez establish this rhythm and pace early on and keep
it intact throughout the book with little variation. The highlighted Spanish translations don’t quite follow a logical progression—sometimes, just the noun is presented in Spanish
(“Go to la playa con Pollo?”); sometimes it’s a verb (“Bailar
con Pollo?”). Still, they help bring to life Pollo’s delightful play
sessions, and that in itself proves enough.
A fluffy, uber-adorable, bite-sized introducción al español.
(glossary) (Picture book. 2-6)
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ALL THE
BEATING HEARTS

Fogliano, Julie
Illus. by Cátia Chien
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-8234-5216-3
A paean to humanity.
A diverse group of people appear in
these soft and swirling pastel and colored pencil illustrations as
readers are urged to remember that “each beat” of our hearts
is “a reminder / that we are here / and alive / together but apart
/ the same, but exactly different.” Told in deceptively simple
but deeply meaningful verse, the book is structured around a
day, with characters getting up with the sun and going to sleep
with the moon; in between are insightful musings about life and
the things that unite us. Amid settings such as playgrounds and
bodies of water, readers see people in crowds and alone—and
sometimes lonely. Parent-child love is beautifully conveyed.
One double-page spread depicts a tan-skinned child growing
from infancy to childhood to adulthood as a darker-skinned
parent observes; then, the child becomes the caregiver as the
parent ages and grows weaker: “and some days we will curl up /
and wish to be / any / other / place.” On another spread, a parent
lovingly embraces a child (both brown-skinned) after the little
one has emerged from a somber crowd; the artwork eventually
turns more colorful over several pages, bringing home the message that “nothing / needs to be heard / except for our beating
hearts // strong and steady and sure.” This compelling picture
book packs an emotional punch and will help little ones foster
positive attitudes about themselves and others. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Captivating words and pictures present the primacy of
personal interactions. (Picture book. 5-8)

IN EVERY LIFE

Frazee, Marla
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-66591-248-8
“And in every life, / blessed is the love.”
Frazee’s author’s note explains that
she was inspired to write this text when she “heard a call-andresponse version of a Jewish baby-naming blessing and immediately felt its potential as a picture book.” After several false
starts, she began working on it in 2020, “when so many things
about our world were upended,” and the following year, her first
grandchild was born. In its inclusive, warmhearted celebration of community, family, and life itself, the resulting book
feels like a melding of earlier titles Frazee illustrated: Every
where Babies (2001) by Susan Meyers and All the World (2009)
by Liz Garton Scanlon. While the realistic art style is akin to
that of those books, the text is sparer, with pacing grounded
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in the call-and-response inspiration: “In every birth,” reads the
opening verso, with the resolution on the facing page reading,
“blessed is the wonder.” Accompanying vignettes of babies cared
for by young and old people alike invite readers to speculate
about relationships and to delight in the loving, diverse depictions. Then the page turn reveals a full-bleed vista of a couple
with a baby looking at the sunrise, pink clouds filling the sky.
Once established, this pattern—of a call-and-response spread
illustrated with vignettes followed by a wordless full-bleed
spread of a single family in nature—carries through the entire
book, providing opportunities for observation, conversation,
and reflection. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This lyrical blessing of a picture book belongs on every
shelf. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE MUSEUM OF LOST TEETH

Friedland, Elyssa
Illus. by Gladys Jose
Abrams (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-4197-5705-1

A pun-filled exploration of life after teeth.
Toothy is a well-kept tooth whose address is “Bottom Row,
Left Center, Liam Taylor’s Mouth, New Jersey.” When Liam, a
tan-skinned child with curly reddish-brown hair, notices that
Toothy is loose, Toothy frets about his fate before finally finding himself lodged in an apple, alone. Thankfully, Liam rescues
Toothy and places him under his pillow, and Felicity Fairy, a
bespectacled, brown-skinned tooth fairy with curly purple
hair, whisks him away to the Museum of Lost Teeth. The building is part museum, part boardinghouse for teeth of all types,
some of which are silently on display while others frolic and
play. The book is laced with dental-related humor and puns that
will delight a dentist but will leave most children bored beyond
belief. The problem is the shallow storytelling, which dashes
through the museum without leaving time for Toothy’s character to develop. The stress and fear of falling out and his lifeafter-Liam are brushed over quickly, and the plot turns into a
museum tour rather than an adventure. The digital illustrations
add some color and pop, but it’s not enough to make Toothy, the
museum, or the tooth-fairy industry interesting. It’s an intriguing idea but one that may have fallen out of the mouth a little
too soon. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Perfect for a dentist’s office. That’s it. (Picture book. 4-6)
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“A touching window into a child’s mourning process.”
grandpa’s window

GRANDPA’S WINDOW

Gehl, Laura
Illus. by Udayana Lugo
Flyaway Books (32 pp.)
$19.00 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-947888-40-1

MY MOMMY, THE OCTOPUS

Gerber, Wendy & Nonnie Gerber
Illus. by Tori Davis
Sky Pony Press (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5107-7124-6

Mommies have so much to do that
they need eight arms!
Mommy’s arms, open wide for a hug, greet a child in the
morning to begin a busy day. The mother, who works from
home, has a list of tasks that include making calls, writing
emails, preparing reports, doing laundry, and cooking. Although
the child laments “she left out play!” Mommy does a super job
of juggling household tasks and work while still finding time to
play, and the child is independent enough to build block towers
and create animals from clay during Mommy’s video call. Still,
during nap time, the child dreams of a bright pink octopus that
has one arm to handle all of Mommy’s work and seven more for
tending to the child. When the child wakes to another hug, the
illustration shows faint octopus tentacles, complete with two
tentacles curled to make a heart behind Mommy. Mommy and
|

ADAM AND HIS TUBA

Gombač, Žiga X.
Illus. by Maja Kastelic
Trans. by Olivia Hellewell
NorthSouth (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-0-7358-4497-1

Listen. Learn. Adapt.
The members of the Von Trapeze
family are performers who travel the
world showing off their amazing feats. Grandma Antonia
breathes fire. Grandpa Angus swallows swords. Uncle Artem
and his family construct human pyramids. Mama Anastasia
and Papa Alexei traverse the high wire blindfolded. And twin
daughters Aria and Alea juggle on a unicycle and are blasted
from a cannon, respectively. The only member not taking center stage is the youngest, Adam, who has attempted all of these
things without success. While the family gathers to discuss
how they can best help him thrive, a magical melody fills the
air. The family investigates and finds Adam playing the tuba
with unbelievable skill. The family is gobsmacked: “How come
we never noticed, or heard him, before now?” “It would appear
we were completely caught up in our circus tricks,” says Papa
Alexei. It’s a striking thought and one that will resonate with
many readers—and hopefully with many caregivers who are trying to turn their children into things they’re not. Once Adam’s
talent is discovered, he’s able to join the newly modified family
business, proving that the best traditions allow for adaptations
so that everyone feels included. Translated from German, this
strong narrative is enhanced by the sepia-tinged artwork; the
result is a tale fit for the center ring! Adam and his family are
light-skinned. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Readers will be left screaming, “Encore!” (Picture book. 5-8)
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Daria processes her grandfather’s death.
“Most of the windows at the hospital [look] out on dull, gray
buildings,” but Daria’s grandpa’s window looks out over the
ocean. When Daria, a tan-skinned kid with black pigtails, visits,
they watch the waves together and talk about what they’ll do
once Grandpa, who is light-skinned, feels better. Sadly, Grandpa’s condition worsens; one day he is “too weak to move to a
chair,” and later he relies on an oxygen mask. Daria stays by his
side, keeping his spirits up. Gehl gently signals Grandpa’s death
across two wordless spreads: one where Daria’s parents (one
of whom is tan-skinned with dark hair; the other of whom is
light-skinned with brown hair) have a tearful conversation with
her; and another where Daria cries herself to sleep, her bedside
lamp illuminating a photograph of her and Grandpa. Lugo’s poignant images allow adults to choose how they want to describe
Grandpa’s demise (though backmatter by Dr. Sharie Coombes,
a child psychologist, recommends that adults use clear, nonabstract terms). When Daria and her dad go to the hospital to
collect Grandpa’s belongings, “Daria carrie[s] Grandpa’s window”—not a physical one but rather the drawings she created
to comfort Grandpa. Offering a tender view of one girl’s experience, this powerful picture book shows children that they can
feel both heartbreak and ongoing love simultaneously. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A touching window into a child’s mourning process. (organizations offering support on grief) (Picture book. 4-7)

child continue their day and, at bedtime, conclude that having
eight arms like an octopus might be helpful for getting things
done, but two arms are just right for giving and receiving a hug.
Brightly colored illustrations against a white background and
close-ups of emotional moments keep the focus on the busy day
and the loving interactions between parent and child. The child
has sandy hair and a light complexion, while the mother has
chestnut hair, a slightly darker complexion, and a wrist tattoo.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A tribute to mothers everywhere who juggle work, home,
and child rearing with love and plenty of hugs. (Picture book. 3-6)
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“We’re not lyin’—it’s a great story!”
watch out for the lion!

LOST LEGENDS OF NOTHING

Green, Alejandra & Fanny Rodriguez
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$22.99 | $13.99 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-06-283951-0
978-0-06-283950-3 paper

As war between the Volken Court
and the Human Empire once again
spreads across Nothing, Nathan and his
ragtag team of unlikely friends continue
their quest to defeat the all-consuming Stryx.
An immediate follow-up to the charged finale of Fantastic
Tales of Nothing (2020), this entry finds its heroes torn apart. Having learned of the fae’s demise under the orders of the Volken
Court, Haven copes with the loss of their family. Is Haven the
last of the fae? While Sina attempts to let go of the past, Baldov embraces the possibility of newfound kinship. Meanwhile,
Prince Naoki and his loyal guard, Ren, finally join the adventure
as the young Imperial Highness assumes an active role in protecting his kingdom and its citizens, whether human or Volken.
With the power of Lerina within him, Nathan dreams of Lerina’s past, and together he and the group need to uncover the
knowledge required to defeat Stryx, the malevolent force currently inhabiting the body of Chancellor Aquilla, leader of the
Volken Court. To unbind Stryx’s hold on Haven—and his threat
over Nothing—the adventurers seek out the truth behind Lerina’s myth. Green and Rodriguez continue to refine and expand
on the world of Nothing through jovial humor, fantastical bits
of myth-building, and lots of heart. Stronger pacing and richer
character development also lend gravitas. The colorful artwork
surprises thanks to well-spaced set pieces and excellent creature design.
Fans will be left hoping for more adventures about Nothing. (map) (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

HOW MANY SQUIRRELS ARE
IN THE WORLD?

Gundersheimer, Ben
Illus. by Marcos Almada Rivero
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-593-11016-4

eyes get blurry!” A bit overwhelmed by the frenetic movement
of 20 of the critters, the narrator retreats to the backyard oak
tree, where there’s activity aplenty among 10 squirrels. A final
spread reveals the child and a tuckered-out pet dog, napping
in the yard as a russet squirrel makes off with the notebook.
The soft color palette—coral, purple, and blue with accents
of yellow-orange and black—is repeated in the child’s striped
sweater, the scampering squirrels, the bark and leaves of the oak
tree, and more. The illustrator varies perspective and provides
ample counting opportunities in cheerful scenes. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A modest neighborhood adventure offers some upbeat
one-to-20 counting practice. (squirrel facts) (Picture book. 2-5)

WATCH OUT FOR THE LION!

Hartman, Brooke
Illus. by Anna Süßbauer
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-64567-628-7

We’re going on a lion hunt....
Lions are easily identified thanks to
characteristics like their teeth, snout,
and tail. But when an unseen narrator thinks they’ve spotted
one of the fearsome creatures, each reveal actually presents an
animal with a similar body part. That “brushy, bristly tail” is very
similar to a giraffe’s! Those “curvy claws” could be mistaken for
a sloth’s! And those “ferocious fangs” might actually belong in
the mouth of a walrus. The story is amusing; it’s reminiscent
of Mônica Carnesi’s recently published There’s a Lion in the
Forest! (2022) but without that picture book’s masterfully
enclosed message of ecological responsibility. Persnickety readers may quibble that outside of a zoo, the mistaken animals
would be nowhere near each other, but the humor and the wellcrafted page turns revealing each subsequent animal ensure that
these objections will be forgiven. The digital illustrations are
bold enough to be seen from the back of a classroom or storyhour space, and adept storytellers will be able to make a meal
of the snappy text—this tale is well suited for both large group
read-alouds and intimate lap reads. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
We’re not lyin’—it’s a great story! (Picture book. 4-8)

NOT TALKING ABOUT YOU

Squirrels are the currency in this
counting primer from educator and children’s performer Gundersheimer.
An enterprising child with brown skin, a flowing black
ponytail, and a purple notebook describes a neighborhood
investigation, from backyard to park and back. The rhyming
text borders on doggerel but gets the job done. “I’m counting
nine… // Now I see ten / Oh me oh my! / Will it ever end?” Each
number in the text matches the numeral on the page—crayoned onto slips of notebook paper—in color. The child declares,
“A group of squirrels is called a scurry / They move so fast, my
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heronJones, Kevin
James Lorimer (128 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 1, 2023
978-1-4594-1708-3

A boy learns to stand up for himself
even at the risk of ending a friendship.
Khalil Harris is a Black boy with roots
in the Caribbean—his grandparents live
in St. Vincent—who just started eighth
|

grade at his new suburban school after moving from Toronto.
He is a bit on the shy side, although he is a versatile athlete.
One sport he is not so good at is basketball, but now, thanks to
his new friends, basketball starts to take up more space in his
life. Even though he’s befriended by Cameron, a highly popular White boy, it’s not an easy transition from life in the city to
this largely White community. Among other microaggressions,
Cameron stereotypes Khalil based on his race and makes fun
of his mother’s cooking, much to Khalil’s discomfort. Cameron
is also racist toward people of other racial backgrounds. Khalil
mostly ignores Cameron’s slights, but he sometimes tries to correct him, to no avail. Eventually, Cameron’s behavior becomes
too much to ignore, and Khalil is faced with a difficult decision.
The author does a good job of interweaving important social
issues into a story about a tween who is learning to advocate for
himself and others even if it ruffles feathers. The straightforward language and conversational tone make it a good choice
for reluctant readers.
An accessible work, ideal for starting discussions on navigating racial bias and stereotyping. (Fiction. 10-14)

Dev. by Iturbe, Antonio
Adapt. by Salva Rubio
Trans. by Lilit Žekulin Thwaites
Illus. by Loreto Aroca
Henry Holt (144 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-250-84298-5
A girl imprisoned in Auschwitz
works secretly as a librarian in this graphic-novel adaptation of
Iturbe’s celebrated 2017 work.
Based on the real story of Edita Kraus, who as a young teenager worked in a forbidden school within Auschwitz, the book
follows Dita, an ordinary, book-loving Jewish Czech girl whose
world is turned upside down when the Nazis arrive. Yellow stars
and school closures come first, then deportation to Terezín and
from there to Auschwitz. Though Auschwitz is an extermination camp, Dita and her family experience something resembling luck: They’re sent to BIIb, the family camp, where the
Nazis temporarily keep Jews alive so they can perpetuate the lie
that prisoners are being treated humanely. There, Dita secretly
shepherds the few smuggled books into the hands of teachers
and students. The prose, translated from Spanish, is flavorless;
the heavy emotional lifting relies on the visuals. While the composition of the art works perfectly in some scenes (Dita’s first
glimpse of Auschwitz, for example), the images are sometimes
too cheery. Characters look almost adorable even when they’re
starving in Bergen-Belsen, and only a few spreads grapple with
the horrific conditions. A historical note provides some context.
Accessible but visually too upbeat for the subject, this is
best paired with other Holocaust resources. (Graphic novel. 9-12)

|

Iwai, Melissa
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$16.99 | $4.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-06-320809-4
978-0-06-320808-7 paper
Series: Gigi and Ojiji
Feeling like she’s grown out of her
nickname, Gigi tries other names.
One morning at breakfast, Gigi, a
biracial child whose mother is Japanese and whose father presents White, asks why her family calls her Gigi when her name is
Geraldine. When her mom explains that Geraldine was hard for
her to say when she was little, Gigi decides that since she isn’t a
baby anymore, she’d like to go by her real name. But her real name
is so long to write and hard for Ojiji, her Japanese grandfather, to
say. She quickly agrees when he suggests using her much shorter
middle name, Hanako. Soon, she realizes Hanako doesn’t feel like
her, and she doesn’t know what to do. With the help of Ojiji and
her mother, however, Gigi finds the perfect name. This latest in
the series following Gigi and her grandfather is a probing look
at how names can be a big part of identity and are often rooted
in cultural meaning. The colorful cartoon art adds emotion and
context that could help readers decipher words. The intergenerational relationship is lovingly portrayed as Gigi and Ojiji draw
together; he even teaches her how to write Hanako in Japanese
characters. A glossary contains a few Japanese words used in the
story but no pronunciation guide.
A quick yet meaningful exploration of the relationship
between names and identity. (Early reader. 5-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

THE LIBRARIAN OF
AUSCHWITZ
The Graphic Novel

GIGI AND OJIJI
What’s in a Name?

WALLFLOWERS

Joy, Mackenzie
Clarion/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 21, 2023
978-0-358-72646-3
A sweetly gentle validation for young
introverts.
“People call you a wallflower,” observes the narrator, reminding listeners, “You don’t mind at all.” Starting with the cheerful
yellow cabbage roses of the wallpaper-esque endpapers, fullbleed illustrations present a delightful variety of background
patterns—designs on wallpaper, fish at the aquarium—in rich,
warm hues. Individual children, most brown-skinned, some
lighter, their clothes matching the backgrounds, seem to
emerge from the patterns, as if to say, “I’m here.” “While most
people like looking at the BIGGEST or the BRIGHTEST, //
you find a quiet spot where you can be you.” Joy distinguishes
the need for quieter recognition from being self-effacing: “But
it isn’t always easy / going unnoticed.” “You love to be seen. //
You just don’t want to be center stage.” With panache, Joy offers
a nicely compact, upbeat reminder that not having a big voice
or delivering a large performance doesn’t necessarily translate
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to timidity. “You are BOLD.” “You are a wallflower. / Find your
garden and… // BLOOM.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Just right, respectful and reassuring, for both the always
and the sometimes quiet. (Picture book. 3-7)

MOON’S RAMADAN

Kazi, Natasha Khan
Versify/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-0-358-69409-0
An anthropomorphic, feminized moon
observes and celebrates with Muslims
across the world as they partake in Ramadan festivities.
As Moon glides over the Earth, her visible new crescent
marks the beginning of Ramadan for Muslims all over the world.
Starting in Egypt, Moon moves through majority Muslim and
nonmajority Muslim countries (a label on the bottom of each
spread indicates each nation as well as, oddly, a city—Dubai),
waxing and waning throughout the month. Moon celebrates
with Muslims of different cultures, skin tones, ages, body types,
and abilities actively engaged in evening activities of Ramadan,
including good deeds and charity. Women are depicted with and
without hijab, in various styles including niqab, while young
girls are not portrayed wearing headscarves. The illustrations,
an inviting blend of scanned watercolor textures and digital
pencil, are in evening tones of blue and purple and portray culturally specific clothing and food, while endpapers are a pattern
of repeated moon phases. While the text is upbeat, readers
may find some elements of the story curious or confusing; in
one scene, the steam coming off a plate of freshly baked bread
at a meal contains a vision of an interfaith meal—it’s unclear
whether this is a real moment or an imagined one. Though
some spreads use country-specific words or phrases, other
pages—and the glossary—default to Arabic or South Asian
terms as standard. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet, if inconsistent, addition to the shelf of books
about Ramadan. (Picture book. 4-8)

HIGH TOP
The Sneaker That Just
Can’t Stop!
Lacey, Tom
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-66430-016-3

An upbeat sneaker learns not to trample his friends.
In Shoe Town, all of the residents are anthropomorphized
shoes with simple round eyes, smiles, and skinny little stick legs
with rounded feet. In bright-red High Top’s quest for fun, he
unfortunately has a tendency to stampede into other shoes—
he knocks rain boot Lorraine Boot into a puddle, tangles up
Shoezanne Ballerina in her ribbons until she trips, and inserts
his work (and favorite color) into Vincent Van Toe’s painting
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without asking. Finally ready to slow down and relax, he vibes
with worn-out slipper Platoe, the wisest shoe in Shoe Town.
Platoe points out that just because High Top had fun doesn’t
mean everyone else did and tells High Top that his apology “will
mean more to your friends if you show it after you say it.” High
Top takes the didactic, straightforward lesson to heart and sets
to making amends. But then, he channels his energy into a final
sorry that better suits his style (while also including his friends):
an apology party. Many kids will relate to High Top’s goodnatured, accidental troublemaking but might not like being
given a blunt lesson. The art forgoes linework for a minimalistic,
brightly colored cartoon style that’s expressive and reads clearly
throughout. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A pithy but heavy-handed moral about healing friendships
laced with bright colors and humor. (Picture book. 3-7)

THREE HENS, A PEACOCK,
AND THE ENORMOUS EGG

Laminack, Lester L.
Illus. by Henry Cole
Peachtree (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-68263-374-8

Farm life will never be the same.
In this follow-up to Three Hens and a Peacock (2011), a truck
passing the Tuckers’ farm accidentally drops a crate containing
the titular enormous egg. Three hens—Mildred, Martha, and
Mabel—investigate alongside the farm’s old hound and a peacock. None of the chickens are large enough to sit on the egg
to keep it warm, so a schedule is made in which the old hound
keeps the egg warm during the day and the three hens team up
with the peacock to keep it warm at night. All the while, they
try to imagine what could be inside. The egg finally hatches to
reveal what appears to be an ostrich (though it’s never identified as such by the text). The farm doesn’t go back to normal,
because, as revealed on the endpapers, the light-skinned Tuckers also had a baby. The end. Wait...what? For all the buildup
of the egg, the chick gets only a few lines of attention before
the book concludes and we see the animals abruptly shift focus
to the Tuckers, who are admiring a bundle in a crib. Though
Cole’s acrylic, oil, and colored pencil illustrations depict a cozy
farm setting, the animal inhabitants making for an expressive
crew, readers will be mystified by the sudden swerve and stop,
so much so that keenly sensed caregivers may actually hear the
squealing of brakes when the final pages are reached. It’s an odd,
hindered ending to what started out as an interesting tale. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
An out-of-nowhere conclusion will confound youngsters
eager for a story of farmyard fun. (Picture book. 4-7)
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“Count on this tale to make counting fun!”
noni the pony counts to a million

CHLOE’S LUNAR NEW YEAR

LaMotte, Lily
Illus. by Michelle Lee
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-06-307651-8

WHY THE WORLD
NEEDS LOVE

Lang, Gregory E.
Adapt. by Craig Manning
Illus. by Lisa Alderson
Sourcebooks Wonderland (40 pp.)
$10.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-72825-888-1
Series: Why We Need
A poetic reminder of love.
Told in verse that follows an AAAB rhyme scheme, this
work, adapted by Manning from Lang’s earlier gift books, starts
out at “maudlin” and keeps layering on the purple prose until
even the most dewy-eyed readers will wonder if the title is supposed to be a satirical riff on sentimentality (“What makes a life
full, and happy, and bright? / A feeling that warms you like summer’s sunlight? / What makes your heart feel like a bird in midflight? / The answer is easy: It’s love!”). Each spread features text
on a white background accompanied by a small floral design;
on the facing page, an image depicts an older and younger creature interacting. The illustrations are warm, with a fuzzy effect
that ramps up the cute factor; if My Little Pony art is a five and
|

GOOD NIGHT, BODY
Finding Calm From
Head to Toe

Lee, Britney Winn
Illus. by Borghild Fallberg
Tommy Nelson (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-4002-3849-1

Little bodies settle down for the night.
“Hello, body. Hello, dear friend. We’ve been with each other
all day, but sometimes I forget to notice you!” Lee, author of
The Boy With the Big, Big Feelings (2019) and The Girl With the Big,
Big Questions (2021), presents an engaging, conversational offering about a bedtime routine rooted in mindfulness that every
family can use. Little ones are invited to say goodbye to their
last wiggles of the day by pretending to curl up like a hedgehog
and then opening up like a starfish. Then it’s time to climb into
bed and take a few deep breaths. First readers say goodnight to
their heads, wishing for it to be as light as a breeze. Next they
ask their minds to be “playful like a puppy. Catch comforting
thoughts, sailing by like bubbles, and gently blow the others
away.” Face, eyes, mouth, shoulders, arms…all the way down to
the toes, children greet each body part and wish it goodnight
before drifting off for a restful sleep. Fallberg’s softly flowing
illustrations depict wide-eyed, happy youngsters who have a
variety of skin tones (including one brown-skinned little one
who appears to have vitiligo) following the instructions of the
text, sometimes from bed, sometimes in their imaginations.
One child uses a wheelchair. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Offers both a soothing nighttime routine and an ageappropriate introduction to mindfulness. (Picture book. 2-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

An Asian American family celebrates
a traditional holiday.
Chloe’s family is getting ready for Lunar New Year: cleaning their house, tossing old shoes, and trying on new ones to
usher in good fortune. The excitement is palpable as Chloe
looks forward to the reunion dinner with the whole family,
including A-má (grandma). Chloe and little sibling Noah set
the table, putting good-luck oranges into a bowl, and help prepare festive dishes: turnip cakes fried golden brown, a whole
fish symbolizing plenty, and A-má’s favorite, hot pot. For dessert, a homemade apple pie goes into the oven. As the relatives
arrive, we witness an extended family gathering that is a slice
of contemporary American life, highlighting intergenerational
connections and honoring ancestors. Themes of love and family
underlie the snappy text. The spare drawings are most engaging on the endpapers featuring portraits in a family album. The
backmatter includes a recipe for Fortune Cake (“huat kué” in
Taiwanese) and describes the importance of traditional Asian
new year celebrations. In the author’s note, LaMotte discusses
some of the foods served at Lunar New Year in Taiwan and
explains how, as she was growing up, her family incorporated
both American and Taiwanese traditions. Chloe’s Uncle Tony is
White, with light-colored hair; everyone else presents as Asian.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sentimental and sweet story. (Picture book. 4-6)

Precious Moments figurines are a nine, this tale is going for 12.
Not all the creature pairings—particularly the insects—are
accurate. Dragonfly young are aquatic and unable to fly until
adulthood, and young ladybugs look nothing like adults (and are
proof of awkward childhoods). The creators missed an opportunity to identify the animals depicted in the story, so caregivers should plan to do some research if curious youngsters have
questions about the less common creatures portrayed. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Why does the world need this book? (Picture book. 4-8)

NONI THE PONY COUNTS
TO A MILLION

Lester, Alison
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-66592-228-9
Noni the Pony and her feline and canine friends have a busy
day counting.
Brief rhyming text counts steadily from one to 10 for
younger listeners and then makes larger numerical leaps to
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“A spellbinding ode to imagination and
the transformative wonder of stories.”
once upon a book

“dozens of spots,” “hundreds of dots,” “thousands of cars,” and
“millions of stars” for children ready to consider larger numbers. The counting words are always in bold type. The book
was originally published in Australia, and Noni does count five
wallaby pals who come “hip-hopping by,” but she also counts
barnyard-, woodland-, and stream-dwelling creatures as they
play the day away. Four cows race down the hill. “Seven stout
puppies / play hide-and-seek.” “And ten ladybugs / march over
the weeds.” In some cases, the number of animals requires a
bit of careful observation and arithmetic. While Noni counts
four cows, there are only three on one page, and readers must
look to the facing page to find the fourth. Illustrations have a
soft, dappled look, and Noni’s orange-and-white coloring and
the colorful creatures she counts contrast with detailed backgrounds largely in pastel blues, purples, and greens. All the animals are clearly friends enjoying their day. Even the fish “deep in
the reeds” don’t seem very worried about the cat poking a paw
into the stream. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Count on this tale to make counting fun! (Picture book. 2-7)

ONCE UPON A BOOK

Lin, Grace & Kate Messner
Illus. by Grace Lin
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-316-54107-7

Fall into a story.
It’s a dreary, wintry day, and Alice
is tired of it and of being inside. But
a book catches her attention. “Once
upon a time, there was a girl,” it reads. The characters invite
her in: “Turn the page and come in….” And in Alice goes, traveling through worlds before eventually returning home. Lin and
Messner’s spectacular collaboration celebrates books and reading. Repeated refrains and elements in plot structure make for
a rhythmic read-aloud that builds deftly to a heartwarming conclusion. Lin’s signature illustrations, done in gouache, are filled
with detail. Full-bleed, double-page spreads as well as close-up,
overhead illustrations of the book held by Alice’s hands will
immerse readers in the storytelling alongside the protagonist.
Lin plays with style to signal the narrative progression. Alice
wears a dress made of text-filled book pages, signaling that she’s
a child of stories, that transforms into the background of each
place she becomes a part of—from the green of jungles and the
tan of deserts to the blue, gray, and black of the sky. To similar
effect, when Alice turns the page and learns about a new place,
the setting is flatter in dimension and simpler, but when she
enters it, textures, light, shadows, and more flourish. Details in
decor cue Alice and her family as being of Chinese or Taiwanese
heritage. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A spellbinding ode to imagination and the transformative
wonder of stories. (Picture book. 4-8)
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THE SWIFTS
A Dictionary of
Scoundrels
Lincoln, Beth
Illus. by Claire Powell
Dutton (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-53323-9

A treasure hunt and murder mystery with a family that’s rather eccentric
(adjective: zany, whimsical, oddball).
Shenanigan Swift, like the rest of the Swift family, is destined to grow up like the name randomly chosen for her from
the dictionary. When the family converges for a reunion and
treasure hunt, Shenanigan meets most of her relatives for the
first time. Used to primarily interacting with her overbearing
sisters, Phenomena and Felicity, she’s fascinated by her rude,
more-than-slightly criminal cousins. Cousin Erf, who is nonbinary and recently decided to choose their own preferred
name, prompts Shenanigan to wonder if she must be a troublemaker just because the dictionary said so. Amid the chaos of
family and Shenanigan’s quest for hidden treasure, Arch-Aunt
Schadenfreude, the matriarch of the Swift clan, is murdered.
The sisters, aided by Phenomena’s Junior Forensics Kit and a
chalkboard where they plot and record data, might be able to
solve the mystery, but first they have to stop fighting with one
another. The narrative voice includes jokes and viewpoints that
will be appreciated by sophisticated younger readers as well as
those who are older than Shenanigan; overall, the humor and
action are spot-on for middle-grade audiences. The members of
the British Swift family have a variety of skin tones, and several
characters are LGBTQ+. Final art not seen.
An absolutely delightful debut with heartwarming character growth and a clever, genre-savvy country-house mystery.
(author’s note) (Mystery. 10-13)

BUG CATCHERS

Litwin, Megan
Illus. by Shauna Lynn Panczyszyn
Penguin Young Readers (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-0-593-51992-9
Series: Dirt and Bugsy
The titular characters collect and
protect bugs in this early reader.
Against blocks of cartoonlike green
grass and blue sky—with bugs hovering
around them—two boys face readers with big smiles. Dirt has
light skin and a head of floppy russet hair, while Bugsy has dark
skin and an Afro. The text explains that “Dirt and Bugsy are
bug catchers. They catch all kinds of bugs.” Bright islands of
artwork against the next two white pages show nicely detailed
drawings of bugs that “crawl,” “fly,” “slide,” or “hide.” Rudimentary sentences and phrases, subtle rhymes, and repetitive
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language encourage hesitant readers to stay engaged as a simple
plot emerges. The boys are enjoying outdoor time with bugs
when it begins to rain. They build a shelter—“a bug barn”—and
diligently search for, seize, and house hiding bugs. The story’s
conclusion is satisfactory in every way—no small feat in this
genre. A welcome endnote, artistically rendered to look handwritten on lined paper, advises kids on how to be responsible
bug catchers (“Find a good bug-catching jar”; “Go outside. Look
around in good buggy places…”)—and bug releasers.
Bugs, friendship, and fun—what more could burgeoning
readers want? (Early reader. 5-7)

GOOD MORNING,
GOOD NIGHT

Lobel, Anita
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5344-6594-7

Lowry, Lois
Illus. by Jonathan Stroh
Clarion/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-358-67250-0
A venerated author interweaves an
archaeological mystery—the 1952 discovery in Germany of an adolescent
mummified in a peat bog two millennia
ago—with the stories it inspired her to write.
The book opens by providing scientific and historical context from similar finds elsewhere and explaining how peat bogs
preserve bodies and the way radiocarbon dating works. Lowry
describes how she felt inspired to create a story for the Windeby
Girl, whom she names Estrild, and whose tale follows, told in
two linked stories. Estrild persuades Varick, a sickly boy, to teach
her warrior skills forbidden to girls. When the druid priests next
select the boys who will become warriors, Estrild’s determined
she will stand with them. A middle section describes how recent
scientific discoveries changed theories about the Windeby Girl,
leading Lowry to write the second iteration centering Varick. In
the final part of the book, Lowry explains how it felt to tell the
stories of these young protagonists and why she was compelled
to do so. While both stories feature vintage Lowry strengths—
strong worldbuilding, compassionate characters—it’s the sections explaining her authorial decisions that stand out and will
encourage readers to reflect upon how history is told and about
whom. This book, her answer to probing questions, beautifully
illustrates the interaction between idea and execution, illuminating the architecture of storytelling. Dramatic full-page art
by Stroh as well as photographs add intrigue.
Valuable metafiction for young readers. (photo credits,
bibliography, historical notes, discussion questions) (Fiction/
nonfiction hybrid. 9-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

A family takes readers along as they
spend a day exploring a city together.
A child with light-brown skin awakens one morning to find that Mama and Papa are still asleep. It’s
a dull start to the day, but luckily things improve. Mama, who
has brown skin, and Papa, who has lighter skin, snuggle and say
“Good morning” to each other in bed before showering together.
Then the trio venture out to walk through their city. While setting is not definitive, various cues in the gouache pencil, pencil,
and liquid ink illustrations—the French flag, a toy-store sign
with the surname Laurent, and another sign in French—suggest
a Francophone locale. The striking layout positions the main
characters in the white margins of the page as they exclaim
over the sights they see. This design choice aligns readers with
them as they blur the line between their world in the book and
ours outside. Meanwhile, key adjectives in the text are printed
in big, colorful type to highlight their function as opposites.
For example, two facing pages read, “Hush! Don’t disturb the
old people dozing. Ssh! Don’t wake the new baby snoozing.”
Together, words and pictures combine to offer readers multiple
entry points for engagement. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A magnifique read celebrating delight in observation.
(Picture book. 3-6)

THE WINDEBY PUZZLE
History and Story

THE HIDDEN DRAGON

Marr, Melissa
Nancy Paulsen Books (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-525-51855-6
A uniquely talented seafaring girl
steps up to save those she loves.
Ottilie Jo Maul, better known as
Otter, has grown up aboard her fathers’
ship, the HMS Tempest, the only boat
licensed to seek out dragons. Otter uses
her gift of telepathically sensing the presence of dragons to
gather their shed skin for the queen and protect the secret of
the dragons’ existence. Meanwhile, Sofia finds herself uniquely
positioned to demand the queen halt the use of the “relocation
ships” responsible for the losses of many parents and children.
When the Tempest becomes dangerously damaged, London, a
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stowaway-turned-friend, tells Otter of a place called the Netherwhere, where they may find the help their sinking ship needs
along with the answers to other mysteries. While the plot is at
times unclear, with too many different threads and subjects, an
array of both common and more unusual fantastical creatures
and a cheeky, lovable main character, supported by a close-knit
family, will please readers. However, though chapters are brief
and action is plentiful, frequent perspective changes are somewhat distracting, and separate storylines take too long to weave
together. While this title is not billed as a sequel or part of a
series, background knowledge of the Netherwhere and inhabitants would provide illuminating depth for readers. Though
Otter is described as having multihued hair, physical descriptions of most characters are limited, implying a White default.
A warm, loving family and the lure of dragon secrets boost
a somewhat muddled portal fantasy. (Fantasy. 10-14)

THE LOST YEAR

Marsh, Katherine
Roaring Brook Press (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-250-31360-7
A 13-year-old boy trapped indoors by
Covid-19 uncovers a dark family secret
leading back to the Holodomor, the
early 1930s Ukrainian famine caused by
Stalin’s policies.
When the pandemic shuts down the
world in 2020, Matthew is more isolated than most kids. His
journalist father is stuck in Paris, and since his mom has moved
GG, his frail, 100-year-old, Ukrainian immigrant great-grandmother, in with them, protecting her means Matthew can’t see
his friends. Matthew starts helping GG sort her boxes of keepsakes, gradually piecing together a story that’s also told from the
points of view of Mila, the privileged daughter of a Communist
Party member, and Helen, the daughter of Ukrainian immigrants living in Brooklyn. When Helen’s cousins write to say
they are starving, she secretly mails them her father’s cherished
gold cross. Meanwhile, in Kyiv, Mila encounters a starving girl
who claims to be her cousin Nadiya. Mila is a strong supporter
of Papa Stalin, but her efforts to help Nadiya ultimately open
her eyes to the truth about his regime—as well as endangering
her own life. Marsh’s intertwining narratives ground the story
of the Holodomor—which affected her own family—within a
historical framework while leading up to a completely believable and emotionally powerful conclusion. A strong subplot
discusses journalistic integrity and how one powerful man managed to keep the truth of the Holodomor hidden for years.
A moving presentation of a long-suppressed piece of history. (author’s note) (Historical fiction. 9-14)
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EXPLORING DINOSAURS

McDonald, Jill
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$12.99 | $15.99 PLB | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-56819-4
978-0-593-56820-0 PLB
Series: Hello, World! Kids’ Guides
A roundup of, mostly, the usual (extinct) suspects with basic
facts to go along.
McDonald sets the scene with looks at the three periods of
the Mesozoic era plus a diverse trio of generic paleontologists at
work. She then goes on to introduce 18 dinosaurs, mostly paired
on the page or spread but not always to scale—some in brief,
others with fact boxes and somewhat longer descriptions—
from the very early Nyasasaurus parringtoni to the semiaquatic
Spinosaurus. Young dinophiles may enjoy chewing over the
occasional discussion question (“Would you rather have a long
neck or a spiked tail?”), but those who relish scenes of rending
and tearing in their prehistoric fare will be disappointed by the
bland art, which presents its toothy subjects in static poses, rendered with pale patterns and tones (except for the multihued
plates running along the back of Stegosaurus, the name banners
outshine the creatures they identify) and often set against minimally detailed natural settings. A set of young museum visitors
clustering around a skeleton in the final scene is racially diverse.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A bland also-ran with anemic art. (sources, further reading) (Informational picture book. 6-8)

EXPLORING INSECTS

McDonald, Jill
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$12.99 | $15.99 PLB | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-56822-4
978-0-593-56823-1 PLB
Series: Hello, World! Kids’ Guides
A wide-angled introduction to the realms of the
creepy-crawlies.
Aiming at graduates of her board-book Hello World series,
McDonald first breaks down typical insect body parts, from
thorax to spiracles, and then goes on to profile four common
insects—plus earthworms as a sort of honorary member of the
six-legged clan. In no particular order she then offers a jumble
of topical spreads (rainforests, jumping insects, insect camouflage, defense mechanisms) and a close look at Meganeuropsis (a
colossal extinct dragonfly) on the way to a closing promotion of
entomological encounters as a hobby or even career. Her naturalistically detailed illustrations, which look like flat perspective paper collages, include cutaway views of worm tunnels and
ant colonies and are done in bright colors that show flowers and
butterflies to particularly flattering effect. Aside from an artificial beehive on one page, shoes and hands, one light-skinned,
one brown-skinned, are the only signs of human presence. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
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“Sensational for reading aloud, with dramatic
onomatopoeic opportunities aplenty.”
elena rides

A random assortment of facts and subjects, but the bright
art and the specific terminology are pluses. (sources, further
reading) (Informational picture book. 6-8)

ELENA RIDES

Medina, Juana
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$9.99 | March 14, 2023
978-1-5362-1635-6

WHEN I TALK TO GOD, I TALK
ABOUT YOU

Metz, Chrissy & Bradley Collins
Illus. by Lisa Fields
Flamingo Books (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-593-52524-1

This Is Us actor Metz and her partner,
songwriter Collins, present a rhyming children’s book about
prayer and parental love.
“When I talk to God, guess what I do? / It’s really quite
simple: I talk about you.” Fields’ pencil and digital illustrations
show different parent-child animal pairs throughout, from
bears to otters to skunks, ducks, deer, and more. But from this
auspicious beginning, the authors’ point of view and direct
address to “you,” the child, makes the majority of the pages
seem like affirmations of what they love about their child and
not what the parent actually prays for. Adults reading this aloud
may see this as a prayer of thanksgiving for their child’s gifts
|

THE MYSTERY OF THE
MISSING MUM

Moloney, Frances
Pushkin Children’s Books (224 pp.)
$13.95 paper | Nov. 8, 2022
978-1-78269-352-9
His mother’s sudden disappearance
just 10 days before Christmas adds extra
suspense to a young London sleuth’s
investigation.
Not a conventional whodunit, though
it opens like one, Moloney’s debut tucks
in clues aplenty to what’s really going on so that alert readers
should have little trouble staying ahead of mercurial, stubbornly
obtuse Jake—whose narrative, liberally punctuated with words
in bold capital letters, chronicles sudden violent mood swings;
strange behavior from his Polish best friend, Lukas, and others at school; frustratingly evasive answers to his queries from
grown-ups; and the sudden arrival of his crusty grandma to
watch over him and his excessively dramatic teenage sister. And,
by the time Jake has crossed off his list every possible place his
mum might have gone—except the hospital—his own selective amnesia has faded enough to allow him to accept what he,
like everyone else, really knew all along: that she’s had another
breakdown and been checked into a psychiatric facility. Though
even mum, during a visit, can’t tell Jake for sure when she’ll be
coming home to stay, the author closes on a hopeful note with
hugs, tears, and two festive multifamily Christmas dinners. The
conversational tone and authentically childlike voice add humor
and reader appeal. Jake’s mum is cued as White; his father, who
lives in a different flat on the same housing estate, has kneelength locs.
Starts out light, but the plot definitely thickens as the
story explores relationships and mental health. (Fiction. 9-12)
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It’s never too early to learn to show
grit, try again, and “fail better.”
A cheerful, chunky blue elephant
in a small green helmet mounts a twowheeler. Swirls of bright yellow serve
as a spotlight or a horizon against the
white of the page. With her tomato-red bird friend on the
handlebars, ebullient Elena takes off, ecstatic…but not for long:
“KA-BANG!” Her bird fluttering around her, she tries again:
“KA-PLUNK!” With support from her bird pal, she tries again.
And again. Tears, adamant refusal (“N-O: NO!”), more encouragement, and finally, she’s on a roll. Concise text in a large,
sans-serif type is direct but includes some reading challenges
like buckles, awhile, and bawls. The cartoon-outline, block-color
illustrations feature energetic double-page compositions, readable facial expressions, and dynamic changes from close-up to
distance (young readers will soon grasp that both cycling elephants on a page are Elena). The restrained typeface gives way
to appropriately thick, page-filling brush strokes for every “KARASH!” and “KA-BANG!” before the typeface returns with
triumphantly enlarged final words: “Elena rides!” Storytime listeners will be enthralled. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Sensational for reading aloud, with dramatic onomatopoeic opportunities aplenty. (Picture book. 3-6)

and qualities, but little listeners will not make that connection.
In the final pages, the parent tells the child that they can talk to
God, too, and that God is always by their side. The last spread
states, “You’re my sweetest prayer.” While the individual parts
are sweet and affirming of a parent’s love and pride in their child,
the sum of those parts isn’t what’s advertised in the title and
repetitive refrain “When I talk to God, / I talk about you.” The
gentle artwork in soft colors anthropomorphizes the animals’
facial expressions to make their loving relationships clear. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Stick to separate books about parental love and prayer
instead. (Religious picture book. 3-6)
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“A winsome tale sure to worm its way into readers’ hearts.”
the greedy worm

THE GREEDY WORM

Newman, Jeff
Simon & Schuster (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-4424-7195-5

Kindness can beget kindness.
When a worm’s meal is interrupted
by a large “THUMP!” above its head, the
worm’s subsequent discovery of a large
apple elicits fantasies of a delicious apple
pie. But this tasty fantasy is interrupted by the arrival of other
equally eager bugs looking to partake in the feast. Imagining
having to share the pie with the others, the titular greedy worm
does what greedy worms do…and eats the entire apple in a gluttonous frenzy. Full of apple-y goodness, the worm resembles a
sphere, making it difficult to run and hide when a hungry bird
suddenly appears. Instead of letting the greedy worm become
the second course, the shortchanged bugs hold back the bird
and frighten it off, giving the worm time to consider its poor
manners. Using seeds from the apple’s core, the worm sets out
to grow an apple tree so that all the bugs will have more than
enough food to share in the future. It’s a fun (almost) wordless
story that relies on its graphically bold, doodlelike illustrations
to put as much energy and emotions into the bugs as possible.
Caregivers and educators will love having emerging readers
relay the story to them, and the message is one that readers of
all ages will be happy to hear again and again. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A winsome tale sure to worm its way into readers’ hearts.
(Picture book. 3-6)

PLÁTANOS GO WITH
EVERYTHING

Norman, Lissette
Illus. by Sara Palacios
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-06-306751-6
Good stories and mouthwatering food go hand in hand in
this heartwarming tale about a Dominican family.
Yesenia, a child with brown skin and curly brown hair, helps
Mami prepare food in the kitchen and asks, “Why do Dominicans love plátanos so much?” Mami explains that plátanos, also
called plantains, help their family feel connected to their homeland and to each other. Yesenia points out that “plátanos are
like a love letter from the Dominican Republic,” where Mami
lived before Yesenia was born. Yesenia describes the different
plátano-based dishes, both sweet and savory, that the family
enjoys together. From maduros to tostones to mangú, Yesenia
takes readers on a sensory and culinary journey, describing the
feelings that these foods elicit. Yesenia recalls feeling comforted by a sweet plátano treat after a misstep at school. Older
brother Kendry insists that plátanos are responsible for baseball successes by his favorite Dominican players. And plátanos
182
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make Yesenia think of the love poems Papi recites to Mami.
Narrated by Yesenia in the first person, the text brims with
child appeal. Bright, inviting illustrations welcome readers
into the warm embrace of family and food. The back cover of
the book includes a tasty recipe for mangú de plátano (mashed
plantains) so that readers can enjoy their own plátanos. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Illuminates the significance of the humble plátano with
delicious detail. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE WAY CHAMPS PLAY

Osaka, Naomi
Illus. by Kamala Nair
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Dec. 6, 2022
978-0-06-328368-8

Decorated tennis champ Osaka
serves a lesson on sportsmanship.
A young Black narrator stretches to
greet the morning—the protagonist is preparing for a day at
Play Academy, an actual institution founded by Osaka to help
keep girls playing sports as they grow. The child quickly joins a
group of friends—diverse in terms of race and ability—as they
practice and play. From the tennis court to the polo pitch, their
concentration and determination are fierce. Whether playing
soccer, football, or basketball or swimming, these young athletes practice, play fair, and support one another even in the
face of failure. The strength and composure of the gymnast, a
Black child with Bantu knots, shows how hard work pays off.
The narrator quickly reminds readers that after practice, a cooldown is required. The whole group breaks to practice yoga, and
before heading home to rest, the narrator reminds readers of
the qualities that make a true champion—honesty, patience,
and perseverance. The playfully rhyming text matches the pace
of the illustrations, bursting with energy as the athletes race
along the track and exuding peaceful calm while they pause to
meditate. The oft-repeated “We are champs, and we play all
day!” is delivered at infrequent intervals, so it doesn’t have the
ideal cheer-chant vibe that would have worked even more effectively. Still, Nair’s adorable illustrations shine, and overall, the
packaging for the message is as sweet as the underlying sentiment. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
With its big-name author, this book is a Grand Slam.
(author’s note) (Picture book. 4-7)
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DARWIN’S
SUPER-POOPING
WORM SPECTACULAR

Owen, Polly
Illus. by Gwen Millward
Wide Eyed Editions (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-7112-7597-3

LAW AND ODOR

Paleo, Doug
Illus. by Aaron Blecha
Clarion/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$13.99 | Nov. 15, 2022
978-0-358-62795-1
Series: Dinomighty!, 3
A team of three dinosaurs and a
chicken work together to solve the case
of a smelly bean-stealer.
In this third installment of Paleo and
Blecha’s graphic-novel series, crime fighters Teri-Dactyl, Dave,
T-Lex, and Bach put their smarts and their sniffers to work
uncovering a slew of stinky explosions and robberies around
Dinotown. Though they’re pretty familiar with the list of usual
suspects, the latest perp is new to their official nemesis list.
The title hints at the themes in this one: plenty of scatological
humor and stinky puns. There’s a bad guy named Gasosaurus,
|

MILO’S MONSTER

Percival, Tom
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5476-1097-6
Series: Big Bright Feelings

y o u n g a d u lt

A lively treatment of the No. 2 area of
Charles Darwin’s interest in the natural world.
Fascinated by earthworms, Darwin felt that they had more
going for them than Victorian-era science gave them credit
for. At that time, worms were considered “pests,” so Darwin
set out to discover the lowly worm’s redeeming feature—its
“superpower,” in this story’s accessible vernacular. First, he
tested their eyesight (but discovered they have no eyes), then
their hearing (no ears either). He did determine, though, that,
in lieu of eyes and ears, a worm’s skin has receptors that sense
vibrations as well as light and dark. Then Darwin realized that
worms have a sense of smell for foods they like. But none of
these, he felt, were really the superpower to change people’s
minds about worms. Quite by accident, Darwin stumbled on
the lowly earthworm’s superpower, and an amazing one it is—
their poop helps make soil healthier, which in turn results in
the plants and vegetables people depend on. As instructive as it
is amusing, this story matches perky dialogue bubbles and text
(narrated by an endearing bespectacled worm in a mortarboard)
with winsome illustrations with just enough detail to amplify
the storyline, all the while underscoring the significance of Darwin’s research. Secondary characters are diverse. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Absorbing and entertaining—sure to have readers gazing
at earthworms with a newfound, and deserved, appreciation.
(facts about worms, link to the Earthworm Society’s website)
(Informational picture book. 4-8)

the founder of an organization called F.A.R.T., or Farting Association of Revolting Tyrannosaurs, for example. The target
readership will likely choose this for the silly bathroom humor,
original characters, and lots of giggles—and it delivers. The
illustrations are bright and varied, helping to keep the pace
moving and pages turning. One standout page shows three
bad guys flying in for a landing from far away, the perspective
shifting from a long shot to a close-up. Another notable illustration shows a cutaway diagram of the Dinomighties traveling
through underground tunnels, switching up the format with
interesting details and changes of viewpoint.
The series continues with more silly fun. (Graphic adventure.
7-10)

Milo grapples with jealousy when a
newcomer arrives.
Milo and his best friend, Jay, live next
door to each other and are inseparable. But when Suzi moves
in across the street, everything changes. Jay and Suzi are always
laughing (loudly) together or playing, and Milo feels left out.
The “squirmy feeling” inside him suddenly grows into a monster. Not only “a green-eyed monster,” but a bright green spiky
splotch that radiates frustration with vectors and stars shooting out. The monster sticks with Milo, validating his anxieties (“IT’S NOT FAIR!” “Jay is YOUR friend, not Suzi’s!”) and
encouraging irrational thoughts (“the monster hissed that they
were having more fun without him”). Milo’s eyebrows furrow, and his hands clench; he’s the picture of anger and dejection. All of the color drains from his surroundings, the green
of the monster popping against the gray setting. Luckily, Suzi
breaks the monster’s hold by asking questions, highlighting the
importance of communication. Percival’s over-the-top visuals
will resonate with young readers, many of whom have likely
been in Milo’s shoes and will appreciate seeing someone else
conquer their green-eyed monster. Coping methods for when
friendships feel a bit “wobbly” are appended in a letter from
the author. Milo has slightly tanned skin, while Jay is brownskinned, and Suzi is pale-skinned with bright red hair. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Sure to help young readers recognize—and reconcile
with—their own green-eyed monsters. (Picture book. 4-7)
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PUSH-PULL MORNING
Dog-Powered Poems About
Matter and Energy

Peters, Lisa Westberg
Illus. by Serge Bloch
Wordsong/Astra Books for Young
Readers (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 21, 2023
978-1-63592-527-2

A dog and a child joyously demonstrate gravity, friction, inertia, and other physical phenomena.
With an eye to her STEM-centric theme, Peters outfits her
free-verse romps with titular references to physics and parenthetical identifications of relevant topics or principles—so that,
for instance, in “Extra Electrons #2 (Electricity),” “My generous dog / gives me electrons / on cool, dry days” by rolling on a
carpet until she is “excessively negative” and then bestowing a
nose kiss: “Zap!” Likewise, digging claws into a carpet at bathtime and then escaping when soaped and slick demonstrate
friction and its lack; zooming down a playground slide shows
gravity in action; and if the poet mentions only three stages
of matter in “Phase-Crazy Dog” (“My amazing dog / is like a
Gas / whenever she chases flies. / She leaps! She jumps! / She’s
everywhere at once!”), she does hint that there are others in the
expansive set of notes on each poem at the end. In exuberantly
drawn sketches, Bloch places a hyperactive canine of indeterminate breed and a dark-skinned child of ambiguous gender with
a lighter-skinned Aunty Rosa as caregiver amid stars or jagged
lines and other indicators of motion or energy flow. The final
entry leaves physics behind for a loving “Paradox”: “My cosmic
dog and I / are just / specks / in outer space,” but “we are in the
center / of our universe.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Playfulness and pedagogy intertwined. (Picture-book poetry/
science. 7-9)

GRAY FOX IN THE MOONLIGHT

Peterson, Isaac
The Collective Book Studio (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-68555-032-5

Never trust a picture book.
People who grow up with children’s books may have strange,
romanticized ideas about animals: Elephants are as regal as
Babar. Caterpillars are cuddly and very hungry. The foxes in this
picture book are more beautiful than any real animal. Gray Fox
is as dark as a shadow, and her eyes are as wide as moons. Peterson has even improved on the sky. Glowing lights spiral across it,
like milk dissolving in a cup of coffee. But readers will be grateful they had a chance to see it. The text is just as poetic: “All the
world is still / until // Gray Fox moves again.” The poetry often
comes less from the words than from the spaces between them.
One sentence is scattered across the spread a word at a time:
“The / stars / shine / between / the / leaves.” The text matches the
fox’s steps so perfectly that readers may feel as though they’re
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following her home through the woods. But then, that’s the
entirety of the story: Gray Fox goes home to her children and
falls asleep. There’s no drama here, but if the story were any less
spare, readers might not stop to see the wonders along the way.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
If foxes have lost some of their fairy-tale enchantment,
this book might restore it. (Picture book. 3-6)

HEY OTTER! HEY BEAVER!

Pinkney, Brian
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 21, 2023
978-0-06-315982-2

Can two friends find a way to work
and play?
Otter and Beaver are furry, young
creatures who are ready to spend some
time together in the local stream. For Otter, the stream is full
of sticks, branches, and twigs to be used as toys, but for Beaver, the stream is overflowing with building materials for a new
dam. Swirling, playful spreads show the two swimming about:
fun-loving Otter frolicking and serious Beaver constructing his
structure. At last, Beaver, having collected all of the pieces of
wood that Otter was playing with, builds a dam. But now there
is nothing left for Otter to play with! Surely Otter can remove
just one stick for a toy…? “BOOM! CRASH! SWOOOOOSH!”
What is a goodhearted, hardworking beaver to do? Start again,
of course! Young listeners will find the situation familiar—
they’ll only need to substitute blocks or LEGO for wood—and
see ways that the animals begin to consider point of view, compromise, get along, and enjoy each other’s company in spite of
and because of their differences. With illustrations that ripple
with warmth, this simple tale brings together themes of friendship, perspective, and empathy. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Proof positive that friends can get along, no matter how
seemingly disparate. (Picture book. 2-6)

THE VERY BEST HUG

Prasadam-Halls, Smriti
Illus. by Alison Brown
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-5476-1236-9

A child in search of the best hugger
takes a bedtime tour of the world’s most

unusual embraces.
In the opening pages of this rhyming picture book, an
unnamed narrator asks a curly-haired, tan-skinned child who
they think gives the best hugs. At the narrator’s behest, the
protagonist spends their bedtime routine receiving affection
from a wacky cast of creatures, ranging from meerkats to porcupines to narwhals. These animals have a variety of body types,
but even those with a lack of limbs still express their love; the
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seahorse, for example, gives the child a “smooch” right before
bathtime, and a grinning cobra offers the child a “clinch,” wrapping itself around their leg. Although many of the animals
prove to be more prickly than cozy—the narrator points out,
for example, the sharpness of bird beaks and porcupine quills—
even the snuggliest koalas and bears cannot compare to the best
hug of all: a parent’s embrace right before bedtime. The use of
second-person address combined with the protagonist’s beautifully illustrated facial expressions and the buoyant, clever lines
of verse render this book a hilarious and whimsical ride sure
to delight both children and the adults who read to them. The
pictures and text work together to create a clear narrative arc
for the protagonist, and though the ending is a bit predictable,
it’s nevertheless a wonderful payoff. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A delightfully silly celebration of familial love. (Picture book.
3-6)

YOU ARE A STORY

Understand your story and listen to
others’.
An unseen narrator muses on how special everyone is
through a series of connected passages that will leave readers
contemplating their places in the world. Readers are reminded
that they are many things: someone’s child, an animal, a body
of water (mostly), and much more. The text is informative and
inspirational: “You are a sponge. You are constantly soaking up
new information. You are a student of the world. You learn by
trying new things. You absorb everything you see, hear, taste,
smell, and touch.” As the declarations continue, a diverse group
of children with different skin tones, hair textures, and physical abilities explore and interact with their world and with each
other. Accompanied by appealing digital illustrations that have
an intimate, collagelike feel, the story is a little nonfiction (with
a few facts about the solar system, water, and more sprinkled in)
and a lot pep talk and will hopefully inspire young readers and
caregivers alike to remember that we are all unique and that we
each contain multitudes. The final message is perhaps the most
profound: “You are a story. You are the author of your life. Every
day is a blank page waiting for you to fill it. Make your story
funny. Make it an adventure. Tell your story to others. Then listen to theirs.” That final sentence is an important reminder for
readers of all ages. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Bold and stirring. (Picture book. 4-8)

|

Richmond, Susan Edwards
Illus. by Jannie Ho
Storey Publishing (48 pp.)
$12.99 | Dec. 20, 2022
978-1-63586-465-6
Series: Busy Little Hands

With adult help, even preschoolers can explore science!
The author of Bird Count! (2019), illustrated by Stephanie
Fizer Coleman, contributes the fourth title in the Busy Little
Hands series of hands-on learning activities. These 20 projects serve as age-appropriate introductions to physics, earth
science, chemistry, and biology. The directions are relatively
simple, with few steps and clear results. A mix of photographs
and illustrations showing diverse preschoolers allow the nonreading child to follow along step by step. Each project begins
with “grown-up prep steps”: necessary materials, where to do
the activity, and sometimes extension suggestions. The materials are easily available. Some projects, such as “Cereal Static”
(demonstrating static electricity) or “Pulley-Up” (using a simple
machine to lift a load) can be done in a short period; others,
such as growing seeds or exchanging weather information with
someone who lives in another climate, might be long-term. A
beginning bird-watching activity could introduce long-running
citizen science projects. The last few pages, for older helpers,
detail the concepts explored through each activity. What’s most
intriguing about this collection is the direct connection to the
scientific method, explained to children at the beginning as asking questions, guessing answers, trying something out, seeing
what happens, and pondering the results. With this introduction and some help with record-keeping (charts and graphs are
among the illustrations), youngsters will develop good science
habits while they are learning.
A well-thought-out addition to the science activities shelf.
(suggestions of items for a science field kit) (Science activity book.
3-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Raczka, Bob
Illus. by Kristen Howdeshell &
Kevin Howdeshell
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 21, 2023
978-0-8234-4914-9

BUSY LITTLE HANDS
Science Play!: Learning
Activities for Preschoolers

THE CARREFOUR CURSE

Salerni, Dianne K.
Holiday House (224 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-8234-5267-5

A magical lineage threatens to crumble under the weight of its own secrets.
The Carrefour family is imbued
with magic. Each branch of the family
tree has powers relating to nature and
names to match their abilities: 12-yearold Garnet (like her mother, Emerald) can hear the magic in
stones. Garnet connives to meet her large, estranged, extended
family, which has both intrigued and fascinated her for much of
her life; Emerald has told Garnet about the Carrefours but has
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“Heartbreaking yet hopeful.”
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never let her meet them. Jasper, Garnet’s nonagenarian greatgrandfather, seems in poor health but mysteriously never stays
that way, leaning on a cane one moment and striding steadily the
next. Given his advanced age, Jasper must choose his successor,
the person who will ultimately shape the future of the family’s
crumbling ancestral manse, Crossroad House, the quasi-sentient source of their vast power. However, buried secrets and
years of unexplained disappearances haunt the Carrefours, and
before long Garnet must face—and ultimately try to address—
the consequences of past generations’ wrongdoings. Salerni’s
gothic charmer is deliciously creepy and atmospheric, building
an immersive fantasy world that gently explores intergenerational trauma. A surprise ending hints that there may be more
to discover in the Carrefour world. Main characters mostly read
White.
An enchanting and evocative tale. (floor plans) (Paranormal
mystery. 8-12)

DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH
GOD LOVES YOU?

Salzano, Tammi
Illus. by Natalie Merheb
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-66430-015-6

Gentle rhyming verses introduce young children to the
enormity and steadfastness of God’s love.
Every spread except the final one starts with the titular
question. A rhyming ABA verse goes on to describe the vastness
of God’s love: “More than every cloud above. / He watches and
protects you / and keeps you in His love.” On this page, readers
see an adult with their arm around a child as well as a parentchild cat duo curled up together in slumber and a cow watching
out for its calf. Many pages echo the message in the illustrations like this. “If ever you feel small and scared, / He will hold
you in His hand” shows a parent holding an infant as the family explores a tidal pool. God’s love is described as greater than
all sorts of natural things, including grains of sand, raindrops,
ocean waves, trees, and twinkling stars. The illustrations depict
families that are diverse in gender, race, skin tone, age, ability,
and number of members, and the nature scenes go through all
four seasons as well as an entire day, from sunrise to nighttime.
Wildlife is anthropomorphized to emphasize tender expressions and loving actions. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
The nature scenes and warm family interactions reinforce
and make visible the message of God’s love. (Religious picture
book. 3-6)
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THE FOREST IN THE SEA
Seaweed Solutions to
Planetary Problems

Sanchez, Anita
Holiday House (96 pp.)
$22.99 | Feb. 21, 2023
978-0-8234-5013-8
Series: Books for a Better Earth

Seaweed’s impressive mysteries and
surprising potential.
Conversationally addressing readers, Sanchez adeptly conveys fascinating facts (“seaweed is as different from land plants
as a bird is from a fish”) about her subject. Short sentences,
accessible vocabulary, lively comparisons (e.g., drawing parallels between sea and avian predators like sharks and hawks), and
revelations—like learning that seaweed affects even those who
don’t live right by the ocean because it sustains air and water
and provides food—will keep readers absorbed. Gleaming color
photos are engaging and sometimes amusing, like a beachstrolling Holstein; cows have a big role in this book. There’s
also some mystery (what is seaweed, exactly?), history (seaweed
fossils; more recently, using Irish moss as fertilizer), and reimagining (Sanchez invites readers to see seaweed as an underwater
forest). Climate change, inevitably, plays a role in this work, and
some harmful potential of algae is noted, but seaweed’s positives
(in the creation of bioplastics, medicines, and, especially, food)
dominate. Finally, the book adroitly returns to the people, cows,
and a question introduced in the first pages. The last chapter
cites other potential uses (fuel, insulation, paper), celebrating
seaweed’s future.
Fact-loving, sea-loving, science-loving, and just plain curious readers will find much to chew over here. (glossary, recipe
for mermaid confetti, information on foraging for and eating
seaweed, timeline, tips on seeing and saving seaweed, bibliography, source notes, photo credits, index) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

BLOOD BROTHERS

Sanders, Rob
Reycraft Books (480 pp.)
$19.95 | $10.95 paper | July 31, 2022
978-1-4788-6927-6
978-1-4788-6928-3 paper
An emotional portrayal of illness, discrimination, and personal growth.
Seasoned author Sanders makes
his middle-grade novel debut with this
story set in 1987 and based on real historical events, as three
White hemophiliac brothers contract HIV from blood transfusions. Forced to home-school, the family retreats to the beach,
away from their small Florida hometown where gossip and fear
spread, until a court decision brings the boys back to school.
In addition to addressing emotions related to the illness, oldest brother Calvin, a fifth grader, also documents the numerous social battles facing the family as they deal with hostile
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interpersonal relationships, misinformation and bigotry, and
being ostracized by their church. The situation escalates, and
the boys continue to be harassed even after the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention sends a representative to intervene
and educate the community. Some racial diversity is present in
the supporting cast; these characters lack depth and primarily
serve to help Calvin realize that the entrenched prejudices of
the town’s White majority have harmed others too. As threats
escalate, Calvin’s positive relationships with a teacher, a handful
of marginalized classmates, and some others challenge him to
reckon with his own biases and use his poetry to speak out for
justice. The verse format and accessible voice will hold appeal
for reluctant readers; the presentation of the subject matter
will draw in those who appreciate relationship-driven contemporary and historical stories.
Heartbreaking yet hopeful. (photo credits, playlist,
author’s note, timeline, historical note, note about HIV and
AIDS) (Verse historical fiction. 10-14)

Siqueira, Ana
Illus. by Elisa Chavarri
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-06-311365-7
When a Latine child’s superabuela
falls sick and hangs up her capa, a young
superhéroe springs into action.
On Saturdays, Super Luis and Sidekick Abuela get their
superhéroe on, saving “citizens from danger” (keeping a vase
from being knocked over by a tail-wagging dog), keeping cupcakes safe from household pets, and keeping lost capas out of
the hands of “tiny intruders” like Luis’ younger sister, Isabel.
But when Saturday finally comes again, Luis and Isabel’s parents reveal that Abuela is in the hospital. Despite Luis’ (and Isabel’s) superhugs and powerful kisses, Abuela returns home still
“not superhéroe ready.” Momentarily taken aback, Luis tries
to speed up Abuela’s recovery with even more superhugs, sips
from a supershake, and smooches of “power-boosting kisses.”
Yet Abuela still doesn’t quite return to her superself. What will
Super Luis do without Sidekick Abuela? Though Siqueira and
Chavarri’s collaboration navigates rather serious subject matter,
this slice-of-life tale concludes on a hopeful note as Isabel steps
into the role of sidekick (Abuela does stick around until the end,
thankfully). Often direct and playful, Siqueira’s text, sprinkled
with unitalicized Spanish words, assumes Luis’ point of view,
which works marvelously to render Abuela’s physical decline in
broad strokes. Chavarri’s kaleidoscopic artwork dazzles thanks
to a focus on comiclike visual flourishes and expressive characters, depicted as brown-skinned and dark-haired (Abuela is
gray-haired). (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet ode to superhéroe abuelas everywhere. (glossary
of Spanish words) (Picture book. 4-8)

|

Smith, Ronald L.
Clarion/HarperCollins (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-328-84162-9
Twelve-year-old orphan Asha is excited
to know what her Telling Day will reveal.
On the eve of their 13th birthday, each
child born on the continent of Alkebulan
is divinely marked with a symbol foretelling their life’s path. When Asha’s mark proves too mysterious
even for her guardian, Suna, to interpret, she worries she’ll
never find her place in the world. Asha doesn’t have long to ponder her worries, however, because soon after her Telling Day, her
troupe of traveling entertainers is attacked by creatures under
the command of sorcerer Shrike, a feathered foe ruling from his
tower of black rock in the Burned Lands. Suna’s dying advice
to seek the Underground Kingdom where black flowers grow
haunts Asha as she flees. Asha’s journey through this enchanted
land with faeries, crows that turn into warriors, and graceful
talking gazelles is expertly plotted, unfolding organically as she
picks up friends and allies along the way. Through these connections, Asha’s own character begins to develop and blossom. One
puzzle piece after another is masterfully presented in this wellpaced adventure, clicking into place to ensure that readers have
plenty of twists and turns to keep them intrigued until the very
end. Even as Asha is wonderfully written, it’s the shining cast of
characters around her who give her space to grow and who keep
the action moving. Asha and her community read Black; there
is racial diversity in other parts of Alkebulan.
A captivating quest for family, magic, and belonging. (Fan
tasy. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

ABUELA’S SUPER CAPA

WHERE THE BLACK
FLOWERS BLOOM

THIS IS WHAT I EAT
Fun Activities for Mindful
Eating

Sokolow, Aliza J.
Illus. by Lauren Lowen
Rodale Kids (64 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-30929-2

Young readers explore the many facets of food in this interactive mindfulness journal.
The many colors, tastes, and sizes of fruits and veggies are
examined by private chef and food photographer Sokolow, a
Jamie Oliver Food Revolution alumna who encourages young
readers to slow down when thinking through their food choices.
Sokolow focuses on the benefits of freshly grown produce by
explaining its farm-to-table journey and suggesting activities
such as growing herbs, avocado and potato plants, and leafy
greens at home. Cultural and dietary food selection discussions,
accompanied by diverse cartoon characters, help build greater
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understanding and curiosity in burgeoning foodies. As they
learn, readers are invited to doodle their own designs between
Lowen’s charming illustrations, drawing their idea of “perfect”
or “wacky-looking” foods and creating their own fruit or veggie
superheroes. Also included are a sustainability word search and
composting and recycling tips, showing fresh food’s full journey
from seed back to soil. Sokolow gently emphasizes the importance of mindfulness, healthy eating, and enjoying food with
family. However, it’s clear that the target audience is made up
of economically comfortable families, not children experiencing food insecurity. Mention of food deserts, soup kitchens, and
food banks are limited to a single page. And while the USDA
does stress the importance of fresh fruits and vegetables, the
book may inadvertently make children feel ashamed of eating
the frozen and canned options, which are considerably more
affordable. That said, it’s very cute and, if purchased in paperback, recyclable.
Essentially the novelization of a restaurant coloring place
mat. (Activity book. 5-8)

BEAKY BARNES
Egg on the Loose: A
Graphic Novel

Stein, David Ezra
Penguin Workshop (128 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-09476-1
A human-sized chicken leads the residents of a tiny town on
a wild hen chase in Caldecott Honor winner Stein’s pleasantly
peculiar debut graphic novel.
A boring day in Simpleton goes haywire after a fried egg
liberates itself from the sandwich of Inspector Cobb, the hamlet’s chief health and safety officer. Cobb races on his bicycle to
the town cafe only to learn that there are no eggs today, which
does nothing to improve his steadily souring mood. Closing up
shop to avoid a surprise inspection (and have his many pets and
elephant fry cook discovered), the chef rushes out to the minimart only to find the egg shortage is townwide. All seems lost
until an enormous chicken, the titular Beaky Barnes, crosses the
road with her friend the Inventor to get to the cafe on the other
side. Giddy with egg-citement, the chef hustles back to greet
the gals, grab their orders, and hopefully somehow get an egg in
the end. What follows is truly a madcap adventure connecting a
trumpet-playing fish with collegiate dreams, an elephant with a
broken heart and a squished bike, a rooster acting his heart out,
and, yes, even an egg, all woven together in a brilliant, bizarre
ballet that is equal parts goofy and genius. Stein’s instantly recognizable illustrations, rendered in ballpoint pen and digitally
enhanced watercolor, are alive with color and action, bringing this dramedy to its satisfying conclusion. Readers will be
pleased to know this is not the last they’ll see of Beaky Barnes.
Human characters are light-skinned.
Pure egg-cellence. (Graphic fiction. 8-10)
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY,
HERE I COME!

Steinberg, D.J.
Illus. by Emanuel Wiemans
Grosset & Dunlap (32 pp.)
$6.99 paper | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-593-38719-1
Series: Here I Come!
High-step Irish dancing style right into a St. Patrick’s Day
celebration.
This collection of poems begins with one about a rousing St. Patrick’s Day parade complete with a marching band
(“Dum-diddly-dum!”), bagpipes and brass horns (“Barrumpbum-bum!”), and drummers and dancers (“Tippy-tap-tum!”)
and celebrates almost every facet of this holiday, the day when
everyone in this diverse community is Irish. Readers are urged
to wear green and to expect a kiss if they wear a “Kiss me, I’m
Irish” shirt. A creative map will have readers following along to
get to the Emerald Isle. To inspire new Irish poets, one poem—
appropriately in limerick form—defines the limerick, and two
more examples follow. An accompanying image depicts a musing poet-to-be using a wheelchair. Some verses invite readers to
search for a magical leprechaun, a lucky four-leaf clover, and a
pot of gold. The book can be read cover to cover, but the individual poems can also stand alone. However, because the poems
vary in rhythm and meter, librarians and educators should
pre-read before storytime for the best holiday performance.
Brightly colored illustrations feature plenty of green and will
hold the attention of young readers. The last page contains a
variety of themed stickers. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An enthusiastic overview and colorful celebration of all
things St. Patrick’s Day. (Picture-book poetry. 4-8)

STARS OF THE NIGHT
The Courageous
Children of the Czech
Kindertransport
Stelson, Caren
Illus. by Selina Alko
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5415-9868-3

An unlikely hero saved the lives of hundreds of children during the Holocaust.
Stelson describes how Jewish Czech children were saved via
the Kindertransport during World War II. Beginning in 1938,
they were taken via train from their hometown, Prague, to England, where they lived with foster families for several years while
war raged in continental Europe. After the war, they returned
home to learn most of their parents had perished. Many years
later, they also discovered, for the first time, the identity of the
self-effacing man who had literally set the wheels in motion
by organizing the transports and securing necessary documents, allowing them—a total of 669 children—to leave their
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“A vibrant story that encourages readers to follow
their passions—and share them with the world.”
stanley ’s secret

war-ravaged country and Nazi brutality behind so that they
might live. His name? Nicholas “Nicky” Winton, an Englishman
working in Prague in the late ’30s and one of many whose contributions made the Kindertransport possible. Decades later,
he was honored by the Czech president and knighted by Queen
Elizabeth II for his services to humanity. This searing account
is all the more heart-rending because it is collectively narrated
by the young people saved by Winton, delivered in the innocent, matter-of-fact voice of a child. The illustrations, rendered
in acrylic, colored pencil, and collage, are powerfully poignant
and have childlike appeal, capturing readers’ sympathetic attention. A backmatter feature, “Winton’s Children,” notes that five
depicted children represent actual young people saved by Winton, who is himself portrayed. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A not-to-be-missed, inspirational book about courage,
heart, and the necessity of caring for others. (timeline, more
information about the Kindertransport, information on the
Yad Vashem’s Children’s Memorial, photos, author’s note,
illustrator’s note, source notes, bibliography, further reading)
(Informational picture book. 7-11)

Stott, Apryl
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5344-9911-9
Series: Coco and Bear

It’s easier to feel brave with a friend.
In this sequel to Share Some Kindness (2020), a brown bear and
a brown-skinned girl named Coco excitedly practice their dance
moves for the talent show. They’re different in some ways, but as
best pals they complement each other. Bear is big, while Coco
is small; Bear is shy, while Coco is brave. Bear acknowledges he
would never be bold enough to do the talent show solo, though
Coco says he makes up the best dance moves. When dress
rehearsal starts, Coco discovers she’s lost her brave and can’t
continue. Some animal buddies suggest strategies that might
work (meditation, practicing before a small audience, shouting
at the fear to let it know who’s boss); these help somewhat, but
they’re not enough to convince Coco to perform. The friends
must inform Mama Deer that they’re dropping out of the show,
but they’ll have to traverse a wobbly rope bridge first. They’re
both afraid, but Coco patiently helps Bear get across, and the
pair make a terrific discovery: Coco hasn’t lost her brave—it was
just “hiding behind your fear,” as Bear puts it. Coco chooses “to
let [her] brave be bigger than [her] fear” and performs with Bear
in the talent show after all, because she’s now ready for anything.
Though predictable, this tale is sweet, reassuring, and uplifting.
Coco and Bear are a relatable, supportive duo. The lively illustrations, created with watercolor and digital ink, are very appealing.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
An enjoyable, gently empowering friendship story. (Picture
book. 4-7)
|

What does it mean to say namaste?
This picture book attempts to
explain this traditional, formal greeting
used in South and Southeast Asia to welcome people and bid them farewell—in
particular, as a way to show respect to elders. A child with dark
hair, dark eyes, deep-brown skin, and a bindi on their forehead
goes to a market with their caregiver and buys a potted plant
to give their lonely, lighter-skinned neighbor. Vibrant, textured
illustrations depict a blossoming friendship between the little
one and the neighbor, while a series of statements describe what
namaste means to the child. However, the disjointed text makes
the concept difficult for young readers to grasp. Some statements describe namaste in its most literal sense (“Namaste is ‘I
bow to you.’ ” “Namaste is joining your palms together”), while
others are more nebulous (“A yoga pose. A practice.” “Namaste
calms your heart when things aren’t going right”). The lack of
backmatter deprives readers of the cultural context and significance of this greeting as well as knowledge of the countries and
cultures where it is used. Moreover, the book doesn’t convey the
deep respect that this greeting communicates. The absence of
culturally specific details and the framing of namaste as a concept that could apply to almost any situation ultimately obscure
its meaning and use. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Visually appealing but doesn’t capture the spirit of namaste.
(Picture book. 4-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

FIND YOUR BRAVE
A Coco and Bear Story

NAMASTE IS A GREETING

Subramaniam, Suma
Illus. by Sandhya Prabhat
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-5362-1783-4

STANLEY’S SECRET

Sullivan, John
Illus. by Zach Manbeck
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-5344-8783-3
Doing what you love can bring good things.
Intensely shy and quiet, Stanley, a round-faced Black child,
buries himself in a book at parties, speaks softly, and sits alone
while his classmates play at recess. Stanley desires nothing
more than to tap-dance on stage for an audience, but he tells
only his two pet mice, Squeaker and Nibbles. When he helps
the janitor clean the building after school, he changes into his
tap shoes and dances around with the broom when he thinks
no one is watching. Principal Reynolds, a Black woman, summons him to her office and tells him she has seen him dancing and is shocked. Stunned that he has been spotted, Stanley
apologizes. “Sorry?” she says. “You’re terrific!” She insists that
he enter the upcoming school talent show. Over the next two
weeks, he dances for his mice, the birds outside, and feral cats,
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“A story of bitter cold infused with warmth and with
the fighting spirit of its courageous subject.”
the indestructible tom crean

attempting to conquer his shyness. He also plucks up the nerve
to dance on the playground for Tom, a new, light-skinned friend,
who encourages him heartily. Manbeck’s blues, greens, and
oranges give the illustrations a retro appearance, and the scribbly textures convey a sense of whimsy throughout. Blues that
represent Stanley’s quiet, shy nature turn to bright yellows as he
overcomes his fear, speaks more boldly, and embraces his love of
dance. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A vibrant story that encourages readers to follow their passions—and share them with the world. (Picture book. 4-7)

A FLAG FOR JUNETEENTH

Taylor, Kim
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-8234-5224-8
An exploration of the origins of
Juneteenth.
It’s June 19, 1865, and as an enslaved
Texan African American child named Huldah gets ready to celebrate their 10th birthday, soldiers arrive at the plantation to
inform the inhabitants that slavery has ended and in fact has
been over for two years. Though the plantation owners are
angry, the formerly enslaved people rush to celebrate by sewing
freedom flags. Created with fabric collage, the art in this work
from quilter Taylor is stunning. The craftsmanship and attention to detail are breathtaking, and in an author’s note, Taylor
shares that it took her over a year to create the quilts used for
the book. However, the story offers a somewhat rosy depiction
of the period. Not only does Huldah know their birthday and
age, they have the double luxury of celebrating the day with
their mother with tea cakes. The book is also thin on factual
information. While in her author’s note, Taylor describes how
she learned about Juneteenth in 2014 and why she was inspired
to write and illustrate this work, she doesn’t include background
on this holiday or the actual Juneteenth flag, which was created
in 1997 by activist Ben Haith. Those seeking a more detailed
history should pair this with Juneteenth (2006) by Vaunda
Micheaux Nelson and Drew Nelson, illustrated by Mark Schroder, and All Different Now (2014) by Angela Johnson, illustrated
by E.B. Lewis. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Visually dazzling but should be supplemented with additional resources for a more comprehensive look at Juneteenth.
(Historical picture book. 5-9)

THE INDESTRUCTIBLE
TOM CREAN
Heroic Explorer of
the Antarctic

Thermes, Jennifer
Viking (56 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-0-593-11772-9

The tale of an indomitable sailor who survived challenge
after challenge—including the wreck of Ernest Shackleton’s
Endurance.
Irish-born sailor Tom Crean’s (1877-1938) life changed forever when he agreed to join a voyage destined for Antarctica.
Signing on to the Discovery, Crean was involved in early exploration of the continent and ultimately made three treks to the
Antarctic—the last of which extended more than two years
and involved a death-defying journey back to civilization after
the loss of the famous Endurance. Each journey was fraught
with dangers, from starvation and malnutrition to frostbite
and hypothermia. But still, Crean returned. Though the story
does not shy away from the tragedies and horrors of exploration, noting the loss of both human and animal companions on
each journey, Thermes’ narration is age-appropriate. Readers
fascinated by the sea or by our least-populated continent will
find this biography gripping, and educators and caregivers will
appreciate the robust backmatter, which includes an afterword,
a timeline, and a list of select sources that encourage further
study. Relying on panels, as in a graphic novel, the illustrations, rendered in colored pencil and watercolor, capture the
warmth of the ships and the cold expanses of the glaciers and
ice. Thermes makes excellent use of the pages’ white spaces
to capture the beauty and the loneliness of Antarctica, further
pulling readers into Crean’s journey. Crean and his crewmates
present White. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A story of bitter cold infused with warmth and with the
fighting spirit of its courageous subject. (facts about Antarctica) (Biography. 8-10)

TREASURE MAP

Todd, Brandon
Illus. by Gloria Félix
Acorn/Scholastic (64 pp.)
$23.99 | $5.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-338-80582-6
978-1-338-80581-9 paper
Series: The Adventure Friends, 1
Who’s ready for an adventure?
When Clarke, a young girl with tan
skin and short brown hair, moves to Ventureton, her new neighbor Miguel, a boy with light brown skin and black hair, welcomes
her. The two hit it off immediately and exchange gifts: Miguel
comes prepared to make a friend and brings a walkie-talkie, and
Clarke improvises by giving Miguel a compass. In their first official adventure as a pair, Miguel helps Clarke make a map of the
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area so she knows where things are in her neighborhood. Along
the way, Miguel learns about the points on a compass. Soon, he
becomes convinced that Clarke’s map is really a treasure map—
and the duo follow it to an ultimately delicious conclusion. The
story, broken into four short chapters, is simple but exciting
enough to keep new readers invested in seeing where it leads.
The text also includes enough reach words—treasure, adven
ture, railroad-crossing—to make educators and caregivers happy.
The illustrations are bright and engaging, if somewhat undistinguished. The book doesn’t contain a vocabulary list to help
remind readers of words and phrases they may have learned.
Instead, a guide that “teaches” them to draw Clarke is included
but provides little useful instruction. Overall, though, the hits
outnumber the misses, making this a fun and helpful tool for
intrepid readers.
Young adventure-seekers will be pleased. (Early reader. 6-8)

Todd, Traci N.
Illus. by Shannon Wright
Orchard/Scholastic (48 pp.)
$21.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-338-30590-6

An effervescent tribute to Jackie Ormes, widely considered
to be the first nationally syndicated Black woman cartoonist in
the United States.
In a buoyant profile and then a more detailed afterword,
Todd takes her scandalously little-known subject from an exuberant child who “fills every space she can find” with drawings
to the successful creator of several pre– and post–World War II
comic strips featuring strong-minded young Black characters—
notably Patty-Jo and Torchy Brown—who confront prejudice
and fear in “quiet, mighty ways.” Reflecting her prominence in
Chicago’s African American community, Ormes cuts a stylish
figure in the jazzy illustrations, and Wright slips in samples of
Ormes’ work to capture its vitality as well as the “Jackie joy” that
characterized it. “I was always fighting battles,” she said, and
along with championing women’s rights to work (and play: One
cartoon reproduced here has Patty-Jo, dressed in tatters and
holding a football, indignantly telling her mother, “What’cha
mean it’s no game for girls? We got feet too, ain’t we?”), she was
active enough in social causes and the early civil rights movement to be investigated by the FBI. Rather than complete this
picture of her life, the author and the illustrator leave a blank
page to represent the decades between her retirement from
comics and her death in 1985, but there’s enough here to keep
readers marveling at her distinctive character and achievements…and likely wondering why it’s taken this long to discover
them. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Long-overdue but welcome recognition for a pioneering
graphic artist. (artist’s note, bibliography, photos) (Picture-book
biography. 7-10)

|

In this book in verse, two loved ones
enjoy the pleasures that each season brings.
The title page’s illustration suggests that the characters
are grandparent and grandchild: Two adults, one light-skinned
and one dark-skinned, are dropping the child off with an older
adult, who stands poised for a hug. The digitally engineered
artwork gives an impression of charcoal, watercolor, and pastels, which creates a soothing accompaniment to words that are
equally tender. Beginning with spring, each season is allotted
six pages for the child’s ruminations on their various activities. The text scans well and speaks to the simpler pleasures of
being with loved ones: sharing an umbrella in spring, cooling
off in the shade in summer, flying a kite in autumn, and cozying
up indoors with hot beverages in winter. Details about differences between the two characters enhance the feeling of fond
familiarity: “I zip up my fleece to the tip of my chin. / You pull
on a sweater instead.” The final pages of the book wrap up in
an expected way, with the child summarizing their feelings as
night falls outside: “For no matter the weather / whatever we do,
every day’s better… // together with you.” Though the last verse
feels a little clichéd, it’s saved by the sincerity and intimacy of
the previous pages. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A lovely bedtime pick to share with a beloved grandparent.
(Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

HOLDING HER OWN
The Exceptional Life of
Jackie Ormes

TOGETHER WITH YOU

Toht, Patricia
Illus. by Jarvis
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-1-5362-2351-4

THE IN-BETWEEN

Van Heidrich, Katie
Aladdin (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-66592-012-4

In a stunning debut, Van Heidrich
recounts living in a hotel in Atlanta, Georgia,
with her mother and two younger siblings.
Their landlord promised to take
care of things while they were in East St.
Louis attending her grandfather’s funeral.
Instead, 13-year-old Katie and her family return to no electricity, a tank full of dead fish, and their dog locked in her crate,
whimpering, and covered in her own waste. They must move
again—and quickly. As the family settles into a single hotel
room, school provides relief and continuity but also a source
of worries: Will anyone realize she’s now living outside the district? Will her friends discover the truth? Biweekly visits with
her father only further Katie’s sense of being in an in-between
place, heightened by questions of identity: Her mother is Black;
her father is White, and her stepmother, whose English is limited, is from Thailand. As her mother bounced between jobs and
states in search of new opportunities, Katie strived to support
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her, suppressing her own emotions. But her mother’s avoidance
of the reality that she cannot provide for her children makes it
increasingly difficult for Katie to remain silent about her feelings. Complex character development will engage readers, and
vivid descriptions of the physical landscape bring the text to life.
Van Heidrich masterfully describes her childhood emotions as
well her mother’s confusing choices and mental health struggles
with compassion and nuance.
Stellar writing, perfect pacing, and a sophisticated treatment of universal themes make this a must-read. (Verse memoir.
9-13)

JUNIPER HARVEY AND
THE VANISHING
KINGDOM
Varela, Nina
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-316-70678-0

Prophetic dreams and the power of
a stolen crown bring together two girls
from different worlds to save a land on
the brink of destruction.
Eleven-year-old White girl Juniper Harvey recently moved
from Dallas to a small town in Florida. She fills her sketchbook
with drawings of bugs and detailed recollections from her recurring nightmares, especially the striking face of a brown-skinned,
burnt umber–haired, stormy-eyed girl whose body transforms
into an ivory statue. When the magic of a wish and an ancient
crown that belongs to the goddess of dreams transport Princess
Galatea of the floating Isle of Kypros into June’s bedroom, neither girl understands how or why they are connected. However,
for the last 12 years, Princess Galatea’s home has been slowly
vanishing, and she needs the help of June and June’s new school
friends to save it before it’s too late. This bright start to a Greek
mythology–inspired fantasy series blazes with intense, vibrant
imagery and crackles with lively, humorous character dynamics.
Galatea’s forthright personality combined with her complete
ignorance about June’s modern-day life result in entertaining
antics. These moments of levity balance the suspenseful drama
of a world facing impending peril and the sensitive exploration
of June’s sexuality, anxiety, and loneliness. The worldbuilding
happens seamlessly through dialogue and as part of the unfolding conflict. Secondary and background characters reflect
diversity in the world around June. The cliffhanger ending begs
for more adventures.
Vivid and mythical. (Fantasy. 8-12)
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BOOBIES

Vo, Nancy
Groundwood (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-77306-692-9
The blue-footed birds with the funny
name do put in cameos but are not the
subject here.
With tongue so firmly in cheek that
it may be hard to extract, Vo plays deliriously with words and expectations but also delivers a frank
overview of mammary glands across (relevant) species and even
(as pictures of stylized but unmistakably female figurines from
prehistoric Austria, the Cyclades, and Ghana demonstrate) the
ages. Repeating the titular sobriquet as often as possible, she
explains what they’re for (even adding a mention of plant-based
milk) and notes that different mammals have different numbers
of breasts, from a cow’s four “booby tubes” (“Udderly fascinating!”) to a mother dog’s 10. Humans, she writes, have two, and
they are called “breasts.” The stencil art is highlighted both by
an image of a dark-skinned human adult breastfeeding an infant
and, to suggest the wide variety of breast shapes and sizes, an
entire page of them rendered as daubs and dots—mostly in
pairs but including representations of single and double mastectomies. Human figures elsewhere are diversely hued and discreetly posed or clothed. Along with transforming any future
mention of the Grand Tetons into an occasion for giggles
(“There are mountains that some say are named after boobies”),
this disquisition will turn young audiences into expert “boobiologists.” (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A funny and nutritious flow of information. (source note)
(Informational picture book. 6-10)

YOUR BRAVE SONG

Voskamp, Ann
Illus. by Amy Grimes
Tyndale Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-4964-4654-1

A young girl faces a “big day of big
things” with a song about Jesus’ love.
The start to Una Rayne’s day is a
metaphor for her feelings; the thick fog keeps her from seeing the way forward. But before Una Rayne can express her
fear, her mother is there saying that in the child’s heart “lives
the biggest and greatest song. The one that makes you brave.”
And as Una Rayne dons her backpack and sets off, her mama
sings it to her: “Jesus loves you, / Makes you strong. / In Him
you’re brave / And you belong.” As the song reverberates, the
fog disappears. When Una Rayne can’t find a place to belong
at lunchtime, her song leads her to make her own space, and
she attracts new friends to her, to whom she teaches her song.
Toward the end, the book turns toward overt religious teaching,
though the messages are welcome and needed: “Jesus…is Love
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“Lovely.”
lovely day

Himself. And His whisper beats inside our hearts.” A final scriptural quote from Zephaniah ends the book on a page with space
for a child’s photo. Grimes’ illustrations are full of marvelous
textures and patterns, especially in the leafy green trees, and
facial expressions and gestures do a lot of the heavy emotional
lifting. Una Rayne presents Asian; her mother has light skin and
straight, light-brown hair. Background characters are diverse.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A song of Jesus’ love sure to strengthen children when
their bravery lags. (Religious picture book. 4-8)

SAVING CODY

Wallace, Brandon
Aladdin (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-66591-662-2
Series: Wilder Boys

|

Ward, Lindsay
Two Lions (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-5420-3422-7

Fiction and fact mix and meld in this
feminist motorcycling history.
A female motorcycle with the name
Jessie emblazoned on her side aims to
show naysayers—and the world—just what a girl (bike) can
do. Starting in 1906, the tale follows the plucky anthropomorphized vehicle as she becomes the first female bike to cross the
country. She’s turned down when she tries to sign up to be a
courier in World War I, joining a traveling exposition instead.
An injury puts her out of commission, but Jessie’s mantra is
“Fast and strong, / I won’t be slowed! / In rain or shine, I’ll forge
my road” (a refrain that changes slightly over the course of the
narrative). And when World War II rolls around, she’s hired to
courier messages around the country. Backmatter pays homage
to female motorcyclists of the past with a particularly long essay
and a timeline. The book’s heart is in the right place, but the
follow-through is thoroughly muddled. Is this a world where
motorcycles are entirely sentient? Such internal logic breaks
down entirely at times, as when Jessie declares herself the first
“woman” to reach the top of Pike’s Peak. One can’t help but
imagine how much stronger this story could have been had it
focused on the real female bikers of the past and not a mechanical, googly-eyed stand-in. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Good intentions cannot save this oddly executed ode. (further reading) (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

In their third interstate journey, the
Wilder brothers travel west to save their
dog.
Following The Journey Home (2016),
14-year-old Jake and 12-year-old Taylor
settle into a peaceful existence in Wyoming with their happily
reunited parents, their friend Kim, and their loyal Jack Russell
terrier, Cody. But when they encounter the school bully, who
attacks the brothers and attempts to kick Cody, Cody nips him.
Worse, the bully’s father (who’s on the town council) demands
Cody be destroyed. The brothers don’t trust animal control to
keep Cody safe from the bullying family, so they abscond with
their dog, fleeing injustice. Their goal is reaching their off-thegrid grandmother in northern California. They know her only
through letters; their father’s concern over their grandmother’s
living alone in the wilderness resulted in a disagreement and
then a multiyear estrangement (based on the seemingly paranoid content of some of the letters, Jake and Taylor’s parents
feel their worries are justified). The journey is fast-paced, with
sympathetic strangers (mostly fellow kids or teens) assisting
(especially with transportation). The boys’ nature know-how
helps them navigate encounters with wild animals; the book
also highlights wildfires and the consequences of deforestation. The biggest conflict comes as the brothers learn the truth
about their grandmother’s troubles and find a way to help her,
though the resolutions to both stories—the grandmother’s and
Cody’s—come easily and anticlimactically. The Wilders are
cued White, Kim is Shoshone, and there is diversity in background characters.
The strength’s in the journey—survival skills and environmentalism—not the destination. (Fiction. 9-14)

JESSIE
Queen of the Road

LOVELY DAY

Withers, Bill & Skip Scarborough
Illus. by Olivia Duchess
Scholastic (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-338-81538-2
A simple celebration of sibling love,
set to the lyrics of a classic R&B song written by the late Withers and Scarborough.
“When I wake up in the morning, love / And the sunlight
hurts my eyes… // And something without warning, love / Bears
heavy on my mind….” A day seems to get off to a dismal start
as a child discovers that the cereal box is empty and steps in
a puddle of milk on the kitchen floor. But then, there on the
table in the dining nook is a bowl of cereal carefully arranged
with juice, flowers, and a loving note to “Big Bro” from the
child’s little sib—cuing a chorus of “Lovely Day” across a full
spread with vignettes of the Black-presenting pair washing up
together and setting out for a day of shared experiences. Is the
playground closed for repairs? No problem—here’s a tree to
climb and a crowd of other children galloping in to join in the
chorus. A sudden rainstorm likewise leaves puddles to dance in
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“A culturally specific ode to the cozy
deliciousness of food and family.”
rainbow shopping

while the children happily make their way home beneath a rainbow to welcoming parents and dry towels. Duchess tells the tale
in precisely drawn household and neighborhood scenes bright
with smiling faces, many in shades of brown and belonging to
a cast of joyful neighbors and playmates, including one child
who uses a wheelchair and another with a hijab-wearing mom.
There’s no musical arrangement, but an afterword expands on
the song’s meaning as well as its inspiration and history. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Lovely. (Picture book. 4-6)

HOW DO DINOSAURS LEARN
TO BE KIND?

Yolen, Jane
Illus. by Mark Teague
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-338-82720-0

A crash course in dino-manners.
Running along accustomed tracks,
the latest in this long-running series
opens with a set of rhymed rhetorical questions—“How does a
dinosaur / learn to be kind? // Does he roar / about everything /
that’s on his mind? // Does he ride his bike fast, / making other
bikes fall? / Does he then turn around / and just laugh at them
all?”—and then switches midcourse with a big “NO!!!” to take
a prescriptive tack: “A dinosaur knows / how to be very kind, /
and always keeps other / folks firmly in mind.” Teague as usual
supplies a cast of specifically identified but wildly outsized and
dramatically patterned dinosaurs modeling both mischievous
and proper behavior with a multiracial and multigenerational
cast of diminutive humans. By specifically highlighting the
good feelings that consideration for others brings, this outing
sets itself apart, if only by a hair, from previous entries with
the same drift, such as How Do Dinosaurs Show Good Manners?
(2020), How Do Dinosaurs Play With Their Friends? (2006), and so
on. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Evergreen of message, for all its formulaic presentation
being set in stone. (Picture book. 3-6)

RAINBOW SHOPPING

Zhuang, Qing
Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-8234-4977-4

A gray day is brightened by the colors
of a Chinatown shopping trip.
The only child of a family that has
recently emigrated from China to New
York City laments that Mom, Dad, and Grandma are always
busy working now. But the promise of a family dinner immediately makes the day better. After a long subway ride, Mom
and the narrator arrive in Chinatown to pick out the freshest
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herbs, fruits, and vegetables, fill a bag with black mushrooms,
and select a fish, all in vibrant hues. They can’t find everything
they want, but back at home, Dad works his “kitchen kung
fu,” and soon the table is filled with dishes that are delicious
though different from how they would be made in China. After
a snuggly evening of family stories, the child dreams that they
all “walk together in rainbow rain.” Watercolor textures and
comforting colors transform an everyday activity into a joyful
adventure. The diversity of Chinatown is depicted with signs in
English and Chinese and small, specific setting details. The endpapers are a delightful, collagelike representation of the day’s
shopping but also past and present influences in the child’s life.
While the concept of “rainbow shopping” doesn’t quite come
together, the simple narrative sparkles with gentle humor and
reassuring imagery. This day-in-the-life story is a celebration
of food as connection, comfort, and inspiration and a way to
honor our heritage as we walk into the future. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A culturally specific ode to the cozy deliciousness of food
and family. (Picture book. 3-7)

board & novelty
books
MADELINE’S SEASONS

Dev. by Bemelmans, Ludwig
Illus. by Steven Salerno
Viking (12 pp.)
$8.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-34992-2

Miss Clavel and the iconic “twelve
little girls in two straight lines”—including the indomitable Madeline—joyfully experience the seasons.
Illustrating the book in the style of Bemelmans’ artwork,
Salerno devotes a spread to each season. The girls slip and
slide across the ice in winter, then stop and smell the flowers
in spring. Madeline takes a dip under the summer sun; later,
falling leaves and trees with fiery-red foliage make for a lovely
autumnal walk. The book wraps up in a flurry of bedtime preparations as the girls brush their teeth and wipe their faces and bid
Miss Clavel goodnight. The illustrations have a crisp, modern,
computer-assisted feel. There is plenty to observe and some
appealing details—one child’s hat flies off while sledding down
a hill. Though there’s nothing groundbreaking here, Madeline
is a beloved series, and this is sure to please enthusiasts. Given
that Bemelmans’ original books are on the lengthy side, this
quick, rhyming board book easily serves as an introduction to
the series for toddler readers. The text keeps the pace moving,
holding reader interest. Fans of the original stories will smile
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at cameos from Madeline’s pal Pepito and her dog, Genevieve.
While the main characters are light-skinned, people of color are
seen in the background. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Solid board-book fan service. (Board book. 1-3)

FRIEND

Bishop, Gavin
Gecko Press (18 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-77657-486-5

HAPPY EASTER,
LITTLE POOKIE

Boynton, Sandra
Boynton Bookworks (18 pp.)
$6.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-66592-838-0
Series: Little Pookie
Pookie celebrates Easter with a play
date and holiday activities.
Pookie’s friend Bean, a gray puppy, comes over for Easter fun
that includes lots of bouncing around and egg decorating. After
Bean goes home, Pookie gets excited about the Easter Bunny’s
arrival and goes to sleep dreaming of a large chocolate egg. Like
the other Pookie books before it, this one is told in rhyme from
|
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PEEKABOO REX!

Boynton, Sandra
Boynton Bookworks (24 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-66592-840-3
Series: Boynton on Board

y o u n g a d u lt

You don’t need many words to
express emotions.
This New Zealand import, featuring a young child and a brown, wide-eyed, blue-collared pooch
pal, proves this. The meanings inherent in the minimal text
are quite precise. How minimal? One page includes a sentence
comprising three words; some pages contain from one to four
words. Yet the spare language—some could characterize it as
labeling on some pages—carries much weight, and the words
are descriptive. This is clearly seen in the simple yet pithy,
expressive illustration on each page. For example, note the
close, deliberate association between the facial expressions
of the dog and/or its tan-skinned, dark-haired guardian when
the single words happy, sad, shy, or angry appear. And, for notyet-reading or emergent readers, the concise language serves
as a great vocabulary developer, too. Take the word rowdy, for
instance—a term likely unfamiliar to the preschool crowd. To
extend this book’s learning value, adults could guide listeners
to suggest other terms to appropriately describe the artwork.
Children would also enjoy making faces in a mirror and then
talking about their expressions or creating original drawings
and dictating one-word (or more) descriptors. Dog lovers and
pet owners will especially relate to this small book about the
warm, empathic relationship between a child and a beloved
animal. Another background character is depicted with darkbrown skin. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A charming reminder that friends don’t need to say a lot;
warm hearts and expressions speak volumes. (Board book. 1-4)

the perspective of a loving grown-up addressing the little pig,
which keeps the pace moving and makes for a great read-aloud.
Bean and Pookie are realistically—and endearingly—childlike,
from Pookie’s pronunciation of yellow as “lellow!” to the joyful mess they make while decorating eggs. There are plenty of
sweet and festive touches, such as the bunny ears that Bean and
Pookie (and Pookie’s teddy) wear and the daffodils painted on
the end of Pookie’s bed. The illustrations include large, full-page
images as well as smaller vignettes against solid backgrounds.
One page shows Pookie and parent looking out the window at
the moon, anticipating Easter’s spoils. For fans of Boynton and
little Pookie, this Easter tale is exactly as expected: a touch of
playfulness, a relatable story, and comfort in the familiar. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
An upbeat Easter outing with a beloved character. (Board
book. 2-4)

The favorite game of toddlers gets a
dino twist.
A large dinosaur tries to outsmart a smaller companion
when the duo play peekaboo together. The big dino naïvely
believes they won’t be noticed behind or under sundry hiding
places, but the little pal always finds their playmate. Young listeners will giggle as the large dino attempts to outwit the little
one, but in vain; in every instance, the diminutive, overallsclad dino calls out a triumphant “Peekaboo!” How come? Is it
because thin tree trunks and a potted plant can’t conceal the
large dino’s frame? Do the big dino’s bold, flower-print shirts
stick out a mile? Even when the large dinosaur attempts an aerial hiding place, they discover that ruse doesn’t, ahem, fly, nor
does hiding in a crowd wearing a Where’s Waldo?–esque redstriped cap and T-shirt do any good. In a display of good sportsmanship, the big dino concedes at the end the game was fun.
The youngest audiences, all of whom will have likely engaged
in marathon peekaboo sessions themselves, will undoubtedly
scramble to play again. Besides stimulating playtime, this adorable board book, expressed in lilting rhymes, boosts vocabulary
development through the use of some common prepositions
(behind, in) and adverbs (here, there, everywhere). The illustrations are sweetly engaging; the round cutout on the front cover
invites youngsters to play peekaboo games with adult partners
and others. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Peek, and you’ll find a rollicking romp here. (Board book. 1-3)
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NOW THAT YOU’RE HERE
A Love Poem Your Baby
Can See
Brantz, Loryn
HarperFestival (22 pp.)
$8.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-06-308635-7

A rhyming board book about caregivers’ adventures with their young child.
“Now that you’re here, / there’s so much we can do.” Two
caregivers are shown spending time with their little one, taking
a spring walk, blowing bubbles, eating ice cream, and more. The
illustrations are largely in black and white, with the color red
used as an accent for rosy cheeks, clothing, and flowers and for
certain phrases in the text—a design choice that, per the publisher, makes the images easier for babies to see. The story conveys the hopes that new parents have for their little ones and
the joys of experiencing life’s simple pleasures through a child’s
eyes. However, though the book is aimed at babies, the child
in the story is an independently walking, sitting, and eating
toddler—a slight disconnect. In reality, this is less a book about
things “we can do” and more likely about things we will one day
do. Still, though there’s little new here in terms of subject, it’s
a tender, visually appealing work. The disjointed lines and thick
strokes of the illustrations give them the feel of woodblock
prints. Some of the best images use silhouetting and shadow to
great effect, like one of an adult and child sharing a book inside
a blanket fort. Characters have skin the white of the page. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
Familiar board-book territory, but who can resist an ode to
the bond between caregiver and child? (Board book. 0-2)

LLAMA LLAMA SHAPES

Dev. by Dewdney, Anna
Illus. by JT Morrow
Viking (14 pp.)
$7.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-0-593-46509-7
Series: Learning With Llama Llama
Llama Llama and Mama spot different shapes at the farmers
market.
Dewdney’s iconic llama stars in this board book, a part of
the Learning With Llama Llama series. The story showcases
five shapes: rectangles, squares, triangles, circles, and stars.
Rather than simply showing the shapes and naming them, illustrator Morrow embeds them inside scenes from the farmers
market. Each page turn uncovers a different shape. Signage
and a shopping bag pop as rectangles, while umbrellas, a slice of
watermelon, and the peaks of the tents form triangles. Shapes
that appeared on previous pages are visible even as the story
progresses, and the final page helps readers revisit and recall
shapes they’ve already found. There are plenty of engaging
details to keep readers looking, including other animal shoppers, kite-flying, and sudden, surprising rain. The text is concise,
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and each spread features a simple question inviting participation. This title is more captivating than other shape concept
books, especially those that show block-colored shapes without
context. Llama Llama’s popularity will make this a hit with fans,
and readers looking for substance will find it. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
An invitation for readers to learn through observation.
(Board book. 1-3)

I WANT THAT!

Eliot, Hannah
Illus. by Ana Sanfelippo
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (14 pp.)
$9.99 | Sept. 27, 2022
978-1-66591-199-3
Babies (and readers) decide how to
spend the day.
“These babies have a busy day ahead. Can you figure out what
each one wants?” The story continues as readers help the little
ones select what to eat, what to wear, what to play with, and
more. Each page that poses a question has a wheel that rotates,
displaying different options in a selection window. For example,
when choosing food, readers can opt for a banana, yogurt, a
cookie, cake, or avocado. Because there is a matching selection
window on the next page, if the reader chooses a banana, after
turning the page, there it sits, partially peeled on the baby’s
highchair tray. This gimmick invites participation and encourages an understanding of cause and effect. The term baby is used
sans pronouns; the children depicted aren’t gendered, and neither is the clothing they wear or the toys they play with. Depicting round-headed, rosy-cheeked babies who are diverse in skin
tone and hairstyle, the illustrations themselves are secondary
to the thrill of spinning the wheel. Though the book is about
babies, it’s really toddlers who have the fine motor skills to
manipulate the wheel and enjoy the changing options.
A fun, choose-your-own-adventure book, toddler style.
(Board book. 1-3)

THIS LITTLE ENGINEER
A Think-and-Do Primer

Holub, Joan
Illus. by Daniel Roode
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (26 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-66591-208-2
Series: This Little

What can you make?
Little kids with big ideas, imaginations, and aspirations
might appreciate this compact book about engineers who
accomplished big goals in various fields. Notably, almost all
the engineers succinctly profiled herein are women—and, even
more notably, women of color, among them Ellen Ochoa, the
first Latina astronaut; Sangeeta Bhatia, an Indian American
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“Reliable storytelling and comforting images make
this latest series installment another charmer.”
leo, rise and shine!

HERE COMES SPRING!

Kantor, Susan
Illus. by Katya Longhi
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (26 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-66591-243-3
Woodland animals celebrate spring
in this rhyming board book.
Bunnies, squirrels, birds, a fox, and
a skunk welcome the change in seasons from winter’s cold
to spring’s rebirth. Many of the iconic markers are featured,
including daffodils, budding trees, and the green of new growth.
The anthropomorphic animals have wide eyes, spring outfits,
even glasses and ball caps. They also engage in human activities
like picking flowers, catching tadpoles, and making daisy chains.
The illustrations feature bright blue hues, soft pinks, and bright
yellows, all adding to the glow of growth and the feeling of the
world newly warmed. The text reads like a single poem sprawling in pieces across each page. This makes the pace appropriate for very young readers. There are lovely turns of phrase like
“exploring tender leaves” and “daffodils of gold.” The end wraps
up sweetly as, “like merry robins, // we sing a song to spring,” the
animals with mouths open to the sky joined by their tweeting
friends. Though there have been plenty of board books about
the seasons for this age group, the lilting rhyme and cute critters
make this a pleasure to read. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Simple, well-paced rhymes with darling furry friends.
(Board book. 0-2)
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LEO, RISE AND SHINE!

McQuinn, Anna
Illus. by Ruth Hearson
Charlesbridge (18 pp.)
$8.99 | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-62354-339-6
Series: Leo Can!

Leo, a young brown-skinned boy, awakes from a night of
rest, ready to greet the day.
The sun greets Leo (whom readers may recognize from
other titles in the series devoted to his daily life), still in bed
as his caregiver opens the curtains of the window near his
crib. Developmentally appropriate language playfully captures the movement of toddlers, making this exploration of a
happy child’s morning appropriate for group read-alouds and
lap reads. Leo “shakes awake” with a box of cereal and goes
through his morning routine: munching on “crunchies,” sipping
“zingy juice,” and brushing his teeth in the mirror alongside a
parent shaving. Finally dressed, he is “wide awake and ready
for anything.” The short, descriptive sentences, which appear
on most pages, describe the world as experienced by toddlers:
“The lemon-yellow sun sparkles in”; “Leo has had a big sleep”;
he “shimmies into sharp shorts.” Hearson’s gentle illustrations,
which use a soft palette of colors dominated by blues and greens,
evoke feelings of harmony and depict a trusting and loving
relationship between Leo and his caregivers, who appear to be
Black. What a joyful morning! (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Reliable storytelling and comforting images make this latest series installment another charmer. (Board book. 0-3)

y o u n g a d u lt

medical nanotechnologist; and Fei-Fei Li, a Chinese American
engineer who specializes in artificial intelligence. The profiled
male engineers include Apple whiz Steve Wozniak, electricity
genius Nikola Tesla, and Gustave Eiffel, builder of his eponymous tower and designer of the “skeleton inside the Statue of
Liberty.” Each scientist has one spread devoted to them, introducing “This little engineer” with a jaunty, clever four-line verse
that explains the subject’s work in simple terms and offers a
cartoonish, smiling, wide-eyed headshot of the scientist. The
facing page colorfully depicts the engineer with a tiny body and
enlarged head and describes their accomplishment with one or
two explanatory sentences. The author manages to engineer
an impressive amount of rudimentary information into a small
space, though much of this will likely go over many readers’
heads—despite the board-book format, this content is geared
to older readers. Additionally, each profile’s opener, “This little
engineer,” reminiscent of “This Little Piggy,” is rather twee.
Illustrations are vivid, but engineers’ faces generally aren’t individualized. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This could engineer some future career ambitions. (11
additional engineers, an explanation of different engineering specialties) (Board book. 4-7)

I LOVE YOU, LITTLE TRUCK

Miles, David & Stephanie Miles
Illus. by Natasha Molins
Bushel & Peck Books (24 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-63819-083-7

Big Truck reassures Little Truck as
they prepare for bedtime.
As night falls, Little Truck, a small red pickup, poses different scenarios that might make Big Truck’s love waver. Each
time, Big Truck explains that their love will never flag. Little
Truck asks, “What if I were a big mixing truck? / I might get
cemented. / I might get all stuck!” Big Truck replies, “Yes, problems aren’t fun. / But I’ll solve them with you, / each time, one
by one.” And so the two continue, Big Truck comforting Little
Truck through each concern. In a real tug of the heartstrings,
eventually Little Truck wonders what will happen if they are
ever apart. Big Truck replies, “there isn’t a distance / …That love
cannot reach.” The rhyming text hits just the right rhythm and
pace, reading like a lullaby and lending itself well to read-alouds.
The illustrations are charming, all soft colors and rounded
edges. Big Truck and Little Truck have simple expressions on
their windshield faces and wheels that serve as limbs. Like
Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd’s The Runaway Bunny
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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(1942) and others before it, this is a heartwarming proclamation
of love in all its forms between a caregiver and a child. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
An irresistible presentation of unconditional love. (Board
book. 2-4)

COUNTDOWN TO EASTER

Illus. by Paprocki, Greg
Gibbs Smith (22 pp.)
$12.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-4236-6348-5
Series: Count and Find

In this addition to the Count and
Find series, readers are invited to find
objects related to Easter hidden in the
illustrations.
A diverse group of characters count down the 10 days until
Easter. Each double-page spread shows children involved in
activities, some more closely associated with the holiday than
others: “10 days until Easter and we decorate our Easter tree.”
“6 days until Easter and we have a picnic at the park.” Readers
are invited to find 10 bunny rabbits, nine bumblebees, eight
carrot-shaped cookies, and so on until the day before Easter,
when children must find one Easter Bunny. For the spread
labeled “3 days until Easter and we go to an Egg Roll,” the illustration appears to depict the White House, which does indeed
traditionally hold an Easter Egg Roll. The vivid, candy-colored
cartoon illustrations are quite busy, but children should have
no difficulty finding the concealed objects and will enjoy the
search. Adults wanting to introduce little ones to the holiday
may want to supplement this with other resources. The illustrations include a child who uses a wheelchair, several wearing eyeglasses, and one who uses a hearing aid. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A sugary confection that will keep children busy in the
lead-up to Easter. (Board book. 2-3)

GO GREEN! HOME
My First Pull-the-Tab
Eco Book

Illus. by Pintachan
Abrams Appleseed (8 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-4197-6101-0
Series: Go Green!

The sentences are simple and direct: “Let’s turn off the light.
We’re saving energy!” While the intended demographic may
not understand the messages just yet, they still serve as excellent reminders for caregivers. And as they grow, little ones may
repeat phrases from the book, helping to instill good lessons
about, for instance, the big impact of seemingly small actions
such as composting. The tabs are sturdy and likely to stand up
to life in a busy home or library, so the book will be enjoyed by
many for a fair amount of time or by a few for a more extended
period. Even if the message isn’t absorbed by young readers, the
tab motions, which move in three different directions across
the four spreads, will encourage hand-eye coordination.
An eco-winner! (Board book. 1-2)

THE BABIES AND
BUNNIES BOOK

Schindel, John & Molly Woodward
Clarion/HarperCollins (28 pp.)
$8.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-06-323923-4
Babies and bunnies have more in
common than you might think.
From munching and crunching to spending time outdoors,
“lots of things babies do, / bunnies do too.” With rhyming text
and bright, crisp photographs of sweet little ones, this board
book will delight readers. Each spread features a baby on the
verso with a bunny on the recto doing almost the exact same
thing—it’s a tight competition for which of the two is more
endearing. The children in the images have different skin tones,
hair colors, and textures and are presented in various poses and
postures. The book is absolutely adorable, but it also encourages comparison practice for little readers. They can observe
the ways in which the two images are similar—in one, both
subjects are sticking out their tongues—and the ways they are
different (the rabbit’s eyes are clearly in a different position
than the child’s, and of course the animal is much furrier). Little
readers will giggle at the picture of the bunny who is squeaking,
mouth wide open, on the same spread as a singing child. And
they’ll swoon over the soft, fluffy animal basking in the sun.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Cuteness abounds all around. (Board book. 0-2)

You’re never too young to start thinking green.
Each of the four double-page spreads in this board book
includes two to three short sentences that focus on different
areas of ecological awareness and a die-cut tab that, when moved,
sets off a change of scene. The first turns the lights in a house
on and off, the second causes flowers and a cute little worm
to emerge from compost, the third turns a faucet off and on,
and the fourth transforms a plastic bottle into a recycled sock.
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ANOTHER DIMENSION OF US

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Albo, Mike
Penguin Workshop (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-22376-5

MINDWALKER by Kate Dylan......................................................... 202
THE BURIED AND THE BOUND by Rochelle Hassan..................... 204
I’LL TAKE EVERYTHING YOU HAVE by James Klise.......................205
THE DAVENPORTS by Krystal Marquis.......................................... 208
SHE IS A HAUNTING by Trang Thanh Tran..................................... 211

y o u n g a d u lt

MY FLAWLESS LIFE by Yvonne Woon............................................... 213

Teens venture through time and space.
In 1986, Tommy Gaye struggles with
romantic feelings toward his best friend,
Renaldo Calabasas. In 2044, Pris, who
has a form of vitiligo that manifests as
black-and-white stripes and was adopted
by her Uncle Myles, a kind former nurse, feels isolated because
of her disconnect from any family of origin. The two stories
intertwine through dreams, astral projection, and time travel
after René is supposedly struck by lightning and develops a
new personality post-recovery. He was, in fact, stolen away into
another dimension, his body inhabited by an inhuman evil. The
past is rife with homophobia and fears around HIV/AIDS. In
the future, an unnamed Virus—as well as Fires—still constrains
everyday life, but the acronym LGBTQIA+ has faded into irrelevance since “people just define their gender and their sexuality
for themselves now” (though trans women of color still seem
uniquely vulnerable to violence). Presented through multiple
close-third–person perspectives, the book finally allows readers to join the characters on dangerous interdimensional travels about halfway through the story, with a strange cereal brand
mascot as their guide. Unfortunately, some interesting plot elements suffocate due to the flat prose that is weighed down by
frequent use of the passive voice that undermines even highly
emotional scenes and is padded out with sympathetically bad
high school poetry. Tommy is cued White; René is Argentinian.
Heartfelt but hard to get through. (Science fiction. 13-17)

RIVEN

Arnett, Mindee
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-06-305783-8
A magical assassin for hire is forced
into taking a gig as a bodyguard for the
daughter of a man he killed; snogging
ensues.
As he closes in on 20, orphan Mars
Darksvane has already made kills aplenty,
but his latest two—one being his best friend and the other an
older nobleman who turned out, just like him, to be a secret

SHE IS A HAUNTING

Tran, Trang Thanh
Bloomsbury (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-5476-1081-5
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YOUNG ADULT | Laura Simeon

teen reads about activists
and trailblazers
When the news feels like a barrage of endless disasters and life’s
pressures mount, books can provide
comfort. Sometimes readers need
the escapism of being swept away
by books that offer much-needed
breathing room from reality. But another source of comfort comes from
reading about real people facing significant challenges. They provide reassuring hope about the human spirit, endurance, and capacity for good as well as guideposts
for personal action. The following new teen titles cover a
wide variety of subjects, time periods, and paths to follow
while sharing common themes, including persistence in
the face of adversity and taking action in ways that speak
to your own community and values.
Inaugural Ballers: The True Story of
the First US Women’s Olympic Basket
ball Team by Andrew Maraniss (Viking, Sept. 13): The members of the
first U.S. women’s Olympic basketball
team vaulted from obscurity to ultimately become some of the sport’s
best-known players, with an impact
that still reverberates. Maraniss’ account is a compelling, page-turning read—the story of women who
weren’t just “playing for themselves
but also for the women before them who had been denied
opportunities” as well as “little girls who yearned to hoop,
and generations of athletes yet to be born.”
I Could Not Do Otherwise: The Re
markable Life of Dr. Mary Edwards
Walker by Sara Latta (Zest Books,
Oct. 4): This fascinating account of
a complex woman offers essential
perspective on those who defy social norms. Passionate and outspoken,
Walker held unconventional, progressive attitudes on race and other subjects that often met with censure and
dismissal, estranging her even from
other contemporary feminists. Latta
quotes Walker’s friend Dr. Bertha Van Hoosen, who saw
her as a reminder that when considering those who are
ahead of contemporary society, “we should have for them
not ridicule but reverence.”
Heroines, Rescuers, Rabbis, Spies: Unsung Women of the
Holocaust by Sarah Silberstein Swartz, illustrated by Liz
200
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Parkes (Second Story Press, Oct. 18):
The history of Holocaust heroes is
filled with justifiably famous names,
but this eye-opening book introduces women who deserve greater recognition for the risks they took and
impacts they had. Now, especially, we
need to know stories like those of
multilingual Polish Jewish photographer Faye Lazebnik Schulman, who
lost her entire immediate family to
the Nazis. She critically documented both Nazi atrocities
and resistance by Jewish partisan guerrilla fighters with
whom she lived in the forest.
Black Internet Effect by Shavone
Charles, illustrated by Ashley Lukashevsky (Penguin Workshop, Nov. 8):
Charles’ story, told briefly in her own
words as part of the Pocket Change
Collective series, can be read quickly but will have a lasting impact on
those who encounter it. As a highachieving Black woman in the tech
industry, she faced pressures to conform to unspoken expectations in environments where women—and especially women of color—have few role models. Her success,
built upon a foundation of mutual support, offers young
readers a valuable road map.
The Hope Raisers: How a Group of
Young Kenyans Fought To Transform Their
Slum and Inspire a Community by Nihar
Suthar (Rowman & Littlefield, Nov.
15): Highlighting the value of community-led responses to problems, this
fascinating book centers youths from
Korogocho, Kenya, where struggles
to survive often mean scavenging in a
toxic dumpsite, falling prey to sexual
exploitation, walking many kilometers
to grueling factory jobs, or engaging in
crime. Suthar shows how a group of young people used
rollerblading and the arts to motivate their peers, raise
necessary funds for competitions, advocate for community improvements, and encourage one another to strive
toward safer and more promising futures.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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“A panoramic yet intimate depiction of a
family experiencing radical social changes.”
my selma

adept of blood magic—have left him tortured with guilt. It is
considerably compounded when he is pressed into guarding
Fura Torvald, the latter’s grieving daughter. Fura, along with
being beautiful and a dab hand at swordplay, is secretly working
with brainier lifelong companion and lady’s maid Katrìn Darksdòttra to continue her beloved father’s research into destroying
the poisonous Ice that powers another (more common) flavor
of magic to the detriment of all but the oligarchic realm’s leading families. As Fura’s haughty reserve slowly melts, along with
wrestling with his inner angst, Mars finds himself getting closer
to Katrìn too. Various intrigues lead to a full slate of murders,
fights, flights, betrayals, revelations, clinches, all leading to, in a
credibility challenging climax, forgiveness in the midst of triangular unions both mystical and physical. The resolution is tidy,
and while neither the magic nor the romantic entanglement
makes much sense, readers may be willing to go with the flow.
The central cast in this Scandinavian-inflected fantasy world
reads White.
Confusing worldbuilding, but it’s nice to see the emotional
conflicts playing out mostly in a male lead. (Fantasy. 14-18)

Competitive gamers seek glory at
the regional championship.
Lissa Walker loves the Multiplayer
Online Battle Arena game Ancestral in
which she and fellow players on Team
Phoenix work together in fantasy combat. Her teammates include best friend Ji-Soo, serious Jae-Jin,
and newcomer Ray. At the community PlaySpace, run by their
mentor, Devon, the gang works on their battle strategies, both
in-game and interpersonally. As the regional championship
approaches, they face Team Mastermind, a group of alcoholic
energy drink–fueled frat boys who employ unscrupulous methods for achieving victory. Bennett’s debut novel is an intriguing look at the culture around esports. Lissa and her friends are
older teens and 20-somethings, yet the messaging regarding the
importance of teamwork feels reductive and overly insistent;
older readers may find this aspect of the book overly saccharine.
The diverse group of characters—Ray and Lissa, who are queer,
read White by default, Jae-Jin and Ji-Soo are Korean American, and Devon is Black—are sympathetic but tend toward
caricature, making for a superficial feel. Gentle romances twine
throughout, juxtaposed against the bloody battle scenes. The
digital world of Ancestral is fascinatingly rendered, coming
across as both novel and recognizable to gamers. The happy
ending feels a bit rushed and contrived, but readers will ultimately cheer for this not-quite-underdog team.
An originally wrought but flawed exploration of esports.
(Fiction. 14-18)

|

Brown, Willie Mae
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-374-39023-5

An African American author and
artist recounts her compelling story of
growing up in Selma, Alabama, during
the height of the civil rights movement.
Brown, who was born in the early 1950s, the second youngest of five siblings, came of age during a time of tremendous
social upheaval. She begins her remembrance of the Selma of
her tween years by highlighting the love and mutual support
that existed within the Black community. This love is particularly evident in her interactions with her siblings. As well as
relating memories of events that made the national news, she
shares many touching anecdotes of family, church, and school
life. While loved ones tried to shield her from the bitter impact
of racism, several incidents she witnessed and experienced with
White people in her town juxtapose the two distinct Selmas
in existence. She had a front-row seat to the ways many Black
residents supported Martin Luther King Jr. and others fighting for civil rights; others thought he was stirring up trouble
and wanted nothing to do with protests. Through these stories,
readers are introduced to the highs and lows of African American life in the Jim Crow South. Brown uses language effectively
to bring the times to life, and emerging from the retelling of her
history are portraits of people who shaped her thought patterns
and ways of being in her formative years.
A panoramic yet intimate depiction of a family experiencing radical social changes. (Memoir. 12-16)
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ENTER THE META

Bennett, Colette
Solaris (400 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-78108-928-6

MY SELMA
True Stories of a Southern
Childhood at the Height of
the Civil Rights Movement

MANIFEST

Cavallaro, Brittany
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-06-284029-5
The conclusion to the intrigue-heavy
duology set in an alternate America sees
its protagonist fomenting revolution.
Following the events of Muse (2021),
Claire and Gov. Remy Duchamp, now
her husband, are stuck in temporary exile in Wardenclyffe
Tower after an attempted coup to overthrow Remy. As Remy
recovers from his wounds, he keeps himself apart from Claire,
giving her the freedom she has always yearned for even though
she’s nursing a broken heart. But survival comes first, and to
secure that for herself and those she cares for, Claire needs to
be a worthy adversary to the soon-to-arrive King Washington,
initiating a series of events that may well lead to the end of the
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“This engaging, fast-paced story is set
in a believable dystopian world.”
mindwalker

First American Kingdom. This entry walks back from the magic
and science of the first book to concentrate on politics with a
convoluted plot featuring underdeveloped plans and deus ex
machina. Claire’s feminist struggles and the light shed on the
subjugation of women are highlights. However, there is a tension between the goal professed in the author’s note to write “a
commentary on the perils of white feminism, of what happens
when those women grab what they can from the patriarchal
buffet, and damn everybody else,” and this story that centers
two White leads in an America in which slavery never existed
and Native Americans are invisible. The romance between
Remy and Claire unfortunately feels unearned and would have
benefited from deeper exploration.
Underwhelming. (Fantasy. 14-18)

FOR LAMB

Cline-Ransome, Lesa
Holiday House (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-8234-5015-2
Multiple narrators detail the danger
and despair of growing up Black in Jim
Crow Mississippi.
Lamb Clark is a high schooler who,
for the most part, embodies the gentle
spirit her name implies even though she
holds on to the hope that she’ll be able to stand up for herself
one day. Her older brother, Simeon, has a contentious relationship with their mother, Marion, a talented seamstress who is a
little “rough around the edges” and wholly dedicated to her children. These three along with Marion’s secret lover, Myrtle; her
husband, Chester; and younger brother, Chime, guide readers
through a book that looks directly at the indescribable horrors
of lynching. Although the book is mostly set in 1940 Jackson,
Mississippi, after Lamb befriends Marny, the White daughter
of her racist optometrist, she feels hope that their friendship
might bridge the gap created by hatred. Unfortunately, a tremendous tragedy shows Lamb that her optimism is irreparably
misplaced. Vignettes from each character provide insights into
their personal knowledge of insidious racism, with incidents
of lynching linking generations within this family. The voices
of the characters complement each other, and the movement
through narrators creates space for the readers to breathe so
that the tension that fills the book from the very first page
doesn’t completely overwhelm.
An important and resolute depiction of the inhumanity of
a still potent problem. (author’s note) (Historic fiction. 14-18)
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THE PLEDGE

Dietrich, Cale
Feiwel & Friends (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-1-250-18697-3
Scream gets a gay romance makeover.
Sixteen-year-old Sam survives the
Lake Priest massacre by doing the worst
thing he can imagine—killing someone
in self-defense. In the process of coming
to terms with these violent events, Sam
loses part of himself, no longer playing lacrosse or writing. His
life includes a supportive, divorced father with a new fiance,
Peter (whom Sam does not like); little brother Gus; and mostly
absent mother who exploited Sam’s tragedy for her latest novel.
Two years after the tragedy, Sam is entering college, hoping that
joining a fraternity will lead to friendship. He finds a mutual
attraction with charming resident adviser Oren, a sophomore
journalism student. Before long, students start to die at the
hands of a masked figure dubbed The Freak. All too quickly,
Sam finds himself in the center of another massacre, and suspense grows around who might be hiding behind the mask.
Sam and Oren try to unravel the mystery while the body count
rises and the killer closes in. Kill chapters are spliced with their
investigations as the boys explore their connection, yielding
odd narrative diversions that sometimes hinder the pace of this
queer-affirming narrative that will appeal to readers who appreciate stories propelled more by action than character development. Most main characters read White.
A blood-soaked, heart-filled homage to slashers. (Thriller.
13-18)

MINDWALKER

Dylan, Kate
Hodder & Stoughton/Hachette
UK (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 7, 2023
978-1-5293-9268-5
In a post-apocalyptic future, a teen
Mindwalker races against the clock.
Eighteen-year-old Captain Sil Sarrah is an agent for the Syntex corporation, trained from the age of 8 to use
the processor grafted into her brain to rescue field agents by
commandeering their minds from afar. It is a difficult job, misunderstood by those who don’t appreciate the advanced tech
they use—and one that comes with a time limit. When a Walker
turns 18, they start to malfunction, dying before the age of 20.
Sil starts to experience terrifying glitches just as a mission gone
wrong brands her a traitor to the corporation. On the run and
desperate to prove her innocence, she approaches Ryder Stone,
a member of anti-Syntex activist group the Analog Army, in
hopes of finding intel about them that will buy her way back
home. But as Sil learns about Ryder, the Analog Army, and their
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mission, she realizes Syntex may be hiding nefarious actions.
Sil’s arc leads her to discover the truth behind the lies she has
been told in a story full of twists, turns, and betrayals. This
engaging, fast-paced story is set in a believable dystopian world
in which most of humanity has been destroyed. The absorbing enemies-to-lovers romance and Sil’s thoughtful wish to
find meaning in her short life enrich the story. Characters can
change their physical appearances through aesthetic body modifications; unmodified Ryder has bronze skin and brown hair.
Thrilling. (Dystopian. 14-18)

THE BLACK QUEEN

Emill, Jumata
Delacorte (400 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-593-56854-5
978-0-593-56855-2 PLB
Social commentary set against the
backdrop of the murder of a Mississippi
town’s first Black homecoming queen.
Nova Albright is gorgeous, charitable, and a shoo-in for homecoming
queen. She’s also the target of Tinsley McArthur’s vitriol, as the
title of queen has been in Tinsley’s White family for generations.
When Nova ultimately wins, Tinsley unleashes a drunken tirade
and threatens to kill her in a rant that one of Tinsley’s best
friends records on her phone. The next morning, Nova is found
dead in the Sacred Hearts Slave Cemetery, a neighborhood site
she spent her spare time maintaining. All signs point to Tinsley as the culprit, but the investigation isn’t progressing fast
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enough for Duchess Simmons, a Black girl who is Nova’s best
friend and the daughter of the town’s police chief. As Duchess
takes matters into her own hands in an attempt to get to the
bottom of Nova’s demise, Tinsley believes that the only way she
can clear her name is by finding the actual murderer. But both
girls quickly realize they’re in over their heads as they unearth
truths about race, family secrets, and trauma during their investigations. The twisty, tragic plot at this story’s center is shocking and effective overall but too often becomes encumbered by
heavy-handed commentary and dialogue that doesn’t sound like
natural teenage speech.
A murder mystery with much to say about modern-day
segregation, policing, and personal biases. (Mystery. 14-18)

FRIDAY I’M IN LOVE

Garrett, Camryn
Knopf (288 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Jan. 10, 2023
978-0-593-43510-6
978-0-593-43511-3 PLB
A queer Black teen struggles with
revealing her sexuality to her religious
mom.
When Mahalia was 6, her mom
promised her that she could have a Sweet
16 party, but it turns out there isn’t enough money for it this year.
Mahalia is having a hard time accepting that—even though deep
down she thinks complaining about it makes her a brat—but
her best friend, Naomi, gets to have a big gala for her 16th birthday. Mahalia also doesn’t know how to come out to her mom.
When she tells Naomi how frustrated she feels about needing
to come out at all—why does society assume people are straight
unless they say otherwise?—Naomi suggests she do things on
her own terms and make a big splash. Inspired, Mahalia decides
to save up for a coming-out party, complete with music, confetti,
and a rainbow dress to celebrate her queerness. Between crushing on Siobhan, the new girl from Ireland (who has a boyfriend);
struggling under the responsibility of paying the bills after her
mom is laid off; and keeping up with SAT prep and homework,
Mahalia doesn’t know if the party can even happen. Weighty
topics are explored in lighthearted ways, including poverty, religion, and sexual and racial identity (Siobhan has a Black dad and
White mum). This absorbing, appealing narrative is equal parts
funny, romantic, and affirming.
Romantic comedy that celebrates being yourself on your
own terms. (Fiction. 14-18)
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THE BURIED AND
THE BOUND

Hassan, Rochelle
Roaring Brook Press (384 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-250-82220-8
Series: The Bound and the Buried Trilogy, 1
An ancient horror awakens in Blackthorn, Massachusetts, and three 17-yearolds—a witch, a necromancer, and a
cursed boy—come together to face it.
Lebanese American Aziza El-Amin is a hedgewitch in
charge of the boundaries between the human and fae realms.
But recently something has felt very wrong, as though a disease were spreading, and it’s connected to a family secret that
Jiddo, her grandfather and guardian since her parents’ deaths,
is keeping from her. Leo Merritt’s Italian American family lives
under the shadow of a mysterious curse that Leo has been trying to break for a year, ever since his 16th birthday when it made
him forget everything about his one true love. Suffering due to
the gaps in his memory and an all-consuming grief, Leo discovers that Aziza is a witch and believes she can help him. Tristan
Drake, a White boy, made a terrible mistake when he became
the bondservant and necromancer to the increasingly powerful hag in the woods in exchange for breaking the curse on his
beloved boyfriend, Leo. But then the hag threatens Leo and
everything changes. With gorgeous prose and rich worldbuilding, this gripping dark fantasy slowly unfolds its tale of broken
hearts, family secrets, and self-empowerment as it follows its
three appealing, well-rounded narrators and a variety of interesting secondary characters. This is one for fans of Holly Black,
Anna-Marie McLemore, and romantic fantasy that has a bittersweet bite.
A wonderful start to a new trilogy. (Fantasy. 14-18)

THEY’RE WATCHING YOU

Ichaso, Chelsea
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-72825-106-6

High school junior Maren Montgomery suspects something is awry when
Polly St. James, her best friend and roommate, disappears from elite Torrey-Wells
Academy.
The police and Polly’s parents believe
the note she left behind and consider her a runaway. However,
when Maren finds an invitation from the Gamemaster’s Society in Polly’s belongings, she concludes her friend may be in
danger. Maren has heard rumors about a secret club, and this
evidence prompts her to seek out members to help her find her
missing friend. Acting on a tip from lab partner and potential
love interest Gavin Holt, she challenges social queen Annabelle Westerly to a card game: Winning scores her an invite to a
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“A transportive, thrillingly queer adventure.”
i’ll take everything you have

society initiation. Fellow initiate Remington Cruz (who is cued
Latine in an otherwise default-White main cast) captures Maren’s romantic interest as together they face the life-threatening,
sinister rituals the society performs in the pursuit of personal
power and prestige. Multiple twists leave Maren’s head spinning, not knowing what or whom to believe. The cat-and-mouse
game intensifies Maren’s race against the Gamemaster’s clock
to find Polly, with the trials exploiting the initiates’ worst fears
along the way. This plot-driven thriller has excellent pacing
that escalates along with the action. The love triangle seems a
bit forced, but it propels readers to question which characters
are trustworthy. Greek mythology references will entice genre
crossover readers.
Dungeons, catacombs, and crypts, oh my: Readers will be
glued to the edges of their seats. (Thriller. 13-18)

HOW TO BE A (YOUNG)
ANTIRACIST

Klise, James
Algonquin (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-61620-858-5

Sixteen-year-old Joe Garbe leaves
the family farm, finding trouble and
romance in Chicago during the Great
Depression.
Arriving by train, Joe meets his
cousin, Bernie, at the station and is instantly enamored by the
sights and sounds of the city. Thanks to Bernie, Joe lands a job
in the kitchen of the Lago Vista hotel, where he now meets
Eddie Zambriskie. Their chemistry is palpable from the start,
and they start dating. Meanwhile, Joe’s desperate need to settle
his family’s debts back home in Kickapoo gets him involved in
an underhanded scheme: His role is to take a French conversation class with wealthy people who will be sailing to Europe on
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Kendi, Ibram X. & Nic Stone
Kokila (208 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-593-46160-0

I’LL TAKE EVERYTHING
YOU HAVE

As Jason Reynolds did with Stamped:
Racism, Antiracism, and You (2020), a
teen edition of Kendi’s National Book
Award–winning Stamped From the Begin
ning (2016), Stone puts her own distinctive spin on Kendi’s personal exploration of anti-racism in his
widely acclaimed 2019 title, How To Be an Antiracist.
The original work is part memoir, and Stone approaches
this in her adaptation by addressing Kendi in the second person as she explicates and contextualizes the epiphanies that
brought him to anti-racism, placing the concepts themselves
center stage. She switches comfortably between informal and
formal modes, even within single passages: “In the 1960s—
yeaaaaaars before you were born—President Lyndon B. Johnson implemented Affirmative Action…with the aim of leveling
the employment playing field (creating more equity) between
White dudes and women and non-White people as a means of
expanding employment opportunities for people of color and
women.” Frequent faux Post-its labeled “NIC’S NOTES” offer
further context and commentary. “Peep this quote from racist policymaker Thomas Jefferson,” one begins. With key concepts set in boldface, the narrative bristles with definitions as
it moves back and forth from Kendi’s life to his taxonomy of
racism, always touching back on how his own internalized racism inflects on it. Though it’s too easy to lose track of whether
Stone is addressing “you, IXK,” or “you, dear reader,” it’s a notably effective adaptation.
Successfully broadens the reach of the original to a younger
audience. (endnotes) (Nonfiction. 12-18)
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“Empathetic and inviting.”
rethinking gender

vacation and gather information about his classmates’ names
and travel dates so that Bernie’s criminal confederates can burgle their homes while they’re away. This ruse is complicated by
Joe’s love affair with Raymond Kenrick, one of his marks, who
introduces him to kissing, so-called pansy parlors, and sex. The
emotionally nuanced characters, most of whom are presumed
White, navigate stages of guilt, paranoia, and remorse as they
swindle as a means of survival—with tragically beautiful results.
Through passionate, cinematic scenes, Klise poignantly captures the fears and joys of being gay in this polished work of
historical fiction.
A transportive, thrillingly queer adventure. (author’s note)
(Historical fiction. 14-18)

THE ROOF OVER OUR HEADS

Kronzer, Nicole
Amulet/Abrams (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-4197-5456-2

All the world—including a childhood
home—is a stage!
Finn, a White 17-year-old, has a lot
going on in his life: His blended family—
consisting of his lesbian mothers, White
Lula and Black Nomi, and his gay biracial
college-age brothers, Andre and Kendrick, who are identical
twins—is putting on an “interactive play meets murder mystery meets escape room” in their Victorian home, the Jorgensen
House. The house is owned by the Beauregard Theatre and was a
pet project of the former artistic director, who supported Lula’s
plan to use the basement for set and prop storage while turning the upper floors into rental space for weddings and events.
With the previous director’s passing, the new person is looking
to trim the budget and sell the home. If that’s not enough, Finn
is also trying to woo drama student Alexa, deal with complicated feelings about former friend Jade, and score a place in his
high school’s acting lab, which he hopes will help him with his
college goals. It’s a lot—and there’s more! A leaky roof, a cancer
scare, a hidden treasure, and various actors’ individual issues all
make their ways into a complicated plot that also addresses racism, sexuality, and privilege. The novel may appeal to those who
enjoy the stress and chaos of an opening night, but for others
it could feel like an overstuffed reading experience that doesn’t
offer enough space to reflect on all the content.
Overwhelming and breathless. (sources) (Fiction. 13-18)

RETRO

Lapuente, Sofía & Jarrod Shusterman
Simon & Schuster (400 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 24, 2023
978-1-66590-275-5
A no-technology challenge in a small
Northern California town turns sinister.
After Samantha shoplifts but lets her
friend Luna take the fall for her crime,
Luna is rightfully enraged—and not least
because her mother, a Spanish immigrant,
is at risk of losing her visa to remain in the U.S., making any sort
of criminal activity especially harmful. Luna uploads a video of
a drunk Samantha bad-mouthing her friends and other classmates to Limbo, the social media app everyone’s obsessed with.
Even though she has regrets and deletes it shortly after, she isn’t
fast enough, and the video goes viral. The harsh response results
in Samantha’s attempting to take her own life. The fact that she
survives alleviates some of Luna’s guilt, but she still sends a private message to the app developers, explaining her role in what
happened and asking for their help as she seeks accountability.
Much to everyone’s surprise, the Limbo CEO comes to their
school and proposes a challenge: Any student who manages to
go the entire school year without using technology, including
their phones, will receive a full-ride scholarship to college. As
the year progresses, however, some of Luna’s friends disappear
and the real nature of #RetroChallenge becomes clear. Though
the fast pace will appeal to reluctant readers, it comes at the
expense of character development and relationship-building,
making it hard to feel attached to any of them. The stilted dialogue poses another obstacle.
A disappointing, unfulfilling journey with forgettable
characters. (Thriller. 13-17)

RETHINKING GENDER
An Illustrated Exploration
Läuger, Louie
MIT Press (232 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-262-04723-4

Through conversational prose paired
with whimsical, softly colored illustrations and journaling prompts, this primer,
an uncredited German translation by the
author, provides an interactive explora-

tion of gender.
Appearing as themself in illustrated form, Läuger, a White
author and artist, eases into an in-depth discussion of gender
with a personal introduction and gentle encouragement. Five
chapters that include blank spaces for writing self-reflections
focus on the topics of sex assigned at birth, gender as a social
construct, gender identity, gender expression, and coming out.
Läuger emphasizes the impacts of privilege and various forms of
marginalization, cultural context, and capitalism as they explain
206
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“Dazzling.”
the davenports

each concept and define key terminology. For example, Läuger
breaks down the flaws of a binary system for categorizing bodies and includes refreshingly central representation of intersex
people. Repetition and references to other examples within the
book help connect significant ideas without feeling redundant.
Doodled graphics and expressive illustrations of people varying
in skin tone, body type, and gender expression play an important role in the approachable and engaging tone that encourages curiosity and vulnerable self-reflection. While the varied
and playful layouts mostly succeed in maintaining momentum,
there are moments of distracting messiness. The longest chapter, devoted to gender identity, comes to life with the voices and
perspectives of individuals who shared their experiences with
Läuger. Acknowledging and embracing the complexities of gender, the conclusion provides resources for further reading and
suggests ways for readers to continue examining their biases.
Empathetic and inviting. (Graphic nonfiction. 14-adult)

THE DAVENPORTS

Marquis, Krystal
Dial Books (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-0-593-46333-8

In 1910 Chicago, four young Black
women navigate the expectations they
are saddled with.
As one of the city’s most highly
respected families, the Davenports must
uphold the legacy their formerly enslaved
father built. Eldest daughter Olivia feels pressured to find the perfect matrimonial match, especially as her younger sister, Helen,
can’t be bothered with anything other than helping their entrepreneurial brother, John, fix horseless carriages. Enter Jacob
Lawrence, the season’s most eligible Black British bachelor.
Despite Olivia and Jacob’s seemingly successful courtship, both
are distracted: Jacob by Helen’s desire to be more than society
allows and Olivia by her newfound passion for civil rights and a
handsome Alabama lawyer speaking out against Jim Crow. The
sisters aren’t the only residents of Freeport Manor with lofty
ambitions, however. Maid Amy-Rose, who arrived as a child and
grew up as the sisters’ friend (her late mother was the family
maid before her), dreams of owning a hair salon, but her attraction to John may prove distracting. Ruby, Olivia’s best friend,
pined after John for years, but his attention has waned since
his return from university. Attempting to lure him back, Ruby
entertains another gentleman, but the unexpected feelings that
arise leave her torn between familial obligation and personal
happiness. This deftly written series opener examines the lives
of Black elites following Reconstruction with a focus on the
constraints of women. The strong characterization, developed
through alternating third-person perspectives, and descriptive
setting lure readers in.
A dazzling debut. (Historical romance. 12-18)
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SILVER BOUNTY

McCombs, Victoria
Enclave Escape (320 pp.)
$22.99 | Jan. 10, 2023
979-8-88605-026-4
Series: The Royal Rose Chronicles, 2
The crew of the Royal Rose returns
to face higher stakes and even bigger
betrayals.
Time is a precious commodity for
romantic partners and friends Arn and
Emme. With a bounty on their heads, an oathbinding to kill
a king, Emme’s grief over the apparent drowning death of her
brother, Emric, as well as her increasingly debilitating illness
to contend with, the duo must place their trust in the hands
of old and new foes—and face the consequences when they
are inevitably betrayed. Meanwhile, Emric in fact survived his
near-death experience and is now reunited with Arabella the
Ruthless, the mother he and his sister thought long dead. But
they are trapped on a cursed island, and their only way out is to
sacrifice a part of themselves. As the two storylines slowly converge, Emme, Arn, and Emric will face their greatest challenges
yet as they share the narration of this follow-up to Oathbound
(2022). This entry matches its predecessor’s twists and turns
while maintaining the emotional gravitas. The story brims with
magic, political intrigue, untold sacrifices, and backstabbing
pirates. Despite the uneven pacing between a meandering first
half and a fast and furious finale, the tale coalesces before coming to a satisfyingly open ending that leaves its protagonists at
crossroads. In a fantasy-diverse world, Emme is dark-skinned,
and Arn is pale-skinned.
An ultimately satisfying sequel. (Fantasy. 14-18)

DREAM TO ME

Paasch, Megan
Feiwel & Friends (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
978-1-250-81705-1
After their father’s death, two sisters
from New York seek an inheritance in
Washington state.
Rising high school junior Eva Sylvan
and her 22-year-old sister, Rhonda, are
reeling from their father’s death. Half
sisters through their mom—a mom who left with her new
boyfriend and drug supplier when Eva was 11—the girls were
raised by Eva’s father as if they were both his own. With limited resources to keep them afloat in New York City now that
their paramedic dad is gone, they learn that Eva’s great-aunt left
her a house in tiny, rural Madrona, Washington, and they head
west. When they arrive, most of the residents are reluctant to
welcome them; after all, Eva’s reclusive great aunt was rumored
to be a witch. In fact, people start slipping into mysterious
comas after Eva dreams about them, and many locals suspect
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the arrival of Eva, another Sylvan, is to blame. Cal, a cute boy
who befriends Eva, also seems to hide a secret. The mystical
worldbuilding feels tangible as Eva accesses her dormant, inherited magic but is unsure what she is creating or witnessing. The
book moves at an urgent pace, as Eva is determined to unravel
the mystery through cryptic clues that her aunt has left. Though
eerie in tone, the book weaves together the magical realm with
the characters’ grief and guilt, adding nuance to the suspenseful
story. Most of the main characters are presumed White.
A haunting and healing journey. (Fantasy. 12-18)

MORRIGHAN
The Beginnings of the
Remnant Universe

Pearson, Mary E.
Illus. by Kate O’Hara
Henry Holt (240 pp.)
$22.99 | Nov. 29, 2022
978-1-250-86835-0
Series: The Remnant Chronicles

A prequel to Pearson’s popular Remnant Chronicles trilogy.
She is Morrighan, a child of the Remnant. He is Jafir, a
scavenger. In the turbulent landscape of a world reeling from
some nameless calamity, their kind live as mortal enemies. But
when their paths crossed as young children, Jafir spared Morrighan’s life, and over the years, their lives continued to intersect.
Against all odds, they fall in love. Will outside forces tear them
apart? Or will their love weather all storms, heralding a better
future for their fractured world? There’s a poetic delicacy to
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Pearson’s prose and a liveliness to O’Hara’s beautifully detailed
illustrations that mask the light treatment other aspects of the
storytelling receive. The romance develops disconcertingly
quickly relative to the book’s length and its prominence in the
story as a whole; in contrast, the action doesn’t pick up until
over halfway through. The inner lives and motivations of the
leads, Morrighan especially, are not well developed, making it
difficult to become invested in their stories, and supporting
characters are uniformly nebulous. There’s a sense of a richly
drawn world lurking beneath the surface, but its history and
mechanics are rarely revealed, bolstering the impression that
this is more dream than fleshed-out novel. Jafir is pale with
blond hair and light blue eyes; Morrighan has wavy dark hair
and appears to have light brown skin in the illustrations.
A somewhat undeveloped labor of love that devoted fans
may nevertheless enjoy. (map, author’s note) (Fantasy. 14-18)

MYSTERIES OF
THORN MANOR

Rogerson, Margaret
McElderry (192 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-1-66593-561-6
Rogue magical wards trap Elisabeth
Scrivener and her companions inside
Thorn Manor in this novella that revisits
the world of Sorcery of Thorns (2019).
A violent, magical gale surrounds
Thorn Manor, separating the inhabitants from the rest of Hemlock Park. And for once, the calamity seems not to be the fault
of Nathaniel Thorn himself. Something has triggered a modification to the wards, and Elisabeth and Nathaniel will have
to figure out what it is, as they’re due to host the Midwinter
Ball next week. Soon, Elisabeth realizes that the more romantically she and Nathaniel act toward one another, the angrier the
house’s response. With the aid of Silas, Nathaniel’s demon, they
begin to search areas of Thorn Manor long since closed off for
clues. They discover a grimoire penned by Nathaniel’s ancestor
Clothilde Thorn and, after a battle with a furious dressing gown,
surmise that the manor is upset that Nathaniel hasn’t followed
proper courtship protocols with Elisabeth. By completing three
impossible tasks, Nathaniel may be able to free them from the
magical cyclone in which they are trapped in time for the ball—
if he’s really Elisabeth’s true love, that is. Though low on dramatic tension, this short tale will feel as cozy as a warm bath to
fans of Elisabeth and Nathaniel’s romance, as it is replete with
whimsical settings, sexy stolen moments, and Nathaniel’s signature witty banter. A deeper look into Silas’ inner workings adds
depth to an otherwise frothy, fantastical romp.
A charming entry fizzing with romance. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

DARK TESTAMENT
Blackout Poems

Smith, Crystal Simone
Henry Holt (128 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-1-250-85436-0

Smith offers a collection of blackout
poems honoring victims of anti-Black
violence using text from George Saunders’ award-winning Lincoln in the Bardo
(2017).
The poet shares in her introduction that as the mother
of Black sons, when George Floyd and Ahmaud Arbery were
murdered, she “found the agony crushing” and “struggled to
navigate it.” The poems utilize passages from Saunders’ experimental novel, which Smith was reading in May 2020, to reflect
on the lives and deaths of Floyd, Arbery, Philando Castile,
Rodney King, and others. Except for Aiyanna Jones, Sandra
Bland, and Breonna Taylor, the focus is on the killing of boys
and men, although some poems speak from the perspectives of
210
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“A satisfying blend of traditional horror
with modern themes and concerns.”
she is a haunting

victims’ mothers. An entry from the point of view of Sybrina
Fulton, Trayvon Martin’s mother, reads “I shall take away from
here this resolve: / no more. // Dear boy, / That is a promise.”
Another standout is “White Witnesses”: “Much that was New
& Strange & / Unnerving had occurr’d this night. We / watched
it all unfold from On-High: safe, separate, & Free- / the way
we liked it.” Photos of murals and memorials honoring some
victims are moving while providing necessary emotional space
for readers. Other poems raise questions, as when the narrator
of “Black Witness” says they were “still too under siege myself
to care” about the identity of the victim of an overheard act of
violence, or when Eric Garner is described as being rendered “a
weak passive child.”
Heartfelt, if uneven. (author’s note, conversation between
Smith and George Saunders) (Poetry. 14-adult)

CASH IS QUEEN
A Girl’s Guide to Securing,
Spending and Stashing Cash

A French colonial house in Vietnam
threatens to devour its modern-day
occupants.
If Jade Nguyen can leave her Philadelphia home with her younger sister, Lily, and last five weeks with her
estranged father in Đà Lạt, he’ll help pay for UPenn, the dream
school her nail salon employee mother cannot afford, even with
Jade’s scholarship. Ba is restoring a house from 1920 to be used
as a bed-and-breakfast, and he tasks her with creating its website with the help of Florence, his business partner’s niece, who
went to boarding school in the U.S. and is just a little too attractive to bisexual Jade. Jade plans to keep her head down and get
through the summer until she starts noticing strange, eerie
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Tomlinson, Davinia
Illus. by Andrea Oerter
Frances Lincoln (160 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-7112-7636-9

SHE IS A HAUNTING

Tran, Trang Thanh
Bloomsbury (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 28, 2023
978-1-5476-1081-5

A mixed bag of financial advice
aimed at girls.
Thought-provoking activities and
budgeting suggestions pepper this entertaining, illustrated
guide for girls interested in money. In casual, approachable language, Tomlinson introduces financial ideas, guiding readers to
think about their own needs and personalities in order to plan
for the future. Advice on why and how to save (for an implied
audience of girls without dire financial need) is solid, and the
cheerful artwork and journaling activities make the dry subject
matter approachable. Though some debunked research is cited
in supporting stories, much of the advice is valuable, from standard methods of budgeting to warnings about online scams and
buy now, pay later schemes. The section on investing, however,
ranges from inexplicable (suggestions to monitor the Consumer
Price Index or lists of adult investment vehicles) to inappropriately risky (an exploration of the stock market, with a brief
afterthought about the illegality of minors trading) to downright terrible (a factually incorrect discussion of cryptocurrency
that treats it as a risky-but-viable investment). Despite some
unhelpful jargon (“Debt is a form of financial instrument”), the
concepts are generally clearly explained overall. Illustrations
feature people who are diverse in skin tone, although nearly all
the chapter-opening images are of light-skinned girls.
Great guidance for building good fiscal habits; shockingly
bad advice about investing. (glossary) (Nonfiction. 12-15)
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things around the house, to say nothing of the ghosts appearing
in her dreams. As she learns more about the house’s dark past,
which is entangled with colonialism and her own family’s history and their reverberations in the present day, she finds herself drawn to the ghosts—even as she struggles to protect her
family from them. Atmospheric descriptions and sharp plotting
combine with slowly escalating danger from both supernatural
and terribly real forces. Examinations of Western influences
and past atrocities in Vietnam and their effects on the diaspora
work in harmony with the novel’s uncanny elements, making
for a satisfying blend of traditional horror with modern themes
and concerns.
Both the ghosts and the humans in this richly layered work
are alluring and deadly. (Horror. 13-18)

MOIRA’S PEN
A Queen’s Thief Collection
Turner, Megan Whalen
Illus. by Deena So’Oteh
Greenwillow Books (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 1, 2022
978-0-06-288560-9
Series: Queen’s Thief

A new window into the world of the
Queen’s Thief series.
What reader has not wished to linger
a little longer in the world of a beloved story? With a compendium of short stories and fragments—some previously published and some brand new—Turner invites her readers to do
exactly that. With the close of Return of the Thief (2020), Eugenides and the other monarchs of the Little Peninsula returned
triumphant from war and ready to embark on the happily-everafter portions of their stories. This new installment doesn’t
contradict that closure so much as deepen the story that preceded it. The entries, best appreciated by those already familiar
with the earlier books, are ordered chronologically. They leap
around in time, space, and style, bridging old narrative gaps and
sketching out entirely new side roads that are ripe for exploration, while flitting between storytelling styles and voices.
Interspersed with the morsels of story are reflections, flashes
of memory, and fascinating historical context from the author.
The result is a reading experience that is as cozy as it is expansive, answering questions even as it provokes more. The book is
illuminated with precise, sumptuous, black-and-white illustrations by So’Oteh. Ethereal cursive commentary by Moira, messenger of the gods, is sprinkled throughout.
A gift fans of the series will treasure. (map, character list)
(Fantasy. 13-18)
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BLOOD CIRCUS

Victoire, Camila
Blackstone (350 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 31, 2023
9798200816088
In a devastated future, as humans
struggle to dominate ferocious predators, a 16-year-old seeks the truth about
her identity.
After they successfully hid in the wilderness for millennia, tribes of creatures
called Klujns were discovered by people
in 2071. Construed as nonhuman yet somewhat humanlike in
appearance, Klujns are hunted for their protein-rich meat and
valuable crystal claws. Ava, the narrator of this story, which
takes place in the early 22nd century, eventually finds herself
among the hostages taken to the Klujns’ annual Blood Race.
But as the book opens, it’s another lonely day in Red River, one
of the few towns left in the smidgin of North American Territory formerly known as Québec that has survived the climate
catastrophe. Borders have long since closed, and English made
the sole official language. Ava’s origins are mysterious: She was
found washed up on a riverbank and raised in an orphanage until
she was adopted by a Klujn expert and an agriculturalist who
still occasionally speaks the banned French language. Combining moon worship and a battle to the death between teens with
explorations of feminism and environmentalism, this socially
progressive dystopian adventure with strong worldbuilding and
suspenseful plotting will appeal to fans of the Hunger Games.
Ava reads White; there is some racial diversity among the supporting cast members.
Pointedly questioning what it is to be human, this absorbing debut expresses profound longing for the disappearing
wild. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)

AS YOU WALK ON BY

Winters, Julian
Viking (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 17, 2023
978-0-593-20650-8

Theo and his friends have been daring each other to do ridiculous things
once a month since freshman year, but
it takes everything going wrong for him
to dare to be the person he really wants
to be.
Seventeen-year-old Theodore Jamal Wright isn’t as well off
as many students at Brook-Oak, his Louisville, Kentucky, magnet school. He works hard academically to meet his single dad’s
expectations; trains hard on the track team to keep up with
best friends Darren and Jay; and tries his best socially as a lessthan-popular, more-than-awkward, out Black kid. A dare from
Jay pushes Theo out of his comfort zone: attending an exclusive
party and asking Christian, his crush, to the prom. At the party,

kirkus.com
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“This gripping mystery is deepened by explorations
of trauma and relationships.”
my flawless life

Theo reconsiders some of his closest relationships: Discovering Jay possibly already knew Christian had a boyfriend and
the dare was destined for hurtful failure exacerbates the growing tensions between him and the wealthy friend who hasn’t
always treated him well. This in turn puts things into perspective as Theo reconciles with a friend he treated poorly in middle
school. The novel excels emotionally in its portrayal of intimate
moments with a small cast of vulnerable, honest, queer characters who connect meaningfully, exploring friendship in mature,
thoughtful, high-stakes contexts. When the party ends, Theo
must put what he’s learned into practice, realistically stumbling
before he can walk away from hurtful relationship patterns and
toward genuine ones.
An authentically adolescent novel seriously concerned
with friendship in honest, resonant ways. (Fiction. 12-18)

MY FLAWLESS LIFE

Zhao, Amélie Wen
Delacorte (480 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 3, 2023
978-0-593-48750-1
Series: Song of the Last Kingdom, 1
Two teens struggle to survive in their
conquered homeland.
In the city of Haak’gong, Lan gets by
as a songgirl, performing and demeaning herself for the Elantians who colonized her homeland, the
Last Kingdom. Lan seeks answers behind the curious scar on
her wrist, a mark left by her mother, who died at the hands of
an Elantian magician. After she is saved from a life-threatening
attack by a boy named Zen, Lan discovers that qi practitioners
and heroes of legend still exist and that hidden masters hold
the truth behind the meaning of the mysterious mark she carries, a secret that could save—or destroy—the kingdom. The

y o u n g a d u lt

Woon, Yvonne
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 14, 2023
978-0-06-300869-4

SONG OF SILVER,
FLAME LIKE NIGHT

A 17-year-old works as her high
school’s undercover fixer, solving her
classmates’ problems, although she can’t
solve her own.
Two years ago, Hana Yang Lerner’s
life fell apart when her father was forced by a scandal to resign
from his position as a Democratic senator from Virginia.
Though Hana, who has a Chinese American mom and White
dad, still attends the same prestigious Washington, D.C., school,
she no longer speaks to her best friend, Cuban American Luce
Herrera. Her other friends no longer speak to her either—at
least not in the open. Behind the scenes, Hana’s classmates
hire her to make sensitive problems go away. Now, an anonymous person going by Three has hired her to fix something for
Luce. But the job turns out to be about much more than Luce;
it involves Luce’s jock boyfriend, Hana’s one-time friend group,
and interconnected secrets that spiral out and back around
again. And Hana isn’t the only one on the case: James Li, her
Chinese American former childhood friend, is also investigating for their school newspaper. As the two work together,
unspoken truths threaten to push them apart once again. Hana
is determined to complete Three’s job, but to do so, she may
have to confront mistakes she’s made and her own stalled life.
This gripping mystery is deepened and complicated by explorations of Hana’s trauma and relationships. The slow burn allows
room for character development that elevates the novel.
Thought-provoking high school drama with dark, serious
undertones. (Mystery. 13-18)
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complex history of the Last Kingdom is based on Chinese history and reveals the deep impacts of war, forced assimilation
and annihilation of clans into one central Hin identity, and
colonization, with its rewriting of culture and history. The
Elantians read as fantasy equivalents of White Europeans. The
magic system is intriguing, with the Last Kingdom’s focus on
balance and the elements juxtaposed with the Elantian’s martial,
destructive metal-based magic. The explorations of free will
and how strength is used are nuanced and contrast wonderfully
within the two lead characters. While some major plot points
are predictable and some villains feel one-dimensional, the fast
pace and evocative prose are intriguing. Although the romance
begins with instant attraction, its slow, realistic progression
shows growing trust and support.
A complex and fantastic introduction to an epic new world.
(chronology, map) (Fantasy. 13-18)
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MURDER UNDER
ANOTHER SUN
A Leif the Lucky Novel

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

ASSASSINATION IN VICHY by Gayle K. Brunelle &
Annette Finley-Croswhite..................................................................218

Alexander, Colin
Alton Kremer (308 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | Aug. 3, 2022
978-1-73619-844-5

THE YACK YACK by Judyth Emanuel...............................................221
70 ADS TO SAVE THE WORLD by Jerry Mander........................... 226
BABY PALM by Dilek Mir; illus. by Pawel Kamieniecki................. 226
THE VANISHING by David Michael Slater..................................... 229
A LIGHT TO DO SHELLWORK BY
by Georgiana Valoyce-Sanchez...........................................................232

THE YACK YACK
New York Notes and Stories

Emanuel, Judyth
Adelaide Books (178 pp.)
$19.60 paper | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-955196-79-6
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An American war veteran in the
forefront of future space exploration
awkwardly turns into a crime investigator when a planetary colony he is replenishing is revealed as a hotbed of intrigue and murder.
In this SF sequel, Alexander continues the chronicles of future
tough-guy hero (of Norwegian American descent) Leif Grettison,
begun in Starman’s Saga (2019). For newcomers, this caper can
largely be savored as a stand-alone. Leif is a battle-scarred veteran
of a world conflict whose main intent now is to stay away from a
fractious, corrupt Earth that holds no place for a fair-minded, honorable ex-soldier. Yet he repeatedly plays a pivotal role in interstellar hijinks. His formidable one-time enemy/now lover, pilot Yang
Yong, wants Leif to accompany her on a routine trip to a newly
seeded space colony on a distant hothouse planet ironically called
Heaven. They are bringing supplies and fresh pioneers to continue
building the beachhead. But arriving on Heaven, Leif finds a polarized, rebellious rabble on the scorching planet (“This heat was like
being wrapped in wool blankets and then thrown into a sauna”). It
seems the first colonists are actually convicts—runaways, dopers,
and shifty Earth refugees. Judging that settling the harsh biome will
involve too much uncomfortable work, they are voting to ditch the
mission and return home via the supply ship despite the agreement
that this was a one-way trip. Leif and company hardly have time to
process this when the malcontents’ leader, a much-disliked blackmailer and con man called (pseudonymously) Jerry Whitehead,
dies under nonviolent but very suspicious circumstances. Leif finds
himself conducting a maladroit Whitehead murder investigation
in the middle of a regime change, secrets, lies, politics, and PTSD
triggers from all the stuff he thought he left behind. The tale’s
whodunit aspect is serviceable, if not spectacular, and relies on a
supporting character’s swift (but acceptable) deus ex machina role
change. But it’s the solid storytelling, characterization, and fastpaced action that keep this game afoot. Readers who enjoy hardscience SF should be pleased with the biology and worldbuilding
elements. And they will perhaps take note that while loads of Alexander’s SF contemporaries have generated many hand-wringing
dystopia-o-ramas of global warming, Heaven’s climate change has
arisen naturally, not due to human industry.
An engaging sequel that crossbreeds established SF characters with a credible extraterrestrial murder mystery.
215
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gripping graphic
novels
THE TREE STAND
Stories

Bold and bright graphic novels
tell a wide range of atmospheric stories,
from a modern version of Hamlet to a
YA mystery starring a brilliant amateur
detective and a middle-grade tale about
Mexico’s Day of the Dead. Kirkus Indie
recently reviewed three edgy graphic
novels with distinctive protagonists.
A young New Yorker encounters a
ghost in Dana Mele’s Tragic, with images by Valentina
Pinti and Chiara
Di Francia. After Harper Hayes’ father
dies of a supposed heart attack, she sees
his spirit in a theater. The celebrated actor, who portrayed Hamlet, reveals that
he was murdered. With the assistance of
her ex-girlfriend and a close pal, Harper
hunts for the killer. “Exceptional characters elevate an absorbing, often eerie
murder mystery,” our reviewer writes.
In Enola Holmes: Mycroft’s Dangerous Game—written by
Mickey George, based on a story by Nancy Springer—Enola spies the kidnapping of her brother
Mycroft. While her mother and her
legendary sibling, Sherlock, provide
no help, Enola pledges to save Mycroft.
This sequel to the 2020 Netflix film
Enola Holmes shows off the hero’s formidable talents as a sleuth and features
art by Giorgia Sposito and colors by
Enrica Eren Angiolini. Our critic calls
the work an “entertaining mystery” that
“will delight readers, especially Enola
Holmes fans.”
Vera Greentea’s Nenetl of the Forgotten Spirits focuses on the
Day of the Dead, which honors the idea that “a person hasn’t
truly died until that person is forgotten.” Three Mexican children meet a
spirit named Nenetl, who asserts: “I
find myself in requirement of a soul to
continue building the rest of my body.”
In this book, illustrated by Laura Müller, the kids search for someone who
remembers Nenetl. According to our
reviewer, “This exuberant, beautifully
crafted tale introduces Mexico’s Day of
the Dead to young adventure fans.”

Atkinson, Jay
Livingston Press (322 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Oct. 20, 2022
978-1-60489-336-6
A volume of short stories gathers
grim and touching moments of New
England life.
Longtime New England writer Atkinson returns to fiction (following his 2015
history book, Massacre on the Merrimack) with a collection of tales
set on both sides of the Massachusetts–New Hampshire border.
The seven stories move back and forth across the Merrimack
River and cover a variety of time periods, spanning the late 20th
century to the present day. While many of the protagonists
are blue collar, barely getting by or just breaking even, a few
have made it to more stable circumstances only to discover
that there will always be struggles, though they may take different forms. The title story, which opens the book, is one of
the bleakest, a day spent with a man whose marriage, house,
finances, and work are all in tatters, though a successful hunt
brings him a small respite. “Bergeron Framing & Remodeling”
is a twisted but moving family tale in which deep dysfunctions
overlay the fundamental love between a father and his sons.
“Hi-Pine Acres” is the evocative story of a widowed farmer
with a layabout son who struggles with the decision to sell off
land that has been in her family for more than a century. In
“Java Man,” high school nicknames and relationships follow
the characters into adulthood. The volume concludes with
“Hoot,” in which a struggling singer/songwriter returns to her
hometown, hoping that performing at a local bar will throw
her career the lifeline it needs.
Life is precarious for almost everyone in these tales, even
Thom McNulty of “Ellie’s Diamonds,” whose real estate ambitions offer him the highest earning potential of any of the characters, though he is also trapped in a cycle of debt. Atkinson
is skilled at depicting small details that reveal much about his
players—for instance, when Goody, the protagonist of “The
Tree Stand,” brings down a deer, he quickly calculates how
much the meat will allow him to shave off his upcoming grocery
bills. One character has her “annual glass of wine” while doing
her taxes; a neighborhood bar is replaced by a CVS. There are
some delightful turns of phrase (one man has “two Kennedys’ worth of shiny brown hair”) and wry asides that succeed
in being quietly funny but not excessively arch. Many of the
stories are dominated by men who spend much of their time
in predominantly male social and professional settings, but in
“Hi-Pine Acres” and “Hoot,” Atkinson shows that he can also
write fully developed female protagonists. While all the tales
have their strengths, the book really hits its stride with “Java
Man,” the first one written in the first person, which allows the
author to explore his character’s view of the world from the
inside, and he does so effectively. Characters, rather than the
plots, drive most of the narratives, but Atkinson’s solid authorial voice and engaging writing style bring an intensity that is

Myra Forsberg is an Indie editor.
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RETIRE AND REFIRE
Financial Strategies for
People of All Ages To
Navigate Their Golden Years
With Ease

likely to win over many readers who would otherwise prefer
their fiction with a bit more action.
A thoughtful and well-written collection with a strong
sense of place and identity.

Barbera, Robert
Mentoris Project (200 pp.)
$16.99 paper | $9.99 e-book | July 6, 2022
978-1-947431-49-2

SECOND BRIDE DOWN

Baird, Ginny
Entangled: Amara (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-64937-369-4

A guide offers financial strategies
for retirement packaged in an appeal-

ing narrative.
Retirement books with a financial focus tend to be straightforward, factual, and dry. Real estate investor/philanthropist
Barbera, author of Building Wealth 101 (2021), changes things
up with a novel, engaging approach. Instead of delivering multiple chapters of the requisite dull verbiage about strategies for
retirement saving, types of investments, and the like, Barbera
couches the content in creative storytelling. He takes readers
on a riverboat cruise with passengers of various ages. The vessel, named The Golden Years, cruises down the Mississippi from
St. Louis to New Orleans, providing a combination of financial
counsel and leisure activities. This enables the author to weave
a story around five couples on the cruise, each at different preretirement stages of their lives. It also cleverly exposes readers
to financial concepts in an entertaining fashion since the fictional passengers discuss what they learn along the way. Finance
savvy crew members deliver “lectures” about relevant topics,
such as inflation, recession, and investment vehicles, including
annuities, stocks, and bonds. Interspersed with these serious
lectures are lighter moments, such as descriptions of off-boat
excursions and informal conversations among the couples, who
get to know one another and compare their lives and challenges. As part of the cruise program, couples complete a “Reality Check,” answering specific questions about their finances.
Throughout the volume, the Reality Check is reviewed and
discussed with each couple by a crew member. This is another
inventive way of involving readers, who can “overhear” the conversations and digest the details of each financial assessment.
Given the range of ages and the couples’ differing situations, a
reader should be able to relate to at least one of the fictional
discussions. Through Barbera’s method of storytelling, he can
share general financial strategies and then show how they can
be applied to specific, real-life situations. Some readers may
feel the river cruise is a bit contrived, but the author manages
to craft a plausible scenario that facilitates comprehension and
makes the book informative and enjoyable.
A retirement manual that employs excellent examples and
authoritatively covers basics.
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In this romance sequel, a young woman
must find a fiance by a deadline or else fall
prey to a modern-day arranged marriage.
Misty Delaney and her two sisters
love living in Majestic, Maine, where
they work at Bearberry Brews, the coffee
shop their parents opened years earlier. Unfortunately, money
has recently been tight for their parents and the shop. When
their mother receives an offer to merge with another company,
which will save the Delaneys from financial ruin, the young
women are elated until they discover that the deal requires one
of them—any one of them—to marry Aidan Strong, the son of
their parents’ competitor. The siblings decide that if any sister
should land a fiance within 30 days, she will be exempt from
the arrangement. After one of them does just that, the race is
on between Misty and her sister Charlotte to lock in true love
before their window of opportunity slams shut. Meanwhile,
Lucas Reyes, an employee at Bearberry Brews, has secretly
adored Misty for years. When he discovers the sisters’ competition, he realizes he must do everything in his power to
enchant Misty before he loses his chance with her forever. Told
in a third-person narration primarily from Misty’s perspective,
the story periodically shifts to Lucas’ point of view, offering
helpful insights into his motivations. As they spend more time
together, Misty’s feelings for Lucas become complicated and
misunderstandings arise, some of which feel trite and others
refreshingly original. In addition, the dialogue begins to grow
delightfully flirtatious. At times, Baird’s plot does stretch the
bounds of believability. For example, when Charlotte pays for a
billboard advertising that Misty is available for a marriage proposal, the small-town coffee shop is immediately mobbed with
potential suitors (“Suddenly their hometown girl was a Highway
One celebrity”). Although scenes in the middle of the book drag
as Lucas and Misty repeatedly spend too long chatting about
minutiae that does not advance the narrative, the tale’s upbeat
tone and likable characters are sure to please readers seeking
a wholesome romance. With questions left unanswered at the
book’s end, it seems likely there will be another installment in
this series.
A fun friends-to-lovers story about small-town relationships and family obligations.
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ASSASSINATION
IN VICHY
Marx Dormoy and the
Struggle for the Soul
of France

impressive as the account of Dormoy’s death and the portrait of
his life are, the intellectual backbone of this marvelously edifying book remains the nuanced articulation of France’s identity
crisis, one not resolved but rather repressed in the wake of its
wartime trauma. At some points, readers may feel buried under
a pile of minutiae—the authors spare no details, often packaged
within long, cascading paragraphs. But this is a minor quibble—this magisterial study deserves and amply repays readers’
patient labors.
A thrilling work of historical scholarship, thoughtful
and scrupulous.

Brunelle, Gayle K. and Annette
Finley-Croswhite
University of Toronto Press (328 pp.)
$34.56 | $31.95 paper | $14.72 e-book
Oct. 1, 2020
978-1-4875-8837-3
978-1-4875-8836-6 paper

HEAD WOUNDS
Sparrow

A nonfiction book offers a meticulous account of the assassination of a prominent Socialist by right-wing terrorists during
the Nazi occupation of France.
Once France’s Third Republic was replaced by an authoritarian Vichy Regime, the future prospects of Marx Dormoy
seemed inauspicious. He was a famous French Socialist politician who vehemently opposed an appeasement with the
Germans. He also waged a relentless and ultimately successful takedown of the “Comité secret d’action révolutionnaire,”
colloquially known as the Cagoule, right-wing extremists who
supported the replacement of the republic with a Mussolinistyle Fascist regime. Dormoy was arrested and confined to
the town of Montélimar in 1941 by dint of an order signed
by Maréchal Philippe Pétain. Then on July 26 of that year,
Dormoy was assassinated—a powerful bomb was planted in
his hotel room. Brunelle and Finley-Croswhite provide a dizzyingly painstaking investigation of the crime and its perpetrators, demonstrating conclusively that it was executed by
members of the Cagoule and likely had support from highranking officials within the Vichy government. The authors
limn a remarkably precise anatomy of the “politically dangerous” police investigation that ensued as well as a lucid
and moving synopsis of Dormoy’s courageously patriotic life,
which ended with an “ignominious demise.”
At the heart of this gripping historical study is a portrait of
a frighteningly divided France beset by political polarization, a
nation that continued to struggle with those fissures after the
war. Dormoy’s “life, death, and legacy is also the story of the
struggle over the ways in which French people chose to remember, or forget, the last decade of the feeble Third Republic and
the terrible war years as they sought to build a new France after
the Liberation, a France that, it must be remembered, exonerated many, if not most, for their wartime crimes.” In fact, even
the erection of a statue of Dormoy in Montluçon years later
proved controversial. The same France that could not bring all
of the politician’s murderers to justice found that it could not
fully grapple with the meaning of his life: “Dormoy was largely
forgotten by 1950 because France needed to recover from the
trauma of the war and construct a consensus about French
identity that required a selective amnesia about the troubled
1930s and the war years. The very existence of a French ‘civil
war’ needed to be elided from historical memory in order to
avoid the same conflicts that rent France before the war from
breaking out again once peace in Europe had been restored.” As
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Buccellato, Brian
Illus. by Christian Ward
Legendary Comics (120 pp.)
$24.99 | $14.99 e-book | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-68116-090-0
A crooked cop inexplicably suffers
others’ physical pain while hunting kidnappers in this supernatural graphic novel.
New Orleans cop Leo Guidry revels
in his own seediness. He’s a perpetual drunk who steals and sells
evidence and proceeds to have an affair with another cop’s wife.
But lately, he’s seeing things he can’t explain, such as people who
appear as glowing creatures. Things really take a turn when a
fellow detective dies in the line of duty—a gunshot to the head—
and Guidry suffers an identical injury simultaneously. Guidry
survives with a hole in his head that never stops bleeding,
though only he can see this dreadful wound. He doesn’t know
what’s happening even as the detective’s apparent ghost materializes before him. Perhaps it’s time for this dirty cop to “settle
up,” which he attempts to do by looking into the abduction of
a drug addict. He later witnesses the same kidnappers grab a
young Honduran man. Guidry tracks down the victims while
facing an especially huge obstacle. When certain individuals
suffer injuries, like a savage pistol-whipping, the detective feels
the same thing and sees the results on his increasingly battered
mug. Along the way, he encounters people he’s let down and
deals with the guilt caused by the loss of his son. But his dangerous, graphically psychedelic journey seems to revolve around
his choices that have hurt others and a newfound chance to
clear his conscience. And Guidry soon realizes he’s only a small
part of a much bigger fight and a much larger world.
Buccellato’s novel—based on a story by Robert Johnson
and John Alvey—moves at the pace of a Hollywood action film.
That’s hardly surprising, as it was also developed by movie producer Jason Spire and actor Oscar Isaac. Guidry is the quintessential world-weary detective hiding in a dark city’s squalid
underbelly. As he sees more and more bewildering things, a
mystery slowly creeps into the narrative that couples well with
such familiar sights as cops chasing baddies. Despite his flaws,
Guidry is an appealing hero who eventually strives to do what’s
right. Most of the police, meanwhile, see him as a peculiar guy
|

“Cincotta’s novel deftly combines vivid characterizations,
solid worldbuilding, and a mystery that is anything
but paint-by-numbers.”
paint me gone

PAINT ME GONE

with “mummy bandages” pointlessly covering his head; they
can’t see the bloody and bruised agony on his face that he and
readers spot. No one else in the cast gets as much focus, though
Suzie, Guidry’s paramour, stands out as a woman who craves an
emotional connection. Some characters are intentionally enigmatic, from a biker gang to the truck driver transporting the
abductees. Ward’s richly hued artwork complements this somber detective story with blue-gray nights and glaringly bright
lights. But the most striking visual is Guidry’s head wound, as
its mesmerizing blood floats in the air and sometimes even covers the panels with spatter. As to what’s going on, there are few
answers until the final act rolls around. While the creators provide a good deal of clarity, questions remain, and it’s clear they
have planned this as the start of a series.
A superb noirish tale with otherworldly glimpses and a
gruff, likable detective.

Cincotta, Howard
Self (235 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | July 12, 2022
979-8-8402-0969-1

BEE-ING HAPPY WITH
UNICORN JAZZ AND FRIENDS

Caprelli, Lisa
Illus. by Davey Villalobos
Happy and Fun Lifestyle (34 pp.)
$24.94 | $9.03 paper | $4.40 e-book
Aug. 9, 2019
978-1-951203-02-3
978-1-951203-00-9 paper

Animals, both real and magical, share
things that make them happy in this second installment of the
Unicorn Jazz picture-book series.
After a short introduction by the bespectacled honeybee
Bee Happy, Caprelli’s cheerful story offers ideas about what
makes the anthropomorphized cast of animals smile. Each page
starts with the words “Bee-ing Happy Is,” followed by concepts
both personal (making a birthday wish) and friend-focused
(writing someone a letter or giving a pal a balloon). Many of the
pages suggest activities to share with friends or family, while
others discuss more solitary endeavors involving nature. The
author’s repeated opening gives the lap crowd a chance to jump
in on each page as well as bolstering the confidence of newly
emergent readers. The simple phrases at the bottoms of the
pages are skillfully reflected by Villalobos’ cartoon illustrations,
providing emergent readers extra clues to decipher unfamiliar
words. But one word on each page that’s key to the image is
depicted with every letter in a different color, which may create challenges for some readers. The heavily shaded pictures
have a hand-drawn feel, sometimes with the colors slipping
beyond their outlines, making the pages seem busy. While each
illustration features Bee Happy (encouraging readers to spot
the insect), the other characters—even Unicorn Jazz—are not
consistently present, making it hard to get to know the players.
Fans already familiar with the series or the related TV show may
connect with the cast more easily.
An engaging, kindness-centered collection of largely unrelated, upbeat moments.
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In this novel, a painter will not be
brushed off as he investigates a series of
threats and deaths seemingly connected
to the opening of a new museum.
Wade Strothers, a self-described
“sixty-two-year-old with bad knees, lousy
prostate, dizzy spells, and a missing finger joint,” has the soul of
an artist but the temperament of a cynical, misanthropic 1940s
movie sleuth. “I neither follow nor take direction well,” the
painter remarks. Just ask Sybil Visser, president of the Chesapeake Watermedia Society. Wade is on the outs with her and
the group’s other select members after a disastrous Washington
Post interview in which he was supposed to promote the society and its ambitious plans to establish a national watercolor
museum. Instead, he is disrespectfully combative with a young
reporter, and the resulting article makes the society an object
of derision. But it’s no joke when he receives written threats
(“It was fire last time and it will be fire again!”). This may be a
reference to a conflagration that 20 years prior destroyed the
summer studio of the celebrated painter (and Sybil’s “mentor,
paramour and husband”) David-Alan Lawrence, who suffered a
fatal heart attack trying to salvage his artworks. The suspicious
death of one of Wade’s few friends increases the stakes, and he
teams up with Elena Sokolovsky, a fellow artist and romantic
interest, to investigate. On the homefront, he is reunited with
his estranged daughter, who turns up with her toddler daughter. Cincotta has etched a textured novel that deftly combines
vivid characterizations, solid worldbuilding, and a mystery that
is anything but paint-by-numbers. The author writes credibly
and accessibly about art (“How I could step close to Van Gogh’s
canvases and see everything dematerialize into a random set of
daubs and splashes of color, without form or pattern. Then step
back and back again, and see these arbitrary color pieces resolve
into the image of dark olive trees baking under a hot Provence
sun”). There are some editing gaffes (the first name of the character Carlton Breeden-Winchester at times is spelled with an
errant “E”), but they do not mar the overall story. Readers will
hope that this is not the last they hear from the Chesapeake
Watermedia Society.
A striking mystery and character study with value and color.
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12 LAWS OF THE JUNGLE
How To Become a
Lethal Entrepreneur

GOD GRANTS HIS
FIRST DIVORCE
And Other Absurdities of
Contemporary Times

Cleland, Daniel
Houndstooth Press (214 pp.)
$24.99 | $15.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
978-1-5445-2732-1
978-1-5445-2730-7 paper

Davis, Dawn
Illus. by James Ireland
FriesenPress (102 pp.)
$16.99 | $8.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
June 29, 2022
978-1-03-914603-7
978-1-03-914602-0 paper

Cleland, the CEO and founder of the
Soltara Healing Center, offers strategies
for entrepreneurial combat in this guide.
The author is the head of a Costa Rica–based health-retreat
company that depended upon international travel, which was
dramatically affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. He realized that he was fighting for his financial life, so he decided to
document his experience in these pages. The result is a book
that interweaves an account of this journey with 12 “laws” he
developed to make it through the upheaval. Comparing entrepreneurship to jungle combat may not be a novel concept, but
it serves the author well; as he asserts, “our dreams reserve
themselves for those who are daring enough to troop into the
jungle, endure the ruthless elements, and keep taking enormous
action.” Cleland’s laws are also creatively couched in this metaphor; Law 3, for instance, is “Learn to Hunt” (referring to “selling and influencing”); Law 7 is “Plan for Snakebites,” or, rather,
setbacks; and Law 9 is “Sharpen Your Spear,” which encourages readers to look for major opportunities. Early on, Cleland
refers to “the Wartime CEO,” suggesting that “decisions are
the individual moves that advance your startup war.” By setting
this kind of tone, Cleland’s makes it clear that his own business
survival was at stake, and he makes a convincing case for doing
whatever it takes to succeed. However, the result is a take-noprisoners atmosphere that may not appeal to all readers. Still,
the book’s messaging is on target and will be relevant to budding entrepreneurs as well as those who’ve long been in business.
It includes such fundamentals as how to develop a sound vision,
motivate a team, and master one’s financial resources, and these
basic building blocks are described well. In addition, the fact
that Cleland is providing this real-time counsel as he undergoes his own business struggles has real resonance, as when he
advises entrepreneurs to “realize deeply that your decisions
aren’t just about now” and to “have backup plans. And backup
plans to those backup plans.”
Solid and actionable business advice hampered at times by
a rough tone.

A set of brief dispatches lampooning
some of life’s foibles.
The 21 short sketches in Davis’ idiosyncratic assemblage
present a comedy of errors, often arising from simple, everyday
occurrences. The scenarios portray the confusion and misdirection that occur when bickering spouses pack the car for a family
camping trip or 21 steps to teeth whitening that involve bleach
and airplane glue, among other situations. Readers who field
endless emails and messages at a home office will appreciate the
devilish candor of “Working From Home”—a piece in which juggling work and family obligations tends to resemble a frenzied
circus. The hilarious title story is also the book’s lengthiest; it
showcases a whimsical, playful conversation between a rather
oblivious, if omnipresent, tea-slurping God and an obedient
angel named Bates who, in pages of banter, works hard to make
his boss look good. The book’s ability to laugh at life’s woes is
its best quality; a section on “The Ten Most Common Medical
Complaints of the Middle-Aged Woman,” for instance, offers a
chuckle about the aging process. Davis effortlessly sends up the
serious business of demonic possession in “Exorcisms ‘R’ Us” and
a convoluted itinerary for a “Six-Day Guided Tour of Rome” with
a wink and a smirk. One of the pieces here wouldn’t be surprising as a startup idea: a timeshare program that rents out house
cats of varying personalities and temperaments by the week or
the month. Overall, the material is of consistently high quality,
ranging from silly and fanciful to laugh-out-loud hilarious, and
may appeal to readers young and old. Ireland’s cute, black-andwhite line drawings sprinkled throughout depict scenes from the
stories and embellish this breezy work.
Delightfully quirky vignettes that offer lighthearted
approaches to everyday problems.

OWNING THE DASH
Applying the Mindset of a
Fitness Master to the Art of
Family Financial Planning
Delauney, Anthony
Mascot Books (176 pp.)
$15.86 | $0.99 e-book | April 2, 2019
978-1-64307-272-2

A credentialed financial planner offers
a nuts-and-bolts guide that compares financial planning to a physical fitness program.
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“Anyone who has lived in—or dreamed of—New York will
find here an engrossing portrait of its mundane magic.”
the yack yack

soon became a victim of Ryan’s alcoholism and resulting abusive
behavior. Andi got through the tumultuous year thanks to loyal
new pal Krystal Rivera and handsome football player Corey
Johnson, whose friendship with Andi soon turned into a passionate romance. Andi and Corey were prepared to be together
forever until a series of betrayals during their freshman year of
college led to a heavy breakup, and they haven’t spoken since.
When Andi returns to her dad’s suburban hometown of Fairford, she discovers that he’d been sober for many years prior to
his death. He started a successful home design business with
Corey, now a single dad who’s still carrying a torch for Andi. Can
Andi reconcile her painful family history and make her way to a
bright, new beginning? (Corey had “always been a balm for my
soul.”) Or is the past too much to overcome? Alternating the
chapters between Andi’s life-changing high school years and her
current reality, Dembowski crafts a lovely, sympathetic hero,
realistically flawed due in large part to the trauma she experienced as a young person. The plot is carefully woven, dropping
breadcrumbs to a satisfying final reveal where no individual is
at fault. Though everyone’s actions have consequences, a happily-ever-after may still be on the horizon. Andi and Corey are
a believable couple whose teenage chemistry has the potential
to translate into a strong adult relationship, but only if both are
willing to work on it.
A poignant, hopeful look at how the past informs the present and future.

y o u n g a d u lt

In the introduction to this informative debut guide to financial health, Delauney explains its enigmatic title by revealing that
his inspiration was his high-achieving cousin Greg Plitt, who
built a successful career in the physical fitness industry before his
death in a train accident at age 37. Delauney writes that he was
deeply influenced by Greg’s philosophy of taking control of the
time represented by the dash between the birth and death dates
on a tombstone. This proactive approach is one of the book’s
major themes; another is the parallel between physical training
and financial planning. Beginning with the basics, “Your Foundation: Setting Goals” and “Your Foundation: The Numbers,” the
text ties the metrics of physical conditioning to formulating
financial goals and constructing statements of net worth and
cash flow. Later chapters continue this metaphor: “Eating Your
Taxes, Paying Your Calories” suggests strategies for lowering tax
payments, and “Your Home, Your Gym: What Do You Control?”
meticulously explores the advantages and pitfalls of home ownership. “Your Investments, Your Muscles: Making the Most of
What You Have” provides numerous charts and detailed explanations of types of investments, negating this somewhat with the
caveat, “If you wait to research all of your investment options…
you may very quickly discover that your search is endless.” Similarly, the penultimate chapter, “Finding the Right Financial
Planner,” undermines the work’s message by suggesting that the
tasks in previous chapters are likely to be overwhelming and that
readers may be better served by hiring a financial planner. Still,
the book’s promotional aspect isn’t prominent, and Delauney
demonstrates an empathetic understanding of how intimidating financial planning can be for those uncomfortable with
investments and tax structures. The work’s biggest weakness is
its repetition of the physical fitness parallel, which may remind
readers of another area of insecurity rather than boosting their
confidence. An appendix contains useful documents for taking
control of one’s financial present and future.
A mostly cogent manual for understanding personal
finance but occasionally muddied by a forced metaphor.

THE YACK YACK
New York Notes
and Stories

Emanuel, Judyth
Adelaide Books (178 pp.)
$19.60 paper | Aug. 16, 2022
978-1-955196-79-6
A woman’s besotted affair with
New York is celebrated in these exuberant writings.
Australian-born novelist Emanuel’s
rambling memoirs of her sojourns in New York and her short
fiction set in the city blend together into a love letter that views
Gotham’s iconic scenes and experiences from off-kilter angles.
Chief among these are Emanuel’s wanderings through the city’s
art scene, viewing everything from classical sculpture to Rembrandt self-portraits to avant-garde gallery offerings. (“I can
only think of kneepads,” she remarks of a performance piece
in which the artist crawled across a concrete floor strewn with
glass shards.) She also got distracted by a man’s jiggling leg during a performance of Carmen at the Metropolitan Opera; went
on many a shopping expedition (at one boutique, she absentmindedly shoplifted a purse); ruminated on John Lennon at the
Dakota and Dylan Thomas at the White Horse Tavern; encountered celebrated street performer The Naked Cowboy, clad
only in undies, on 42nd Street during a blizzard; battled a balky
MetroCard reader; savored the fish section at Zabar’s food nirvana; and listened patiently to the yackety anecdotes of natives.

THE COREY EFFECT

Dembowski, Casey
Red Adept Publishing (294 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Aug. 5, 2022
978-1-948051-97-2
In this second-chance romance, a
woman revisits old traumas—and the
one who got away.
Andrea Scott has it together—mostly.
The 28-year-old New Yorker works in
marketing; is close with her mother and
her best friends, Emma and Charlie Loughlin; and has fabulous
sex with a man named Harry Stengel. But Andi’s job is unfulfilling, and Harry happens to be her boss and also married. When
Andi receives a phone call that her estranged father, Ryan, has
died, she’s forced to face the past she left behind. During her
junior year of high school, Andi moved in with her dad while
her mother took a temporary position overseas, and the teen
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(“As I gets out of the car, I closes the door and my coat catches
in the door. Ira the stupid klutz starts driving away.”) Later sections of the book feature flash fiction, also about women wandering New York, drawn by tenuous romantic leads but mainly
just taking in the city’s aura. A final story removes itself to Sydney to plumb the fraught relationship of an insecure art student
and her melodramatic friend—before returning to New York
for melancholy reflection on the friendship’s tragic demise.
Emanuel’s feuilletons unfold as a swirling kaleidoscope of
impressions that add up to an urban odyssey reminiscent of Stephen Dedalus’ passage through Dublin in Ulysses. Her gorgeous,
evocative prose renders even a subway annoyance as a standout
image: “In the seat opposite us, sits the exact opposite of tantalizing, a stoner ogre slumps half asleep, legs sprawled, a claw
hammer poking out of his pocket.” As the city emerges through
her layered atmospherics, Emanuel conveys the dynamic of
loneliness and longing playing out in them. (“In the shadow of
a fifth-floor walk-up, a chain-smoking figure presses his face
to the window pane. The tip of his cigarette smouldering red.
We face each other at twilight. Two lone voyeurs. Me eating
a Twinkie and him slouching on the razor’s edge. Oh Jesus.”)
At times the writing breaks free into a surreal lyricism that’s
right on the edge of incoherence—“A film, a robot, the city of
rationality remembers me giddy as a goddess and maggot man
dancing on stained carpet, punching the jukebox as he upends
packets of chips into my open mouth of that Sunday, do I whisper, Come home with me”—yet somehow makes sense. Anyone
who has lived in—or dreamed of—New York will find here an
engrossing portrait of its mundane magic.
A captivating homage to the city and the restless souls
inhabiting it.

can enjoy at their leisure. From applying “theory of mind” to
character development to thinking of realism as a kind of “vegetarian meat,” the author tackles the fundamentals of fiction in
perhaps the most basic way anyone has dealt with them before.
The book is slim—only about 100 pages—which contributes to
the sense that it is just covering the essentials. Gelfan’s prose
is concise and elegant, as here where he offers some thoughts
about dialogue: “Whatever a character says, the dialogue will
better serve you and the reader if it adds a new slant, a surprise,
a glimpse of how the speaker’s mind works, reveals a hidden element, raises a question, or at least makes us laugh.” The volume
is not overly scientific—the author is a writer and editor, not an
anthropologist—but it nevertheless manages to eke out its own
philosophical bent. Even fairly conventional pieces of advice,
like the counsel concerning dialogue, feel fresh when introduced in the context of lighting up different corners of readers’
primitive brains. In a crowded genre, this craft guide makes a
lasting impression.
An illuminating writing manual with an evolutionary focus.

THIS ARAB LIFE
A Generation’s Journey
Into Silence

Ghandour, Amal
Bold Story Press (168 pp.)
$22.99 | $16.99 paper | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-954805-32-3
978-1-954805-26-2 paper
Community development specialist and author Ghandour reflects on her
life growing up amid the political tumult
of the Middle East and her generation’s

HURLING WORDS
INTO DARKNESS
A Book Doctor’s Dose of
Brain Science for Writers

response to it.
The author was born in Lebanon in 1962, but when she was
only 5 months old, her family was compelled to flee the country for Jordan when her father, Ali, was sentenced to death by
the Lebanese state for his alleged involvement in an attempted
coup. She was raised in Amman and experienced a peculiar kind
of stability in the wake of its civil war, which finally settled into
an “ugly memory.” Still, there were always paroxysms of unrest—
so many, in fact, that they became nearly indistinguishable from
the normal rhythms of life and led to a kind of acquiescent “atrophy,” as the author puts it. Ghandour’s experience was colored
by her own privilege, which provided her family with a means
of escape and her with an education in the United States that
afforded her a taste of “unencumbered aliveness.” However, the
author also tells of being plagued by the “listlessness” of a generation that came of “political age” in the 1980s but had allowed
itself to be silenced—a predicament that Ghandour affectingly
portrays in these pages. Specifically, her account includes an
astute interpretation of the uprisings that roiled the Arab world
in 2011—the shock of their promise as well as their disappointments: “I don’t know if my generation understood the meaning
of what we saw…or if we knew, were at a loss about our options,
and so decided to sell out.” Over the course of this memoir, her

Gelfan, Peter
Sargasso Press (118 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | Sept. 30, 2022
979-8-9863451-0-9

A guide offers writing advice with a
cognitive science twist.
There are plenty of books on writing, many of which recycle ideas about art and storytelling that
are, in some cases, thousands of years old. “Meanwhile,” argues
Gelfan in his introduction, “over only the past few decades,
cognitive science has discovered much about how the human
mind sees and orders the world and extracts meaning from
it. It’s high time we mix some brain science into our thinking
about reading and writing.” The author challenges would-be
writers to get inside the minds of their very human audiences
and ask themselves: Why do people read? In Gelfan’s view, it’s
the result of an evolutionary imperative. The human mind is
always on the quest for experience, and a book is perhaps the
greatest approximation of a first-person adventure that readers
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flaunts a realistic edginess.”
merlin’s rings

prose is poetically precise and as sharp as her encounter with
cultural and philosophical ambivalence permits. Overall, this is
a disarmingly candid memoir in which Ghandour takes herself
and her entire generation to task for the manner in which they
may have been complicit in the Arab world’s political failures.
As such, it’s a gripping remembrance and one that’s as clear as
it is dramatic.
An unflinching depiction of an author’s complex international experiences.

FAITH’S FRECKLES

Hinds-Perry, Baylei & Shermaine
Perry-Knights
Illus. by Michaela Kirk
Innovation Consultants of Dekalb
(32 pp.)
$23.99 | $13.99 paper | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-953518-16-3
978-1-953518-17-0 paper
In Hinds-Perry and Perry-Knights’
picture book, a young girl realizes that the freckles she hates
can be seen by others as beautiful.
Faith is upset about how everyone makes fun of her freckles: “They laugh and point and say that they make my face look
dirty.” She even uses the word disgusting to describe them herself.
Fortunately, her best friend, McKenzie, doesn’t take part in the
ridicule. Faith reluctantly attends McKenzie’s birthday party,
but when she arrives, the other girls pick on her again. She flees,
but McKenzie goes after Faith and tells her that her freckles are
part of what makes her special. Faith realizes that if a friend can
see her beauty, maybe she can see it, too. Although bullying and
body-shaming are complicated topics, this account of Faith’s selfesteem journey may offer young readers hope. The authors use a
simple first-person narrative to depict Faith’s shifting perspective
in a way that feels authentic to youngsters’ concerns. Kirk’s fullcolor cartoon illustrations depict a brown-skinned Faith whose
smile lights up her face; McKenzie’s skin is also brown, and others are shown with a range of skin tones. Readers are likely to
empathize with both main characters and may be encouraged by
McKenzie’s courage to stand up for their own friends.
A simple, upbeat narrative about the healing power of
friendship.

y o u n g a d u lt

of a nefarious reason for the grand ship’s rapid descent.
Poppy and Daisy Melville paid for their passage on the
Titanic by securing positions as first-class stewardesses. They
are the eldest of the four daughters of the Earl of Riddlesdown,
an objectionable man ruled by his passion to produce a male
heir. The two sisters have fled his home and are headed for
California, where the impulsive 18-year-old Daisy is determined
to become a Hollywood movie star. Nobody in Riddlesdown
knows they have set sail for America. Both young women are
rescued by Cunard Line’s Carpathia. But the reckless Daisy
committed one final impetuous act while onboard the Titanic
that will put her life in jeopardy when the surviving crew is
forced to return to England. Meanwhile, back in London, Harry
Hazelton, a former regimental officer and spy—injured in India
after being attacked by a wild boar—is hired by the sisters’ uncle,
the Bishop of Fordingbridge, to investigate the disappearance
of his nieces. Add in two additional survivors—Ernie Sullivan,
an Australian working as a Titanic fireman, and Alvin Towson,
an American gambler—each with secret objectives, and there
is plenty of material in the interactions among these characters
for an intriguing drama. Hodgetts seamlessly weaves together
records of survivor testimony and conclusions drawn by the
British inquiry into the disaster with both her fictional characters and historical figures. The novel’s most riveting pages
are the vivid opening scenes on the water, where Poppy sits in
Lifeboat 14 watching the ship go down bow first and listening
to the screams of the passengers pleading for help in the frigid
Atlantic (“The starlight, cold and merciless, shone down on the
people struggling in the water, and their desperate flailing produced a maelstrom of white phosphorescence”). But the story
of the aftermath and coverups by the White Star Line and the
British government are equally stunning and disturbing. It is a
compelling backdrop to an engrossing tale that is at heart a traditional drama about life and love.
An engaging and unsettling addition to the Titanic-themed
fiction category.

MERLIN’S RINGS
Book One: Young Crusaders

Hoyt, Virginia
Manuscript (343 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Aug. 13, 2022

A group of teens discovers a shared connection to Camelot and becomes humanity’s protectors in this YA fantasy debut.
In San Antonio, Texas, 15-year-old
Lucas Moreno plays the flute, runs high
school track, and loves video games. This
average teen’s life is upended when his architect father, Tomás,
is gravely injured at a construction site. Before dying in a hospital, Tomás tells Lucas about a box with a silver ring that may
only be a “fairy tale.” Six weeks later, Lucas finds a beautifully
carved rosewood box among his father’s belongings. The silver ring inside is accompanied by a note explaining that it was
“forged by Merlin” to battle evil and was passed down to Moreno

THE GIRL IN THE LIFEBOAT
A Novel of the Titanic

Hodgetts, Eileen Enwright
Emerge Publishing (384 pp.)
$15.85 paper | $4.99 e-book | May 25, 2022
978-1-73760-703-8
Two sisters survive the sinking of the
Titanic but face further danger when they
return to England in this historical melodrama/mystery that poses the possibility
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men, beginning with Round Table Knight Don Vasquez of Spain.
While researching this incredible claim on the internet, Lucas
interacts with Oxford professor Morgan Dunmoore, an Arthurian scholar. In a dream, the teen speaks with Don Vasquez and
learns that there are other Arthurian artifacts besides the Holy
Grail, including the Eye of Buddha and the Hands of Allah.
These relics must be saved from the clutches of Mordred, “the
bastard heir to Camelot,” whose dark power brings violence
into the world. With the help of other ring-powered teens, Desmondo “Des” Jafar Moboto, Maya Hosokawa, and Ryan Casey,
Lucas must save humanity from evil. Hoyt’s series opener is a
globe-hopping adventure that will rivet budding history and
mythology fans. While the heavy hand of “destiny” often steps
in to steer the plot, the diverse cast proves entertaining and
flaunts a realistic edginess. Ryan, for example, scoffs at the teens’
mission by saying, “Destiny me arse. It’s what the bloody Pope
tells the poor to keep ’em down.” Mordred and his agents are a
pervasive malevolence, responsible for killing each teen’s father
but also inspiring global villainy, such as Japan’s Aum Shinrikyo
cult. Deep tensions strengthen the narrative’s second half as
the group discovers a potential traitor. Magic helps shorten the
travel time between countries, and the grisly action is well choreographed. Fleshed-out antagonists who are truly frightening
hint at a compelling sequel.
An immersive tale that effortlessly merges fantasy, history,
and mythology.

the laundromat. Sleepy Boomville turns out to have more than
enough crime to keep a good private detective employed—
assuming that the gumshoe doesn’t get herself killed, of course.
In this series opener, Kane’s players are all characters with a
capital C, and the plot evolves organically from their outsized
personalities. The author’s descriptive prose sets the perfect
mood for this mountain caper. Here, she describes Brandy’s
early impressions of Boomville: “Half the town looked like it
had been designed by hippies on acid. The other half was a collection of dilapidated wooden shacks, ghostly remnants of the
former glory days of this once-booming mining town. The third
half consisted of handsome brick buildings protected under
national heritage laws.” The book offers an attractive blend
of comedy and mystery, and by the end, readers will be eagerly
anticipating the next Brandy Martini adventure.
A colorful, character-driven detective tale that captures
the crunchy grit of modern Colorado.

SEX TALKS WITH TWEENS
What To Say & How To Say It

Lang, Amy
Birds & Bees & Kids (182 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $8.99 e-book | June 20, 2022
978-1-66783-617-1
A series of sex-education scripts for
children ages 9 to 12.
For her model of best practices
when it comes to sex education, Lang
looks to a part of the world with very
few unwanted teen pregnancies—Scandinavia—where frank
discussions of all things related to sex begin in kindergarten.
“They have sex ed all the way through school so there is no not
knowing,” she writes. “Everyone knows nearly all of the sex
things, and it shows in their teen sexual-health outcomes.” This
is the thinking behind her own book: The earlier and more
thoroughly little children are educated about sex, the better off
they’ll be. They’ll have a more positive sense of themselves as
sexual beings, they’ll feel more prepared for dating, they’ll wait
longer to become sexually active, they’ll have a clearer sense of
the urgency of safe sex, and so on. In these pages, Lang covers
everything from old familiar basics—the centrality of consent
in all forms of physical contact; the whys and hows of trusting
adults; specifics dealing with things like body hair, acne, and
such—to some of the latest required discussions on the subject of sex, including introductions to terms like cisgender and
the spectrum of sexualities. The coverage of queer identity is
positive and thoughtful: “If you can, use your friends and family
members as examples of different orientations. This will normalize being something other than straight and (assuming they
are trustworthy) can give your kid someone to confide in if they
are sorting out their sexual orientation.” Throughout, Lang uses
an upbeat, encouraging tone clearly designed to allay parental
fears and anxieties. The prose is clear and accessible, and the
focus is always on the well-being of the children. Potentially
divisive subjects—some parents won’t like the idea of talking to

HIGH CRIMES
A Brandy Martini Novel

Kane, Montana
Bird on a Head (337 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Sept. 28, 2022
979-8-9868074-2-3

A Chicago cop becomes a Rocky Mountain private eye in this debut crime novel.
After taking a bullet in the line of
duty, former Chicago narcotics detective
Brandy Martini has plans of starting over
as a private investigator in the Colorado
mountain town of Boomville. Unfortunately for Brandy, her
confrontational personality lands her in jail only a few weeks
after moving to town. (While visiting the town laundromat, she
accidentally gave an undercover cop the impression that she
was an out-of-town drug dealer.) Luckily, she uses her time in
the slammer to drum up some business. It turns out the other
woman in the cell—for being drunk and disorderly—is looking
for her adult son, Lucas Davenport, who’s already been missing
for three days. Once out of jail, Brandy rents a slightly dilapidated Victorian dwelling to serve as her combination home
and office, then starts pounding the pavement for leads on the
absent Lucas, who turns out to be a highly sought-after grower
in the local weed economy. Brandy soon finds herself deep in
the colorful—and dangerous—world of drug dealers operating
on both sides of the law, all while negotiating frequent run-ins
with the handsome police lieutenant who arrested her back at
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“An entertaining, varied anthology with clever writing.”
an adventurous spirit

AN ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT
A Lowestoft
Chronicle Anthology

their 10-year-old about herpes or polyamory—are handled with
sympathy and sensitivity.
An informed, affirming guide to talking about sexuality
with children.

Ed. by Litchfield, Nicholas
Lowestoft Chronicle Press (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Oct. 31, 2022
978-1-73233-282-9

SHOP IT! MISE IT! MAKE IT!
A Revolutionary Recipe and
Cooking System for Everyone

A detailed guide to sourcing recipes,
shopping for ingredients, and preparing to cook for novice
home chefs.
The experience of growing up with a mother who relied
upon what LeJeune calls the “B-A-R-F” method—boil, assemble, reheat, fry—made the author determined to make delicious,
well-crafted meals for her own kids. But, as a working mom, she
totally understands why people feel like they don’t have time
to cook. As an IT professional, she excels at turning complex
projects into simple systems, and with this book, she describes
how she does just that in the kitchen. The process begins with
a color-coded key for marking up recipes. For example, she
uses a black pen to draw a circle or a box around all the ingredients and a yellow highlighter to mark these ingredients as they
appear in the recipe instructions. After introducing the first
step in her system, LeJeune launches into cranky commentary
about kids who won’t learn to cook and the young adults who
rely on Instant Pots. This feels unnecessary; she does have a
point, though, when she suggests that no beginner is going to
learn how to cook a meal from a three-minute video. Her list
of favorite sources for great recipes is useful, and her suggestions of sources to avoid is interesting (she is no fan of The Joy of
Cooking). When she circles back to the system that is the basic
premise of this book, she describes her approach to shopping
for food and preparing to cook. The annotated recipes she’s
collected streamline the weekly trip to the grocery store; they
help ensure she knows how much she needs of every ingredient and the precise nature of each ingredient—for example, if
she simply adds “spinach” to her list, it could be fresh or frozen.
The mise in the title refers to mise en place, the French technique of having all ingredients prepped and portioned before
cooking begins. Anyone who has ever watched a cooking demo
has an idea of what this looks like, but LeJeune ends her book
by providing extremely detailed, step-by-step examples of how
she “mises it” as she prepares several dishes, including Butter
Chicken and Apple Pie.
Removes much of the guesswork and stress—and the possibility of unpleasant surprises—from cooking.
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An amusing anthology of writing
about travel from the online journal The
Lowestoft Chronicle.
In this new collection, editor
Litchfield presents a selection of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and interviews about journeys. Each
writer offers a pair of works, with the book opening with
“Just Entering Darkness, Missouri” by Jeff Burt, a piece of
short fiction in which a father and son road trip results in
an unexpected, menacing confrontation. The tales, real or
imagined, can lead anywhere, from Parisian pinball haunts
to the seedy underbelly of postwar Manhattan. One of 18
poems offered here, “Making Sense” by Linda Ankrah-Dove
is a delightful mashup of Homer’s Odyssey and the lyrics of
Bob Dylan. Two interviews are also included: a conversation
with historical novelist Sheldon Russell and another with
Abby Frucht, winner of the Iowa Short Fiction Award. Creative nonfiction offerings include Catherine Dowling’s “Two
Halves of a Whole,” about her attending a writers’ workshop
in Alaska to experience the territory away from the tourist
trail. Among the many standout works is Tim Frank’s “Three
Strikes,” whose premise—about a London Underground
driver actively seeking his third kill so he’ll be eligible for
indefinite leave—is inventively and uncomfortably dark, and
readers will savor its devilish twist. Meanwhile, poems such
as “Woman With the Red Carry-On” are drolly perceptive:
“Why must I take six undies / for a two night stay?” Other
descriptive passages, such as this one in “Just Entering Darkness, Missouri,” will make the reader recoil and snort with
laughter simultaneously: “I examined one large jar of goose
pickles, expecting the brine to be the color of urine, but if it
was urine, the dark brown belied some type of illness.” Readers may be disappointed at the dearth of female fiction writers here, but, by and large, the work features a wide array of
voices. Overall, it’s entertaining, varied, and clever writing.
A refreshingly original collection of sharp tales.

LeJeune, Suzanne
FriesenPress (140 pp.)
$38.49 | $27.99 paper | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-03-914152-0
978-1-03-914151-3 paper
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70 ADS TO SAVE
THE WORLD
An Illustrated Memoir
of Social Change

BABY PALM
An Adventure
in Growth

Mir, Dilek
Illus. by Pawel Kamieniecki
Mir House (34 pp.)
$14.95 | $4.95 e-book | Dec. 5, 2021
978-1-953887-04-7

Mander, Jerry
Synergetic Press (136 pp.)
$26.95 paper | $11.49 e-book | Sept. 27, 2022
978-0-907791-81-2

An activist surveys socially conscious
advertising strategies as he melds an
illustrated memoir with advice and critiques of runaway capitalism and environmental damage.
With hundreds of millions of dollars spent daily on razzle-dazzle advertising, “corporate or commercial interests
dominate mass-media, ‘free-speech’ ad expressions in the
US,” notes career adman Mander (The Capitalism Papers, 2012,
etc.). Despite titans like the Jolly Green Giant and the Geiko
Gecko, this book argues, noncorporate campaigners operating on “exquisitely small budgets” have produced ads that have
had “startling success” in public engagement. Many were oneoffs with short newspaper runs that maximized their efficacy
through a careful blending of jarring headlines and images with
informational text. As the co-founder of the United States’ first
nonprofit ad agency, Public Interest Communications, and a
lifelong environmentalist and critic of capitalism, Mander is
perhaps the nation’s most experienced activist advertiser. He
devotes significant attention to his own years in the profession,
which included antisemitic experiences such as being told by a
Park Avenue ad agency in 1959: “Your hair is too kinky; try Seventh Avenue.” That initial brush with the discrimination in the
industry began the yearslong transformation of an Ivy League
business school graduate “from Adman to Anti-Adman,” which
led to his co-founding of PIC. A skilled writer, Mander gives
engaging behind-the-scenes looks into the opposite worlds of
advertising and nonprofits, describing the backstories of effective ads for groups such as the Sierra Club, Planned Parenthood,
and Friends of the Earth. Yet the undisputed stars of this book
are the socially conscious advertisements themselves, which
are reprinted in full-page, high-quality images and deal with
topics from animal rights and the environment to gun control.
Indigenous voices and perspectives, also heard in Mander’s
previous books, are highlighted in critiques of environmental
degradation and unfettered capitalism. The book ends with
tips (“Secrets of Success”) for activists and nonprofits on how to
create high-impact advertisements on a limited budget, though
it leaves you wondering how the book’s print-centric approach
applies to social media.
A beautifully designed history of iconic nonprofit
advertisements.

A palm tree learns that letting go of things he no longer
needs can be helpful to others in this illustrated children’s book.
Baby Palm, Daddy Palm, and Grandma Palm live together
on a beautiful island in the Caribbean. Every full moon, humans
arrive to collect old fronds that the trees have dropped, but Baby
Palm doesn’t want to abandon his. “When I let my old ones go,
I make room for new fronds to grow,” observes Daddy Palm,
but Baby Palm clings tightly to what he knows. As the humans
come month after month, Baby Palm notices one woman’s shape
changing; she’s going to have a baby. When there are sounds of
celebration over the hill, Baby Palm wants to know what’s going
on, but Daddy Palm says he’ll have to grow tall enough to find
out for himself. Curiosity wins out and Baby Palm decides he’s
ready: He drops his fronds and realizes it really doesn’t hurt at all.
As the months pass, Baby Palm grows, and soon he sees that his
old fronds have become a crib for the human baby. Told in simple,
accessible language, this series opener presents a clear metaphor
for children discarding things they no longer need—whether
that means not being afraid to lose their teeth or deciding to
give up an old toy (as suggested in the end pages). But while the
parallel is distinct, Mir’s engaging story is never heavy-handed.
Like Daddy Palm and Grandma Palm, the tale remains patient
as Baby Palm works out his willingness to release his old fronds
at his own speed. Kamieniecki’s basic dot-and-line faces for the
palm trees contrast with the more complex expressions of the
brown-skinned humans, but both deftly communicate the emotions of the characters. There are also hidden pictures on each
page, described in the endnotes, offering young readers a reason
to go back and pore over the story. The scientific explanations
about the relationship between humans and palm trees should be
as much fun for adults as they are for children.
A gentle, charming, and encouraging tale about bravely
growing up.

AZABU GETAWAY
A Detective Hiroshi Mystery

Pronko, Michael
Raked Gravel Press (330 pp.)
$18.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | Sept. 10, 2022
978-1-942410-28-7

Tokyo detectives chase an American
father—and possible killer—who has
kidnapped his own daughters in this fifth
installment of a mystery series.
Police detective and forensic accountant Hiroshi Shimizu has a predilection for working at a
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“This accessible book provides readers with a sophisticated analysis
of Sandburg’s passions, poetry, and influence on American culture.”
discovering carl sandburg

the poet as well. Born in Maywood, Illinois, a “few blocks” from
Sandburg’s home 30 years prior, Quinley would eventually move
to the Appalachian Mountains. He lived just a few miles from
Sandburg’s famed residence in Hendersonville, North Carolina.
As a docent for the Carl Sandburg Home National Historic Site,
the author was often asked for literature about the luminary’s life.
And though much has been written about Sandburg, biographies
on the iconoclast are either out of print or are tomes with more
than 800 pages. Eschewing comprehensiveness for brevity, Quinley seeks to fill this void in the literary world by offering readers
a short introduction to Sandburg’s life and writings. At just 158
pages, this accessible book packs a solid punch, providing readers
with not just the highlights of Sandburg’s life, but also a sophisticated analysis of his passions, poetry, and influence on American culture. This engaging approach that’s tailored to a general
audience is complemented by an ample assortment of historical
photographs. And while its hagiographic tone may annoy some
readers, this slim volume is backed by more than 260 endnotes
and delivers an extensive bibliography for readers interested in
learning more about the 20th century’s “voice of America.”
A well-written, concise examination of a literary legend.

y o u n g a d u lt

computer. But his superior sends him to two crime scenes in
one day, the second one in the affluent Tokyo neighborhood
called Azabu. There’s a body in an apartment and two missing
young sisters. The girls’ mother, Miyuki, believes the abductor is the siblings’ father, Patrick Walsh, whom she is divorcing (“I suspected Patrick was having an affair”). He had been
in Wyoming on business for nearly a year, and even more tellingly, someone murdered the CEO at Walsh’s investment firm
(Hiroshi’s first crime scene of the day). Walsh rushes to make
it to the United States with his daughters, who love their dad
and have no idea that he’s actually kidnapped them. Hiroshi
and his fellow detectives are on the hunt but also take a close
look at the firm, where something shady has unmistakably been
transpiring. Once mysterious and dangerous men elbow their
ways into the story, Walsh, the detectives, and others find themselves in serious trouble. Readers familiar with Pronko’s series
won’t be disappointed by the dynamic, regular cast, from head
of homicide and former sumo wrestler Sakaguchi to Hiroshi’s
sharp and good-natured girlfriend, Ayana. The author, as usual,
aptly develops new characters, though they steal pages from
the hero. Walsh and Miyuki share an engrossing history and are
wrapped up in this gripping novel’s mystery. For example, someone has anonymously sent Miyuki photographs of Walsh’s supposed affair, and her husband uncovers financial discrepancies
at his firm. While Walsh’s being on the lam already accelerates
the narrative’s pace, Pronko’s typically concise prose stamps
the pedal to the metal. Suspenseful moments, such as Walsh
spotting strangers following him, wonderfully complement the
detectives’ fisticuffs with men desperate to avoid arrest.
Strong characters drive an edgy, nimble thriller.

THE JOURNEY

Rasmussen, Mark T.
By the Pure Sea Books (293 pp.)
$7.99 e-book | Nov. 28, 2022

In Rasmussen’s debut novel, a modern take on the Odysseus saga, the lead
leaves home to find his true home.
As the book opens, Raiden Walker
is skulking off in the wee hours away
from Toronto, Canada, leaving his pregnant girlfriend, Clea. He hates Toronto
and the cold of the Great White North and is weary of the
constant bickering that he and Clea seem to have fallen into.
Mostly, though, Raiden is terrified of his looming fatherhood:
His father was no prize—both abusive and then absent from an
early age—and Raiden is afraid that he will be just as bad. There
follows a picaresque adventure during which he meets Brianna,
a prostitute who, while not overly kind or compassionate, has a
keen understanding of Raiden’s problem. They travel together
until Brianna cuts him loose for his own sake. Araceli, an old
online girlfriend, then does the same. “Getting lucky” takes on
a whole new meaning for Raiden with these wise women, but
he also falls prey to some really ugly misadventures, the worst
of which we shall not mention. His duffel bag containing all his
important papers is stolen—the thief even cleans out his meager bank accounts—and other bad breaks make him realize how
desperate life can truly get. Time and again, we wonder how he
will survive, but he is a resourceful bloke. (Early on, he stows
away on a bus full of Chinese tourists.) The book is first-person
narrated, and it does suffer occasionally from distracting typos.
But it isn’t a stretch to say that Raiden grows on us. He is often
down but learns to grab whatever wisp of happiness he can; we
watch him repair his soul, mile by mile. In an interesting feature

DISCOVERING CARL
SANDBURG
The Eclectic Life of an
American Icon

Quinley, John W.
Mt. Camp Books (158 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $6.99 e-book | Aug. 28, 2022
979-8-218-05120-4

A retired professor explores the life
and writings of Carl Sandburg in this
debut book.
“During the first half of the twentieth century,” Quinley
writes, “Carl Sandburg seemed to be everywhere and do everything.” Though best known for his Pulitzer Prize–winning poetry
and multivolume biography of Abraham Lincoln, Sandburg had a
wide-ranging career as a public intellectual, which included stints
in journalism as a columnist and investigative reporter, in musicology as a leading advocate and performer of folk music, and in
the nascent movie industry as a consultant and film critic. He
also dabbled in political activism, children’s literature, and novels.
Not only does Quinley, a retired college administrator and professor, hail Sandburg as a 20th-century icon (“If my grandpa asks
you a question,” his grandchildren joke, “the answer is always Carl
Sandburg”), but much of his own life has been adjacent to that of
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AIN’T NO SUNSHINE

to this e-book, the author has provided links to pop songs
throughout, so when Raiden’s mood reminds him of a favorite
song, one just clicks on the title for their listening pleasure!
An ultimately upbeat novel with an engaging hero.

Roe, Carra
dive bar press (144 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Jan. 3, 2023

A debut novella focuses on a Southern
family upended by the death of its patriarch.
In her book, Roe introduces Champagne “Champ” d’Argent and her daughter, Bunny, part of a struggling Creole
farming family led by hardworking
husband and father Big Hank. Though
Champ believes her best years are behind
her, she puts a great amount of stock in her daughter, particularly wishing Bunny would leave their bucolic hometown of
Rabbit Hash, Kentucky, and become immensely successful and
prosperous. This hope even extends to Bunny taking advantage
of the area’s gentrification through an influx of wealthy, gay men.
Ever sassy and outspoken, Champ advises her daughter to “flip a
rich gayboy” to ensure financial stability through a unique marital arrangement. But upon the devastating death of Big Hank,
mother and daughter become legally locked out of the farmstead and are forced to relocate to Newark, New Jersey, in 1976.
Champ is intent on collecting a somewhat dubious debt owed
to her husband by Jackie Russell Jr., a retired military buddy of
Hank’s from their time together in the Navy. Bunny falls in love
with her new home but is well aware of the city’s current state
of “urban blight,” a fallout from the 1967 four-day Newark riots.
She promises to “rebuild my city” with advocacy and volunteer
work to fully utilize “the power to change the face of things.”
Because of the story’s modest length, Bunny’s ambitious
vision of activism never materializes any further than her verbalized intentions to enact a new, people-forward revolution in
Newark. While the tale is engrossing, it feels unfinished. Sometimes the personality disparities between mother and daughter
become so wide that they feel implausible. This is most apparent when Bunny takes the soapbox on sophisticated issues of
financial inequality and politics and speaks to her befuddled
“backwoods Kentucky country momma” on the necessity for
“more lanes for opportunity and financial successes in this
country than there are right now.” Despite this, Roe does an
admirable job of creating a sweeping timeline embedded within
her novella. The action is confined to a single day when Champ
asks her daughter to go to the local grocery store for her, where
Bunny invites Jackie to dinner. Bunny then meets Jose, a dangerous stranger, who holds her fate in his nefarious hands. The
author leaves her story on a sad and open-ended note, which
is an intriguing choice for such an engrossing tale that truly
finds its footing in the final third. Still, Roe’s moving, characterdriven book is compelling, well written, and decorated throughout with authentic Southern Creole vernacular, which creates
a distinctively unique tone and atmosphere. Both Champ and
Bunny are spirited, captivating characters to behold as they
transcend cultures and restart their lives after Big Hank’s death.
The backstory in the form of charming anecdotes and humorous country-folk foibles fills in the gaps in Champ’s and Bunny’s
histories as a restless wife and her impulsive daughter as well

MIRROR AND THE BOBCAT

Ritchie, Cat
Atmosphere Press (170 pp.)
$16.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | Sept. 15, 2022
978-1-63988-501-5
A middle-grade fantasy sequel returns
to the magical realm of Somewhere,
where a fairy must come to grips with her
newfound powers.
Mirror is a young fairy who showed
up in Somewhere with no family to speak
of. But after befriending other adolescent fairies like Bosco and
Mica and beginning an apprenticeship with “fairy seer extraordinaire” Lady Flo to help her understand her burgeoning abilities to foresee the future, Mirror is enjoying a seemingly idyllic
life. When an orphaned baby bobcat that the group is rehabilitating gets caught in a steel trap, Mirror rescues the animal
by sending a burst of energy to destroy the device. The release
of energy is so potent it gets the attention of the Royal Court,
which travels to Somewhere to investigate. But shortly after
the Fairy Queen and her entourage arrive, a wildfire approaches
Somewhere, threatening to destroy the entire fairy community.
Although some see Mirror’s unparalleled power as dangerous,
it may be the only hope to save the inhabitants of Somewhere.
The main fantasy-fueled storyline revolving around Mirror and
her search for her place in the world is certainly compelling
and filled with rich descriptions and nonstop action throughout. But what separates Ritchie’s book from other comparable
genre novels for young readers is the deep, existential wisdom.
In one sequence, for example, Mirror communicates with the
spirit of a legendary queen who asks her an unfathomably deep
question: “You are shaping your future now, by your actions.
And by how you will choose to use your powers. Out of kindness and love? Or out of anger and hatred? Therein lies the trap.”
In another scene, Bosco is given invaluable advice: “Don’t ever
be afraid to love someone just cause you’re worried you might
lose them.”
An undeniably fun fantasy adventure that also works on a
much deeper level.
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“The author makes a convincing case that working in harmony with
co-workers is analogous to performing in an orchestra or choir.”
harmony at work

HARMONY AT WORK
Keys To Tune Up Your
Work Relationships

as detailing how Hank enlisted in the military. Overall, this
reads like an impressive work in progress with lucid characters
searching for love and meaning. The cliffhanger conclusion will
leave engaged readers wanting more.
A trim yet potent tale about familial bonds and how tragedy can devastate and inspire.

Spero, Susan
Relationshift Publishing (332 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | April 21, 2022
978-1-73786-800-2

THE VANISHING

In this supernatural novel, a young
Jewish girl becomes invisible in order to
flee the Nazis.
As Slater’s story opens, the Siegel family has moved several
times in Germany, first to Weiler in 1938, then to the smaller
town of Gemeinde in 1939, and finally to minuscule Ortschaft
in the summer of 1940. Ortschaft, a town of only 10,000 residents, still seems amicable enough to its 200 Jewish inhabitants. Young Sophie Siegel may be hopeful, but readers know
what’s coming. The restrictions and brutality increase even
in Ortschaft until the horrifying day when Sophie, hiding in a
closet, watches through a crack as Nazis kill her parents. Then
she makes a shocking discovery: When those same Nazis search
her closet, they don’t see her. She has become invisible. She’s
still stranded in Nazi Germany, but now she’s able to watch
unimpeded—and to do her best to foment resistance (including the outlandish hope of creating a gigantic golem to defend
the Jews). Using this subtle, startling blend of historical fiction
and richly imagined fantasy, Slater manages to craft that rarest
of things: a Holocaust novel that feels new. The author has a
keen eye for the small, true details of everyday life. The creeping, incremental degradations of Nazi Germany are portrayed
with a dramatic immediacy often missing from history books.
Slater is also very skilled at creating tense moments arising from
Sophie’s invisibility. At one point, she’s standing in the middle
of a room that’s being vigorously searched by Nazi soldiers: “For
a long and terrifying few seconds, the redhead stood directly in
front of Sophie, who was too cold and too scared to do anything
but shake. If he had taken just one more step, he would have
kicked her.”
A tense and spellbindingly gripping fantasy meditation on
the horrors of the Holocaust.
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A metaphorically musical journey
through work relationships.
Spero, an organizational consultant with almost 40 years’ experience,
advances the idea that harmonious interactions with co-workers can be compared to aspects of musical composition. Work
relationships, writes Spero, “become more interesting when we
have the skills to vary their tempo, volume, and structure,” even
though “we may have no idea why it is so easy to make beautiful
music with some people, and why other interactions may sound
so out of tune.” This metaphor is carried throughout the book,
both in structure (with an “Overture” and six “Stages”) and in
content (Stage 1 is “Auditions,” Stage 2 is “First Notes,” and so
on). The author also makes liberal use of linguistic flourishes
whenever she can, incorporating musical lingo into the book’s
many examples and her own wise counsel. To some readers, the
heavy reliance on the metaphor may feel gimmicky, but she
does make a convincing case that working in harmony with coworkers, and all it implies, is legitimately analogous to performing in an orchestra or singing in a choir. Spero takes a deep dive
into work-relationship dynamics, exploring such vital subjects
as dealing with different types of personalities, understanding
nonverbal cues, making commitments, navigating team clashes,
setting boundaries, and distinguishing between compromise
and collaboration. The book’s stages are logically organized,
with numerous relevant examples rendered in clear, engaging
prose. Each stage opens with a fictional scene in which four
friends discuss co-worker relationships—a solid technique that
integrates nicely with the content. One of the book’s strongest
elements is “Rehearsals,” a closing section appended to the end
of every stage that offers immersive exercises with which readers may apply the lessons learned. For example, the exercises
for Stage 4, “Clashing Chords,” include planning for “how to
react to your first speed bump,” answering pointed questions
about “a relationship that started out strong but has become
increasingly annoying,” and learning how to reckon with “your
level of impatience.”
A refreshingly creative examination of how to work well
with others.

Slater, David Michael
Library Tales Publishing
(192 pp.)
$21.99 | $17.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Sept. 29, 2022
978-1-956769-11-1
978-1-956769-24-1 paper
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LOSING OUR ELECTIONS
What I Learned Running for
Congress, and How We Can
Fix Our Broken Politics

SMALL ACREAGES
New and Collected Essays

Stamper, Georgia Green
Shadelandhouse Modern Press (306 pp.)
$23.95 paper | $10.99 e-book | May 17, 2022
978-1-945049-25-5

Spurlino, Jim
RealClear Publishing (296 pp.)
$29.95 | $12.99 e-book | Oct. 25, 2022
978-1-63755-236-0

A Southern writer’s astute collection
of observances and reflections.
In Stamper’s third collection of essays,
the author and former English and theater teacher recounts her experiences as
a native rural Kentuckian. The anthology, comprising 58 essays,
focuses on family, the art of homemaking, personal opinions,
and stories about the selfless acts of good people and daily life in
bucolic Owen County in northern Kentucky. Greatly influenced
and defined by place and “the culture as it has shifted around
me,” Stamper writes candidly about the “wise country people
who raised me.” She escorts readers to sprawling annual family
reunion potlucks and introduces them to Uncle Murf, a resilient
World War I military veteran who survived a mustard gas attack
in the field and lived well into his 90s. The author mourns her
beloved grandfather, who died on Father’s Day when she was 9,
and her mother, who passed from ovarian cancer after a Christmas Eve dinner. In a section devoted to domestic life, Stamper
ponders underappreciated wonders like hominy, a proper table
setting, philodendrons, and an ingredients-only recipe for her
Anna Mae’s Jam Cake (unfortunately, the instructions vanished
over time). Stamper remains an honest observer and commentator throughout, even when the stories put her in a less-than-flattering light, like when she “overstepped…adult boundaries.” The
author is particularly witty in anecdotes about raising her three
daughters, being a grandmother, growing up on a tobacco farm,
and Queen Elizabeth.
Some of the best entries are also the most intimate, like
when Stamper finds profundity in everyday objects, like a quilt
fashioned by her husband’s late grandmother stricken with Parkinson’s disease or her great-grandmother Hudson’s delicate
dessert dishes. What begins as a funny conversational essay on
getting older ends up imparting sage, seasoned takeaways about
better living: “I don’t know about you, but I’ve spent most of
my adult life wandering through a forest of very tall trees without a map—not exactly lost, but unsure of my way through. I
assumed other people had the map. Now I’m not so sure they
did.” Stamper closes with impressively researched history about
the two free Black enclaves that thrived near the family farm
prior to the Civil War. As in previous volumes, the author, a
seventh-generation Kentuckian, eloquently limns the ebb and
flow of Southern life through a range of situations, moods, and
perspectives. In their own way, each story imparts a gentle
reminder on the importance of cherishing family, faith, and
one’s roots. Having been raised by a farmer father who loved
to read and a science teacher mother (both “keepers of stories”),
Stamper became a natural raconteur brimming with anecdotes
of her life and the idyllic ways of the Natlee region. With an
enjoyable sense of humility, she contributes a wealth of knowledge and wisdom on aging, love, family, tradition, generational

Spurlino shares lessons learned from
an unsuccessful congressional bid in this
debut political memoir.
As the old adage goes, failure is a better teacher than success.
That’s the premise of this memoir by a businessman who ran
for Congress in 2016. “I lost,” writes Spurlino in his introduction. “I didn’t lose in the general election. I lost in the Republican primary. I finished fourth, receiving only 7 percent of the
vote. That’s not the typical profile of someone who writes a
book about politics.” Even so, his frontline perspective offers
insight into the modern American political campaign: who runs
for office, how and why they run, how they win, and—more
often—how they lose. The author decided to throw his hat
into the ring after learning that his congressman, Speaker of
the House John Boehner, had announced his retirement. He
then began the strange, sometimes comical process of hiring a
campaign team, staking out official positions on major issues
(many of them more conservative than his actual beliefs), paying someone to perform opposition research on himself, filming an announcement video, and drumming up political support.
Spurlino’s insider’s view convinced him that the American campaign system needs profound changes, both in laws governing
elections and in the culture of party politics. Spurlino’s prose
is conversational and direct, and his persona is often that of
a naïve Everyman learning about politics in real time, which
sometimes makes for amusing reading: “I was a little surprised
that Israel would be a campaign issue,” he writes; but later he
found out that the other candidates likely wouldn’t be attending an upcoming event organized by pro-Israel lobbying group
AIPAC and that his presence there could win him some votes:
“And with that, I officially became a supporter of AIPAC and
Israel.” Spurlino’s after-the-fact suggestions for improving the
political system—including ranked-choice voting—will likely
divide his readership. The book’s greatest value is the way in
which it charts the Trump-ification of the Republican Party
over the course of 2016.
An intriguing window into Republican primary politics.
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“The writing is engrossing and punchy and the action energetic.”
ever

EVER
Forged Into Midnight

nurturing, and living a good, honest (Southern) life. Sentimental but never mawkish, Stamper’s insightful, heartfelt anecdotes
about “what it means to be human” will resonate with readers. A
wonderful conclusion to Stamper’s trilogy.
Insightful, clever, and amusing ruminations on the joys of
home and family.

Taylor, Sen
Self (390 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | Feb. 21, 2023

MOON AND SUNN
Memoir of a Fishing Legend
and His Son

Sunn, Shane
Self (372 pp.)
$32.99 | $18.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 17, 2022
978-1-73698-601-1
978-1-73698-600-4 paper

A minister recalls the life of his father,
a Mississippi fishing legend, in this debut

family memoir.
Sunn grew up in the small town of Ackerman, Mississippi, in
the 1960s. When he was 5, his parents divorced, and afterward,
he mostly saw his father, James William “Moon” Sunn, on “sporadic weekends” whenever he was home from fishing the Kenai
River in Alaska. Moon was intent on catching the “world record
king salmon” and always believed that his next cast would hook
him the prize. For many people of Ackerman, Moon was the
“ ‘go-to’ guy” in any emergency, and Sunn tells tales of his heroics, such as saving a boy from drowning in a local lake. Such
stories of Moon being “everyone else’s hero” run counter to
the author’s feeling of disconnection from his dad. Sunn ably
weaves in other elements of family history, recounting stories of
his grandfather Mack Sunn relishing fishing and hunting before
serving in World War I. At the close of the memoir, the author
wrestles with the prospect of his aging father’s passing. Sunn’s
portrait of his parent is engaging and wistfully poetic: “Moon
is cut from a different cloth, and nothing can deter him from
what he determines to do, whether death or life, angels or rulers, things present or things to come.” There are affecting, confessional moments when the author digs deep to reveal how he
felt about his parents’ divorce: “Kids asked me sensitive questions like, ‘Do you live with your daddy or your momma?’ What
that really meant was, ‘You’re not like us.’ ” Sunn also turns his
attention to capturing the atmosphere of the American South
and sometime offers gruesome details; following Mack’s heart
attack, Sunn writes that the doctor “called for a hot iron….
Before the days of defibrillators, apparently, hot irons were utilized in an attempt to jumpstart a dead heart.” The rapid-fire
anecdotes result in a somewhat fragmented work, but there’s
sufficient charm and intrigue in Sunn’s prose to overlook this.
Overall, it’s a delightfully idiosyncratic debut.
A thoughtfully textured exploration of an unconventional
father-son bond.
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A youngster who wants to be a soldier
achieves that goal with bloody and troubling results in Taylor’s dystopian novel.
This action-packed story, set in the
distant future, posits a post-apocalyptic,
low-tech empire of Sagittarius on the
Canadian prairie with an astrological religion that requires
babies born outside a monthlong window to be sacrificed. Sagittarius is locked in perpetual war with the nation of Scorpio to
the north and has enslaved the people of Taurus to the south.
Centering the story is Saya, a Sagittarian tween who dreads
having to hold to proscribed feminine roles of housekeeping
and childbearing and longs to be a soldier. Saya’s gender nonconformity only seems to be accepted in an observatory run by
freethinking astronomers. The young narrator’s soldiering wish
comes tragically true when marauders, said to be Scorpions,
destroy the town, and orphaned Saya is inducted into the Sagittarian army under a new name. Sai becomes a fierce fighter with
sword and bow who’s abused by other recruits but gets respect
from officers who address Sai by he/him pronouns. Most of the
novel follows Sai’s military career, which undermines the protagonist’s vengeance motive. Sai loves slaughtering Scorpion
soldiers in gory battle scenes—the Scorpions’ poison-coated
swords inflict particularly grisly wounds—but this zealotry
wavers in situations involving civilians, including a 3-year-old
Taurian boy. Also influencing Sai is Fion, a gay officer whose
soul-searching conversations feed Sai’s disaffection. Taylor’s
ruminative, queer dystopian fable feels like a mashup of elements of the Hunger Games series, Mulan, All Quiet on the West
ern Front, and the daily horoscope. The writing is engrossing and
punchy—“ ‘Suck it up,’ Fion scolded me with a biting, severe
voice. ‘You’re a soldier now’ ”—and the action energetic: “I…
lunged at the Scorpion fearlessly, ducked under his swing, and
thrust my blade into his gut. I ripped my sword to the side and
relished the sight of his frightened eyes dying.” However, the
book’s gender-related themes sometimes feel underdeveloped
alongside the narrative’s extensive carnage. Still, Sai’s journey
makes for a resonant, absorbing read.
A vigorous yarn that mixes stout swashbuckling with
moody reflection.
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UN/RECONCILED
Poems of a Love Gone Off

on the ecstasies and endgames of romance. It is fascinating
to observe the gradient of emotional intensity shift as the
volume progresses. The opening crackle of sexual energy dissipates into flat reportage, as attentively captured in “How
Was Your Day?”: “All I hear are low notes and misery. / Tell
me instead of boats and clouds, / of speed and sex and dreams
and bad ideas.” The hope of a return to more fulfilling days
lies cleverly embedded in the poems but is never fully revived.
Trozzolo is a master of the laconically poignant statement, distilling the complexities of entering couples’ therapy into two
impactful lines: “Here we sit six feet apart, separated by heat
and memories.” There are occasions when the writing can
prove cloyingly clichéd: “You lean in close and whisper, ‘Follow me.’ Instantly I know I will never forget you.” But this can
be excused since romance itself trades heavily in clichés. Still,
this is sharp, emotionally observant writing that elegantly captures the bittersweet remembrance of bygone love.
The intriguing contours of a relationship are laid tantalizingly bare in these thoughtful poems.

Trozzolo, Pasquale
Manuscript (37 pp.)

This collection of poetry describes
the downward arc of an unpredictable
love affair.
“You enter, / capture me like a riptide
I can’t escape,” writes Trozzolo, recalling the overwhelming power of the first
encounter of a relationship that the
poet asserts is fictional. From lust to longing, infatuation to
infidelity, Trozzolo examines the internal workings of a love
affair. The tenderly mordant poems open with a short, italicized commentary intended to define a specific moment in
the relationship. For instance, prior to “Multitask,” the author
states dryly: “We stayed together–almost committed. I was never
your prio rity.” The poetry that follows attempts to capture a
snapshot of these shifting emotional sands. In this case, the
first stanza’s opening reads tersely: “Sounds like you’re giving /
dictation as we make love.” The poems tackle everything from
dangerous sexual infatuation (“You lure with your sweetness /
and kill the future so beautifully”) to the dispiritingly hollow
moment when a lover says, “Let’s be friends”: “There has never
been / anything platonic about us.” As the collection closes,
the poet is left to wrestle with the memory of a love that could
never last. Trozzolo offers a refreshingly unique perspective

A LIGHT TO DO
SHELLWORK BY
Poems

Valoyce-Sanchez, Georgiana
Scarlet Tanager Books (84 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Nov. 14, 2022
978-1-73453-135-0
A poetry collection that speaks of
Indigenous culture and history by telling
a family’s story through its relation to sea,
land, and memory.
Prose poems begin each of the three sections in the collection, establishing its overall themes. “The Gathering” opens
the first section, which brings a refreshing perspective to the
relationship between Indigenous people and the sea. Like
the ocean ebbs and flows, the speaker illustrates her elderly
father’s memories and dreams as his health deteriorates: “The
old man had been tending the Sacred Fire since before dawn,
each branch and limb of oak an added prayer.” As the family
is there to support and witness his transition, now the poems
remain to honor his legacy. The use of line breaks and extra
spacing between words, as in “The White Buffalo Painting,”
in which a physically debilitated grandfather yearns to paint
the strong buffalo he dreams about, reproduces the pauses
made by culture-bearing oral storytellers and invites readers
to reflect on other types of gaps being evoked: “Grandfather
/ born in 1897 / going blind / losing his hearing and / sense of
touch / dreams at night / of the White Buffalo.” “The Inland
Sea” begins a segment of poems connected to the desert, the
land, California roads, and to women, including the speaker’s
foremothers. In this section, “Fox Paw and Coyote Blessing”
is particularly memorable. Mixing storytelling and wordplay,
Valoyce-Sanchez skillfully illustrates belonging to multiple
Indigenous backgrounds, challenging monolithic notions
of Indigeneity. As with other long poems in this collection,
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“Welch raises provocative questions about the future
of an auto industry faced with technological innovations
and the potential to redraw itself entirely.”
charging ahead

TIME PEELS ALL TO
ORIGINAL WHITE
Xueyan Poems

the reader’s visual and sensorial experience might have been
enhanced had the poem been reproduced on facing pages. The
overall style and themes of this collection are reminiscent of
Deborah A. Miranda’s writing in their fluidity and nuanced
portrayal of Indigenous life. The last section begins with “The
Pictograph,” which refers to ancestral wall art whose physical, but not spiritual, access is blocked by steel bars. These
final poems broach the creation and interpretation of worlds
through Indigenous lenses.
An illustration of intimate family history that’s a testament
to the continuity of Indigenous life and poetics in California.

Xueyan
Fernwood Press (173 pp.)
978-1-59498-092-3

CHARGING AHEAD
General Motors: Mary Barra
and the Reinvention of an
American Icon

Welch, David
HarperCollins Leadership (304 pp.)
$29.99 | $14.99 e-book | Oct. 11, 2022
978-1-4002-3359-5
A business book examines Mary Barra’s transformative leadership of an ailing
General Motors.
Barra’s entire professional career was tied to GM—she
began working there as a college intern, and when she graduated from Michigan State in 1985, she took a position on the
factory floor as an engineer. Later, she would earn an MBA
from Stanford funded by a Sloan Fellowship, paving the way
for her extraordinary rise through management. In 2013, she
was chosen unanimously by the company’s board to become
its next CEO, the first woman to win the GM post and the
first female CEO in the American automotive industry. But her
“time in the limelight went sour quickly,” as Welch observes in
this taut but thorough account of her tenure at GM as well as
the company’s shifting fortunes. She was immediately plagued
by a highly publicized faulty ignition problem that led to the
recall of millions of cars and the deaths of more than a dozen
drivers. GM had already declared bankruptcy, was plagued by
a dysfunctional work culture, and was losing money in most of
its global operations. It was certainly no longer the “paragon
of business management and the most respected company in
the world.” The author furnishes a lucidly detailed account of
Barra’s commitment to restoring GM to its former glory, paring down its operations overseas while making it a leader in
technology, including electrification and autonomous driving. Especially with respect to electric vehicles, her plans
turned out be an extraordinary combination of boldness and
pragmatic sensibility. Welch’s overview of her leadership is as
measured as it is rigorous—he provides a sympathetic interpretation of her successes as well as an unflinching view of her
missteps. Moreover, he raises provocative questions about the
future of an auto industry faced with technological innovations
and the potential to redraw itself entirely.
A thoughtful look at GM and the complex and ever changing auto industry.
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A Chinese poet seeks answers in the
sky and the soul in this debut collection.
This is not a book for the casual
poetry fan; from the first page to the
last, the poems are dramatic and deeply
spiritual. “Breaking free from waves of sorrows / I leap ashore
/ Stars coronate me / beads of tears on hairs ribboned by light /
I am owned by eternity,” writes Xueyan in her collection’s closing work and author’s note. Even the back cover, reserved for a
brief bio, bears a “bio-poem.” The collection’s nearly 140 concise poems, arranged in four parts, dwell mostly on the nature
of human devotion, the heavens, and the machinations of God,
and they do not provide answers. Many entries reflect on mortality, painting humanity’s sacrifices with macabre strokes; in
“Prophet,” Xueyan writes, “The halo hangs above me / a holy gallows / Enchanted by light / I ascend to the aureole / to the sacred
execution of my mortal flesh / My eyes / my skin / my tongue
/ melt.” This abundance of unsettling descriptions, while compelling, occasionally overshadows the poems’ meanings. Other
entries consider the lessons of Greek myths (“Prometheus’s
Fire,” “Icarus”), the Bible (“Lilith Leaves Eden,” “The Crucifixion”), and religious history (“Jerusalem”).
Xueyan reverently explores Mary and Christ as tragic figures,
and the imagery can be stark and memorable. The poet seems
to suggest that brutality is cyclic and inevitable; snow and water
appear again and again to signal both beauty and death. Poems
on romance also address God: “A tear shed for love / is deeper
than the sea / When I murmur your name to the winds / I am as
clean as Yahweh’s bones.” Xueyan adroitly explores her themes,
but not all of the poems feel necessary, and some of the shortest
ones simply retrace what has already been expressed. Despite
an overall somber tone, she finds occasional moments of levity:
“After long journeys / two fish finally meet / love at first sight /
They are going to kiss.” The closing section departs somewhat
from the cosmic framing of the majority of the works and incorporates more mundane language; cigarettes, electricity bills, and
the subway add grounded contrast with natural beauty and Messianic references, but they don’t always effectively mesh with the
book’s more ethereal scope. Some poems fewer than 10 words
(“Shortest Poem” simply says “Love”) don’t always justify their
brevity, but the abrupt ends evoke the speaker’s restlessness.
Part of the book’s intrigue lies in the author’s opacity and lack
of personal details. The closing poem, “To Wake,” does the best
job of distilling the poet’s seeming intended takeaway for her
readers about the dissonance of Christian aspirations compared
with the burden of everyday life: “Humans wake because they
are hungry / not because they love the world.”
Ably and originally muses on Christianity and personal sacrifice.

BRAVO ZULU
My Search To Save
Classic Warbirds

of historical insight and edification. In addition, he makes an
equally powerful case for the allure of a purposeful obsession.
An uplifting and captivating collector’s account adorned
with beautiful photography.

Yagen, Jerry
Silicon Valley Press (200 pp.)
$80.00 | Oct. 18, 2022
978-1-73587-319-0
In this memoir, a man chronicles his
enthusiasm for warplanes and the remarkable aviation museum
that resulted.
Yagen certainly didn’t grow up collecting vintage airplanes—
like most of his childhood peers, he amassed piles of comic
books and stamps. But he was always fascinated with “warbirds”
and spent a considerable portion of his youth constructing
model planes and reading about the world’s greatest aviators. His
stepfather was an American Air Force officer who had served in
World War II, and as a result, Yagen grew up on military bases,
surrounded by the planes that he became so enamored with. He
ultimately earned a pilot’s license. But it was years later, once
he had established himself as a successful businessman, that
he decided to start collecting vintage warplanes. After attending a World War II–themed dance at the Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum, he discovered an important pursuit, which
he poignantly recalls: “I suddenly knew what I wanted to do—I
had found the collection I was supposed to build. I found the
meaningful stories I wanted to help tell. I knew in that moment
what I was put here to preserve for future generations. I realized I had been preparing for this mission unknowingly for my
whole life.” That collection would eventually grow to become
the Military Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach. Yagen’s love
of warplanes is as endearing as it is infectious—readers will pine
to visit his museum after seeing the utterly gorgeous color photographs of its planes reproduced here. Photos of the Curtiss
P-40 Warhawk, with its “wicked grin displaying white shark
teeth” and a “pair of savage eyes,” are particularly spectacular.
The author convincingly makes the case that the planes are
testaments to human ingenuity and courage as well as objects
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Books of the Month
ALONE IN THE
HOUSE OF
MY HEART

ARGO & ME

Chandra Ghosh Ippen;
Illus by Erich Ippen Jr.

Kari Gunter-Seymour

A touching tale flawlessly told.

A breathtaking, artful set of poems on
loss, family, place,
and memory.

A VOICE OUT
OF POVERTY

SPIRIT VALLEY
RADIO

A remarkable
account that captures the horror of
hardship and the
power of charity.

A beguiling fable
that’s full of rich
whimsy with a
thoughtful bite.

Jillian Haslam

Jennifer Tall

THIS COULD
BE YOU

LOST IN CHINA
Jennifer F. Dobbs

Cindy Williams
Schrauben
Illus. by Julia Seal

A gripping memoir
brimming with
personal and historical insight.
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An inventive and
empowering readaloud about careers
that should
inspire preschoolers.
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